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I. JURISDICTION AND GENERAL PROVISIONS 

1. This Administrative Settlement Agreement and Order on Consent ("Settlement 
Agreement" or "Design AOC") is entered into voluntarily by the United States 
Environmental Protection Agency ("EPA") and the United Nuclear Corporation 
("UNC") and the General Electric Company ("GE") (collectively "Respondents") and 
provides for a joint EPA Region 6 and Region 9 response action for an area defined 
herein as the Settlement Agreement Site ("SA Site"), which encompasses activities at 
both the Northeast Church Rock Mine Site ("NECR Site") and the United Nuclear 
Corporation Site ("UNC Site"). See Map of SA Site area provided as Appendix A. 
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This Settlement Agreement provides that Respondents shall produce a Design, as 
provided in the attached Statement of Work ("SOW"), (1) for implementation of the 
response actions described in the EPA document entitled "Action Memorandum: 
Request for a Non-Time-Critical Removal Action at the Northeast Church Rock Mine 
Site, McKinley County, NM, Pinedale Chapter of the Navajo Nation," which was 
jointly approved by the EPA Region 6 Superfund Division Director and by the EPA 
Region 9 Branch Chief for the Partnership, Land Revitalization and Cleanup Branch 
on September 29, 2011 (the "2011 Action Memo"), which is provided as Appendix B 
and incorporated by this reference; and also (2) for implementation of the response 
actions described in the EPA document entitled "Record of Decision, United Nuclear 
Corporation Site, McKinley County, New Mexico, EPA ID NMD030443303; 
Operable Unit: OU 02, Surface Soil Operable Unit," which was approved by the EPA 
Region 6 Superfund Division Director on March 29, 2013 (the "2013 ROD"), which 
is provided as Appendix C and incorporated by this reference. The NECR Site and 
the UNC Site are located in close proximity to one another and approximately 17 
miles northeast of the town of Church Rock in McKinley County, New Mexico. This 
Design AOC is an agreement by Respondents to perform the requirements of this 
AOC and the SOW, which is provided as Appendix D, which is incorporated by this 
reference. This Design AOC provides for cost recovery of funds that have been 
expended and will be expended by Region 6 and Region 9 in connection with the 
Work provided for in the SOW, and other tasks associated with the SA Site and the 
Work, including community involvement and preparations for the provision of 
alternative housing. This Design AOC als0 settles EPA' s claims for Past Response 
Costs paid by EPA in connection with the UNC Site, which include costs associated 
with the UNC Site Surface Soil Operable Unit and the UNC Site Ground Water 
Operable Unit, as well as for unrecovered past costs paid by EPA in connection with 
the NECR Site. 

2. This Settlement Agreement is issued under the authority vested in the President of the 
United States by Sections 104, 106, 107, and 122 of the Comprehensive 
Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act ("CERCLA"), 42 U.S.C. 
§§ 9604, 9606, 9607, and 9622. This authority was delegated to the EPA 
Administrator by Executive Order 12580 (52 Fed. Reg. 2923, Jan. 29, 1987) and 
.further delegated to EPA Regional Administrators by EPA Delegations No. 14-14-C 
and No. 14-14-D. This authority was further delegated in Region 6 by the Regional 
Administrator to the Superfund Division Director by delegation R6-14-14-C (June 8, 
2001), and this authority was further delegated in Region 9 to the Director of the 
Supe1fund Division and to the Assistant Directors of the Superfund Division 
(formerly known as Branch Chiefs) by EPA Delegations No. R9-1290.15 and R9-
1290.20 (Sept. 29, 1997), respectively. 

3. EPA and Respondents recognize that this Settlement Agreement has been negotiated 
in good faith and that the actions undertaken by Respondents in accordance with this 
Settlement Agreement do not constitute an admission of any liability. Respondents 
do not admit, and retain the right to controvert in any subsequent proceedings other 
than proceedings to implement or enforce this Settlement Agreement, the validity of 
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EPA' s findings of fact, conclusions of law, and determinations in Sections IV and V 
of this Settlement Agreement. Respondents agree to comply with, and be bound by, 
the terms of this Settlement Agreement and further agree that they will not contest the 
basis or validity of this Settlement Agreement or its terms. Respondents agree that 
for the purposes of this Settlement Agreement, the 2013 ROD shall be considered a 
final Record of Decision within the meaning of 40 C.F.R. § 300.430(f)(5). 
Respondents also agree that in any proceeding to enforce this Settlement Agreement 
they will not challenge the 2013 ROD or the 2011 Action Memo as inconsistent with 
the National Oil and Hazardous Substances Pollution Contingency Plan, 40 C.F.R. 
Part 300 ("NCP"). Respondents further agree that in any proceeding to enforce this 
Settlement Agreement they will not challenge the 2013 ROD or the 2011 Action 
Memo as lacking in authority. 

4. The objectives of EPA and Respondents in entering into this Settlement Agreement 
are as follows: 

a. to have the Respondents produce a design for the implementation of the 
response actions selected in the 2013 ROD and the 2011 Action Memo; 

b. to have Respondents pay EPA for certain response costs; and 

c. to resolve certain claims of EPA against Respondents, as provided in this 
Settlement Agreement. 

5. In accordance with the NCP and Section 12l(f)(l)(F) of CERCLA, 42 U.S.C. § 
9621(f)(l)(F), on December 17, 2013, EPA notified the State of New Mexico (the 
"State") and the Navajo Nation of negotiations with potentially responsible parties 
regarding the development of the design for the response actions selected in the 2013 
ROD and the 2011 Action Memo. 

6. In accordance with Section 122(j)(l) of CERCLA, 42 U.S.C. § 9622(j)(l), EPA 
notified the U.S. Department of the Interior ("DOI") on October 29, 2014, of 
negotiations with potentially responsible parties regarding the release of hazardous 
substances that may have resulted in injury to the natural resources under federal 
trusteeship and encouraged DOI (the trustee) to pmticipate in the negotiation of this 
Settlement Agreement. 

II. PARTIES BOUND 

7. This Settlement Agreement applies to and is binding upon EPA and upon 
Respondents and their successors and assigns. Any change in ownership or corporate 
status of a Respondent including, but not limited to, any transfer of assets or real or 
personal property shall not alter such Respondent's responsibilities under this 
Settlement Agreement. The signatories to this Settlement Agreement certify that they 
are authorized to execute and legally bind the parties they represent. 
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8. Respondents are jointly and severally liable for carrying out all activities required by 
this Settlement Agreement. In the event of the insolvency or other failure of any one 
Respondent to implement the requirements of this Settlement Agreement, the 
remaining Respondent shall complete all such requirements. 

9. Respondents shall ensure that their contractors, subcontractors, and representatives 
receive a copy of this Settlement Agreement and comply with this Settlement 
Agreement. Respondents shall be responsible for any noncompliance, including 
without limitation contractor, subcontractor and representative noncompliance, with 
this Settlement Agreement. With regard to the activities unde1taken pursuant to this 
Settlement Agreement, each contractor and subcontractor of Respondents shall be 
deemed to be in a contractual relationship with Respondents within the meaning of 
Section 107(b)(3) of CERCLA, 42 U.S.C. § 9607(b)(3). 

III.DEFINITIONS 

10. Unless otherwise expressly provided in this Settlement Agreement, terms used in this 
Settlement Agreement that are defined in CERCLA or in regulations promulgated 
under CERCLA shall have the meaning assigned to them in CERCLA or in such 
regulations. Whenever terms listed below are used in this Settlement Agreement or 
its attached appendices, the following definitions shall apply. (Although most 
defined terms are capitalized below, these definitions shall apply whether or not the 
term is capitalized in the context of the Settlement Agreement including the 
appendices attached hereto.) 

"2011 Action Memo" shall mean the EPA document entitled 
"Action Memorandum: Request for a Non-Time-Critical Removal Action at the 
Northeast Church Rock Mine Site, McKinley County, NM, Pinedale Chapter of the 
Navajo Nation," which was jointly approved by the EPA Region 6 Superfund 
Division Director and by the EPA Region 9 Assistant Director for the Partnership, 
Land Revitalization and Cleanup Branch on September 29, 2011, provided as 
Appendix B to this Settlement Agreement. 

"CERCLA" shall mean the Comprehensive Environmental 
Response, Compensation, and Liability Act, 42 U.S.C. §§ 9601-9675. 

"Day" or "day" shall mean a calendar day. In computing any 
period of time under this Settlement Agreement, where the last day would fall on a 
Saturday, Sunday, or federal, tribal or state holiday, this period shall run until the 
close of business of the next working day. 

"Deliverable" or "Submission" shall mean any and all written 
materials Respondents are required to submit for EPA approval pursuant to this 
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Settlement Agreement, including, without limitation, correspondence, notifications, 
plans, reports, specifications, and schedules. A Submission is a Deliverable and the 
terms "Submission" and "Deliverable" are used interchangeably in this Design AOC 
and in the SOW that is incorporated herein. A Submission is Work. Submissions 
include without limitation all Deliverables required pursuant to the SOW including 
the Design Work Plan and the schedules therein. Once a Submission is approved in 
writing by EPA as described in Section IX (EPA Approval of Deliverables) of this 
Settlement Agreement, the Submission is incorporated into this Settlement 
Agreement and becomes an enforceable part of this Settlement Agreement. 

"Design" shall, for the pmposes of this Design AOC, mean those 
activities to be undertaken by Respondents to develop the final plans and 
specifications for the actions pursuant to the Design Work Plan, including design for 
the remedy selected in the 2013 ROD and the removal action selected in the 2011 
Action Memo. 

"Design Work Plan" shall mean the document developed pursuant 
to Paragraph 56 (Work Plan and Implementation) and approved by EPA, and any 
modifications thereto. 

"DOJ'' shall mean the United States Department of Justice and its 
successor departments, agencies, or instrumentalities. 

"EDRA AOC" shall mean the Administrative Order on Consent 
between EPA Region 9 and the Respondents for the Eastern Drainage Removal 
Action that became effective on July 27, 2012. 

"EDRA AOC Future Response Costs" shall mean Future Response 
Costs as defined in the EDRA AOC. 

"Effective Date" shall mean the effective date of this Settlement 
Agreement as provided in Section XXX (Effective Date and Subsequent 
Modification). 

"EPA" shall mean the United States Environmental Protection 
Agency and its successor departments, agencies, or instrumentalities. 

"EPA Hazardous Substance Superfund" shall mean the Hazardous 
Substance Superfund established by the Internal Revenue Code, 26 U.S.C. § 9507. 

"Future Response Costs" shall mean all direct and indirect costs 
paid by EPA for response actions in connection with the NECR Site and/or the UNC 
Site, including without limitation the UNC Site Ground Water Operable Unit and the 
UNC Site Surface Soil Operable Unit, or the SA Site between December 31, 2013 
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and Respondents' completion of the Work, including costs paid for reviewing or 
developing plans, repmts, and other deliverables pursuant to this Settlement 
Agreement, or otherwise implementing, overseeing, or enforcing this Settlement 
Agreement. For purposes of this definition, the phrase "Respondents' completion of 
the Work" shall mean either (1) Respondents' submission to the NRC under 
Paragraph 68 of the License Amendment Request for Source Materials, or (2) EPA's 
determination under Paragraph 56.d. that there will be unacceptable adverse impacts 
on groundwater that cannot be successfully addressed by design modifications, 
whichever first occurs. Future Response Costs will be billed separately as provided 
in Section XVI (Payment of Response Costs). Future Resp@nse Costs shall also 
include without limitation the following: 

i. Costs paid in reviewing Submissions pursuant to this 
Settlement Agreement; 

ii. Costs paid in overseeing the Work; 

iii. Costs paid for payroll, travel, and laboratory work; 

iv. Costs paid for United States employee payroll; 

v. Costs paid for contractors; 

vi. Costs paid pursuant to Paragraph 62 (Emergency Response 
and Notification of Releases); 

vii. Costs paid pursuant to Paragraphs 70 through 73 (Section 
XII. Site Access) including without limitation the cost of 
attorney time and any monies paid to secure access, 
including, without limitation, the amount of just 
compensation paid for access and costs incun-ed by the 
United States Depaitment of Justice to secure access under 
Section XII (Site Access); 

viii. Costs paid for Paragraph 109 (Work Takeover); 

1x. Costs paid for community relations (which includes 
community involvement), including the costs of developing 
and planning for Voluntary Alternative Housing; 

x. Costs paid for Technical Assistance to community members; 

xi. Costs paid pursuant to Section XVII (Dispute Resolution); 

xii. Costs paid for litigation associated with the enforcement of 
this Settlement Agreement; 
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xiii. Agency for Toxic Substances and Disease Registry 
("ATSDR") costs regarding the SA Site; 

XIV. 

Interest on Past Response Costs that Respondents have 
agreed to pay under this Settlement Agreement that has 
accrued pursuant to 42 U.S.C. § 9607(a) during the period 
from December 31, 2013, to the Effective Date. 

"Include," "Includes" or "Including": For the purposes of this 
Settlement Agreement including the appendices attached hereto, the words "include," 
"includes," or "including" shall not be construed as words of limitation; that is, they 
shall be construed such that the phrases "without limitation" or "but not limited to" 
are implied, unless such phrases are already in place. For example, "including x, y, 
and z" would be construed as "including without limitation x, y, and z" or as 
"including, but not limited to, x, y and z," but the phrase "including, but not limited 
to, x, y and z" would be construed as it reads. 

"Institutional Controls" or "ICs" shall mean Proprietary Controls 
and state, tribal or local laws, regulations, ordinances, zoning restrictions, or other 
governmental controls or notices that: (a) limit land or resource use to minimize the 
potential for human exposure to Waste Material at or in connection with the SA Site; 
(b) limit land or resource use to implement, ensure non-interference with, or ensure 
the protectiveness of the response actions; and/or (c) provide information intended to 
modify or guide human behavior at or in connection with the SA Site, to the extent 
that such governmental controls or notices are allowed by law. 

"Institutional Control Implementation and Assurance Plan" or 
"ICIAP" shall mean the plan for implementing, maintaining, monitoring, and 
reporting on the Institutional Controls set forth in the SOW. 

"Interest" shall mean interest at the rate specified for interest on 
investments of the EPA Hazardous Substance Superfund established by 26 U.S.C. § 

· 9507, compounded annually on October 1 of each year, in accordance with CERCLA 
§ 107(a), 42 U.S.C. § 9607(a). The applicable rate of interest shall be the rate in 
effect at the time the interest accrues. The rate of interest is subject to change on 
October 1 of each year. 

"National Contingency Plan" or "NCP" shall mean the National 
Oil and Hazardous Substances Pollution Contingency Plan promulgated pursuant to 
Section 105 of CERCLA, 42 U.S.C. § 9605, codified at 40 C.F.R. Part 300, and any 
amendments thereto. 
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"Navajo Nation EPA" shall mean the Navajo Nation 
Environmental Protection Agency and any successor departments or agencies of the 
Navajo Nation. 

"NECR Site" shall mean the Northeast Church Rock Mine Site, an 
area of uranium and radium-226 (Ra-226) contamination associated with the former 
Northeast Church Rock uranium mine and associated structures and lands. The mine 
and associated structures collectively occupied approximately 125 acres, located 
approximately 17 miles northeast of Gallup, New Mexico near the intersection of 
State Highway 566 and Red Water Pond Road and located largely on Navajo tribal 
trust lands within the Eastern Agency of the Navajo Nation. The NECR Site includes 
all areas where uranium and Ra-226 contamination from mining activities at the 
NECR Site has been or is cun-ently located and all areas in very close proximity to 
those areas needed to address the uranium contamination. 

"NMED" shall mean the New Mexico Environment Department 
and any successor depaitments or agencies of the State. 

"Northeast Church Rock Special Account" shall mean the account 
within the EPA Hazardous Substance Superfund to be retained and used to conduct or 
finance response actions at or in connection with the NECR Site, or to be transferred 
by EPA to the EPA Hazardous Substance Superfund, established pursuant to Section 
122(b)(3) of CERCLA, 42 U.S.C. § 9622(b)(3). 

"Owner Respondent" shall mean any Respondent that owns part of 
the SA Site. 

"Paragraph" shall mean a portion of this Settlement Agreement 
identified by an Arabic numeral or an upper or lower case letter. 

"Parties" shall mean EPA and Respondents. 

"Past Response Costs" shall mean all unrecovered costs, including, 
but not limited to, direct and indirect costs, that EPA paid in connection with the 
NECR Site from August 1, 2010 through December 31, 2013. "Past Response Costs" 
shall also mean all unrecovered costs, including, but not limited to, direct and indirect 
costs, that EPA paid at or in connection with the UNC Site, including without 
limitation the UNC Site Ground Water Operable Unit and the UNC Site Surface Soil 
Operable Unit, through December 31, 2013, plus Interest on all such costs through 
such date. 

"Pe1formance Standards" shall mean the cleanup standards and 
other measures of achievement of the goals of the selected Removal Action under the 
2011 Action Memo and of the selected Remedial Action under the 2013 ROD, 
including those cleanup standards and other measures of achievement set forth in the 
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SOW. "Performance Standards" shall include without limitation the Action Levels 
and Applicable or Relevant and Appropriate Requirements ("ARARs") to be attained 
under the 2011 Action Memo and listed in the 2011 Action Memo at Table 4.2 and in 
Attachment II, respectively. "Performance Standards" shall also include the 
remediation goals, remedial action objectives, and ARARs set forth in the 2013 ROD 
at Section 2.9 (Remedial Action Objectives and Remediation Goals for the UNC 
Site), at Section 2.10.2 (Compliance with ARARs), and at Table 1( ARARs). 
"Performance Standards" shall also mean any modified standards established 
pursuant to this Settlement Agreement. "Performance Standards" shall also mean 
cleanup standards and other measures of achievement of the goals of the Response 
Actions set forth in EPA-approved Submissions. Under this Settlement Agreement, 
Respondents shall develop and submit to EPA for review and approval a Design: (1) 
for implementation of the Removal Action selected under the 2011 Action Memo and 
(2) for the implementation of the Remedial Action selected under the 2013 ROD, 
which Design shall include the technical analysis and procedures that will result in a 
detailed set of plans and specifications for implementation of Response Actions that 
are intended to meet Performance Standards at the SA Site. 

"Proprietary Controls" shall mean easements or covenants running 
with the land that (a) limit land or resource use and/or provide access rights and (b) 
are created pursuant to common law or statutory law by an instrument that is recorded 
by the owner in the appropriate land records office, to the extent that they are allowed 
by law. 

"RCRA" shall mean the Solid Waste Disposal Act, 42 U.S.C. §§ 
6901-6992 (also known as the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act). 

"Record" shall mean any document, deliverable or submission, 
whether or not in electronic form, that is submitted to EPA or is created or collected 
by the Respondents with respect to the NECR Site or the UNC Site. 

"Record of Decision" or "Region 6 ROD" or "2013 ROD" shall 
mean the EPA document entitled "Record of Decision, United Nuclear Corporation 
Site, McKinley County, New Mexico, EPA ID NMD030443303; Operable Unit: OU 
02, Surface Soil Operable Unit," which was approved by the EPA Region 6 
Superfund Division Director on March 29, 2013, provided as Appendix C to this 
Settlement Agreement. 

"Red Water Pond Road Community Voluntary Alternative 
Housing Group" or "RWPR Community VAHG" shall mean the households along 
Red Water Pond Road in the immediate vicinity of the NECR Site that EPA has 
determined will experience significant disruption as a result of the Response Actions. 
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"Requirement(s) of the Settlement Agreement" or any similar term 
shall include: Performance Standards for the SA Site Response Actions that 
Respondents' detailed Design plans and specifications are intended to meet under this 
Settlement Agreement; Work that the Respondents are to perfo1m under this 
Settlement Agreement including Work that Respondents are to pe1form under the 
SOW or under EPA-approved submissions; scheduled deadlines that Respondents are 
to meet under this Settlement Agreement including deadlines set forth in schedules in 
EPA-approved submissions or in the SOW; payments that Respondents are to make 
under this Settlement Agreement including payments of Past Response Costs, Future 
Response Costs, Interest, and stipulated penalties; and any other obligation of 
Respondents under this Settlement Agreement. Obligations of this Settlement 
Agreement are Requirements of this Settlement Agreement, and Requirements of this 
Settlement Agreement are Obligations of this Settlement Agreement. It is a 
requirement of this Settlement Agreement for Respondents to complete and submit 
Deliverables by the deadlines established in EPA-approved Submissions. It is a 
requirement of this Settlement Agreement for Respondents to comply with Section IX 
(EPA Approval of Deliverables) of this Settlement Agreement. Except for extensions 
that EPA allows in writing and except for force majeure events as provided in Section 
XVIII, of this Settlement Agreement, it is a violation of this Settlement Agreement 
for Respondents to fail to perform or meet a Requirement of this Settlement 
Agreement. · 

"Respondents" shall mean United Nuclear Corporation and the 
General Electric Company. 

"Response Actions" shall mean all of the actions selected in either 
the 2011 Action Memo or the 2013 ROD or in both of these decision documents 
collectively. 

"SA Site" or "Settlement Agreement Site" shall mean the UNC 
Site and the NECR Site. The SA Site is depicted generally on the map provided as 
Appendix A. 

"Section" shall mean a portion of this Settlement Agreement 
identified by a capital Roman numeral. 

"Settlement Agreement" shall mean this Administrative Settlement 
Agreement and Order on Consent and all appendices attached hereto (listed in Section 
XXIX) and all other documents incorporated by reference, including all approved 
Deliverables. In the event of conflict between this Settlement Agreement and any 
appendix, this Settlement Agreement shall control. 

"Settlement Agreement Site" or "SA Site" shall mean the UNC 
Site and the NECR Site. The SA Site is depicted generally on the map attached as 
Appendix A. 
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"State" shall mean the State of New Mexico. 

"Statement of Work" or "SOW" shall mean the statement of work 
for implementation of the Design, as set forth in Appendix D, and any modifications 
made thereto in accordance with this Settlement Agreement. 

"Submission" or "Deliverable" shall mean any and all written 
materials Respondents are required to submit for EPA approval pursuant to this 
Settlement Agreement, including, without limitation, correspondence, notifications, 
plans, reports, specifications, and schedules. A Submission is a Deliverable and the 
terms "Submission" and "Deliverable" are used interchangeably in this Design AOC 
and in the SOW that is incorporated herein. A Submission is Work. Submissions 
include without limitation aH Deliverables required pursuant to the SOW including 
the Design Work Plan and the schedules therein ..Once a Submission is approved in 
writing by EPA as described in Section IX (EPA Approval of Deliverables) of this 
Settlement Agreement, the Submission is incorporated into this Settlement 
Agreement and becomes an enforceable part of this Settlement Agreement. 

"Tailings Disposal Area" shall mean the three covered tailing cells 
on the UNC Site, which contain two covered borrow pits that contain mine and mill 
waste. The three cells that make up the Tailings Disposal Area are identified on the 
attached Map that is Appendix A. 

"Transfer" shall mean to sell, assign, convey, lease, mortgage, or 
grant a security interest in, or where used as a noun, a sale, assignment, conveyance, or 
other disposition of any interest by operation of law or otherwise. 

"UNC Site Supe1fund Site Ground Water Operable Unit" shall 
mean the response actions taken toward addressing the ground water contamination at 
the UNC Site as generally described in the document entitled EPA Superfund Record 
of Decision: United Nuclear Corp. EPA ID: NMD030443303 OU 01 Church Rock, 
NM (September 30, 1988). 

"UNC Site Surface Soil Operable Unit" shall mean the response 
actions taken toward addressing the disposal of the NECR Site mine waste at the 
Tailings Disposal Area as generally described in the document entitled Record of 
Decision United Nuclear Corporation Site McKinley County, New Mexico EPA ID: 
NMD030443303 Operable Unit: 0002 Surface Soil Operable Unit (March 29, 2013). 

"United Nuclear Corporation Superfund Site" or the "UNC Site" 
shall mean the area that includes the former ore processing mill facilities and the 
Tailings Disposal Area that cover about 25 and 100 acres, respectively. The UNC 
Site includes all of the land within Section 2, Township 16 North, Range 16 West and 
all of the land within Section 36, Township 17 North, Range 16 West in McKinley 
County, New Mexico. The UNC Site is bounded on the north by the Navajo Nation 
Indian Reservation. Tailings Disposal Area is defined above. The UNC Site includes 
all areas where uranium and Ra-226 contaminated tailings from mining and miJ}ing 
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have been placed in disposal cells and all areas in very close proximity to those areas 
needed to address (e.g., operate and maintain) the uranium and Ra-226 disposal 
areas. The UNC Site will also provide borrow material and staging areas for the 
subsequent remedial action of the UNC Site Sudace Soil Operable Unit (definition 
below). The UNC Site is part of the "SA Site" (see definition of SA Site above). The 
UNC Site does not include the NECR Site. 

"United Nuclear Corporation Superfund Site Special Account" 
shall mean the special account within the EPA Hazardous Substance Superfund, 
established for the UNC Site by EPA pursuant to Section 122(b)(3) of CERCLA, 42 
U.S.C. § 9622(b)(3). 

"United Nuclear Corporation Supe1fund Site Future Response 
Costs Special Account" shall mean the special account, within the EPA Hazardous 
Substance Superfund to be retained and used to conduct or finance response actions at 
or in connection with the UNC Site, or to be transferred by EPA to the EPA 
Hazardous Substance Supe1fund, established pursuant to Section 122(b)(3) of 
CERCLA, 42 U.S.C. § 9622(b)(3). 

"United States" shall mean the United States of America and each 
department, agency, and instrumentality of the United States, including EPA. 

"Voluntary Alternative Housing" shall mean housing that EPA will 
provide to the RWPR Community during the implementation of the Response 
Actions. EPA has found that these residents and households are located in proximity 
to the activities to be performed dming the implementation of the Response Actions 
and will experience disruption from these activities to a degree that EPA has 
determined justifies offering voluntary alternative housing options. 

"Waste Consolidation Areas" shaU-mean the areal extent of the 
contamination on the NECR Site where the mine waste has been deposited and/or 
consolidated and all suitable areas in very close proximity to the contamination 
necessary for the implementation of the response action. For the purposes of this 
Settlement Agreement, the Waste Consolidation Areas are part of the "SA Site" (see 
definition above). The Waste Consolidation Areas are generally described on the SA 
Site map that is attached as Appendix A to this Settlement Agreement. The Waste 
Consolidation Areas definition is co-extensive with the definition of the NECR _Site, 
but does not include the UNC Site. 

"Waste Material" shall mean (1) any "hazardous substance" 
under Section 101(14) of CERCLA, 42 U.S.C. § 9601(14); (2) any pollutant or 
contaminant under Section 101(33) of CERCLA, 42 U.S.C. § 9601(33); (3) any 
"solid waste" under Section 1004(27) of RCRA, 42 U.S.C. § 6903(27); (4) any toxic 
pollutant or water contaminant as defined by Title 20, Chapter 6, Part 2 of the New 
Mexico Administrative Code or any constituent identified in Table 1 of the New 
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Mexico Environment Department's Risk Assessment Guidance for Site Investigation 
and Remediation. 

"Work" shall mean all activities Respondents are to pe1forrn under 
this Settlement Agreement including under the SOW and Submissions approved by 
EPA, except those activities required by Section XIV (Record Retention). Work 

. includes Deliverables which Respondents are required to produce under this 
Settlement Agreement. Work includes the Design Work Plan and the Design as 
described in the SOW, including those actions needed to develop the Design for the 
2011 Action Memo and the 2013 ROD. 

IV. FINDINGS OFFACT 

EPA makes the following Findings of Fact: 

11 . The SA Site includes the UNC Site and the NECR Site. See map provided as 
Appendix A. Because the UNC Site and NECR Site are "reasonably related on the 
basis of geography" (less than 1 mile apart) and the types of contamination present, 
EPA has invoked its authority under CERCLA Section 104(d)(4), 42 U.S.C. § 
9604(d)(4), to temporarily treat these related facilities (the NECR Site and the UNC 
Site) as one for the purposes of Section 104 of CERCLA, 42 U.S.C. § 9604. 
Treatment of the UNC Site and the NECR Site as a single facility is temporary and 
will end once all the NECR Site waste that EPA intends Respondents to dispose of at 
the UNC Site Tailings Disposal Area has been moved to the UNC Site. 

12. The NECR Site contains approximately 1,000,000 cubic yards of mine waste. The 
NECR Mine was operated by Respondent UNC under the te1ms of a mineral lease 
with the predecessors of what is now Newmont Mining Corporation as the owner of 
the mineral estate. The majority of the surface of this estate is owned by the United 
States in trust for the Navajo Nation. 

13. The NECR Mine is located in close proximity to the UNC Site. Respondent UNC 
cmTently owns and is remediating the UNC Site under the oversight of the Nuclear 
Regulatory Commission ("NRC") and EPA Region 6. The NECR Site was the 
primary source of uranium ore milled at the nearby UNC Site. Respondent UNC 
operated the mine from approximately 1967 to 1982. The mining operations 
consisted of two underground mine shafts, a series of vent holes, and suppmt 
facilities. The NECR Site currently includes the following areas where mine waste 
containing uranium- and radium-226 contamination at concentrations that exceed 
NECR Site background levels was dumped or spilled during mining operations at the 
NECR Site: uranium mine waste piles, mine water treatment ponds (now generally 
dry), former sand fill (mill tailings) storage areas, a debris pile and other areas used to 
support uranium mining activities. EPA has determined that the conditions at the 
NECR Site present a risk of potential releases of hazardous substances to the air, 
surrounding soils, sediments, surface water, and ground water. 
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14. The State of New Mexico's Mining and Minerals Division asserted jurisdiction over 
the NECR Mine under the New Mexico Mining Act in 1994. In August 2004, the 
New Mexico Environment Department issued a letter, requiring a groundwater 
abatement plan, to Respondent UNC. In January 2005, the Navajo Nation 
communicated to the State the Nation's determination that the majority of the NECR 
mine is on lands that were assigned to the Navajo Nation in the 1880s. 

15. On March 11, 2005, the Navajo Nation requested that EPA take the lead on 
overseeing the reclamation and remediation of the NECR Site. 

16. Residences to the north of the NECR Mine and residences west and southwest of the 
Quivira Mine Site (a former Kerr McGee mine) may have been impacted by releases 
of hazardous substances and contaminants from the NECR Site transported by wind, 
historic dewatering of mining operations, and runoff during snow, rain and flood 
events. 

17. On September 29, 2011, the 2011 Action Memo was jointly approved by the EPA 
Region 6 Superfund Division Director and by the EPA Region 9 Branch Chief for the 
Partnership, Land Revitalization and Cleanup Branch. This EPA document is referred 
to herein as the "2011 Action Memo." By this reference, the 2011 Action Memo is 
incorporated into this Settlement Agreement and attached hereto as Appendix B. 

18. On March 29, 2013, the 2013 ROD was approved by the EPA Region 6 Superfund 
Division Director. By this reference, the 2013 ROD is incorporated into this 
Settlement Agreement and attached hereto as Appendix C. 

19. EPA has detected elevated levels of alpha and gamma radiation that exceed 
background levels at the NECR Site. In addition, EPA has found concentrations of 
uranium and radium-226 in the NECR Site mine waste that exceed background 
concentrations of uranium and radium-226 in NECR Site soils. These uranium and 
radium-226 contaminated mine wastes include the mine wastes that were 
consolidated during previous removal actions at the NECR Site. In these previous 
response actions, EPA and Respondents have consolidated uranium- and radium-226-
contaminated mine waste at the NECR Site in order to reduce the risk of human 
exposure through inhalation or ingestion. Nevertheless, EPA has determined that 
these mine wastes should be addressed with the response actions selected in the 2011 
Action Memo and permanently disposed of as selected in the 2013 ROD, for the 
reasons stated in those decision documents. 

20. This Settlement Agreement does not address investigation and cleanup of 
groundwater, among other items. Drinking water from the Mariano Lake Chapter 
public water supply is available to residents to the northeast of the NECR Mine. 

21. The UNC Site is located about 17 miles northeast of Gallup in McKinley County, 
New Mexico. The NECR Site is located less than a mile northwest of the UNC Site. 
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22. The UNC Site is a historic uranium mill that was licensed to operate by the State of 
New Mexico in May 1977. The mill operated from 1977 to 1982, and processed ore 
from United Nuclear Corporation's Northeast Church Rock Mine on the NECR Site. 
Uranium ore was processed at the mill on the UNC Site using a combination of 
crushing, grinding, and acid-leach solvent extraction methods. The milling operation 
produced an acidic slurry of ground rock and fluid (tailing) that was pumped into the 
Tailings Disposal Area which consists of three cells. The three cells that make up the 
Tailings Disposal Area are identified on the attached Map that is Appendix A. An 
estimat~d 3 .5 million tons of tailings were disposed in the tailings impoundments in 
the Tailings Disposal Area on the UNC Site. 

23. The Tailings Disposal Area on the UNC Site contains soil, mine waste, and mill 
waste including tailings that contain radionuclides and their daughter products, 
including Ra-226, at concentrations that exceed background concentration levels of 
these materials at the UNC Site. 

24. The human and animal populations at risk from the contamination at the NECR site 
are described in the 2011 Action Memo and the 2013 ROD. 

25. Pursuant to Section 105 of CERCLA, 42 U.S.C. § 9605, EPA placed the UNC Site on 
the National Priorities List ("NPL"), set forth at Appendix B of 40 C.F.R. Part 300, 
by publication in the Federal Register on September 8, 1983, 48 Fed. Reg. 40658. 
The UNC Site and the NECR Site are located in close proximity to one another. 

26. United Nuclear Corporation is a Delaware corporation authorized to do business in 
the State of New Mexico. United Nuclear C01poration was incorporated on October 
14, 1954. 

27. United Nuclear Co1poration owned and operated the UNC Site and operated the 
NECR Site during all periods relevant to this Settlement Agreement. 

28. The General Electric Company is a New York c01poration. The General Electric 
Company was created by a Special Act of the New York Legislature, Chapter 323, 
Laws of 1892, effective April 15, 1892. 

29. Since September 17, 1997, United Nuclear Corporation has been a wholly owned 
indirect subsidiary corporation of the General Electric Company. 

30. On June 18, 1989, the EPA issued a CERCLA Section 106, 42 U.S.C. § 9606, 
unilateral administrative order to United Nuclear Corporation requiring it to 
undertake remediation of ground water contamination at the UNC Site. United 
Nuclear Corporation continues to perform this ground water cleanup at present. 

31. On September 27, 2006, pursuant to CERCLA Sections 104, 106(a), 107 and 122, 42 
U.S.C. §§ 9604, 9606(a), 9607 and 9622, EPA entered into a CERCLA administrative 
order on consent with United Nuclear Corporation requiring it to undertake a removal 
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site investigation at the NECR Site. United Nuclear Corporation completed this 
removal site investigation. 

32. On April 27, 2007, the EPA issued a CERCLA Section 106, 42 U.S.C. § 9606, 
unilateral administrative order to United Nuclear Corporation requiring it to 
consolidate and dispose of contaminated soil that EPA removed from residential areas 
at the NECR Site. United Nuclear Corporation completed this residential cleanup in 
2007. 

33 . On July 24, 2009, pursuant to CERCLA Sections 104, 106(a), 107 and 122, 42 U.S.C. 
§§ 9604, 9606(a), 9607 and 9622, EPA entered into a CERCLA administrative order 
on consent with United Nuclear Corporation and the General Electric Company, that 
provided for Respondents to undertake a time-critical removal action to address 
certain contaminated areas of the NECR Site. United Nuclear Corporation and the 
General Electric Company have completed this removal action except for the 
payment of certain costs due to the United States under the administrative order on 
consent. 

34. On July 27, 2012, pursuant to CERCLA Sections 104, 106(a), 107 and 122, 42 U.S.C. 
§§ 9604, 9606(a), 9607 and 9622, EPA entered into a CERCLA administrative order 
on consent with United Nuclear Corporation and the General Electric Company, that 
provided for Respondents to undertake a time-critical removal action to address 
contamination in the area known as the Eastern Drainage Area on the NECR Site, 
previously defined above as the "EDRA AOC." United Nuclear Corporation and the 
General Electric Company have completed this removal action other than ongoing 
removal of diesel fuel constituents and subject to a reservation of rights by the United 
States with respect to seeking recovery of certain unreimbursed response costs that 
may have been covered by that AOC but by mutual agreement were not paid for 
pursuant to the bill issued in connection with that AOC, but which were not 
compromised, relinquished or agreed in any way by the United States to be 
unrecoverable under CERCLA and the NCP. 

35. On August 23, 2011, pursuant to CERCLA Section 107(a), 42 U.S.C. § 9607(a), the 
General Electric Company and United Nuclear Corporation entered into a judicial 
consent decree with the United States (on behalf of the U.S. Department of the 
Interior, Bureau of Indian Affairs, Department of Energy and Nuclear Regulatory 
Commission) to resolve claims of the General Electric Company and United Nuclear 
Corporation against the United States for recovery of costs incuned related to the 
NECR Site, and for future costs. On November 4, 2011, the parties entered into a 
second consent decree to resolve EPA's counterclaim for past costs through July 31, 
2010. The United States District Court for the District of New Mexico approved and 
entered the two consent decrees on September 6, 2011 and January 11, 2012, 
respective!y. 

36. There are eleven households in the vicinity of the NECR Site, including 
approximately 75 people. Approximately 25 families reside along Pipeline Road 
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north of the UNC Site. Approximately 12 families reside along State Highway 566 
south of the UNC Site. Several Navajo families collect herbs and plants from the area 
around the NECR and UNC Sites for ceremonial purposes. Apart from the residential 
areas, the primary land use in the area around the NECR Site and the UNC Site is 
grazing for sheep, cattle, and horses. 

V. CONCLUSIONS OF LAW AND DETERMINATIONS 

37. Based on the Findings of Fact set forth above, as well as the Administrative Record 
supporting this Settlement Agreement, EPA has determined that: 

38. The SA Site is a "facility" as defined in Section 101(9) of CERCLA, 42 U.S.C. § 
9601(9). 

39. The uranium and radium-226 contamination found at the SA Site, as identified in the 
Findings of Fact above, are "hazardous substances" as defined in Section 101(14) of 
CERCLA, 42 U.S.C. § 9601(14). EPA is authorized to select a combined response 
action for the NECR Site and the UNC Site, as specified in this AOC, by Section 
104(d)(4) of CERCLA, 42 U.S.C. § 9604(d)(4). 

40. Each Respondent is a "person" as defined in Section 101(21) of CERCLA, 42 U.S.C. 
§ 9601(21). 

41. Each Respondent is a responsible party as defined in Section 107(a) of CERCLA, 42 
U.S.C. § 9607(a), and is jointly and severally liable for performance of the Response 
Actions and for response costs incurred and to be incurred at the SA Site. 

42. Respondent United Nuclear Corporation is the owner of a facility (i.e., the UNC Site), 
as defined by Section 101(20) of CERCLA, 42 U.S.C. § 9601(20), and within the 
meaning of Section 107(a)(l) of CERCLA, 42 U.S.C. § 9607(a)(l). 

43. Respondent United Nuclear Corporation was the "operator" of the facility (i.e., the 
SA Site) at the time of disposal of hazardous substances at the facility, as defined by 
Section 101(20) of CERCLA, 42 U.S.C. § 9601(20), and within the meaning of 
Section 107(a)(2) of CERCLA, 42 U.S.C. § 9607(a)(2). 

44. Respondent General Electric Company owns the United Nuclear Corporation as a 
wholly-owned indirect subsidiary, is providing financial assurance for the Work, and, 
as a Respondent, guarantees performance of the Work. 

45. The conditions described in the Findings of Fact above constitute an actual or 
threatened "release" of a hazardous substance from the facility as defined by Section 
101(22) of CERCLA, 42 U.S.C.§ 9601(22). 
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VI. SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT AND ORDER 

46. Based upon the foregoing Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law and Determinations, 
and the Administrative Record for the SA Site, it is hereby Ordered and Agreed that 
Respondents shall comply with all provisions of this Settlement Agreement, 
including, but not limited to, all attachments to this Settlement Agreement, all 
documents incorporated by reference into this Settlement Agreement, and all EPA 
approved Deliverables. 

VII. DESIGNATED REMEDIAL PROJECT MANAGER AND PROJECT 
COORDINATORS 

47. Respondents have retained and EPA has not disapproved (1) MWH Americas as the 
Supervising Contractor and Quality Assurance Official for the implementation of this 
Design AOC and (2) Dwyer Engineering, LLC as a contractor. Respondents shall 
also notify EPA of the names and qualifications of any other contractors or 
subcontractors retained to perform the Work at least 10 days prior to commencement 
of such Work. EPA retains the right to disapprove of any or all of the contractors 
and/or subcontractors retained by Respondents. If EPA disapproves of a selected 
contractor, Respondents shall retain a different contractor and shall notify EPA of that 
contractor's name and qualifications within 10 days after EPA's disapproval. With 
respect to any contractor proposed to be Supervising Contractor after the Effective 
Date of this Design AOC, Respondents shall demonstrate that the proposed contractor 
has a quality system that complies with ANSI/ASQC E4-1994, "Specifications and 
Guidelines for Quality Systems for Environmental Data Collection and 
Environmental Technology Programs" (American National Standard, January 5, 
1995), by submitting a copy of the proposed contractor's Quality Management Plan 
("QMP"). The QMP should be prepared in accordance with "EPA Requirements for 
Quality Management Plans (QA/R-2)" (EPN240/B-01/002, March 2001, reissued 
May 2006) or equivalent documentation as required by EPA. 

48. Respondents have designated and EPA has not disapproved the following individual 
as Respondents' Project Coordinator, who shall be responsible for administration of 
all actions by Respondents required by this Settlement Agreement: 

Richmond (Toby) Leeson, Jr. 
MWH Global, Inc. 
2130 Resort Dr., Ste. 200 
Steamboat Springs, CO 80477 
Phone: (970) 871-4361 
Email: Toby.Leeson@us.mwhglobal.com 

EPA retains the right to disapprove of the designated Project Coordinator. If EPA 
disapproves of the designated Project Coordinator, Respondents shall retain a 
different Project Coordinator and shall notify EPA of that person's name, address, 
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telephone number, and qualifications within 10 days following EPA's disapproval. 
Receipt by Respondents' Project Coordinator of any notice or communication from 
EPA relating to this Settlement Agreement shall constitute receipt by all Respondents. 
Receipt by Respondents' Project Coordinator of any notice or communication from 
EPA relating to this Settlement Agreement shall constitute receipt by all Respondents. 

49. EPA has designated Sara Jacobs of Region 9 as the EPA Remedial Project Manager 
and Janet Brooks of EPA Region 6 as the Alternate Remedial Project Manager. 
Except as otherwise provided in this Settlement Agreement, Respondents shall direct 
all submissions required by this Settlement Agreement to both of these Remedial 
Project Managers ( collectively "the EPA Remedial Project Managers" or "RPMs") at: 

Sara Jacobs (SFD-6-2) 
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency Region 9 
75 Hawthorne Street 
San Francisco, CA 94105 
jacobs.sara@epa.gov 

Janet Brooks (6SF-RL) 
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency Region 6 
1445 Ross Avenue, Suite 1200 
Dallas, TX 75202-2733 
brooks. janet@epa.gov 

50. Respondents shall also provide copies of all submissions to: 

Frieda S. White 
Environmental Programs Supervisor 
Navajo Nation Environmental Protection Agency 

Superfund Program 
P.O. Box 2946 
Window Rock, AZ 86515 
friedawhite@navajo-nsn.gov 

Phyllis Bustamante, Manager 
New Mexico Environment Department 
Supe1fund Oversight Section 
Ground Water Quality Bureau 
Harold Runnels Building 
1190 St. Francis 
PO Box 5469 
Santa Fe, New Mexico 87502 
phyllis.bustamante@state.nm.us 
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51. The EPA RPMs shall have the authority lawfully vested in a Remedial Project 
Manager and On-Scene Coordinator ("OSC") by the NCP. In addition, the EPA 
RPMs shall have the authority, consistent with the NCP, to halt, conduct, or direct 
any Work required by this Settlement Agreement, or to talce or direct any other 
necessary response action when the EPA RPMs determine that conditions at the SA 
Site may present an immediate endangerment to public health, welfare, or the 
environment. Absence of the EPA RPMs from the SA Site shall not be cause for 
stoppage or delay of Work unless specifically directed by the EPA RPMs. 

52. As provided in paragraph 5 of the SOW, the EPA RPM and Alternate RPM may, as 
necessary and appropriate as determined by EPA, collaborate on issues involving the 
Work. However, any communication from EPA to Respondents pertaining to the 
Work, this Settlement Agreement and the SOW (including any comment, approval, 
disapproval, decision, and/or direction) will be provided in a single communication 
from EPA that incorporates the views of both EPA Region 6 and EPA Region 9 as 
determined by EPA. 

53. EPA and Respondents shall have the right, subject to Paragraph 48, to change their 
RPMs and Project Coordinator, respectively. Respondents shall notify EPA 14 days 
before such a change is made. The initial notification may be made orally, but shall 
be promptly followed by a written notice. 

VIII. WORK TO BE PERFORMED 

54. Respondents shall implement the SOW that is Appendix D to this Settlement 
Agreement. 

55. Respondents shall conduct all work in accordance with the SOW, the 2013 ROD, the 
2011 Action Memo, CERCLA, the NCP, and all applicable EPA guidance. 

56. Work Plan and Implementation. 

a. Within 90 days after the Effective Date, Respondents shall submit to EPA 
for review and approval a Design Work Plan for the development of a 
Design of the actions set forth in the 2013 ROD, the 2011 Action Memo 
and the SOW, other than actions relating to the provision of voluntary 
alternative housing. Respondents shall include in the Design Work Plan, 
plans and a schedule for completion of all the Work described in the 
Design Work Plan. Once EPA approves the Design Work Plan, including 
the schedule in the Design Work Plan, pursuant to Section IX (EPA 
Approval of Deliverables), the Design Work Plan shall be incorporated 
into and become enforceable under this Settlement Agreement. 
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b. Respondents shall include in the Design Work Plan plans and schedules 
for implementation of all Work, including the production of all 
submissions and other deliverables identified in the SOW. 

c. Upon approval of the Design Work Plan by EPA pursuant to Section IX 
(EPA Approval of Deliverables), after a reasonable opportunity for review 
and comment by the State and Navajo Nation (not to exceed 30 days), 
Respondents shall implement the Design Work Plan according to the EPA 
approved schedule in the Design Work Plan. Respondents shall submit to 
EPA for review and approval by EPA pursuant to Section IX (EPA 
Approval of Deliverables) all submissions called for in the EPA approved 
Design Work Plan according to the EPA approved schedule in the EPA 
approved Design Wark Plan. At the same time that Respondents submit 
copies of submissions to EPA, Respondents shall also submit copies of all 
submissions to the State and Navajo Nation. Unless otherwise directed by 
EPA, Respondents shall not commence further Design activities at the SA 
Site prior to EPA approval of the Design Work Plan. 

d. As described in the SOW, Respondents shall develop a Water-Balance 
Model Report (see section V.F. paragraph 37.p. of the SOW) that provides 
a~ evaluation of the potential impacts on groundwater of co-locating 
materials from the NECR Site on the UNC Site. Respondents shall submit 
the Water-Balance Model Report to EPA for approval along with the 30 
percent design described in the SOW. EPA will consult with NRC 
regarding these submissions. In the event EPA determines, after 
consultation with NRC, that there will be unacceptable adverse impacts on 
groundwater, that cannot be successfully addressed by design 
modifications, Respondents shall not be required to proceed further with 
implementation of the Design Work Plan, but Respondents shall comply 
with all other continuing obligations under this Settlement Agreement. 

57. Upon EPA's approval of any submission called for in this Settlement Agreement, the 
submission is incorporated into this Settlement Agreement. Except for extensions 
that EPA allows in writing and except for a force majeure that delays or prevents the 
performance of any obligation as provided in Section XVIII (Force Majeure) of this 
Settlement Agreement, if Respondents fail to produce timely Work including 
deliverables as called for in any EPA-approved submissions and including the EPA 
approved Design Work Plan and the EPA approved schedule in the Design Work 
Plan, then Respondents shall be in violation of this Settlement Agreement and 
Respondents shall pay stipulated penalties in accordance with Section XIX 
(Stipulated Penalties) of this Settlement Agreement, subject, however, to 
Respondents' rights to dispute such violation and stipulated penalties pursuant to 
Sections XVII (Dispute Resolution) and XIX (Stipulated Penalties). 

58. If any unanticipated or changed circumstances exist at the SA Site that may 
significantly affect the Work or schedule, Respondents shall notify the EPA RPMs by 
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telephone and by email as soon as possible but no later than within 24 hours of 
discovery of such circumstances. Such notification is in addition to any notification 
required by Section XVIII (Force Majeure). 

59. If EPA determines that additional Work is necessary to complete the Design, and 
provided such additional work does not materially expand the scope of the SOW, 
EPA shall notify Respondents in writing. Unless Respondents invoke dispute 
resolution pursuant to Section XVII regarding EPA' s determination, Respondents 
shall submit to EPA for review and approval pursuant to Section IX (EPA Approval 
of Deliverables) a work plan for the completion of such additional Work. 
Respondents shall submit the work plan within 30 days after receipt of such notice, or 
such longer time as EPA agrees. Respondents shall include, in the work plan, a 
schedule for the completion of the additional Work. Respondents shall implement the 
additional Work in accordance with the EPA approved schedule in the EPA approved 
work plan. If Respondents fail to produce the work plan or fail to produce Work 
including deliverables as called for in the EPA approved work plan and schedule, 
then Respondents shall be in violation of this Settlement Agreement and Respondents 
shall pay stipulated penalties in accordance with Section XIX (Stipulated Penalties) 
of this Settlement Agreement. 

60. Quality Assurance and Sampling. 

a. Respondents shall use quality assurance, quality control, and other 
technical activities and chain of custody procedures for all treatability, 
design, compliance, and monitoring samples in accordance with "EPA 
Requirements for Quality Assurance Project Plans (QA/R5)" (EPN240/B
Ol/003, March 2001, reissued May 2006), "Guidance for Quality 
Assurance Project Plans (QNG-5)" (EPN240/R-02/009, December 
2002), and subsequent amendments to such guidelines upon notification 
by EPA to Respondents of such amendment. Amended guidelines shall 
apply only to procedures conducted after such notification. 

b. Prior to the commencement of any monitoring project under this 
Settlement Agreement, Respondents shall submit to EPA for approval, 
after a reasonable opportunity for review and comment by the State and 
Navajo Nation (not to exceed 30 days), a Quality Assurance Project Plan 
("QAPP") that is consistent with the SOW, the NCP, and "Guidance for 
Quality Assurance Project Plans (QNG-5)" (EPN240/R-02/009, 
December 2002). If relevant to the proceeding, the Parties agree that 
validated sampling data generated in accordance with the QAPP(s) and 
reviewed and approved by EPA shall be admissible as evidence, without 
objection, in any proceeding under this Settlement Agreement. 
Respondents shall ensure that EPA personnel and their authorized 
representatives are allowed access at reasonable times to all laboratories 
utilized by Respondents pursuant to this Settlement Agreement. In 
addition, Respondents shall ensure that such laboratories shall analyze all 
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samples submitted by EPA pursuant to the QAPP for quality assurance, 
quality control, and technical activities that will satisfy the stated 
performance criteria as specified in the QAPP. Respondents shall ensure 
that the laboratories they utilize for the analysis of samples taken pursuant 
to this Settlement Agreement perform all analyses according to accepted 
EPA methods. Accepted EPA methods consist of, but are not limited to, 
methods that are documented in the EPA's Contract Laboratory Program 
(http://www.epa.gov/superfund/programs/clp/), SW 846 "Test Methods 
for Evaluating Solid Waste, Physical/Chemical Methods" 
(http://www.epa.gov/epawaste/hazard/testmethods/sw846/online/index.ht 
m), "Standard Methods for the Examination of Water and Wastewater" 
(http://www.standardmethods.org/), 40 C.F.R. Part 136, "Air Toxics -
Monitoring Methods" (http://www.epa.gov/ttnamtil/airtox.html)," and any 
amendments made thereto during the course of the implementation of this 
Settlement Agreement. However, upon approval by EPA, after a 
reasonable opportunity for review and comment by the State and Navajo 
Nation (not to exceed 15 working days), Respondents may use other 
appropriate analytical method(s), as long as (a) quality assurance/quality 
control ("QA/QC") criteria are contained in the method(s) and the 
method(s) are included in the QAPP, (b) the analytical method(s) are at 
least as stringent as the methods listed above, and (c) the method(s) have 
been approved for use by a nationally recognized organization responsible 
for verification and publication of analytical methods, e.g., EPA, ASTM, 
NIOSH, OSHA, etc. Respondents shall ensure that all laboratories they 
use for analysis of samples taken pursuant to this Settlement Agreement 
have a documented Quality System that complies with ANSJ/ASQC E4-
1994, "Specifications and Guidelines for Quality Systems for 
Environmental Data Collection and Environmental Technology Programs" 
(American National Standard, January 5, 1995), and "EPA Requirements 
for Quality Management Plans (QAJR-2)" (EPA/240/B-01/002, March 
2001, reissued May 2006), or equivalent documentation as determined by 
EPA. EPA may consider Environmental Response Laboratory Network 
("ERLN") laboratories, laboratories accredited under the National 
Environmental Laboratory Accreditation Program ("NELAP"), or 
laboratories that meet International Standardization Organization (ISO 
17025) standards or other nationally recognized programs 
(http://www.epa.gov/fem/accredit.htm) as meeting the Quality System 
requirements. Respondents shall ensure that all field methodologies 
utilized in collecting samples for subsequent analysis pursuant to this 
Settlement Agreement are conducted in accordance with the procedures 
set forth in the QA?P approved by EPA. 

c. Upon request, Respondents shall allow split or duplicate samples to be 
taken by EPA, the State and/or the Navajo Nation or their authorized 
representatives. Respondents shall notify EPA and the State and Navajo 
Nation not less than 28 days in advance of any sample collection activity 
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unless shorter notice is agreed to by EPA. In addition, EPA and the State 
and Navajo Nation shall have the right to take any additional samples that 
EPA or the State and Navajo Nation deem necessary. Upon request, EPA 
and the State and Navajo Nation shall allow Respondents to take split or 
duplicate samples of any samples they take as part of EPA' s oversight of 
Respondents' implementation of the Work. 

d. Respondents shall submit to EPA, the State, and the Navajo Nation in the 
next monthly progress report as described in Paragraph 67.a., one 
electronic copy of the results of all sampling and/or tests or other data 
obtained or generated by or on behalf of Respondents with respect to the 
SA Site and/or the implementation of this Settlement Agreement unless 
EPA agrees otherwise. 

e. Notwithstanding any provision of this Settlement Agreement, the United 
States and the State and Navajo Nation retain all of their information 
gathering and inspection authorities and rights, including enforcement 
actions related thereto, under CERCLA, RCRA, and any other applicable 
statutes or regulations. 

61. Community Involvement. As requested by EPA, Respondents shall provide 
information supp01ting EPA's community involvement activities and shall participate 
in the preparation of such information for dissemination to the public and in public 
meetings that may be held or sponsored by EPA to explain activities at, or 
concerning, the SA Site. 

62. Emergency Response and Notification of Releases. 
a. In the event of any action or occurrence during pe1formance of the Work 

that causes or threatens a release of Waste Material from the SA Site that 
constitutes an emergency situation or may present an immediate threat to 
public health or welfare or the environment, Respondents shall 
immediately take all appropriate action to prevent, abate, or minimize such 
release or threat of release and shall immediately notify the EPA Region 6 
and Region 9 RPMs, or, in the event of their unavailability, the Regional 
Duty Officers at the EPA Region 6 Emergency 24-hour telephone number: 
(866) 372-7745 and at the EPA Region 9 Emergency 24-hour telephone 
number: (800) 300-2193. Respondents shall take such actions in 
consultation with the EPA RPMs, or other available authorized EPA 
officer, and in accordance with all applicable provisions of this Settlement 
Agreement, including, but not limited to, the Health and Safety Plans, the 
Contingency Plans, and any other applicable plans or documents 
developed pursuant to the SOW. In the event that Respondents fail to take 
appropriate response action as required by this Paragraph, and EPA takes 
such action instead, Respondents shall reimburse EPA all costs of the 
response action not inconsistent with the NCP pursuant to Section XVI 
(Payment of Response Costs). 
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b. In addition, in the event of any release of a hazardous substance above 
reportable quantities from the SA Site, Respondents shall immediately 
notify the EPA RPMs, or, in the event of his/her/their unavailability, the 
Regional Duty Officers at the EPA Region 6 Emergency 24-hour 
telephone number: (866) 372-7745, the EPA Region 9 Emergency 24-hour 
telephone number: (800) 300-2193, and the National Response Center at 
(800) 424-8802. Respondents shall submit a written report to EPA within 
7 days after each release above reportable quantities, setting forth the 
events that occurred and the measures taken, or to be taken, to mitigate 
any release or endangerment caused or threatened by the release and to 
prevent the reoccurrence of such a release. This reporting requirement is 
in addition to, and not in lieu of, reporting under Section 103(c) of 
CERCLA, 42 U.S.C. § 9603(c), and Section 304 of the Emergency 
Planning and Community Right-To-Know Act of 1986, 42 U.S.C. § 
11004, et seq. In the event of any release of a hazardous substance from 
the SA Site in excess of reportable quantities, Respondents shall also 
immediately notify the Navajo Nation EPA at 800-314-1846 and the 
NMED at 505-827-6157. 

IX. EPA APPROVAL OF DELIVERABLES 

63. Approvals. EPA may approve, disapprove, require revisions to, or modify any 
deliverable that is required to be submitted for approval pursuant to this Settlement 
Agreement, other than the License Amendment Request submitted to NRC (as 
described in Paragraph 68 and this Paragraph), as long as any such modifications do 
not materially exp~nd the Scope of Work. If EPA requires revisions, Respondents 
shall submit a revised draft deliverable within 20 days, or such longer time as 
specified by EPA, ofreceipt of EPA's notification of the required revisions. 
Respondent shall implement the Work Plan, as approved by EPA. 

64. Commencement. After the Effective Date, Respondents shall not conduct any Work 
except in conformance with the terms of this Settlement Agreement. EPA 
understands that Respondents are currently performing pre-design tasks in 
cooperation with the EPA pre-design process. Respondents shall implement the 
Work Plan as approved in writing by EPA in accordance with the schedule approved 
by EPA. Once approved in writing by EPA, or approved with modifications, the 
Work Plan, the schedule, and any subsequent modifications shall be incorporated into 
and become fully enforceable under this Settlement Agreement. 

65 . Material Defects. If EPA determines and notifies Respondents, that an initially 
submitted submission or other deliverable contains a material defect, and the 
submission or other deliverable is disapproved or modified by the EPA RPMs under 
Paragraphs 63 or 64 due to such material defect, then the material defect shall 
constitute a lack of compliance for purposes of Paragraph 96. In the event, however, 
that EPA determines, upon review of the 30 percent design and Water-Balance Model 
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Report, and following consultation with NRC, that there will be unacceptable adverse 
impacts on groundwater that cannot be successfully addressed by design 
modifications, Respondents shall not be required to proceed further with 
implementation of the Design Work Plan and this determination will not be 
considered a material defect. The provisions of Section XVII (Dispute Resolution) 
and Section XIX (Stipulated Penalties) shall govern the accrnal and payment of any 
stipulated penalties regarding Respondents' submissions and other deliverables under 
this Section. In the event that, upon review of the 30 percent design and Water
Balance Model Report, and following consultation with NRC, EPA determines that 
there will be unacceptable adverse impacts on groundwater that can, in EPA's 
judgment after consulting with NRC, be successfully addressed by design 
modifications, then EPA shall so notify Respondents and this determination will not 
be considered a material defect. In that event, then, within 30 days of receipt of 
EPA' s notification of the need for design modifications, Respondents shall submit to 
EPA for approval, pursuant to this Section, a Design Modification Work Plan and a 
schedule for implementation of the Design Modification. Once EPA approves the 
Design Modification Work Plan and schedule, then Respondents shall implement the 
Design Modification according to the EPA approved schedule. 

66. Implementation. Upon approval, approval upon conditions, or modification by the 
EPA RPMs under Paragraph 63 (Approvals), of any Submission or other 
Deliverable, or any pmtion thereof: (a) such Submission or other Deliverable, or 
portion thereof, shall be incorporated into and enforceable under this Settlement 
Agreement; and (b) Respondents shall take any action required by such EPA 
approved Submission or other Deliverable, or portion thereof, subject only to their 
right to invoke the Dispute Resolution procedures set forth in Section XVII (Dispute 
Resolution) with respect to the modifications or conditions made by EPA. The 
implementation of any non-deficient portion of a submission or other deliverable 
submitted or resubmitted under Paragraph 63 or 64 shall not relieve Respondents of 
any liability for stipulated penalties under Section XIX (Stipulated Penalties). 

X. PROGRESS REPORTS 

67. Reporting. 
a. In addition to any other requirement of this Settlement Agreement, 

Respondents shall submit to the EPA RPM, the Alternate RPM, the State 
and Navajo Nation an electronic copy of the written Monthly Status 
Reports required by paragraph 12 of the SOW. 

b. Respondents shall submit to EPA and the State and Navajo Nation each 
one electronic copy of all submissions or other deliverables required by 
this Settlement Agreement including those submissions or other 
deliverables required by the SOW and any submissions or other 
deliverables required by any EPA approved submissions. All data 
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evidencing SA Site conditions shall be submitted to EPA only in 
electronic form, unless otherwise specified by EPA. 

68. Final Submission. Respondents' submission of the License Amendment Request for 
Source Materials License Number SUA-1475 to NRC, with a copy to EPA, shall be 
the final deliverable required under this Settlement Agreement. Respondents' 
License Amendment Request to NRC shall be consistent with the Pre-Final Design, 
as approved by EPA. As provided in the SOW, Respondents shall, at the same time 
that the License Amendment Request is submitted to NRC, submit to EPA a complete 
copy of the License Amendment Request package. Once Respondents submit the 
License Amendment Request to NRC, then EPA's comments (if any) on the License 
Amendment Request submitted to NRC will be directed to NRC, with a copy to 
Respondents. Continuing obligations, such as payment of Future Response Costs and 
Record Retention, will continue after submission of the License Amendment Request. 

XI.NOTICE TO SUCCESSORS-IN-TITLE AND TRANSFERS OF REAL 
PROPERTY 

69. Owner Respondent. 

a. For any real property owned or controlled by Owner Respondent located 
at the SA Site, Owner Respondent shall, within 15 days after the Effective 
Date, submit to EPA for review and approval a proposed notice to be filed 
with the appropriate land records office that: (a) provides a description of 
the real property; (b) provides notice to all successors-in-title that the real 
property is pait of the SA Site and that Respondents have entered into a 
Settlement Agreement requiring design of a remedial action for the SA 
Site; and (c) identifies the EPA docket number and Effective Date of this 
Settlement Agreement. Owner Respondent shall record the notice within 
10 days after EPA' s approval of the notice. Owner Respondent shall 
provide EPA with a certified copy of the recorded notice within 10 days 
after recording such notice. 

b. Owner Respondent shall, at least 60 days prior to any transfer of any real 
property located at the SA Site, give written notice: (a) to the transferee 
regarding the Settlement Agreement and any additional agreements 
entered into with other PRP(s) regarding the SA Site and any Institutional 
Controls regarding the real property; and (b) to EPA and the State and 
Navajo Nation regarding the proposed Transfer, including the name and 
address of the transferee and the date on which the transferee was notified 
of the Settlement Agreement and any additional agreements entered into 
with other PRP(s) regarding the SA Site and any Institutional Controls. 

c. Owner Respondent may transfer any real property located at the SA Site 
only if: Owner Respondent has obtained an agreement from the transferee, 
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enforceable by Respondents and the United States, to allow access 
pursuant to Section XII, and EPA has approved the agreement in writing. 
If, after a transfer of the real property, the transferee fails to comply with 
the agreement provided for in this Paragraph 69 .c., Owner Respondent 
shall take all reasonable steps to obtain the transferee's compliance with 
such agreement. The United States may seek the transferee's compliance 
with the agreement and/or assist Owner Respondent in obtaining 
compliance with the agreement. Respondents shall reimburse the United 
States under Section XVI (Payment of Response Costs), for all costs 
incurred, direct or indirect, by the United States regarding obtaining 
compliance with such agreement, including, but not limited to, the cost of 
attorney time. 

d. In the event of any transfer of real property located at the SA Site, unless 
the United States otherwise consents in writing, Respondents shall 
continue to comply with their obligations under the Settlement Agreement, 
including, but not limited to, their obligation to provide and/or secure 
access. 

e. This Paragraph 69 shall not apply to transfer of any portion of the SA Site 
to the United States Department of Energy pursuant to the Uranium Mill 
Tailings Radiation Control Act of 1978, 42 U.S.C. § 7901, et seq. 

XII. SITE ACCESS 

70. If any Respondent owns or controls the SA Site, or any other property where access is 
needed to implement this Settlement Agreement, such Respondent shall, commencing 
on the Effective Date, provide EPA, the State, the Navajo Nation and their 
representatives, including contractors, with access at all reasonable times to the SA 
Site, or such other property, to conduct any activity related to this Settlement 
Agreement. In addition to the requirements of Paragraph 69 of this Settlement 
Agreement, Respondents who own or control property at the SA Site shall, at least 30 
days prior to the conveyance of any interest in real property at the SA Site, give 
written notice to the transferee that the property is subject to this Settlement 
Agreement and written notice to EPA and the State and Navajo Nation of the 
proposed conveyance, including the name and address of the transferee. Respondents 
who own or control property at the SA Site also agree to require that their successors 
comply with the immediately preceding sentence, this Section, and Section XIII 
(Access to Information). 

71. Where any action under this Settlement Agreement is to be performed in areas owned 
by, or in possession of, someone other than Respondents, Respondents shall use their 
best efforts to obtain all necessary access agreements within 30 days after the 
Effective Date, or as otherwise specified in writing by the RPMs. Respondents shall 
immediately notify EPA if, after using their best efforts, they are unable to obtain 
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such agreements. For purposes of this Paragraph, "best efforts" includes the payment 
of reasonable sums of money in consideration of access. In the event Respondents 
are unable to gain access, Respondents shall describe in writing their efforts to obtain 
access. EPA may then assist Respondents in gaining access, to the extent necessary 
to effectuate the response actions described in this Settlement Agreement, using such 
means as EPA deems appropriate. Respondents shall reimburse EPA for all costs and 
attorney's fees incurred by the United States in obtaining such access, in accordance 
with the procedures in Section XVI (Payment of Response Costs). 

72. Notwithstanding any provision of this Settlement Agreement, EPA and the State and 
Navajo Nation retain all of their access authorities and rights, including enforcement 
authorities related thereto, under CERCLA, RCRA, and any other applicable statutes 
or regulations. 

73. If Respondents cannot obtain access agreements, EPA may obtain access for 
Respondents, perform those tasks or activities with EPA contractors, or terminate the 
Settlement Agreement. If EPA pe1forms those tasks or activities with EPA 
contractors and does not terminate the Settlement Agreement, Respondents shall 
perform all other activities not requiring access to that area and shall reimburse EPA 
for all costs incuned in performing such activities in accordance with Section XVI 
(Payment of Response Costs). Respondents shall integrate the results of any such 
tasks undertaken by EPA into Respondents' Deliverables. 

XIII. ACCESS TO INFORMATION 

74. Respondents shall provide to EPA, upon request, copies of all documents and 
information within their possession or control or that of their contractors or agents 
relating to activities at the SA Site or to the implementation of this Settlement 
Agreement, including, but not limited to, sampling, analysis, chain of custody 
records, manifests, tmcking logs, receipts, reports, sample traffic routing, 
con-espondel)ce, or other documents or information related to the Work. Respondents 
shall also make reasonably available to EPA, for purposes of investigation or 
information gathering, their employees, agents, or representatives with knowledge of 
relevant facts concerning the pe1f ormance of the Work. 

75. Respondents may assert business confidentiality claims covering part or all of the 
Records submitted to EPA under this Settlement Agreement to the extent permitted 
by and in accordance with Section 104(e)(7) of CERCLA, 42 U.S.C. § 9604(e)(7), 
and 40 C.F.R. § 2.203(b). Records determined to be confidential by EPA will be 
afforded the protection specified in 40 C.F.R. Part 2, Subpart B. If no claim of 
confidentiality accompanies Records when they are submitted to EPA, or if EPA has 
notified Respondents that the Records are not confidential under the standards of 
Section 104(e)(7) of CERCLA or 40 C.F.R. Part 2, Subpart B, the public may be 
given access to such Records without further notice to Respondents, as provided in 40 
C.F.R. Part 2, Subpart B. Respondents shall segregate and clearly identify all 
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Records submitted under this Settlement Agreement for which Respondents asse1t 
business confidentiality claims. 

76. Respondents may assert that certain Records are privileged under the attorney-client 
privilege or any other privilege recognized by federal law. If Respondents assert such 
a privilege in lieu of providing Records, they shall provide EPA with the following: 
(a) the title of the Record; (b) the date of the Record; ( c) the name, title, affiliation 
(e.g., company or firm), and address of the author of the Record; (d) the name and 
title of each addressee and recipient; (e) a description of the contents of the Record; 
and (f) the privilege asserted by Respondents. If a claim of privilege applies only to a 
portion of a Record, the Record shall be provided to EPA in redacted form to mask 
the privileged portion only. Respondents shall retain all Records that they claim to be 
privileged until EPA has had a reasonable opportunity to challenge the privilege 
claim and any such challenge has been resolved in Respondents' favor. However, no 
Records required to be submitted pursuant to this Settlement Agreement shall be 
withheld on the grounds that they are privileged or confidential. 

77. No claim of confidentiality shall be made with respect to any data, including, but not 
limited to, all sampling, analytical, monitoring, hydrogeologic, scientific, chemical, or 
engineering data, or any other documents or information evidencing conditions at, or 
around, the SA Site. 

XIV. RECORD RETENTION 

78. During the pendency of this Settlement Agreement and for a minimum of 10 years 
after the Respondents' receipt of EPA' s notification pursuant to Section XXXI 
(Notice of Completion of Work), Respondents shall preserve and retain all non
identical copies of records and documents (including any records and documents in 
electronic form) now in their possession or control or that come into their possession 
or control that relate in any manner to the liability of any person under CERCLA with 
respect to the SA Site. Respondents must also retain, and instruct their contractors 
and agents to preserve, for the same period of time specified above, all non-identical 
copies of the last draft or final version of any Records (including Records in 
electronic form) now in their possession or control or that come into their possession 
or control that relate in any manner to the performance of the Work, provided, 
however, that each Respondent (and its contractors and agents) must retain, in 
addition, copies of all data generated during performance of the Work and not 
contained in the aforementioned Records to be retained. Each of the above record 
retention requirements shall apply regardless of any corporate retention policy to the 
contrary. 

79. At the conclusion of this document retention period, Respondents shall notify EPA at 
least 90 days prior to the destruction of any such Records and, upon request by EPA, 
Respondents shall deliver any such Records to EPA, Respondents may assert that 
certain Records are privileged under the attorney-client privilege or any other 
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privilege recognized by federal law. If Respondents assert such a privilege, they shall 
provide EPA with the following: ( a) the title of the Record; (b) the date of the Record; 
(c) the name, title, affiliation (e.g., company or firm) of the author of the Record; (d) 
the name and title of each addressee and recipient; (e) a description of the subject of 
the Record; and (f) the privilege asse1ted by Respondents. If a claim of privilege 
applies only to a portion of a Record, the Record shall be provided to EPA in redacted 
form to mask the privileged portion only. Respondents shall retain all Records that 
they claim to be privileged until EPA has had a reasonable opportunity to challenge 
the privilege claim and any such challenge has been resolved in Respondents' favor. 
However, no Records created or generated by Respondents pursuant to the 
requirements of this Settlement Agreement shall be withheld on the grounds that they 
are privileged or confidential. 

80. Each Respondent certifies individually that to the best of its knowledge and belief, 
after thorough inquiry, it has not altered, mutilated, discarded, destroyed, or otherwise 
disposed of any Records (other than identical copies) relating to its potential liability 
regarding the SA Site since May 23, 2006, and that it has fully complied with any and 
all EPA and State and Navajo Nation requests for information regarding the SA Site 
pursuant to Sections 104(e) and 122(e) of CERCLA, 42 U.S.C. §§ 9604(e) and 
9622(e), and Section 3007 of RCRA, 42 U.S.C. § 6927. 

XV. COMPLIANCE WITH OTHER LAWS 

81. Applicable laws and regulations. 
a. Respondents shall undertake all Work that this Settlement Agreement 

requires in accordance with the requirements of all applicable state, tribal 
and federal laws and regulations, unless an exemption from such 
requirements is specifically provided by law or in this Settlement 
Agreement. The Work conducted pursuant to this Settlement Agreement, 
if approved by EPA, shall be considered consistent with the NCP. 

b. By entering into this Settlement Agreement, Respondents do not admit, 
and specifically deny (1) that Respondents are subject to tribal jurisdiction 
with regard to any matter addressed in this Settlement Agreement, and (2) 
that anything in this Settlement Agreement creates a contractual 
relationship, express or implied, between Respondents and the Navajo 
Nation. Respondents expressly reserve all rights, defenses and arguments 
related to the issues addressed in this Paragraph 81.b. 

82. As provided in Section 121(e) of CERCLA, 42 U.S.C. § 962l(e), and the NCP, no 
pe1mit shall be required for any portion of the Work conducted entirely on-site. 
Where any portion of the Work requires a federal, tribal or state permit or approval, 
Respondents shall submit timely applications and take all other actions necessary to 
obtain and to comply with all such permits or approvals. 
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83. This Settlement Agreement is not, and shall not be construed to be, a permit issued 
pursuant to any federal, tribal or state statute or regulation. 

XVI. PAYMENT OF RESPONSE COSTS 

84. Payment for Past Response Costs. Payment for Past Response Costs shall be made 
separately to Region 6 and Region 9 as specified below. 

a. Region 6 Past Response Costs: 
i. Region 6 Past Cost Payment Instructions: Within 30 days after the 

Effective Date, Respondents shall pay to EPA $5,485,522.83 1for Past 
Response Costs related to the UNC Site. Payment shall be made to EPA 
by Fedwire Electronic Funds Transfer ("EFT") to: 

Federal Reserve Bank of New York 
ABA =021030004 
Account = 68010727 
SWIFf address =FRNYUS33 
33 Liberty Street 
New York, NY 10045 

Field Tag 4200 of the Fedwire message should read 
"D68010727Environmental Protection Agency" and shall reference 
Site/Spill ID Number 0615 and the EPA R6 docket number. Respondents 
shall also include a description of the specific reason for the payment, 
including a statement that the payment is for Past Response Costs. 

ii. Notice of Region 6 Past Cost Payment: At the time of payment, 
Respondents shall send notice that such payment has been made to: 

Ms. Lydia Johnson (6SF-TE) 
Supetfund Enforcement Assessment Section Chief 
United States Environmental Protection Agency 
Region 6 
1445 Ross Avenue 
Dallas, TX 75202-2733 

and to the EPA Cincinnati Finance Office by email at 
acctsreceivable.cinwd@epa.gov, or by mail to: 

EPA Cincinnati Finance Office 
26 W. Martin Luther King Drive 

1 This amount reflects United Nuclear Corporation's prior payment of $2,326,175.54, pursuant to a court 
order in the case styled United States v. United Nuclear Corporation, CA No. 91-983-JC (D.N.M.) 
(September 8, 1993 ). 
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Cincinnati, Ohio 45268 

Such notice shall reference UNC Site/Spill ID Number 0615 and the EPA 
docket number for this action- 06-09-14. 

m. Uses of Region 6 Past Cost Payment: The total amount(s) to be paid by 
Respondents pursuant to Paragraph 84.a. (Region 6 Past Response Costs) 
shall be deposited by EPA in the United Nuclear Corporation Superfund 
Site Special Account within the EPA Hazardous Substance Superfund to 
be retained and used to conduct or finance response actions at or in 
connection with the UNC Site, or to be transferred by EPA to the EPA 
Hazardous Substance Superfund. 

b. Region 9 Past Response Costs: 
1. Payment Instructions for R9 Past Response Costs: Within 30 days after 

the Effective Date, Respondents shall pay to EPA$ 1,585,175.76 for Past 
Response Costs related to the NECR Site. Payment shall be made to EPA 
by Fedwire Electronic Funds Transfer ("EFr") to: 

US Environmental Protection Agency 
Supe1fund Payments 
Cincinnati Finance Center 
PO Box 979076 
St. L01:1is, MO 63197-9000 

All payments made for Region 9 Past Response Costs shall be 
accompanied by a statement identifying the name and address of the party 
making payment, the NECR Site name, the EPA Region and NECR 
Site/Spill ID Number 09PM, and the EPA docket number for this action. 
Respondents shall also provide the specific reason for the payment, 
including that the payment is for Past Response Costs. 

ii. Notice of Region 9 Past Response Costs Payment: At the time of 
payment, Respondents shall send notice that such payment has been made 
by email to acctsreceivable.cinwd@epa.gov, and to: 

EPA Cincinnati Finance Office 
26 W. Martin Luther King Drive 
Cincinnati, Ohio 45268 

And to: 
Sara Jacobs (Mail Code: SFD-6-2) 
U.S. EPA Region 9 
75 Hawthorne St. 
San Francisco, CA 94105 
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iii. Uses of Region 9 Past Response Costs Payment: The total amount(s) to be 
paid by Respondents pursuant to Paragraph 84.b. (Region 9 Past Response 
Costs) shall be deposited by EPA in the Northeast Church Rock Special 
Account within the EPA Hazardous Substance Superfund to be retained 
and used to conduct or finance response actions at or in connection with 
the NECR Site, or to be transferred by EPA to the EPA Hazardous 
Substance Superfund. 

85. Payment of Future Response Costs. 

a. Region 6 Future Response Costs: 
i. Periodically, EPA Region 6 will send Respondents a bill requiring 

payment that includes a Superfund Cost Recovery Package and Image On
Line System (SCORPIOS) report, which includes direct and indirect costs 
incurred by EPA, its contractors, and DOJ. Respondents shall pay EPA all 
Region 6 Future Response Costs not inconsistent with the NCP. 
Respondents shall make all payments within 45 days of receipt of any bill 
requiring payment. In the event that Respondents do not make timely 
payment, Interest and Stipulated Penalties may accme. 

11 . Region 6 Payment Instructions. Respondents shall make all payments of 
Region 6 Future Response Costs in accordance with Paragraphs 84.a. 
(Region 6 Past Response Costs) and 84.a.ii. (Notice of Region 6 Past Cost 
Payment), except as otherwise provided in Paragraph 87 (Contested 
Billing). 

W. Notice of Region 6 Future Response Costs Payment: At the time of each 
payment, Respondents shall send notice that payment has been made to: 

EPA Cincinnati Finance Office 
26 W. Martin Luther King Drive 
Cincinnati, Ohio 45268 

And to: 
Janet Brooks 
U.S. EPA Region 6 
1445 Ross Avenue, Suite 1200 
Dallas, TX 75202-2733 
brooks. janet@epa.gov 

Uses of R6 Future Response Costs Payments: The total amounts to be paid 
by Respondents pursuant to this Paragraph for Region 6 shall be deposited 
in the UNC Mill Site Special Account within the EPA Hazardous 
Substance Superfund. These funds shall be retained and used to conduct 
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or finance response actions at or in connection with the UNC Site or to be 
transferred by EPA to the EPA Hazardous Substance Superfund. 

b. Region 9 Future Response Costs: 
1. R9 Future Response Costs: Periodically after the Effective Date, EPA 

Region 9 will send Respondents a bill requiring payment that includes a 
cost summary, which includes direct and indirect costs incurred by EPA 
and its contractors. Respondents shall pay EPA all Region 9 Future 
Response Costs not inconsistent with the NCP. Respondents shall make 
all payments within 45 days of receipt of any bill requiring payment. In 
the event that Respondents do not make timely payment, Interest and 
Stipulated Penalties may accrue. 

11. Payment Instructions for R9 Future Response Costs Payments: 
Respondents' Future Response Costs payments to Region 9 shall be made 
by mailing a certified or cashier's check to the following address ( except 
as otherwise provided in Paragraph 87 (Contested Billing): 

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 
Superfund Payments 
Cincinnati Finance Center 
PO Box 979076 
St. Louis, MO 63197-9000 

If Respondents prefer to pay by EFf, they may request that EPA provide 
EFT Instructions for making payments pursuant to this Settlement 
Agreement. 

All payments shall be accompanied by a statement identifying the name 
and address of the party making the payment, the Site name-Northeast 
Church Rock, Region 9 and the EPA Region 9 Site/Spill ID Number 
09PM and the Region 9 EPA docket number for this action. 

111. Notice of Region 9 Future Response Costs Payment: At the time of each 
payment, Respondents shall send notice that payment has been made to: 

EPA Cincinnati Finance Office 
26 W. Martin Luther King Drive 
Cincinnati, Ohio 45268 

And to: 
Sara Jacobs (SFD-6-2) 
U.S. EPA Region 9 
75 Hawthorne St. 
San Francisco, CA 94105 
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iv. Uses of R9 Future Response Costs Payments: The total amounts to be paid 
by Respondents pursuant to this Paragraph for Region 9 shall be deposited 
in the Northeast Church Rock Special Account within the EPA Hazardous 
Substance Superfund. These funds shall be retained and used to conduct 
or finance response actions at or in connection with the NECR Site or to 
be transferred by EPA to the EPA Hazardous Substance Superfund. 

86. Interest. In the event that the payments for Past Response Costs are not made within 
45 days after the Effective Date, or the payments for Future Response Costs are not 
made within 45 days after Respondents' receipt of a bill, Respondents shall pay 
Interest on the unpaid balance. The Interest on Past Response Costs shall begin to 
accrue on the Effective Date and shall continue to accrue until the date of payment. 
The Interest on Future Response Costs shall begin to accrue on the date of the bill and 
shall continue to accme until the date of payment. Payments of Interest made under 
this Paragraph shall be in addition to such other remedies or sanctions available to the 
United States by virtue of Respondents' failure to make timely payments under this 
Section, including but not limited to, payment of stipulated penalties pursuant to 
Section XIX (Stipulated Penalties). 

87. Contested Billing. Respondents may dispute all or part of a bill for Future Response 
Costs under Paragraph 85 (Payment of Future Response Costs) if they allege that 
EPA has made a mathematical error or included a cost item that is not within the 
definition of Future Response Costs, or if they allege that a cost is inconsistent with 
the NCP. Such objection shall be made in writing within 30 days after receipt of the 
bill and must be sent to the EPA RPM for the Region whose bill is at issue. Any such 
objection shall specifically identify the contested Future Response Costs and the basis 
for objection. In the event of an objection, Respondents shall within the 45-days after 
Respondents' receipt of a bill pay all uncontested Future Response Costs to EPA in 
the manner described in Paragraph 85 (Payment of Future Response Costs). 
Respondents shall send to the applicable EPA RPM (for Region 6 or Region 9), as 
appropriate, a copy of the transmittal letter and check paying the uncontested Future 
Response Costs. Simultaneously, Respondents shall initiate the Dispute Resolution 
procedures in Section XVII (Dispute Resolution). If EPA prevails in the dispute, 
within 30 days after the resolution of the dispute, Respondents shall pay the sums due 
(with accrued interest) to EPA in the manner described in Paragraph 84.a. (Region 6 
Past Response Costs) orb. (Region 9 Past ~esponse Costs) as directed by EPA. If 
Respondents prevail concerning any aspect of the contested costs, Respondents shall 
pay that portion of the costs (plus associated accrued interest) for which they did not 
prevail to EPA in the manner described in Paragraph 84.a. (Region 6 Past Response 
Costs) orb. (Region 9 Past Response Costs) as directed by EPA. The dispute 
resolution procedures set forth in this Paragraph in conjunction with the procedures 
set forth in Section XVII (Dispute Resolution) shall be the exclusive mechanisms for 
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resolving disputes regarding Respondents' obligation to reimburse EPA for its Future 
Response Costs. 

XVII. DISPUTE RESOLUTION 

88. Unless otherwise expressly provided for in this Settlement Agreement, the disP,ute 
resolution procedures of this Section shall be the exclusive mechanism for resolving 
disputes arising under this Settlement Agreement. The Parties shall attempt to resolve 
any disagreements concerning this Settlement Agreement expeditiously and 
informally. Any allegation by Respondents that a decision or determination by the 
NRC has created a conflict with the Design or the Work shall be treated as a dispute, 
unless EPA agrees to a modification that resolves the alleged NRC conflict. 
Respondents may request that their obligations to implement the Work impacted by 
an NRC decision be suspended until such time as the conflict has been reconciled. If 
EPA determines that such an unresolved conflict existed, then Respondents' 
suspension of work shall not constitute a violation of Respondents' obligations under 
this Settlement Agreement. 

89. If Respondents object to any EPA action taken pursuant to this Settlement 
Agreement, including billings for Future Response Costs, they shall notify the EPA 
RPMs in writing of their objection(s) within fifteen days after such action, unless the 
objection(s) has/have been resolved informally. EPA and Respondents shall have 
fifteen days from EPA's receipt of Respondents' written objection(s) to resolve the 
dispute through formal negotiations (the "Negotiation Period"). The Negotiation 
Period may be extended at the sole discretion of EPA. 

90. Any agreement reached by the parties pursuant to this Section shall be in writing and 
shall, upon signature by both parties, be incorporated into and become an enforceable 
part of this Settlement Agreement. If the Parties are unable to reach an agreement 
within the Negotiation Period, an EPA management official at the Associate Division 
Director level (Region 6) or at the Assistant Division Director level (Region 9) or 
higher will issue a written decision on the dispute to Respondents. EPA's decision 
shall be incorporated into and become an enforceable part of this Settlement 
Agreement. Following resolution of the dispute, as provided by this Section, 
Respondents shall fulfill the requirement that was the subject of the dispute in 
accordance with the agreement reached or with EPA's decision, whichever occurs. 

91. The invocation of formal dispute resolution procedures under this Section shall not 
extend, postpone, or affect in any way any obligation of Respondents under this 
Settlement Agreement, not directly in dispute, unless EPA agrees otherwise in 
writing. Stipulated penalties with respect to the disputed matter shall continue to 
accrue but payment shall be stayed pending resolution of the dispute as provided in 
Paragraph 100. Notwithstanding the stay of payment, stipulated penalties shall 
accme from the first day of noncompliance with any applicable provision of this 
Settlement Agreement. In the event that Respondents do not prevail on the disputed 
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issue, stipulated penalties shall be assessed and paid as provided in Section XIX 
(Stipulated Penalties). 

XVIII. FORCE MAJEURE 

92. "Force majeure," for purposes of this Settlement Agreement, is defined as any event 
arising from causes beyond the control of Respondents, of any entity controlled by 
Respondents, or of Respondents' contractors that delays or prevents the performance 
of any obligation under this Settlement Agreement despite Respondents' best efforts 
to fulfill the obligation. The requirement that Respondents exercise "best effo1ts to 
fulfill the obligation" includes using best efforts to anticipate any potential force 
majeure and best efforts to address the effects of any potential force majeure (a) as it 
is occurring and (b) following the potential force majeure such that the delay and any 
adverse effects of the delay are minimized to the greatest extent possible. "Force 
majeure" does not include financial inability to complete the Work or increased cost 
of performance. 

93. If any event occurs or has occurred that may delay the pe1formance of any obligation 
under this Settlement Agreement for which Respondents intend or may intend to 
assert a claim of force majeure, Respondents shall notify the EPA RPMs both orally 
and by email, or, in the absence of the Region 6 RPM, Mr. John Meyer, Associate 
Division Director (214-665-6742 and meyer.john@epa.gov), within five days of 
when Respondents first knew that the event might cause a delay, and in the absence 
of the Region 9 RPM, Mr. Clancy Tenley, Assistant Director (415-972-3785 and 
tenley.clancy@epa.gov) within five days of when Respondents first knew that the 
event might cause a delay. Within five days thereafter, Respondents shall provide in 
writing to EPA an explanation and description of the reasons for the delay; the 
anticipated duration of the delay; all actions taken or to be taken to prevent or 
minimize the delay; a schedule for implementation of any measures to be taken to 
prevent or mitigate the delay or the effect of the delay; Respondents' rationale for 
attributing such delay to a force majeure; and a statement as to whether, in the 
opinion of Respondents, such event may cause or contribute to an endangerment to 
public health or welfare, or the environment. Failure to comply with the above 
requirements regarding an event shall preclude Respondents from asserting any claim 
of force majeure regarding that event, provided, however, that if EPA, despite the late 
notice, is able to assess to its satisfaction whether the event is a force majeure under 
Paragraph 92 and whether Respondents have exercised their best efforts under 
Paragraph 92, EPA may, in its unreviewable discretion, excuse in writing 
Respondents' failure to submit timely notices under this Paragraph. 

94. If EPA agrees that the delay or anticipated delay is attributable to a force majeure, the 
time for performance of the obligations under this Settlement Agreement that are 
affected by the force majeure will be extended by EPA for such time as is necessary 
to complete those obligations. An extension of the time for performance of the 
obligations affected by the force majeure shall not, of itself, extend the time for 
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performance of any other obligation. If EPA does not agree that the delay or 
anticipated delay has been or will be caused by a force majeure, EPA will notify 
Respondents in writing of its decision. If EPA agrees that the delay is attributable to 
a force majeure, EPA will notify Respondents in writing of the length of the 
extension, if any, for performance of the obligations affected by the force majeure. 

95. If Respondents elect to invoke the dispute resolution procedures set forth in Section 
XVII (Dispute Resolution), they shall do so no later than 15 days after receipt of 
EPA's notice. In any such proceeding, Respondents shall have the burden of 
demonstrating by a preponderance of the evidence that the delay or anticipated delay 
has been or will be caused by a force majeure, that the duration of the delay or the 
extension sought was or will be warranted under the circumstances, that best efforts 
were exercised to avoid and mitigate the effects of the delay, and that Respondents 
complied with the requirements of Paragraphs 92 and 93. If Respondents cmTy this 
burden, the delay at issue shall be deemed not to be a violation by Respondents of the 
affected obligation of this Settlement Agreement identified to EPA. 

XIX. STIPULATED PENALTIES 

96. Respondents shall be liable to EPA for stipulated penalties in the amounts set forth in 
Paragraphs 97 and 98 for failure to comply with the requirements of this Settlement 
Agreement, unless excused under Section XVIII (Force Majeure). "Compliance" by 
Respondents shall include completion of all Requirements of the Settlement 
Agreement, including Requirements in any EPA approved Submissions, within the 
specified time schedules established in this Settlement Agreement or established in an 
EPA approved Submission under this Settlement Agreement. 

97. Stipulated Penalty Amounts for certain identified failures to comply by Respondents. 

a. Penalties. Respondents shall pay the following stipulated penalties, which 
shall accrue per violation per day, for any failure to comply by 
Respondents identified in Paragraph 97 .b: 

Penalty Per Violation Per Day Period of Noncompliance 

$1,000 1st through 14th day 

$1,500 15th through 30th day 

$3,000 31st day and beyond 

b. Compliance fat ures. 
i. Respondents' failure to pay all Past Response Costs as 

required by Paragraph 84. 
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ii. Respondents' failure to pay billed Future Response 
Costs as required by Paragraph 85. 

iii. Respondents' failure to establish and maintain a 
Performance Guarantee as required pursuant to Section 
XXVIII. 

98. Stipulated Penalty Amounts - Submissions and Other Deliverables. Except as 
provided in Paragraph 97, Respondents shall pay the following stipulated penalties, 
which shall accrue per violation per day, for any failure by Respondents to complete a 
Requirement of the Settlement Agreement, including a Requirement in any EPA 
approved Submission, within the specified time schedules established in this 
Settlement Agreement or established in an EPA approved Submission under this 
Settlement Agreement. 

Penalty Per Violation Per Day Period of Noncompliance 

$500 1st through 14th day 

$1,000 15th through 30th day 

$2,000 31st day and beyond 

99. In the event that EPA assumes performance of the Work pursuant to Paragraph 109 
(Work Takeover), Respondents shall be liable for a stipulated penalty in the amount 
of $500,000. Stipulated penalties under this Paragraph are in addition to the funding 
available to EPA under Paragraph 132 (Funding for Work Takeover) and 109 (Work 
Takeover). 

100. All penalties shall begin to accrue on the day after the complete performance is 
due, or the day a violation occurs and shall continue to accrue through the final day of 
the c01rection of the noncompliance or completion of the activity. However, 
stipulated penalties shall not accrue: a) with respect to a deficient submission under 
Section IX (EPA Approval of Deliverables), during the period, if any, beginning on 
the 31st day after EPA's receipt of such submission until the date that EPA notifies 
Respondents of any deficiency; and b) with respect to a decision by the EPA 
Management Official at the Associate Division Director level (Region 6) or at the 
Assistant Division Director level (Region 9) or higher, under Paragraph 90, during the 
period, if any, beginning on the 21st day after the Negotiation Period begins until the 
date that the EPA management official issues a final decision regarding such dispute. 
Penalties shall continue to accrue during any dispute resolution period, and shall be 
paid within 15 days after receipt of EPA's final decision or order regarding the 
dispute. If EPA and Respondents reach an agreement, penalties shall be paid within 
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15 days after the agreement is signed by EPA and the Respondents or as otherwise 
provided in the agreement. 

101. Following EPA's determination that Respondents have failed to comply with a 
requirement of this Settlement Agreement, EPA may give Respondents written 
notification of the failure and describe the noncompliance. EPA may send 
Respondents a written demand for payment of the penalties. However, penalties shall 
accrue as provided in the preceding Paragraph regardless of whether EPA has notified 
Respondents of a violation. 

102. All penalties accruing under this Section shall be due and payable to EPA within 
30 days after Respondents' receipt from EPA of a demand for payment of the 
penalties, unless Respondents invoke the dispute resolution procedures under Section 
XVII (Dispute Resolution) within the 30-day period. All payments to EPA under this 
Section shall indicate that the payment is for stipulated penalties and shall be made in 
the manner described in Paragraph 84.a. (Region 6 Past Response Costs) orb. 
(Region 9 Past Response Costs) as directed by EPA. 

103. The payment of penalties and Interest, if any, shall not alter in any way 
Respondents' obligation to complete performance of the Work required under this 
Settlement Agreement. 

1Q4. Penalties shall continue to accrue during any dispute resolution period but need 
not be paid until 15 days after the dispute is resolved by agreement or by receipt of 
EPA' s decision. 

105. If Respondents fail to pay stipulated penalties when due, Respondents shall pay 
Interest on the unpaid stipulated penalties as follows: (a) if Respondents have timely 
invoked dispute resolution such that the obligation to pay stipulated penalties has 
been stayed pending the outcome of dispute resolution, Interest shall accrue from the 
date stipulated penalties are due pursuant to Paragraph 100 until the date of payment; 
and (b) if Respondents fail to timely invoke dispute resolution, Interest shall accrue 
from the date of demand under Paragraph 102 until the date of payment. If 
Respondents fail to pay stipulated penalties and Interest when due, the United States 
may institute proceedings to collect the penalties and Interest. Nothing in this 
Settlement Agreement shall be construed as prohibiting, altering, or in any way 
limiting the ability of EPA to seek any other remedies or sanctions available by virtue 
of Respondents' violation of this Settlement Agreement or of the statutes and 
regulations upon which it is based, including, but not limited to, penalties pursuant to 
Sections 106(b) and 122(1) of CERCLA, 42 U.S.C. §§ 9606(b) and 9622(1), and 
punitive damages pursuant to Section 107(c)(3) of CERCLA, 42 U.S .C. § 9607(c)(3); 
provided, however, that EPA shall not seek civil penalties pursuant to Section 106(b) 
or 122(1) of CERCLA or punitive damages pursuant to Section 107(c)(3) of CERCLA 
for any violation for which a stipulated penalty is provided in this Settlement 
Agreement, except in the case of a willful violation of this Settlement Agreement or 
in the event that EPA assumes performance of a portion or all of the Work pursuant to 
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Section XXI (Reservation of Rights by EPA), Paragraph 109. Notwithstanding any 
other provision of this Section, EPA may, in its unreviewable discretion, waive any 
portion of stipulated penalties that have accrued pursuant to this Settlement 
Agreement. 

XX. COVENANTS BY EPA 

106. In consideration of the actions that Respondents will perform and the payments 
that Respondents will make under the terms of this Settlement Agreement, and except 
as otherwise specifically provided in this Settlement Agreement, EPA covenants not 
to sue or to talce administrative action against Respondents pursuant to Sections 106 
and 107(a) of CERCLA, 42 U.S.C. §§ 9606 and 9607(a), for the Work, Past Response 
Costs, and Future Response Costs. These covenants shall take effect upon EPA's 
receipt of the Past Response Costs due under Section XVI (Payment of Response 
Costs) and any Interest or Stipulated Penalties due thereon under Paragraph 86 
(Interest) or Section XIX (Stipulated Penalties). These covenants are conditioned 
upon Respondents' complete and satisfactory performance of their obligations under 
this Settlement Agreement, including, but not limited to, payment of Future Response 
Costs pursuant to Paragraph 85 (Payment of Future Response Costs). These 
covenants extend only to Respondents and do not extend to any other person. 

XXI. RESERVATION OF RIGHTS BY EPA 

107. Except as specifically provided in this Settlement Agreement, nothing in this 
Settlement Agreement shall limit the power and authority of EPA or the United States 
to talce, direct, or order all actions necessary to protect public health, welfare, or the 
environment or to prevent, abate, or minimize an actual or threatened release of 
hazardous substances, pollutants or contaminants, or hazardous or solid waste on, at, 
or from the SA Site. Further, nothing in this Settlement Agreement shall prevent 
EPA from seeking legal or equitable relief to enforce the terms of this Settlement 
Agreement, from talcing·other legal or equitable action as it deems appropriate and 
necessary, or from requiring Respondents in the future to perform additional activities 
pursuant to CERCLA or any other applicable law. 

108. The covenants set fo11h in Section XX (Covenants by EPA) above do not pertain 
to any matters other than those expressly identified therein. EPA reserves, and this 
Settlement Agreement is without prejudice to, all rights against Respondents with 
respect to all other matters, including, but not limited to: 

a. liability for failure by Respondents to meet a requirement of this 
Settlement Agreement; 

b. liability for costs not included within the definitions of Past Response 
Costs or Future Response Costs; 
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c. liability for performance of response action other than the Work; 

d. criminal liability; 

e. liability for violations of federal law that occur during or after 
implementation of the Work; 

f. liability for damages for injury to, destruction of, or loss of natural 
resources, and for the costs of any natural resource damage assessments; 

g. liability arising from the past, present, or future disposal, release, or threat 
of release of Waste Material outside of the SA Site; and 

h. liability for costs incurred, or to be incmTed, by the Agency for Toxic 
Substances and Disease Registry related to the SA Site not paid as Future 
Response Costs under this Settlement Agreement. 

109. Work Takeover. In the event EPA determines that Respondents have ceased 
implementation of any portion of the Work, are seriously or repeatedly deficient or 
late in their performance of the Work, or are implementing the Work in a manner that 
may cause an endangerment to human health or the environment, EPA may issue a 
written notice ("Work Takeover Notice") to Respondents and assume the 
performance of all or any portion(s) of the Work as EPA deems necessary ("Work 
Takeover"). Respondents may invoke the procedures set forth in Section XVII 
(Dispute Resolution) to dispute EPA's determination that takeover of the Work is 
warranted under this Paragraph. However, notwithstanding Respondents' invocation 
of such dispute resolution procedures, and during the pendency of any such dispute, 
EPA may in its sole discretion commence and continue a Work Takeover until the 
earlier of the date that Respondents remedy, to EPA' s satisfaction, the circumstances 
giving rise to EPA's issuance of the relevant Work Takeover Notice, or the date that a 
written decision terminating such Work Takeover is rendered in accordance with 
Paragraph 90. Funding of Work Takeover costs is addressed under Paragraph 132. 
Notwithstanding any other provision of this Settlement Agreement, EPA retains all 
authority and reserves all rights to take any and all response actions authorized by 
law. 

XXII. COVENANTS BY RESPONDENTS 

110. Except as provided in Paragraph 112, Respondents covenant not to sue and agree 
not to assert any claims or causes of action against the United States, or its contractors 
or employees, with respect to the Work, past response actions, Past Response Costs, 
Future Response Costs, or this Settlement Agreement, including, but not limited to: 
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a. any direct or indirect claim for reimbursement from the Hazardous 
Substance Superfund established by 26 U.S.C. § 9507, based on Sections 
106(b)(2), 107,111, 112, or 113 of CERCLA, 42 U.S.C. §§ 9606(b)(2), 
9607, 9611, 9612, or 9613, or any other provision of law; 

b. any claim arising out of response actions at or in connection with the SA 
Site, including any claim under the United States Constitution, the New 
Mexico Constitution, the Tucker Act, 28 U.S.C. § 1491, the Equal Access 
to Justice Act, 28 U.S.C. § 2412, or at common law; or 

c. any claim pursuant to Sections 107 and 113 of CERCLA, 42 U.S.C. §§ 
9607 and 9613, RCRA Section 7002(a), 42 U.S.C. § 6972(a), or state law 
or tribal law relating to the Work or payment of Past Response Costs or 
Future Response Costs. 

111. Except as expressly provided in Paragraph 114 (Claims Against De Micromis 
Parties), these covenants shall not apply in the event the United States brings a cause 
of action or issues an order pursuant to any of the reservations set fo1th in Section 
XXI (Reservations of Rights by EPA), other than in Paragraph 108.a (claims for 
failure to meet a requirement of the Settlement Agreement) or Paragraph 108.d 
(criminal liability), but only to the extent that Respondents' claims arise from the 
same response action, response costs, or damages that the United States is seeking 
pursuant to the applicable reservation. 

112. Respondents reserve, and this Settlement Agreement is without prejudice to, 
claims against the United States, subject to the provisions of Chapter 171 of Title 28 
of the United States Code, and brought pursuant to any statute other than CERCLA or 
RCRA and for which the waiver of sovereign immunity is found in a statute other 
than CERCLA or RCRA, for money damages for injury or loss of property or 
personal injury or death caused by the negligent or wrongful act or omission of any 
employee of the United States, as that term is defined in 28 U.S.C. § 2671, while 
acting within the scope of his or her office or employment under circumstances where 
the United States, if a private person, would be liable to the claimant in accordance 
with the law of the place where the act or omission occun-ed. However, the foregoing 
shall not include any claim based on EPA' s selection of response actions, or the 
oversight or approval of Respondents' Submissions or other Deliverables. 

113. Nothing in this Agreement shall be deemed to constitute approval or 
preauthorization of a claim within the meaning of Section 111 of CERCLA, 42 
U.S.C. § 9611, or 40 C.F.R. § 300.700(d). 

114. Claims Against De Micromis Parties. Respondents agree not to assert any claims 
and to waive all claims or causes of action (including but not limited to claims or 
causes of action under Sections 107(a) or 113 of CERCLA) that they may have for all 
matters relating to the SA Site against any person where the person's liability to 
Respondents with respect to the SA Site is based solely on having arranged for 
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disposal or treatment, or for transport for disposal or treatment, of hazardous 
substances at the SA Site, or having accepted for transport for disposal or treatment of 
hazardous substances at the SA Site, if all or part of the disposal, treatment, or 
transport occurred before April 1, 2001, and the total amount of material containing 
hazardous substances contributed by such person to the SA Site was less than 110 
gallons of liquid materials or 200 pounds of solid materials. 

115. The waiver in Paragraph 114 shall not apply with respect to any defense, claim, or 
cause of action that a Respondent may have against any person meeting the above 
criteria, if such person asserts a claim or cause of action relating to the SA Site 
against such Respondent. This waiver also shall not apply to any claim or cause of 
action against any person meeting the above criteria, if EPA determines: 

a. that such person has failed to comply with any EPA requests for 
information or administrative subpoenas issued pursuant to Section 104(e) 
or 122(e) of CERCLA, 42 U.S.C. §§ 9604(e) or 9622(e), or Section 3007 
of RCRA, 42 U.S.C. § 6927, or has impeded or is impeding, through 
action or inaction, the performance of a response action or natural resource 
restoration with respect to the SA Site, or has been convicted of a criminal 
violation for the conduct to which this waiver would apply and that 
conviction has not been vitiated on appeal or otherwise; or 

b. that the materials containing hazardous substances contributed to the SA 
Site by such person have contributed significantly, or could contribute 
significantly, either individually or in the aggregate, to the cost of 
response action or natural resource restoration at the SA Site. 

XXIII. RELATIONSHIP TO PRIOR CONSENT DECREES 

116. Notwithstanding the Parties' Covenants and Reservations of Rights, nothing in 
thi·s Settlement Agreement shall be interpreted as waiving, abrogating, or superseding 
any claims, rights and obligations that the Parties may have pursuant to the Consent 
Decrees entered on September 6, 2011 and January 11, 2012 in The General Electric 
Company and United Nuclear Corporation v. United States of America, Case No. 
1:10-CV-00404-MCA-RHS (District of New Mexico). 

XXIV. OTHER CLAIMS 

117. By issuance of this Settlement Agreement, the United States and EPA assume no 
liability for injuries or damages to persons or property resulting from any acts or 
omissions of Respondents. The United States or EPA shall not be deemed a party to 
any contract entered into by Respondents or their directors, officers, employees, 
agents, successors, representatives, assigns, contractors, or consultants in carrying out 
actions pursuant to this Settlement Agreement. 
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118. Except as expressly provided in Paragraph 114 (Claims Against De Micromis 
Parties), and Section XX (Covenants by EPA), nothing in this Settlement Agreement 
constitutes a satisfaction of, or release from, any claim or cause of action against 
Respondents or any person not a party to this Settlement Agreement, for any liability 
such person may have under CERCLA, other statutes, or common law, including, but 
not limited to, any claims of the United States for costs, damages, and interest under 
Sections 106 and 107 of CERCLA, 42 U.S.C. §§ 9606 and 9607. 

119. No action or decision by EPA pursuant to this Settlement Agreement shall give 
tise to any right to judicial review, except as set forth in Section 113(h) of CERCLA, 
42 u.s.c. § 9613(h). 

XXV. EFFECT OF SETTLEMENT/CONTRIBUTION 

120. Except as provided in Paragraph 114 (Claims Against De Micromis Parties), 
nothing in this Settlement Agreement shall be construed to create any rights in, or 
grant any cause of action to, any person not a Party to this Settlement Agreement. 
Except as provided in Section XXII (Covenants by Respondents), each of the Parties 
expressly reserves any and all rights (including, but not limited to, pursuant to Section 
113 of CERCLA, 42 U.S.C. § 9613), defenses, claims, demands, and causes of action 
which each Party may have with respect to any matter, transaction, or occurrence 
relating in any way to the SA Site against any person not a Pruty hereto. Nothing in 
this Settlement Agreement diminishes the right of the United States, pursuant to 
Section 113(f)(2) and (3) of CERCLA, 42 U.S.C. § 9613(f)(2)-(3), to pursue any such 
persons to obtain additional response costs or response action and to enter into 
settlements that give rise to contribution protection pursuant to Section 113(f)(2). 

121. The Parties agree that this Settlement Agreement constitutes an administrative 
settlement for purposes of Sections 113(f)(2) and 122(h)(4) of CERCLA, 42 U.S.C. 
§§ 9613(f)(2) and 9622(h)(4), and that Respondents are entitled, as of the Effective 
Date, to protection from contribution actions or claims as provided by Sections 
113(f)(2) and 122(h)(4) ofCERCLA, 42 U.S.C. §§ 9613(f)(2) and 9622(h)(4), or as 
may be otherwise provided by law, for "matters addressed" in this Settlement 
Agreement. The· "matters addressed" in this Settlement Agreement are the Work, 
Past Response Costs, and Future Response Costs. The Parties further agree that this 
Settlement Agreement constitutes an administrative settlement for purposes of 
Section 113(f)(3)(B) of CERCLA, 42 U.S.C. § 9613(f)(3)(B), pursuant to which each 
Respondent has, as of the Effective Date, resolved liability to the United States for 
the Work, Past Response Costs and Future Response Costs. 

122. Each Respondent shall, with respect to any suit or claim brought by it for matters 
related to this Settlement Agreement, notify EPA in writing no later than 60 days 
prior to the initiation of such suit or claim. Each Respondent also shall, with respect 
to any suit or claim brought against it for matters related to this Settlement 
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Agreement, notify EPA in writing within 10 days after service of the complaint or 
claim upon it. In addition, each Respondent shall notify EPA within 10 days after 
service or receipt of any Motion for Summary Judgment and within 10 days after 
receipt of any order from a court setting a case for trial, for matters related to this 
Settlement Agreement. 

123. In any subsequent administrative or judicial proceeding initiated by EPA, or by 
the United States on behalf of EPA, for injunctive relief, recovery of response costs, 
or other relief relating to the SA Site, Respondents shall not assert, and may not 
maintain, any defense or claim based upon the principles of waiver, res judicata, 
collateral estoppel, issue preclusion, claim-splitting, or other defenses based upon any 
contention that the claims raised in the subsequent proceeding were or should have 
been brought in the instant case; provided, however, that nothing in this Paragraph 
affects the enforceability of the covenant by EPA set forth in Section XX (Covenants 
by EPA). 

124. Effective upon signature of this Settlement Agreement by a Respondent, such 
Respondent agrees that the time period commencing on the date of its signature and 
ending on the date EPA receives from such Respondent the payment(s) required by 
Section XVI (Payment of Response Costs) and, if any, Section XIX (Stipulated 
Penalties) shall not be included in computing the running of any statute of limitations 
potentially applicable to any action brought by the United States related to the 
"matters addressed" as defined in Paragraph 121 and that, in any action brought by 
the United States related to the "matters addressed," such Respondent will not assert, 
and may not maintain, any defense or claim based upon principles of statute of 
limitations, waiver, !aches, estoppel, or other defense based on the passage of time 
during such period. If EPA gives notice to Respondents that it will not make this 
Settlement Agreement effective, the statute of limitations shall begin to run again 
commencing ninety days after the date such notice is sent by EPA. 

XXVI. INDEMNIFICATION 

125. Respondents shall indemnify, save, and hold harmless the United States, its 
officials, agents, contractors, subcontractors, employees, and representatives from any 
and all claims or causes of action arising from, or on account of, negligent or other 
wrongful acts or omissions of Respondents, their officers, directors, employees, 
agents, contractors, or subcontractors, in carrying out actions pursuant to this 
Settlement Agreement. In addition, Respondents agree to pay the United States all 
costs incurred by the United States, including, but not limited to, attorneys' fees and 
other expenses of litigation and settlement, arising from, or on account of, claims 
made against the United States based on negligent or other wrongful acts or 
omissions of Respondents, their officers, directors, employees, agents, contractors, 
subcontractors, and any persons acting on their behalf or under their control, in 
can-ying out activities pursuant to this Settlement Agreement. The United States shall 
not be held out as a party to any contract entered into, by, or on behalf of 
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Respondents in carrying out activities pursuant to this Settlement Agreement. Neither 
Respondents nor any such contractor shall be considered an agent of the United 
States. 

126. The United States shall give Respondents notice of any claim for which the 
United States plans to seek indemnification pursuant to this Section and shall consult 
with Respondents prior to settling such claim. 

127. Respondents waive all claims against the United States for damages or 
reimbursement or for set-off of any payments made, or to be made, to the United 
States, arising from, or on account of, any contract, agreement, or arrangement 
between any one or more of Respondents and any person for performance of Work 
on, or relating to, the SA Site, including, but not limited to, claims on account of 
construction delays. In addition, Respondents shall indemnify and hold harmless the 
United States with respect to any and all claims for damages or reimbursement arising 
from, or on account of, any contract, agreement, or arrangement between any one or 
more of Respondents and any person for performance of Work on, or relating to, the 
SA Site. 

XXVII. INSURANCE 

128. At least 15 days prior to commencing any on-site Work under this Settlement 
Agreement, Respondents or their Supervising Contractor shall secure, and shall 
maintain for the duration of this Settlement Agreement, commercial general liability 
insurance with limits of 
$1 million dollars, for any one occurrence, and automobile insurance with limits of 
$1 million dollms, combined single limit, naming the EPA as an additional insured 
with respect to all liability arising out of the activities performed by or on behalf of 
Respondents pursuant to this Settlement Agreement. Within the same period, 
Respondents shall provide EPA with certificates of such insurance and, upon EPA's 
request, a copy of each insurance policy. Respondents shall submit such certificates 
and, if requested, copies of policies each year on the anniversary of the Effective 
Date. In addition, for the duration of the Settlement Agreement, Respondents shall 
satisfy, or shall ensure that their contractors or subcontractors satisfy, all applicable 
laws and regulations regarding the provision of worker's compensation insurance for 
all persons performing the Work on behalf of Respondents in furtherance of this · 
Settlement Agreement. If Respondents demonstrate by evidence satisfactory to EPA 
that any contractor or subcontractor maintains insurance equivalent to that described 
above, or insurance covering some or all of the same risks but in an equal or lesser 
amount, then Respondents need provide only that portion of the insurance described 
above that is not maintained by such contractor or subcontractor. 
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XXVIII. PERFORMANCE GUARANTEE 

129. In order to ensure the full and final completion of the Work, Respondents shall 
maintain a Pe1formance Guarantee for the benefit of EPA in the amount of 
$2,500,000 (hereinafter "Estimated Cost of the Work") in one or more of the 
following forms, which must be confirmed at least annually and be satisfactory in 
form and substance to EPA: 

a. A surety bond unconditionally guaranteeing payment and/or performance of the 
Work that is issued by a surety company among those listed as acceptable sureties on 
Federal bonds as set forth in Circular 570 of the U.S. Department of the Treasury; 

b. One or more inevocable letters of credit, payable to or at the direction of EPA, 
that is issued by one or more financial institution(s) (i) that has the authority to issue 
letters of credit and (ii) whose letter-of-credit operations are regulated and examined by a 
U.S. Federal or State agency; 

c. A trust fund established for the benefit of EPA that is administered by a trustee 
(i) that has the authority to act as a trustee, and (ii) whose trust operations are regulated 
and examined by a U.S. Federal or State agency; 

d. A policy of insurance that (i) provides EPA with acceptable rights as a 
beneficiary thereof; and (ii) is issued by an insurance carrier (a) that has the authority to 
issue insurance policies in the applicable jurisdiction(s) and (b) whose insurance 
operations are regulated and examined by a State agency; 

e. A demonstration by Respondent General Electric Company that such 
Respondent meets the financial test criteria of 40 C.F.R. § 264.143(f) with respect to the 
Estimated Cost of the Work, provided that all other requirements of 40 C.F.R. § 
264.143(f) are satisfied; or 

f. A written guarantee to fund or perform the Work executed in favor of EPA by 
Respondent GE. 

130. If at any time during the effective period of this Settlement Agreement, the 
Respondents provide a Performance Guarantee for completion of the Work by means 
of a demonstration or guarantee pursuant to Paragraph 129.e. or f. above, 
Respondents shall also comply with the other relevant requirements of 40 C.F.R. § 
264.143(f), 40 C.F.R. § 264.151(f), and 40 C.F.R. § 264.151(h)(l) relating to these 
methods unless otherwise provided in this Settlement Agreement, including but not 
limited to (i) the initial submission of required financial reports and statements from 
the relevant entity's responsible corporate official and independent certified public 
accountant; (ii) the annual re-submission of such reports and statements within ninety 
days after the close of each such entity's fiscal year; and (iii) the notification of EPA 
within ninety (90) days after the close of any fiscal year in which such entity no 
longer satisfies the financial test requirements set forth at 40 C.F.R. § 264.143(f)(l). 
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For purposes of the Performance Guarantee methods specified in this Section, 
references in 40 C.F.R. Part 264, Subpart H, to "closure," "post-closure," and 
"plugging and abandonment" shall be deemed to refer to the Work required under this 
Settlement Agreement, and the terms "current closure cost estimate" "current post
closure cost estimate," and "current plugging and abandonment cost estimate" shall 
be deemed to refer to the Estimated Cost of the Work. 

131. Respondents shall diligent! y monitor the adequacy of the Performance Guarantee. 
In the event that EPA determines at any time that a Performance Guarantee provided 
by Respondents pursuant to this Section is inadequate or otherwise no longer satisfies 
the requirements set forth in this Section, whether due to an increase in the estimated 
cost of completing the Work or for any other reason, or in the event that Respondents 
become aware of information indicating that a Performance Guarantee provided 
pursuant to this Section is inadequate or otherwise no longer satisfies the 
requirements set forth in this Section, whether due to an increase in the estimated cost 
of completing the Work or for any other reason, Respondents, within thirty (30) days 
of receipt of notice of EPA's determination or, as the case may be, within thirty (30) 
days of Respondents becoming aware of such information, shall obtain and present to 
EPA for approval a proposal for a revised or alternative form of Performance 
Guarantee listed in Paragraph 129 of this Settlement Agreement that satisfies all 
requirements set forth in this Section XXVIII. In seeking approval for a revised or 
alternative form of Performance Guarantee, Respondents shall follow the procedures 
set forth in Paragraph 133.b.ii. of this Settlement Agreement. Respondents' inability 
to post a Performance Guarantee for completion of the Work shall in no way excuse 
performance of any other requirements of this Settlement Agreement, including, 
without limitation, the obligation of Respondents to complete the Work in strict 
accordance with the terms hereof. 

132. Funding of Work Takeover 
The commencement of any Work Takeover pursuant to Paragraph 109 of this 

Settlement Agreement shall trigger EPA's right to receive the benefit of any Performance 
Guarantee(s) provided pursuant to Paragraph 129, and at such time EPA shall have 
immediate access to resources guaranteed under any such Performance Guarantee(s), 
whether in cash or in kind, as needed to continue and complete the Work assumed by 
EPA under the Work Takeover. If for any reason EPA is unable to promptly secure the 
resources guaranteed under any such Performance Guarantee(s), whether in cash or in 
kind, necessary to continue and complete the Work assumed by EPA under the Work 
Takeover, or in the event that the Performance Guarantee involves a demonstration of 
satisfaction of the financial test criteria pursuant to Paragraph 129.e., or the written 
guarantee provided in Paragraph 129.f., Respondents shall within 10 days upon written 
demand from EPA deposit into an account specified by EPA, in immediately available 
funds and without setoff, counterclaim, or condition of any kind, a cash amount up to but 
not exceeding the estimated cost of the remaining Work to be performed as of such date, 
as determined by EPA. 
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133. Modification of Amount and/or Form of Pe1formance Guarantee 
a. Reduction of Amount of Performance Guarantee. If Respondents believe 

that the estimated cost to complete the remaining Work has diminished 
below the Estimated Cost of the Work set forth above, Respondents may, 
on any anniversary date of entry of this Settlement Agreement, or at any 
other time agreed to by the Parties, petition EPA in writing to request a 
reduction in the amount of the Performance Guarantee provided pursuant 
to this Section, so that the amount of the Performance Guarantee is equal 
to the estimated cost of the remaining Work to be performed. 
Respondents shall submit a written proposal for such reduction to EPA 
that shall specify, at a minimum, the cost of the remaining Work to be 
performed and the basis upon which such cost was calculated. In seeking 
approval for a revised or altemative form of Pe1formance Guarantee, 
Respondents shall follow the procedures set forth in Paragraph 133.b. of 
this Settlement Agreement. If EPA decides to accept such a proposal, 
EPA shall notify Respondents of such decision in writing. After receiving 
EPA's written acceptance, Respondents may reduce the amount of the 
Performance Guarantee in accordance with and to the extent permitted by 
such written acceptance. In the event of a dispute, Respondents may 
reduce the amount of the Performance Guarantee required hereunder only 
in accordance with a final administrative decision resolving such dispute. 
No change to the form or terms of any Pe1formance Guarantee provided 
under this Section, other than a reduction in amount, is authorized except 
as provided herein. 

b. Change of Form of Pe1formance Guarantee. 

1. If, after entry of this Settlement Agreement, 
Respondents desire to change the form or terms of any 
Performance Guarantee(s) provided pursuant to this 
Section, _Respondents may, on any anniversary date of 
entry of this Settlement Agreement, or at any other time 
agreed to by the Parties, petition EPA in writing to 
request a change in the form of the Performance 
Guarantee provided hereunder. The submission of such 
proposed revised or alternative form of Performance 
Guarantee shall be as provided in Paragraph 133.b.ii. 
Any decision made by EPA on a petition submitted 
under Paragraph 133.b.i. shall be made in EPA's sole 
and unreviewable discretion, and such decision shall 
not be subject to challenge by Respondents pursuant to 
the dispute resolution provisions of this Settlement 
Agreement or in any other forum. 
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ii. Respondents shall submit a written proposal for a 
revised or alternative form of Performance Guarantee to 
EPA which shall specify, at a minimum, the estimated 
cost of the remaining Work to be performed, the basis 
upon which such cost was calculated, and the proposed 
revised form of Performance Guarantee, including all 
proposed instruments or other documents required in 
order to make the proposed Performance Guarantee 
legally binding. The proposed revised or alternative 
form of Pe1formance Guarantee must satisfy all 
requirements set fo11h or incorporated by reference in 
this Section. Respondents shall submit such proposed 
revised or alternative form of Performance Guarantee to 
the RPMs in accordance with Paragraph 49 of this 
Settlement Agreement, with a copy to Laurie Williams, 
Assistant Regional Counsel, USEPA Region 9, Mail 
Code ORC-3, 75 Hawthorne St., San Francisco CA 
94105. EPA shall notify Respondents in writing of its 
decision to accept or reject a revised or alternative 
Performance Guarantee submitted pursuant to this 
subparagraph. Within ten (10) days after receiving a 
written decision approving the proposed revised or 
alternative Performance Guarantee, Respondents shall 
execute and/or otherwise finalize all instruments or 
other documents required in order to make the selected 
Performance Guarantee(s) legally binding in a form 
substantially identical to the documents submitted to 
EPA as part of the proposal, and such Performance 
Guarantee(s) shall thereupon be fully effective. 
Respondents shall submit all executed and/or otherwise 
finalized instruments or other documents required in 
order to make the selected Performance Guarantee(s) 
legally binding to the EPA Regional Financial 
Management Officer within thirty (30) days of 
receiving a written decision approving the proposed 
revised or alternative Performance Guarantee in 
accordance with Paragraph 49 of this Settlement 
Agreement, with a copy to Laurie Williams, Assistant 
Regional Counsel, USEPA Region 9, Mail Code ORC-
3, 75 Hawthorne St., San Francisco CA 94105. 

134. Release of Performance Guarantee. If Respondents receive written notice from 
EPA in accordance with Section XXXI (Notice of Completion of Work) that the 
Work has been fully and finally completed in accordance with the terms of this 
Settlement Agreement, or if EPA otherwise so notifies Respondents in writing, 
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Respondents may thereafter release, cancel, or discontinue the Performance 
Guarantee(s) provided pursuant to this Section. Respondents shall not release, cancel, 
or discontinue any Performance Guarantee provided pursuant to this Section except 
as provided in this Paragraph. In the event of a dispute, Respondents may release, 
cancel, or discontinue the Performance Guarantee(s) required hereunder only in 
accordance with a final administrative or judicial decision resolving such dispute. 

XXIX. INTEGRATION/ APPENDICES 

135. This Settlement Agreement and its appendices constitute the final, complete, and 
exclusive agreement and understanding among the Parties with respect to the 
settlement embodied in this Settlement Agreement. The parties acknowledge that 
there are no representations, agreements, or understandings relating to the settlement 
other than those expressly contained in this Settlement Agreement. The following 
appendices are attached to and incorporated into this Settlement Agreement: 

Appendix A - Map of the SA Site 
Appendix B - September 29, 2011 Action Memorandum: Request for a 
Non-Time-Critical Removal Action at the Northeast Church Rock Mine 
Site 
Appendix C - March 29, 2013 Record of Decision for the Surface Soil 
Operable Unit at the United Nuclear Corporation Superfund Site 
Appendix D- Statement of Work ("SOW") 

XXX. EFFECTIVE DATE AND SUBSEQUENT MODIFICATION 

136. This Settlement Agreement shall be effective 5 days after the Settlement 
Agreement is signed by both the Director of the Superfund Division EPA Region 6 
and the Superfund Division Assistant Director EPA Region 9 or his/her designee (the 
Effective Date is identified on the signature page for the Region 6 and Region 9 
signatories). 

137. The EPA RPMs may modify any plan or schedule or the SOW in writing or by 
oral direction provided such modification does not materially expand the SOW. Any 
oral modification will be memorialized in writing by EPA promptly, and shall have as 
its effective date the date of such writing. EPA' s written notification may be by 
email. Any other requirements of this Settlement Agreement may be modified in 
writing by mutual agreement of the parties. If Respondents seek permission to 
deviate from any approved work plan or schedule or the SOW, Respondents' Project 
Coordinator shall submit a written request to the EPA RPMs for approval outlining 
the proposed modification and its basis. Respondents may not proceed with the 
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requested deviation until receiving written approval from the EPA RPMs pursuant to 
this Paragraph. 

138. No informal advice, guidance, suggestion, or comment by the EPA RPMs or 
other EPA representatives regarding Submissions by Respondents shall relieve 
Respondents of their obligation to obtain any formal approval required by this 
Settlement Agreement, or to comply with all requirements of this Settlement 
Agreement, unless it is formally modified. 

XXXI. NOTICE OF COMPLETION OF WORK 

139. Notice of Completion of Work. Within 180 days after EPA's receipt of the 
License Amendment Request, EPA shall determine whether all Work has been fully 
performed in accordance with this Settlement Agreement, with the exception of any 
continuing obligations required by this Settlement Agreement, including payment of 
Future Response Costs and record retention, EPA will provide written notice of such 
determination to Respondents. If EPA determines that any such Work has not been 
completed in accordance with this Settlement Agreement, EPA will notify 
Respondents, provide a list of the deficiencies, and require that Respondents modify 
the Work Plan or other deliverable, if appropriate, in order to correct such 
deficiencies. Respondents shall implement the modified and approved Work Plan or 
other deliverable and shall submit any required modified submissions in accordance 
with the EPA notice. Failure by Respondents to implement the approved modified 
Work Plan shall be a violation of this Settlement Agreement. 

140. Each of the undersigned representatives of Respondents certifies that he or she is 
fully authorized to enter into the terms and conditions of this Settlement Agreement 
and to bind the party that he or she represents to this document. 
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Title: ___,..............._.::.........................a....---
Agreed this / day of _ -",#ii,-~-• 2015. 

Th!lc: - ·-l'l /['1- .,..(... I &~.,..,.,; r:?o.,,,NJ../ 

Agreed 1bjs _.Lday of /JI<· / .2015. 
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It is so ORDERED AND AGREED 

und, P.E. 
Director, Superfund Division 
Region 6 
United States Environmental Protection Agency 

DATE: ~/zr/4~::c~c7~ 
Assistant Director, Superfund Division 
Partnership, Land Revitalization & Cleanup Branch 
Region 9 
United States Environmental Protection Agency 

A ·; -f/2 · 
EFFECTIVE DATE:V7 DrI c:J<{- :J.O15 (Insert effective date that is five 
days after signature date.)See Section i.xx. Effective Date and Subsequent 
Modification) 

List of Appendices: 

Appendix A -Map of the SA Site 

Appendix B - Action Memorandum: Request for a Non-Time-Critical Removal Action at 
the No11heast Church Rock Mine Site, McKinley County, NM, Pinedale Chapter of the 
Navajo Nation, which was jointiy approved by the EPA Region 6 Superfund Division 
Director and by the EPA Region 9 Branch Chief for the Partnership, Land Revitalization 
and Cleanup Branch on September 29, 2011 

Appendix C- Record of Decision, United Nuclear Corporation Site, McKinley County, 
New Mexico, EPA ID NMD030443303; Operable Unit: OU 02, Surface Soil Operable 
Unit, which was approved by the EPA Region 6 Superfund Division Director on March 
29, 2013 

Appendix D-Statement of Work 
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Appendix B 
2011 Action Memorandum: Request for 
a Non-Time-Critical Removal Action at 
the Northeast Church Rock Mine Site 



UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AG ENCY 
REGION VI AND REGION IX 

MEMORANDUM 

SUBJECT': Action Memorandum: Request for a Non-Time-Critical Removal 
Action at the Northeast Church Rod< Mine Site, McKinley 
County, New Mexico, Pinedale Chapter of the Navajo Nation 

DATE: September 29, 2011 

FROM: Sara Jacobs, Remedial Project Manager ~j}.J 'J /29 1/
Arizona & Navajo Site Section (SFD-6-2) / / 1/ ~ 1/ fr 

U$. EPA Region 9 . 

Cynthia Wetmore, Environmental Engineer /If/Ji /4- Iv~
Technical Support Section (SFD-8-4) l y· 
U.S. EPA Region 9 f/tA / ;/ 

Katrina Higgins-Coltrain, Remedial Project Manager 
Louisiana/New Mexico/Oklahoma Sectio7 (6 ) 
U.S. EPA Region 6 . ------

q /.z .,i 
THROUGH: Claire Trombadore, Section Chief / -

~'.;,o;f:.::~!"t'" Section (SFD-6-2)~ ~~C,/~// 

Donald Williams, Deputy Associate D~ /Jf1' )$~ 
Remedial Branch, (6SF-R) J ~~ 
U.S. EPA Region 6 

TO: Clancy Tenley, Assistant Director 
Partnerships, Land Revitalization & Cleanup Branch (SFD-6) 
U.S. EPA Region 9 

Samuel Coleman, Direcl.or 
Superfund Division, (6SF} 
U.S. EPA Region 6 
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I.  PURPOSE 

The  purpose  of  this  Action  Memorandum  is  to  obtain  and  document  United  States 
Environmental  Protection  Agency  (“U.S. EPA”)  approval  of  the  non-time-critical 
removal  action  described  herein.  The  removal  action  described  in  this  memorandum 
calls  for  the  excavation  of  approximately  871,000  cubic  yards  of  waste  material  from  the 
Northeast  Church  Rock  (“NECR”) Mine  Site  and  placement  of  this  waste  at  a  location  or 
a  facility  that  U.S.EPA  has  determined  to  be  acceptable  for  the  receipt  of  CERCLA  waste 
under  applicable  laws.  The  location  selected  in  this  Action  Memorandum,  and  location 
determined  to  be  suitable  in  the Engineering Evaluation  and  Cost  Analysis  (“EE/CA”) 
issued  by  U.S. EPA  Region  9  on  May  30,  2009,  is  the  nearby  United  Nuclear  Corporation 
(“UNC”) Mill  Site.  Disposal  at  the  UNC Mill  Site  is  contingent  upon  both  modification 
of  the  license  issued  by  the  U.S.  Nuclear  Regulatory  Commission  (“NRC”)  for  the  UNC 
site,  and  issuance  of  an  appropriate  decision  document  by  U.S.  EPA  Region  6  consistent 
with  the  NCP,  40  CFR  Part  300.  Contingent  upon  both  actions,  the  NECR Mine  wastes 
will  be  disposed  within  the  footprint  of  the  existing  tailings  disposal  cells  at  the  UNC 
Mill  Site.  In  addition,  material  stockpiled  on  the  NECR  mine,  including  approximately 
109,800  cubic  yards  of  waste  material  from  previous  removal  actions  and  an  estimated 
30,000  cubic  yards  to  be  excavated  during  another  planned  time-critical  removal  at  the 
Mine  Site,  will  be  moved  and  placed  in  the same  acceptable  location. 

The  UNC Mill  Site  is  listed  on  the  National  Priorities List  (“NPL”),  and 
placement  of  waste  materials  from  the  NECR Mine  Site  at  the  Mill  Site  is  contingent  on 
additional  approvals.  UNC  is  currently  addressing  groundwater  contamination  at  the Mill 
Site  as  called  for  in  U.S.  EPA’s  “Record  of  Decision  /  United  Nuclear  Corporation 
Groundwater  Operable  Unit”  (September  1988)  (the  “ROD”).  UNC  also  is  addressing 
source  control  and  on-site  surface  reclamation  at  the Mill  Site  under  the  direction  of  the 
NRC,  pursuant  to  the  UNC Mill  Site  facility's  NRC  license.  Disposal  of  the  waste 
material  from  the  NECR Mine  Site  at  the  UNC Mill  Site  will  require  an  amendment  of 
the  UNC  facility’s  NRC  license.  In  addition, since  U.S.EPA  retains  authority  under  the 
Comprehensive Environmental  Response,  Compensation  and Liability  Act  (CERCLA), 
42  U.S.C.  §  9601  et  seq.,  the  manner  in  which  the  NECR Mine  Site  waste  materials  will 
be  disposed  of  at  the  UNC Mill  Site  will  be  documented  in  an  appropriate  decision 
document  issued  by  U.S.EPA  Region  6  consistent  with  the  National  Oil  and  Hazardous 
Substances  Pollution  Contingency  Plan  (“NCP”),  40  CFR  Part  300. 

The  purpose  of  this  action  is  to  mitigate  threats  to  human  health  and  the 
environment  posed  by  the  presence  of  hazardous  substances  at  the  NECR Mine  Site.  The 
removal  of  hazardous  substances  will  be  undertaken  pursuant  to  Section  104(a)(1)  of 
CERCLA,  42  U.S.C.  §  9604(a)(1),  and  Section  300.415  of  the  NCP,  40  CFR  §  300.415. 

The  action  described  in  this  memorandum  was  the  subject  of  an EE/CA  issued  by 
U.S. EPA  Region  9  on  May  30,  2009.  U.S. EPA  provided  a  90-day  public  comment 
period  and  received  numerous  written  public  comments.  During  the  comment  period, 
U.S. EPA  also  held  one  public  meeting  and  two  public  hearings.  After  the  official  public 
comment  period  ended,  U.S.  EPA’s  continued  community  involvement  efforts  included 
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ten  additional  community  meetings,  tours  or  workshops,  many  focusing  on  the EE/CA 
and  the  preferred  alternative.  Following  this  extensive  public  involvement  process, 
Region  9  drafted  a  Responsiveness  Summary  provided  as  Attachment  III  to  this  Action 
Memo. 

The  NECR Mine  Site  is  located  on  Navajo  Nation  trust  land  immediately  south  of 
the  reservation  proper  in  Pinedale  Chapter,  McKinley  County,  New  Mexico.  The  UNC 
Mill  Site  is  located  on  fee  land  held  by  UNC,  which  is  now  an  indirect  subsidiary  of 
General  Electric  Corporation  (“GE”). 

II.  SITE  CONDITIONS  AND  BACKGROUND 

Site  Status:  Non-National  Priorities List 
Category  of  Removal:  Non-Time-Critical 
CERCLIS  ID:  NNN000906132 
SITE  ID:  09PM 

A.  Site  Description 

1.  Physical  Location 

The  NECR Mine  Site  is  located  within  Sections  34  and  35  of  Township  17  North 
(T17N),  Range  16  West  (R16W)  and  Section  3  of T16N,  R16W  (MWH,  2004)  at  the 
termination  of  State  Highway  566.  The  NECR Mine  Site  is situated  approximately  16 
miles  northeast  of  Gallup,  McKinley  County,  New  Mexico.  The  NECR Mine  Site  is 
located  within  an  approximately  125  acre  area.  The  majority  of  the  NECR Mine  Site  is 
located  on  lands  held  by  the  United  States  in  trust  for  the  Navajo  Nation;  mineral  rights  to 
this  portion  were  held  by  UNC  under  a  license  from  Newmont  USA,  Ltd. 

According  to  the  Red  Water  Pond  Road  Community  Association,  there  are  eleven 
households  or  home sites  in  the  immediate  vicinity  of  the  NECR Mine  Site,  including  48 
families  and  110  people.  Approximately  25  families  reside  along  Pipeline  Road  north  of 
the  UNC Mill  Site  and  approximately  12  families  reside  along  State  Rt.  566  south  of  the 
UNC Mill  Site  (Navajo  DOJ,  December  2008).  Several  Navajo  families  have  stated  they 
collect  herbs  and  plants  from  the  NECR Mine  Site  and  surrounding  area  for  ceremonial 
purposes.  Apart  from  the  residential  areas,  the  primary  land  use  in  the  area  is  grazing  for 
sheep,  cattle,  and  horses. 

2.  Site  Characteristics 

The  NECR  mine  is  a  historic  uranium  mine  that  was  operated  by  UNC. 
Following  extensive  uranium  mineral  exploration  in  the  1950s  and  1960s,  mining 
development  began  at  the  NECR Mine  in  1967  and  ended  in  1982.  While  the  mine 
operated,  it  served  as  the  principal  mineral  source  for  the  UNC  uranium  mill.  The 
uranium  mill  and  its  adjacent  disposal  cells  make  up  the  United  Nuclear  Corporation 
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Superfund  Site  (the  “UNC Mill  Site”).  Under  a  U.S.  EPA  order,  UNC  is  currently 
addressing  groundwater  contamination  at  the  UNC Mill  Site,  as  called  for  in  U.S. EPA’s 
ROD.  As  explained  in  the  ROD,  remedial  activities  addressing  source  control  and  on-site 
surface  reclamation  are  being  implemented  by  UNC  under  the  direction  of  the  NRC, 
pursuant  to  the  UNC  facility's  NRC  license,  and  integrated  with  the  U.S.  EPA’s selected 
remedy  for  the  groundwater. 

The  NECR  mine  consists  of  two  shafts,  two  uranium  ore  waste  piles,  several  mine 
vent  holes  and  a  production  well,  approximately  1,800  feet  deep,  used  to  dewater  the 
mine  workings  during  operations.  Operations  at  the  NECR Mine  left  uranium  protore 
(low  grade  ore),  waste  rock,  and  overburden  after  the  mine  was shutdown.  The  following 
areas  have  been  identified  as  former  operational  areas: 

• NECR  1  and  NECR  2.  NECR  1  and 2  pads  held  the  ore  and  low-grade  ore  that 
were  mined  from  the  NECR Mine  Site.  The  stockpiled  ore  was  then  transported 
from  NECR  1  and 2  pads  to  the  UNC Mill  Site  for  processing.  Former  mining 
facility  buildings  were  also  located  in  the  NECR  1  area  until  they  were 
demolished  in  2009.  However,  the  material  resulting  from  the  demolition  remains 
on  the  NECR Mine  Site. 

• NECR-1  “Step-Out  Area.” This  step-out  area  is  adjacent  to  NECR-1  and  includes 
the  former  trailer  park,  former  fuel  storage  area,  sediment  pond,  ion  exchange 
plant,  and  other  areas  containing  mine  wastes.  The  “Step-Out  Area”  is  located  to 
the  north  and  east  of  the  mine. 

• Sandfills  1,  2  &  3.  During  closure  of  the  UNC Mill,  the  sandfill  areas  were  used 
as  temporary  staging  grounds  for  tailings  material  that  had  been  processed 
through  the  UNC Mill  Site  facility.  The  material  was  staged  in  the  sandfill  areas 
until  placed  in  the  mine  stopes.1 

• Ponds  1,  2,  3  and  3a,  plus  surrounding  areas  affected  by  mine  wastes.  The  ponds 
held  stormwater  and  water  pumped  from  the  mine  during  dewatering.  The  water 
was  subsequently  treated  in  the  ponds  prior  to  discharge  (under  NPDES2 permit) 
to  the  Unnamed  Arroyo  (Arroyo  #1). 

• Sediment  Pad.  The  sediment  pad  was  a  holding  area  for  sediments  that  were 
regularly  removed  from  the  ponds. The  sediment  was  held  at  the  Sediment  Pad 
until  transferred  to  the  UNC  Mill  Site  facility. 

• Former  Magazine  Area.  Storage  area  for  blasting  materials  for  the  mining 
operation. 

• Vents  3  and 8  combined  areas. The  vents  were  for  the  underground  mining 
operation. 

1 A  stope  is  an  open  space  left  behind  when  wanted  ore  is  removed  from  an  underground  mine  leaving  behind  an  open 
space  known  as a  stope.
2 National  Pollution  Discharge  Elimination  System,  part  of the  Clean  Water  Act. 
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• Boneyard.  Refuse  and  discarded  equipment  from  the  NECR Mine  Site  were 
stored  here. 

• Non-Economic Material  Storage  Area  (NEMSA).  This  area  was  for  storage  of  the 
mine  overburden  and  low-grade  ore  (unmarketable  materials). 

Map  showing  NECR  Mine  Site  former  operational  areas  described  above. 

3.  Removal  Site  Evaluation  (“RSE”)  and  Supplemental  RSE 

In  2006,  the  potentially  responsible  party  (“PRP”),3 UNC,  conducted  the  RSE  at 
the  NECR Mine  Site  with  U.S. EPA  and  Navajo  Nation EPA  (“NNEPA”)  oversight. 
Samples  were  collected  under  U.S. EPA  oversight.  The  RSE  report  and  the 
Supplemental  RSE  report  were  issued  in  October  2007  and  February  2008,  respectively. 

The  RSE  investigation  included  sampling  on  the  NECR Mine  Site  as  well  as  in 
areas  adjacent  to  the  NECR  Mine  Site  (“Step-Out  Areas”)  both  east  and  west  of  Red 
Water  Pond  Road.  Contamination  identified  west  of  Red  Water  Pond  Road  was  removed 
during  two  removal  actions,  including  a  removal  immediately  around  the  residences  in 
2007,  and  a  removal,  including  Arroyo  #1  in  2009  and  2010.  The  NECR Mine  Site  is 
considered  to  be a  contributing  source  of  the  radiological  soil  contamination  east  of  Red 
Water  Pond  Road  identified  in  2010.  However,  due  to  the  proximity  of  the 

3 A  potentially  responsible  party  may  be  held  liable  for  the  cleanup  of  a  Superfund  site  under  CERCLA. 
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contamination  east  of  Red  Water  Pond  Road  to  residents,  and  due  to  the  potential  for 
migration,  U.S.  EPA  decided  to  address  this  Step-Out  Area  as  a  separate  time-critical 
removal  action. 

The  RSE  focused  on  the  preliminary  Contaminants  of  Potential  Concern 
(“COPC”)  identified  as  Ra-226,  in  addition  to  the  metals  arsenic,  molybdenum,  selenium, 
uranium,  and  vanadium.  These  contaminants  are  all  hazardous  substances  under 
CERCLA.  These  preliminary  COPCs  were  chosen  because  these  contaminants  are 
commonly  associated  with  the  type  of  uranium  “roll-front”  deposits  that  were  found  at 
the  NECR Mine  Site  and  may  be  expected  to  be  co-located  and  proportional  where 
present  at  uranium  mining sites. 

The  U.S.  EPA  Superfund  Preliminary  Remediation  Goals4 (PRGs)  for 
radionuclides  (EPA,  2006)  and  the  U.S.  EPA  Region  9  PRGs  for  metals  and  organic 
constituents  (EPA,  2006)  were  used  as  the  field  screening  levels  (FSL)  for  these 
preliminary  COPCs,  except  for  Ra-226  and  arsenic,  during  this  investigation.  The  PRGs 
are  risk-based  concentrations  associated  with  10-6 cancer  risk  level  or  a  hazard  index  of 1  
for  non-cancer  risk,  whichever  has  the  lower  concentration.  Concentrations  of  COPCs, 
except  Ra-226  and  arsenic,  were  compared  to  these  FSLs  to  delineate  the  extent  of 
contamination (see Map  of  NECR Mine  Site,  above). 

All  background  arsenic  results  exceeded  the  arsenic  PRG.  Therefore,  the  mean  of 
the  background  arsenic  concentrations  (3.7  milligrams  per  kilogram  (mg/kg))  was  used  as 
the  FSL  for  arsenic. 

The  background  results  for  Ra-226  ranged  from  0.6  to  1.3  picocurie  per  gram 
(pCi/g)5,  with  an  average  of  1.0  pCi/g.  For  Ra-226,  the  residential  PRG  for  soil  was 
0.0124  pCi/g  (representing  a  cancer  risk  of  10-6).  The  PRG  is  below  the  detection  limit 
of  0.5  pCi/g  and  below  background  concentrations  for  Ra-226.  A  concentration  of  1.24 
pCi/g,  which  corresponds  to  a  1x  10-4 risk  was  within  the  range  of  background  detections. 
Therefore,  an  FSL  of  2.24  pCi/g  was  used  for  Ra-226,  which  corresponds  to  a  risk  of  2 x  
10-4 for  residential  scenarios.  The  reasons  U.S. EPA  selected  a  FSL  for  Ra-226  of  2.24 
pCi/g,  corresponding  to  a  risk  level  of  2  x  10-4,  instead  of  the  1  x  10-6 point  of  departure 
are  as  follows: 

4 PRGs  were  calculated  by  U.S.EPA  Region  9  using  risk  assessment  guidance  from  the  U.S.EPA  Superfund  program 
and  can  be  used  for  Superfund  sites.  They  are  risk-based  concentrations  derived  from  standardized  equations 
combining  exposure information  assumptions  with  U.S.  EPA toxicity  data.  They  are  considered  by the  U.S.EPA  to  be 
protective  for  humans  (including  sensitive  groups)  over  a  lifetime.  PRGs  correspond  to  either a  lifetime  excess  cancer 
risk  of  1x  10-6 or a  non-cancer  hazard  index  of  1,  whichever  is  more  protective.  Since  2006,  U.S.  EPA  has  harmonized 
Regions  3,  6  and  9  risk-based  screening  levels  into  a  single  table:  "Regional  Screening  Levels  (RSL)  for  Chemical 
Contaminants  at  Superfund  Sites."  The  RSLs  are  developed  using  risk  assessment  guidance  from the  U.S.EPA 
Superfund  program  and  are  updated  as  changes in  exposure  factors  or toxicity  values  occur.  The  RSL  for  uranium  has 
changed  since  the  2006,  with  the  current  RSL  being  230  mg/kg  for  residential  soil  exposure.
5 Radioactive  elements  are  unstable  and  become  other  elements  known  as  “daughters”  by  giving  off  radiation.  When 
one  atom  of  an  element  becomes  its  daughter,  this  is  known  as  “decay.”  The  curie  (symbol  Ci)  is  a  unit  of 
radioactivity,  defined  as  1  Ci  =  3.7×1010 decays  per  second.  This  is  roughly the  activity  of  1  gram  of the  radium  isotope 
226Ra, a  substance  studied  by the  pioneers  of  radiology,  Marie  and  Pierre  Curie,  for  whom  the  unit  was  named.  Pico 
here  means  one trillionth.  A  picocurie  (pCi)  is  one  trillionth  of the  decays  per  second  expected  from  a  gram  of the 
radium  isotope  Ra-226.  This  turns  out to  be  about  2.2  decays  per  minute. 
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• The  2.24  pCi/g  FSL  is  consistent  with  the  general  risk  range  cited  in  the  NCP 
(300.430(e)  (2)(i); 

• The  2.24  pCi/g  FSL  is  distinguishable  from  the  mean  background  measurement  of 
1  pCi/g , and  therefore  measurable  in  the  field;  and 

• The  2.24  pCi/g  FSL  is  above  the  analytical  detection  limit  of  0.5  pCi/g  and  can  be 
quantitatively  measured. 

Table  4.1.  Selected  Field  Screening  Levels 

Contaminant  of  Potential  Concern  Field  Screening  Level 
Ra-226  2.24  pCi/g 
Arsenic  3.7  mg/kg 
Molybdenum  390  mg/kg 
Selenium  390  mg/kg 
Uranium  200  mg/kg6 

Vanadium  390  mg/kg 

Surface  Soil  Results 

Two  methods  were  employed  in  conducting  the  field  investigation  of  surface 
soils.  Initially,  static  gamma  measurements  were  conducted  on  a  random  80-foot 
triangular  grid  consistent  with  the  Multi-Agency  Radiation  Survey  and  Site  Investigation 
Manual  (“MARSSIM”).  MARSSIM  is  a  consensus  document  prepared  by  the  U.S. 
Department  of  Defense,  the  U.S.  Department  of Energy,  the  U.S.  EPA  and  the  NRC,  and 
provides  methodology  for  performing  radiological  surveys.  Surface  soil  samples  for 
laboratory  analysis  were  randomly  collected  from  a  minimum  of  13  of  the  gamma 
measurement  locations  in  each  operational  area  and  analyzed  for  the  preliminary  COPCs. 
Equivalent  Ra-226  concentrations  were  derived  from  the  gamma  survey  results  by 
developing  correlations  using  regression  analysis  between  the  gamma  survey  results  and 
co-located  surface  soil  samples  analyzed  for  Ra-226.  The  results  of  the  gamma  radiation 
surveys  indicated  that  surface  soils,  within  the  initial  boundaries  of  each  of  the  on-site 
areas,  contain  surface  soils  with  Ra-226  concentrations  above  the  2.24  pCi/g  FSL  over 
the  majority  of  the  areas  surveyed.  Only small  fractions  of  the  survey  points  within  the 
initial  boundary  areas  were  below  the  FSL. 

Surface  soil samples  were  collected  at  the  former  operational  areas  listed  in 
section  II.A.2  of  this  memo.  Ra-226,  uranium,  and  arsenic  exceeded  the  FSL  at  many 
locations,  while  all  results  for  molybdenum,  selenium  and  vanadium  were  below  their 
respective  FSLs.  Ra-226,  uranium  and  arsenic  concentrations  in  surface  soil  were  as 
follows: 

6 The  PRG  for  uranium in  soil  has  changed  since  2006;  the  current  Regional  Screening  Levels  (RSL)  is  now  230 
mg/kg. 
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• Ra-226  values  ranged  from  0.8  to  875  pCi/g. 

• Uranium  values  ranged  from  0.7  to  3,970  mg/kg. 

• Arsenic  values  ranged  from  non-detect  to  14.9  mg/kg.  The  data  do  not  show 
any  correlation  between  arsenic  and  Ra-226  or  uranium  concentrations,  and  there 
does  not  appear  to  be  any  spatial  pattern  in  concentrations  within  the  survey  areas. 

• Other  stable  metals  associated  with  the  mineral  belt,  such  as  molybdenum, 
selenium  and  vanadium,  (1)  were  below  their  respective  FSLs;  and  (2)  appear  to 
be  within  the  range  observed  in  the  background  area  and  do  not  appear  to  be 
associated  with  mining  operations.  Exceptions  to  this  occurred  at  only  one 
operational  area,  NECR-1,  where  selenium  was  detected  above  background,  but 
below  FSLs.  There  were  four  detections  of  molybdenum  also  above  background 
(non-detect  is  background)  but  below  FSLs  at  NECR-1. 

Subsurface  Soil  Results 

Subsurface  soil  samples  (>0.5  feet  below  ground  surface  (“bgs”))  were  collected 
from  the  on-site  former  operational  areas  and  the  Unnamed  Arroyo.  Subsurface  samples 
were  co-located  with  the  surface  soil  sample  locations.  Subsurface  samples  were 
collected  from  test  pits,  from  soil  borings,  and  from  hand  auger  holes  approximately 
every  5  feet  bgs  until  native  soil  was  reached.  These  subsurface  samples  were  analyzed 
for  the  preliminary  COPCs.  The  results  show  that  Ra-226,  uranium  and  arsenic  exceed 
the  FSLs  at  some  locations,  while  all  results  for  molybdenum, selenium  and  vanadium 
were  below  their  respective  FSLs.  Ra-226,  uranium  and  arsenic  concentrations  in 
subsurface  soil  were  as  follows: 

• Ra-226  values  ranged  from  0.6  to  438  pCi/g. 

• Uranium  values  ranged  from  0.7  to  760  mg/kg. 

• Arsenic  values  ranged  from  non-detect  (<0.5)  to  13.9  mg/kg. 

• Molybdenum  and  vanadium  are  within  the  range  observed  in  the  background 
area  and  below  their  FSLs  and  do  not  appear  to  be  associated  with  mining 
operations.  Selenium  results  were  below  its  FSL. 
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4.  Release  or  threatened  release  into  the  environment  of  a  hazardous  substance, 
or  pollutant  or  contaminant 

Under  U.S.  EPA  supervision,  UNC  performed  a  human  health  risk  assessment 
(“HHRA”),  including  a  conceptual site  model,  a  screening  level  HHRA,  and  a  baseline 
HHRA.  The  HHRA  indicated  the  need  for  a  response  action  to  control  releases  and 
prevent  exposure.  Actual  and  threatened  releases  of  hazardous  substances  from  the 
NECR Mine  Site,  if  not  addressed  by  implementing  a  Non Time-Critical  Removal 
Action,  may  continue  to  present  an  imminent  and  substantial  endangerment  to  public 
health  or  welfare  or  the  environment. 

The  HHRA  did  not  identify  unacceptable  risk  for  any  of  the  evaluated 
contaminants  except  Ra-226  and  uranium.  Other  stable  metals  associated  with  the 
mineral  belt,  such  as  molybdenum,  selenium  and  vanadium,  were  below  their  respective 
FSLs  and  do  not  appear  to  be  associated  with  mining  operations  nor  present  an 
agronomic  concern.  Arsenic  while  above  its  FSL,  was  within  the  range  of  background 
concentrations.  Ra-226  and  uranium  are  the  contaminants  of  concern  (“COCs”). 

Radium  is  formed  when  uranium  and  thorium  undergo  natural  decay  in  the 
environment.  During  the  decay  processes,  alpha,  beta,  and  gamma  radiation  are  released. 
The  HHRA  indicated  that  there  are  three  predominant  human  exposure  pathways  of 
concern  for  uranium  and  radium.  Whole  body  radiation  may  be  experienced  by  nearby 
residents  and  trespassers  on  or  near  the  NECR Mine  Site  itself  or  at  secondary  sources 
(e.g.,  water  or  windborne).  Radium  in  the  soil  may  be  absorbed  by  plants  and  may 
concentrate  in  terrestrial  organisms.  Persons  and  wildlife  may  also  directly  ingest 
radionuclides  which  then  may  be  transported  to  organs  or  other sites  in  the  body. 
Radionuclides  such  as  radium,  radon  and  decay  products  may  be  inhaled  creating  alpha 
sources  in  the  lungs. 

The  Action Levels  listed  in  the Table  4.2  are  selected  for  the  COCs.  These 
Action  Levels  are  selected  because  the  HHRA,  based  upon  future  use  of  the Mine  Site  for 
grazing  purposes,  determined  that  there  were  unacceptable  risks  associated  with  the 
concentrations  of  radium  and  uranium  at  the Mine  Site. 

The  Action Level  selected  for  radium-226  (Ra-226)  is  2.24  pCi/g  and  corresponds 
to  a  risk  of  2  x  10-4 for  residential  scenarios7. The  reasons  that  U.S.  EPA  selected  an 
Action  Level  for  Ra-226  of  2.24  pCi/g,  corresponding  to  a  risk  level  of  2  x  10-4,  instead 
of  the  1  x  10-6 point  of  departure,8 are  as  follows: 

7 U.S.  EPA  evaluated  several  different  scenarios  (current/future  maintenance  personnel,  the  hypothetical  future 
livestock  grazer,  and  hypothetical  future  on-site  resident).  U.S.  EPA  also  considered  multiple  exposure  pathways 
(incidental  ingestion,  inhalation  of  fugitive  dust,  consumption  of  homegrown  produce,  consumption  of  homegrown 
meat/eggs,  and  external  radiation).  The  selected  Action  Level  is  protective  for  these  scenarios  and  exposure  pathways. 
8 To  protect  human  health,  U.S.EPA  has  set  the  acceptable  risk  range  for  carcinogens  at  Superfund  Sites  from  1  in 
10,000 to  1  in  1,000,000  (expressed  as 1  x  10-4 to  1 x  10-6).  A  risk  of  1  in  1,000,000  (1 x  10-6)  means  that  one  person 
out  of  one  million  people  could  be  expected to  develop  cancer  as a  result  of a  lifetime  exposure  to  the  site 
contaminants.  Where  the  aggregate  risk  from  contaminants  of  concern  (COC)  based  on  existing  ARARs (see Section 
V(A)(4)  below  for  an  explanation  of  ARARs)  exceeds  1  x  10-4,  or where  remediation  goals  are  not  determined  by 
ARARs,  U.S.EPA  uses  the 1  x  10-6 as a  point  of  departure  for  establishing  preliminary  remediation  goals.  This  means 
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• The  2.24  pCi/g  Action  Level  is  consistent  with  the  general  risk  range  cited  in  the 
NCP  (300.430(e)  (2)(i);9 

• The  2.24  pCi/g  Action  Level  is  distinguishable  from  the  mean  background 
measurement  of  1  pCi/g , and  therefore  measurable  in  the  field;  and 

• The  2.24  pCi/g  Action  Level  is  above  the  analytical  detection  limit  of  0.5  pCi/g 
and  can  be  quantitatively  measured. 

The  Action Level  for  Ra-226  of  2.24  pCi/g  is  considered  protective  because  it  is  in 
the  general  risk  range  consistent  with  the  general  risk  range  cited  in  the  NCP  (300.430(e) 
(2)(I). 

The EE/CA  determined  that  the  uranium  was  co-located  with  the  Ra-226  and  that 
by  removing  the  waste  that  exceeds  2.24  pCi/g  of  Ra-226,  the  uranium  levels  above  the 
RSL  of  230  mg/kg  would  also  be  removed.  Therefore,  the  Action Level  for  uranium  was 
selected  based  on  the  RSL  for  uranium,  230  mg/kg. This  Action Level  is  associated  with 
a  Hazard  Quotient  of  1  for  residential  soil  exposure10. If  the  Hazard  Quotient  is  less  than 
one,  no  adverse  health  effects  are  expected  from  potential  exposure11. 

The  toxicity  values  that  were  used  in  estimating  carcinogenic  risks  and  non-
carcinogenic  hazards  represent  a  potential  source  of  uncertainty. Exposure  assumptions 
included  the  consumption  of  homegrown  produce,  and  meat  and  eggs  obtained  from 
livestock  raised  in  both  on-site  and  off-site  areas  of  the  NECR Mine  permit. Exposure  of 
human  receptors  to  COPCs  through  the  food  chain  is  typically  associated  with  substantial 

that  accumulative  risk level  of  1  x  10-6 is  used  as  the  starting  point  (or initial  “protectiveness”  goal)  for  determining  the 
most  appropriate  risk  level  that  alternatives  should  be  designed  to  attain.  Factors  related to  exposure,  uncertainty  and 
technical  limitations  may justify  modification  of initial  cleanup  levels that  are  based  on  the  1  x  10-6 risk level. 
9 Under  the  NCP,  site  cleanup  should  generally  achieve  a  level  of  risk  within  the  10-4 to  10-6 carcinogenic  risk  range 
based  on  the  reasonable  maximum  exposure  for  an individual.  The  cleanup  levels  to  be  specified  include  exposures 
from  all  potential  pathways,  and  through  all  media  (e.g.,  soil,  ground  water,  surface  water,  sediment,  air,  structures, 
biota).  The  upper  boundary  of the  risk  range  for  carcinogens  in  the NCP  is  not  a  discrete  line  at  1x10-4,  although 
U.S.EPA  generally  uses  1x10-4 in  making  risk  management  decisions.  A  specific  risk  estimate  around  10-4 may  be 
considered  acceptable if  justified  based  on  site-specific  conditions.  The  Action  Level  selected  for  Ra-226  in  this 
Action  Memorandum is  2.24  pCi/g  and  corresponds to  an  acceptable  risk  range  of  2  x  10-4 for  residential  scenarios. 
This  risk  range  is  consistent  with  the  NCP  provisions  regarding  carcinogenic  risk  range.
10 Typically,  carcinogenic  effects  are  the  only  effects  that  are  considered  for  radionuclides,  except  for  uranium  for 
which  both  carcinogenic  and  non-carcinogenic  effects  are  considered.  Non-carcinogenic  effects  are  assessed  using a  
Hazard  Quotient  system  where  if  the  Hazard  Quotient  is  less  than  one,  no  adverse  health  effects  are  expected  from 
potential  exposure.  Since  the  RSL  for  uranium  considers  both the  carcinogenic  and  non-carcinogenic  effects,  the  RSL 
limit  of  230  mg/kg is  considered  protective  for  both.
11 For  non-carcinogenic toxic  chemicals,  the toxicity  assessment  is  based  on  the  use  of  reference  doses  (RfDs)  . A  
reference  dose  is  the  concentration  of a  chemical  known  not  to  cause  health  problems.  The  estimated  potential  site-
related intake  of  a  compound is  compared to  the  RfD  in the  form  of  a  ratio,  referred to  as  the  hazard  quotient  (HQ).  If 
the  HQ  is  less  than  one,  no  adverse  health  effects  are  expected  from  potential  exposure.  When  environmental 
contamination  involves  exposure  to  a  variety  or  mixture  of  compounds,  a  hazard  index  (HI) is  used to  assess  the 
potential  adverse  effects  for  this  mixture  of  compounds.  The  HI  represents a  sum  of the  hazard  quotients  calculated  for 
each  individual  compound.  HI  values  that  approach  or  exceed  one,  generally  represent  an  unacceptable  health  risk  that 
requires  remediation. 
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uncertainty  due  to  the  methods  and  assumptions  used  in  modeling  food  chain  exposures. 
Consequently,  food  uptake  factors  and  exposure  assumptions  tend  to  err  on  the  protective 
side.  Because  the  majority  of  these  uncertainties  err  on  the  conservative side,  the 
estimated  risks  presented  in  the  HHRA  for  NECR  most  likely  represent  upper  bound 
estimates. 

In EPA’s  Superfund  program,  when  a  contaminant  exists  in  the  environment  at a  
concentration  that  exceeds  an  Action Level,  this  means  that  the  concentration  is  high 
enough  to  warrant  action  or  trigger  a  response  under  CERCLA  and  the  NCP. 

Table  4.2  Selected  Action  Levels 

Contaminant  of  Concern  Action  Level 

Ra-226  2.24  pCi/g 
Uranium  230  mg/kg 12 

Based  on  the  sampling  data  in  the  RSE,  U.S. EPA  has  estimated  that 
approximately  871,000  cubic  yards  of  radiological  waste  exist  in  the  listed  former 
operational  areas  and  an  additional  109,800  cubic  yards  of  contaminated  soil  are  stored 
on  the  NECR Mine  Site  after  the  previous  removal  actions  (see  Section  II.B).  The 
estimated  volume  for  the  planned  time-critical  removal  (documented  in  a  separate, 
concurrent  action  memorandum)  for  the  area  east  of  Red  Water  Pond  Road  is  30,000 
cubic  yards  of  radiological  contaminated  soil. 

In  addition  to  verification  sampling  for  the  COCs  Ra-226  and  uranium,  the  U.S. 
EPA  will  verify  by  confirmation  sampling,  after  completion  of  excavation  and  as a  
conservative  measure,  that  the  levels  of  all  COPCs,  including  arsenic,  molybdenum, 
selenium  and  vanadium  remain  protective  of  human  health  and  the  environment. 

Current  conditions  at  the  NECR  Mine  Site  present  risks  due  to  the  lack  of  an 
engineered  containment system  for  the  waste  and  the  wind  and  water  transport 
mechanisms  that  have  previously  contaminated  the  NECR Mine  Site  and  the  residential 
areas  located  north  of  the  NECR Mine  Site  subjected  to  the  previous  removal  actions  and 
subject  to  the  upcoming  removal  actions. 

5.  National Priorities  List  Status 

The  NECR Mine  Site  is  not  on  the  NPL.  In  2006,  the  Navajo  Superfund  Program 
conducted  a  pre-CERCLIS site  screening  of  the  NECR Mine  Site  (CERCLIS  ID  No. 
NNN000906132).  The  UNC Mill  Site  ceased  operations  in  1982  and  was  listed  on  the 
NPL  in  1983.  Under  a  U.S.  EPA  order,  UNC  is  currently  addressing  contamination  at  the 
UNC Mill  Site  as  called  for  in  U.S. EPA’s  ROD.  As  explained  in  the  ROD,  remedial 
activities  addressing  source  control  and  on-site  surface  reclamation  are  being 

12 The  PRG  for  uranium in  soil  has  changed  since  2006;  the  current  Regional  Screening  Levels  (RSL)  is  now  230 
mg/kg. 
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implemented  by  UNC  under  the  direction  of  the  NRC,  pursuant  to  the  UNC  facility's 
NRC  license,  and  integrated  with  the  U.S. EPA’s selected  remedy  for  the  groundwater. 

B.  Other  Actions  to  Date 

U.S. EPA  ordered  three  time-critical  removal  actions  related  to  the  NECR Mine 
Site  in  the  past  five  years.  These  actions,  which  were  performed  by  UNC  and  U.S.  EPA, 
are  described  below. 

1.  2006  Removal  Site  Evaluation 

In  September  2006,  U.S.  EPA  entered  into  an  administrative  order  on  consent 
(“2006  AOC”)  with  UNC,  under  which  UNC  performed  a  removal  site  evaluation  at  the 
NECR Mine  Site,  under  oversight  of  U.S.  EPA  and  Navajo  Nation EPA. 

2.  2007  Residential  Removal  Action 

A  time-critical  removal  action  was  taken  for  three  home sites  where  NECR Mine-
related  contamination  was  found.  U.S.  EPA signed  the  NECR  Residential  Action Memo 
on  April  18,  2007  and  issued  a  Unilateral  Administrative  Order  on  May  4,  2007  ordering 
UNC  to  undertake  transportation  and  disposal,  while  U.S.  EPA  conducted  excavation 
and  sampling  components  of  the  removal  action. 

Beginning  on  May  7,  2007  and  continuing  for  approximately  four  weeks,  U.S. 
EPA  representatives  and  the  United  State  Coast  Guard  (“USCG”)  Pacific  Strike Team 
performed  the  NECR  home site  investigation  and  cleanup.  Using  the  U.S. EPA-
established  soil  cleanup  goal  of  2.24  pCi/g  Ra-226  for  surface  soil  sampling,  removals 
were  conducted  for  half-acre  areas  around  three  home sites.  Consistent  with  the 
MARSSIM  guidance,  excavated  areas  were  100% scanned.  All  radon  levels  were  below 
4.0  pCi/L  in  the  homes  and  the  average  soil  concentrations  were  below  2.24  pCi/g 
consistent  with MARSSIM  procedures  after  the  removals  were  completed. 

3.  2009/2010  Step-Out  Interim  Removal  Action 

U.S. EPA signed  the  NECR  Step-Out  Area  Interim  Removal  Action 
Memorandum  on  July  23,  2009.  In  a  July  24,  2009  Administrative  Order  on  Consent 
(“2009”  AOC),  UNC  and  GE  (collectively  “UNC/GE”)  agreed  to  undertake  the  removal 
action  with  U.S. EPA  oversight.  The  2009  removal  action  used  2.24  pCi/g  Ra-226, 
which  is  the  same  soil  cleanup  goal  as  the  one  selected  for  the  2007  Removal  Action. 

The  Interim  Removal  Action  (“IRA”)  activities  were  performed  from 
approximately  August  17,  2009  through  May  21,  2010.  The  work  included  demolition  of 
existing  mine  buildings  and  associated  concrete slabs  located  within  the  NECR-1 
footprint.  It  also  included  excavation  and  placement  onto  the  NECR-1  pile  of 
approximately  109,800  cubic  yards  (cy)  of  soil  from  the  Step  Out  Area,  including 
approximately  33,000  cy  from  the  Unnamed  Arroyo;  excavation  and  stockpiling  of 
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approximately  4,000  cy  of  petroleum  impacted  soil  (TPH  soil);  backfilling  and 
restoration  of  depressions,  culverts,  and  roads  with  new  imported  materials; 
characterization  of  Red  Water  Pond  Road  from  Hwy  566  to  the  bridge  by  the  Quivira 
Mine  Site;  and  fencing,  seeding  and  other  restoration  activities. 

In  general,  all  soils  with  an  activity  concentration  for  Ra-226  above  3.0  pCi/g 
were  removed  from  the  Unnamed  Arroyo  and 4  Zones  in  the  Step-Out  area  until  the 
average  residual  activity  concentrations  were  less  than  2.24  pCi/g.  Removal  soils  were 
placed  on  the  NECR-1  pile,  which  was  capped  with  6  to  12  inches  of  clean  imported  fill. 
Areas  that  were  excavated  to  a  depth  of  more  than  about  1-foot  (including  the  Unnamed 
Arroyo)  were  backfilled  with  imported  material. 

During  this  work,  in  close  coordination  with  U.S.  EPA  Community  Involvement 
Coordinators,  UNC/GE  arranged  for  temporary  housing  for  three  households  for 
approximately  five  months.  U.S.  EPA  also  temporarily  moved  residents  from  four 
additional  households  for  approximately  two  months.  UNC/GE  retained  contractors  to 
carry  out  temporary  housing,  construction,  transportation  and  sampling  activities. 

C.  State  and  Local  Authorities  Roles 

1.  State  and  local  actions  to  date 

Consultations  with  the  Navajo  Nation  and  the  State  of  New  Mexico  in  2005 
resulted  in  U.S.  EPA  Region  9  taking  the  lead  on  the  NECR Mine  Site.  NNEPA  sent a  
letter  to  U.S.  EPA  Region  9  dated  March  22,  2005,  formally  requesting  that  U.S.  EPA 
Region  9  become  the  lead  agency,  consistent  with  a  Memorandum  of  Understanding 
between  Region  9  and  the  Navajo  Nation.  Region  9  issued  a  letter  formally  accepting 
NECR Mine  Site  lead  on  November  7,  2005. 

U.S.  EPA  will  continue  to  coordinate  closely  with  the  Navajo  Nation  and  the 
State  of  New  Mexico  throughout  the  cleanup  process.  Both  entities  will  be  included  as 
part  of  a  technical  design  review  team  of  regulatory  agencies,  including  U.S.  EPA 
Regions  6  and  9,  NRC,  Department  of Energy,  New  Mexico Environment  Department, 
and  the  NNEPA.  Both  Navajo  Nation  and  the  State  of  New  Mexico  have  identified 
requirements  that  are  considered  to  be  applicable  or  relevant  and  appropriate 
requirements  (“ARARs”)  as  discussed  below  under  Section  V.A.4. 

III.  THREATS  TO  PUBLIC  HEALTH  OR  WELFARE  OR  THE 
ENVIRONMENT,  AND  STATUTORY  AND  REGULATORY 
AUTHORITIES 

Current  conditions  at  the  NECR  Mine  Site  pose  the  threat  of  potential  future 
releases  of  the  hazardous  substances  Ra-226  and  uranium.  The  area  of  the  NECR Mine 
Site  where  concentrations  of  uranium  and  Ra-226  exceed  the  Action  Level  is  reasonably 
well  defined  (refer  to  section  II.A.2.)  Due  to  the  risk  of  direct  human  exposure  to  these 
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hazardous  substances  by  ingestion  or  inhalation,  there  is  an  imminent  and  substantial 
endangerment  to  the  public  health  or  welfare  or  the  environment  at  or  from  the  NECR 
Mine  Site.  The  removal  action  selected  in  this  Action  Memorandum  is  appropriate  under 
the  factors  set  forth  in  the  NCP,  40  CFR §  300.415(b)(2). 

1.  Actual  or  potential  exposure  to  hazardous  substances  or  pollutants  or 
contaminants  by  nearby  populations  or  the  food  chain 

As  described  in  Section  II.A.3,  high  concentrations  of  Ra-226  have  been  detected 
in  samples  at  the  NECR Mine  Site.  Radium  is  a  daughter  product  formed  when  uranium 
and  thorium  decay.  Two  of  the  main  radium  isotopes  found  in  the  environment  are  Ra-
226  and  Ra-228.  During  the  decay  process,  alpha,  beta,  and  gamma  radiation  are 
released.  Radium  may  be  found  in  air,  water  and  soil.  Radium  in  the  soil  may  be 
absorbed  by  plants. 

Analytical  results  indicate  that  concentrations  of  Ra-226  identified  in  soil  and 
mine  waste  exceed  background,  pose  an  unacceptable  excess  lifetime  cancer  risk  greater 
than  1  x  10-4,  and  exceed  U.S.  EPA’s  Action  Level,  as  explained  above  in  section  II.A.4 
of  this  Action  Memorandum.  Acute  inhalation  exposure  to  high  levels  of  radium  can 
cause  adverse  effects  to  the  blood  (anemia)  and  eyes  (cataracts).  Ra-226  also  has  been 
shown  to  affect  the  teeth,  causing  an  increase  in  broken  teeth  and  cavities.  Exposure  to 
high  levels  of  radium  results  in  an  increased  incidence  of  bone,  liver,  and  breast  cancer. 
The  U.S.EPA  and  the  National  Academy  of  Sciences,  Committee  on  Biological  Effects 
of  Ionizing  Radiation,  has  stated  that  radium  is  a  known  human  carcinogen  (ATSDR, 
1999).  Inhalation  of  radium  contaminated  particulates  is  of  particular  concern.  Radium 
emits  alpha  radiation,  which,  when  inhaled,  becomes  a  source  of  ionizing  radiation  in  the 
lung  and  throat,  possibly  leading  to  toxic  effects. 

Much  of  the  contaminated  material  at  the  NECR Mine  Site  is  fine-grained  and 
therefore  likely  to  result  in  human  exposure  via  inhalation  or  ingestion.  Persons 
occupying  or  traversing  the  NECR Mine  Site  may  be  exposed  to  contaminated  dust  by 
inhalation  or  ingestion  of  contamination  sorbed  to  particulate  matter.  Incidences  of  direct 
contact  with  natural  and  mechanically  generated  dust  during  these  activities  account  for 
known  contamination  exposure  scenarios  at  the  NECR Mine  Site.  Radium  may  be 
entrained  in  naturally  and  mechanically  generated  dust  and/or  transported  on  shoes  and 
clothing  of  residents  passing  over  contaminated  areas. 

Activities  that  occur  in  contaminated  areas  that  may  put  persons  at  risk  include 
walking  or  hiking,  livestock  grazing,  gardening  and  yard  work,  and  modes  of 
transportation  including  all-terrain  vehicle,  motorcycle,  or  horseback.  Persons  may  drive 
their  vehicles  over  contaminated  areas  as  well.  This  activity  may  also  contribute  to 
exposure  pathways  via  dust  generation. 

Rainfall  events  may  lead  to  transport  of  the  contamination  from  the  NECR Mine 
Site.  Soil  erosion  may  indicate  transport  of  contamination  from  the  NECR Mine  Site 
constituting  a  release  of  hazardous  substances  and  resulting  in  secondary  contamination 
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sources.  In  addition,  contaminants  may  migrate  during  wind  events,  due  to  adherence  to 
windborne  dust  particles. 

Without  the  excavation  and  removal  called  for  in  this  action  memorandum, 
contaminated  mine  waste  and  soils  from  the  NECR Mine  Site  may  migrate  off-site  via 
wind  and  water  transport  mechanisms.  Some  of  the  radium  daughter  particles,  such  as 
radon,  may  also  adhere  to  dust  particles  and  migrate  as  well  as  migrate  off-site  during 
historic  surface  water  flows. 

IV.  ENDANGERMENT  DETERMINATION 

Actual  and  threatened  releases  of  hazardous  substances  from  the  NECR Mine 
Site,  if  not  addressed  by  implementing  a  Non-Time-Critical  Removal  Action,  may 
continue  to  present  an  imminent  and  substantial  endangerment  to  the  public  health  or 
welfare  or  the  environment. 

V.  ACTIONS  SELECTED  AND  ESTIMATED  COSTS 

A.  Response  Actions 

1.  Action  description 

U.S.  EPA  has  decided  to  address  the  imminent  and  substantial  threats  to  the 
public  health  or  welfare  or  the  environment  by  taking  steps  to  mitigate  the  releases  of 
uranium  and  Ra-226  on  the  NECR Mine  Site  that  exceed  the  Action  Levels.  This  Action 
Memorandum  calls  for  the  following  removal  action  elements  to  address  releases  of 
uranium  and  Ra-226  in  mine  waste  and  soils  at  concentrations  that  exceed  the  Action 
Levels: 

• Repository  Design. Design  a  repository  for  the  contaminated  material 
excavated  and  removed  from  the  NECR Mine  Site.  Design  specifications  will 
comply  with  CERCLA  requirements,  specifically  all  ARARs.  The  design,  at 
a  minimum,  will  include  a  low  permeability  layer  (liner)  and  a  cap  structure 
that  will  mitigate  direct  contact,  limit  water  infiltration,  and  perform  as a  
radon  barrier. 

• Baseline  Sampling. Conduct  any  additional  baseline  sampling  necessary  to 
assess  current site  conditions  prior  to  construction  and  waste  disposal. 

• Construction. Construct  a  repository  that  will  contain  the  contaminated  mine 
waste  and  soil  excavated  and  removed  from  the  NECR Mine  Site  in 
accordance  with  the  approved  design  specifications.  This  action  is  contingent 
on  the  NRC  approval  of  a  license  amendment  for  the  UNC Mill  Site  disposal 
cells,  and  on EPA’s  decision  document  for  the  surface  contamination  at  the 
UNC Mill  Site. 
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• Excavation. Excavation  at  the  NECR  Site  and  transportation  of  waste  with 
concentrations  of  uranium  and  Ra-226  that  exceed  Action  Levels  to a  
repository  at  the  UNC Mill  Site  for  co-disposal  at  the  existing Tailings 
Disposal  Cells. This  action  is  contingent  on  the  U.S.EPA  decision  document 
for  the  surface  contamination  at  the  UNC Mill  Site,  and  the  NRC  approval  of 
a  license  amendment  for  the  UNC Mill  Site  disposal  cells.  Depth  of 
excavation  will  not  exceed  ten  feet,  except  in  areas  susceptible  to  erosion  or 
where  placing  clean  backfill  to  current  grade  is  not  planned,  or  in  areas  where 
principal  threat  waste  will  be  removed.  Excavation  within  these  areas  will 
continue  until  confirmation  sample  results  are  below  the  Action  Levels  per 
MARSSIM  procedures. 

• Closure. Closure  of  the  repository  once  all  NECR Mine  Site  contaminated 
waste  rock  and  soil  is  disposed.  Once  all  contaminated  mine  waste  and  soil  is 
excavated  from  the  NECR Mine  Site,  transported  to  the  repository  and 
disposed  in  the  repository,  the  repository  will  be  closed  and  the  cap  will  be  put 
in  place. 

• Principal  Threat  Waste. Principal  threat  wastes  are  those  source  materials 
considered  to  be  highly  toxic  or  highly  mobile  which  generally  cannot  be 
contained  in  a  reliable  manner  or  would  present  a  significant  risk  to  human 
health  or  the  environment  should  exposure  occur.  At  the  NECR Mine  Site,  all 
wastes,  containing  either  200  pCi/g  or  more  of  Ra-226  and/or  500  mg/kg  or 
more  of  total  uranium  present  a significant  risk  to  human  health;  therefore, 
this  contaminated  material  is  considered  principal  threat  waste.  To  treat  this 
Principal  Threat  Waste,  this  Action  Memorandum  calls  for  reprocessing  of  the 
Principal  Threat  Waste  to  reclaim  metals  and  radionuclides.  If  reprocessing 
technologies  are  not  technically  feasible,  or  are  not  available  within a  
reasonable  time  frame  as  determined  by  the  U.S. EPA,  then  the  Principal 
Threat  Waste  will  be  disposed  of  in  a  facility  that  has  been  determined  by 
U.S.EPA  to  be  acceptable  under  the  Off-site  Rule,  40  CFR  §  300.440. 

• Confirmation  Sampling. Conduct  confirmation  scanning,  sampling  and 
analysis  to  ensure  that  the  action  levels  have  been  met  in  excavated  areas. 

• Site  Restoration. Restoration  activities  will  include  the  backfilling  and  re-
grading  of  excavation  areas  for  erosion  and  storm  water  control.  These  areas 
will  also  be  re-vegetated  with  native  species. 

• Institutional  Controls. U.S.  EPA  will  work  with  the  Navajo  Nation  to 
implement  institutional  controls  to  ensure  protectiveness  of  the  NECR Mine 
Site  should  waste  material  be  left  in  place  at  depths  below  10  feet  below 
ground  surface. 

• Housing. Requested  funding  will  include  payment  for  voluntary  alternative 
housing  options  to  residents significantly  impacted  by  disruptions  associated 
with  the  removal  action.  The  housing  payments  will  be  calculated  consistent 
with EPA’s  April  2002  Superfund  Response  Actions: Temporary  Relocations 
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Implementation  Guidance  (OSWER  Directive  9230.0-97)  and  the  Uniform 
Relocation  Assistance  and  Real  Property  Acquisitions  Act  (“URA”),  42 
U.S.C.  §§  4601  et  seq.,  and  its  implementing  regulations,  49  C.F.R.  Part  24. 

The  repository  location selected  in  this  Action  Memorandum,  and  the  location 
determined  to  be  suitable EE/CA,  for  disposal  of  the  NECR Mine  Site  wastes  containing 
concentrations  of  uranium  or  Ra-226  that  exceeds  action  levels  is  within  the  footprint  of 
the  existing  UNC Mill  Site Tailings  Disposal  Cells.  The  repository  will  be  used  for 
material  that  is  not  considered  Principal  Threat  Waste.  Construction  of  a  disposal  cell 
within  this  area  is  contingent  on  NRC  approval  of  a  license  amendment  for  the  UNC Mill 
Site  disposal  cells,  and  is  also  contingent  on  U.S.  EPA  Region  6’s  decision  document  for 
the  surface  contamination  at  the  UNC Mill  Site.  The  mine  wastes  and  soils  at  the  NECR 
Mine  Site  and  the  UNC Mill  Site  are similar  and  any  co-disposal  would  result  in  just  one 
disposal  cell  in  the  area,  instead  of  two,  thereby  reducing  the  footprint  of  contaminated 
surface  soil  in  the  region. 

2.  Contribution  to  remedial  performance 

This  removal  action  would  address  the  mine  waste  and  soil  contamination  at  the 
NECR Mine  Site,  to  a  depth  of  at  least  10  feet.  It  is  expected  that  this  removal  action  will 
remove  the  threat  of  direct  or  indirect  contact  with  or  inhalation  of  hazardous  substances 
from  the  mine  waste  and  soils  at  the  NECR Mine  Site.  As  noted  above,  the  soils  in  the 
area  east  of  Red  Water  Pond  Road  will  be  addressed  in  a  separate  removal  action. 

The EE/CA  presented  alternatives  for  surface  and  near-surface  mine  waste  and 
soil  to  be  addressed  in  a  non-time-critical  removal  action  only.  This  removal  action  does 
not  address  contamination  that  may  remain  at  greater  depths.  U.S.  EPA  has  recently 
worked  to  assess  groundwater  for  the  NECR Mine  Site  and  surrounding  facilities, 
including  historic  releases  from  these  facilities;  however,  the  removal  action  that  is  the 
subject  of  this  memorandum  does  not  address  groundwater. 

3.  Engineering  Evaluation/Cost  Analysis  (“EE/CA”) 

In  May  2009,  U.S.EPA  released  the EE/CA,  evaluating  removal  action 
alternatives  for  the  mine  wastes  at  the  NECR Mine  Site.  Five  alternatives  for  the  removal 
action  were  evaluated  and  compared  for  effectiveness,  implementability  and  cost  in 
accordance  with  criteria  established  by  the  U.S.  EPA. These  alternatives  included: 

1.  No  Action; 
2. Excavation  and  disposal  of  all  NECR Mine  Site  wastes  at  an  off-site  licensed 
disposal  facility; 
3.  Consolidation  and  covering  of  mine  wastes  on  the  NECR Mine  Site; 
4.  Construction  of  an  above-ground,  capped  and  lined  repository  on  the  NECR 
Mine  Site;  and 
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5.  Consolidation  of  the  mine  wastes  with  a  cap  and  liner  at  the  UNC Mill  Site 
facility,  currently  under  license  by  the  NRC,  either  on  existing  tailings  cells  or  in 
a  newly-constructed  repository. 

The EE/CA  also  evaluated  removal  of  high-concentration  (“principal  threat 
waste”)  material  to  an  off-site  Class  I  hazardous  waste  disposal  facility,  or  an  alternative 
appropriate  facility. 

This  Action Memorandum  is  based  on  the EE/CA  and  on  the  administrative 
record  for  this  removal  action. 

The  selected  alternative  is  identified  as  Alternative  5A-above-ground  repository 
on  the  UNC Mill  facility  with  offsite  disposal  of  principal  threat  waste.  This  alternative 
is  selected  based  on  an  evaluation  of  the  effectiveness  (overall  protection  of  human  health 
and  the  environment;  compliance  with  ARARs,  and  other  criteria,  advisories,  and 
guidance;  long-term  effectiveness  and  permanence;  reduction  in  toxicity,  mobility,  or 
volume  through  treatment;  and short-term  effectiveness),  implementability  (technical 
feasibility;  administrative  feasibility;  availability  of  services  and  materials;  and  state  and 
community  acceptance),  and  cost  of  all  alternatives.  This  is  summarized  below: 

Selected  Action  (Alternative  5A) 
• Alternative  5A  provides  protection  of  human  health  and  the  environment  by 

removing  waste  (including  the  principal  threat  waste),  limiting  exposure,  and 
limiting  migration  through  the  use  of  a  cap  and  low  permeability  layer  (liner). 

• Alternative  5A  will  be  constructed  and  implemented  in  accordance  with  all 
ARARs. 

• Although  Alternative  5A  does  not  meet  reduction  of  toxicity,  mobility  and 
volume  through  treatment,  the  use  of  a  cap  and  liner  reduces  mobility  by 
mitigating  migration  and  managing  erosion  elements,  including  water  and  wind. 
The  toxicity  and  volume  of  Principal Threat  Waste  will  be  reduced  if  reprocessed. 

• Long-term  effectiveness  and  permanence  will  be  assured  by  proper  installation, 
management,  and  maintenance  of  the  repository  throughout  its  existence. 

• The  potential  for  increased  risk  exists  with  the  off-site  transportation  and  disposal 
of  the  principal  threat  wastes  and  will  be  managed  through  the  proper  use  of 
licensed  transporters  and  proper  storage  during  transportation. 

• Alternative  5A  is  easily  implementable  and  will  use  readily  available  and 
common  construction  equipment,  materials  and  supplies.  Repository  construction 
is  a  proven  technology  that  can  be  constructed  using  best  management  practices. 

• Alternative  5A  will  result  in  the  removal  of  mine  waste  such  that  the  NECR  mine 
site  will  be  available  for  residential  use  including  consumption  of  homegrown 
vegetables  and  grazing  land  for  domestic  livestock. 

• Alternative  5A  is  considered  cost  effective  when  balancing  protection  of  human 
health  and  the  environment,  future  reuse,  effectiveness  (long-term  and short-
term),  and  community,  Navajo  Nation  and  State  considerations. 
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Effectiveness  and  the  other  alternatives  considered 

The EE/CA  for  the  NECR Mine  Site  provides  a  comparative  analysis  of  the 
effectiveness  of  the  response  alternatives  considered  for  addressing  contamination  at  the 
NECR Mine  Site.  Alternative  1,  the  no  action  alternative,  was  eliminated  because  it  does 
not  protect  those  exposed  from  the  health  risk  identified  in  the  HHRA.  Alternatives  2,  3, 
4,  and  5  were  all  found  to  be  effective;  however,  Alternatives  2  and 5  provide  greater 
protection  because  they  provide  for  removal  of  mine  waste  from  the  NECR Mine site, 
including  Principal  Threat  Waste,  where  Alternative  3  and  4  leave  waste  at  the  NECR 
Mine  Site.  Alternative  5A  provides  greater  level  of  short-term  protectiveness  as 
compared  to  Alternative  2  because  the  majority  of  the  waste  material  will  be  transported 
over  a  significantly  shorter  distance,  the  potential  for  accidents  is  reduced  due  to  shorter 
travel  distance,  and  the  remedy  construction  time  is  reduced.  In  addition,  the  reduced 
travel  and  construction  time  reduces  overall  cost.  When  compared  to  Alternative  2, 
Alternative  5A  provides  for  a  greater  short-term  effectiveness  due  to  reduced 
transportation  time,  reduced  risk  of  traffic  accidents,  and  reduced  implementation  time. 

Implementability  and  the  other  alternatives  considered 

The EE/CA  for  the  NECR  Site  provides  a  comparative  analysis  of  the 
implementability  of  the  removal  action  alternatives  considered.  A  fundamental  part  of 
the  implementability  determination  is  acceptance  by  the  State  and  the  local  community. 
Since  the  Navajo  Nation  and  the  local  community  have said  that  disposal  of  the 
contaminated  material  on  the  NECR Mine  Site  is  not  acceptable,  the  various  alternatives 
that  called  for  such  disposal  (Alternatives  3  and  4)  were  not  favored  under  this  criterion. 
Moreover,  the  New  Mexico Environment  Department,  on  behalf  of  the  State,  supports 
Alternative  5A.  In  addition,  Alternatives  3  and  4  leave  waste  on-site,  which significantly 
restricts  future  reuse  options  available  to  the  surrounding  community,  as  opposed  to 
Alternative  5A,  which  removes  waste  from  the site. 

Cost  and  the  other  alternatives  considered 

Costs  for  the  Alternatives  were  not  comparable since  disposal  at  a  licensed 
disposal  facility  would  increase  cost  by  a  factor  of  almost  seven  over  the  other 
alternatives.  Alternative  2  was  estimated  to  cost  $293,600,000,  in  comparison  to 
Alternative  5A,  which  was  estimated  to  cost  $44,300,000.  Alternatives  3  and  4  left  the 
waste  on Tribal  Land,  which  was  not  acceptable  to  the  Navajo  Nation.  On  balance,  US 
EPA  selected  the  least  expensive  alternative  that  removed  waste  from Tribal  Lands. 

After  release  of  the  EE/CA,  U.S.EPA  received  many  comments  about  the 
proposed  action  at  the  June  23,  2009  public  meeting  and  July  7,  2009  public  hearing,  and 
in  written  comments.  In  response  to  these  concerns,  U.S.  EPA  extended  the  comment 
period  by  60  days,  made  the  administrative  record  available  at  the  local  Chapter  Houses, 
and  held  an  additional  public  hearing  on  August  25,  2009  at  a  different  chapter  of  the 
Navajo  Nation.  All  public  meetings,  hearings,  and  dates  of  the  comment  period  and  its 
extension  were  advertised  in  the Gallup  Independent and  the Navajo  Times.  In  addition, 
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U.S. EPA  has  taken  an  additional  24  months  to  listen  and  respond  to  community, 
stakeholder  and  Navajo  Nation  concerns.  During  this  time,  U.S.  EPA  held  an  additional 
ten  community  meetings  and  facilitated  several  mine  tours. 

4.  Applicable  or  relevant  and  appropriate  requirements  (“ARARs”) 

A  complete  list  of  Applicable  or  Relevant  and  Appropriate  Requirements 
(“ARARs”)  are  provided  as  Attachment  II.  In  addition  to  those  ARARs  noted  in  the 
EE/CA,  Region  9  has  corrected,  modified  and  added  ARARs  in  response  to  comments 
from  UNC  and  from  the  State  of  New  Mexico.  See  Responsiveness  Summary,  provided 
as  Attachment  III. 

Section  300.415(j)  of  the  NCP  provides  that  removal  actions  must  attain  ARARs 
to  the  extent  practicable,  considering  the  exigencies  of  the situation. 

Section  300.5  of  the  NCP  defines  applicable  requirements as  cleanup  standards, 
standards  of  control,  and  other  substantive  environmental  protection  requirements, 
criteria  or  limitations  promulgated  under  Federal  environmental  or  State  environmental  or 
facility  siting  laws  that  specifically  address  a  hazardous  substance,  pollutant, 
contaminant,  remedial  action,  location  or  other  circumstances  at  a  CERCLA site. 

Section  300.5  of  the  NCP  defines  relevant  and  appropriate requirements  as 
cleanup  standards,  standards  of  control  and  other  substantive  requirements,  criteria,  or 
limitations  promulgated  under  Federal  environmental  or  State  environmental  or  facility 
siting  laws  that,  while  not  “applicable”  to  a  hazardous  substance,  pollutant,  or 
contaminant,  remedial  action,  location,  or  other  circumstances  at  a  CERCLA site,  address 
problems  or  situations  sufficiently similar  to  those  encountered  at  the  CERCLA site  and 
are  well-suited  to  the  particular site. 

Because  CERCLA  on-site  response  actions  do  not  require  permitting,  only 
substantive  requirements  of  permitting  laws  that  are  ARARs  must  be  met. 
Administrative  requirements  such  as  approval  of,  or  consultation  with  administrative 
bodies,  issuance  of  permits,  documentation,  reporting,  record-keeping  and  enforcement 
are  not  required  for  on-site  CERCLA  actions. 

5.  Project  schedule 

U.S.EPA  estimates  that  the  removal  activities  selected  in  this  memorandum  may 
take  a  total  of  approximately  seven  years.  U.S.EPA  estimates  up  to  three  years  for 
design  of  the  removal  and  to  address  the  concerns  described  below  in  Section  VII 
(Outstanding  Policy  Issues),  and  up  to  four  years  to  complete  construction,  once 
excavation  and  transportation  of  the  mine  waste  begins. 
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B.  Estimated  Costs 

The  total  cost  for  the  removal  action  is  estimated  to  be  $44,300,000  based  on  the 
estimate  provided  in  the  2009 EE/CA  and  U.S EPA  expects  UNC  to  conduct  this  removal 
and  disposal  of  contaminated  mine  waste  and  soils  under  a  settlement  or  a  unilateral 
order.  In  addition,  U.S.  anticipates  the  following  extramural  costs,  which  will  be  eligible 
for  cost  recovery: 

Cost  of  the  Removal  Action  paid  by  the  Responsible  Party:  $44,300,000 

U.S. EPA Extramural  Cost:13 $2,960,000 

U.S. EPA  plans  to  use  special  account  funding,  if  available,  and  other  extramural 
funding  sources  to  fund  voluntary  housing  and  oversight  work  prior  to  pursuing  cost 
recovery. 

U.S. EPA  has  incurred  extramural  costs  from  the  past  removal  actions  described 
in  section  II.B.  In  addition  to  this  non-time-critical  removal  action,  U.S. EPA  also 
decided  to  address  a  Step-Out  Area  as  a  separate  time-critical  removal  action.  Based  on 
actual  extramural  costs  incurred  for  the  previous  removals  and  the  estimated  extramural 
costs  for  the  time-critical  and  non-time-critical  actions,  U.S.  EPA  estimates  the  project 
ceiling  to  be  $5,370,325. 

NECR  Removal  Action  Estimated Project  Ceiling 
Past  extramural  costs  (actual)14 

2011  Non-time-critical  (estimated  costs)  
20%  Contingency  

2011  Time-critical  removal  (estimated costs)  
20%  Contingency  

TOTAL  

$978,325 

$2,960,000 
$592,000 

$700,000 
$140,000 

$5,370,325 

VI. EXPECTED  CHANGE  IN  THE  SITUATION  SHOULD  ACTION  BE 
DELAYED  OR  NOT  TAKEN 

Given  the site  conditions,  the  nature  of  the  hazardous  substances  documented  on 
site,  and  the  potential  exposure  pathways  to  nearby  populations  described  in  Sections  III 
and  IV  above,  actual  or  threatened  releases  of  hazardous  substances  from  the Mine  Site, 

13 Extramural  costs include  construction  oversight  contractor  support  (START),  contractor  technical  support 
(START)  and  housing.
14 All  past  costs  have  been  recovered  except  an  estimated  $106,000. 
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if  not  addressed  by  implementing  the  response  actions  selected  in  this  Action 
Memorandum,  may  present  an  imminent  and  substantial  endangerment  to  the  public 
health  or  welfare  or  the  environment. 

VII. OUTSTANDING  POLICY  ISSUES 

The  selected  response  action  for  the  NECR Mine  Site  requires  disposal  of  the 
NECR Mine  wastes  at  location  or  a  facility  that  EPA  has  determined  to  be  acceptable  for 
the  receipt  of  CERCLA  waste  under  applicable  laws.  Regarding  disposal  of  the  NECR 
Mine  Site's  contaminated  materials  at  the  nearby  UNC Mill  Site, EPA  is  working  toward 
a  remedy  for  the  surface  contamination  at  the  UNC Mill  Site  under  which  we  intend  to 
accommodate  materials  from  the  NECR Mine  Site.  Disposal  at  the  UNC Mill  Site  is 
contingent  upon  both  modification  of  the  license  issued  by  the  NRC  for  the  UNC site, 
and  issuance  of  an  appropriate  decision  document  by  U.S.EPA  Region  6  consistent  with 
the  NCP,  40  CFR  Part  300.  Contingent  upon  both  actions,  the  NECR Mine  wastes  will 
be  disposed  of  within  the  footprint  of  the  existing  tailings  disposal  cells  at  the  UNC Mill 
Site. 

For  the  purposes  of  this  response  action,  U.S.EPA  believes  that  the  UNC site  and 
the  NECR site  may  be  treated  as  one  facility  under  CERCLA  Section  104(d)(4),  42  USC 
§9604(d)(4),  or  that  the  proposed  response  action  is  an  on-site  action  under  Section  300.5 
of  the  NCP,  40  CFR  §300.5.  However,  the  final  determination  under  CERCLA  Section 
104(d)(4),  42  USC  §9604(d)(4)  shall  be  made  as  part  of  the  issuance  of  an  appropriate 
decision  document  by  U.S.  EPA  Region  6  consistent  with  the  NCP,  40  CFR  Part  300. 

Based  on  the  determinations  herein,  for  the  purposes  of  the  response  action 
selected  in  this  Action  Memorandum,  the  off-site  rule  (40  CFR  §300.440)  does  not  apply, 
and  the  permit  exemption  set  forth  in  CERCLA  Section  121(e)(1)  does  apply.  The  latter 
section  provides  that  "No  Federal,  State,  or  local  permit  shall  be  required  for  the  portion 
of  any  removal  or  remedial  action  conducted  entirely  onsite,  where  such  remedial  action 
is  selected  and  carried  out  in  compliance  with  this  section." 

No  other  outstanding  policy  issues  have  been  identified  at  this  time. 

VIII. ENFORCEMENT 

U.S.  EPA  expects  UNC  to  conduct  the  removal  and  disposal  of  contaminated 
mine  waste  and  soils  under  a  settlement  or  a  unilateral  order,  and  to  reimburse  U.S.  EPA 
for  the  costs  incurred  in  oversight  of  the  PRP’s  work  and  for  any  housing  costs  for  nearby 
residents.  The  following  intramural  and  extramural  costs  are  also  recoverable: 
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Intramural  Costs15: 

U.S. EPA  Direct  Costs:  $1,389,000 

U.S. EPA  Indirect  Costs  
(47.71%  of Extramural16 and  Intramural  costs) 

$2,074,900 

Total  Intramural  Costs:  $3,463,900 

The  total  U.S.  EPA  extramural,  intramural,  and  indirect  costs  for  this  removal 
action,  based  on  full-cost  accounting  practices  that  will  be  eligible  for  cost  recovery  are 
estimated  to  be  $6,309,094. 

IX. Exemption  from  Statutory  Limits 

Section  104(c)(1)  of  CERCLA  generally  restricts  fund- lead  removal  actions  to a  
total  extramural  direct  cost  of  $2,000,000.  42  U.S.C. §  9604(c)(1)  and  to  a  12-month 
period  of  time.  Pursuant  to  Section  104(c)(1)(A)  of  CERCLA  and  40  C.F.R. §  
300.415(b)(5)(i),  application  of  the  emergency  exemption  continues  to  be  appropriate 
when:  (1)  there  is  an  immediate  risk  to  public  health  or  welfare  or  the  environment;  (2) 
the  response  actions  are  immediately  required  to  prevent,  limit,  or  mitigate  an  emergency; 
and  (3)  such  assistance  will  not  otherwise  be  provided  on  a  timely  basis.  In  this  case, 
Region  9  has  estimated  that  extramural  expenditures  of  over  $2.9  million  will  be  needed 
over  the  course  of  the  removal  action  to  provide  appropriate  oversight  of  the  action  by  the 
PRP,  which  is  expected  to  cost  over  $44  million.  The  removal  action  described  in  this 
action  memorandum  is  expected  to  take  approximately  seven  years,  including  the  design 
and  construction  phases  of  the  removal.  Prior  removals  at  the  Site  began  in  2006.  There 
continues  to  be  an  immediate  risk  posed  by  the  conditions  at  the  Site,  including  no  timely 
source  of  non-federal  response  funds,  and  this  additional  expenditure  is  necessary  to 
abate  these  threats.  Region  9  has  conducted  the  appropriate  consultation  with  OGC  and 
OECA/OSRE  regarding  this  exemption,  pursuant  to  the  Superfund  Removal  Guidance 
for  Preparing  Action  Memoranda,  dated  September  2009  at  p.  53.  See  Attachment  IV. 

15 Direct  costs include  direct  extramural  costs  and  direct  intramural  costs.  Indirect  costs  are  calculated  based  on  an 
estimated  indirect  cost  rate  expressed  as a  percentage  of  site-specific  direct  costs,  consistent  with  the  full  cost 
accounting  methodology  effective  October  2,  2000.  These  estimates  do  not  include  pre-judgment  interest,  do  not take 
into  account  other  enforcement  costs,  including  Department  of  Justice  costs,  and  may  be  adjusted  during  the  course  of a  
removal  action.  The  estimates  are  for  illustrative  purposes  only  and their  use  is  not intended  to  create  any  rights  for 
responsible  parties.  Neither  the  lack  of a  total  cost  estimate  nor  deviation  of  actual  costs  from  this  estimate  will  affect 
the  United  States’  right to  cost  recovery
16 See  section  V.5.B 
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IX. RECOMMENDATION 

This Action Memorandum documents the selected removal nction for the NECR Mine 
Site, McKinley County, New Mexico, developed in accordance wit h CERCLA as 
mended, and is not inconsistent with the NCP. This decision is based on the 

Administrative Record for the Site including the EE/CA. 

Conditions at the Site meet the NCP criteria for a Non-Time-Critical Removal 
ction. The total project ceiling if approved will be $6,423,900, o f which $2,960,000 

would come from U.S. EPA cx.tmmurnl funding sources. 
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U.S.EPA Region 9 
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Attachment I  

INDEX  TO  THE  ADMINISTRATIVE  RECORD 

Doc  ID  Doc  Date  Title/Subject  Author  Addressee  Access 
Code 

1128097  7/1/1980  Geology  of  Church  Rock  area, 
NM,  w/TL  to  T  Hill  fr  G  Billings 
7/31/80 

Bearpaw  Geosciences 
Science  Applications, 
Inc - Natural 
Resources  Div 

United  Nuclear 
Corp  - U  N C  
Mining  &  Milling 

REL 

2226943  12/24/1980  Memo:  Biological  assessment 
after  uranium  mill  tailings  spill, 
Church  Rock,  NM,  w/appendices 
[UNC0196471-UNC0197504] 

James  Ruttenber /  
Centers  for  Disease 
Control  - Chronic 
Diseases  Div 

Centers  for  Disease 
Control 

REL 

1128090  4/1/1987  Reclamation  plan  - engineering 
concepts,  w/TLs 

Canonie 
Environmental 
Services,  Inc 

United  Nuclear 
Corp  - U  N C  
Mining  &  Milling 

REL 

1127959  5/1/1987  Reclamation  engineering  services 
- geohydrologic  rpt 

Canonie 
Environmental 
Services,  Inc 

United  Nuclear 
Corp  - U  N C  
Mining  &  Milling 

REL 

1127960  5/1/1987  Hydrogeology  of  Pipeline 
Canyon,  near  Gallup,  NM 

REL 

1128095  7/1/1988  Reclamation  plan,  amendment  1, 
w/TL to  D  Smith  fr J  Velasquez 
7/26/88 

Canonie 
Environmental 
Services,  Inc 

United  Nuclear 
Corp  - U  N C  
Mining  &  Milling 

REL 

1128093  1/1/1990  As-built  rpt - north  cell  interim 
stabilization 

Canonie 
Environmental 
Services,  Inc 

United  Nuclear 
Corp  - U  N C  
Mining  &  Milling 

REL 

1128092  12/1/1990  Response to  comments &  
proposed  reclamation  plan 
modifications,  v1  - text,  tables, 
figures,  w/TL to  J  Velasquez  fr 
M  Timner  11/21/90  &  marginalia 

Canonie 
Environmental 
Services,  Inc 

United  Nuclear 
Corp  - U  N C  
Mining  &  Milling 

REL 

1127961  6/1/1991  Historical  water-quality  data, 
Puerco  River  Basin,  AZ  &  NM 

Laurie  Wirt  /  US 
Geological  Survey 
Barbara  Favor  /  US 
Geological  Survey 
Peter  Van  Metre /  US 
Geological  Survey 

REL 

1128088  8/1/1991  Tailings  reclamation  plan  as 
approved  by  NRC  (Nuclear 
Regulatory  Commission)  3/1/91, 
v2  (of  3)  - tables,  figures 

Canonie 
Environmental 
Technologies  Corp 

United  Nuclear 
Corp  - U  N C  
Mining  &  Milling 

REL 

1128089  8/1/1991  Tailings  reclamation  plan  as 
approved  by  NRC  (Nuclear 
Regulatory  Commission)  3/1/91, 
v1  (of  3)  - text 

Canonie 
Environmental 
Technologies  Corp 

United  Nuclear 
Corp  - U  N C  
Mining  &  Milling 

REL 
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1128096  8/1/1991  Tailings  reclamation  plan  as 
approved  by  NRC  (Nuclear 
Regulatory  Commission)  3/1/91, 
v3  (of  3)  - appendices 

Canonie 
Environmental 
Technologies  Corp 

United  Nuclear 
Corp  - U  N C  
Mining  &  Milling 

REL 

1128091  4/1/1992  As-built  rpt  addendum  - central 
cell interim  stabilization 

Canonie 
Environmental 
Services,  Inc 

United  Nuclear 
Corp  - U  N C  
Mining  &  Milling 

REL 

1128087  4/1/1992  As-built  rpt - south  cell  interim 
stabilization 

Canonie 
Environmental 
Services,  Inc 

United  Nuclear 
Corp  - U  N C  
Mining  &  Milling 

REL 

1127962  4/1/1993  United  Nuclear  Corp  Church 
Rock  Mill  decommissioning  rpt, 
v1,  w/TL  to  R  Hall  fr  E  Morales 
4/13/93 

United  Nuclear  Corp  REL 

1128262  1/1/1994  Radioactivity in  the  environment 
- case  study  of  Puerco  &  Little 
Colorado  River  Basins,  AZ &  
NM 

Laurie  Wirt  /  US 
Geological  Survey 

REL 

1128094  6/1/1995  As-built  rpt  addendum  - central 
cell  final  reclamation 

Canonie 
Environmental 
Services,  Inc 

United  Nuclear 
Corp  - U  N C  
Mining  &  Milling 

REL 

1128263  1/1/1996  Effects  of  uranium-mining 
releases  on  groundwater  quality 
in  Puerco  River  Basin,  AZ  &  NM 
(USGS  water-supply  paper  2476) 

P  Van  Metre  /  US 
Geological  Survey 

REL 

1128099  4/1/1996  As-built  rpt - south  cell  final 
reclamation 

Smith  Environmental 
Technologies  Corp 

United  Nuclear 
Corp  - U  N C  
Mining  &  Milling 

REL 

1128100  3/1/1997  As-built  rpt - 1996  final 
reclamation  construction 

Smith  Environmental 
Technologies  Corp 

United  Nuclear 
Corp  - U  N C  
Mining  &  Milling 

REL 

1127986  1/19/2004  Rationale  &  field  investigation 
workplan  to  evaluate  recharge &  
potential  cell  sourcing to  zone 3  
plume,  w/TL to  M  Purcell  fr R  
Blickwedel 

U  S  Filter  Engineering 
&  Construction 

General  Electric  Co  REL 

1127967  5/25/2004  Design,  performance, &  
sustainability  of  engineered 
covers  for  uranium  mill  tailings 

Jody  Waugh /  S M  
Stoller  Corp 

REL 

1128469  9/21/2007  Memo:  Final  polrep  (polrep  #2), 
Northeast  Church  Rock 
Residential 2  

Harry  Allen /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

Peggy  DeLaTorre /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

REL 

1128470  9/21/2007  Memo:  Polrep  #1  - Northeast 
Church  Rock  Residential 2  

Harry  Allen /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

Peggy  DeLaTorre /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

REL 

1128412  10/1/2007  Final  removal  site  evaluation  rpt, 
w/o tables  &  appendices 

Montgomery  Watson 
Harza 

United  Nuclear 
Corp 

REL 
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2141248  10/1/2007  Final  removal  site  evaluation  rpt, 
appendix  B:  Laboratory  data  rpts 
&  data  validation  results  only 
(compact  disc  only) 

Montgomery  Watson 
Harza 

United  Nuclear  Corp REL 

1128460  2/29/2008  Draft  supplemental  removal  site 
evaluation  rpt,  w/apps  A-B &  TL 
to  A  Bain  fr  T  Leeson,  &  w/o  app 
C 

Montgomery  Watson 
Harza 

United  Nuclear  Corp REL 

1128116  4/25/2008  Ltr:  Recommendations &  
summary  of  hydrogeologic 
analysis  evaluation  of  gw  flow in 
zone  3  for  design  of  pumping 
system to  intercept  &  recover 
impacted  groundwater  - UNC 
Church  Rock  Tailings  Site, 
Gallup,  NM  (AO  docket 
#CERCLA  6-11-89),  w/attchs 

Mark  Jancin  /  N A  
Water  Systems 
James  Ewart  /  N A  
Water  Systems 

Myron  Fliegel /  
Nuclear  Regulatory 
Commission 
Mark  Purcell /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 6  

REL 

2230867  12/1/2008  Ltr:  Confirmation  of  government-
to-government  consultation  on 
12/5  re  draft  revsied  EE/CA  for 
site,  w/marginalia 

David  Taylor  /  Navajo 
Nation  Dept  of  Justice -
Office  of the  Attorney 
General 

Harrison  Karr / 
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

REL 

2198562  1/1/2009  Fact  Sheet:  US  EPA  completes 
3rd  5-year  review  of  current 
groundwater  remedy  (United 
Nuclear  Corp  Church  Rock 
Superfund  Site) 

Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 6  

REL 

2198580  1/23/2009  Comments  on  advance  draft 
EE/CA 

United  Nuclear  Corp  Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

REL 

2199045  2/18/2009  Ltr:  Limits  of  proposed  interim 
removal  action,  w/attchs 

Lance  Hauer  /  General 
Electric  Co 

Andrew  Bain /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

REL 

2198582  2/23/2009  Ltr:  Nuclear  Regulatory 
Commission  comments  on 
EE/CA,  w/attch  &  env 

Rebecca  Tadesse /  
Nuclear  Regulatory 
Commission  - Div  of 
Waste  Management &  
Environmental 
Protection 

Andrew  Bain /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

REL 

2199052  3/26/2009  Ltr:  Response  to  interim  action 
workplan  dated  11/20/08 &  
2/18/09  ltr  re  evaluating  limits  of 
proposed  action 

Andrew  Bain /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

Lance  Hauer /  
General  Electric  Co 

REL 

2199044  4/3/2009  Ltr:  Comments  on  interim 
removal  action  workplan 

Freida  White /  Navajo 
Nation  Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Superfund  Program 

Andrew  Bain /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

REL 
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2199046  4/22/2009  Ltr:  Response  to  comments  on 
interim  removal  action  workplan 

Lance  Hauer  /  General 
Electric  Co 

Andrew  Bain /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

REL 

2199065  4/24/2009  Ltr:  Access  for  non-intrusive 
survey  work  associated  with 
interim  action  workplan  granted 
to  US  EPA  &  General  Electric 

David  Taylor  /  Navajo 
Nation  Dept  of  Justice 

Andrew  Bain /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

REL 

1128436  5/1/2009  Interim  removal  action  plan 
construction  storm  water  pollution 
prevention  plan  (SWPPP) -
(redline  version  with  comments), 
w/appendices,  w/o  figure 

Montgomery  Watson 
Harza 

United  Nuclear  Corp  REL 

2199084  5/4/2009  Newsclip:  Navajo  awaiting 
decision  on  Churchrock  cleanup 

Kathy  Helms /  Gallup 
Independent 
(Newspaper) 

REL 

1127964  5/21/2009  Estimation  of  emissions  for 
NECR  EE/CA 

Cynthia  Wetmore /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

REL 

2189728  6/11/2009  Public  Notice:  Public  availability 
of  EE/CA  for  removal  action  at 
site,  &  public  comment  period 
(Navajo  Times,  p  C-5) 

Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

REL 

2195693  6/11/2009  Public  Notice:  Public  availability 
of  EE/CA  for  removal  action  at 
site,  &  public  comment  period 
(Gallup  Independent  newspaper) 

Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

REL 

2240724  6/11/2009  Northeast  Churchrock  Mine 
Engineering  Evaluation/Cost 
Analysis  (EE/CA)  for  Non-Time 
Critical  Removal  Administrative 
Record  Index 

Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

REL 

2198581  6/22/2009  Ltr:  Comments  on  EE/CA  Nadine  Padilla /  
Multicultural  Alliance 
for a  Safe  Environment 

Andrew  Bain /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

REL 

2207119  6/23/2009  (Redacted,  FOIA  Ex  6)  Comment 
forms  fr  6/23/09  EE/CA  public 
info  meeting 

Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

REL 

1128431  7/1/2009  Interim  removal  action  health &  
safety  plan  (HASP)  - draft  text 

M  W  H  Americas,  Inc  United  Nuclear  Corp  REL 

2198585  7/1/2009  Ltr:  Improvement  of  public 
awareness  &  participation  in 
decision-making  process  on 
Church  Rock  mine  &  mill  site 
remediation  plan,  w/env 

Jonathan  Block  /  New 
Mexico  Environmental 
Law  Center 

Andrew  Bain /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

REL 
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1122762  7/7/2009  Transcript - Removal  public 
meeting,  Pinedale  Chapter 

Justine  Hannaweeke / 
NONE 

REL 

2198591  7/7/2009  Memo:  Comments  on  EE/CA  at 
public  hearing  7/7/09, 
w/marginalia 

Bluewater  Valley 
Downstream  Alliance 

Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

REL 

2207120  7/7/2009  (Redacted,  FOIA  Ex  6)  Comment 
forms  fr  7/7/09  &  8/25/09  EE/CA 
public  meetings. 

Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

REL 

2233694  7/7/2009  (Redacted,  FOIA  Ex  6)  Memo: 
Comments  on  EE/CA 

Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

REL 

2198583  7/9/2009  Email:  Transmits  DOE  comments 
on  EE/CA,  w/history,  attch 
(Review  commentsJuly7  (3).doc), 
&  forward  to  A  Bain  fr  R  Bush 
7/13/09 

Michael  Widdop  /  US 
Dept  of  Energy 

Richard  Bush /  US 
Dept  of  Energy 
Michael  Widdop /  
US  Dept  of  Energy 

REL 

2195694  7/11/2009  Public  Notice:  Extension  of 
public  comment  period  for 
EE/CA  for  removal  action  at  site 
(Gallup  Independent  newspaper) 

Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

REL 

1128298  7/16/2009  Remarks  of  Navajo  Nation 
President J  Shirley  on  30th 
anniversary  of  Church  Rock 
Uranium  Mill  Tailings  tragedy 

Joe  Shirley / Navajo 
Nation  Office  of the 
President  &  Vice 
President 

REL 

2195692  7/16/2009  Public  Notice:  Extension  of 
public  comment  period  for 
EE/CA  for  removal  action  at  site 
(Navajo  Times,  p  B-2) 

Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

REL 

2233850  7/16/2009  Public  Notice:  Extension  of 
public  comment  period  for 
EE/CA  for  removal  action  at  site 
(Navajo  Times),  w/proof  of 
publication  dated  7/21/09 

Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

REL 

2188453  7/23/2009  Action  Memo:  Request  for  time-
critical  removal  action  at 
Northeast  Church  Rock  Step-Out 
Area,  McKinley  County,  NM, 
Navajo  Nation  Reservation, 
w/attchs  &  w/o  enforcement 
addendum  (00  Action  Memo 
AM006) 

Andrew  Bain /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

Elizabeth  Adams / 
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

REL 

2188456  7/24/2009  Administrative  settlement 
agreement  &  order  on  consent 
(AOC)  for interim  removal  action, 
docket  #  2009-11,  w/apps  A-C 
(00  AOC  003) 

Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

REL 
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2199048  7/24/2009  Ltr:  Request  for  pre-approval  to 
begin  initial  site  activities 
associated  with interim  removal 
activity,  w/attch 

Lance  Hauer  /  General 
Electric  Co 

Andrew  Bain /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

REL 

2199041  7/24/2009  Interim  removal  action  workplan, 
w/appendices 

Montgomery  Watson 
Harza 

United  Nuclear  Corp  REL 

2199068  7/24/2009  Memo:  Comments  on  7/17/09 
interim  removal  action  workplan 
&  7/23/09  action  memo 

Freida  White /  Navajo 
Nation  Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Superfund  Program 

Andrew  Bain /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

REL 

2199049  8/3/2009  Ltr:  Interim  removal  AOC 
submittal  of  proposed  temporary 
relocation  plan  (housing  plan), 
w/attch 

Lance  Hauer  /  General 
Electric  Co 

Andrew  Bain /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

REL 

2199073  8/6/2009  Interim  removal  action 
construction  documents  (revised), 
w/TL to  A  Bain  fr  L  Hauer,  w/o 
compact  discs 

Montgomery  Watson 
Harza 

United  Nuclear  Corp  REL 

2199206  8/6/2009  Interim  removal  action 
construction  documents  (revised), 
w/TL to  A  Bain  fr  L  Hauer 
(compact  discs  only) 

Montgomery  Watson 
Harza 

United  Nuclear  Corp  REL 

2199074  8/7/2009  Ltr:  Monthly  rpt  #1  for  interim 
removal  action,  covering  7/24-
7/31/09,  w/attchs 

James  Thompson  / M  
W  H  Americas,  Inc 

Andrew  Bain /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

REL 

2228937  8/13/2009  Compact  Disc:  Environment, 
Safety  &  Health  (ES&H)  manual, 
version  1.0  rev  8  (Adobe  pdf 
format) 

MACTEC,  Inc  REL 

2199055  8/14/2009  Ltr:  Approval  of interim  removal 
action  construction  plan,  with 
modifications 

Andrew  Bain /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

Lance  Hauer /  
General  Electric  Co 

REL 

2199056  8/14/2009  Ltr:  Comments  on  interim 
removal  action  HASPs 

Andrew  Bain /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

Lance  Hauer /  
General  Electric  Co 

REL 

2199057  8/15/2009  Ltr:  Approval  of interim  removal 
action  temporary  relocation  plan 
(housing  plan),  with 
modifications 

Andrew  Bain /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

Lance  Hauer /  
General  Electric  Co 

REL 

1128432  8/21/2009  Interim  removal  action  health &  
safety  plan  (HASP)  - tables  1-5 

M  W  H  Americas,  Inc  United  Nuclear  Corp  REL 

1122763  8/25/2009  Transcript - Removal  public 
meeting,  Church  Rock  Chapter 

Justine  Hannaweeke / 
NONE 

REL 

2199083  8/26/2009  Newsclip:  Navajo  EPA  giving 
some  guidance  on  uranium  - state 
looks to  Dine  for  advice 

Kathy  Helms /  Gallup 
Independent 
(Newspaper) 

REL 
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2199081  8/27/2009  Newsclip:  Uranium's  legacy  - Red 
Water  Pond  Rd  residents  prepare 
for  relocation 

Kathy  Helms /  Gallup 
Independent 
(Newspaper) 

REL 

2199082  8/27/2009  Newsclip:  Is it  safe  to  live  here? -
Northeast  Churchrock  Mine 
cleanup  plan  under  fire 

Kathy  Helms /  Gallup 
Independent 
(Newspaper) 

REL 

1127963  9/1/2009  Conceptual  cover  profile 
evaluation 

Stephen  Dwyer /  
Dwyer  Engineering, L  
L C  

United  Nuclear  Corp  REL 

1125028  9/4/2009  Web  Page:  Polrep  #1 -
continuation  of interim  removal 
action 

Andrew  Bain /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

REL 

2198573  9/8/2009  Ltr:  Comments  on  EE/CA -
transmits  presentation  overheads, 
w/encl 

Johnnye  Lewis  /  Univ 
of  New  Mexico -
Community 
Environmental  Health 
Program 

Andrew  Bain /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

REL 

1120277  9/9/2009  Comments  on  EE/CA,  w/TL to A  
Bain  fr  R  McAlister 

General  Electric  Co  REL 

1122643  9/9/2009  Ltr:  Comments  on  EE/CA  Patrick  Antonio /  
Navajo  Nation 
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Water  Quality/ 
NNPDES  Program 

Andrew  Bain /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

REL 

2198576  9/9/2009  Ltr:  Comments  on  proposed 
EE/CA,  w/exhibits  A  &  B &  env 

Stephen  Etsitty / 
Navajo  Nation 
Environmental 
Protection  Agency 

Andrew  Bain /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

REL 

2198574  9/9/2009  Ltr:  Comments  on  EE/CA,  on 
behalf  of  NM  Environmental 
Justice  Working  Group 

Richard  Moore /  
Southwest  Network  for 
Environmental &  
Economic  Justice 

Andrew  Bain /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

REL 

2198575  9/9/2009  Ltr:  Comments  on  EE/CA  Chris  Shuey / 
Southwest  Research &  
Information  Center 

Andrew  Bain /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

REL 

2198584  9/9/2009  Ltr:  EE/CA  review  Katie  Sweeney / 
National  Mining  Assn 

Andrew  Bain /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

REL 

2199075  9/10/2009  Ltr:  Monthly  rpt  #2  for  interim 
removal  action,  8/09,  w/attchs, 
w/o  attch 3  

James  Thompson  / M  
W  H  Americas,  Inc 

Andrew  Bain /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

REL 

1125029  9/11/2009  Web  Page:  Polrep  #2 -
continuation  of interim  removal 
action 

Andrew  Bain /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

REL 

2223548  9/11/2009  Ltr:  Final  health  &  safety  plan 
(interim  action  AOC  submittal), 
w/encls 

Lance  Hauer  /  General 
Electric  Co 

Andrew  Bain /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

REL 
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2223549  9/15/2009  Ltr:  Interim  action  AOC 
submittal  - asbestos  abatement 
workplan,  certificate  of 
accreditation,  &  laboratory  rpt  for 
tile  samples,  w/attchs 

Lance  Hauer  /  General 
Electric  Co 

Andrew  Bain /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

REL 

1125030  9/16/2009  Web  Page:  Polrep  #3 -
continuation  of interim  removal 
action 

Andrew  Bain /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

REL 

1125031  9/25/2009  Web  Page:  Polrep  #4 -
continuation  of interim  removal 
action 

Andrew  Bain /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

REL 

2199085  9/25/2009  Ltr:  Request  for  additional 
government-to-government 
consultation  for  EE/CA 

Keith  Takata /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

Stephen  Etsitty / 
Navajo  Nation 
Environmental 
Protection  Agency 

REL 

2199058  9/29/2009  Ltr:  Approval  of interim  removal 
action  asbestos  abatement 
workplan,  with  modifications 

Andrew  Bain /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

Lance  Hauer /  
General  Electric  Co 

REL 

2199106  10/1/2009  Navajo  Superfund  Program  site 
screen  form  for  Vent  Hole 8  
(dated  9/29/08,  approved 
10/1/09),  w/attch 

Eugene  Esplain / 
Navajo  Nation 
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Superfund  Program 

REL 

2223517  10/5/2009  Ltr:  Transmits  ltr  fr  T  Nez  to L  
Yoshii  dated  9/7/09  &  requests 
assistance  with  responding, 
w/attch,  TL to  D  Richmond,  et  al 
10/27/09,  &  marginalia 

Tom  Udall  /  US  Senate 
- Office  of  Tom  Udall 

Laura  Yoshii /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

REL 

2223550  10/7/2009  Ltr:  Workplan  for  final  status 
survey  of  unnamed  arroyo, 
interim  removal  action,  w/attchs 

Toby  Leeson /  M  W H  
Americas,  Inc 

Andrew  Bain /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

REL 

2199076  10/9/2009  Ltr:  Monthly  rpt  #3  for  interim James  Thompson  / M  Andrew  Bain /  REL 
removal  action,  9/09,  w/attchs W  H  Americas,  Inc Environmental 

Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

1128420  10/13/2009  Mtg  Agenda:  Stakeholder 
workshop  draft  agenda,  11/3-11/5 

Luis  Garcia-Bakarich /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

REL 

2241262  10/13/2009  (Redacted,  FOIA  Ex  6)  Email: 
Site  cleanup  activities  &  local 
environmental  info,  w/attchs 
(Stakeholder  Conference  Draft 
Agenda.doc, 
EtsittyNECR092509.pdf, &  
NSP_Screen_Vent_Hole_8.pdf) 

Sara  Jacobs /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

Residents /  Red 
Water  Pond  Road 
Community 

REL 
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1128422  10/16/2009  Request  for  assistance  fr  Navajo 
Nation  chapter  officials &  
members  in identifying  people 
whose  homes  were  built  with 
contaminated  materials  fr 
uranium  mining 

Navajo  Nation 
Environmental 
Protection  Agency 

REL 

2241263  10/16/2009  (Redacted,  FOIA  Ex  6)  Email: 
Transmits  PDF  version  of  Navajo 
EPA  flyer,  w/history  &  attch 
(Navajo  EPA  Contaminated 
Structures  Program  Flier.pdf) 

Sara  Jacobs /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

Residents /  Red 
Water  Pond  Road 
Community 

REL 

2223552  10/22/2009  Ltr:  IRA  (Interim  Removal 
Action)  status  survey  sampling 
grid  &  excavation  schedule  for 
step-out  areas,  w/attchs 

Toby  Leeson /  M  W H  
Americas,  Inc 

Andrew  Bain /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

REL 

2230857  10/22/2009  Mtg  Overheads  (17):  Northeast 
Church  Rock  Mine  cleanup -
Navajo  Nation  &  US  EPA 
consultation 

Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

REL 

1125032  10/24/2009  Web  Page:  Polrep  #5 -
continuation  of interim  removal 
action 

Andrew  Bain /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

REL 

2198579  10/29/2009  Ltr:  Response  to  comments  on 
EE/CA 

Keith  Takata /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

Richard  Moore /  
Southwest  Network 
for  Environmental 
&  Economic  Justice 

REL 

2223553  10/30/2009  Ltr:  Workplan  for  addressing 
petroleum impacted  soils, 
w/attchs 

Jed  Thompson  /  M W  
H  Americas,  Inc 

Andrew  Bain /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

REL 

2223558  11/1/2009  Vegetation  &  wildlife  evaluations 
/  revegetation  recommendations 
(draft),  2009  evaluations &  
planning  - Pinon-Juniper 
Community  baseline  &  reference 
area,  w/TL  to  A  Bain  fr J  
Thompson  11/10/09 

Cedar  Creek  Assoc,  Inc  REL 

2223521  11/4/2009  Red  Water  Pond  Rd  availability 
session,  11/4/09  - community 
concerns 

REL 

2199060  11/9/2009  Ltr:  Thanks  &  followup  to 
participation  in  availability 
session  - transmits  meeting  notes, 
w/TL to  D  Richmond  & C  
Tenley,  w/o  attchs  (concurrence 
page) 

Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

Teddy  Nez / Red 
Water  Pond  Road 
Community  Assn 

REL 

2199061  11/10/2009  Ltr:  Thanks  &  followup  to 
participation  in  listening  session -
transmits  meeting  notes,  w/o 
attchs 

Clancy  Tenley / 
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

Teddy  Nez / Red 
Water  Pond  Road 
Community  Assn 

REL 
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2199062  11/10/2009  Ltr:  Response  to  ltr  fr  T  Nez -
meeting  on  11/4  &  followup  ltr, 
w/o  encl 

Keith  Takata /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

Tom  Udall  /  US 
Senate - Office  of 
Tom  Udall 

REL 

1128372  11/11/2009  Mtg  Notes:  Red  Water  Pond  Rd 
listening  session,  11/4/09 

Teddy  Nez / Red  Water 
Pond  Road  Community 
Assn 

REL 

2199077  11/11/2009  Ltr:  Monthly  rpt  #4  for  interim James  Thompson  / M  Andrew  Bain /  REL 
removal  action,  10/09,  w/attchs W  H  Americas,  Inc Environmental 

Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

2223556  11/13/2009  Ltr:  Riprap  material  quality  data, 
for  revised  interim  removal  action 
contruction  plan,  w/attchs 

James  Thompson  / M  
W  H  Americas,  Inc 

Andrew  Bain /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

REL 

2223554  11/13/2009  Ltr:  Workplan  for  evaluating 
petroleum impacted  soils,  w/attch 

Jed  Thompson  /  M W  
H  Americas,  Inc 

Andrew  Bain /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

REL 

1125033  11/16/2009  Web  Page:  Polrep  #6 -
continuation  of interim  removal 
action 

Andrew  Bain /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

REL 

2241264  11/17/2009  (Redacted,  FOIA  Ex  6)  Email: 
Transmits  interim  removal  action 
monthly  rpt  #4  &  provides 
summary  &  link to  vegetation &  
wildlife  survey  rpt,  w/attch 
(NECR  IRA  Monthly  Rpt  4-Oct 
09_Final.PDF) 

Sara  Jacobs /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

Residents /  Red 
Water  Pond  Road 
Community 

REL 

1128441  11/24/2009  Map:  Figure  8  - surface &  
subsurface  background  gamma 
radiation  measurements, 
Northeast  Church  Rock  - Quivira 
Mines 

Weston  Solutions,  Inc  REL 

2223559  12/4/2009  Ltr:  (Draft)  vegetation  &  wildlife 
evaluations  /  revegetation 
recommendations  - EPA  approval 
with  modifications 

Andrew  Bain /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

Lance  Hauer /  
General  Electric  Co 

REL 

2241265  12/8/2009  (Redacted,  FOIA  Ex  6)  Email: 
Interim  removal  action  workplan 
summary 

Sara  Jacobs /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

Residents /  Red 
Water  Pond  Road 
Community 

REL 

2241268  12/8/2009  (Redacted,  FOIA  Ex  6)  Email: 
Transmits  12/4/09  approval  ltr  for 
wildlife  &  vegetation  rpt,  &  total 
petroleum  hydrocarbon  workplan 
dated  11/13/09,  w/attchs 
(IRA_VegRpt_ApprovModif_12-
04-09fin.pdf  &  NECR  TPH  Work 
Plan  11-13-09.pdf) 

Sara  Jacobs /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

Residents /  Red 
Water  Pond  Road 
Community 

REL 
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2241269  12/8/2009  (Redacted,  FOIA  ex  6)  Email: 
Summary  of  site  health  &  safety 
plan  - transmits  draft  HASP &  
tables,  w/attchs  (NECR  IRA 
HASP  Final  RLSO.doc  &  MWH 
NECR  IRA  HASP  Tables.pdf) 

Sara  Jacobs /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

Residents /  Red 
Water  Pond  Road 
Community 

REL 

2241270  12/8/2009  (Redacted,  FOIA  ex  6)  Email: 
Discusses  storm  water  pollution 
prevention  plan  (SWPPP),  w/o 
attch  (NECR  SWPPP  Final 
RLSO.pdf) 

Sara  Jacobs /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

Residents /  Red 
Water  Pond  Road 
Community 

REL 

2241266  12/9/2009  (Redacted,  FOIA  Ex  6)  Email: 
Retransmittal  of interim  removal 
action  plan  construction  storm 
water  pollution  prevention  plan, 
5/09  (redline  version) - will  send 
HASP in  subsequent  email, 
w/attch  (NECR  SWPPP  Final 
RLSO.pdf) 

Sara  Jacobs /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

Residents /  Red 
Water  Pond  Road 
Community 

REL 

2223555  12/10/2009  Ltr:  Monthly  rpt  #5  for  interim James  Thompson  / M  Andrew  Bain /  REL 
removal  action,  11/09,  w/attchs W  H  Americas,  Inc Environmental 

Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

1128438  12/15/2009  Map:  Interim  removal  action  step 
out  area  fencing  plan 

Montgomery  Watson 
Harza 

REL 

1128440  12/15/2009  Maps  (2):  Removal  site 
evaluation  fr  Red  Water  Pond  Rd, 
results  of  static  gamma 
measurements  &  soil  analytical 
results  (draft) 

Montgomery  Watson 
Harza 

REL 

2225244  12/18/2009  Ltr:  Response  to  request  re  1979 
Church  Rock  tailings 
impoundment  incident,  w/o  encls 

Jane  Gardner  /  General 
Electric  Co 

Harrison  Karr / 
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

REL 

2224519  12/21/2009  Ltr:  Government to  government 
consultation  on  mine  cleanup 
alternatives 

Laura  Yoshii /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

Joe  Shirley / Navajo 
Nation  Office  of the 
President  &  Vice 
President 

REL 

1128374  12/25/2009  RWPR  community  strategic  plan, 
updated 

REL 

2241258  12/29/2009  (Redacted,  FOIA  Ex  6)  Email: 
Transmits  RSE  (removal  site 
evaluation)  drawings &  
preliminary  data,  w/attchs 
(041Attachment  A  - RWPR  RSE 
Drawings.pdf  &  Weston  Mine 
Screen  - Arroyos-Quivera-
RWPR.pdf) 

Sara  Jacobs /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

Residents /  Red 
Water  Pond  Road 
Community 

REL 
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2241267  12/29/2009  (Redacted,  FOIA  Ex  6)  Email: 
NECR  work  /  Red  Water  Pond 
Rd  data,  w/attch  (20091215-2009 
NECR  IRA  Restoration-fencing 
Map.pdf) 

Sara  Jacobs /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

Residents /  Red 
Water  Pond  Road 
Community 

REL 

2223520  1/1/2010  Red  Water  Pond  Rd  Community 
Assn  strategic  plans 

Red  Water  Pond  Road 
Community  Assn 

REL 

1128405  1/4/2010  Map:  Step  Out  area  survey  data -
interim  removal  action  (figure  1, 
rev  C),  11 x  17 in,  1 in  =  100  ft 

M  W  H  Americas,  Inc  REL 

2241271  1/5/2010  (Redacted,  FOIA  Ex  6)  Email: 
Step  out  area  survey  data - draft 
80-ft  gamma  survey  results 
requested  by  Teddy  Nez,  w/attch 
(20100104-STEP  OUT  AREA 
VERIFICATION 
DATA_PRELIMINARY.xls) 

Sara  Jacobs /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

Red  Water  Pond 
Road  Community 
Assn 

REL 

2223505  1/8/2010  Ltr:  Monthly  rpt  #6  for  interim 
removal  action,  12/09,  w/attchs 

James  Thompson  / M  
W  H  Americas,  Inc 

Andrew  Bain /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

REL 

2241272  1/11/2010  (Redacted,  FOIA  Ex  6)  Email: 
Transmits  monthly  rpt  #6  for 
interim  removal  action,  12/09, 
w/attch  (NECR  IRA  Monthly  Rpt 
6-Dec  09_Final.pdf) 

Sara  Jacobs /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

Residents /  Red 
Water  Pond  Road 
Community 

REL 

2223508  1/19/2010  Ltr:  Workplan  for  bedrock 
sampling  &  analysis,  interim 
removal  action,  w/attchs 

Toby  Leeson /  M  W H  
Americas,  Inc 

Andrew  Bain /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

REL 

2223482  1/21/2010  Ltr:  Amendment to  workplan  for 
evaluating  petroleum  impacted 
soils,  w/attchs 

Toby  Leeson /  M  W H  
Americas,  Inc 

Andrew  Bain /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

REL 

2215630  1/25/2010  Final  removal  site  evaluation  rpt, 
Red  Water  Pond  Rd, 
w/appendices  (compact  disc  only) 

Montgomery  Watson 
Harza 

United  Nuclear 
Corp 

REL 

2221296  1/26/2010  Final  removal  site  evaluation  rpt, 
Red  Water  Pond  Rd, 
w/appendices,  w/o  compact  disc 

Montgomery  Watson 
Harza 

United  Nuclear 
Corp 

REL 

1128275  2/1/2010  Settlement/water  issues  related  to 
placement  of  additional  material 
on  existing  tailings  impoundment, 
w/appendix 

Stephen  Dwyer /  
Dwyer  Engineering, L  
L C  

United  Nuclear 
Corp 

REL 

2224442  2/1/2010  Vegetation  &  wildlife  evaluations 
/  revegetation  recommendations, 
2009  evaluations  &  planning -
Pinon-Juniper  Community 
baseline  &  reference  area 

Cedar  Creek  Assoc,  Inc  REL 
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1128274 2/12/2010 Ltr:  UNC  mill  site  disposal 
evaluation 

Randall McAlister / 
General  Electric  Co 

Keith  Takata / 
Environmental 
Protection 
Agency  - Region 
9 

REL 

2233871 2/12/2010 Ltr:  UNC  mill  site  disposal 
evaluation,  w/encls 

Randall  McAlister / 
General  Electric  Co 

Keith  Takata / 
Environmental 
Protection 
Agency  - Region 
9 

REL 

1128373 2/13/2010 Overheads  (2):  Model of 
responses  to  community 
concerns  about  health &  
environmental  effects  of 
uranium  legacy 

Teddy  Nez  /  Red 
Water  Pond  Road 
Community  Assn 

REL 

2230342 3/1/2010 Health  &  environmental 
impacts  of  uranium 
contamination  in  Navajo 
Nation  - EPA  progress  in 
implementing  5-year  cleanup 
plan  (3/10  progress  rpt) 

Environmental 
Protection  Agency 

REL 

2241273 3/9/2010 (Redacted,  FOIA  Ex 6) 
Email:  3/10  meeting  &  update 
re  interim  removal  action, 
Red  Water  Pond  Rd  &  EE/CA 
status,  w/attch  (Uranium 
Health  &  Risk  Workshop.pdf) 

Sara  Jacobs / 
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

Red  Water  Pond 
Road  Community 
Assn 

REL 

1128371 3/10/2010 Map:  RWPR  area - known &  
potential  exposure  pathways 

REL 

2241274 3/26/2010 (Redacted,  FOIA  Ex 6) 
Email:  Revegetation  schedule 
&  transmittal  of  3/30/10 
workshop  flyer,  w/history &  
attch  (Uranium  Health  &  Risk 
Workshop.pdf) 

Sara  Jacobs / 
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

Residents  /  Red 
Water  Pond  Road 
Community 

REL 

1128409 3/30/2010 Mtg  Notice:  Uranium  health 
&  risk  workshop  at  Church 
Rock  Chapter  House 

Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

REL 

2224515 3/30/2010 Mtg  Notes:  Notes  fr  question 
&  answer  session,  health &  
risk  workshop  held  3/30/10 

Environmental 
Protection  Agency 

REL 

2224443 4/1/2010 Ltr:  Amendment  to  workplan 
for  evaluating  petroleum 
impacted  soils  (TPH 
workplan  amendment) - EPA 
approval  with  modifications 

Andrew  Bain / 
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

Lance  Hauer / 
General  Electric 
Co 

REL 
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2224444  4/5/2010  Ltr:  Responses to  EPA  comments 
on  amendment to  workplan  for 
evaluating  petroleum  impacted 
soils 

Toby  Leeson /  M  W H  
Americas,  Inc 

Andrew  Bain /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

REL 

2241275  4/5/2010  (Redacted,  FOIA  Ex  6)  Email: 
Response to  request  for  risk 
assessment  - transmits  final 
removal  site  evaluation  rpt, 
w/attch  (UNC  NECR  RSE  Final 
Report  Oct2007.pdf) 

Sara  Jacobs /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

Residents /  Red 
Water  Pond  Road 
Community 

REL 

2223543  4/6/2010  Ltr:  Transmits  video  surveys 
taken  fr  mine  shafts  &  vents  2/08, 
& table  providing  summary  of 
technician  observations,  w/table, 
w/o  compact  discs  (DVDs) 

Lance  Hauer  /  General 
Electric  Co 

Andrew  Bain /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

REL 

2241290  4/8/2010  (Redacted,  FOIA  Ex  4) 
Modification  of  contract  for 
community involvement  - final 
modification  #4  to  EP109000100 

Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

Red  Water  Pond 
Road  Community 
Assn 

REL 

1125034  4/9/2010  Web  Page:  Polrep  #7 -
continuation  of interim  removal 
action 

Andrew  Bain /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

REL 

1128375  4/15/2010  Conceptual  planning  for  NECR 
mine  reclamation/restoration 

Teddy  Nez / Red  Water 
Pond  Road  Community 
Assn 

REL 

1128415  4/22/2010  Task  order  info  - technical 
assistance to  Red  Water  Pond  Rd 
Community  Assn 

Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

Innovative 
Technical  Solutions, 
Inc 

REL 

2224518  4/26/2010  Ltr:  Offer  of  briefing  for  members 
of  Navajo  Nation  Resources 
Committee  on  EPA  progress 
implementing  5-year  plan  to 
address  uranium  mining  impacts 

Clancy  Tenley / 
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

George  Arthur /  
Navajo  Nation 
Council  - Resources 
Committee 

REL 

1128368  4/28/2010  Email:  Phil  Bluehouse  would  be 
okay to  facilitate  5/13  conceptual 
planning  meeting,  w/history 

Teddy  Nez / Red  Water 
Pond  Road  Community 
Assn 

Sara  Jacobs /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

REL 

2224516  4/29/2010  Ltr:  Response  to  National 
Remedy  Review  Board 
recommendations  for  site 

Andrew  Bain /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

Amy  Legare /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
National  Remedy 
Review  Board 

REL 

2241276  4/29/2010  (Redacted,  FOIA  Ex  6)  Email: 
Update  re  Red  Water  Pond  Rd 
area,  w/attchs  (Health  and  Risk 
Workshop-Q&A  Notes.doc &  
NECR  Planning  Workshop 
Flyer.pdf) 

Sara  Jacobs /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

Residents /  Red 
Water  Pond  Road 
Community 

REL 
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1128369  4/30/2010  Email:  5/13  planning  workshop -
transmits  background  info, 
w/attchs  (9) 

Sara  Jacobs /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

Philmer  Bluehouse /  
Bluehouse 
Peacemaking 
Service 

REL 

2223535  5/1/2010  Ltr:  Authorized  placement  of 
backfill  sands  in  mine  stopes, 
w/encls 

Jane  Gardner /  General 
Electric  Co 

Harrison  Karr / 
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

REL 

1128376  5/3/2010  Email:  5/13  planning  workshop -
transmits  additional  info, 
w/history  &  attch  (Ted  Speech  on 
Conceptual  Planning  May.doc) 

Teddy  Nez / 
Churchrock  Mine  Area 
Community  Assn 

Sara  Jacobs /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  
Philmer  Bluehouse /  
Bluehouse 
Peacemaking 
Service 

REL 

1128378  5/5/2010  Email:  5/13  planning  workshop -
confirms  receipt  of  material, 
w/history 

Philmer  Bluehouse /  
Bluehouse 
Peacemaking  Service 

Sara  Jacobs /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

REL 

2241259  5/7/2010  (Redacted,  FOIA  Ex  4)  WVN  #12 
- work  variance  notification  for 
Subtask  12,  community 
involvement 

Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

REL 

1128308  5/13/2010  Mtg  Notice:  NE  Church  Rock 
planning  workshop  - Introduction 
to  process  &  application  of  Dineh 
peacemaking  model 

Philmer  Bluehouse /  
Bluehouse 
Peacemaking  Service 

Churchrock  Chapter, 
Navajo  Nation 

REL 

1128307  5/13/2010  Mtg  Notice:  NE  Church  Rock 
planning  workshop,  5/13/10 

Navajo  Nation 
Environmental 
Protection  Agency 
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

Churchrock  Chapter, 
Navajo  Nation 

REL 

1128370  5/13/2010  Mtg  Notice:  5/13/10  planning 
workshop  re  Red  Water  Pond  Rd 
area 

Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

REL 

2220236  6/1/2010  Northeast  Church  Rock  Mine 
interim  removal  action 
completion  rpt 

Montgomery  Watson 
Harza 

United  Nuclear  Corp 
General  Electric  Co 

REL 

2220237  6/1/2010  Compact  Disc:  Northeast  Church 
Rock  Mine  interim  removal 
action  completion  rpt  (Adobe 
PDF  format) 

Montgomery  Watson 
Harza 

General  Electric  Co 
United  Nuclear  Corp 

REL 

1128451  6/10/2010  Mtg  Notes:  Questions,  action 
items,  &  answers  fr  6/10/10  mtg 
with  Road  Water  Pond  Road 
Community  Assn 

Philmer  Bluehouse /  
Bluehouse 
Peacemaking  Service 

Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

REL 
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2224445  6/30/2010  TL:  Interim  removal  action 
completion  rpt 

Toby  Leeson /  M  W H  
Americas,  Inc 

Andrew  Bain /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

REL 

2223481  7/1/2010  Petroleum investigation  results &  
bioventing  pilot  study  plan,  w/TL 
to  A  Bain  fr  T  Leeson  7/26/10, 
w/o  appendix C  

Montgomery  Watson 
Harza 

United  Nuclear  Corp 
General  Electric  Co 

REL 

2233876  7/15/2010  TL:  Package to  update  Appendix 
H  of interim  removal  action 
completion  rpt 

Toby  Leeson / 
Montgomery  Watson 
Harza 

Andrew  Bain /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

REL 

2228936  7/22/2010  Compact  Disc:  Petroleum 
investigation  results  &  bioventing 
pilot  study  plan  (Adobe  pdf 
format) 

Montgomery  Watson 
Harza 

United  Nuclear  Corp 
General  Electric  Co 

REL 

1128273  7/27/2010  Email:  Forwards  &  discusses 
3/9/10  email  &  ltr  re  mill  site 
disposal  of  mine  spoils,  w/history 

Andrew  Bain /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

Cynthia  Wetmore /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

REL 

1127175  9/7/2010  Mtg  Agenda:  Proposed  agenda  for 
tours  &  meeting  with  Navajo  EPA 
staff  9/20-9/21/10,  Spokane 
Indian  Reservation,  Wellpinit, 
WA 

REL 

1128387  9/7/2010  Email:  Discusses  &  transmits 
proposed  agenda  for  mtg  with 
Navajo  Nation  EPA  on  9/20/10 -
9/21/10,  w/attch  &  forward  to S  
Jacobs  fr  D  Barton,  7/5/11 

Randy  Connolly / 
Spokane  Tribe  of 
Indians 

Svetlana  Zenkin /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

REL 

1128302  10/1/2010  Ltr:  Responses to  EPA  comments 
on  Bioventing  Study  Plan 

Toby  Leeson /  M  W H  
Americas,  Inc 

Andrew  Bain /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

REL 

1128452  10/1/2010  Ltr:  Discusses  &  transmits  US 
EPA  response  to  Red  Water  Pond 
Road  Assn's  2006  resolution, 
w/attch 

Claire  Trombadore / 
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

Red  Water  Pond 
Road  Community 
Assn 

REL 

1128453  10/4/2010  Mtg  Agenda:  10/4/10  RWPRCA 
mtg  with  stakeholders  re  free, 
prior,  &  informed  consent, 
uranium  health  &  risk  rpt  back 

Sara  Jacobs /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

REL 
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2243082  10/4/2010  (Redacted,  FOIA  Ex  6)  Email: 
Transmits  correct  mtg  agenda  for 
10/4/10  RWPRCA  mtg  with 
stakeholders  re  free,  prior, &  
informed  consent,  uranium  health 
&  risk  rpt  back,  &  response 
documents,  w/history  &  attchs 

Sara  Jacobs /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

Red  Water  Pond 
Road  Community 
Assn 

REL 

1125035  10/5/2010  Web  Page:  Polrep  #8 -
continuation  of interim  removal 
action 

Andrew  Bain /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

REL 

2223542  10/27/2010  Ltr:  Notice  of  new  EPA  project 
manager  for  site  (S  Jacobs) 

Andrew  Bain /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

Lance  Hauer /  
General  Electric  Co 

REL 

2234455  10/27/2010  Email:  Notice  of  new  EPA 
project  manager  for  site  (S 
Jacobs),  w/reply to  A  Bain  fr R  
McAlister  10/29/10 

Andrew  Bain /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

Lance  Hauer /  
General  Electric  Co 

REL 

1128259  11/1/2010  Handwritten  Notes:  Estimate 
waste  cell  configuration  at  UNC 
office  area,  w/map  (9/3/10) 

Cynthia  Wetmore /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

File /  NONE  REL 

1124621  11/1/2010  2010  revegetation  monitoring  Clear  Creek  Assoc  REL 
1124688  11/1/2010  Conceptual  plan  for  uranium 

mine  cleanup  and  community 
restoration  (final) 

Red  Water  Pond  Road 
Community  Assn 

REL 

2239633  11/5/2010  TL:  Electronic  copies  of  project 
documents  on  4  compact  discs 

Lance  Hauer  /  General 
Electric  Co 

Cynthia  Wetmore /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

REL 

1128136  11/9/2010  Email:  Summary  of  10/5  site 
visit,  &  followup  to  community 
concerns,  w/history  &  attch 
(Proposed  Test  Pit  Locations.pdf) 

Lance  Hauer  /  General 
Electric  Co 

Claire  Trombadore / 
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

REL 

1128126  11/9/2010  Map:  Recommended  locations  for 
excavation  of  geophysical 
anomalies  (removal  site 
evaluation),  w/marginalia 

United  Nuclear  Corp  REL 

1128127  11/9/2010  Email:  Followup to  10/5 
community  concerns,  w/history, 
w/o  attch  (Proposed  Test  Pit 
Locations.pdf) 

Lance  Hauer  /  General 
Electric  Co 

Claire  Trombadore / 
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

REL 

2243083  11/9/2010  (Redacted,  FOIA  Ex  6)  Email: 
Acknowledges  receipt  of  follow-
up  to  10/5/10  community 
concerns  &  will  be  in touch  after 
reviewing  it,  w/history 

Claire  Trombadore / 
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

Lance  Hauer /  
General  Electric  Co 

REL 
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1128311  11/10/2010  Email:  Proposed  draft  agenda  for  12/2 
community  mtg  - transmits  mtg  notice,  w/attch 
(RWPond  Scoping  Flyer  12_10.pdf) 

Sara  Jacobs /  
Environmental 
Protection 
Agency -
Region 9  

Philmer 
Bluehouse / 
Bluehouse 
Peacemaking 
Service 
Teddy  Nez / 
Red  Water 
Pond  Road 
Community 
Assn 

REL 

1128312  11/10/2010  Public  Notice:  Red  Water  Pond  Rd  area 
planning  mtg,  12/2/10 

Environmental 
Protection 
Agency -
Region 9  

REL 

1128125  11/19/2010  Email:  Transmits ltr  with  preliminary  comments 
on  6/10  interim  removal  action  completion  rpt, 
w/o  attch  (UNC-GEletter_Nov19-
2010preliminarycompletionreportcomments.pdf) 

Sara  Jacobs /  
Environmental 
Protection 
Agency -
Region 9  

Lance  Hauer 
/  General 
Electric  Co 

REL 

1128134  11/19/2010  Ltr:  Preliminary  comments  on interim  removal 
action  completion  rpt  - items  requiring 
immediate  &  near-term  action,  w/attchs  &  email 
TL 

Sara  Jacobs /  
Environmental 
Protection 
Agency -
Region 9  

Lance  Hauer 
/  General 
Electric  Co 

REL 

1128124  11/19/2010  Ltr:  Preliminary  comments  on interim  removal 
action  completion  rpt  - items  requiring 
immediate  &  near-term  action,  w/attchs 

Sara  Jacobs /  
Environmental 
Protection 
Agency -
Region 9  

Lance  Hauer 
/  General 
Electric  Co 

REL 

1124624  11/19/2010  Ltr:  Preliminary  comments  on interim  removal 
action  preliminary  completion  rpt,  w/attchs 

Sara  Jacobs /  
Environmental 
Protection 
Agency -
Region 9  

Lance  Hauer 
/  General 
Electric  Co 

REL 

2243084  11/24/2010  (Redacted,  FOIA  Ex  6)  Email:  Informs  of  work 
activity  at  NECR  following  week  &  discusses 
dinner/mtg  scheduled  for  12/2/10 

Sara  Jacobs /  
Environmental 
Protection 
Agency -
Region 9  

Residents /  
Red  Water 
Pond  Road 
Community 

REL 

2243081  11/25/2010  (Redacted,  FOIA  Ex  6)  Mtg  Agenda:  Meeting 
with  stakeholders  - uranium  health  &  risk  rpt 
back,  12/2/10 

Resident /  Red 
Water  Pond 
Road 
Community 

REL 
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1128135  11/29/2010  Email:  Transmits ltr  response  to 
EPA  preliminary  comments  on 
NECR interim  removal  action 
completion  rpt  &  revegetation 
monitoring  rpt,  w/attchs  (NECR 
Report  10.pdf  &  Response to  11-
19-2010  Letter.pdf) 

Lance  Hauer  /  General 
Electric  Co 

Sara  Jacobs /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

REL 

1128123  11/29/2010  Email:  Transmits ltr  with 
response  to  EPA  preliminary 
comments  on  NECR  interim 
removal  action  completion  rpt &  
revegetation  monitoring  rpt,  w/o 
attchs  (NECR  Report  10.pdf &  
Response to  11-19-2010 
Letter.pdf) 

Lance  Hauer  /  General 
Electric  Co 

Sara  Jacobs /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

REL 

1128256  11/29/2010  Email:  Transmits ltr  response  to 
EPA  preliminary  comments  on 
interim  removal  action 
completion  rpt  &  revegetation 
monitoring  rpt,  w/attchs  (NECR 
Report  10.pdf  &  Response to  11-
19-2010  Letter.pdf) 

Lance  Hauer  /  General 
Electric  Co 

Sara  Jacobs /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

REL 

1124623  11/29/2010  Ltr:  Initial  response  to 
preliminary  comments  on  interim 
removal  action  completion  rpt, 
w/attch 

Lance  Hauer  /  General 
Electric  Co 

Sara  Jacobs /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

REL 

1128255  11/30/2010  Email:  Confirms  approval  of 
proposed  plan  to  complete  field 
work this  week  (ref  US  EPA 
preliminary  comments  on  NECR 
IRA  completion  rpt),  w/history 

Sara  Jacobs /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

Lance  Hauer /  
General  Electric  Co 

REL 

1128457  11/30/2010  RWPRCA  conceptual  plan  for 
uranium  mine  cleanup &  
community  restoration 

Red  Water  Pond  Road 
Community  Assn 

REL 

2243085  11/30/2010  (Redacted,  FOIA  Ex  6)  Email: 
Transmits  12/2/10  stakeholders 
mtg  agenda  &  11/30/10 
RWPRCA  conceptual  plan  for 
uranium  mine  cleanup &  
community  restoration,  w/attchs 

Teddy  Nez / Red  Water 
Pond  Road  Community 
Assn 

Andrew  Bain /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

REL 

1128252  12/1/2010  Table:  IRA  (interim  removal 
action)  12/10  surveys 

General  Electric  Co  REL 

1128251  12/1/2010  Map:  IRA  (interim  removal 
action)  gamma  status,  1/10, &  
areas  with  elevated  gamma  12/10 

REL 
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2225247  12/2/2010  Stormwater  construction  site 
inspection  rpt  - interim  removal 
action 

Jed  Thompson /  
Montgomery  Watson 
Harza 

REL 

1128253  12/4/2010  Table:  Gamma  spectroscopy  run 
data,  12/1-12/2  sample  dates 

A  V  M  Environmental 
Services,  Inc 

REL 

1128247  12/7/2010  Email:  Assessment  of  use  of  mill 
site  well  water  for  dust  control -
transmits  MWH  risk  analysis, 
w/attch  (NECR  Uranium  Risk 
Memorandum  rev12-06-10.pdf) 

Lance  Hauer  /  General 
Electric  Co 

Sara  Jacobs /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

REL 

1128249  12/7/2010  Email:  Transmits  stormwater 
construction  site  inspection  rpt 
for interim  removal  action, 
w/attch  (20101202-NECR-
IRA_swppp_inspection.pdf) 

Lance  Hauer  /  General 
Electric  Co 

Sara  Jacobs /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

REL 

1128250  12/7/2010  Email:  Results  of  evaluation -
transmits  sample  results  &  figure, 
w/attchs  (NECR  IRA  Dec  10 
Survey  Areas.pdf,  Necr  add  areas 
survey.xlsx,  &  NECR  Dec  2010 
Samples.pdf) 

Lance  Hauer  /  General 
Electric  Co 

Sara  Jacobs /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

REL 

1124622  12/7/2010  Memo:  Risk  analysis  of  mill  sites 
well  water  used  for  construction 
dust  control,  w/attchs 

Toby  Leeson /  M  W H  
Americas,  Inc 
Bruce  Narloch  /  M W  
H  Global,  Inc 

Sara  Jacobs /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

REL 

2241261  12/9/2010  (Redacted,  FOIA  Ex  4)  Email: 
Project  management  for 
community involvement -
transmits  SOW  &  work  variance 
notification,  w/history,  forward  to 
S  Jacobs  fr  S  Zenkin  1/31/11 &  
attchs  (Subtask_12  - NECR.pdf 
&  WVN  #12.pdf) 

Rachel  Hess /  
Innovative  Technical 
Solutions,  Inc 

Svetlana  Zenkin /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

REL 

1128257  12/17/2010  Stormwater  construction  site 
inspection  rpt  - interim  removal 
action,  w/attchs 

Rick  Spitz /  MACTEC, 
Inc 

REL 

1128254  12/21/2010  Email:  Transmits  stormwater 
construction  site  inspection  rpt 
for interim  removal  action  (ref 
UNC  NECR  SWPPP  inspection 
rpt),  w/attchs  (12-17-
2010_SCSIR.PDF,  12-20-10 
Nface  channel.jpg,  12-20-10  Z2 
rillhill.jpg,  &  12-20-
10borrow.jpg) 

Lance  Hauer  /  General 
Electric  Co 

Sara  Jacobs /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

REL 
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1128301  1/7/2011  Ltr:  Supplemental  removal  site 
evaluation  workplan  - E  drainage, 
w/attchs 

Toby  Leeson /  M  W H  
Americas,  Inc 

Sara  Jacobs /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

REL 

1128280  1/13/2011  Maps  (3):  Interim  removal  action 
follow-up,  figures  1,  2  &  3  (draft) 
- survey  results 

Montgomery  Watson 
Harza 

United  Nuclear  Corp  REL 

1128282  1/17/2011  Storm  water  construction  site 
inspection  rpt  (SWPPP  inspection 
rpt)  - interim  removal  action, 
w/attchs 

Rick  Spitz /  MACTEC, 
Inc 

REL 

1128279  1/18/2011  Email:  Summary  of  additional 
interim  removal  actions  at  mine 
site  during  11/10  &  12/10,  w/attch 
(NECR  Additional  IRA  Figures 
1-18-11.pdf) 

Toby  Leeson /  M  W H  
Global,  Inc 

Sara  Jacobs /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

REL 

1128281  1/18/2011  Email:  Transmits  storm  water 
construction  site  inspection  rpt 
(SWPPP  inspection  rpt)  for 
interim  removal  action  &  photos, 
w/attchs  (01-17-2011  SCSIR.pdf, 
01-17-11  borrow.JPG,  01-17-11 
Nface  channel.JPG,  &  01-17-11 
rillhill.JPG) 

Lance  Hauer  /  General 
Electric  Co 

Sara  Jacobs /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

REL 

1127174  1/31/2011  Ltr:  Congratulations  on 
reappointment  &  offer to 
participate  in  briefing  2/16  or  2/17 

Clancy  Tenley / 
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

Stephen  Etsitty / 
Navajo  Nation 
Environmental 
Protection  Agency 

REL 

1128284  1/31/2011  Storm  water  construction  site 
inspection  rpt  (SWPPP  inspection 
rpt)  - interim  removal  action, 
w/attchs 

Rick  Spitz /  MACTEC, 
Inc 

REL 

1128316  2/1/2011  Bioventing  pilot  study  results 
(text, tables  &  figures) 

Montgomery  Watson 
Harza 

General  Electric  Co 
United  Nuclear  Corp 

REL 

1128314  2/1/2011  Bioventing  pilot  study  results 
(text  only) 

Montgomery  Watson 
Harza 

General  Electric  Co 
United  Nuclear  Corp 

REL 

1128318  2/1/2011  Appendices - bioventing  pilot 
study  results 

Montgomery  Watson 
Harza 

United  Nuclear  Corp 
General  Electric  Co 

REL 

1128283  2/3/2011  Email:  Transmits  storm  water 
construction  site  inspection  rpt 
(SWPPP  inspection  rpt)  for 
interim  removal  action,  &  photos, 
w/attchs  (01-31-2011  SCSIR.pdf, 
01-31-11  rillhill.JPG,  01-31-11 
borrow.JPG,  &  01-31-11  Nface 
channel.JPG) 

Lance  Hauer  /  General 
Electric  Co 

Sara  Jacobs /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

REL 
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1128286  2/14/2011  Conceptual  plan  for  uranium  mine 
cleanup  and  community 
restoration,  2/10  version  (rev 
2/14/11) 

Red  Water  Pond  Road 
Community  Assn 

REL 

2241260  2/14/2011  (Redacted,  FOIA  Ex  6)  Email: 
Response to  draft  agenda -
transmits  conceptual  plan, 
w/history  &  attch  (FrPaul  02-14-
2011 
RWPRCA_Conceptual_plan_130-
2011  West-Tradit.doc.pdf) 

Teddy  Nez / Red  Water 
Pond  Road  Community 
Assn 

Sara  Jacobs /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

REL 

1128303  2/15/2011  Overheads:  US  Northeast  Church 
Rock  remedy  selection 
(presentation to  Navajo  EPA) 

Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

REL 

1127965  2/17/2011  Ltr:  Reasons  Crescent  Junction, 
UT  facility  not  available  for 
disposal  of  NECR  site  waste 

Donald  Metzler /  US 
Dept  of  Energy  - Grand 
Junction  Projects 
Office 

Cynthia  Wetmore /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

REL 

1128269  2/17/2011  Email:  Transmits ltr  giving 
reasons  Crescent  Junction,  UT 
facility  not  available  for  disposal 
of  NECR  site  waste,  w/attch 
(NECRMineWasteResponse.pdf) 

Kym  Bevan  /  S  & K  
Aerospace,  L  L C  

Cynthia  Wetmore /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

REL 

1128322  2/28/2011  Stormwater  construction  site 
inspection  rpt  (SWPPP  inspection 
rpt)  - interim  removal  action 

Rick  Spitz /  MACTEC, 
Inc 

REL 

1128315  3/1/2011  Email:  Transmits  final  bioventing 
pilot  study  (email  2  of  3),  w/attch 
(NECR  Final  Bioventing  Report 
2-24-1  text,  tables  &  figures.pdf) 

Lance  Hauer  /  General 
Electric  Co 

Michele  Dineyazhe / 
Navajo  Nation 
Environmental 
Protection  Agency 
Sara  Jacobs /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

REL 

1128317  3/1/2011  Email:  Transmits  appendices  for 
bioventing  bioventing  pilot  study 
results  (email  3  of  3),  w/attch 
(NECR  Final  Bioventing  Report 
Appendices.pdf) 

Lance  Hauer  /  General 
Electric  Co 

Michele  Dineyazhe / 
Navajo  Nation 
Environmental 
Protection  Agency 
Sara  Jacobs /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

REL 
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1128313  3/1/2011  Email:  Transmits  final  bioventing 
pilot  study  rpt  (email  1  of  3), 
w/attch  (NECR  Final  Bioventing 
Report  2-24-1  text  only.pdf) 

Lance  Hauer  /  General 
Electric  Co 

Sara  Jacobs /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

REL 

1128320  3/1/2011  Overheads:  Mill  site  repository 
technical  meeting,  March  2011 

General  Electric  Co  REL 

1128276  3/6/2011  Email:  Call-in  info  for  mtg -
transmits  PowerPoint  file  (ref 
NECR  waste  consolidation  at 
UNC technical  meeting),  w/o 
attch  (NECR  Presentation  03-08-
11.ppt) 

Lance  Hauer  /  General 
Electric  Co 

Earle  Dixon /  NM 
Environment  Dept 
Michele  Dineyazhe / 
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

REL 

1128319  3/6/2011  Email:  Transmits  PowerPoint 
presentation  for  mill  site 
repository  mtg  (ref  NECR  waste 
consolidation  at  UNC  technical 
mtg  - presentation  &  call  info), 
w/attch  (NECR  Presentation  03-
08-11.pdf) 

Lance  Hauer  /  General 
Electric  Co 

Earle  Dixon /  NM 
Environment  Dept 
Michele  Dineyazhe / 
Navajo  Nation 
Environmental 
Protection  Agency 

REL 

1128321  3/15/2011  Email:  Transmits  stormwater 
construction  site  inspection  rpt 
(SWPPP  inspection  rpt)  for 
interim  removal  action,  w/attchs 
(02-28-2011  SCSIR.pdf,  02.28.11 
rillhill.JPG  02.28.11,  borrow.JPG 
02.28.11,  Nface  channel.JPG, &  
02.28.11  rilling.JPG) 

Lance  Hauer  /  General 
Electric  Co 

Sara  Jacobs /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

REL 

1128323  3/22/2011  Email:  Transmits  worker 
monitoring  data  (response  to 
request  for  additional  interim 
removal  action  air  monitoring 
data),  w/attch  (NECR  IRA 
Monitoring  Memo  3-22-2011.pdf) 

Lance  Hauer  /  General 
Electric  Co 

Sara  Jacobs /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

REL 

1128324  3/22/2011  Memo:  Personnel  monitoring 
routines  &  results  fr  NECR  IRA 
(interim  removal  action)  project, 
w/attchs 

MACTEC,  Inc  Lance  Hauer /  
General  Electric  Co 

REL 

1128128  4/1/2011  Newsclip:  EPA  awaits  Quivira 
data,  NECR  cleanup  decision  in 
fall 

Kathy  Helms /  Gallup 
Independent 
(Newspaper) 

REL 

1128129  4/1/2011  Fact  Sheet:  Mine  waste  cleanup 
work  - community  update 

Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

REL 

1128389  4/1/2011  Stormwater  construction  site 
inspection  rpt  re  NECR interim 
removal  action  project,  4/1/11, 
w/attchs 

Rick  Spitz /  MACTEC, 
Inc 

Lance  Hauer /  
General  Electric  Co 

REL 
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1128304  4/5/2011  Ltr:  Response  to  bioventing  pilot 
study  results  rpt  for  site,  prepared 
by  MWH &  dated  2/11 

Sara  Jacobs /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

Lance  Hauer /  
General  Electric  Co 

REL 

1128306  4/5/2011  Ltr:  Response  to  supplemental 
removal  site  evaluation  workplan, 
East  drainage,  NECR  site,  MWH, 
dated  1/7/11 

Sara  Jacobs /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

Lance  Hauer /  
General  Electric  Co 

REL 

2240722  4/8/2011  Northeast  Churchrock  Mine 
Superfund  Site,  Residential  Site 
#1  Removal  Administrative 
Record  Index 

Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

REL 

2240723  4/8/2011  NE  Churchrock  Quivira  Mines 
Superfund  Site,  Residential  Site 
#2  Removal  Administrative 
Record  Index 

Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

REL 

2241287  4/8/2011  (Redacted,  FOIA  Ex  4)  Email: 
Final  Modification  #4 to 
EP109000100  - task 5  
incorporated,  w/attch 

Carrie  Evans /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

Teddy  Nez / Red 
Water  Pond  Road 
Community  Assn 

REL 

1128380  4/11/2011  Email:  Discusses  &  transmits 
updated  plan  for  test trenches &  
standard  operating  procedures 
(SOPs),  w/attchs 

Lance  Hauer  /  General 
Electric  Co 

Sara  Jacobs /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

REL 

1128382  4/14/2011  Email:  Transmits  stormwater 
construction  site  inspection  rpt, 
dated  4/1/11,  w/attchs 

Lance  Hauer  /  General 
Electric  Co 

Sara  Jacobs /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

REL 

2243086  4/14/2011  (Redacted,  FOIA  Ex  6)  Email: 
Response to  request  for  contact 
info  &  more  info  re  upcoming 
clean-up  near  property,  w/history 

Sara  Jacobs /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

Residents /  Coyote 
Canyon  Chapter, 
Navajo  Nation 

REL 

2243087  4/22/2011  (Redacted,  FOIA  Ex  6)  Email: 
Discusses  upcoming  &  ongoing 
assessment  work  at  NECR &  
Quivira  mines  &  transmits  4/11 
fact  sheet,  w/o  attch  (NECR  and 
Quivira  Fact  Sheet-April 
2011.pdf) 

Sara  Jacobs /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

Residents /  Red 
Water  Pond  Road 
Community 

REL 

1127966  5/1/2011  Evaluation  of  consolidation &  
water  storage  capacity  related  to 
placement  of  mine  material  on 
existing  UNC  Mill  site  tailings 
impoundment 

Stephen  Dwyer /  
Dwyer  Engineering, L  
L C  

United  Nuclear  Corp  REL 

2241283  5/2/2011  (Redacted,  FOIA  Ex  6)  Email: 
Resending  new  fact  sheet, 
w/history  &  attch 
(NECR4_11_Final.pdf) 

Sara  Jacobs /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

Residents /  Red 
Water  Pond  Road 
Community 

REL 
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1128464  5/6/2011  Table  2  - NECR  water  well 
sampling  data 

C  Tiballi  /  NONE  REL 

1128466  5/6/2011  Photos  (2):  Fill  around  SE  corner 
of  fence  around  step  out  area 

Bill  Sass /  Ecology &  
Environment,  Inc 

REL 

2241284  5/6/2011  (Redacted,  FOIA  Ex  6)  Email: 
Friendship  well  safe  for  livestock 
use - transmits  table  for  well  14T-
586,  w/attch  (Table  2.pdf) 

Sara  Jacobs /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

Resident /  Red 
Water  Pond  Road 
Community 

REL 

1128270  5/13/2011  Email:  Mine  site  figures  for  5/25 
site  meeting,  w/attchs  (NECR 
Supplemental  RSE  Figures.pdf &  
Fig  1  Proposed  Test  Trench 
Locs.pdf) 

Lance  Hauer  /  General 
Electric  Co 

Sara  Jacobs /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  
Cynthia  Wetmore /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

REL 

1128325  5/13/2011  Map:  Figure  1,  Proposed  test 
trench  locations 

Montgomery  Watson 
Harza 

REL 

2241285  5/19/2011  (Redacted,  FOIA  Ex  6)  Email: 
Response to  concerns  about 
potential  erosion  issues  at  SE 
corner  of  fence  around  step  out 
area  (ref  Quivira  Field  Update  for 
Thursday,  5/5/11),  w/attchs 
(after2a.JPG  &  after2b.JPG) 

Sara  Jacobs /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

Residents /  Red 
Water  Pond  Road 
Community 

REL 

1128288  5/24/2011  Mtg  Agenda:  UNC  Churchrock 
Mill  Site  meeting  re  risk 
assessment  draft  rpt  &  site-wide 
supplemental  FS 

Katrina  Higgins-
Coltrain /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 6  

REL 

1128287  6/1/2011  Email:  Discusses  conceptual 
cover  profile  evaluation  rpt,  w/o 
attch  (Dwyer  report  ET  9-9-
09.pdf) 

Lance  Hauer  /  General 
Electric  Co 

Cynthia  Wetmore /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

REL 

1128386  6/1/2011  Final  slide  presentation  for 
NMED  informational  briefing, 
6/11  - Gallup,  NM,  United 
Nuclear  Corp  &  Northeast  Church 
Rock  Superfund  sites 

Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 6  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

REL 

1128390  6/1/2011  Stormwater  construction  site 
inspection  rpt  re  NECR interim 
removal  action  project,  6/1/11, 
w/attchs 

Rick  Spitz /  MACTEC, 
Inc 

Lance  Hauer /  
General  Electric  Co 

REL 

1128461  6/1/2011  Regional  screening  level  (RSL) 
summary table,  6/11 

Environmental 
Protection  Agency 

REL 
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1128290  6/2/2011  Email:  Discusses  &  transmits 
reply to  NRC  comment  dated 
5/18/11,  w/o  attch 
(Reply_NRC_Comment_dated_5-
18-11.pdf) 

Stephen  Dwyer /  
Dwyer  Engineering, L  
L C  

Cynthia  Wetmore /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  
Sara  Jacobs /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

REL 

1128133  6/2/2011  Memo:  Reply to  comment  in 
email  dated  5/18/11,  w/attch 

Stephen  Dwyer /  
Stephen  F  Dwyer 
(Engineer) 

Zahira  Cruz /  
Nuclear  Regulatory 
Commission 

REL 

2241286  6/3/2011  (Redacted,  FOIA  Ex  6)  Email: 
NECR  vent  hole  8  screening, &  
fencing issue,  w/attch 
(NSP_Screen_Vent_Hole_8_.pdf) 

Sara  Jacobs /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

Resident /  Red 
Water  Pond  Road 
Community 

REL 

1128305  6/13/2011  Newsclip:  Radioactive  waste 
dump  in  Gallup's  backyard 

Kathy  Helms /  Gallup 
Independent 
(Newspaper) 

REL 

1128384  6/20/2011  Ltr:  Proposes  additional  erosion 
control  measures in  interim 
removal  action  construction  areas 
at  site,  w/encl 

Jed  Thompson /  
Montgomery  Watson 
Harza 

Sara  Jacobs /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

REL 

1128383  6/21/2011  Email:  Discusses  &  transmits 
SWPPP  inspection  rpt,  dated 
6/1/11,  &  ltr  fr  MWH  proposing 
additional  erosion  control 
measures  in interim  removal 
action  construction  areas  at  site, 
dated  6/20/11,  w/attchs 

Lance  Hauer  /  General 
Electric  Co 

Sara  Jacobs /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

REL 

2241289  6/21/2011  (Redacted,  FOIA  Ex  6)  Email: 
Follow  up  coordination /  
proposed  Skype  call  on  7/7, 
w/attchs  1  & 2  
(NECR2_epa_polrep_2.htm, 
NECR2_epa_polrep_1.htm),  w/o 
attch  3  (Final  NECR  HS  Trip 
Rpt.pdf) 

Sara  Jacobs /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

Residents /  Red 
Water  Pond  Road 
Community 

REL 

1128299  6/28/2011  Mtg  Agenda:  Meeting  between 
NMED  (Environment  Dept) &  
EPA  Regions 6  &  9  on  NECR &  
UNC  Superfund  site 

REL 

1128385  6/28/2011  Email:  Transmits  final  slide 
presentation  for  NMED 
informational  briefing,  6/11, 
w/attch 

Katrina  Higgins-
Coltrain /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 6  

Sara  Jacobs /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

REL 

1127128  7/7/2011  Ltr:  Feedback  on  how  Navajo 
Nation input  is  being  considered, 
&  confirmation  of  support  in 
finalization  of  action  memo 

Jane  Diamond /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

Stephen  Etsitty / 
Navajo  Nation 
Environmental 
Protection  Agency 

REL 
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1128300  7/7/2011  Ltr:  Approval  of  additional 
erosion  control  measures  in 
interim  action  construction  areas 

Sara  Jacobs /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

Lance  Hauer /  
General  Electric  Co 

REL 

2241288  7/29/2011  (Redacted,  FOIA  Ex  6)  Email: 
Response to  email  sent  to  Navajo 
Nation  EPA  - explains 
community  funding  direct 
contract  with  Red  Water  Pond  Rd 
Community  Assn,  w/forward  to S  
Jacobs  9/9/11  &  history 

Dana  Barton /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

Resident /  Red 
Water  Pond  Road 
Community 

REL 

1128260  8/1/2011  Memo:  Present  worth 
calculations 

Cynthia  Wetmore /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

File /  NONE  REL 

1128261  8/18/2011  Ltr:  Technical  memo 
summarizing  2  rpts  on  Zone 3  
tailings  seepage  sourcing &  
groundwater  recharge,  w/attchs 

James  Ewart  /  Chester 
Engineers 
Mark  Jancin  /  Chester 
Engineers 

Katrina  Higgins-
Coltrain /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 6  
Yolande  Norman / 
Nuclear  Regulatory 
Commission 

REL 

1128428  8/29/2011  Ltr:  Clarification  of  commitments 
re  EE/CA  alternative  5A 

Randall  McAlister /  
General  Electric  Co 

Clancy  Tenley / 
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

REL 

1128393  9/1/2011  Draft  regional  groundwater 
assessment  of impacts  fr  historic 
releases  of  NECR  mine  &  UNC 
mill  facilities,  Navajo  Nation, 
w/o  app A  

Engineering/Remediation 
Resources  Group,  Inc 
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

REL 

1128309  9/1/2011  Ltr:  Follow  up to  7/7/11  ltr &  
8/12/11  conference  call  re  site &  
summarizes  EPA  responses  to 
key  comments  raised  by  Navajo 
Nation 

Jane  Diamond /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

Stephen  Etsitty / 
Navajo  Nation 
Environmental 
Protection  Agency 

REL 

2240729  9/1/2011  Fact  Sheet:  Site  cleanup -
community  update 

Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

REL 

1128388  9/2/2011  Email:  Responds  to  summary  of 
lines  of  evidence  supporting  that 
tailings  in  cells  are  unsaturated &  
transmits  8/18/11  technical 
memo  summarizing 2  rpts  on 
Zone  3  tailings  seepage  sourcing 
&  groundwater  recharge, 
w/history  &  attch 

Cynthia  Wetmore /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

Lance  Hauer /  
General  Electric  Co 

REL 
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1128272  9/6/2011  Email:  Will  plan to  evaluate 
optimal  drainage  configuration 
(ref  UNC  - Follow  up  on  tailings 
seepage  evaluations),  w/history 

Lance  Hauer  /  General 
Electric  Co 

Cynthia  Wetmore /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

REL 

2241300  9/8/2011  Geophysical  anomaly trenching 
rpt 

Montgomery  Watson 
Harza 

United  Nuclear  Corp  REL 

1128490  9/12/2011  Ltr:  Clarification  of  2  points 
raised  in  ltr  re  GE  commitments 
related to  proposed  removal 
action 

Clancy  Tenley / 
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

Randall  McAlister /  
General  Electric  Co 

REL 

2240727  9/16/2011  Northeast  Churchrock  Mine 
Superfund  Site  Step-Out  Interim 
Removal  Administrative  Record 
Index 

Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

REL 

2240728  9/16/2011  NE  Churchrock  Quivira  Mines 
Superfund  Site  Removal 
Administrative  Record  Index 

Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

REL 

1128485  9/19/2011  SOW  for technical  assistance  to 
Red  Water  Pond  Road 
Community  Assn  (revised) 

Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

REL 

1128501  9/20/2011  Ltr:  General  overview  of  matters 
discussed  at  9/8/11  mtg  re  NECR 
site  cleanup,  w/o  encl 

Jane  Diamond /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

Ben  Shelly / Navajo 
Nation  Office  of the 
President  &  Vice 
President 

REL 

1128500  9/26/2011  List  of  US  EPA  guidance 
documents  consulted  during 
development  &  selection  of 
response  action  for  site 

Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

REL 

2240730  9/27/2011  Memo:  Post-EE/CA  analysis  of 
alternatives - alternative  off-site 
disposal locations 

Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

REL 

2240731  9/29/2011  Action  Memo:  Request  for  non-
time-critical  removal  action  at  site 

Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

REL 

2240738  9/27/2011  Northeast  Churchrock  Mine 
Superfund  Site  Drainage  East  of 
Red  Water  Pond  Rd  Removal 
Administrative  Record  Index 

Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

REL 

1128381  Standard  operating  procedure  16 -
Geotechnical  sample  collections 
&  analysis 

Lance  Hauer  /  General 
Electric  Co 

Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

REL 

1128377  Speech  on  conceptual  planning  Teddy  Nez / Red  Water 
Pond  Road  Community 
Assn 

REL 

2224514  Map:  Tribal trust,  BLM  &  state 
land  (Northeast  Church  Rock 
vicinity) 

REL 
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Attachment  II 

APPLICABLE  OR  RELEVANT  AND 
APPROPRIATE  REQUIREMENTS 

(ARARs)  TABLE 

In  the Engineering Evaluation  and  Cost  Analysis  (“EE/CA”),  U.S.  EPA  addressed  the 
Applicable  or  Relevant  and  Appropriate  Requirements  (“ARARs”)  for  the  proposed 
Actions  at  the  Site.  This  attachment  contains  a  discussion  of  how  the  ARARs  are 
selected,  and  lists  the  ARARs  laid  out  in  the EE/CA  as  well  as  the  additional  ARARs 
identified  as  a  result  of  comments  received  by  U.S. EPA  during  the  Public  Comment 
Period  on  the EE/CA. 

Applicable  or  relevant  and  appropriate  requirements  (ARARs)  cover  both  federal  and 
state  environmental  requirements  and  are  used  to:  (1)  evaluate  the  appropriate  extent  of 
Site  cleanup;  (2)  scope  and  formulate  alternatives;  and  (3)  guide  the  implementation  and 
operation  of  a  selected  action.  Section  300.415(j)  of  the  NCP  requires  that  “removal 
actions  pursuant  to  CERCLA  Section  106,  shall  "to  the  extent  practicable,  considering 
the  exigencies  of  the situation,  attain  ARARs  under  federal  or  state  environmental  or 
facility  siting  laws.” The  U.S.  EPA  Region  9  requested  and  received  ARARs  from  the 
State  of  New  Mexico  and  the  Navajo  Nation EPA  for  consideration  in  this EE/CA  (see 
table  provided  as  Attachment  II  for  a  complete  list  of  the  ARARs  for  this  removal 
action). 

Terms  and  Definitions 
The  following  are  explanations  of  the  terms  and  definitions  used  throughout  this  ARARs 
discussion.  Applicable  requirements  are  clean-up  standards,  standards  of  control,  and 
other  substantive  environmental  protection  requirements,  criteria,  or  limitations 
promulgated  under  federal  or  state  law  that  specifically  address  a  hazardous  substance, 
pollutant,  contaminant,  remedial  action,  location,  or  other  circumstance  at  a  CERCLA 
site  (52  Federal  Register  [FR]  32496,  August  27,  1987).  Relevant  and  appropriate 
requirements  are  clean-up  standards,  standards  of  control,  or  other  substantive 
environmental  protection  requirements,  criteria,  or  limitations  promulgated  under  federal 
or  state  law  that,  while  not  applicable  to  a  hazardous  substance,  pollutant,  contaminant, 
remedial  action,  location,  or  other  circumstance  at  a  CERCLA site,  address  problems  or 
situations  sufficiently  similar  to  those  encountered  at  the  CERCLA site  that  their  use  is 
well-suited  to  the  particular site  (52  FR  32496).  Portions  of  a  requirement  may  be 
relevant  and  appropriate  even  if  the  entire  requirement  is  not.  Information  to  be 
considered  includes  non-promulgated  advisories  or  guidance  issued  by  federal  or  state 
government  that  are  not  legally  binding  and  do  not  have  the  status  of  potential  ARARs. 
They  are  considered  in  the  absence  of  federal  or  state  ARARs,  or  when  such  ARARs  are 
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not  sufficiently  protective.  An  example  of  information  to  be  considered  is  the  U.S.  EPA 
Region  9  PRGs  that  provide  guidance  to  assess  human  health  implications  during a  
removal  action. 

Under  the  description  of  ARARs  set  forth  in  the  NCP,  state  and  federal  ARARs  are 
organized  under  the  following  three  categories: 

Chemical-specific  ARARs are  usually  health- or  risk-based  standards  that  limit 
concentrations  of  chemicals  found  in  or  discharged  to  the  environment. They 
govern  the  extent  of site  remediation  by  providing  either  actual  clean-up  levels  or 
the  basis  for  calculating  such  levels.  Chemical-specific  ARARs  may  also  be  used 
to  indicate  acceptable  levels  of  discharge  in  determining  treatment  and  disposal 
requirements  and  to  assess  the  effectiveness  of  future  remedial  alternatives.  For 
example,  state  water  quality  standards  apply  to  a site  where  treatment  effluent  is 
discharged  to  a  surface  water  body. 

Location-specific  ARARs set  restrictions  on  chemical  concentrations  or  the 
conduct  of  activities  solely  because  they  are  in  special  locations  (53  FR  51394). 
In  determining  the  use  of  location-specific  ARARs  for  selected  remedial  actions 
at  CERCLA sites,  the  jurisdictional  prerequisites  of  each  of  the  regulations  must 
be  investigated.  In  addition,  basic  definitions  and  exemptions  must  be  analyzed 
on  a site-specific  basis  to  confirm  the  correct  application  of  the  requirements.  For 
example,  federal  and  state  regulations  concerning  groundwater  may  apply  at  a site 
where a  removal  action  may  impact  groundwater  quality. 

Action-specific  ARARs set  controls  or  restrictions  on  particular  kinds  of  activities 
related  to  the  management  of  particular  wastes  or  materials  (53  FR  51437). 
Selection  of  a  particular  response  action  at  a  site  will  invoke  the  appropriate 
action-specific  ARARs  that  may  specify  particular  performance  standards  or 
technologies  as  well  as  specific  environmental  levels  for  discharged  or  residual 
chemicals.  For  example,  the  federal  noise  regulations  apply  at  a  site  where 
construction  and  heavy  equipment  activities  are  occurring. 

Identification  and  evaluation  of  ARARs  is  an  iterative  process  that  continues  throughout 
the  response  process.  As  a  better  understanding  is  gained  of  Site  conditions, 
contaminants,  and  response  alternatives,  the  lists  of  ARARs  and  their  relevance  to  the 
removal  action  may  change. 

Other  Considerations  and  Assumptions 
The  following  additional  considerations  and  assumptions  were  made  during  the  ARAR 
identification  process. 

Occupational  Safety  and  Health  Administration  (OSHA) 
OSHA  has  promulgated  standards  for  protection  of  workers  who  may  be  exposed  to 
hazardous  substances  at  Resource  Conservation  and  Recovery  Act  (RCRA)  or  CERCLA 
sites  (29  CRF  Parts  1910.120  and  1926.65).  The  U.S.EPA  requires  compliance  with 
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OSHA  standards  in  the  NCP  (40  Code  of  Federal  Regulations  [CFR]  300.150),  but  not 
through  the  ARAR  process. Therefore,  OSHA  standards  are  not  considered  ARARs. 
Although  the  requirements,  standards,  and  regulations  of  OSHA  are  not  ARARs,  they 
will  be  complied  with  during  the  removal  action. 

Uranium  Mill Tailing  Radiation  Control  Act  (UMTRCA) 
UMTRCA  programs  are  categorized  under  Title  I  and  Title  II.  Title  I  addresses  specific 
inactive  Uranium  processing sites  and  Title  II  addresses  active sites  that  are  required  to 
have  a  license  from  NRC.  Under  UMTRCA,  the  U.S.EPA  was  directed  to  devise 
standards  for  both  the  control Engineering  Evaluation/Cost  Analysis  and  cleanup 
remedial  actions. The  NECR  mine site  is  not  a  listed site  under Title  I  of  UMTRCA  nor 
would  NECR  mine  wastes  be  classified  under Title  II.  However,  UMTRCA 
requirements  may  be  ARARs  under  certain  circumstances,  as  reflected  in  the  ARARs 
table  attached  as  an  Appendix  to  this  Attachment. 

Acronyms 
BMP  Best  Management  Practice 
CAA  Clean  Air  Act 
CFR  Code  of  Federal  Regulations 
CWA  Clean  Water  Act 
ESA  Endangered  Species  Act 
Mrem/yr  Milli-Roentgen-Equivalent-Man/Year 
NESHAP  National  Emissions  Standards  for  Hazardous  Air  Pollutants 
NMAC  New  Mexico  Administrative  Code 
NMSA  New  Mexico  Statutes  Annotated 
NN  Navajo  Nation 
NPDES  National  Pollutant  Discharge  Elimination  System 
NRC  Nuclear  Regulatory  Commission 
RCRA  Resource  Conservation  and  Recovery  Act 
SMCRA  Surface Mining  Control  and  Reclamation  Act 
TBC  To  Be  Considered 
UMTRCA  Uranium  Mill Tailings  Radiation  Control  Act 
USC  United  States  Code 
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Table  A-1 
Chemical-Specific  ARARs  and  TBC  Information 

Media  Requirement  Requirement  Synopsis  Status  and  Rationale 
Solid FEDERAL Regulates  disposal  of  solid  waste.  Per  42  USC Substantive  requirements  may 
Wastes 

Resource  Conservation 
and  Recovery  Act 
(RCRA)  of  1976,  as 
amended –  
Subtitle  D,  42  USC  6901 
et  seq. 

6903(27),  RCRA  does  not  regulate  “source,  special 
nuclear,  or  byproduct  material”  as  defined  in  the 
Atomic  Energy  Act,  but  may  apply to  other  wastes, 
including  ores  containing  uranium  in  concentrations 
less  than  500  ppm. 

be  applicable to  wastes  that 
are  subject  to  the  Act 

Hazardous FEDERAL Provides  for  “cradle-to-grave”  regulation  of Substantive  requirements  may 
Wastes 

Resource  Conservation 
and  Recovery  Act 
(RCRA)  of  1976, as 
amended –  
Subtitle  C,  42  USC  6901 
et  seq. 

hazardous  wastes.  Per  42  USC  6903(27),  RCRA 
does  not  regulate  “source,  special  nuclear,  or 
byproduct  material”  as  defined  in  the  Atomic 
Energy  Act.  Per  40  CFR  261.4(b)(7),  wastes 
derived  from  the  extraction,  beneficiation  and 
processing  of  ores  are  not  hazardous  wastes.  EPA 
does  not  anticipate  encountering  RCRA  hazardous 
wastes  during this  removal  action.  However, if 

be  applicable if  wastes  that 
are  subject  to  the  Act  are 
encountered 

hazardous  wastes  (e.g.,  buried  drums  containing 
solvents)  are  discovered,  RCRA  hazardous  waste 
requirements  would  be  ARARs. 

Soils  FEDERAL 
Surface  Mining  Control 
and  Reclamation  Act  of 
1977  (SMCRA),  as 
amended  --
And  regulations  at  30 
CFR  Parts  816  and  817 

Establishes a  program  for  regulating  surface  coal 
mining  and  reclamation  (mandatory  uniform 
standards).  Includes  minimization  of impacts  on 
fish,  wildlife,  and  related  environmental  values. 
Revegetation  requirements  (e.g.,  30  CFR  816.111) 
may  be  relevant  &  appropriate to  protect  against 
erosion. 

Substantive  requirements  may 
be  relevant  and  appropriate 

Hazardous FEDERAL Protect  the  public  and the  environment  from Substantive  requirements  may 
Materials Uranium  Mill  Tailings 

Radiation  Control  Act 
of  1978  (UMTRCA), 
as  amended –  
And  regulations  at  40 
CFR  Part  192,  Subparts 
A-E 

uranium  mill  tailings.  Some  requirements  (e.g.,  40 
CFR  192.02,  192.12,  192.32)  may  be  ARARs. 

be  applicable to  activities 
involving  uranium  mill 
tailings,  and/or  activities  on 
UNC  NPL  site,  if  any;  may  be 
relevant  and  appropriate  to 
other  activities 

Other  FEDERAL 
Code  of  Federal 
Regulations  (CFR), Title 
10,  Part  20 
NRC  Regulations –  
Standards  for  Protection 
Against  Radiation; 
Subpart  D  –  Radiation 
Dose  Limits 

Establishes  standards  for  protection  against ionizing 
radiation  resulting  from  activities  conducted  under 
licenses  issued  by the  NRC 

Substantive  requirements  may 
be  applicable  or  relevant  and 
appropriate if  source, 
byproduct  or  special  nuclear 
material  is  encountered 

Air  FEDERAL 
Clean  Air  Act  (CAA) –  
National  Emission 
Standards  for  Hazardous 
Air  Pollutants 
(NESHAPs)  that  apply to 
radionuclides,  Title  40 
CFR  Part  61,  Subpart  H. 

Regulates  airborne  emissions  of  radionuclides  to 
nearest  off  site  receptor  during  cleanup  of  Federal 
facilities  and  licensed  U.S.  NRC  facilities. 
Emissions  of  radionuclides  cannot  exceed  10  milli-
Roentgen-Equivalent-Man  per  year  (mrem/yr) 

Substantive  requirements  may 
be  relevant  and  appropriate to 
activities  during  the  removal 
action.  These  requirements 
may  become  applicable if 
DOE  takes  over  long-term 
maintenance  of the  facility in 
the  future. 
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Table  A-1 
Chemical-Specific  ARARs  and  TBC  Information 

Media  Requirement  Requirement  Synopsis  Status  and  Rationale 
Other  FEDERAL 

EPA  Directive  on 
Protective  Cleanup 
Levels  for  Radioactive 
Contamination  at 
CERCLA  sites. OSWER 
Directive  9200.4-18 

Provides  guidance  for  cleanup  levels  for  CERCLA 
sites  with  radioactive  contamination.  Cleanup  of 
radionuclides  are  governed  by  risk  established  in 
the  NCP  when  ARARS  are  not  available  or 
sufficiently  protective. 

TBC 

Water  NAVAJO NATION 
Navajo  Nation  Pollutant 
Discharge  Elimination 
System  Program – 
applicable  regulations 

Protection  of  NN  watershed  from  discharges  of 
pollutants  from  any  point  source 

Substantive  requirements  may 
be  applicable to  activities  on 
reservation  and  tribal  trust 
land 

Solid NAVAJO NATION Protect  the  health,  safety,  and  preserve  the Substantive  requirements  may 
Wastes Navajo  Nation  Solid 

Waste  Act – 
Subchapter  2  –  Prohibited 
Act 
Subchapter  5 –  
Enforcement 

resources  of the  NN.  Regulates  solid  waste  but 
exempts  mine  tailings  and  waste  rock.  Some 
requirements  are  applicable  to  salts. 

be  relevant  and  appropriate if 
regulated  salts  are 
encountered  during  removal 
action 

Air  NAVAJO NATION 
Navajo  Nation  Air 
Pollution  Prevention 
and  Prevention  Act –  
Air  Quality  Control 
Programs  –  Permits, 
2004;  Code  of 
Regulations  for  air 
emissions,  Rules  and 
Regulations. 

Outlines  Best  Management  Practices  (BMPs) to 
control  dust that  would  be  generated  during  earth 
moving  activities.  Details  the  BMPs  to  control 
excessive  amounts  of  particulates. 

Substantive  requirements  may 
be  applicable to  activities  on 
reservation  and  tribal  trust 
land 

Water  NAVAJO NATION 
Navajo  Nation  Clean 
Water  Act –  
Title 4  Navajo  Nation 
Code. 

Establishes  water  quality  standards;  prevention  of 
pollutant  discharges.  Standards  protect  fish, 
wildlife,  and  domestic,  cultural,  agricultural,  and 
recreational  uses  of  water. 

Substantive  requirements  may 
be  applicable to  activities  on 
reservation  and  tribal  trust 
land 

Hazardous STATE Establishes  criteria  for  the  classification  of Substantive  requirements  may 
Waste Hazardous  Waste  Act 

20.4  NMAC –  Hazardous 
Waste  Regulations 

hazardous  waste  and  for  the  treatment,  storage,  and 
disposal  of  hazardous  waste.  The  state  Act 
incorporates  most  Federal  RCRA  regulations, 
including  the  definition  of  solid  waste,  which 
excludes  “source,  byproduct  or  special  nuclear 
material.”  New  Mexico’s  definition  of  hazardous 
waste  also  excludes  wastes  from the  extraction, 
beneficiation,  and  processing  of  ores  and  minerals. 

be  applicable  or  relevant  and 
appropriate, if  wastes  that  are 
subject  to  the  Act  are 
encountered. 

Solid STATE Establishes  criteria  for  the  handling  of  solid  waste .  Substantive  requirements  may 
Waste Solids  Waste  Act 

20.9  NMAC –  Solid 
Waste  Regulations 

The  state  Act  incorporates  most  Federal  RCRA 
regulations, including,  as  noted  above,  the 
definition  of  solid  waste,  which  excludes  “source, 
byproduct  or  special  nuclear  material.” 

be  applicable  or  relevant  and 
appropriate, if  wastes  that  are 
subject  to  the  Act  are 
encountered. 

Water STATE 
20.6.2  NMAC – 
New  Mexico  Water 
Quality  Ground  and 
Surface  Water  Protections 

Establishes  water  quality  standards  and  regulations 
to  prevent  or  abate  water  pollution  from  discharges, 
including  surface  water  and  groundwater. 

Substantive  requirements  may 
be  relevant  and  appropriate to 
surface  runoff  on  reservation 
or tribal  trust  land,  and  may 
be  applicable to  protecting 
groundwater  and  surface 
runoff  on  non-tribal  lands 
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Table  A-1 
Chemical-Specific  ARARs  and  TBC  Information 

Media  Requirement  Requirement  Synopsis  Status  and  Rationale 
Water  STATE 

20.6.4  NMAC – 
New  Mexico  Standards 
for  Interstate  and 
Intrastate  Surface  Waters 

Establishes  water  quality  standards  that  consist  of 
the  designated  use  or  uses  of  surface  waters,  water 
quality  criteria  necessary to  protect  the  use  or  uses, 
and  an  anti-degradation  policy. 

Substantive  requirements  may 
be  relevant  and  appropriate to 
surface  runoff  on  reservation 
or tribal  trust  land,  and  may 
be  applicable to  surface  runoff 
on  non-tribal  lands 

Other STATE 
20.3.14  NMAC –  
New  Mexico  Standards 
for  Protection  Against 
Radiation 

Establishes  standards  for  protection  against 
radiation  resulting  from  extraction,  transport, 
transfer  and  storage  of  naturally  occurring 
radioactive  materials  in  the  oil  and  gas  industry. 

Substantive  requirements  may 
be  relevant  and  appropriate 

Other  STATE 
20.3.4  NMAC – 
Standards  for  Protection 
Against  Radiation 

Establishes  standards  for  protection  against ionizing 
radiation  resulting  from  activities  conducted 
pursuant to  licenses  or  registrations  issued  by the 
Department 

Substantive  requirements  may 
be  relevant  and  appropriate 

Table  A-2 
Location-Specific  ARARs  and  TBC  Information 

Media  Requirement  Requirement  Synopsis  Status  and  Rationale 

Cultural FEDERAL Protects  Native  American  graves  from Substantive  requirements 
Resources The  Native  American 

Graves  Protection  And 
Repatriation  Act – 
25  United  States  Code 
(USC)  Section  3001 et  seq 
and its  regulations  Title  43 
CFR  Part  10. 

desecration  through  the  removal  and 
trafficking  of  human  remains  and  cultural 
items  including  funerary  and  sacred  objects 

applicable if  Native  American 
burials  or  cultural  items  are 
identified  within  area  to  be 
disturbed 

Cultural FEDERAL Provides  for  the  protection  of  sites  with Substantive  requirements 
Resources National Historic 

Preservation  Act –  
16  USC  470 et  seq; 36  CFR 
Part  800 

historic  places  and  structures applicable if  eligible  resources 
identified  within  area  to  be 
disturbed 

Cultural FEDERAL Prohibits  removal  of  or  damage to Substantive  requirements 
Resources Archeological  Resources 

Protection  Act  of  1979 –  
16  USC  Sections  47000-
47011;  43  CFR  Part 7  

archaeological  resources  unless  by  permit  or 
exception 

applicable if  eligible  resources 
are  identified  within  area to  be 
disturbed 

Cultural FEDERAL Protects  religious,  ceremonial,  and  burial  sites, Substantive  requirements 
Resources American  Indian 

Religious  Freedom  Act –  
42  USC  Section  1996 et 
seq. 

and  the  free  practice  of  religions  by  Native 
American  groups 

applicable if  Native  American 
sacred  sites  are  identified  within 
area  to  be  disturbed 

Wildlife  FEDERAL 
ESA – 
7  USC  Section  136; 
16  USC  Sections  15331-
1548, 
Title50  CFR  Parts  17  and 
402 

Regulates  the  protection  of threatened  and 
endangered  species  or  critical  habitat  of  such 
species 

Substantive  requirements 
applicable if  protected  species  are 
identified  within  area  to  be 
disturbed 
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Table  A-2 
Location-Specific  ARARs  and  TBC  Information 

Media  Requirement  Requirement  Synopsis  Status  and  Rationale 

Wildlife  NAVAJO NATION 
Navajo  Nation 
Endangered  Species  List –  
Resource  Committee 
Resolution  RCAU-103-05 

Regulates  the  protection  of  Navajo  Nation 
threatened  and  endangered  species  or  critical 
habitat  of  such  species 

Substantive  requirements 
applicable if  protected  species  are 
identified  within  area  to  be 
disturbed  on  reservation  or  tribal 
trust  land 

Cultural 
Resources 

STATE 
NMSA  1978 –  
New  Mexico  Cultural 
Properties  Act 

Requires  the  identification  of  cultural 
resources,  assessment  of impact  on  those 
resources  that  may  be  caused  by the  proposed 
remedy,  and  consultation  with the  State 
Historic  Preservation  Officer 

Substantive  requirements 
applicable to  response  actions  on 
non-tribal  lands  in  New  Mexico 
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Table  A-3 
Action-Specific  ARARs  and  TBC  Information 

Media/ 
Activity 

Requirement  Requirement  Synopsis  Status  and  Rationale 

Hazardous 
Materials 

FEDERAL 
Federal  Hazardous  Materials 
Transportation  Law 
(formerly  Hazardous 
Materials  Transportation 
Act) –  
49  CFR  Parts  171,  172,  173 

Provides  protection  against  the  risks 
to  life,  property,  and  the 
environment  that  are  inherent  in 
transportation  of  hazardous  materials 
in  commerce 

Substantive  requirements  applicable  to 
transportation  of  materials  subject  to 
the  Act,  including  radionuclides 

Water  FEDERAL 
EPA  Guidance  for 
Developing  Best  Management 
Practices  for  Storm  Water –  
Publication  EPA/832/R-92006 

Guidance  for  developing  stormwater 
BMPs  for  industrial  facilities 

TBC 

Water  FEDERAL 
CWA – 
Section  402,  National  Pollutant 
Discharge  Elimination  System 
(NPDES)  Stormwater 
discharges  (40  CFR  parts  122, 
125). 

On-site  and  off-site  discharges  from 
site  are  required  to  meet  the 
substantive  CWA  requirements, 
including  discharge  limitations, 
monitoring  and  best  management 
practices 

Substantive  requirements  may  be 
applicable 

Water  FEDERAL 
CWA – 
Section  404,  dredged  or  fill 
material,  33  CFR  parts  320--
330,  40  CFR  230. 

Regulates  discharge  of  dredge  or  fill 
material  into  waters  of the  U.S. 

Substantive  requirements  may  be 
applicable to  activities  impacting 
waters  of the  U.S. 

Air  STATE 
20.2  NMAC – 
Air  Quality 

Establishes  ambient  air  quality 
standards,  performance  standards  for 
specific  sources  of  air  pollutants,  and 
specifies  monitoring  methods 

Substantive  requirements  may  be 
relevant  and  appropriate  to  sources  on 
reservation  or tribal  trust  land;  may  be 
applicable to  sources  on  non-tribal 
lands  in  New  Mexico 

Mining  STATE 
19.10  NMAC –  
Regulation  of  Non-Coal 
Mining 

Establishes  requirements  for  mine 
reclamation  and  close-out  plans 

Substantive  requirements  may  be 
relevant  and  appropriate 

Wildlife  STATE 
19.21.2  NMAC – 
New  Mexico  Wildlife 
Conservation  Act 
NMSA  178 Sections  17-2-37 
thru  17-2-46 

Regulates  taking  of  endangered  plant 
species 

Substantive  requirements  may  be 
applicable if  protected  species  are 
identified  within  area  to  be  disturbed 
on  non-tribal  lands;  may  be  relevant 
and  appropriate  on  reservation  or  tribal 
trust  land 
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Attachment  III 

RESPONSIVENESS  SUMMARY 

A.  OVERVIEW 
The  Northeast  Church  Rock  (NECR)  Mine  is  located  in  the  Pinedale  Chapter  of  the 
Navajo  Nation  and  was  operated  by  the  United  Nuclear  Corporation  (UNC)  from  1968  to 
1982.  UNC  is  now  an  indirect  subsidiary  of  General  Electric  (GE)  and  will  be  referred  to 
in  this  document  as  UNC/GE.  The  125  acre  former  uranium  mine site  is  located 
primarily  on  tribal  trust  land  and  included  two  mine  shafts,  vent  holes,  wastewater 
processing  ponds,  roads,  wells,  and  support  buildings. 

The  Red  Water  Pond  Road  residential  community  lies  between  the  NECR Mine  and  the 
Quivira Mine,  another  former  uranium  mine  which  was  operated  by  the  Kerr  McGee 
Corporation.  In  addition,  the  UNC Mill  Site,  a  Superfund  Site  co-regulated  by  U.S. EPA 
Region  6  and  the  U.S.  Nuclear  Regulatory  Commission  (NRC),  is  located  across 
Highway  566,  less  than  a  mile  away  from  the  community. 

Operations  at  the  NECR Mine  left  uranium  protore  (low  grade  ore),  waste  rock,  and 
overburden  after  the Mine  was shut  down.  Uranium  and  its  decay  product  radium  are  of 
primary  concern  at  the  NECR Mine  Site.  Radium  is  present  in significantly  elevated 
concentrations  in  soil  and  sediment.  Because  the  contaminants  have  been  transported  via 
wind  and  water  processes  to  areas  around  or  adjacent  to  the site,  humans,  plants  and 
animals  may  experience  exposures  through  the  food  chain,  air  or  surface  water. 
In  May  of  2009,  U.S.  EPA  issued  an Engineering  Evaluation/Cost  Analysis  (EE/CA)  in 
which  U.S.  EPA  evaluated  several  alternatives  for  cleanup  of  the  NECR Mine  Site.  U.S. 
EPA’s  preferred  alternative  (5A)  addressed  the  soil  contamination  at  the  NECR Mine  and 
specified  that  some  of  the  mine  waste  would  be  co-disposed  at  the  nearby  UNC Mill  Site 
Tailings  Disposal  Cell,  while  the  higher-risk  “principal  threat  waste”  would  be  sent  to  an 
off-site  facility  for  re-processing.  This  Responsiveness  Summary  is  issued  in  conjunction 
with EPA’s  Action Memorandum:  Request  for  a  Non-Time-Critical  Removal  Action  at 
the  Northeast  Church  Rock  Mine  Site,  McKinley  County,  New  Mexico,  Pinedale  Chapter 
of  the  Navajo  Nation  (“Action  Memorandum”). 

U.S. EPA  held  an  initial  public  information  meeting  on  June  23,  2009  and  a  public 
hearing  on  July  7,  2009.  Based  on  comments  received  during  the  original  comment 
period,  U.S.  EPA  extended  the  end  of  the  comment  period  on  the EE/CA  from  July  13, 
2009  to  September  9,  2009.  An  additional  public  hearing  was  held  on  August  25,  2009. 
All  public  meetings,  hearings,  and  dates  of  the  comment  period  and  its  extension  were 
advertised  in  the Gallup  Independent and  the Navajo  Times. In  addition,  U.S.  EPA  has 
taken  a  further  24  months  to  listen  to  community, stakeholder  and  Navajo  Nation 
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concerns  during  which  time  U.S.  EPA  held  an  additional  ten  community  meetings  and 
facilitated  mine  tours. 

In  addition  to  community  involvement  activities,  U.S. EPA  used  the  last  two  years  to 
conduct  research  to  further  investigate  issues  brought  up  in  the  comment  period.  For 
example,  U.S.  EPA  conducted  additional  research  and  developed  a  report  discussing 
groundwater  pathways  and  water  quality  impacts  due  to  the  historical  mining  and  milling 
activities  in  the  area.1 U.S.  EPA  also  further  investigated  the  feasibility  of  using  fourteen 
alternative  disposal sites.2 U.S.  EPA  requested  and  reviewed  dozens  of  additional 
documents  related  to  the  closure  of  the  UNC Mill  Site  to  investigate  concerns  raised 
about  the  behavior  of  the  UNC Mill Tailings  in  response  to  the  proposed  loading  with 
NECR  mine  waste.  Further,  U.S. EPA  requested  that  UNC/GE  prepare  a  report  modeling 
the  behavior  of  the Mill  Site Tailings  for  a  wide  range  of  scenarios  with  a  sensitivity 
analysis  of  the  model  assumptions.3 Finally,  U.S.  EPA  continued  investigation  efforts  in 
a  drainage  from  the  mine site  east  of  Red  Water  Pond  Road  and  fenced  the  area  where 
contamination  was  found.  This  area,  which  is  within  the  Navajo  Nation  Reservation,  will 
be  addressed  pursuant  to  a  separate Time  Critical  Action  Memorandum. 

U.S. EPA  received  numerous  comment  letters  from  various  community  groups, 
stakeholders,  and  other  Federal,  State  and Tribal  agencies:  Red  Water  Pond  Road 
Community  Association  (RWPRCA),  Navajo  Nation Environmental  Protection  Agency 
(NN EPA),  U.S.  Department  of Energy  (DOE),  New  Mexico Environment  Department 
(NMED),  New  Mexico Energy, Minerals,  and  Natural  Resources  Department  (EMNRD), 
Southwest  Research  and  Information  Center  (SRIC),  Bluewater  Valley  Downstream 
Alliance  (BVDA),  National  Mining  Association  (NMA),  U.S.  Nuclear  Regulatory 
Commission  (NRC),  Southwest  Network  for Environmental  & Economic  Justice 
(SNEEJ),  Multicultural  Alliance  for  a  Safe Environment  (MASE),  New  Mexico 
Environmental  Law  Center,  University  of  New  Mexico's  College  of  Pharmacy  and 
United  Nuclear  Corporation-General  Electric  (UNC/GE).  U.S. EPA  also  received 
multiple  comments  at  the  three  public  hearings.  All  written  comments  as  well  as 
transcripts  of  the  public  hearings  are  posted  on  the  Northeast  Church  Rock Mine 
webpage  at www.epa.gov/region09/NECR.  Due  to  the similarity  and  the  volume  of 
comments,  U.S.  EPA  has  combined similar  comments  and  its  responses  in  this 
responsiveness  summary. 

This  responsiveness  summary  includes  the  following  sections: 
• Background  on  Community  Involvement 
• Summary  of  Comments  Received  During  the  Public  Comment  Period  and 

Agency  Responses 
o Part  I:  Summary  and  Response  to  Community  Concerns 
o Part  II:  Comprehensive  Response  to  Specific  Comments 

1 Draft  Regional  Groundwater  Assessment  of  Impacts  from  Historic  Releases  of  the  NECR  Mine 
and  UNC  Mill  Facilities,  Navajo  Nation  report dated  September  2011. 
2 Alternative  Off-site  Disposal  Locations  Memo dated  September  2011. 
3 Evaluation  of  Consolidation  and  Water  Storage  Capacity  Related  to  the  Placement  of  Mine 
Material  on  the  existing  UNC  Mill  Site  Tailings  Impoundment dated  May  2011. 
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• Clarifications 
• Acronyms 
• Appendices 

B.  BACKGROUND  ON  COMMUNITY  INVOLVEMENT 

U.S. EPA  first  became  aware  of  community  efforts  to  address  contamination  at  this site 
in  2003  when  the  Church  Rock  Chapter  of  the  Navajo  Nation  initiated  the  Church  Rock 
Uranium  Monitoring  Project  (CRUMP).  Information  collected  from  this  grass  roots  field 
effort  raised  awareness  of  the  NECR Mine  Site  and  in  2005,  the  Navajo  Nation  requested 
U.S. EPA  to  take  the  lead  on  the  mine site  cleanup  efforts. 

Data  was  collected  in  2006  as  part  of  the  Removal  Site Evaluation.  In  2007,  U.S.  EPA 
conducted  a  residential  cleanup  action  at  several  of  the  surrounding  nearby  homesites 
where  contamination  was  found  in  the  yards.  In  response  to  the  residential  removal 
action,  the  residential  community  organized  and  formed  the  Red  Water  Pond  Road 
Community  Association  (RWPRCA),  which  has  been  the  primary  community  group 
providing  input  to  U.S.  EPA  on  the  NECR Mine  Site  removal  actions. 

The  RWPRCA,  a  non-profit  organization,  now  receives  funding  from  U.S. EPA  to  help 
facilitate  distribution  of  information  from  U.S.  EPA  to  local  residents  and  chapter 
officials  through  community  meetings  and  document  distribution,  and  to  help  bring 
concerns  of  the  local  community  about  activities  related  to  the  NECR Mine  Site  to  U.S. 
EPA’s  attention  in  a  timely  manner.  The  RWPRCA  estimates  that  250-300  individuals 
are  living  within  two  miles  of  the  NECR Mine  Site. 
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C.  SUMMARY  OF  COMMENTS  RECEIVED  DURING  THE  PUBLIC 
COMMENT  PERIOD  AND  AGENCY  RESPONSES 

Part  I:  Summary  of  Community  Comments  and  Response  to  Community 
Concerns 

The  major  concerns  expressed  by  residents  during  the  public  comment  period  are 
summarized  below. 

I-1.  Alternative  Selection – The  residential  community  generally  was  in 
support  of  Alternative  2,  disposal  of  all  mine  waste  at  an  off-site  facility 
significantly  removed  from  the  local  community.  A  number  of  organizations  as 
well  as  the  Navajo  Nation  government  submitted  comments  supporting  the 
residential  community  in  this  goal.  Several  organizations  raised  this  decision  as 
an  environmental  justice  issue  and  a  number  of  residents  gave  compelling 
testimony  at  the  public  hearings  about  the  harmful  impacts  of  uranium  mining 
activities  on  their  families  and  way  of  life,  including symptoms  of  post  traumatic 
stress  disorder. 

U.S.  EPA  Response: U.S.  EPA  acknowledges  the  long-term  detrimental  impacts 
uranium  mining  has  had  and  continues  to  have  on  the  cultural,  psychological,  and 
physical  health  of  this  and  other  Navajo  communities.  While  U.S.  EPA 
understands  the  desire  to  remove  all  mining  related  contamination,  including  the 
mill  tailings,  from  the  immediate  area,  U.S.  EPA  does  not  consider  that  action  to 
be  justified  under EPA’s  criteria  for  selecting  removal  actions. 

U.S. EPA  considers  three  principal  criteria  in  selecting  Superfund  removal 
actions,  including  effectiveness,  cost,  and  implementability.  All  alternatives 
evaluated  in  the EE/CA,  except  “no  action,”  are  implementable  and  effective  in 
protecting  human  health  and  the  environment  in  terms  of  eliminating  direct 
contact  with  the  contaminants.  However,  the  costs  of  these  alternatives  varied 
greatly, since  off-site  disposal  would  increase  costs  by  a  factor  of  almost  seven. 
Alternative  2  was  estimated  to  cost  $293,600,000,  in  comparison  to  Alternative 
5A,  which  was  estimated  to  cost  $44,300,000.  Alternatives  3  and  4  left  the  waste 
on Tribal  Land,  which  was  not  acceptable  to  the  Navajo  Nation.  The  U.S.  EPA-
selected  alternative  of  co-disposal  of  NECR  mine  waste  at  the  UNC Mill  Site  is 
effective  and  protective  of  human  health  and  the  environment.  This  alternative  is 
much  more  cost-effective  than  removing  all  mine  waste  from  the  area.  On 
balance,  U.S.  EPA  selected  the  least  expensive  alternative  that  removed  waste 
from Tribal  Lands. 

I-2.  Off-site  disposal – The  residents  and  the  Navajo  Nation  requested  that 
U.S. EPA  evaluate  additional  off-site  disposal  options  to  determine  if  the  cost  of 
this  alternative  could  be  reduced  to  be  more  comparable  with  the  proposed 
alternative. 
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U.S.  EPA  Response: EPA  evaluated  ten  disposal  sites  in  addition  to  those 
discussed  in  the EE/CA  based  on  the  comments  received  from  the  community, 
Navajo EPA  and  other  stakeholders  during  the  public  comment  period.  The 
potential  disposal  locations  evaluated  by EPA  fell  into  four  categories: 

1)  an  on-site  facility  exempted  from  the  off-site  rule, 
2)  a  licensed  facility  able  to  accept  low-level  waste,4 

3)  a  current  UMTRCA site  which  has  waste similar  to  that  being  disposed, 
and 

4)  an  off-site  location  where  a  licensed  facility  could  be  built. 

The  first  category,  an  on-site  facility,  is  legally  and  technically  implementable. 
The  second  category  is  also  legally  and  technically  implementable;  however,  the 
cost  is  prohibitive  given  the  volume  of  mine  waste  and  the  travel  distance  to  the 
currently  licensed  facilities.  Disposal  at  a  current  UMTRCA  facility  (Category  3) 
is  implementable  if  the  final  closure  cover  is  not  in  place  and  the  license  has  not 
been  revoked  to  accept  additional  waste.  Approval  from  DOE/NRC  in  the  form 
of  a  license  amendment  or  a  new  license  would  be  needed  to  bring  waste  to  an 
UMTRCA site  not  currently  licensed  to  accept  such  waste.  Constructing  a  new 
facility  (Category  4)  would  require  either  an  NRC  license  or  a  Resource 
Conservation  and  Recovery  Act  (RCRA)  permit  or  both,  which  is  a  lengthy  and 
uncertain  process.  Once a  location  was  identified,  it  could  take  decades  for  the 
necessary  license  and/or  permit  to  be  issued  and  a  facility  constructed.  In 
summary,  there  were  only  two  disposal  sites  that  would  be  considered 
implementable  in  the  near  future:  the  UNC Mill  Site  and  the  NECR Mine  Site. 
Details  of  the  evaluation  can  be  found  in  the Alternative  Off-site  Disposal 
Locations  Memorandum, which  is  posted  on  the  Northeast  Church  Rock Mine 
webpage  at www.epa.gov/region09/NECR. 

I-3.  Public  Comment  Process –  Both  the  community  and  several  organizations 
submitted  comments  that  the  public  comment  process  was  inadequate  in  terms  of 
the  30  day  time  period,  the  location  and  number  of  hearings,  the  availability  of  the 
associated  documents  and  interpreters  outside  the  public  meetings,  and  the 
outreach. 

U.S.  EPA  Response: In  response  to  these  concerns,  U.S.  EPA  extended  the 
comment  period  by  60  days,  made  the  administrative  record  available  at  the  local 
Chapter  Houses,  and  held  an  additional  public  hearing  on  August  25,  2009  at a  
different  chapter  of  the  Navajo  Nation.  The  additional  public  hearing  and 
extension  of  the  comment  period  were  advertised  in  the Gallup  Independent and 
the Navajo  Times.  In  addition,  U.S. EPA  has  taken  a  further  24  months  to  listen, 
address,  and  respond  to  community,  stakeholder  and  Navajo  Nation  concerns. 

I-4.  Expand  Cleanup Efforts  to  Surrounding  Area –  Several  comments  stated 
that  the  community  is  surrounded  by  multiple  mine sites  and  associated 
contamination  and  requested  concurrent  cleanup  of  the  entire  area,  including  all 

4 The  first  two  categories  also  were  considered  in  the  EE/CA. 
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mines  and  impacted  roads,  arroyos,  and  home sites  rather  than  addressing  these 
issues  consecutively.  The  community  commented  that  it  wants  a  well  coordinated 
and  comprehensive  approach  to  cleanup  of  the  larger  area,  regardless  of  the 
multiple  jurisdictional  issues  and  agencies  involved,  which  the  community  finds 
confusing  and  frustrating.  Other  areas  identified  as  areas  of  concern  by  certain 
community  members  included  the  Pinedale  area,  the  HRI  mine  in  Section  17,  and 
the  Rio  Puerco. 

U.S.  EPA  Response: U.S.  EPA  agrees  that  there  are  opportunities  to  address 
cleanup  of  other  mines  and  contaminated  areas  in  the  region  concurrently  with  the 
ongoing  efforts  to  clean  up  the  NECR  mine.  U.S.  EPA  has  initiated  a  time  critical 
removal  action  for  the  nearby  Quivira  mine sites.  U.S. EPA  ordered  Rio  Algom, 
the  potentially  responsible  party  for  the  Quivira  mine sites,  to  immediately 
improve  the  security  and  stability  of  the  mine sites  and  to  chip  seal  the  Red  Water 
Pond  Road  which  was  determined  to  be  contaminated  during  its  use  as  a  haul  road 
from  the  mine.  In  addition,  Rio  Algom  has  characterized  the  nature  and  extent  of 
the  Quivira  mine  and  is  preparing  a  Removal  Site  Evaluation  study  summarizing 
the  results  of  the  investigation.  The  report  is  expected  in  the  fall  of  2011.  U.S. 
EPA  also  has  funded  further  assessments  of  the  local  arroyos  and  several  areas  of 
concern  such  as  a  local  stock  pond  and  cornfield  that  the  community  brought  to 
our  attention. 

The  Navajo  Nation  is  the  lead  on  investigations  related  to  the  cleanup  of  the  HRI 
mine site  in  Section  17  and  has  investigated  potential  impacts  in  the  Pinedale  area. 
Further  information  as  to  the  status  of  this  investigation  can  be  obtained  from  the 
Navajo  Nation EPA  at  1-800-314-1846. 

The  Navajo  Nation EPA  also  has  a  contaminated  structures  project  to  assess 
potential  contamination  of  home sites  as  well.  To  request  that a  specific  Navajo 
home site  be  assessed,  contact  the  Navajo  Nation EPA  at  1-800-314-1846. 
Previous  investigations  using  targeted  monitoring  wells  conducted  by  the  USGS 
in  1990-1991 showed  that  the  alluvium  groundwater  beneath  the  Rio  Puerco  had 
been  impacted  by  mining  operations.  A  review  of  the  historic  groundwater  data 
from  current  livestock  wells  in  the  alluvium  beneath  the  Rio  Puerco  did  not  show 
an  impact  associated  with  the  mining,  but  the  lack  of  an  observed  impact  may  be 
associated  with  the  livestock  location  from  the  Rio  Puerco  and  length  of  well. 
The  impact  to  the  Rio  Puerco  is  discussed  in  the Draft  Regional  Groundwater 
Assessment  of  Impacts  from  Historic Releases  of  the  NECR  Mine  and  UNC  Mill 
Facilities,  Navajo  Nation  report and  is  posted  on  the  Northeast  Church  Rock 
Mine  webpage  at www.epa.gov/region09/NECR. 

I-5.  Housing  for  Impacted  Community  Members –  A  number  of  local  residents 
requested  temporary  housing  for  the  entire  community  during  NECR  removal 
actions.  Residents  expressed  frustration  with  the  process  and  decision  criteria  for 
providing  residents  with  temporary  housing  and  described  it  as  discriminatory. A  
community  member  submitted  a  document  indicating  that  there  are  11  households 
in  the  immediate  vicinity  of  the  NECR  mine  based  on  the  public services 
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definition  of  households,  including  48  families  and  110  people.  A  community 
member  also  requested  a  central  coordinator  to  help  facilitate  temporary  housing. 

U.S.  EPA  Response: At  the  time  of  the  public  comment  period,  U.S. EPA  was 
conducting  a  concurrent  time  critical  Interim  Removal  Action  (IRA)  removing 
contaminated  soil  that  had  migrated  from  the  mine site  onto  the  reservation  lands 
north  of  the  NECR  mine.  U.S. EPA  temporarily  placed  the  removed  materials 
back  on  the  mine site  until  implementation  of  the  final  action  to  be  selected  in  the 
EE/CA. 

As  a  result  of  the  temporary  housing  concerns  related  to  the  IRA,  U.S.  EPA  held a  
follow  up  listening  session  for  the  community  in  Gallup,  NM  on  November  9, 
2009  at  the  annual  Navajo  Abandoned  Uranium  Mine  Stakeholders  Meeting. 
While  three  households  had  been  provided  with  temporary  housing  during  the 
IRA  initially,  the  nearby  residents  presented  compelling  evidence  as  to  the 
disruption  the  current  cleanup  activities  were  causing  to  their  daily  lives.  U.S. 
EPA  re-evaluated  the  housing  impacts  of  the  action  and  provided  voluntary 
temporary  housing  to  an  additional  33  residents  during  the  remainder  of  the  IRA. 
A  total  of  fifty-five  people  were  provided  with  voluntary  temporary  housing 
during  this  effort. 

Similarly,  U.S. EPA  will  offer  voluntary  housing  alternatives  to  households 
determined  to  be significantly  disrupted  by  the  current  removal  action.  U.S.  EPA 
will  meet  with  households  individually  to  discuss  voluntary  housing  alternatives. 
The  U.S.  EPA  Community  Involvement  Coordinator  will  facilitate  these  housing 
discussions  with  community  members  and  is  U.S.  EPA’s  designated  central 
coordinator.  Additionally,  U.S.  EPA  has  funded  technical  assistance  for  the 
community  through  a  U.S. EPA  contract  called Technical  Assistance  Services  for 
Communities  (TASC).  Southwest  Research  and  Information  Center,  a  non-profit 
organization,  has  been  sub-contracted  through  the  TASC  and  is  available  to  assist 
community  members  with  evaluating  housing  options  offered  by  U.S. EPA. 

I-6.  Community  Funding – The  president  of  the  RWPRCA  requested  funding 
for  the  community  to  help  coordinate  their  input  into  the  removal  actions since 
they  are  the  most  affected  by  the  decisions. The  RWPRCA  also  proposed  creation 
of  an  outreach  educational  program  on  the  effect  of  uranium  waste  to  show  the 
rest  of  the  Navajo  Nation  what  is  being  done  at  NECR  and  how  its  results  will 
affect  clean-up  efforts  at  other  waste  sites  in  the  Navajo  Nation  and  the  Grants 
Mineral  Belt. 

U.S.  EPA  Response: U.S. EPA  agrees  that  in  order  to  effectively  proceed  on  any 
of  the  described  removal  actions,  U.S.  EPA  should  provide  for  active  participation 
and  engagement  of  the  affected  community,  which  requires  time  and  resources. 
To  address  the  resource  need,  the  RWPRCA  obtained  non-profit  status  and  U.S. 
EPA  was  able  to  award  the  RWPRCA  a  contract  for  community  relations  services 
on  April  29,  2010. The  scope  of  work  for  this  contract  involves  activities  such  as 
facilitating  monthly  community  meetings  where  information  about  the  U.S. EPA 
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removal  projects  can  be shared  and  residents  have  the  opportunity  to  discuss  their 
concerns.  Other  activities  include  advertising  public  meetings,  distributing 
information  to  community  members,  observing  field  work  activities  and  reporting 
concerns  back  to  U.S.  EPA  and  NN EPA,  and  participating  on  telephone  calls  or 
in  person  meetings  as  requested  by  U.S. EPA  to  discuss  information  pertinent  to 
the  community. 

Additionally,  at  the  request  of  the  RWPRCA,  U.S.  EPA  has  funded  the Technical 
Assistance  Services  for  Communities  (TASC),  a  program  to  provide  technical 
assistance  to  communities  affected  by  hazardous  waste sites  regulated  by  the 
Superfund  program.  This  program  provides  outside  experts  to  explain  hazardous 
waste  issues  and  to  help  the  community  review  and  provide  comments  on EPA's 
plans  for  cleaning  up  the  contaminated site.  As  noted  above,  Southwest  Research 
and  Information  Center  has  been  sub-contracted  through  the TASC  for  this 
service. 

U.S. EPA  supports  the  idea  of  an  outreach  educational  program  on  the  effects  of 
uranium  waste  and  work  conducted  at  NECR  and  how  its  results  will  affect 
cleanup  efforts  at  other  waste  sites  in  the  Navajo  Nation  and  the  Grants Mineral 
Belt.  U.S. EPA  is  available  to  continue  discussions  with  the  community 
regarding  the  creation  of  such  a  program. 

I-7.  Job  Opportunities – There  was  interest  from  the  community  in  training 
and  employment  of  local  residents  to  participate  in  the  mine  cleanup  activities. 
Navajo  Nation  Department  of  Justice  supported  individual  members  of  the  NECR 
community  in  their  job  opportunity  requests.  Navajo  Nation  Department  of 
Justice  stated:  “GE/UNC  should  hire  local  individuals  as  clean-up  workers, 
subject  to  proper  training  on  health  and  safety  protection.” 

U.S.  EPA  Response: U.S.  EPA  expects  that  the  selected  alternative  will  provide 
economic  opportunities  for  the  local  community  and  looks  forward  to  helping 
facilitate  this  process.  U.S.  EPA  has  obtained  a  preliminary  commitment  from 
UNC/GE  to  hire  local  employees  that  have  the  necessary  skills  and  training.  To 
assist  residents  in  obtaining  these  skills,  U.S.  EPA  is  working  on  potential 
application  of  a  national  Superfund  Job Training  Initiative  or  SuperJTI  at  NECR. 
This  multi-week  training  program  includes  the  technical  and  other  training  skills 
needed  for  this  specific  project.  U.S. EPA  is  committed  to  bringing  the  necessary 
training  skills  to  local  communities  through  the  SuperJTI  or  other  appropriate 
training  opportunities  before  construction  activities  begin  on  the  removal  action. 
UNC/GE,  in  a  letter  to  U.S.  EPA  dated  August  29,  2011,  committed  to  giving  first 
preference  to  qualified  local  Navajo  labor. 

I-8.  Area  Wide  Groundwater  Concerns – The  local  community  was  supported 
by  interest  groups  and  the  Navajo  Nation  in  the  request  that  further  evaluation  and 
understanding  of  the  area-wide  impacts  to  groundwater  from  local  mining 
activities  be  conducted  prior  to  the  NECR  surface  soil  cleanup.  The  commenters 
asserted  that  it  was  inappropriate  to  limit  the  NECR  cleanup  to  consideration  of 
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surface  soils  only.  There  was  also  a  request  to  include  the  Pinedale  wells  in  the 
groundwater  assessment. 

U.S.  EPA  Response: U.S.  EPA  agreed  to  perform  an  analysis  of  mining  impacts 
to  local  groundwater  in  response  to  the  public  concerns.  U.S. EPA  evaluated  the 
potential  pathways  for  all  historic  releases  associated  with  the  local  mining 
operations  including  mine  dewatering,  mine  water  discharge,  the  1979  spill  from 
the  UNC Mill  Site,  and  seepage  from  the  mill  tailings  disposal  cells.  Based  on  the 
analysis,  U.S. EPA  identified  wells  most  expected  to  have  been  impacted  due  to 
location  and  depth,  including  two  wells  in  the  Pipeline  Arroyo,  two  wells  in  the 
Gallup  formation  and  two  in  the  Westwater  Canyon  member  (where  mining  took 
place).  In  2010,  U.S.  EPA  collected  groundwater samples  from  and  compiled 
historical  monitoring  data  from  these  wells  from  Navajo  Department  of  Water 
Resources  to  better  evaluate  the  impacts  to  groundwater  of  the  UNC  mining  and 
milling  activities.  The  results  of  this  investigation  are  in  the Draft Regional 
Groundwater Assessment  of  Impacts  from  Historic Releases  of  the  NECR  Mine 
and  UNC  Mill  Facilities,  Navajo  Nation  report ,  which  is  posted  on  the  Northeast 
Church  Rock Mine  webpage  at www.epa.gov/region09/NECR. 

Based  on  U.S.  EPA’s  analysis,  the  three  major  water  sources  in  the  NECR Mine 
and  UNC Mill  area  - the  Alluvium  groundwater,  the  Upper  Gallup  Sandstone 
Member  aquifer,  and  the  Westwater  Canyon  Sandstone  Member  aquifer  - have 
shown  impacts  to  water  quality  associated  with  the  mining  operations.  Water 
quality  in  the  groundwater  has  generally  improved since  the  cessation  of  mining 
and  milling  operations.  Current  water  quality  is  considered  poor  due  to  the  total 
dissolved  solids  (TDS)  concentrations  that  are  normal  for  the  region.  Uranium 
concentrations  and  radium-226/228  are  below  federal  health  levels  of  concern, 
with  the  exception  of  an  anomalous  result  from  one  Alluvium  well,  and  the  plume 
for  the  historical Tailing  Disposal  cells  seepage,  which  is  under  investigation  and 
enforcement  by  U.S. EPA  Region  6. 

Although  the  Pinedale  wells  would  not  be  hydrologically  connected  to  any 
NECR/UNC  mine  releases,  U.S. EPA  and  NN EPA  have  been  broadly  gathering 
information  for  many  livestock  wells  within  the  Navajo  Nation  to  assess  whether 
the  water  is safe  to  drink,  including  testing  for  radionuclides  such  as  uranium  and 
radium-226.  A  list  of  livestock  wells  found  to  be  contaminated  with  levels  of 
uranium  or  radionuclides  that  are  unsafe  to  drink  can  be  found  at 
http://www.epa.gov/region9/superfund/navajo-nation/pdf/NN-Contaminated-
Water-List.pdf.  This  list  will  be  updated  as  results  from  additional  well  sampling 
are  included. 

I-9.  Alternative  5A  Design – There  were  numerous  concerns  expressed  by  the 
community,  the  Navajo  Nation,  and  other  organizations  about  the  details  of  the 
design  of  the  disposal  cells  for  the  proposed  alternative,  especially  if  the  cells 
were  to  be  placed  on  the  existing  mill  tailings  cells.  These  concerns  included 
questions  about  the  performance  and  design  of  the  specific  cover  and  liner system 
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that  would  be  used,  the  uncertainty  of  volume  estimates  due  to  the  depth  of  waste 
in  the  ponds,  potential  impacts  to  the  tailings  cells,  the  potential  for  water  being 
squeezed  out  of  the  tailings  due  to  the  increased  load,  concern  about  stability  of 
the  mill  cells  due  to  construction  debris  from  both  the  mine site  and  mill site,  and 
the  height  and  placement  of  the  new  cells.  The  residents  emphasized  that  if  the 
proposed  alternative  to  consolidate  the  NECR  waste  on  the  UNC Mill  site  was  to 
be  selected,  they  would  want  to  see a  liner  and  a  robust,  redundant,  state-of-the  art 
cover.  In  addition,  several  community  members  discussed  the  urgency  of  moving 
quickly  to  address  the  health  risk  that  has  been  present  for  so  long  and  had 
questions  about  the  timeline  for  making  and  implementing  a  cleanup  decision. 
They  also  wanted  assurances  that  the  funding  would  be  available  to  complete  the 
project. 

U.S.  EPA  Response: U.S. EPA  and  the  other  regulatory  agencies  involved  in 
the  NECR  cleanup share  the  community’s  concerns  that  the  design  of  the  NECR 
disposal  cells  be  robust  enough  to  protect  any  migration  of  contamination  to  the 
surrounding  land,  air,  surface  water,  or  groundwater.  Typically,  detailed  analysis 
of  specific  design  issues  is  not  performed  as  part  of  the EE/CA  process  for 
alternative  selection.  Rather,  the  design  process  follows  selection  of  an 
alternative.  Because  of  the  strong  concerns  about  the  above-referenced  technical 
issues  raised  by  the  community,  interest  groups,  and  the  Navajo  Nation,  U.S. EPA 
conducted  additional  research  and  modeling  prior  to  alternative selection  in  the 
Non Time  Critical  Action  Memorandum.  As  a  result  of  this  additional  work,  U.S. 
EPA  discovered  that  there  was  not  enough  room  on  the  UNC Mill  Site  to 
construct  a  new  cell  for  the  NECR  waste  without  impacting  the  current 
groundwater  remediation  efforts.  Therefore,  all  analysis  for  Alternative  5A 
assumed  the  waste  would  be  placed  in  a  cell  above  the  UNC  mill  tailings. 

Cover/Liner  Design  Concerns: Significant  advancements  in  cover  design  have 
occurred since  the  design  of  the  UNC  mill  tailings  cells.  Bringing  NECR  waste  to 
the  UNC  mill  tailings  cell  provides  the  opportunity  to  improve  upon  the  existing 
cover.  During  the  design  phase,  U.S. EPA  will  evaluate  new  technologies  such  as 
evapotranspiration  covers,  to  improve  water  management  in  an  effort  to  ensure 
that  no  precipitation  enters  the  NECR  waste  or  UNC  mill  tailings.  The  NRC  will 
have  the  final  approval  authority  on  the  proposed  design  for  Alternative  5A 
because  it  is  the  licensing  authority  for  the  UNC  Mill  facility.  However,  to 
address  this  design  concern  of  the  community,  the  Action  Memorandum  provides 
that  a  low  permeability  layer  (liner)  will  be  placed  below  the  NECR  waste  to 
provide  an  additional  level  of  protection  against  water  intrusion  into  the  more 
radioactive  tailings  cells.  See  response  to  Part  II,  Questions  2  and  3,  for  more 
detailed  information. 

‘Squeezing”  Concerns: To  address  this  concern,  U.S. EPA  reviewed  additional 
documentation  related  to  the  current  and  historical  status  and  behavior  of  the 
UNC Mill Tailings.  In  addition  to  our  own  research,  U.S. EPA  requested  that 
UNC/GE  prepare  a  report  modeling  the  behavior  of  the Mill  Site Tailings  under a  
wide  range  of  scenarios  with  a  sensitivity  analysis  of  the  model  assumptions. A  
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copy  of  the  modeling  report  titled “Evaluation  of  Consolidation  and  Water 
Storage  Capacity Related  to  the  Placement  of  Mine  Material  on  the  existing  UNC 
Mill  Site  Tailings  Impoundment”  dated  May  2011  is  posted  on  the  Northeast 
Church  Rock Mine  webpage  at www.epa.gov/region09/NECR.  Based  on  our 
research  and  the  modeling  results,  U.S.  EPA  concludes  that  water  will  not  be 
squeezed  from  the  mill  tailings  due  to  the  loading  with  NECR  waste  material 
under  any scenario.  See  Section  II,  Question  4  for  more  detailed  information. 

Debris  Concerns:  Closure  of  the Mill  Site  and  disposal  of  the  debris  was  closely 
regulated  by  the  NRC.  U.S. EPA  obtained  the Mill  Decommission  Report 
prepared  by  UNC  dated  April  1993,  which  included  documentation  of  the  content 
and  placement  of  the  debris  including  a  detailed  description  with  maps  and 
photographs.  This  document  can  be  found  at www.epa.gov/region09/NECR. 
Based  on  this  documentation,  it  is  clear  that  the  debris  was  placed  in  lifts, 
flattened,  mixed  and  covered  with  soil  and  compacted,  which  resulted  in  a  stable 
cell  with  negligible  settling  over  the  almost  20  years since  disposal. 
Consequently,  U.S. EPA  has  assurance  that  the  additional  weight  of  the  NECR 
waste  will  not  have  any  negative  consequences  on  the  stability  of  the  tailings 
cells. 

Volume Estimates: Typically,  volume  estimates  for  excavations  are  subject  to 
variations  and  can  be  off  by  plus  or  minus  50%.  While  UNC/GE  estimated a  
volume  of  NECR  waste  of  approximately  500,000  cubic  yards,  U.S. EPA  used a  
more  conservative  approach  in  the EE/CA  and  estimated  a  volume  of  900,000 
cubic  yards.  Specifically,  U.S.  EPA  stated  in  the  EE/CA  that  the  remedy  “would 
excavate  to  a  maximum  depth  of  10  feet.”  This  limit  removes  some  of  the 
uncertainties  in  the  volume  estimates since  the  horizontal  extent  of  the 
contamination  is  well  defined. 

Alternative  5A  is  able  to  accommodate  this  potential  variation  in  volume.  The 
major  factor  influencing  the  ultimate  height  of  the  NECR  waste  and  new  cover  is 
whether  the  NECR  waste  is  placed  on  all  three  existing  cells,  or  is  limited  to  one 
or  two  cells.  U.S.  EPA  anticipates  that  the  NECR  waste  and  new  cover  will  add 
up  to  ten  feet  to  the  current  surface  height  of  the  existing  cells.  The  new  cells  will 
be  designed  to  fit  into  the  landscape  visually. 

Timeline: U.S.  EPA  acknowledges  that  residents  have  been  living  with  the Mine 
Site  and  associated  contaminants  for  several  decades  and  wants  to  expedite 
cleanup  and  disposal  as  much  as  possible.  Although  U.S.  EPA  delayed  making a  
cleanup  decision  in  order  to  allow  substantial  additional  consultation  with  the 
community  and  the  Navajo  Nation,  U.S.  EPA  is  now  moving  forward  and 
anticipates  approximately  three  years  for  the  planning  and  design  phase  followed 
by  four  years  of  active  construction.  Therefore,  the  earliest  project  completion 
would  likely  be  in  2018. 
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Project  Funding: U.S.  EPA  anticipates  that  UNC/GE  will  conduct  the  removal 
action  under  an  order  on  consent  with  U.S.  EPA. 

I-10.  Ongoing  Monitoring  of  the  NECR Mine  Site  and  UNC Mill  Site – 
Community  members  requested  long-term  monitoring  of  the  air,  water,  land, 
vegetation,  and  fencing  with  annual  reporting  back  to  the  local  residents.  Some 
commenters  expressed  concern  about  maintenance  of  the  fencing  and  cells  over 
the  long  term  given  the  long  half-life  of  some  of  the  uranium  by-products  and  the 
limited  lifetime  for  the  cell  design  of  200  - 1,000  years.  Several  residents 
expressed  concern  about  air  monitoring  for  all  cleanup  activities  and  that  the 
monitoring  conducted  during  the  IRA  (occurred  during  the  hours  of  construction 
and  not  over  the  entire  24-hour  period  that  residents  are  concerned  about  potential 
exposure.  The  community  requested  continuous  air  monitoring  during  the 
removal  action.  Residents  raised  concerns  about  the  ability  to  control  dust  over 
the  entire  area  of  the  mill  site  once  the  existing  cover  is  disturbed  and  the  trucks 
are  in  use. 

USEPA  Response: U.S. EPA  Region  6  is  required  by  statute  to  perform  five 
year  reviews  at  the Mill  Site  to  assess  the  continuing  protectiveness  of  the  cleanup 
and  ensure  that  there  is  no  exposure  to  people  or  the  environment.  The  reviews 
will  address  exposure  concerns  from  the  air,  land,  water,  vegetation,  and  include 
cover  and  fencing  inspections.  The  five  year  review  process  also  includes 
community  outreach  and  involvement  to  ensure  that  the  local  community  has  the 
opportunity  for  input  into  the  review  and  is  aware  of  the  results.  If  residents 
become  aware  of  access  issues  such  as  downed  fencing,  they  may  contact  the  U.S. 
EPA  to  alert  them  to  the  problems  for  prompt  attention  outside  the  five  year 
review  process. 

Additionally,  after  disposal  of  the  NECR Mine  Waste,  the  UNC  Mill site  will  be 
returned  to  the  Department  of Energy’s  Long Term  Stewardship  program,  under a  
general  license  with  the  NRC  for  monitoring  and  maintenance,  which  will  add  an 
additional  level  of  long  term  management  and  oversight. 
Although  five-year  reviews  are  not  required  by  statute  or  by  policy  for  removal 
sites,  U.S.  EPA  has  the  discretion  to  conduct  a  five  year  review  at  the  NECR 
Mine  Site,  if  warranted.  Since  five  year  reviews  are  being  performed  at  the  UNC 
Mill site,  at  a  minimum,  U.S.  EPA  Region  9  plans  on  working  with  U.S. EPA 
Region  6  to  incorporate a  site  inspection  of  the  NECR Mine  Site  during  the  UNC 
Mill  Site  five  year  reviews. 

Air  monitoring  during  construction:  Air  monitoring  takes  place  during  the 
construction  work  hours  because  this  is  the  time  when  the  greatest  amount  of  dust 
typically  is  generated  due  to  the  earth  disturbing  activities.  Since  wind  speeds 
typically  die  down  at  night  and  there  are  no  earth  moving  activities  taking  place, 
if  the  air  monitoring  was  conducted  over  a  24-hour  period,  the  nighttime  results 
could  potentially  lower  the  average  particulate  results  and  mask  potential 
problems  that  are  occurring  during  daytime  construction.  However,  for  the 
removal  action,  during  windy  conditions,  U.S.  EPA  will  consider  running  air 
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monitors  over  a  24-hour  time  period  in  addition  to  the  monitors  running  during 
construction  hours  to  confirm  these  assumptions,  if  appropriate. 
Monitoring  for  gamma  radiation  is  conducted  on  a  24-hour  schedule.  This 
monitoring  detects  any  radiation  coming  off  site,  including  radiation  carried  by 
dust.  Based  on  air  and  radiation  monitoring  conducted  during  the  IRA  (see 
Question  #4),  U.S.  EPA  did  not  see  any  results  that  were  unsafe  for  residents  or 
workers. 

I-11.  Health  Concerns - Many  residents  expressed  concerns  about  the  health  and 
safety  of  families,  including  the  children  and  elderly  living  near  the  mine site. 
The  health  of  livestock  and  the  safety  of  cultural  uses  of  the  local  plants  and  herbs 
were  also  a  concern.  The  community  requested  a  comprehensive  health  study  to 
better  understand  the  impacts  of  mining  on  the  health  of  the  community. 

U.S.  EPA  Response: As  discussed  above,  U.S.  EPA  acknowledges  the  long-term 
detrimental  impacts  uranium  mining  has  had  and  continues  to  have  on  the  well-
being  of  this  residential  community.  The  proposed  actions  would  remove 
contamination  from  the Mine  Site  to  health  protective  levels  that  are  near  natural 
background.  Once  this  is  completed,  a  period  of  re-vegetation  will  occur  at  the 
Mine  Site  to  restore  the  land  to  permit  grazing.  After  this  period,  it  would  be  safe 
and  appropriate  to  use  plants  and  herbs  from  the site. 

Additionally,  there  are  several  investigations  ongoing  to  address  potential  health 
effects  of  past  and  continuing  exposures  from  uranium  mining  in  the  larger 
Navajo  community. The  DiNEH  project,  conducted  by  the  University  of  New 
Mexico  (UNM)  and  SRIC,  assesses  water  quality,  health  and  uranium  exposure  in 
the Eastern  Agency.  Dine  College  is  collaborating  on  investigating  water  quality 
of  well  water  in  the  Shiprock  Agency.  The  Navajo  birth  cohort  study,  conducted 
by  University  of  New  Mexico,  SRIC,  the  Agency  for  Toxic  Substances  and 
Disease  Registry,  Navajo  Nation  Department  of  Health  and  the  Navajo  Area 
Indian  Health  Service,  will  look  at  birth  outcomes  and  child  development  in 
several  Navajo  areas.  The  Partnership  for  Native  American  Cancer  Prevention, 
Northern  Arizona  University,  and  the  University  of  Arizona  are  investigating 
water  quality  and  health  effects  in  the  Black  Hills  area  by  conducting  animal 
studies  on  uranium  in  drinking  water  and  looking  at  the  effect  on  hormone  levels. 
Finally,  Christine  Samuel,  a  Navajo  Ph.D.  candidate  in  the  School  of  Nursing  at 
UCLA,  will  be  looking  at  uranium  content  in  animal  grazed  and  garden  produce 
grown  in  contaminated  soil  or  watered  with  contaminated  water.  The  study  will 
also  assess  both  the  tissue  content  and  the  possible  transfer  to  people  who 
consume  the  animals.  The  study  is  funded  by  National  Institute  of  Health  and  is 
anticipated  to  start  this  fall. These  studies  are  the  initial  steps  in  further 
determining  the  correlation  between  uranium  exposure  and  health  outcomes  in 
people  and  looking  for  potential  effects  in  the  population. 

The  Navajo  Area  Indian  Health  Service  also  has  a  non-occupational  health 
monitoring  program  and  is  holding  health  fairs  around  the  Navajo  Nation. 
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Although  this  program  is  not  a  study,  it  can  provide  information  about  disease 
rates  on  the  Navajo  Nation  compared  to  other  communities. 

I-12.  Traffic  Impacts – The  residents  living  near  the Mine  Site  raised  concerns 
about  the  potential  impacts  and  risks  of  truck  traffic  to  the  residents,  livestock, 
and  roads.  Several  comments  were  made  regarding  needed  improvements  to  the 
Pipeline  Road  which  passes  through  the  UNC  property  boundary  and  often  floods. 
There  were  also  questions  about  the  specific  details  of  waste  transportation  for  the 
various  alternatives. 

U.S.  EPA  Response: The  safety  of  the  local  community,  their  livestock,  and 
anyone  working  in  or  visiting  the  area  is  the  highest  priority  for  U.S.  EPA. A  
traffic  plan  will  be  developed  with  input  from  the  Navajo  Nation  and  local 
community.  The  traffic  plan  will  be  designed  to  minimize  impacts  to  commuters, 
pedestrians,  livestock,  and  other  road  users.  Once  construction  has  begun,  U.S. 
EPA  will  be  available  to  respond  to  traffic safety  or  other  concerns  raised  by  the 
community  and  will  ensure  that  the  traffic  plan  is  modified  as  appropriate.  The 
alternatives  for  the  use  of  existing  roads,  including  the  development  of  temporary 
roads  or  other  transport  mechanisms  for  the  purpose  of  the  NECR  cleanup,  will  be 
evaluated  during  the  detailed  design  process. 

U.S. EPA  acknowledges  the  frequent  flooding  on  Pipeline  Canyon  Road  in  the 
vicinity  of  mill  cells  and  on  the  UNC Mill site  property.  The  requested 
improvements  are  not  currently  required  by  U.S.  EPA  nor  incorporated  into  the 
Action  Memorandum.  During  the  December  2,  2009  public  meeting,  and  in a  
subsequent  letter  to  U.S.  EPA  dated  August  29,  2011,  UNC/GE  demonstrated 
willingness  to  make  improvements  to  the  Pipeline  Canyon  Road  voluntarily.  U.S. 
EPA  will  work  with  GE  to  ensure  that  these  improvements  address  the  concerns 
of  the  community  such  as  flooding  and  that  there  are  appropriate  opportunities  for 
community  input. 

I-13.  Revegetation – There  were a  number  of  comments  expressing  concern 
over  the  ineffectiveness  of  other  revegetation  efforts  and  questioning  the 
revegetation  plans  and  process  for  the  NECR  mine site  and  surrounding  areas. 

U.S.  EPA  Response: U.S.  EPA  is  committed  to  continuing  to  work  with  the 
local  community  and  the  Navajo  Nation  to  refine  the  seed  mix  and  revegetation 
process.  Expert  botanists  have  estimated  that  revegetation  efforts  take 
approximately  five  years  before  they  resemble  the  surrounding  areas  if  there  are 
no  stresses  such  as  grazing  of  the  area  being  restored.  The  success  of  the 
restoration  and  revegetation  efforts  would  be  reviewed  as  part  of  the  ongoing 
monitoring  process  so  that  any  problems  identified  could  be  addressed  at  that 
time. 

I-14.  Examples - A  commenter  asked  if  there  were  examples similar  to  the 
NECR/UNC site. 
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U.S.  EPA  Response: With  respect  to similar  uranium  mine  soil  site  examples, 
U.S. EPA  has  conducted  several  cleanups  on  the  Navajo  Nation  conducted  by 
Region  9: 

• Skyline Mine  (Oljato  Chapter)  - currently  Region  9  is  conducting  an 
on-site  consolidation  remedy  as  a  time  critical  removal  action; 

• Bluewater/Haystack  Mountain  area  - in  1991  and  1992,  Region 9  
conducted  on-site  consolidation  remedies  as  a  time  critical  removal 
action  at six  AUM sites. 

In  other  Regions,  U.S.  EPA  has  uranium  mine  and  mill  sites  on  the  National 
Priority List  in  which  the  uranium  mine  wastes  were  consolidated  and  capped  on 
site,  rather  than  moved  to  another  facility: 

• Midnite Mine,  located  on  the  Spokane Tribe  reservation  (Region  10); 
• Lucky  Lass/White  King Mines  (Region  10); 
• Monticello Mill  in  which  an  evapotranspiration  cover  was  placed  on 

top  of  the  mill  tailings  (Region  8);  and 
• Homestake Mill  (Region  6). 

Part  II:  Comprehensive  Response  to  Specific  Legal  and  Technical  Questions 

II-1.  Alternative  Selection - In  addition  to  the  local  community’s  comments  in 
favor  of  Alternative  2,  U.S.  EPA  received  numerous  comments  on  all  alternatives 
evaluated  under  the EE/CA  from  other  stakeholders.  The  Navajo  Nation  and 
other  community  groups  (SRIC,  SNEEJ,  BVDA  and MASE)  voiced  support  of 
the  local  community  preference  for  Alternative  2.  UNC/GE  expressed  preference 
for  disposal  on  the  NECR Mine  Site,  citing  that  closure  in  place  is  the  accepted, 
protective  practice  for  mine sites.  The  NMA  also supported  on-site  closure  and 
added  that  if  the  remedy  is  equally  protective,  what  is  the  benefit  to  choosing  the 
more  expensive  alternative.  While  the  NMA  commented  that  community 
acceptance  was  elevated  to  higher  importance  than  other  factors,  the  BVDA 
commented  that  there  was  not  enough  consideration  of  community  acceptance. 
SRIC  commented  that  alternatives  3  and  4  were  unacceptable  and  that  the 
analyses  of  alternatives  2  and 5  were  deficient.  The  NMA  commented  that  there 
was  insufficient  evaluation  of significant  differences  between  the  impacts  of 
alternatives  and  the EE/CA  did  not  explain  how  alternatives  were  chosen  and/or 
evaluated.  DOE  supported  EPA’s  preferred  alternative  in  order  to  minimize  the 
proliferation  of small  disposal sites.  NRC  also  supported EPA’s  preferred 
alternative. 

U.S.  EPA  Response: U.S. EPA  appreciates  the  thoughtful  and  varied  responses 
to  the  alternatives  proposed  and  our  analysis  of  the  alternatives.  As  stated  earlier, 
U.S. EPA  considers  three  principal  criteria  in  selecting  Superfund  removal 
actions,  including  effectiveness,  cost,  and  implementability.  All  alternatives 
considered  in  the EE/CA,  except  “no  action,”  are  implementable  and  effective  in 
protecting  human  health  and  the  environment  in  terms  of  eliminating  direct 
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contact  with  the  contaminants.  However,  the  costs  of  these  alternatives  varied 
widely since  off-site  disposal  would  increase  costs  by  a  factor  of  almost  seven. 
Alternative  2  was  estimated  to  cost  $293,600,000,  in  comparison  to  Alternative 
5A,  which  was  estimated  to  cost  $44,300,000.  Alternatives  3  and  4  left  the  waste 
on Tribal  Land,  which  was  not  acceptable  to  the  Navajo  Nation.  Although 
Alternative  5A  is  still  significant  in  cost  and  is  not  the  least  expensive  alternative 
by  any  means,  it  is  considered  cost  effective  when  balancing  cost, 
implementability  and  protection  of  human  health  and  the  environment,  as  well  as 
future  reuse  and  community,  Navajo  Nation  and  State  considerations. 

II-2.  Disposal  Cell Liner –  In  contrast  to  the  comments  from  the  community 
expressing  a  preference  for  a  robust  cover  and  liner system,  UNC/GE  commented 
that  inclusion  of  a  liner  is  unnecessary  due  to  the  climate,  soil  type,  and  other 
characteristics  of  the site.  Specific  concerns  about  the  liner  puncturing  or  creating 
a  “bath  tub”  effect  leading  to  excessive  loading  and  decreased  stability  of  the  cell 
were  also  raised  by  a  community  member  and  DOE.  NMED/EMNRD 
commented  that  the a  new  disposal  cell  bottom,  if  separate  from  the Tailings 
Disposal  Cells,  should  be  double  lined  with  a  leak  detection  and  leachate 
recovery system. 

U.S.  EPA  Response: A  well  designed  containment system  evaluates  all 
components  of  the system  in  relationship  to  the  environment,  such  as  climate,  soil 
type,  waste  type,  etc.  At  the  UNC Mill  cell,  there  is  no  leachate  generation; 
however,  with  a  poorly  designed  and  constructed  cover,  water  could  infiltrate 
through  the  waste.  Although  U.S.  EPA  is  confident  that  a  cover  can  be  designed 
and  constructed  to  successfully  prevent  infiltration  at  the  UNC Mill  Site,  U.S. 
EPA  is  proposing  that  in  addition  to  the  cover,  a  low  permeability  layer  (liner) 
made  of  natural  materials  consistent  with  RCRA  Subtitle  D  requirements  be 
placed  between  the  existing  waste  and  the  NECR  waste.  This  liner  would  be 
sloped  to  eliminate a  “bathtub  effect”  and  constructed  with  natural  materials,  not 
synthetic,  to  eliminate  the  sudden  failure  risk  associated  with  punctures  and  rips. 
This  type  of  liner  would  add  an  additional  layer  of  protection  without 
compromising  the  stability  of  the  disposal  cell.  The  final  design  must  be 
approved  by  the  NRC  as  part  of  the  license  amendment  process. 

II-3.  Disposal  Cell  Cover –  Many  commenters,  including  UNC/GE,  DOE, 
NMED/EMNRD,  SRIC,  BVDA,  and  SRIC  and  community  members  addressed 
cover  design  concerns.  SRIC  expressed  concerns  about  the  behavior  of  older 
cover  designs  and  problems  with  plant  root  penetration  described  in  the  Stoller 
research  and  report  at 
http://www.infomine.com/publications/docs/Waugh2009.pdf.  BVDA  and 
community  members  also  expressed  their  concerns  about  the  performance  over 
time  of  the  NECR Mill  Site  cover  and  other  mill  covers  currently  in  place.  All 
commenters  on  this  issue  concurred  that  the  proposed  alternative  would  be  an 
opportunity  to  upgrade  the  current  mill  tailings  cover system  and  incorporate  the 
use  of  current  technologies  such  as  evapotranspiration  covers  as  appropriate. 
NMED/EMNRD  discussed  requirements  for  the  cover  to  eliminate  water 
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infiltration  and  meet  other  specific  performance  criteria similar  to  the 
performance  as  a  cover  at  least  three  feet  in  thickness.  Per  their  requirements,  the 
cover  for  the  cell  would  have  to  be  designed  to  eliminate,  to  the  maximum  extent 
practicable,  water  infiltration,  Store  and  release sites  for  Mine  Sites  in  New 
Mexico  are  typically  installed  to  meet  this  requirement.  Such  covers  allow  for  the 
growth  of  self-sustaining  vegetation  and  a  rooting  medium  sufficient  to  support 
such  growth.  A  cover  system  with  less  than  3  foot  of  cover  can  be  installed  if:  1) 
it  can  be  demonstrated  to  perform  as  well  as  a  3  foot  cover;  or  2)  a  thinner  soil 
cover  with  an  underlying  liner  may  also  satisfy  this  requirement. 

U.S.  EPA  Response: The  understanding  of  containment systems  has  evolved 
dramatically  since  the  UNC Mill  Site  was  closed  in  the  early  1980s.  In  the  1990s 
and  early  2000s,  the  Alternative  Landfill  Cover  Demonstration  (performed  at 
Sandia  labs  funded  by  DOE)  investigated  the  performance  of  various  landfill 
cover systems,  including  alternatives  that  may  be  well  suited  for  arid  and  semi-
arid  climates.  Also  in  the  1990s,  the  DOE  started  assessing  the  performance  of 
some  of  its  older  disposal  cells  and  established  its  Environmental  Sciences 
Laboratory  (operated  by  S.M.  Stoller  Corporation  for  the  DOE),  which  assessed 
cover  performance  including  the  “Stoller  Report”  referenced  above.  A  key 
finding  in  this  assessment  is  that  the  containment  system should  be  compatible 
with  the  environment  in  which  it  is  placed.  U.S. EPA  agrees  that  co-disposal  at 
the Mill  Site  will  provide  an  opportunity  to  bring  the  containment system 
currently  at  the Mill  Site  up  to  state-of-art  standards.  U.S. EPA  will  work  with 
stakeholders  during  the  design  phase  to  make  use  of  the  broad  current  knowledge 
and  understanding  of  design  and  construction  of  containment systems  in  the 
design  for  the Mill  Site. 

II-4.  Potential  Groundwater  Impacts  of  Disposal  Cells–Residents,  SRIC, 
BVDA,  and  the  Navajo  Nation  raised  concerns  about  the  potential  effects  of  the 
proposed  alternative  on  groundwater.  NMED/EMNRD,  DOE  and  community 
members  commented  that  groundwater  monitoring  would  be  necessary  to  verify 
that  there  were  no  effects  on  groundwater  due  to  implementation  of  the  proposed 
remedy.  The  Navajo  Nation  also  wanted  assurance  that  the  additional  weight 
added  to  the Mill  Site  tailings  would  not  exacerbate  current  problems  with  the 
existing  groundwater  plume  due  to  historical  releases  at  the  UNC Mill.  One 
resident  requested  information  about  what  was  being  done  to  decontaminate  the 
existing  groundwater  plume. 

U.S.  EPA  Response: U.S. EPA  Region  6  currently  oversees  a  comprehensive 
groundwater  monitoring  program  around  the  UNC Mill  Site  disposal  cells.  This 
program  includes  quarterly sampling  of  about  40  wells  within  the  three  water-
bearing  formations:  Alluvium,  Zone  1  and  Zone  3  located  in  the  Upper  Gallup.  In 
addition,  there  are  numerous  wells  adjacent  to  the  cells  that  have  gone  dry,  but 
also  could  be  monitored  post  construction.   The  current  groundwater  monitoring 
program  will  continue,  and  additional  wells,  if  needed,  can  be  added  to  the 
program. 
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In  response  to  the  concern  about  additional  weight  exacerbating  the  existing 
groundwater  contamination  at  the  UNC Mill  Site,  U.S. EPA  reviewed  additional 
documentation  related  to  the  current  and  historical  status  and  behavior  of  the 
UNC Mill Tailings.  During  the  operation  of  the  UNC Mine,  wet  tailings  were 
discharged  into  the  pits  where  the  disposal  cell  at  the  UNC Mill  Site  is  currently 
located.  At  that  time,  the  contaminated  fluid  from  the  tailings  seeped  into  the 
underlying  formation,  causing  the  current  contaminated  plumes  at  the  UNC Mill 
Site.  Based  on  well  data  and  modeling,  the  tailings  are  no  longer  leaking. 

In  specific  response  to  the  concern  that  an  additional  load  could  “squeeze  out” 
residual  water  from  the  exiting  tailings,  U.S. EPA  requested  UNC/GE  to  prepare a  
report  modeling  the  behavior  of  the Mill  Site  tailings  under  a  wide  range  of 
scenarios  with  a  sensitivity  analysis  of  the  model  assumptions.  GE  developed a  
model  specifically  for  this site  using  existing  data  from  the  time  of  disposal, 
updated  for  every  year since  closure  to  the  present  time,  taking  into  account  the 
movement  of  water  due  to  gravity,  soil  suction  and  evapotranspiration.  GE  then 
added  a  load  to  the  model  equal  to  or  greater  than  that  expected  when  the  NECR 
waste  is  added  to  the  cell  and  a  new  cover  is  placed.  The  model  was  run  under 
multiple  scenarios  representing  different  locations  within  the  tailings  cells  and 
varying  from  typical  soil  profiles  to  worst  case.  The  report  concluded  that  even 
under  the  most  extreme  conditions,  the  existing  tailings  in  the Mill Tailing 
Disposal  Cells  would  not  be  “squeezed’  out  when  the  load  of  the  NECR  waste  is 
added.  A  copy  of  the  modeling  report  titled Evaluation of  Consolidation  and 
Water  Storage  Capacity Related  to  the  Placement  of  Mine  Material  on  the 
existing  UNC  Mill  Site  Tailings  Impoundment dated  May  2011  is  posted  on  the 
Northeast  Church  Rock Mine  webpage  at www.epa.gov/region09/NECR. 

II-5.  Action  Level/Background  Determination –  Both  GE  and  the  National 
Mining  Association  submitted  comments  on  the  determination  of  the  background 
level  of  1  pCi/g  and  the  associated  cleanup  or  action  level  of  2.24  pCi/g.  Both 
parties  commented  that  these  values  were  inappropriate,  incorrectly  calculated, 
and  unreasonably  low.  Commenters  also  raised  specific  concerns  related  to 
consistency  with  cleanup  and  background  levels  at  other similar sites  and  NRC’s 
previous  determination  of  background  for  the  NECR Mine  Site,  inconsistency 
with  UMTRCA  cleanup  regulations,  and  the  use  of  the  mean  background  level 
rather  than  the  upper  tolerance  limit. 

U.S.  EPA  Response: The  proposed  action  level  takes  into  account  the  residential 
land  use,  radiation  preliminary  remediation  goals  (rad-PRG),  and  the  presence  of 
background  radium.  U.S.  EPA  uses site  specific  remediation  goals  for 
carcinogens,  including  radionuclides,  at  levels  that  represent  an  excess  upper 
bound  lifetime  cancer  risk  between  10-4 to  10-6. 

Representative  reference  locations  were  selected  and  twenty-five  background  soil 
samples  were  collected  with  an  additional  two  duplicates  for  quality  control  as  per 
the  proposed  work  plan  submitted  by  GE  and  approved  by  U.S. EPA.  These  soil 
samples  were  analyzed  for  several  elements  including  radium-226. 
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The  mean  radium  concentration  of  this  background  data  set  is  1.0  pCi/gm;  the  95 
percent  upper  confidence  of  the  mean  is  1.1  pCi/gm  and  the  95th percentile  is  1.3 
pCi/gm.  The  radium-226  precision  is  +/- 0.1  pCi/gm.  The  residential  PRG 
assuming  some  proportion  of  home  grown  food  is  1.24  pCi/gm  representing  the 
upper  end  of  the  risk  range  of  10-4. Since  the  upper  end  of  the  residential  risk 
range  and  the  background  concentration  are similar,  there  are  few  practical 
options  for  selection  of  the  action  level.  The  action  level  could  be  selected  at 
background,  which  would  be  represented  by  the  95th percentile  of  the  background 
population  or  1.3  pCi/g.  However,  there  are  analytical  limitations  for  field 
instruments  to  determine  such  a small  relative  difference  with  a  limited  spread  of 
the  background  population.  Increasing  the  action  level  to  1  over  the  10-4 

residential  risk  of  1.24  pCi/gm  resulted  in  a  value  of  2.24  pCi/gm,  which  could  be 
effectively  measured  in  the  field  to  facilitate  cleanup  while  still  keeping  relative 
risk  as  low  as  practical. 

The  proposed  action  level  of  2.24  pCi/gm  equates  to  a  residential  risk  of  1.8 x  
10-4,  which should  be  rounded  to  2 x  10-4. Since  the  action  level  value  of  2.24 
pCi/gm  and  the  residential  risk  value  of  2  x  10-4 are similar,  some  writers 
erroneously  rounded  the  2.24  to  3. 

The  NRC,  under  the  Uranium  Mill Tailings  Radiation  Control  Act  (UMTRCA), 
has  adopted  a  standard  of  5  pCi/g  for  radium-226  plus  background  based  on site-
specific  considerations  for  mill  sites,  such  as  all  mill  sites  remaining  under 
Federal  control.  While  this  standard  is  generally  within  the EPA's  risk  range  for 
that  specified  land  use,  it  would  be  higher  than  is  appropriate  for  proposed  future 
land  uses  at  NECR,  and  the  lower  value  selected  by EPA  is  achievable5. The 
proposed  action  level  also  is  consistent  with  NRC's  less  than  15  mrem/yr  effective 
dose  equivalent  for  the  proposed  land  use  at  NECR. 

II-6.  Stormwater  Regulatory  Compliance– The  NN EPA  Water  Quality/ 
NPDES  Program  submitted  comments  related  to  stormwater  discharges.  The 
program  was  concerned  about  compliance  with  NN  Surface  Water  Quality 
Standards,  the  multi-sector  general  permit  for  stormwater  including  submission  of 
a  Notice  of  Intent  (NOI),  and  the  potential  for  adverse  impacts  of  the  proposed 
remedy  to  surface  water  quality  or  regulatory  and  administrative  processes 
already  in  place  at  the Mill  Site. 

U.S.  EPA  Response: U.S.  EPA  has  identified  as  ARARs  the  following 
regulatory  standards:  (1)  Navajo  Nation  Pollutant  Discharge  Elimination  System 
Program  –  applicable  regulations;  (2)  Navajo  Nation  Clean  Water  Act  – Title 4  
Navajo  Nation  Code;  (3)  20.6.2  NMAC  –  New  Mexico  Water  Quality  Ground 
and  Surface  Water  Protections;  and  (4)  20.6.4  NMAC  –  New  Mexico  Standards 
for  Interstate  and  Intrastate  Surface  Waters.  U.S.  EPA  intends  to  ensure  that  the 

5 See  also  the  materials  referenced  in  Attachment  II,  Applicable  or  Relevant  and  Appropriate 
Requirements  (ARARs)  Table,  to  the  Action  Memorandum. 
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removal  action  meets  the  applicable  or  relevant  and  appropriate  substantive 
requirements  of  these  statutes  to  the  maximum  extent  practicable. 

II-7.  NRC License  Amendment–  GE  commented  that  a  license  amendment 
from  the  NRC  is  not  required  because  the  Comprehensive Environmental 
Response,  Compensation  and Liability  Act  (CERCLA,  also  known  as 
Superfund),  does  not  require  permits  for  Superfund  Projects. 

U.S.  EPA  Response: U.S. EPA  agrees  that  under  Section  121(e)  of  CERCLA  and 
40  CFR  §  400.30(e)(1),  no  federal,  state  or  local  permits  are  required  for  on-site 
response  actions,  including  removal  actions.  U.S.  EPA  is  not  requiring  that  UNC 
obtain  any  permits  in  connection  with  this  removal  action.  However,  DOE  has  no 
existing  license  to  accept  waste  at  the  Mill  Site,  and  has  commented  that  an 
amendment  to  the  existing  NRC  license  will  be  necessary  for  the  mine  tailings  to 
be  placed  at  the Mill  Site.  De-commissioning  of  the  UNC Mill  Site  also  falls 
within  the  NRC’s  jurisdiction,  whereby  NRC  issues  a  general  license  to  DOE  for 
long-term  monitoring  and  maintenance.  Accordingly,  U.S. EPA  agrees  that a  
license  amendment  will  be  necessary  for  this  action  to  allow  for  ultimate  de-
commissioning  of  the  UNC Mill  Site. 

II-8.  Removal  Action  Justification–  GE  commented  that  with  past  removal 
actions,  there  is  no  longer  imminent  and  substantial  risk  and  therefore  no 
justification  of  a  removal  action  at  NECR. 

U.S.  EPA  Response: U.S.  EPA’s  determination  of  “imminent  and  substantial 
endangerment”  is  based  on  substantial  evidence  supporting  the  factors  set  forth  in 
the  National  Contingency  Plan  (“NCP”)  for  the  appropriateness  of  the  removal 
action,  see 40  CFR  §300.415(b)(2);  and  well-established  case  law,  discussed 
below. 

Specifically,  U.S.  EPA  found  that  there  is  an  actual  or  potential  exposure  to 
hazardous  substances  by  nearby  populations  or  the  food  chain,  see 40  CFR 
§300.415(b)(2)(i),  because  high  concentrations  of  radium-226  have  been  detected 
in  samples  off  the Mine  Site,  and  radium  in  the  soil  may  be  absorbed  by  plants. 
Thus,  U.S. EPA  found  a  substantial  likelihood  that  nearby  residents  have  been 
and  may  in  the  future  be  exposed  by  migration  of  contaminants  into  the 
residential  areas.  U.S. EPA  found  high  levels  of  hazardous  substances  in  soils  at 
or  near  the  surface  that  may  migrate,  see 40  CFR  §300.415(e)(2)(iv),  because 
contaminated  soils  may  migrate  off-site  via  wind  and  water  transport 
mechanisms.  Furthermore,  U.S.  EPA  found  weather  conditions  may  cause 
migration  or  further  release  of  hazardous  substances,  see 40  CFR 
§300.415(e)(2)(v),  insofar  as  rainfall  events  may  lead  to  transport  of  the 
contamination  from  the site.  Finally,  U.S. EPA  found  that  other  federal  and  state 
response  mechanisms  are  not  available  to  respond  to  the  release,  see 40  CFR 
§300.415(e)(2)(vii),  in  that  the  NNEPA  has  informed  U.S.  EPA  that  it  does  not 
have  the  authority  or  resources  to  address  the site. 
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The  term  “imminent  and  substantial  endangerment”  has  been  construed  under 
Section  7003  of  the  Resource,  Conservation  and  Recovery  Act,  42  U.S.C.  §6973. 
In  analyzing  the  language  of  Section  7003,  courts  give  the  words  employed  by 
Congress  their  ordinary  meaning, Perrin  v.  United  States, 444  U.S.  37,  42  (1979), 
while  also  construing  them  "in  light  of  the  purposes  Congress  sought  to  serve," 
Chapman  v.  Houston  Welfare  Rights  Org., 441  U.S.  600,  608  (1979); Connecticut 
Coastal  Fishermen's Assoc.  v. Remington Arms  Co.,  Inc., 989  F.2d  1305,  1308 
(2d  Cir.  1993). Courts  agree  that  Section  7003 should  be  construed  in  a  liberal, 
rather  than  a  restrictive,  manner. See United  States  v. Aceto Agric.  Chem.  Corp., 
872  F.2d  1373,  1383  (8th  Cir.  1989); United  States  v.  Waste  Indus.,  Inc., 734  F.2d 
159,  167  (4th  Cir.  1984). 

Thus,  to  take  action  under  Section  7003,  U.S.  EPA  need  not  prove  that  an 
endangerment  actually  exists.  It  is  sufficient  to  demonstrate  that  "there may be  an 
imminent  and  substantial  endangerment." 42  U.S.C.  §  6973(a); Lincoln 
Properties,  Ltd.  v.  Higgins, 1993  U.S.  Dist.  LEXIS  1251,  23 Envtl.  L.  Rep. 
(Envtl.  L.  Inst.)  20665,  20671  (E.D.  Cal.  1993); Waste  Indus., 734  F.2d  at  164. 
An  endangerment  is  not  actual  harm,  but  a  threatened  or  potential  harm.  Waste 
Indus.,  734  F.2d  at  165.  Section  7003  further  requires  that  the  endangerment  be 
imminent.  42  U.S.C.  §  6973(a).  Section  7003  further  requires  that  the 
endangerment  be  imminent  42  U.S.C.  §  6973(a).  An  endangerment  need  be 
neither  immediate  nor  tantamount  to  an  emergency  to  be  imminent  and  warrant 
relief.  Waste  Indus.,  734  F.2d  at  165.  Rather,  an  endangerment  is  imminent  if 
factors  giving  rise  to  it  are  present,  even  though  the  harm  may  not  be  realized  for 
years. United  States  v.  Conservation  Chem., 619  F.  Supp.  162,  193-94  (D.  Mo. 
1985). Section  7003  finally  requires  that  an  endangerment  be  substantial.  The 
United  States  need  not  quantify  the  endangerment  to  prove  that  it  is  substantial.  It 
is  sufficient  to  demonstrate  that  there  exists  reasonable  cause  for  concern  for  the 
integrity  of  the  public  health  or  the  environment. Lincoln  Properties, 23 Envtl.  L. 
Rep.  (Envtl.  L.  Inst.)  at  20671; Conservation  Chem., 619  F.  Supp.  at  194. 

EPA  believes  that  courts  would  construe  “imminent  and  substantial 
endangerment”  under  CERCLA  and  the  NCP  according  to  the  plain  meaning  of 
the  language,  as  they  do  with  RCRA.  Accordingly,  given  the  high  levels  of 
radiation-contaminated  soils  at  the site,  the  potential  for  migration  to  residential 
areas  and  absorption  into  the  food  chain,  natural  conditions  that  may  exacerbate 
migration  and  the  unavailability  of  other  mechanisms  to  mitigate  the  harm,  U.S. 
EPA’s  finding  of  imminent  and  substantial  endangerment  is  well-founded. 

II-9.  Indian  Country  Determination –  GE/UNC  submitted  comments 
contending  that  the Mill  Site  is  not  in  Indian  Country,  and  that  therefore, EPA 
should  not  require  the  Navajo  Nation's  consent  to  EPA's  decision  to  dispose  of  the 
Mine  Site  waste  at  the Mill  Site. 

U.S.  EPA  Response: As  stated  in  the EE/CA,  the  federal  government,  including 
the  U.S.  EPA,  bears  a  trust  responsibility  to  Indian Tribes,  including  the  Navajo 
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Nation.  U.S.  EPA  acknowledges  this  trust  responsibility  in  its  Policy  for  the 
Administration  of Environmental  Programs  on  Indian  Reservations  (1984),  which 
states:  "In  keeping  with  [the]  trust  responsibility,  the  Agency  will  endeavor  to 
protect  the  environmental  interests  of  Indian Tribes  when  carrying  out  its 
responsibilities  that  may  affect  the  reservations." The  U.S.  EPA  has  consulted 
with  the  Navajo  Nation  throughout  the  development  of  the EE/CA  and  has 
considered  the  Navajo  Nation's  interests  during  preparation  of  the EE/CA.  U.S. 
EPA  has  not  required  the  Navajo  Nation's  consent  to  U.S.  EPA's  selected  remedy, 
however,  and  U.S. EPA's  remedy selection  did  not  depend  on  whether  or  not  the 
Mill  Site  is  located  in  Indian  Country. 

II-10.  Proposed  Applicable  or  Relevant  and  Appropriate  Requirements 
(ARARs) –UNC/GE  commented  that  New  Mexico,  Navajo  Nation,  and  DOE 
regulations  are  not  ARARs.  NMED/EMNRD  commented  that a  discharge  permit 
may  be  required  for  the  proposed  alternative  and  that  relevant  New  Mexico  Water 
Quality  Control  Commission,  Solid  Waste  Management,  and  Hazardous  Waste 
Management  Regulations  apply  (NMAC  20.6.2,  20.9.1,  and  2.4).  Navajo  Nation 
DOJ  requested  that the  definition  of  “trespass”  as  contained  in  the  Navajo  Nation 
Civil Trespass  Act,  21  N.N.C.  2203(O)  should  be  added  as  an  ARAR. 

U.S.  EPA  Response: 
Navajo  Nation  Statutes: GE’s  objection  to  inclusion  of  certain  Navajo  Nation 
statutes  as  ARARs  is  based  on  UNC’s  contention  that  Navajo  Nation  has  no 
authority  to  regulate  persons  outside  of  its  jurisdiction.  U.S.  EPA  expressly  stated 
in  the EE/CA  that  the  substantive  requirements  of  these  statutes  may  be  applicable 
to  activities  on  reservation  and  tribal  trust  land  (EE/CA, Table  1,  ARARS). 
Therefore,  inclusion  of  these  standards  does  not  purport  to  confer  regulatory 
authority  for  the  Navajo  Nation  outside  of  its  jurisdiction.  The  definition  of 
ARARs  is  limited  to  environmental  requirements  and  standards;  therefore,  the 
definition  of  “trespass”  in  the  Navajo  Nation  Civil  Trespass  Act  is  not  an  ARAR. 

DOE  Regulations,  40  C.F.R.  Part  61,  Subpart  H: GE  has  pointed  out  that  this 
regulation  will  not  be  applicable  unless  the  facility  is  owned  or  operated  by  the 
U.S.  Department  of Energy.  U.S. EPA  has  changed  the  reference  for  these 
regulations  to  classify  them  as  “relevant  and  appropriate”  rather  than  applicable 
during  the  removal  action.  U.S.  EPA  also  notes  that  the  regulations  may  become 
directly  applicable  if,  as  is  expected,  long-term  maintenance  of  this  facility 
becomes  the  responsibility  of  DOE. 

New  Mexico  Protection  of  Groundwater: With  respect  to Table  A-1  (ARARs  in 
the EE/CA),  the  State  of  New  Mexico  has  requested  that  U.S. EPA  indicate  that 
groundwater  is  also  protected  by  the  New  Mexico  Administrative  Code 
(“NMAC”)  Section  20.6.2.  This  provision  is  already  listed  as  potentially 
applicable  to  protecting  surface  water.  U.S.  EPA  has  added  the  requested 
reference  to  protection  of  groundwater. 
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New  Mexico  Hazardous  and  Solid  Waste  Statutes: New  Mexico  has  also 
requested  that  U.S.  EPA  list  the  New  Mexico  Solid  Waste  Act  and  the  New 
Mexico  Hazardous  Waste  Act,  as  well  as  the  implementing  regulations  of  each  of 
these  acts,  available  at  NMAC  20.9  and  NMAC  20.4,  respectively.  U.S.  EPA  has 
already  listed  the  NMAC  20.4  regulations  for  hazardous  waste  as  potentially 
applicable  or  relevant  and  appropriate.  U.S.  EPA  has  added  references  to  the 
other  requested  statutes  and  regulations  as  potentially  applicable  or  relevant  and 
appropriate,  depending  on  the  conditions  and  contaminants  encountered. 

II-11.  Contaminants  of  Potential  Concern  (COPCs) –  NN EPA  requested 
information  about  background  soil  levels  for  the  COPCs  and  requested  that 
confirmation  sampling  be  completed  for  all  metals  which  are  COCs.  The EE/CA 
calculated  an  average  uranium  concentration  for  site  soils  of  nearly  80  ppm. The 
Navajo  Nation  and  affected  communities  must  have  assurances  that  these  high 
levels  of  uranium  will  be  addressed  concomitantly  with  radium  and  other 
hazardous  substances  if  the  2.24- pC/g  radium  action  level  is  adopted. 

U.S.  EPA  Response: Below  is  a  table  including  the  background  levels, 
residential  PRGs  and Mine  Site  statistics  for  the  metals  that  were  considered  as 
Contaminants  of  Potential  Concern  (COPCs).  The  average  levels  for 
molybdenum,  selenium,  and  vanadium  on  the  mine site  are  all  below  the  health 
based  residential  PRGs  and  Arsenic  is  within  the  acceptable  risk  range  based  on 
surface  and  subsurface  soil  sampling  before  the  removal  action.  However,  U.S. 
EPA  plans  on  analyzing  for  all  the  COPCs  during  the  confirmation  sampling  to 
ensure  protectiveness. 

Background  Metals  Concentrations  at  NE  Church  Rock 

Arsenic  Molybdenum  Selenium  Uranium  Vanadium  Radium  226 
units mg/kg  mg/kg  mg/kg  mg/kg  mg/kg  pCi/gm 
Res- PRG  0.4  390  390  230  390  0.012 
average  3.7  nd  nd  1.1  26.7  1.0 
95%  UCL 
of  mean 

9.8  nd  0.7  1.7  38.5  1.3 

nd - Non  detect 

II-12.  Principal  Threat  Waste  (PTW) –  GE  commented  that  the  Principal  Threat 
Waste  (PTW)  could  be safely  placed  with  the  remaining  mine  waste  on  the  UNC 
Mill  Site  repository.  DOE  stated  a  concern  about  radon  emissions  from  this  waste 
and  asked  how  it  would  be  placed  in  the  cells  if  it  were  disposed  on  the Mill  Site. 

U.S.  EPA  Response: The  NCP  allows  for  identification  of  “principal  threat 
waste,”  i.e.  those  source  materials  that  are  considered  to  be  either  highly  toxic  or 
highly  mobile.  U.S.  EPA  Guidance  on  Principal  Threat  and  Low  Level Threat 
(OSWER  9380.3-06FS)  states  that  wastes  that  exceed  a  10-3 risk  may  be 
identified  as  principal  threat  waste.  The  sampling  from  the  NECR Mine  Site 
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indicates  that  there  are  several  areas  of significantly  higher  concentrations  of  total 
uranium  and/or  radium-226,  specifically  in  Ponds  1  /2  and  3,  and  the  Sediment 
Pad.  U.S.  EPA  chose  to  define  Principal Threat  Waste  at  NECR  as  mine  waste 
where  the  radium-226  concentration  exceeds  200  pCi/g,  which  is  at  the  10-3 risk 
for  an  on-site  worker,  and/or  a  uranium  concentration  greater  than  500  mg/Kg. 
Waste  at  these  concentrations  may  be  co-disposed  of  at  the  UNC Mill  Site, 
provided  that  a  cover  can  be  constructed  accounting  for  the  increased  radiation. 
However,  the  current  conceptual  design  places  the  NECR Mine  waste  on  top  of 
the Mill  Site  wastes;  therefore,  the  NECR  principal  threat  waste  would  be  located 
closer  to  the  surface  than  the  current  tailings  at  the  UNC Mill  Site.  Therefore, 
U.S. EPA  has  decided  not  to  dispose  the  principal  threat  waste  at  the  UNC Mill 
site.  The  Action  Memorandum  expresses  a  preference  that  the  principal  threat 
waste  be  reprocessed. 

II-13.  Risk  Levels  - Livestock  Risks - There  were  many  comments  regarding 
U.S. EPA's  risk  analysis  of  the  safety  of  grazing  livestock  on  the  mine site.  Both 
UNC/GE  and  the  NMA  had  concerns  about  the  risk  assessment  assumptions  that 
U.S. EPA  used  related  to  exposure  to  humans  from  livestock  grazing.  Comments 
included  that  site  specific  data  on  plant  uptake,  uptake  into  livestock  tissue,  and 
meat  ingestion  rate  should  be  used  or  that a  sensitivity  analysis should  be 
performed  for  the  assumptions  used  for  this  pathway. 

U.S.  EPA  Response: U.S.  EPA  is  concerned  about  the  additional  exposure  route 
that  livestock  consumption  presents  to  the  community.  U.S.  EPA  analyzed  two 
hypothetical  receptors  to  evaluate  the  potential  effect  on  such  receptors, 
considering  historic  and  projected  uses  of  the  land.  U.S. EPA  evaluated  (1) a  
livestock  grazer  or  shepherd  working  livestock  on  the site,  and  (2)  a  hypothetical 
resident.  The  analysis  of  the  livestock  grazer  or  shepherd  assessed  the  effects  on 
that  person  being  on  the  land  for  an  extended  period  of  time  tending  the  stock. 
Analysis  of  the  hypothetical  resident  assumed  that  the  resident  lived  on  the  NECR 
Mine site  and  raised  produce  and  livestock  in  the  same  soil  and  that  this 
contributed  25  percent  of  the  resident’s  overall  diet.  U.S.  EPA  believes  that  these 
were  appropriate  assumptions  to  evaluate  realistic  risk  levels  and  that  it  is  not 
necessary  to  gather  further site  specific  data  on  plant  uptake,  livestock  tissue 
uptake,  or  meat  ingestion  rates. 

II-14.  Comparative  Risks - The  NN  DOJ  requested  information  on  the 
comparative  risks  of  Alternative  2  with  the  proposed  alternative. 

U.S.  EPA  Response: There  is  no  difference  in  the  cancer  risk  associated  with 
exposure  to  Ra-226  for  Alternative  2  and  Alternative  5A,  as  both  alternatives 
eliminate  exposure  routes.  Thus,  the  two  Alternatives  are  equally  protective  from 
a  Superfund  risk  assessment  perspective.  EPA  evaluated  other  risks  when 
considering  the  implementability  of  the  alternatives,  such  as  traffic  fatalities.  For 
Alternative  2,  based  on  traffic  fatality  statistics  per  mile  for  interstates  and  for  two 
lane  roads,  an  estimated  38  fatalities  would  be  expected,  two  of  which  are 
predicted  to  occur  on  Highway  566  between  I-40  and  the Mine  Site.  By  contrast, 
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Alternative  5A  has  a  risk  near  zero  for  traffic  fatalities  (0.2)  due  to  the 
comparatively  low  number  of  miles  of  truck  travel.  With  proper  traffic  controls, 
this  risk  can  be  reduced  even  further.  The  only  alternative  with  a  lower  risk  for 
traffic  fatalities  would  be  Alternative  4  in  the EE/CA,  consolidation  of  the  waste 
at  the  NECR  Mine  Site. 

II-15.  Vent  Hole  #8  Drainage  Survey - SRIC  requested  a  copy  of  the  survey  of 
the  drainage  from  the  NECR  Vent  Hole  #8  survey  completed  by  NN EPA. 

U.S.  EPA  Response: U.S.  EPA  provided  a  copy  of  this  survey  to  SRIC  on 
October  15,  2009. 

II-16.  Radiological  Analysis  for  Air  Filters –  SRIC  monitors  air  quality 
downwind  of  the  NECR Mine  Site.  Although  they  analyze  the  filters  currently  for 
particulates,  they  requested  funding  to  complete  the  radiological  analysis  of  the 
air  filters. 

U.S.  EPA  Response: EPA's  National  Air  and  Radiation Environmental 
Laboratory  (NAREL)  in  Montgomery,  Alabama,  has  the  capability  to  perform  the 
radiological  analysis  on  the  air  filters.  EPA  will  coordinate  with  SRIC  and 
endeavor  to  provide  the  requested  radiological  analysis  for  the  NECR  project  and 
will  work  them  to  secure  the  funding,  if  possible,  or  lab  access 
. 

II-17.  Mill  Site  Removal –  Several  commenters  brought  up  the  possibility  of 
removal  of  the  radiological  contaminants  from  the  area  including  the  mill  tailings 
and  cited  the  removal  of  mill  waste  in  Moab,  Utah. 

U.S.  EPA  Response: The  Atlas Mill  Site  (a.k.a  Moab  Site)  disposal  cell  is 
reserved  exclusively  for  wastes  from  that  site. The  Atlas Mill  Site  is  a  large 
former  uranium  processing site  located  about  250  miles  north  of  NECR Mine site. 
In  1999,  the  NRC,  which  oversaw  the  closure  at  the  time,  submitted  a  proposal  to 
close  the  130-acre  tailings  pile  in  place;  however,  the  plan  was  not  implemented 
due  to  concerns  about  the  tailings  pile’s  proximity  to  the  Colorado  River.  Due  to 
an  Act  of  Congress,  DOE  took  over  management  of  the  tailings  pile  and  obtained, 
through  the  Bureau  of  Land  Management,  a  Public  Order  allowing  DOE  to 
construct  a  disposal  cell  solely  for  the  Atlas Mill  Tailings  waste.  The  new  disposal 
cell  is  approximately  30  miles  away  from  Atlas Mill  Site.  DOE  is  required  to 
return  the  land  to  DOI  currently  used  as  a  buffer  zone  after  the  project  is 
completed  in  2025.  (Feb  17,  2011  letter,  D.  Metzler  to  C.  Wetmore). 

II-18.  UNC  Status –  One  commenter  asked  about  the  status  of  UNC  as a  
company,  inquiring  whether  UNC,  as  the  responsible  party  and  the  company 
doing  the  cleanup,  could  provide  compensation  for  associated  health  problems  to 
workers  who  worked  for  UNC  in  the  mine.  He  commented  that  the  community 
needs  to  hold  this  company  accountable  and  to  compensate  those  who  got sick 
from  their  activities. 
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U.S.  EPA  Response: UNC  is  an  indirect  subsidiary  of  GE.  Employment  records 
can  be  requested  by  sending  a  letter  to  UNC  at  the  address  provided  below.  The 
letter  should  include  the  employee’s  full  name,  social  security  number, 
employment  location  and  approximate  timeframe  of  employment.  UNC’s  address 
is: 

UNC  Corporation 

Highway  566,  PO  Box  3077 

Gallup,  NM  87301 

II-19.  Grazing  Permit  Fee –  One  resident  claimed  ownership  of  the  grazing 
permit,  which  included  land  on  the  NECR Mine  Site.  Because  the  mine  is  fenced, 
the  resident  stated  that  he  has  not  been  able  to  use  the  land  for  grazing  purposes, 
but  still  must  pay  the  permit  fee,  and  requested  compensation. 

U.S.  EPA  Response: UNC/GE  has  entered  an  agreement  with  the  permit  holder 
for  the  loss  of  the  grazing  land. 

II-20.  NRC  Jurisdictional  Authorities - SRIC  commented  that  it  was  important  to 
disclose  in  the EE/CA  that  NRC  and  other  agencies  besides  U.S.  EPA  have 
regulatory  jurisdiction  over  the site  that  will  impact  the  options  available  for  the 
disposal  cell  design  on  the  UNC Mill  Site. 

U.S.  EPA  Response:  U.S  EPA  agrees  that  it  is  important  to  acknowledge  the 
regulatory  authorities  of  the  NRC  on  all  mill  sites  and  therefore  on  our  proposed 
alternative  of  disposal  on  the  mill  cells.  The  NRC  is  mentioned  over  50  times  in 
the EE/CA.  Because  the  NRC  has  such  a  critical  role  in  the  oversight  of  the  UNC 
Mill  Site,  more  specifically,  with  respect  to  the  NRC’s  approval  authority  on  the 
final  design,  U.S.  EPA  refers  to  the  following  two  excerpts  from  the EE/CA:  On 
page  19,  the EE/CA  states,  “Final  design  parameters  will  be  determined  by  U.S. 
EPA  in  consultation  with  Navajo  and  other  key  agencies.  Under  Alternative  5  and 
Option  B,  the  final  design  will  need  concurrence  from  NRC.”  On  page  30,  the 
EE/CA  states  “…  incorporating  the  waste  requires  designing  a system  that 
satisfies  all  U.S. EPA’s,  NRC’s,  DOE’s  and  the  State's  requirements.  U.S.  EPA 
Region  9  will  work  with  the  NRC,  DOE,  U.S.  EPA  Region  6,  and  the  State  of 
New  Mexico  to  create  an  acceptable  design  of  incorporating  the  NECR  mill 
tailing  into  the  existing  cells  that  complies  with  the  NRC/DOE  permit 
requirements  and  U.S.  EPA’s  regulations  and  decisions.” 

II-21.  Red  Water  Pond  Road/Cattle  Guard –  A  resident  requested  that  cattle 
guards  be  installed  on  Red  Water  Pond  Road  to  keep  cattle  off  the  contaminated 
road. 
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U.S.  EPA  Response: U.S.  EPA  ordered  Rio  Algom  to  chip  seal  the  Red  Water 
Pond  Road  as  an  interim  measure  to  prevent  exposure  to  people  and  livestock 
until  the  contamination  can  be  removed. 

II-22.  Long-Term  Monitoring  Costs - The  NN EPA  commented  that  the 
monitoring  costs  were  not  included  in  the  analysis  of  the  cost  of  alternatives. 
Since  monitoring  would  be  required  for  alternatives  three  through  five,  this  may 
affect  the  cost  significantly  and  decrease  the  discrepancy  between  these 
alternatives  and  alternative  2. 

U.S.  EPA  Response: The  Cost  Estimate  in  the EE/CA  assumed  an  operation  and 
maintenance  (O&M)  cost  of  $100,000  per  year  for  Alternative  5A.  Although  the 
specific  components  of  O&M  were  not  detailed,  O&M  includes site  monitoring, 
miscellaneous site  repair  and  response  to  major  events,  if  needed.  Currently, 
UNC/GE  is  spending  approximately  $500,000  per  year  at  the  UNC Mill  Site, 
which  includes  O&M  activities  for  the  existing  UNC  disposal  cell,  as  well  as 
groundwater  remediation,  and  active site  project  management  costs.  Even  if  the 
O&M  were  to  be  $500,000  per  year  for  Alternative  5A,  U.S.  EPA  has  calculated 
that  this  would  add  less  than  $7  million  to  the  net  present  worth  of  this  alternative 
and  would  not  make  Alternative  2  cost  competitive. 

II-23.  NRC License  Amendment –  U.S.  DOE  stated  its  general  concurrence  of 
co-disposal  in  its  response  letter,  “In  general,  DOE  supports  the  concept  of 
radioactive  waste  consolidation  and  the  nonproliferation  of small  disposal  sites.” 
However,  U.S.  DOE  added  that  it  would  be  reluctant  to  accept  into  its  long-term 
stewardship  program  a  disposal  site  that  is  not  co-disposed  or  accepted  under 
NRC’s  license  amendment  process.  U.S.  DOE  also  noted  that  any  new  cell  could 
not  degrade  groundwater  protectiveness. 

U.S.  EPA  Response: U.S.  EPA  concurs  with  U.S.  DOE  and  has  selected  co-
disposal  with  the  required  license  amendment  from  NRC  and  eventual  long-term 
stewardship  of  U.S.  DOE  as  the  selected  remedy. 

II-24.  Red  Water  Pond  Road –  UNC/GE  commented  that  the  Red  Water  Pond 
Road  cleanup should  not  be  included  in  the  removal  action  because  it  was  the 
primary  haul  road  for  the  Quivira  mine. 

U.S.  EPA  Response: U.S.  EPA  did  not  include  the  cleanup  of  Red  Water  Pond 
Road  in  this  removal  action. 

II-25.  Mine  stopes–  One  resident  requested  that  the  waste  be  returned  to  the 
earth  in  the  mine  stopes  with  dewatering. 

U.S.  EPA  Response: The  mine  stopes  and  shafts  were  filled  with  11.e(2)  mill 
waste  during  the  mill  cleanup  efforts  and  the  openings  to  the  shafts  were  plugged. 
Therefore,  this  is  not  an  available  alternative. 
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II-26.  NRC License  Approval –  NN EPA  expressed  concern  that  the  NRC  might 
deny  the  license  amendment  after  three  additional  years  for  design,  further 
delaying  the  project. 

U.S.  EPA  Response: Although  a  license  denial  is  a  possibility  which  U.S.  EPA 
agrees  would significantly  delay  the  project  and  be a  major  setback,  NRC  has 
agreed  to  be  on  the  design  team  so  they  can  identify  any  design  concerns  they 
may  have  early  on.  Although  this  involvement  does  not  guarantee a  license 
amendment  approval,  it significantly  increases  the  chance  that  any  major  design 
concerns  they  may  have  will  already  be  addressed  to  help  expedite  the  license 
review  process.  NRC  also  commented  that  Alternative  5A  was  the  best  choice  for 
the  removal  action,  which  further  increases  the  likelihood  that  NRC  will  be 
supportive  of  the  action. 

II-27.  Public  Hearing  vs.  Public  Meeting –  One  community  member  asked  why 
the  comments  from  the  first  public  meeting  on  June  23,  2009  were  not  recorded. 

U.S.  EPA  Response: U.S.  EPA  held  an  informational  meeting  about  the  EE/CA 
on  June  23,  2009  to  explain  the  information  in  the EE/CA  and  answer  questions  in 
preparation  for  the  public  hearing  on  July  7,  2009  where a  recorder  was  present. 
As  it  happened,  U.S. EPA  received similar  input  at  both  meetings  and 
acknowledges  that  it  would  have  been  useful  to  have  the  first  meeting  recorded. 

II-28.  Contingency  Plan–  A  commenter  asked  if  there  is  a  contingency  plan  if 
the  action  chosen  by  the  USEPA  needs  to  be  reevaluated,  and  added  that  because 
there  is  very  limited  data  to  make  concise  volume  estimates,  the  waste  could  be 
twice  the  amount  used  in  the  Final EE/CA’s  assumptions. 

U.S.  EPA  Response: Although  uncommon,  there  can  be  unforeseen  conditions 
that  require  U.S.  EPA  to  re-assess  the  components  of  the  removal  action  selected 
in  the  Action  Memorandum.  When  this  occurs,  U.S.  EPA  can  amend  the  Action 
Memorandum  assuming  the  scope  and  description  of  work  does  not 
fundamentally  change  the  removal  action.  Examples  of  a  change  not  considered 
fundamental  include  increased  volume,  cost  or  time  to  completion.  EPA  is 
required  to  solicit  community  input  on  significant  proposed  changes  prior  to 
amending  the  Action  Memorandum. 

II-29.  Community  Center – Navajo  Nation  DOJ  requested  consideration  for a  
nearby  community  center  to  serve  multiple  purposes,  including  as  an 
administrative  center  during  the  construction  phase,  as  a  central  location  for 
remediation/restoration  employment  opportunities,  and  an  educational  facility  for 
post-remediation/restoration  monitoring  and  maintenance  activities.  The  Navajo 
Nation  could  use  the  facility  to  house  some  of  its  technical  staff  and  offer  parts  of 
the  facility  to  local  schools  and  colleges  for  environmental  sciences  instruction 
and  job  training. The  comments  stated  that  remediation/restoration  cost  estimates 
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should  include  funds  needed  to  construct  and  operate  such  a  facility. 
Remediation/restoration  of  the  highest  priority  AUM  in  Navajo  Country 
necessitates  leaving  the  affected  community  and  Navajo  Nation  with  a  useful 
asset  for  current  and  future  generations. 

U.S.  EPA  Response: U.S.  EPA  response  authority  limits  U.S. EPA  activity  and 
funding  to  responding  to  releases  of  hazardous  materials.  U.S.  EPA  has  authority 
to  respond,  abate,  and  mitigate  releases,  but  does  not  have  authority  or  access  to 
funding  for  building  a  community  center.  However,  in  a  letter  dated  August  29, 
2011  (included  in  the  Administrative  Record)  UNC/GE  clarifies  commitments 
that  UNC/GE  is  willing  to  make  with  respect  to  U.S EPA  selection  of  a  remedy. 
Some  of  the  commitments  detailed  in  the  letter  are  in  response  to  community 
requests  beyond  the  cleanup  of  the  waste. 

D.  CLARIFICATIONS 

III- 1.  At  the  July  7,  2009  public  meeting,  in  response  to  a  question  from  the 
New  Mexico  Mining  and Mineral  Bureau,  U.S.  EPA  stated  that  all  waste 
containing  radium-226  exceeding  2.24  pCi/g  would  be  removed  from  the  NECR 
Mine  Site.  This  statement  should  have  referenced  the  limit  of  excavation  for 
certain  waste  and  areas,  and should  have  clarified  that  the  waste  placed  back  in 
the  stopes  and  shafts  would  not  be  removed.  As stated  in  the EE/CA,  the 
excavation  will  be  limited  to  ten  feet  depth,  except  in  areas  susceptible  to  erosion 
or  where  placing  clean  backfill  to  current  grade  is  not  planned.  Excavation 
greater  than  ten  feet  will  be  required  for  removal  of  principal  threat  waste. 

III- 2  NRC  noted  that  the EE/CA  on  page  17,  Section  2.3.2.3, 2nd paragraph 
stated:  “Regarding  the  remediation  of  mine  waste,  Title  I  UMTRCA  standards 
(Subpart  A  of  40  CFR  192(d))  offer  the  following  guidance…” This  paragraph 
goes  on  to  cite  the  200-1000  year  stability  period  and  the  20  pCi/m2/sec  radon 
requirement  provided  in  that  regulation.  The  reference  to  “mine  wastes”  is 
incorrect  and  should  be  changed  to  “uranium  milling  wastes.”  In  addition, 
discussion  of  40  CFR  192  requirements  should  mention  that  that  regulation 
includes  criteria  for  soil  cleanup  as  indicated  in  the  aforementioned  Site  Specific 
Comment  No.  2.  Also,  the  UNC  Church  Rock Mill  Site  is  a  Title  II  UMTRCA 
site. 

E.  ACRONYMS 

ARAR  Applicable  and  Relevant  and  Appropriate  Regulations 
BVDA  Bluewater  Valley  Downstream  Alliance 
COC  Contaminant  of  Concern 
DOE  U.S.  Department  of Energy 
EE/CA  Engineering Evaluation/Cost  Analysis 
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EMNRD  New  Mexico Energy, Minerals,  and  Natural  Resources 
Department 

IRA  Interim  Removal  Action 
MARSSIM  Multi-Agency  Radiation  Survey  and  Site  Investigation 

Manual 
MASE  Multicultural  Alliance  for  a  Safe Environment 
NECR  Northeast  Church  Rock Mine 
NMA  National Mining  Association 
NMED  New  Mexico Environmental  Department 
NN EPA  Navajo  Nation Environmental  Protection  Agency 
NRC  Nuclear  Regulatory  Commission 
O&M  Operation  &  Maintenance 
pCi/gm  picocuries  per  gram 
PRG  preliminary  remediation  goal 
RWPRCA  Red  Water  Pond  Road  Community  Association 
SNEEJ  Southwest  Network  for Environmental  & Economic  Justice 
SRIC  Southwest  Research  and  Information  Center 
UCL  Upper  Confidence Limit 
UNC/GE  United  Nuclear  Corporation-General  Electric  (UNC/GE) 
U.S. EPA  United  States Environmental  Protection  Agency 
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U.S.  EPA  HQ  CONCURRENCE 
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UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY 
REGION IX 

75 Hawthorne Street 
San Francisco, CA 94105 

I\IF:MORANO IJMI 

J)ATE: Scpt~ruber 26, 20 II 

SUBJECT: Requ<:-st for Concurreuce 0 11 Proposed Neltionally Signi[,clll\t OJ' Prt"c.-dellt
Seu,ng Remo"al :ti the Northeast Church Rock Mine Site. McKjnley Cow,ty. 

FROM: 

New Mex.ico. Pinedale Chapter ofthe Navajo Nation 

Clancy Tenley, Assistant Director /'~/ t,-1-7 ~£ 
P111tncrship, Land Revitalization Met1up Br;,11cl/~~"f 

TO: Lawrence M. Stanton, Dil't'clor 
Office ofEmergency Management 

.Jim Woolford. Dir~ctor 
Ollke ofSuperfund Remediation and Tedmology Innovation 

·11,e purpos"' of this memor.mdmn is to requ,'Sl your concurrence on the pro110Sl"<I 
removal action at the Northeast Church Rock (N ECR) Mine Site, McKinley County. New 
Mexico, within the Pinedale Chap1er of the Navajo Nation. Redelegalio11ofAuthority in R-
14-2 gives the Director ofthe Office of Emergency Management the authority to concur on 
mtionally significam or prccedem-setti11g removals. Given that this is a non-tim" cri!icJI 
removal action. consistent with the Superfund Removal Guidance for Preparing Action 
Memor~nda dated Sept~mber 2009 (2009 Action Memorandum Guidance) (p.ige 6_ footnote 
5), (l..;-oio1t 9 is olso, addressing 1hi:, rnt."morondum tc, the. Director oflhc Office of SupcrfonJ 
Remediation and T.echnology JnnOV3tion. 

Wt have <liscuss~d ll1is proposed removal with staff ofthe Office of Emergency 
M.inag.,ment"s Prngr::un Operations and Coordination Division (POCD) and the smffofthe 
Office ofSupcrfund Remediation and Technology Dnnovation (OSRTJ). POC'D ~nd OSRTJ 
haw advised us 1hat this removal is considered nationally significam or precedent selling 
because it is a removal of radioactive mining waste from a mine site located in Indian 
country m1d the excuv;lled material will be pluc<!d on lhc nearby UNC Mill Sit< (Mill Site), 
an Nl' L sit.: that is managed joint ly by EPA Region 6 and th~ Nucl.,ar Regulatory 
Co111111issio11 (NRCJ. Throughout the develo]lll\ell\ ot1llc proposed removal action. EPA 
Region 9 h:is ,oor,linate<l with EPA Region 6 and NRC representatives, and imple111enlation 
ofdisposal 11t tile Mill Site will b~co111inyent on additional ttpprovals from Rey1on 6 nnd 



NRC. In addition, R.egioo 9 has conducted extensivegovernmenc to government consultation 
with tbe Navajo Nation aod community involvement activities with local residents . Reg.ion 9 
bas consulted ,\lith EPA's National Remedy Review Board concerning the proposed removal 
action and responded to reconunend.ations by the Board io its Engineering Evaluation and 
Cos1 Analysis dated May 30, 2009. See RRB recomme,idations dated April 7, 2009 at 
hrtp:/lwww.epn.gov/superfund/progranlSlnrrb/pdfs/Northeast%20Church%20Rock%20Mcm 
QJlQf ) and EE/CA dated May 30, 2009 at 
bup://yoscmitc.e,,a.gov/r9/sfund/,<;lsfdocw .nsrt'.idc28k6c5d6056f8825 7 426007 41 7a2/f453d4 
346e384Q45882575cR>07fd4bt~OpenDocmnent). Finally, consi.stent with page 53 of the 
2009 Action Memorandum Guidance, the Region boas consulted with OECA/OSRE and OGC 
regarding the Region's use of the emergency exemption to the $2 million limitation on 
removal action spending. 

The Action Memoraodum is anached for your r~view. My approval awaits your 
concurrence. 

Concur.: ___ 

Concur: 

9,£17 /( 
J cs E. Woolford, 0/ ector Date 
~ of Superfood · emediation and Technology Innovation 

Non-Concur: 

Lawrence M. Stan.ton, Director Date 
Office ofEmergency Management 

Non•Concur: 

James E. Woolford, Director Date 
Office ofSuperfund Remediation and Technology Innovation 
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Otnce of Supcrfund Remediation and Technology Innovation 

Attachment A: 
Action Memorandum: Request for a Non-Time-Critical Removal Action at the 
Northeast Church Rock Mine Site, McKinley County, New Mexico, Pinedale Chapier 
of the Navajo Nation 

cc: David Chung, U.S. EPA, OEM HQ, Regional Coorrunator 
Gilberto lrizairri•, U.S. EPA, OEM HQ, Program Operations & Coordination Division. 
Director 
Doug Ammon, U.S. EPA, OSRTI I-IQ, Chief, Sile Assessment and Remedy Decisions 
Branch 
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Northeast Church Rock Mine Site - Email from Karin Leff - Notice that 
Required Consultation with OECA/OSRTI is complete 
Laurie Williams 

____________________________ 

to: Claire Trombadore 09/28/2011 02:48 PM 
Cc: Harrison Karr, Cynthia Wetmore, Sara Jacobs 

From: Laurie Williams/R9/USEPA/US 

To: Claire Trombadore/R9/USEPA/US@EPA 

Cc: Harrison Karr/R9/USEPA/US@EPA, Cynthia Wetmore/R9/USEPA/US@EPA, Sara 
Jacobs/R9/USEPA/US@EPA 

Claire, Below please find the email notice from Karin Leff that the consultation required by the 2009 
Removal Action Memorandum Guidance,  regarding exceeding the $2 million and 12-month limitations, 
has been approved. 
Please let me know if you have any questions on this.  Thank you!  Laurie 
----- Forwarded by Laurie Williams/R9/USEPA/US on 09/28/2011 02:43 PM -----

From: Michael Northridge/DC/USEPA/US 
To: Laurie Williams/R9/USEPA/US@EPA, Harrison Karr/R9/USEPA/US@EPA 
Cc: James Costello/R6/USEPA/US@EPA 
Date: 09/27/2011 08:03 AM 
Subject: Fw: Northeast Church Rock Mine Site 

FYI 

----- Forwarded by Michael Northridge/DC/USEPA/US on 09/27/2011 11:02 AM -----

From: Karin Leff/DC/USEPA/US 
To: Clancy Tenley/R9/USEPA/US@EPA, Sam Coleman/R6/USEPA/US@EPA 
Cc: James Woolford/DC/USEPA/US@EPA, Larry Stanton/DC/USEPA/US@EPA, Benjamin 

Lammie/DC/USEPA/US, Michael Northridge/DC/USEPA/US, Gilberto 
Irizarry/DC/USEPA/US@EPA, Elliott Gilberg/DC/USEPA/US, Cyndy 
Mackey/DC/USEPA/US@EPA 

Date: 09/27/2011 10:56 AM 
Subject: Northeast Church Rock Mine Site 

Clancy and Sam, 

Please be advised that Region 9 has satisfied the requirement of  consulting  with my  office  on 
the Action Memorandum for the  non-time-critical removal for the Northeast Church Rock Mine 
site.  As part of the  consultation process, the Region  revised its draft Enforcement Addendum 
to reflect several comments by  my  staff.  At this point,  my office does  not believe that there  are 
any  enforcement-related issues that would warrant disapproval  of your request for concurrence 
by OEM and OSRTI. 

Karin Leff 
Acting Director Regional Support Division 
Office of  Site Remediation Enforcement 
202-564-7068  (O) 
202-236-3669  (C) 
202 564-0070 (fax) 
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Part 1Declaration 
1.1  Site Name and Location 
United Nuclear Corporation (UNC) 
McKinley County, New Mexico 
CERCLIS Identification Number: NMD030443303 
SITE ID: 0600819 
Surface Soil Operable Unit: OU02 

1.2  Statement of Basis and Purpose 
This decision document presents the Selected Remedy for Operable Unit 2 (OU2),1 the Surface 
Soil Operable Unit, of the UNC Superfund Site (UNC Site2), in McKinley County, New Mexico, 
which was chosen in accordance with Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation 
and Liability Act (CERCLA), as amended by Superfund Amendments and Reauthorization Act 
(SARA), and, to the extent practicable, the National Oil and Hazardous Substances Pollution 
Contingency Plan (NCP). This decision is based on the Administrative Record file for this site. 

The State of New Mexico, acting through the New Mexico Environment Department (NMED), 
concurs with the Selected Remedy. 

1.3  Assessment of Site 
The response action selected in this Record of Decision (ROD) is necessary to protect the public 
health or welfare or the environment from actual or threatened releases of hazardous 
substances into the environment. 

1.4  Description of Selected Remedy 
The remedial action for the UNC Site addresses contaminated surface and subsurface soil from 
the nearby Northeast Church Rock (NECR) Mine Site (NECR Site3).  To remove the potential 
threat to human health at the NECR Site, the Selected Remedy will excavate approximately 
1,000,000 cubic yards of waste material from the NECR Site to dispose of at the UNC site. 
Operations at the NECR Site left uranium protore (low grade ore), waste rock, and overburden 
after the mine was shut down. Principal threat waste from the NECR Site will not be disposed 

1 Section 300.5 of the National Oil and Hazardous Substances Pollution Contingency Plan (NCP), 40 CFR § 300.5, 
defines an operable unit as a discrete action that comprises an incremental step toward comprehensively 
addressing site problems. This discrete portion of a remedial response manages migration, or eliminates or 
mitigates a release, threat of a release, or pathway of exposure. The cleanup of a site can be divided into a number 
of operable units, depending on the complexity of the problems associated with the site. 
2 Within this ROD, The UNC Superfund Site is defined as the UNC Site.  In other documents and in some public 
comments contained within this ROD, this site is identified as the UNC Mill Site. 
3 Within this ROD, the NECR Mine Site is defined as the NECR Site. In other documents and in some public 
comments contained within this ROD, this site is identified as the NECR Mine Site. 

UNC Surface Soil Operable Unit Record of Decision Page 1 



          

            
          

              
    

           
          

          
        

          
          

          
        

          
             

      

 

               

                 
           

             
         

          
           

      

   

   

   

     
            

         

         
           

           
          

       

 

 

• determines the need for a CERCLA removal action, 

• authorizes the removal 

• identifies the action and remediation goals (if applicable) and 

• explains the rationale for the removal response (for a non 

at the UNC Site and is not part of this Selected Remedy.  The Selected Remedy described in 
this ROD does not address contaminated ground water at the UNC Site which is being 
remediated under a separate existing ROD issued by EPA in 1988. EPA refers to the ground 
water cleanup as Operable Unit 1 (OU1). 

Because of the similarity of the threat posed by the mine waste in the areas on the NECR Site 
where mine waste has been deposited and consolidated (Consolidation Areas) and the threat 
posed by the tailings that make up the UNC Site Tailings Disposal Area, as well as the relative 
proximity of these facilities (less than 1 mile); the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) is 
hereby invoking its authority under CERCLA Section 104(d)(4), 42 United States Code (U.S.C.) § 
9604(d)(4), to temporarily treat these related facilities (the NECR Site Consolidation Areas and 
the UNC Site Tailings Disposal Area) as one for the purposes of Section 104 of CERCLA, 42 U.S.C. 
§ 9604. Treatment of the UNC Site Tailings Disposal Area and the NECR Site Consolidation 
Areas as one begins immediately, but this treatment is temporary and will end once all the 
NECR Site waste that EPA intends to dispose at the UNC Site Tailings Disposal Area has been 
disposed at the UNC Site Tailings Disposal Area. 

This ROD is only for Operable Unit 2, the Surface Soil Operable Unit, of the UNC Site 

This ROD does not select the removal action for the cleanup of the waste at the NECR Site. 
Although there is extensive information regarding the NECR Site in this ROD, that information is 
here for the convenience of the reader only. The decisions regarding the removal action that is 
cleaning up the pertinent NECR Site contamination were made in the 2011 Non-Time-Critical 
Removal Action Memorandum for the NECR Site, and in the associated 2009 “Engineering 
Evaluation/Cost Analysis Northeast Church Rock (NECR) Mine Site, Gallup, New Mexico (EE/CA). 
An Action Memorandum serves as the primary decision document that: 

action, 

-time critical removal, the EE/CA 
approval memo documents the appropriateness of a removal action, which is then chosen in an 
Action Memorandum after the EE/CA and public comment). 

This ROD does document EPA’s decision to temporarily treat the UNC Site Tailings Disposal Area 
and the NECR Site Consolidation Areas as one for the purposes of CERCLA Section 104, 42 U.S.C. 
§ 9604. Treating these two facilities as one allows EPA, the lead agency, to manage waste 
transferred between these noncontiguous facilities without having to obtain a permit, thereby, 
streamlining the disposal action taking place at the UNC Site. 

UNC Surface Soil Operable Unit Record of Decision Page 2 



          

        
 

        
          

        
         

           
             

       
 

        
        

 
           

           
          

        
         

               
         

              
           

            
 

           
           

          
      

       
            

           
         

               
      

       
       

   
 

          
         

            
      

The major components of the selected remedies at the UNC Site and the NECR Site include the 
following actions: 

Repository Design. Design a repository at the UNC Site for the contaminated material 
excavated and removed from the NECR Site. Design specifications will comply with 
CERCLA requirements including all applicable or relevant and appropriate requirements 
(ARARs). The design will include a cap structure that will mitigate direct contact, limit 
water infiltration, and perform as a radon barrier. Final design will determine actual 
configurations of cap and liner structure and will be submitted as part of a license 
amendment request to the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC). 

Baseline Sampling. Conduct any additional baseline sampling at the UNC Site necessary 
to assess current site conditions prior to construction and waste disposal. 

Construction. Construct a repository at the UNC Site that will contain the contaminated 
mine waste and soil excavated and removed from the NECR Site in accordance with the 
approved design specifications. This action is contingent on the NRC approval of a 
license amendment for the UNC Site Tailings Disposal Area which comprises three 
covered tailing cells and two covered borrow pits. In addition, there are two open 
evaporation ponds located on the South Cell. That is, unless the NRC approves a license 
amendment for the UNC Site Tailings Disposal Area, the construction described in this 
ROD will not go forward. If NRC disapproves the request for a license amendment, EPA 
will stop its efforts to dispose of the NECR Site waste at the UNC Site Tailings Disposal 
Area, and EPA will evaluate other alternatives for disposal of the NECR Site waste. 

Receiving. NECR Site waste that is transported to the UNC Site will be disposed in the 
Tailings Disposal Area if NRC approves a license amendment. The waste from the NECR 
Site will contain concentrations of uranium and radium 226 (Ra-226) that exceed Action 
Levels established in the 2011 NECR Site Non-Time-Critical Action Memorandum 
(hereinafter the 2011 NECR Site Action Memorandum). The 2011 NECR Site Action 
Memorandum provides that excavation at the NECR Site will not exceed ten feet, except 
in areas susceptible to erosion or where placing clean backfill to current grade is not 
planned, or in areas where principal threat waste will be removed. As stated earlier, 
principal threat waste is not a part of this Selected Remedy and will not be brought to 
the UNC Site. Excavation within these areas will continue until confirmation sample 
results are below the Action Levels established in the 2011 NECR Site Action 
Memorandum as determined using Multi-Agency Radiation Survey and Site 
Investigation Manual (MARSSIM) procedures. 

Closure. The UNC Site Tailings Disposal Area repository will be closed under the NRC 
License Amendment once all NECR Site contaminated waste rock and soil is disposed 
and existing ground water remediation is complete. The following will occur before the 
repositories in the UNC Site Tailings Disposal Area are closed: 

UNC Surface Soil Operable Unit Record of Decision Page 3 



          

         
      

     
           

     
         

         
       

       

            
       

         
 

          

             
            

         
          
           

        
          
           

            
              

   

 
        

          
       

  

            
           

          
         

         
        

        
               

1)  The NECR Site waste from the Consolidation Areas that exceeds Action Levels 
established in the 2011 NECR Site Action Memorandum will be excavated 
according to the 2011 NECR Site Action Memorandum. 

2)  This NECR Site waste will be transported to the UNC Site according to the 2011 
NECR Site Action Memorandum. 

3)  The UNC Site ground water remedy will be complete according to the provisions 
of the UNC Site OU1 ROD including any future amendments to the OU1 ROD. 

4)  The existing UNC Site evaporation ponds will be closed according to the 
provisions of the UNC Site OU1 ROD including any future amendments to the 
OU1 ROD. 

5)  All NECR Site waste received at the UNC Site will be disposed in the repository 
constructed at the UNC Site Tailings Disposal Area and all Remedial Action 
Objectives and performance standards described in this ROD will be met. 

Institutional Controls. IC’s are part of the Selected Remedy as described in Section 2.11. 

At the UNC Site, the repository for the received NECR Waste will be located in the Tailings 
Disposal Area.  This repository location is suitable for disposal of the NECR Site wastes 
containing concentrations of uranium or Ra-226 that exceeds action levels established in the 
2011 NECR Site Action Memorandum. The repository will be within the footprint of the existing 
UNC Site Tailings Disposal Area cells. The repository will not use the South Cell which contains 
the existing evaporation ponds. Construction of a repository within the UNC Site Tailings 
Disposal Area is contingent on NRC approval of a license amendment for the UNC Site Tailings 
Disposal Area. The mine wastes and soils at the NECR Site and the UNC Site are similar and any 
co-disposal would essentially mean that there will be one repository in this area for both the 
NECR Site waste and for the UNC Site waste. One repository will mean a smaller waste 
footprint. 

1.5  Statutory Determinations 
The Selected Remedy is protective of human health and the environment, complies with 
federal and state requirements that are applicable or relevant and appropriate to the remedial 
action, is cost-effective, and utilizes permanent solutions and alternative treatment 
technologies to the maximum extent practicable. 

High concentrations of uranium and Ra-226, defined as principal threat waste, will not be 
accepted at the UNC Site and are not addressed under the Selected Remedy for the UNC Site. 
The concentrations of uranium and Ra-226 in the waste brought to the UNC Site are not a 
principal threat waste for the UNC Site. 

Because this remedy may result in hazardous substances, pollutants, or contaminants in soil 
remaining on the UNC Site above levels that allow for unlimited use and unrestricted exposure, 
and will take longer than five years to attain remedial action objectives (RAO) and remediation 
goals, a review will be conducted within five years after initiation of the remedial action for the 

UNC Surface Soil Operable Unit Record of Decision Page 4 



UNC Site to ensure that the remedy is, or will be, protective of human health and the 
environment. 

1.6 ROD Data Certification Checklist 
The following Information is included in the Decision Summary section of this ROD for the UNC 
Site OU2. Additional information can be found in the Administrative Record file for UNC Site 
OU2. 

• Chemicals o f concern and their respective concentrations - Page 36; 

• Baseline risk represented by the chemicals ofconcern - Page 36; 
• Remediation goals established for chemicals of concern and the basis for these levels -

Page 50; 

• This ROD for the UNC Site OU2 does not address any principal threat waste because 
there is no principal threat waste that is the subject ofthis Selected Remedy. - Page 36; 

• Current and reasonably ant icipated future land use assumptions and current and 

potential future beneficial uses o f surface soil used in the baseline risk assessment and 
ROD - Page 42; 

• Potential land use that will be available at the UNC Site as a result of the Selected 
Remedy · Page 42; 

• Estimated capital, annual operation and maintenance (O&M), and total present worth 

costs, discount rate, and the number ofyears over which the UNC Site OU2 remedy cost 
estimates are projected - PageSS; and 

• Key factor(s) that led to selecting the remedy for the UNC Site OU2 - Page 65. 

1.7~w;atures 

~"4',/4 
Carl Edlund Date 

Region 6 Superfund Division Director 
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Part 2Decision Summary 
2.1  Site Name, Location, and Description 
The UNC Site is a non-operating uranium mill located approximately 17 miles northeast of 
Gallup, New Mexico, in McKinley County (Site Location Map, Figure 1). The UNC Site is listed on 
the National Priorities List (NPL).  The NPL is the list, compiled by EPA, of uncontrolled 
hazardous substance releases in the United States that are priorities for long-term remedial 
action and response. The UNC Site is generally comprised of the former ore processing mill 
facilities and a byproduct material (i.e., tailings) disposal area (hereinafter the Tailings Disposal 
Area), which cover about 25 and 100 acres, respectively. 

The UNC Site is owned by United Nuclear Corporation (UNC) (now an indirect subsidiary of 
General Electric Company (GE)).  The UNC Site is located within Section 2, Township 16 North, 
Range 16 West (EPA, 1988b). In addition to Section 2, UNC owns the land located northeast of 
the UNC Site Tailings Disposal Area that is within Section 36, Township 17 North, Range 16 West 
and is bounded on the north by the Navajo Nation Indian Reservation (Figure 1). Sections 2 and 
36 represent the Site Boundary. 

The area around the UNC Site is sparsely populated and includes Indian tribal trust land. 

To the north of the UNC Site are two former uranium mines identified as the NECR Site and the 
Kerr McGee Quivira Mines (Quivira) (Figure 2). Both mines are non-NPL sites that are being 
addressed by EPA under Superfund removal actions. The NECR Site contains the mine waste 
that is being moved to the UNC Site. The Quivira Site is not involved in this Selected Remedy 
and is only mentioned to provide context of mines in the nearby vicinity to the UNC Site. 

The NECR Site is a non-operating uranium mine located less than one mile northwest of the 
UNC Site. The NECR Site is located within an area of approximately 125 acres, the greater part 
of which is located on lands held by the United States in trust for the Navajo Nation (EPA, 
2011b). The NECR Site is located within Sections 34 and 35 of Township 17 North, Range 16 
West and Section 3 of Township 16 North, Range 16 West at the termination of State Highway 
566, approximately 17 miles northeast of Gallup, New Mexico, in McKinley County (Figure 1). 
The remedy selected in this ROD calls for UNC Site to receive NECR Site wastes. Under the 
remedy selected in this ROD, the NECR Site wastes will be permanently disposed at the UNC 
Site. 

The Quivira Mines consist of the Quivira Church Rock I mine and the Quivira Church Rock IE 
mine. These two were operated from 1974 to about 1987. The Quivira site is on the Navajo 
Indian Reservation immediately north of Sections 35 and 36, Township 17 North, Range 16 
West approximately 20 miles northeast of Gallup, New Mexico. The Quivira site also includes an 
approximate 2,200 foot segment of Red Water Pond Road north of the intersection with State 
Highway 566. Contaminated material from the Quivira Mine has been observed in the road 
crown and shoulders and has migrated to at least one homesite east of Red Water Pond Road. 
To date, EPA Region 9 has overseen the following cleanup activities at the Quivira Mine: 
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• repaired fences to keep people and animals off the site, 
• stabilized the mine site was 
• applied chip seal paving to Red Water Pond Road from the turnoff at Rt. 566 up to the 

removed contaminated soil from one property on the east side of Red Water Pond 
Road, 

te piles, and 

bridge  

The Quivira Site is near the NECR Site and EPA Region 9 is overseeing UNC's cleanup of the 
NECR site. Also nearby is the UNC Site which is located on Sections 36 and 2, and which is jointly 
managed by the NRC and EPA Region 6. 

A community lives immediately next to the Quivira Site on the reservation, downstream and 
down-wind of the waste piles 

All the uranium ore from the Quivira Site mines, approximately five-million pounds, was 
processed at the Ambrosia Lake Mill located in Grants, New Mexico. The Quivira Mines are not 
part of this Selected Remedy and have only been discussed briefly to provide an overall context 
of mining impact in the vicinity of the UNC Site. 

Because of the similarity of the threat posed by the mine waste in the areas on the NECR Site 
where mine waste has been deposited and consolidated (Consolidation Areas) and the threat 
posed by the tailings that make up the UNC Site Tailings Disposal Area, as well as the relative 
proximity of these facilities (less than 1 mile); the EPA is hereby invoking its authority under 
CERCLA Section 104(d)(4), 42 U.S.C. § 9604(d)(4), to temporarily treat these related facilities 
(the NECR Site Consolidation Areas and the UNC Site Tailings Disposal Area) as one for the 
purposes of Section 104 of CERCLA, 42 U.S.C. § 9604. Treatment of the UNC Site Tailings 
Disposal Area and the NECR Consolidation Areas as one begins immediately, but this 
arrangement is temporary and will end once all the NECR Site waste that EPA intends to dispose 
at the UNC Site Tailings Disposal Area has been disposed at the UNC Site Tailings Disposal Area. 

The facilities that would be temporarily treated as one under EPA’s Section 104(d)(4) authority 
include the areal extent of contamination at the NECR Site Consolidation Areas and the areal 
extent of contamination at the UNC Site Tailings Disposal Area and all suitable areas in very 
close proximity to the contamination in both areas necessary for implementation of the 
response action. This temporary treatment of these two facilities as one will facilitate the 
implementation of the Selected Remedy for the Surface Soil Operable Unit remedial action at 
the UNC Site described in this ROD, and it will facilitate the selected removal action for the 
NECR Site identified in the 2011 Non-Time-Critical Removal Action Memorandum for the NECR 
Site (EPA, 2011b). 

By temporarily treating the NECR Consolidation Areas and the UNC Site Tailings Disposal Area 
as one, the Selected Remedy can be taken without State, Federal or local permits as provided in 
CERCLA Section 121(e), 42 U.S.C. § 9621(e) with the exception of the associated NRC source 
materials license, which must be amended by UNC as discussed in Section 1.2.1. In addition, 
treating the NECR Site Consolidation Areas and the UNC Site Tailings Disposal Area as one 
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means that the action transferring mine waste from the NECR Site Consolidation Areas to the 
UNC Site Tailings Disposal Area will be an on-site action that need not meet the requirements 
of the procedures for planning and implementing off-site response actions codified at 40 CFR § 
300.440 (the “Off-site Rule”). In short, temporarily treating the non-contiguous NECR and UNC 
Sites as one for the purpose of disposing NECR mine wastes at the UNC Site “would be in the 
best interests of achieving sound and expeditious environmental cleanups." 55 Fed. Reg. 8666, 
8691 (1990). 

EPA determined that prior to its selection of removal actions for the NECR Site in September 
2011, there were eleven households in the immediate vicinity, whose residents could be 
adversely impacted by the significant disturbances anticipated to be associated with the 
response actions selected for that site. Based on the information gathered from residents, EPA 
found 77 people to be eligible for voluntary alternative housing. In addition, Navajo families 
have informed EPA that they collect herbs and plants from the NECR Site and surrounding area 
for ceremonial purposes. Apart from the residential areas, the primary land use in the area 
around the NECR Site and the UNC Site is as grazing land for sheep, cattle, and horses. The 
nearest ground water well is located 1.7 miles northeast of the perimeter of the UNC Site and 
four known operating wells are located within a four mile radius of the UNC Site. 

2.2  Federal, State, Tribal, and Local Authorities Roles 
The EPA is divided into regions. Regions are responsible for the execution of EPA programs 
within their designated areas. The State of New Mexico is part of Region 6. Within the State of 
New Mexico and elsewhere, the Navajo Nation issues are addressed by EPA Region 9. EPA 
Regions 6 and 9 are working jointly on the project to move the NECR Site waste, located on the 
Navajo Nation, to the UNC Site for permanent disposal. A September 29, 2011, Non-Time 
Critical Removal Action Memo was signed jointly by both regions (Appendix A) for the NECR 
Site. 

At the UNC Site, there are two agencies with overlapping jurisdiction—EPA and NRC. As stated 
in the Memorandum of Understanding (MOU), dated September 30, 1988, NRC assumed the 
role of lead regulatory agency for the Tailings Disposal Area reclamation and closure activities 
with EPA monitoring all such activities and providing review and comments directly to NRC 
while EPA developed and implemented its own site action requirements for ground water 
contamination outside of the Tailings Disposal Area in accordance with CERCLA and the NCP. 

For the UNC Site Surface Soil Operable Unit, EPA is the lead agency with EPA Region 6 providing 
oversight. EPA is also the lead agency for the NECR site with EPA Region 9 providing oversight. 
All EPA regions follow the same regulations. The NMED is the support agency for the UNC Site. 
The NMED letter of concurrence for this ROD is included in Appendix B. EPA also consults with 
the Navajo Nation regarding EPA actions related to the UNC Site that may affect the Tribe. 

As stated above in this ROD, unless the NRC approves a license amendment for the UNC Site 
Tailings Disposal Area, the construction described in this ROD will not go forward. If NRC 
disapproves the request for a license amendment, EPA will stop its efforts to dispose of the 
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NECR Site waste at the UNC Site Tailings Disposal Area, and EPA will evaluate other alternatives 
for disposal of the NECR Site waste. 

According to the NRC: 

“The mechanism to authorize the disposal of non-11e.(2) byproduct materials 
(e.g., mine waste) is an amendment to the UNC Church Rock Mill source 
materials license that was issued by the NRC under Title 10 of the Code of Federal 
Regulations (CFR) Part 40. UNC, the licensee, will need to submit a request to the 
NRC to amend its Church Rock Mill source materials license SUA-1475 to allow for 
the disposal of mine waste within the footprint of the existing tailings cells. This 
license amendment package, supplemented by the final design for the tailings 
cover, financial surety, and pertinent environmental reports, will be reviewed by 
the NRC staff. The public will then have opportunities to comment on the UNC 
amendment request. The totality of this information will be considered by the 
NRC prior to any final decision on the licensee's license amendment request. 

In accordance with "NRC Regulatory Issue Summary 2000-23 Recent Changes to 
Uranium Recovery Policy," Attachment 1, "Interim Guidance on Disposal of Non-
Atomic Energy Act of 1954, Section 11 e. (2) Byproduct Material in Tailings 
Impoundments," (Agencywide Documents Access and Management System 
(ADAMS) Accession No. ML 003773008), the disposal of non-11e.(2) material in 
the tailings impoundments is subject to specific considerations. Therefore, in 
reviewing a licensee request for the disposal of waste that has radiological 
characteristics comparable to 11e.(2) byproduct material, it is incumbent upon 
the licensee to: (1) provide documentation showing necessary approvals of other 
affected regulators (e.g., US EPA, Navajo Nation EPA, State, etc.) for material 
containing listed hazardous wastes or any other material regulated by another 
Federal agency or State because of environmental or safety considerations; (2) 
demonstrate that there will be no significant environmental impact from 
disposing of this material; (3) provide documentation showing approval by the 
Regional Low-Level Waste Compact in whose jurisdiction the waste originates as 
well as approval by the Compact in whose jurisdiction the disposal site is located, 
for material which would otherwise fall under Compact jurisdiction; and (4) 
demonstrate that the proposed disposal will not compromise the reclamation of 
the tailings impoundments by demonstrating compliance with the reclamation 
and closure criteria of Appendix A of 10 CFR Part 40. 

Since mill tailings impoundments are already regulated under 10 CFR Part 40, 
licensing the receipt and disposal of non-11e.(2) byproduct material (e.g., mine 
waste) therein will also be done under 10 CFR Part 40. As part of the process, the 
U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) and the State of New Mexico will need to be 
informed of the NRC findings and proposed action, with a request to concur 
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within 120 days. A concurrence and commitment from either DOE or the State to 
take title to the tailings impoundment after closure must be received before 
granting the UNC license amendment request”. 

The UNC Site contains “byproduct material” as defined by Section 11e.(2) of the Atomic Energy 
Act of 1954, as amended (AEA), and is regulated by the NRC pursuant to the AEA and Title II of 
the Uranium Mill Tailings Radiation Control Act of 1978, as amended (UMTRCA). Since the mill 
tailings impoundments (also referred to in this ROD as disposal cells) in the Tailings Disposal 
Area are already regulated under Title 10 Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) Part 40, licensing 
the receipt and disposal of non-11e.(2) byproduct material (e.g., mine waste) therein will also 
be done under 10 CFR Part 40. 

As part of the process, the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) and the State of New Mexico will 
be informed of the NRC findings and proposed action. A concurrence and commitment from 
either DOE or the State to take title to the tailings impoundment after closure must be received 
before granting the UNC license amendment request. It is not anticipated that the State will 
take title. EPA is working with DOE toward this end. 

The amendment, if granted by NRC, after its review and evaluation, would accommodate 
disposal of mine waste from the NECR Site within the Tailings Disposal Area at the UNC Site. 
Once all required actions are completed under the conditions of the NRC license and final 
decommissioning activities are completed for the UNC Site, and the NRC license is terminated, 
it is expected that there would be a transfer of this UMTRCA Title II site as established through 
the NRC site transfer process to the DOE Long-Term Surveillance and Maintenance Program 
(LTS&M) that is administered by the DOE Office of Legacy Management. 

Under this DOE program, the UNC Site would be maintained and managed under the DOE to 
provide for continued containment and protectiveness. Prior to DOE’s acceptance of this 
UMTRCA Title II site for long-term surveillance and maintenance a determination must be made 
by the NRC that the UNC Site is deemed ready for transfer to DOE without any outstanding 
technical, regulatory, or jurisdiction issues. In addition with input from DOE, that NRC identifies 
an appropriate long-term maintenance fee to enable DOE to effectively perform its LTS&M 
duties, including any that are unique post-closure issues because of the mine waste. 

Close coordination with the NRC, DOE, the Navajo Nation Environmental Protection Agency, the 
community, and the State of New Mexico will be required to create an acceptable design that 
incorporates the NECR mine waste into the existing UNC Tailings Disposal Area, and complies 
with the NRC, DOE, EPA and State requirements and regulations. 

The EPA has determined that this ROD for the Surface Soil Operable Unit at the UNC Superfund 
Site (a.k.a., the UNC Church Rock Mill Uranium Recovery Facility) is consistent with the 
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September 28, 1988, MOU between NRC and EPA (55 Fed. Reg. 37887) regarding the UNC Site.4 

This is so because EPA’s selection and implementation of a remedy providing for collocating the 
NECR mine waste in the Tailings Disposal Area as described in this ROD is an independent action 
from final soil reclamation activities and ground water corrective measures for the entire UNC 
Site. 

As much as possible, EPA intends to implement and fund the response actions described in this 
ROD through enforcement actions. 

Consultations with the Navajo Nation and the State of New Mexico in 2005 resulted in EPA 
Region 9 taking the lead on the NECR Site. The Navajo Nation Environmental Protection Agency 
(NNEPA) sent a letter to EPA Region 9 dated March 22, 2005, formally requesting that EPA 
Region 9 become the lead agency, consistent with a Memorandum of Understanding between 
Region 9 and the Navajo Nation. EPA Region 9 issued a letter formally accepting NECR Site lead 
on November 7, 2005. 

EPA will continue to coordinate closely with the Navajo Nation and the State of New Mexico 
throughout the cleanup process. Both entities will be included as part of a technical design 
review team of regulatory agencies, including EPA Regions 6 and 9, NRC, DOE, NMED, and the 
NNEPA. The State of New Mexico has identified requirements that are considered to be ARARs 
as discussed below under Section 2.10.2. 

2.3  Site History and Enforcement Activities 
Operations at the UNC Site included a historic uranium mill that was licensed to operate by the 
State of New Mexico in May 1977. Following extensive uranium mineral exploration in the 
1950s and 1960s, mining development began at the NECR Site in 1967 and ended in 1982. From 
approximately 1969 to 1986, large quantities of ground water were pumped from the NECR 
mine and from the Quivira mines to dewater the underground mine workings (EPA, 2011b). 
This mine water was discharged to the local arroyo (known as Pipeline Arroyo), which runs 
across the UNC Site (Figures 1 and 2). A portion of the mine discharge water infiltrated into the 
subsurface and significantly saturated the near-surface alluvium and Zone 1 and Zone 3 of the 
Upper Gallup Sandstone Formation, creating an artificially high water table beneath the UNC 
Site (EPA, 2008). 

The mill on the UNC Site operated from 1977 to 1982, and processed ore primarily from two of 
UNC’s nearby mines: NECR and Old Church Rock. Uranium ore was processed at the facility 
using a combination of crushing, grinding, and acid-leach solvent extraction methods. The 
milling operation produced acidic slurry of ground rock and fluid (tailing) that was pumped into 
the Tailings Disposal Area which consists of three cells (north, central, and south). An estimated 
3.5 million tons of tailings were disposed in the tailings impoundments. 

4 The UNC Site is referred to in the MOU as the Churchrock [sic], New Mexico uranium mill site. EPA generally 
refers to the UNC Site as the United Nuclear Corporation Superfund Site.  NRC generally refers to the site as the 
UNC Church Rock Mill Uranium Recovery Facility. 
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Operations at the NECR Site left uranium protore (low grade ore), waste rock, and overburden 
after the mine was shut down. Uranium and its decay product radium are of primary concern at 
the NECR Site. Radium is present in significantly elevated concentrations in soil and sediment. 
The radium has been transported as windborne dust or as rainwater run-off to areas around or 
adjacent to the NECR Site.  Plants can take up radium and these plants may be consumed by 
people who gather herbs and other plants in these contaminated areas at the NECR Site. 
Additionally, animals may eat plants that have taken up radium and these animals may be 
eaten by people in the vicinity of the NECR Site. People who come into contact with dust at the 
NECR Site may also be exposed to radium through normal hand to mouth contact during eating 
or smoking.  People may also inhale radium in windborne dust, or drink radium contaminated 
surface water from the NECR Site. 

2.3.1  Previous Actions 
2.3.1.1  History of the NRC and NMED actions at the UNC Site 
Regulatory authority for the site has included the State of New Mexico agency NMED (formerly 
the New Mexico Environmental Improvement Division), the NRC and the EPA. The initial license 
for the site was granted by NMED in May 1977. At that time, New Mexico was an Agreement 
State and had authority to issue a license to UNC. An Agreement State is a State that has signed 
an agreement with the NRC authorizing the State to regulate certain uses of radioactive 
materials within the State.5 Under the jurisdiction of the NMED, UNC was required to prepare a 
Ground Water Discharge Plan (November 1979), to prevent tailings seepage from 
contaminating ground water in the UNC Site vicinity. 

On July 16, 1979, the tailings impoundment at the south tailings disposal cell at the UNC Site 
failed, sending tons of radioactive tailings waste and approximately ninety-three million gallons 
of contaminated liquid into the Rio Puerco. The flood left behind radioactive contaminants as 
well as hazardous heavy metal contamination, and contaminated the Rio Puerco. UNC repaired 
the dam shortly after its failure, and cleanup of the resultant spill was conducted according to 
criteria imposed by state and federal agencies at that time. 

Under the direction of NMED, initial corrective actions to address ground water contamination 
at the UNC Site began with tailings seepage investigations and neutralization of the acidic 
tailings. These actions were performed from 1979 through 1982. Tailings neutralization 
included the addition of ammonia and lime to the tailings. The NMED also required that UNC 
remediate ground water in Zones 1 and 3. This remediation began in 1982 and consisted of 
installing and operating wells to extract tailings seepage, neutralizing the extracted water, and 
discharging the neutralized water into the tailings disposal cells (EPA, 1988b). 

5 Section 274 of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended, provides a statutory basis under which NRC 
relinquishes to the States portions of its regulatory authority to license and regulate byproduct materials 
(radioisotopes); source materials (uranium and thorium); and certain quantities of special nuclear materials. The 
mechanism for the transfer of NRC’s authority to a State is an agreement signed by the Governor of the State and 
the Chairman of the Commission, in accordance with Section 274b of the Act. 
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The NMED ceded its licensing authority to the NRC in 1986 when it relinquished Agreement 
State status. Since that time, the license for the UNC Site has been under NRC responsibility. 
The processes for reclamation and ground water corrective action were implemented beginning 
in 1986 under the NRC license. 

In 1986, the NRC assumed responsibility for the licensing and regulating of uranium mills within 
the State of New Mexico. UNC’s contractor, Canonie Environmental Services Corp. (Canonie) 
submitted a draft reclamation plan to NRC in 1987 and the final plan was approved in March 
1991 (Canonie, 1991). The NRC required decommissioning of the mill facility, remediation of 
Ra-226 contaminated soils, capping of the tailings cells, installation of extraction wells, and 
construction of evaporation ponds and an evaporation system. Some of the key actions that 
were completed included final remediation of windblown tailings from McKinley County 
Sections 2 and 36 in 1989 (UNC, 1989), final remediation of windblown tailings in Section 1 in 
1990 (UNC, 1990), mill decommissioning in 1992 (UNC, 1993), final reclamation of the North 
Cell in 1993 (Canonie, 1995), final reclamation of the Central Cell in 1994 (Canonie, 1995), and 
final reclamation of the South Cell in 1995 (Smith Environmental, 1996a). 

Construction of surface water control structures around the perimeter of the Tailings Disposal 
Area was completed in 1996 (Smith Environmental, 1997). As stated in the 1997 report, the 
final remaining reclamation actions include backfilling of the evaporation ponds located on top 
of the South Cell, capping of the evaporation pond area (after completion of ground water 
remediation activities), and completion of the final drainage swales at the Tailings Disposal 
Area. The evaporation ponds are currently used and are a part of the ongoing ground water 
cleanup. Therefore, these final reclamation actions will be completed, under NRC authority 
after remedial actions called for by the UNC Site Surface Soil Operable Unit ROD are completed 
and the evaporation ponds are no longer necessary for ground water cleanup. 

NRC required that UNC begin reclamation construction activities in 1988, three years prior to 
final approval of the reclamation plan. The NRC ground water corrective action, as required 
under NRC regulations and in the License, was incorporated into the reclamation plan. The NRC 
Corrective Action Plan (CAP) included cleanup standards for the UNC Site as determined by the 
NRC. A draft reclamation plan was submitted in 1987 and the final plan was approved in March 
1991. The Corrective Action Plan cleanup standards will be reviewed by EPA during the UNC 
Site Five Year Review for the OU1 ROD which addressed ground water. This Five Year Review is 
currently underway and is due to be finalized in the fall of 2013. 

2.3.1.2  History of EPA involvement at the UNC Site 
EPA, which has authority over the UNC Site under CERCLA, 42 U.S.C. §§ 9601 et seq., placed the 
UNC Site onto the NPL, 40 CFR Part 300 Appendix B, in 1983 [48 Fed. Reg. 40658 (Sept. 8, 
1983)] because contaminated liquids had seeped from the tailings at the UNC Site and 
contaminated the underlying ground water, and because there were toxic emissions to surface 
water and air (EPA, 1988b). Acidic liquids had seeped from the tailings located in the unlined 
disposal cells into the underlying alluvium deposits (referred to as the Southwest Alluvium) and 
also into two deeper zones (Zones 1 and 3) of the Upper Gallup Sandstone Formation, 
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contaminating the ground water with heavy metals, radionuclides such as uranium and radium, 
and other chemical constituents. 

In 1988, EPA and NRC signed a MOU regarding the UNC Site [53 Fed. Reg. 37887 (September 
28, 1988)]. The EPA and the NRC have overlapping authority in connection with the UNC Site, 
and the MOU was developed to help assure that remedial actions occur in a timely and 
effective manner. As stated in the MOU, NRC assumed the role of lead regulatory agency for 
the byproduct material disposal area (i.e., the Tailings Disposal Area) reclamation and closure 
activities with EPA monitoring all such activities and providing review and comments directly to 
NRC while EPA developed and implemented its own site action requirements for ground water 
contamination outside of the Tailings Disposal Area in accordance with CERCLA and the NCP, 40 
CFR Part 300. NRC’s actions at the UNC Site are taken pursuant to the Source Materials License 
SUA-1475 (the UMTRCA of 1978, 42 U.S.C. §7901 et seq). As stated in the MOU, EPA will take 
remedial actions on the UNC Site in order to fulfill its regulatory requirements. EPA had 
consulted with the NRC prior to issuing the Surface Soil Operable Unit Proposed Plan. 

After the UNC Site was listed on the NPL, EPA conducted a ground water remedial investigation 
and a feasibility study (RI/FS) from 1984 through 1988. Based on the remedial investigation 
findings, ground water in the Southwest Alluvium, Zone 1, and Zone 3 had been contaminated 
by acidic tailings seepage. EPA issued a ROD in September 1988 selecting a remedy for the 
contaminated ground water that included extraction of the ground water and treatment by 
evaporation. (Hereinafter the Record of Decision for ground water is referred to as the Ground 
Water Operable Unit ROD.) Extraction wells were completed in the Southwest Alluvium, Zone 
1, and Zone 3 downgradient of the Tailings Disposal Area. The remedy selected in the 1988 
Ground Water Operable Unit ROD also included ground water monitoring in the Southwest 
Alluvium, Zone 1, and Zone 3. EPA identified UNC as a potentially responsible party (PRP) under 
CERCLA. EPA issued a CERCLA Unilateral Administrative Order (UAO; Docket No. CERCLA 6-11-
89) to UNC calling for UNC to implement the remedy as selected in the Ground Water Operable 
Unit ROD. UNC constructed the remedy in 1989, and continues to address ground water 
contamination under the 1988 Ground Water Operable Unit ROD. Ground water monitoring 
and extraction wells are located at the boundary and downgradient of the Tailings Disposal 
Area. Ground water monitoring and remediation of the contaminant plumes are ongoing and 
are being conducted by UNC under the 1988 Ground Water Operable Unit ROD. Ground water 
is not a component of this Surface Soil Operable Unit ROD for the UNC Site, which addresses 
only the proposed disposal of the NECR Site mine waste at the UNC Site. 

2.3.1.3  History of EPA involvement at the NECR Site 
On January 29, 1979, the New Mexico Environmental Improvement Division authorized UNC’s 
use of coarse sand tailings from the UNC Mill for backfilling excavated mine stopes at the NECR 
Mine. 

NRC assumed licensing authority from the State of New Mexico for the UNC Site in June 1986. 
The NRC was aware that byproduct material from the UNC Site was historically transferred 
from the UNC Site to the NECR Site to stabilize mine stopes. Thus, the NRC became directly 
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involved in the NECR Mine closure activity, providing technical input on aspects related to 
radiologic surficial contamination since 11 e.(2) byproduct material from the UNC Site mill (also 
known as the UNC Church Rock Mill) operation was formerly staged at the NECR Site. 

UNC undertook closure activities at the NECR Site between 1986 and 1988 under the NRC 
Source Materials license for the NECR Site within UNC’s mine permit boundaries (Figure 2). 
UNC’s closure activities at the NECR Site included the closure of the ion exchange plant, 
removal of sludge from the mine water treatment ponds, and closure of the tailings sand 
backfill areas. Radionuclide contaminated soil and tailings sand from the NECR Site were 
disposed at the UNC Site in conjunction with UNC mill decommissioning and reclamation 
activities. The NRC reviewed the UNC document entitled, "Tailings Sand Backfill Cleanup 
Verification Report, Northeast Church Rock Mine, United Nuclear Corporation," April 27, 1989 
(ADAMS Accession ML080040301 ). The NRC determined that UNC had adequately removed 
remaining byproduct material from the NECR Site and that no further action was required at 
the NECR Site by UNC pursuant to Condition No. 33 of its Church Rock Mill source materials 
license (ADAMS Accession No. ML073650348). 

The NRC never had jurisdictional responsibility for the NECR Site nor regulatory authority to 
require mine close-out activities. Therefore, there was never any area of the mine that was 
licensed by the NRC or subsequently released for unrestricted use by the NRC. 

EPA first became aware of community efforts to address contamination at the NECR Site in 
2003 when the Church Rock Chapter of the Navajo Nation initiated the Church Rock Uranium 
Monitoring Project (CRUMP). Information collected from this grass roots field effort raised 
awareness of the NECR Site. 

Consultation with the Navajo Nation and discussions with the State of New Mexico in 2005 
resulted in EPA taking the lead on the NECR Site. NNEPA sent a letter to EPA, dated March 22, 
2005, formally requesting that EPA become the lead agency, and EPA issued a letter formally 
accepting NECR Site lead on November 7, 2005 (EPA, 2011b). 

EPA consulted with the Navajo Nation about the NECR Site cleanup action before, during, and 
after issuing the EE/CA for the Non-Time Critical Removal Action at the NECR Site. EPA’s formal 
consultations with the Navajo Nation are currently broader in scope, addressing the next 5-Year 
Uranium Cleanup Plan. Informal consultation regarding the NECR Site cleanup continues as the 
Navajo President has requested biannual meetings attended by top-level representatives of US 
EPA Regions 6 and 9, DOE, NRC, and Navajo Nation. The consultations that have been held so 
far are documented in the NECR Site Administrative Record. Some of these consultations are 
listed below:  

October 2009 - Meeting in Phoenix between Navajo Nation President Shirley and Acting 
EPA Region 9 Administrator, Laura Yoshii regarding the NECR Site. 
December 21, 2009 -Letter to President Shirley from Acting Regional Administrator, 
Laura Yoshii – This letter was a follow up to the October 2009 meeting between 
President Shirley and Ms. Yoshii.  The letter provided a plan to implement various 
actions that the Navajo had requested regarding the NECR Site. Future small meetings 
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with the Red Water Pond Community were among the action items described in the 
plan. 
February 15 and 16, 2011 – EPA met with representatives of NNEPA and DOJ, and with 
the policy advisor to the Navajo Nation President regarding the cleanup of the NECR 
Site. 
July 7, 2011 - Letter to Steve Etsitty, politically appointed Executive Director of the 
NNEPA, from Jane Diamond, Director of the EPA Region 9 Superfund Program.  As part 
of the formal consultation process regarding the cleanup at the NECR Site, this letter 
responded to Navajo Nation concerns. 
September 1, 2011 - Letter from Ms. Diamond to Mr. Etsitty providing additional 
technical information about the NECR Site, in response to Navajo Nation concerns. 
September 8, 2011 – Meeting between President Shirley and Ms. Diamond regarding 
the NECR Site cleanup. 

EPA ordered a Removal Site Evaluation (RSE) investigation, three time-critical removal actions 
and one non-time-critical removal action related to the NECR Site in the past six years. UNC was 
identified as the PRP, and performed the investigation and these removals with EPA, as 
described below (EPA, 2011b). 

In September 2006, EPA entered into an Administrative Order on Consent (AOC) with 
UNC. UNC performed a RSE at the NECR Site and a Supplemental RSE, under oversight 
by EPA and NNEPA. The RSE report and the Supplemental RSE report were issued in 
October 2007 (MWH, 2007) and February 2008 (MWH, 2008), respectively. 

On April 18, 2007, EPA issued the NECR Site Residential Action Memorandum, which 
called for the cleanup of contamination in residential areas located near the NECR mine. 

On May 4, 2007, EPA issued a UAO to the UNC. The UAO required UNC to perform the 
cleanup described in the NECR Site Residential Action Memorandum. Under the terms 
of the UAO, UNC was required to transport and dispose of contaminated soil that had 
been excavated from the residential areas by EPA. EPA also conducted the sampling to 
determine the areas that needed to be addressed. Using the EPA-established soil 
cleanup goal of 2.24 pCi/g6 Ra-226, removals were conducted for half-acre areas around 

6 Throughout this Surface Soil Operable Unit ROD, the term picocurie is used to indicate the radiation associated 
with the contaminants present.  Radioactive elements are unstable and become other elements known as 
“daughters” by giving off radiation. When one atom of an element becomes its daughter, this is known as “decay”. 
The curie (symbol Ci) is a unit of radioactivity, defined as 1 Ci = 3.7×1010 or 37,000,000,000 decays per second. This 
is roughly the activity of 1 gram of the radium isotope 226Ra, a substance studied by the pioneers of radiology, 
Marie and Pierre Curie, for whom the unit was named. Pico here means one trillionth. A picocurie (pCi) is one 
trillionth of the decays per second expected from a gram of the radium isotope 226Ra. This turns out to be about 
2.2 decays per minute. 
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four home sites consistent with the Multi-Agency Radiation Survey and Site 
Investigation Manual guidance and procedures (EPA, 2011b). 

The RSE and Supplemental RSE reports identified conditions that indicated an additional 
removal action (i.e., in addition to the NECR Site Residential Removal Action) would be 
necessary to reduce or eliminate threats to human health and the environment. 

In May 2009, EPA issued an Engineering Evaluation/Cost Analysis (EE/CA) that evaluated 
several alternatives for cleanup of the NECR Site. EPA evaluated the following five 
cleanup alternatives for the NECR Site: 

Alternative 1. No Action; 

Alternative 2. Excavation and disposal at an off-site treatment, storage and disposal 
facility (TSDF) of all NECR Site wastes; 

Alternative 3. Consolidation and covering of mine wastes on the NECR Site; 

Alternative 4. Construction of an above-ground, capped and lined repository on the 
NECR Site; and 

Alternative 5. Consolidation of the mine wastes with a cap and liner at the UNC Site 
currently under license by the NRC, either in an existing tailings cell or in a newly-
constructed repository. 

Alternatives 3, 4 and 5 had the following option: 

Option A: Removal of high-concentration (“principal threat waste”) material to an off-
site Class I hazardous waste disposal facility, or an alternative appropriate facility. 

In addition, Alternatives 3 and 4 have the following option: 

Option B: Removal of principal threat waste material for containment in an existing 
tailings cell on the UNC Site. 

After evaluating public comments received regarding the EE/CA, and the five alternatives, 
EPA selected its preferred Alternative 5A as the action it will take to clean up contamination 
at the NECR Site. 

On July 23, 2009, EPA signed the NECR Step-Out Area Interim Removal Action 
Memorandum. The part of the NECR Site that is located to the north and east of NECR-1 
is identified as the 2009 Step-Out Area. The NECR Step-Out Area Interim Removal 
Action Memorandum called for an Interim Time Critical Removal Action involving 
approximately 100,000 cubic yards of radium contaminated soil from the Step-Out Area 
beyond the NECR Site, including the Unnamed Arroyo and vicinity residential area. The 
work, with EPA oversight, involved excavation, consolidation and capping of radium 
contaminated soils on the NECR Site. 

On July 24, 2009, under an AOC issued by EPA, UNC/GE agreed to undertake this 
removal action with EPA oversight. The 2009 removal action used 2.24 pCi/g Ra-226 as a 
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cleanup goal. This was the same cleanup goal selected for the 2007 NECR Site 
Residential Removal Action. The work under the AOC included demolition of existing 
mine buildings and associated concrete slabs located within the NECR-17 footprint; 
excavation and placement onto the NECR-1 pile of approximately 109,800 cubic yards of 
soil from the 2009 Interim Cleanup Step-Out  Area (Figure 4), including approximately 
33,000 cubic yards from an on-site arroyo (Figure 4); excavation and stockpiling of 
approximately 4,000 cubic yards of contaminated soil; backfilling and restoration of 
depressions, culverts, and roads with new imported materials; characterization of Red 
Water Pond Road from Highway 566 to the bridge by the Quivira Site (Figure 2); and 
fencing, seeding and other restoration activities (EPA, 2011b). 

On September 26, 2011, in response to additional supplemental RSE work conducted in 
the spring of 2011, EPA signed the NECR Time-Critical Removal Action Memorandum for 
the Drainage East of Red Water Pond Road (2012 Eastern Drainage Cleanup) (Figure 4) 
on July 25, 2012, UNC/GE signed an Administrative Order on Consent agreement with 
EPA to undertake the removal action at the Drainage East of Red Water Pond Road with 
EPA oversight. In accordance with the NECR Time-Critical Removal Action 
Memorandum, the removal action will use the same cleanup goal of 2.24 pCi/g Ra-226 
that was used during the 2007 and 2009 Removal Actions. The work will include 
excavation and placement onto the NECR Site of approximately 30,000 cubic yards of 
soil from the area east of Red Water Pond Road. 

On September 29, 2011, EPA signed the 2011 Non-Time-Critical Removal Action 
Memorandum for the NECR Site calling for implementation of removal action 
Alternative 5, described above, with Option A, also described above. For more 
information about this removal action see Section 2.4.4 of this ROD for the UNC Site 
Surface Soil Operable Unit. 

During all previously mentioned removal actions and in close coordination with EPA Community 
Involvement Coordinators, the EPA arranged for voluntary temporary housing for the residents 
for the duration of those actions. 

2.3.1.4  EPA’s decision to dispose of waste from the NECR Site Waste Consolidation Area at the 
UNC Site Tailings Disposal Area 
In the NECR Site EE/CA, EPA identified its preferred alternative as Alternative 5A, listed above. 
EPA’s preferred alternative in this ROD for the UNC Site, is essentially 5A from the EE/CA. 
However, 5A from the EE/CA was re-identified as Alternative 2 in the Proposed Plan.  The “A” in 
5A, which became a part of Alternative 2 in the Proposed Plan, is an element that provides for 

7 NECR 1 and 2 pads were concrete slab areas that held the ore (including low-grade ore) that was mined from the 
NECR Mine. The stockpiled ore was then transported from NECR 1 and 2 pads to the UNC Mill for processing.  
Former mining facility buildings were also located in the NECR 1 area until they were demolished in 2009.  
However, the material resulting from the demolition remains on the NECR Site. 
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removal of high-concentration (“principal threat waste”) material to an off-site Class I 
hazardous waste disposal facility, or an alternative appropriate facility.  Principal threat waste is 
not a part of this Selected Remedy and no principal threat waste will be disposed of at the UNC 
Site as part of this remedy. 

Because of the similarity of the threat posed by the mine waste in the areas on the NECR Site 
where mine waste has been deposited and consolidated (Consolidation Areas) and the threat 
posed by the tailings that make up the UNC Site Tailings Disposal Area, as well as the relative 
proximity of these facilities (less than 1 mile); the EPA is hereby invoking its authority under 
CERCLA Section 104(d)(4), 42 U.S.C. § 9604(d)(4), to temporarily treat these related facilities 
(the NECR Site Consolidation Areas and the UNC Site Tailings Disposal Area) as one for the 
purposes of Section 104 of CERCLA, 42 U.S.C. § 9604. Treatment of the UNC Site Tailings 
Disposal Area and the NECR Consolidation Areas as one begins immediately, but this treatment 
is temporary and will end once all the NECR Site waste that EPA intends to dispose at the UNC 
Site Tailings Disposal Area has been disposed at the UNC Site Tailings Disposal Area. 

Since the selected cleanup action for the NECR Site included disposal of NECR Site waste at the 
UNC Site, the NECR Site cleanup decision was made contingent upon both modification of the 
license issued by the NRC for the UNC site, and issuance of an appropriate decision document 
by EPA Region 6 consistent with the NCP, 40 CFR Part 300. The NCP is the federal government's 
blueprint for responding to both oil spills and hazardous substance releases. 

Under the NCP, for remedial actions at NPL Sites, EPA goes through several steps before it 
makes its final decision selecting a remedy for an NPL site like the UNC Site. EPA has completed 
one of these steps—issuing a Proposed Plan that describes EPA’s preferred plan of action for 
the UNC Site along with a description of the alternatives considered. On June 20, 2012, EPA 
issued the Proposed Plan for the Surface Soil Operable Unit at the UNC Site and EPA invited the 
public to comment on its Proposed Plan. 

The Proposed Plan for the Surface Soil Operable Unit at the UNC Site included two options: 

Alternative 1: No Action Alternative 

Regulations governing the Superfund program require that the “no action” alternative 
be evaluated to establish a baseline for comparison. Under the no action alternative, the 
UNC Site Tailings Disposal Area would not be used as the disposal area for the NECR Site 
mine waste. This would have no impact on the UNC Site in that the UNC Site would 
remain as it is now. 

Alternative 2:  Alternative 2 includes the transportation, receipt, consolidation, and 
disposal of NECR Site mine waste at the UNC Site within the Tailings Disposal Area. EPA 
identified Alternative 2 as EPA’s preferred remedy in the Surface Soil Operable Unit 
Proposed Plan for the UNC Site.  Principal threat waste is not a part of this Selected 
Remedy and principal threat waste from the NECR Site will not be disposed of at the 
UNC Site. 
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2.4  Community Participation 
2.4.1  UNC Site 
As early as 1979, the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) convened public 
meetings. The meetings were intended to address citizen concern after the July 16, 1979 
tailings spill from the UNC Site into the Rio Puerco. The CDC also provided health tests for 
humans and livestock at these meetings. 

After the UNC Site was placed on the NPL in September 1983, EPA representatives interviewed 
local officials and area residents to determine issues and concerns. At that time, EPA’s major 
concern was possible contamination of nearby private wells. 

In April 1987, EPA held a public meeting to discuss the status of the on-going investigations at 
the UNC Site and to clarify the roles and responsibilities of EPA and the NRC.  A Navajo 
translator was provided and the meeting was well attended. 

On July 18, 1988, EPA announced an open house meeting at the Red Rock State Park. The 
purpose of the open house was to summarize the results of the remedial investigation and to 
describe the respective responsibilities of EPA and NRC. The open house was held on August 4, 
1988, and about 40 residents attended. 

Additional open house meetings and workshops were held in February 1992, November 1998, 
and May 2009. 

EPA’s first ROD for the UNC Site selected a remedy to address contaminated ground water at 
the UNC Site. EPA published the Ground Water Operable Unit ROD Fact Sheet in October 1988. 
The Ground Water Operable Unit ROD Fact Sheet summarized and explained for the public the 
remedy selected in the Ground Water Operable Unit ROD.  To summarize and explain for the 
public EPA activities at the UNC Site, EPA published additional Fact Sheets in May 1990, June 
1991, February 1992, October 1998, January 2003, February 2004, May 2006, February 2008, 
June 2009, April 2012, and July 2012. EPA developed a Community Involvement Plan in June 
1984 and revised the Community Involvement Plan in May 1989, January 2004, May 2008, 
February 2009, and December 2012. The purpose of the Community Involvement plan was to 
guide EPA staff as they informed the public and encouraged public participation in the 
Superfund process. 

2.4.2  NECR Site 
EPA first became aware of community efforts to address contamination at the NECR Site in 
2003 when the Church Rock Chapter of the Navajo Nation initiated the CRUMP. Information 
collected from this grass roots field effort raised awareness of the NECR Site and in 2005; the 
Navajo Nation requested EPA to take the lead on the mine site cleanup efforts. 

Data were collected from the NECR Site in 2006 as part of the Removal Site Evaluation. In 2007, 
EPA conducted a residential cleanup action at several of the surrounding nearby homesites 
where contamination was found in the yards. These homesites were located between the NECR 
Site and the Quivira Site. In response to the residential removal action, the residential 
community organized and formed the non-profit Red Water Pond Road Community Association 
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(RWPRCA), which has been the primary community group providing input to EPA on the NECR 
Site removal actions. 

After issuing the EE/CA for the NECR Site Non-Time Critical Removal Action, EPA began a two-
year campaign of community outreach, working more closely with the surrounding community 
regarding the NECR Site. In part, this campaign was in response to the request of the Navajo 
Nation President, made in a December 2009 meeting with EPA. A list of all of the public 
meetings that were held during this period is on EPA’s NECR Site website at 
www.epa.gov/region9/necr. Many of EPA’s meetings with the Navajo were held at Chapter 
Houses or other public venues, and some of these meetings were attended by residents of the 
surrounding communities. EPA also contracted with the RWPRCA to reach out to the Chapter 
Houses and to other residents with information, fact sheets, and meeting information. 

EPA has mailed copies of fact sheets and relevant information to the Chapters, providing 
sufficient copies so that these documents can be distributed to all Chapter Residents. 
Information about the public meetings regarding the NECR Site EE/CA and about the public 
meetings regarding the UNC Site Proposed Plan was published in both the Gallup and Navajo 
Nation newspapers. 

EPA provided a 90-day public comment period for the NECR Site EE/CA. EPA received 
numerous written public comments regarding the EE/CA. During the comment period, EPA held 
one public meeting (June 23, 2009) and two public hearings (July 7, 2009 and August 25, 2009). 
All public meetings, hearings, and dates of the comment period and its extension were 
advertised in the Gallup Independent and the Navajo Times. 

After the official public comment period ended, EPA continued community involvement efforts 
during the following 24 months to listen and respond to community, stakeholder and Navajo 
Nation concerns. During this time frame, EPA conducted ten additional community events, 
including meetings, site tours, and workshops. 

2.4.3  Local Community Association 
The RWPRCA received funding from EPA to help facilitate distribution of information from EPA 
to local residents and chapter officials. RWPRCA holds community meetings and distributes 
documents, and, in this way it keeps the community informed and receives feedback. RWPRCA 
brings concerns of the local community about activities related to the NECR Site to EPA’s 
attention in a timely manner. The RWPRCA estimates that 250-300 individuals are living within 
two miles of the NECR Site. 

EPA has funded technical assistance for the Red Water Pond Road Community through an EPA 
contract called Technical Assistance Services for Communities (TASC) to explain and interpret 
technical information and documents for community members. EPA has also contracted with 
the RWPRCA to assist EPA with outreach to local community members and Chapters. 

RWPRCA community members and the TASC contractors participate in monthly teleconference 
calls with EPA. In August and September, 2012, TASC explained elements of the UNC Site 
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Surface Soil Operable Unit Proposed Plan and the technical basis for the Proposed Plan at the 
monthly meetings of the RWPRCA. 

The TASC contract is primarily focused on providing information to the Red Water Pond Road 
Community which is most directly impacted by the NECR Mine Site cleanup due to its proximity 
to the site. Community members from outside the Red Water Pond Road area are invited to 
these meetings and have attended. 

2.4.4  UNC Site Surface Soil Operable Unit Proposed Plan  
After EPA issues a Proposed Plan for public comment, EPA responds to those comments in a 
Responsiveness Summary. EPA responds to comments regarding the Proposed Plan for the 
UNC Site Surface Soil Operable Unit in the Responsiveness Summary that is Part 3 of this ROD. 

In accordance with Section 117 of CERCLA, the press release and Surface Soil Operable Unit 
Proposed Plan Fact Sheet announcing the public comment period and the CERCLA, 42 U.S.C. § 
9617, and 40 CFR § 300.430(f)(3), were published on July 20, 2012. EPA published a notice of 
availability and a brief analysis of the Proposed Plan for the Surface Soil Operable Unit at the 
UNC Site in local newspapers of general circulation—the Gallup Independent and Navajo Times. 

In addition, information on the Surface Soil Operable Unit Proposed Plan was delivered to the 
following Chapter Houses: Red Rock, Coyote Canyon, Pinedale, Church Rock, Crown Point, and 
Nahodishgish. EPA Community Involvement Coordinators delivered flyers on the proposed plan 
to about 15 homes located about one and a half miles north of Pipeline Canyon Road, to about 
homes located near the Nahodishgish Chapter House and to homes located near the Coyote 
Canyon Chapter House. 

These newspaper notices announced that public meetings would be held on August 29, 2012, at 
the Pinedale Chapter House, Church Rock, New Mexico, and on August 30, 2012, at the Octavia 
Fellin Public Library, Gallup, New Mexico. About 56 people attended the first meeting, which 
was held at the Pinedale Chapter House closest to the UNC Site, and about 50 attended the 
second meeting which was held in Gallup for the outlying communities and local Gallup 
residents. To ensure that all comments were captured, a court reporter and a Navajo translator 
were present at both meetings. The comments that EPA addresses in Part 3 of this ROD include 
comments submitted and recorded at the two meetings. 

EPA made the Proposed Plan and the rest of the administrative record for the UNC Site Surface 
Soil Operable Unit available at the following locations: 

Navajo Nation Environmental Protection Agency 
Superfund Program 
Highway 264/43 Crest Road 
Saint Michaels, AZ 86511 
(928) 871-6859 / (800) 314-1846 
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Octavia Fellin Public Library 
115 West Hill Avenue 
Gallup New Mexico 87301 
(505) 863-1291 

On August 10, 2012, the EPA received the meeting minutes from RWPRCA’s August 8, 2012 
meeting. These meeting minutes were approved by the Executive Committee of the RWPRCA, 
and submitted to EPA by the TASC contractor. EPA provided a written response via an email on 
August 20, 2012.  This email is included as part of the administrative record for this ROD. 

On August 29, 2012, EPA held a public meeting at the Navajo Pinedale Chapter House, located 
in Pinedale. On August 30, 2012, EPA held a public meeting at the Octavia Fellin Public Library 
located in Gallup. At the meetings, EPA provided the opportunity for RWPRCA members and 
other community members from the region surrounding the UNC Site to ask questions and 
make comments regarding the Proposed Plan for the Surface Soil Operable Unit at the UNC 
Site. Invitations to the public meetings were published in the Gallup Independent and Navajo 
Times. The published invitations included information telling how to submit comments and 
that the public comment period would last 60 days (July 20, 2012 – September 21, 2012). 

Comments were received from individuals and from various community groups, stakeholders, 
and other Federal and State agencies including the following: RWPRCA, DOE, NMED, 
Bluewater Valley Downstream Alliance (BVDA), Citizens for Alternatives to Radioactive Dumping 
(CARD), NRC, TASC, Multicultural Alliance for a Safe Environment (MASE), and UNC/GE. EPA 
also received verbal comments at the two public meetings. All written comments (with the 
exception of those that contained private information) as well as transcripts of the public 
meetings are posted on EPA’s UNC Superfund Site webpage at 
http://www.epa.gov/region6/6sf/newmexico/united_nuclear/index.html. Please access these 
documents under “Documents and Reports” then select “Comments Section. “ 

2.5  Site Characteristics 
2.5.1  UNC Site 
At the UNC Site, there are two agencies with overlapping jurisdiction—EPA and NRC. As stated 
in the MOU, NRC assumed the role of lead regulatory agency for the Tailings Disposal Area 
reclamation and closure activities with EPA monitoring all such activities and providing review 
and comments directly to NRC while EPA developed and implemented its own site action 
requirements for ground water contamination outside of the Tailings Disposal Area in 
accordance with CERCLA and the NCP. 

The EPA has determined that this ROD for the Surface Soil Operable Unit at the UNC Superfund 
Site is consistent with the MOU between NRC and EPA (55 Fed. Reg. 37887) regarding the UNC 
Site. This is so because the EPA’s selection and implementation of a remedy providing for 
collocating the NECR mine waste in the Tailings Disposal Area as described in this ROD is an 
independent action from final soil reclamation activities and ground water corrective measures 
for the entire UNC Site. 
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2.5.2  Ground Water at the UNC Site 
The Remedial Investigation Report (EPA, 1988a) discussed ground water contaminant sources 
and migration pathways at the UNC Site. Two major sources of recharge to the UNC Site 
aquifers were identified: infiltration of surface water within Pipeline Arroyo during mine water 
discharge and tailings seepage water from the active Tailings Disposal Area (Figure 4). To a 
lesser extent, direct precipitation supplies recharge water to the aquifers. 

The UNC Site is underlain by three aquifers. From the geologically youngest to the oldest, these 
units are referred to as: (1) Southwest Alluvium (unconsolidated materials along Pipeline 
Arroyo, having a maximum thickness of approximately 150 feet (ft) and a maximum width of 
approximately 4,000 ft); (2) Zone 3 (uppermost stratigraphic unit of the Upper Gallup 
Sandstone, having a thickness of 70 to 90 ft in the area of the Tailings Disposal Area); and (3) 
Zone 1 (lowest stratigraphic unit of the Upper Gallup Sandstone, having a thickness of 80 to 90 
ft in the area of the Tailings Disposal Area). In some areas, Zones 1 and 3 are in contact with the 
alluvium at the Tailing Disposal Area. Zone 1 and Zone 3 are separated by Zone 2. Zone 2 is a 
unit of coal and shale approximately 15 to 20 ft thick which acts as an aquiclude, strongly 
inhibiting vertical water migration from Zone 3 to Zone 1 (EPA, 2008; Figure 5). 

From approximately 1969 to 1986, the large quantities of ground water pumped from the NECR 
and Quivira mines to dewater the underground mine workings (EPA, 2011b) was discharged to 
Pipeline Arroyo, which runs across the UNC Site (Figures 1 and 4). A portion of the mine 
discharge water, estimated at up to 250 gallons per minute (EPA, 1988a), infiltrated into the 
subsurface and significantly re-saturated the Southwest Alluvium, Zone 3, and Zone 1 creating 
an artificially high water table beneath the UNC Site (EPA, 2008). 

In addition to mine water infiltration through Pipeline Arroyo, tailings seepage water from the 
active Tailings Disposal Area infiltrated and contaminated all three aquifers. Seepage of tailings 
liquids entered the Southwest Alluvium from the three Tailings Disposal Area cells to varying 
degrees. The mechanism responsible for this transport is gravity flow of water through the 
tailings into the Southwest Alluvium. Where the Southwest Alluvium is absent, tailings seepage 
has entered Zone 3 in the northeastern portion of the North Cell where Zone 3 contacts the 
tailings and Zone 1 in the eastern portion of the Central Cell where Zone 1 contacts the tailings 
(EPA, 1988b). 

By 1986, all mine dewatering activity had ceased. With the cessation of mine dewatering, 
ground water recharge from this surface water source through Pipeline Arroyo no longer occurs 
(except during precipitation events). Water levels in all three aquifers have continued to 
decline. Current ground water levels in the Southwest Alluvium, Zone 3, and Zone 1 are below 
the bases of the Tailings Disposal Area cells. Water level data from October 2002 show as much 
as 40 to 70 ft of unsaturated alluvium separating the tailings deposits from the ground water 
present in the Southwest Alluvium (USFilter, 2004). Water level data from October 2003 show 
at least 60 ft of unsaturated material separates the bottom of the tailings from the ground 
water found in Zone 3 (USFilter, 2004). Water level data from October 2012 show as much as 
17 to 29 ft of unsaturated material separating the tailings deposits from the ground water 
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present in Zone 1 (Chester, 2012). Presently, these conditions remain unchanged and without a 
substantial rise in the water table, contact between the ground water and the tailings will not 
occur (Chester, 2012). 

In short, since mine dewatering ceased upgradient of the Tailings Disposal Area, and since the 
tailings cells were reclaimed, the ground water table lies as much as 17 to 70 ft below the 
disposal cells in the Tailings Disposal Area. This is important because it means that mine waste 
from the NECR Site can be stored in the cells at the Tailings Disposal Area without direct contact 
with the ground water. In addition, modeling of the tailings showed that, due to 
evapotranspiration, vertical drainage and the lack of water recharge, excess free water no 
longer exists within the tailings now located in the Tailings Disposal Area (Dwyer, 2011). The 
remaining water in the tailings now located in the Tailings Disposal Area is within the water 
storage capacity of the tailings and will be held within the pore spaces. Any reduction in the 
tailings’ soil porosity due to the loading or weight of the additional NECR mine waste will not 
create excess or new free water that could be “squeezed” out. 

Based on conservative evaluations of the tailings profiles and model sensitivity analyses, adding 
the mine waste from the NECR Site to the tailings in the Tailings Disposal Area at the UNC Site is 
not expected to result in the release of additional tailings liquid into the ground water or 
surrounding soil. Based on these conclusions, disposal of the NECR Site mine waste at the UNC 
Site Tailings Disposal Area is not expected to interfere with or affect the ongoing remediation 
efforts regarding tailings or ground water at the UNC Site. EPA recognizes the limitations of the 
simulations and model results. During remedial design, additional data will be collected and 
evaluated to further refine, support, and verify these conclusions. 

Extraction and evaporation of contaminated ground water to remove contamination was 
selected as the ground water remedy for the UNC Site and documented in the 1988 EPA ROD. 
Ground water monitoring and extraction wells are located at the boundary and downgradient 
of the Tailings Disposal Area. Ground water monitoring and remediation of the contaminant 
plumes are being conducted by UNC, are ongoing, and will continue under the 1988 ROD as a 
separate remedial action. Ground water is not a component of this ROD, which addresses only 
the disposal of the NECR Site low level threat mine waste at the UNC Site. Mine waste disposal 
within the Tailings Disposal Area is not expected to interfere or affect the current ground water 
remediation efforts at the UNC Site. Mine waste disposal will be designed and constructed to 
provide for continued protection against contaminant migration into the ground water in 
support of ongoing ground water remediation efforts. 

2.5.3  Tailings Disposal at the UNC Site 
The UNC mill was designed to process 4,000 tons of ore per day. The UNC mill used a 
conventional crushing, grinding, and acid leach solvent extraction method to extract uranium. 
The average ore grade processed at the mill was approximately 0.12 percent U308 (EPA, 1988). 
The crushing, grinding, and milling processes produced tailings that were an acidic waste of 
ground ore and fluid. An estimated 3.5 million tons of tailings were disposed in the unlined 
impoundments (EPA, 1988) located within the Tailings Disposal Area. 
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During the development of the Tailings Reclamation Plan (Canonie, 1991), UNC’s contractor, 
Canonie, conducted extensive field investigations to develop a comprehensive reclamation 
plan. Based on characterization data collected from the uranium ore in 1976, the mineral 
composition of the ore host rocks was determined to consist of 78 to79 percent quartz, 2 to 3 
percent calcite, and 18 to 20 percent kaolinite and feldspars. Accordingly, the tailings would be 
expected to approximately reflect these coarse to fine ratios of about 80 percent coarse tailings 
(quartz/calcite) and 20 percent fine tailings (kaolinite/feldspars: Canonie, 1991). 

The coarse tailings typically produce lower radon emissions than the fine grained fraction. Field 
investigation data collected in 1986 showed the coarse tailings to have a range of 108 to 227 
pCi/g radium with an average radium content of 154 pCi/g. Data for the fine-grained tailings 
showed a range of 285 to 1099 pCi/g radium with an average radium content of 547 pCi/g. 
From 1993 through 1995 and in accordance with the Tailings Reclamation Plan, UNC’s 
contractors performed reclamation action for the Tailings Disposal Area. During reclamation 
actions, the tailings were regraded so that coarse tailings or other material (i.e., windblown 
tailings) covered the fine-grained tailings to provide a minimum seven-foot thickness of coarse 
tailings over the fine-grained tailings. The purpose was to minimize radon emissions from the 
tailings and reduce the amount and thickness of soil that would be needed to cover the Tailings 
Disposal Area, including the coarse tailings which were placed on top of the fine tailings. The 
tailings disposal cell caps were constructed using 18 to 24 inches compacted soil which was 
overlain with 3 inches of rock mulch. The final layer consisted of compacted soil. 

2.5.4  NECR Site 
The NECR Site consists of two mine shafts, two uranium ore waste piles, and several mine vent 
holes. Operations at the NECR Mine left uranium protore (low grade ore), waste rock, and 
overburden after the mine was shut down. The mine wastes consists of uranium-bearing waste 
rock that produces uranium daughter products during decay8, in particular radium. The decay 
process releases alpha, beta, and gamma radiation. Radium can be found in air and soil and 
produces airborne radon gas. For the purposes of this ROD, the term mine waste refers to NECR 
Site soil that is contaminated with hazardous substances that are either radioactive or heavy 
metals. 

During the 2006 RSE field investigation of the NECR Site, UNC performed scan and static gamma 
surveying and surface [<0.5 feet below ground surface (ft bgs)] and subsurface (>0.5 ft bgs) soil 
sampling. The results of the gamma radiation surveys and soil sampling indicated that surface 
and subsurface soil contain high concentrations of Ra-226 and uranium. For surface soil, Ra-226 

8 In nuclear science, the decay chain refers to the radioactive decay of different discrete radioactive isotopes.  
Decay occurs when these isotopes emit particles. Most radioactive isotopes do not decay directly to a stable state, 
but rather undergo a series of decays until eventually a stable isotope is reached. Decay stages are referred to by 
their relationship to previous or subsequent stages. A parent isotope is one that undergoes decay to form a 
daughter isotope. The daughter isotope may be stable or it may decay to form a daughter isotope of its own. The 
intermediate stages often emit more radioactivity than the original isotope. One of uranium’s daughter products 
is the more radioactive Ra-226.    
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values ranged from 0.8 to 875 pCi/g and uranium values ranged from 0.7 to 3,970 mg/kg. For 
subsurface soil, Ra-226 values ranged from 0.6 to 438 pCi/g and uranium values ranged from 
0.7 to 760 mg/kg. 

Soil sample results indicated that other stable metals such as molybdenum, selenium and 
vanadium were present. The sampling results showed that concentration levels of these metals 
were either below human health screening levels9 or appeared to be within the concentration 
range observed in the background area and do not appear to be associated with mining or 
milling operations. Exceptions to this occurred at only one operational area, NECR-1, where 
selenium was detected at a concentration above background but below the human health 
screening level. There were four detections of molybdenum concentrations above background 
(an undetectable concentration of molybdenum was defined as “non-detect” for background) 
but below the human health screening level at NECR-1. 

Arsenic was also detected in surface soil at concentrations ranging from non-detect to 14.9 
mg/kg, and it was detected in the subsurface soil at concentrations ranging from non-detect 
(<0.5) to 13.9 mg/kg. All sampling results found arsenic soil concentrations to be at levels below 
screening levels that EPA uses to determine whether there would be a human health risk 
associated with residential use of the area tested due to the toxicity of arsenic that is not 
associated with arsenic’s carcinogenic properties.10 

Based on the results from the gamma radiation surveys and soil sampling conducted by UNC, 
there is an estimated 871,000 cubic yards of mine waste at the NECR Site that is to be 
addressed. The following former operational areas were identified in the 2011 Non-Time-
Critical Removal Action Memorandum as areas of concern for mine waste contamination at the 
NECR Site and are referred to collectively as the Consolidation Areas in this ROD (Figure 3; EPA, 
2011b): 

NECR 1 and NECR 2. NECR 1 and 2 pads were concrete slab areas that held the ore 
(including low-grade ore) that was mined from the NECR Mine. The stockpiled ore was 
then transported from NECR 1 and 2 pads to the UNC Mill for processing. Former mining 
facility buildings were also located in the NECR 1 area until they were demolished in 
2009. However, the material resulting from the demolition remains on the NECR Site. 

9 Soil screening is a tool developed by EPA to help standardize and accelerate the evaluation and cleanup of 
contaminated soils where future residential land use is anticipated. Soil screening levels are contaminant 
concentrations which EPA uses to identify areas needing further investigation.  That is, if EPA finds contaminant 
concentrations that exceed screening levels in part of a contaminated site, EPA will take a closer look at that area, 
conducting more sampling to determine whether there are contaminants in that part of the site that should be 
remediated. In this particular instance, the soil screening levels used represent 1 x 10-6 excess lifetime cancer risk 
at the NECR Site. 
10 Arsenic is both a systemic toxin and a carcinogen. The screening level used here looked at the risk to human 
health posed by arsenic as a systemic toxin. 
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NECR-1 “Step-Out Area”. The part of the NECR Site that is located to the north and east 
of NECR-1 is identified as the step-out area. The Step-Out Area includes the former 
trailer park, former fuel storage area, sediment pond, ion exchange plant, and other 
areas containing mine waste. 

Sandfills 1, 2 & 3. During closure of the UNC Mill, the sandfill areas at the NECR Site 
were used as temporary staging grounds for tailings material that had been processed 
through the UNC Site facility. The material was staged in the sandfill areas until disposed 
of in the mine stopes.11 The subsurface mine stope backfill (i.e., the tailings material 
from the UNC Site facility) will not be removed from beneath the NECR Mine. 

Ponds 1, 2, 3 and 3a, plus surrounding areas affected by mine wastes, including an 
unnamed arroyo adjacent to the ponds. At the NECR Site, the ponds held stormwater 
and water pumped from the NECR Site mine during dewatering. The water was 
subsequently treated in the ponds prior to discharge (under a National Pollution 
Discharge and Elimination System (NPDES)12 permit) to the unnamed arroyo. 

Sediment Pad. The sediment pad was a holding area for sediments that were regularly 
removed from the ponds. The sediment was held at the Sediment Pad until transferred 
to the UNC Mill facility. 

Former Magazine Area. Storage area for blasting materials for the mining operation. 

Vents 3 and 8 combined areas. The vents were for the underground mining operation. 

Boneyard. Refuse and discarded equipment from the NECR Mine were stored here. 

Non-Economic Material Storage Area. This area was for storage of the mine overburden 
and low-grade ore (unmarketable materials). 

Note: The approximate 871,000 cubic yards is part of the overall estimated 1,000,000 cubic yards of NECR mine 
waste. 

2.5.5  Principal Threat Waste 
Principal threat waste is not a part of this Selected Remedy and principal threat wastes from 
the NECR Site will not be disposed of at the UNC Site. 

2.5.6  Similarity of Mine Waste at the NECR Site to Mill Tailings at the UNC Site 
UNC operated both the NECR Mine and the UNC Mill. Mining development began at the NECR 
Mine in 1967. In 1977, the UNC Mill began receiving and processing ore from the NECR Mine. 
Uranium ore was processed at the UNC Mill using a combination of crushing, grinding, and acid-
leach solvent extraction methods that produced acidic slurry of ground rock and fluid (tailing) 
that was pumped into the Tailings Disposal Area at the UNC Site. Operations at the NECR Mine 

11 A stope is an open space left behind when wanted ore is removed from an underground mine leaving behind an 
open space known as a stope. 
12 National Pollution Discharge Elimination System, part of the Clean Water Act. 
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left uranium protore (low grade ore), waste rock, and overburden spread throughout the NECR 
Site after the mine was shutdown. The mine wastes at the NECR Site consist of uranium-bearing 
waste rock that produces uranium daughter products during decay, in particular radium. 

On January 29, 1979, the New Mexico Environmental Improvement Division authorized UNC’s 
use of coarse sand tailings from the UNC Mill for backfilling excavated mine stopes at the NECR 
Mine. The tailings sands were stockpiled at three locations prior to use as backfill in the stopes. 
Rainfall runoff from the stockpile areas was routed to four mine dewatering ponds, where it 
was treated in an ion exchange circuit prior to discharge into the nearby arroyo. Pond 
sediments were periodically dredged and stored on a muck pad located near the ponds, prior to 
being transported to the UNC Mill for processing and disposal within the Tailings Disposal Area 
(NRC, 1989). 

In 1988, under oversight of the NRC, UNC cleaned up the three stockpile areas, the four ponds, 
and the muck pad that were contaminated by uranium byproduct (i.e., tailings) material13. 
Because operations at the NECR Mine left non-byproduct mine waste [uranium protore (low 
grade ore), waste rock, and overburden] throughout the NECR mine area, it was difficult for 
UNC to determine whether areas were contaminated as a result of uranium tailings material or 
whether the contamination was indicative of the presence of non-byproduct mine waste. This 
was particularly true in areas where mine waste or naturally radioactive rock outcroppings 
masked uranium tailings material contamination (NRC, 1989). 

Identification of uranium tailings material could not be determined by measuring the radium 
content or using surface gamma surveys. Because the milling process was over 90% efficient at 
removing uranium, uranium would be expected to be essentially absent from the uranium 
tailings material while the radium remained present. UNC used uranium to radium ratio to 
distinguish uranium tailings material from non-byproduct mine waste (NRC, 1989). 
Consequently, whenever this ratio was found in soil, UNC excavated the contaminated soil until 
concentrations of radium at the bottom of the excavated area met the cleanup level of 5 pCi/g 
Ra-226 above background concentrations (NRC, 1989). UNC transported all soil contaminated 
with uranium tailings material from the NECR Site to the UNC Site for disposal within the 
Tailings Disposal Area (NRC, 1989). 

Data for the primary contaminant of concern, radium, are similar for the mine waste located at 
the NECR Site and the tailings located at the UNC Site. The data provided for the mine waste at 
the NECR Site indicate that radium concentrations range from 0.8 to 875 pCi/g for surface soil 
and from 0.6 to 438 pCi/g for subsurface soil. The average radium content of the mine waste at 
the NECR Site is 30.4 pCi/g. The data provided for the tailings at the UNC Site indicate that 
radium concentrations range from 108 to 227 pCi/g with an average radium content of 154 
pCi/g for coarse tailings and range from 285 to 1099 pCi/g with an average radium content of 
547 pCi/g for fine-grained tailings. As defined in the 2011 Non-Time-Critical Removal Action 

13 Uranium byproduct material means the tailings or wastes produced by the extraction or concentration of 
uranium from any ore processed primarily for its source material content. See 40 CFR 192.31. 
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Memorandum, all mine waste that exceeds 200 pCi/g Ra-226 is considered a principal threat 
waste and will not be disposed on the UNC Site. Consequently, Ra-226 concentrations in any 
mine waste that would be taken from the NECR Site to the Tailings Disposal Area at the UNC 
Site will be lower than the Ra-226 concentrations present in the tailings now disposed within 
the Tailings Disposal Area. 

The mine waste from NECR Site and tailings from the UNC Site are similar because 
contamination is derived from the same uranium source material. Specifically, uranium tailings 
sand was stockpiled and then used as backfill in the stopes at the NECR Site. As explained 
above, in 1988, the uranium tailings sand that had been disposed on the surface of the NECR 
Site was excavated under NRC oversight and disposed within the Tailings Disposal Area at the 
UNC Site. Consequently, the concentrations of radium, the primary contaminant of concern, in 
the contamination that remains at the NECR Site, which is being addressed under the 2011 
Non-Time Critical Removal Action for the NECR Site, are within the same general range as the 
concentrations of radium in the uranium tailings material disposed at the UNC Site. In addition, 
no mine waste exceeding 200 pCi/g Ra-226 will be disposed at the UNC Site within the Tailings 
Disposal Area. 

CERCLA Section 104 requires EPA to remediate uncontrolled hazardous waste sites in ways that 
will protect both human health and the environment. As the first step to fulfill this mandate, 
the NCP requires that a baseline risk assessment "characterize the current and potential threats 
to human health and the environment" [40 CFR §300.430 (d)(4)]. The NCP also specifies that 
"environmental evaluations shall be performed to assess threats to the environment, especially 
sensitive habitats and critical habitats of species protected under the Endangered Species Act" 
[40 CFR §300.430 (e)(2)(i)(G)]. For this ROD, a new ecological risk assessment was not 
performed. Instead, EPA relied on the ecological risk evaluation that was undertaken as part of 
the NRC licensing process for the UNC Site. It was appropriate for EPA to use this older 
evaluation because the NECR Site waste that will be brought to the UNC Site is very similar to 
the waste that was addressed during licensing.  That is, the ecological risk posed by the NECR 
Site waste being brought to the UNC Site is essentially the same as the ecological risk that 
already exists at the UNC Site.  This ecological risk was already evaluated as part of the NRC 
licensing process for the UNC Site. In addition, EPA’s reliance on this older report is 
conservative because many of the contamination sources analyzed during the NRC licensing 
process have been eliminated; making the overall ecological risk much lower than it was at the 
time of licensing. 

The ecological risks at the UNC Site were reported in “Environmental Effects of Mill and Mine 
Operation” (UNC, 1975), a report which formed the basis of the Environmental Review Report 
prepared for the original NRC License. As part of the decision making process for this ROD, EPA 
determined, based on that report, that the mule deer, the single most important species, had 
the highest potential for exposure to ionizing radiation. EPA determined that mule deer risked 
contamination through two exposure pathways—inhalation and ingestion. Specifically, there 
was a risk that the deer could inhale radionuclides in air, there was a risk that the deer could 
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ingest contaminated plants that had taken up contaminants from soil, and there was a risk that 
the deer could drink contaminated water. 

EPA’s approach to environmental risk at the UNC Site under this ROD is conservative because, 
at the time the Environmental Effects of Mill and Mine Operation report was prepared (about 
1975), the inhalation pathway risk came from airborne radiation originated from mine tailings, 
mill ventilation stacks and vents, piles of unprocessed ore, and from the tailings pond. The 
ingestion risk came from the potential for deer to consume water discharged from the NECR 
mine into the arroyo that drains into Pipeline Canyon. Currently, the only source of airborne 
radiation is the evaporation ponds located on the south cell of the Tailings Disposal Area. In 
addition, mine water discharge stopped with the mine closure and is no longer a source of 
water for animals. Consequently, the ecological risk is certainly much less than it was at the 
time that the Environmental Effects of Mill and Mine Operation report was prepared. 

2.6  Scope and Role of Operable Unit or Response Action 
Because of the similarity of the threat posed by the mine waste in the areas on the NECR Site 
where mine waste has been deposited and consolidated (Consolidation Areas) and the threat 
posed by the tailings that make up the UNC Site Tailings Disposal Area, as well as the relative 
proximity of these facilities (less than 1 mile); the EPA is hereby invoking its authority under 
CERCLA Section 104(d)(4), 42 U.S.C. § 9604(d)(4), to temporarily treat these related facilities 
(the NECR Site Consolidation Areas and the UNC Site Tailings Disposal Area) as one for the 
purposes of Section 104 of CERCLA, 42 U.S.C. § 9604. Treatment of the UNC Site Tailings 
Disposal Area and the NECR Consolidation Areas as one begins immediately, but this 
arrangement is temporary and will end once all the NECR Site waste that EPA intends to dispose 
at the UNC Site Tailings Disposal Area has been disposed at the UNC Site Tailings Disposal Area. 

Also, at no time will any of the NECR Site, including the Consolidation Areas, be part of the UNC 
Site for NPL purposes. The UNC Site will continue to be the NPL site, and it will not include the 
NECR Site. For example, the NECR mine and surrounding area that make up the NECR Site will 
not be considered when construction completion, close-out, and delisting of the UNC Site from 
the NPL are considered. 

In accordance with EPA’s 2011 Non-Time-Critical Removal Action Memorandum, the NECR Site 
removal action will be undertaken pursuant to Section 104(a)(1) of CERCLA, 42 U.S.C. § 
9604(a)(1), and Section 300.415 of the NCP, 40 CFR § 300.415, to mitigate threats to human 
health and the environment posed by the presence of hazardous substances at the NECR Site. 
The UNC Site remedial action will be undertaken pursuant to Section 104(a)(1) of CERCLA, 42 
U.S.C. § 9604(a)(1), with the remedy selected pursuant to the remedy selection process 
described in the NCP at 40 CFR § 300.430. 

From 1992 to 1995, surface reclamation actions for the Tailings Disposal Area were completed 
under the oversight of the NRC and resulted in the consolidation and capping of the uranium 
byproduct material (i.e., tailings). Because of the similarity of the threat posed by the mine 
waste in the areas on the NECR Site where mine waste has been deposited and consolidated 
(Consolidation Areas) and the threat posed by the tailings located in the UNC Site Tailings 
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Disposal Area, it is appropriate to manage these wastes from the NECR Site and UNC Site 
together. The mine waste from the NECR Site can be collocated, disposed, and managed 
together with the tailings in the UNC Site Tailings Disposal Area to address potential health 
risks. Collocation of the NECR Site mine wastes with the UNC Site tailings will be consistent with 
and supplemental to the Tailings Disposal Area reclamation actions. The NECR Site mine waste 
will be consolidated and disposed on top of the tailings within the Tailing Disposal Area 
followed by capping of the mine waste and tailings. Once the NECR Site mine waste has been 
disposed in the UNC Site Tailings Disposal Area and all the mine waste and tailings are capped, 
final reclamations actions, including backfilling of the evaporation ponds, capping of the 
evaporation pond area, and construction of the final drainage swales at the Tailings Disposal 
Area, will be completed. 

The Selected Remedy for the UNC Site will be consistent with and supplemental to actions that 
will be necessary for NPL site completion and for deletion of the site from the NPL under 
CERCLA. This surface soil operable unit remedial action will address disposal of approximately 
1,000,000 cubic yards of mine waste. This includes approximately 871,000 cubic yards from the 
removal action described in the 2011 Non-Time-Critical Removal Action Memorandum for the 
NECR Site, 109,800 cubic yards from a removal action at the NECR Site that predates the 2011 
Non-Time-Critical Removal Action Memorandum for the NECR Site, and an estimated 30,000 
cubic yards to be excavated as part of a separate time-critical removal action at the NECR Site. 
The estimated 1,000,000 cubic yards of mine waste from the NECR Site is approximately 1.35 
million tons14. It is estimated that approximately 3.5 million tons of tailings have been disposed 
within the Tailings Disposal Area at the UNC Site. The 1.35 million tons of mine waste from the 
NECR Site represents an approximate volume increase within the Tailings Disposal Area of 38%. 

The Selected Remedy does not include approximately 10,000 cubic yards of PTW addressed in 
the 2011 Non-Time-Critical Removal Action Memorandum for the NECR Site. The waste 
acceptance criteria for mine waste that will be disposed at the UNC Site Tailings Disposal Area 
are 200 pCi/g or less of Ra-226 and/or 500 mg/kg or less of uranium. 

The Selected Remedy for the UNC Site is independent of the ground water remedial actions 
that are undertaken by UNC under the EPA’s 1988 ROD for the UNC Site. Ground water 
monitoring and extraction wells are located at the boundary and downgradient of the Tailings 
Disposal Area. Ground water monitoring and remediation of the contaminant plumes is ongoing 
and will continue under the 1988 ROD as a separate remedial action. Ground water is not a 
component of this ROD, which addresses only the proposed disposal of the NECR Site low level 
threat mine waste at the UNC Site. Mine waste disposal within the Tailings Disposal Area is not 
expected to interfere or affect the current ground water remediation efforts. Mine waste 
disposal will be designed and constructed to provide for continued protection against 

14 The estimated volume of mine waste at the NECR site being considered for disposal at the UNC Site within the 
Tailings Disposal Area is approximately 1 million cubic yards. A conversion factor of 1.35 cubic yards per tons was 
used to convert the volume from cubic yards to tons. 
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contaminant migration into the ground water (see Section 2.5.2) in support of ongoing ground 
water remediation efforts. 

The Selected Remedy proposes the permanent disposal of mine waste from the NECR Site 
Consolidation Areas within the Tailings Disposal Area at the UNC Site. Accordingly, EPA will 
issue a final ROD consistent with CERCLA and the NCP for all portions of the UNC Site, including 
those areas being addressed by the NRC before the UNC Site is deleted from the NPL. All mine 
waste from the NECR Consolidation Areas and the tailings located within the Tailings Disposal 
Area at the UNC Site, will be contained on the UNC Site for perpetuity. It is expected that there 
would be a transfer of the UNC Site to the DOE LTS&M under DOE’s Office of Legacy 
Management. Under this DOE program, the UNC Site would be maintained and managed under 
the DOE to provide for continued containment and protectiveness. 

NRC License Amendment: In that the UNC Site is under EPA and NRC jurisdiction and as 
outlined in the 2011 Non-Time Critical Removal Action Memorandum, disposal of mine waste 
from the NECR Site within the Tailings Disposal Area at the UNC Site is contingent on two 
actions. 

Step one: EPA issues an appropriate decision document consistent with the NCP (40 CFR Part 
300) process, including assessment of State and community acceptance, where EPA selects 
disposal of mine waste from the NECR Site within the Tailings Disposal Area of the UNC Site as a 
surface soil operable unit remedy for the UNC Site. This ROD completes EPA’s process to fulfill 
step one. 

Step two: Disposal of mine waste from the NECR Site within the Tailings Disposal Area at the 
UNC Site will require acceptance by the NRC and is contingent on an amendment of UNC’s NRC 
license to allow for disposal. The license amendment process will begin when UNC submits for 
NRC review and evaluation a request for an amendment of its NRC license to accommodate 
disposal of mine waste from the NECR Site within the Tailings Disposal Area at the UNC Site. 
NRC’s agreement to amend the UNC’s license to allow this disposal will be necessary to fulfill 
step two. 

2.6.1  Overview of UNC-NECR Consolidation Area 
UNC has an NRC mine permit for an approximately 125 acre area at the NECR Site (Figure 2). 
The NRC Site is located on both sides of a small unnamed arroyo. This arroyo drains to the 
northeast into another east-west trending lateral unnamed arroyo. These arroyos 
subsequently drain eastward into Pipeline Canyon, located east of Red Water Pond Road and 
the Quivira Mines (Figure 2). The UNC Site is bifurcated by Pipeline Canyon with the old UNC 
mill (approximately 40 acres) located to the west of Pipeline Canyon and the Tailings Disposal 
Area (approximately 100 acres) located east of Pipeline Canyon (Figure 2). Elevations at the 
UNC Site range from 7,100 to 7,200 feet. Pipeline Canyon is a northeast-southwest trending 
alluvial valley that drains intermittently to the southwest, eventually emptying into the Rio 
Puerco. 
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2.6.2  Areas of Archaeological or Historical Importance 
There are areas of archaeological significance in the vicinity of the NECR Site (Begay, 2011). 
These areas will be identified and protected prior to the removal actions at the NECR Site. 
There are no archaeological areas of significance in the vicinity of the UNC Site Tailings Disposal 
Area. 

2.7  Current and Potential Future Site and Resource Uses 
2.7.1  Land Uses 
The NRC License Condition 31 requires UNC to submit annual land-use updates. According to 
the Revised Site-Wide Supplemental Feasibility Study Parts I and II, Church Rock Site, Church 
Rock, New Mexico (Chester, 2011a), review of annual land-use updates from 1999 through 
2009 was conducted for purposes of that report. The annual land-use reports describe all land-
use changes within a 2-mile radius of the former UNC Site. All land use changes have been 
minor.  The following paragraph was obtained from the referenced report: 

Within UNC property (Sections 2 and 36), the following activities are 
representative of occasional land-use changes: (1) abandonment or installation of 
new monitoring wells, test wells, or extraction wells; (2) cessation of pumping at 
some former extraction wells; (3) reinforcement or reinstallation of perimeter 
fences to prevent trespassing or cattle grazing; (4) improvement of local drainage 
control; and (5) various remedy enhancement field activities conducted in the 
Zone 3 impacted groundwater on Section 36. 

The Church Rock Updated [Human Health Risk Assessment] HHRA (Chester, 2012a) provides a 
thorough current review of land use and potentially exposed populations in the vicinity of the 
[UNC] Site (as part of the exposure assessment). The Annual Land Use Report for 2010 is 
presented as Appendix D in that document and is attached as Appendix C in this ROD.  The 
HHRA states that: 

Land use in the vicinity of the Site has not changed significantly in more than 30 years. 
The area surrounding the Site is sparsely populated and the primary land use is grazing 
for sheep, cattle, and horses. The 2010 Land Use Report indicates that there are a total 
of thirty-four home sites and eight wells within approximately two miles of the former 
mill site. Two of the wells listed in the 2010 Land Use Report are abandoned and two are 
used as monitoring wells. Only two of the wells are identified as having domestic use 
(including the Church Rock Site water supply well (the mill well, which is very deep and 
open to the Westwater Canyon Formation) and the Circle Wash Well (an alluvium well 
south of the Puerco River). Three wells, including the Circle Wash Well, the Friendship 
Well (14T-586), and Well 15K-303 are used for livestock watering. The Circle Wash Well 
and the Friendship Well cannot be impacted by seepage from the Church Rock tailings 
impoundments due to their topographic locations relative to hydraulic gradients. Well 
15K-303, located more than two miles to the northeast of the mill Site, is the only local 
well known to tap the Upper Gallup Formation and is used for livestock watering; 
however, it is too distant to be impacted by seepage from the Church Rock Site, and the 
results of sampling (King, 2007) indicate both that the water has not been impacted by 
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tailings seepage and it is unsuitable for human consumption. No residents have private 
wells for domestic water supply and many haul their own water from known (although 
often unregulated) sources for domestic supply and livestock watering. King (2007) cites 
the results of a 1999 survey by the Church Rock Uranium Mining Project (CRUMP) which 
indicated that more than 80 percent of the nearby Churchrock Chapter residents haul 
water even when connected to a public water supply system. King (2007) also cites 
CRUMP groundwater monitoring data which indicate that the Friendship Well (Well 14T-
586) was abandoned in 2003. 

Proposed land use for the UNC will be restricted by CERCLA from uses other than long-term 
care of the Tailings Disposal Area. This means that residential and industrial use will be 
prohibited and grazing uses will be restricted. It is expected that there would be a transfer of 
the UNC Site to the DOE’s Long-Term Surveillance and Maintenance Program under DOE’s 
Office of Legacy Management. Under this DOE program, the UNC Site would be maintained and 
managed under the DOE to provide for continued containment and protectiveness. 

2.7.2  Ground and Surface Water Uses 
According to the Revised Site-Wide Supplemental Feasibility Study Parts I and II, Church Rock 
Site, Church Rock, New Mexico (Chester, 2011a): 

There is no current human exposure to groundwater at the Site (EPA, 2008) 
except for UNC personnel if they fail to use required protocols and safety 
requirements during the quarterly groundwater sampling. UNC is unaware of any 
event in which this occurred. There is no potential future exposure to 
groundwater contaminants on UNC-owned property, because no groundwater 
supply wells drawing on any of the three hydrostratigraphic units will be allowed 
on UNC-controlled property. UNC owns the property and imposes and enforces 
restrictions on use and access. The same restriction will apply once this property 
is turned over to the DOE for long-term surveillance monitoring. 

Current potential effects on the ecology are mainly from the discharge of pumped 
water from Zone 3, and purged water from quarterly groundwater sampling, into 
the evaporation ponds on the south cell. Illegally grazing stock have very rarely 
consumed water here but Site access is restricted according to the NRC License 
and key parts of the Site fencing have recently been physically strengthened, 
which has further decreased the rate of incursions. 

Considering land ownership patterns, UNC and future DOE control of access and 
use, and limited water availability, alternate future land use is unlikely, with the 
possible exception of additional mining-related activities such as in-situ leach 
mining. The hypothetical potentially exposed populations to [Chemicals of 
Potential Concern] COPCs in groundwater, in the future residential exposure 
scenarios evaluated in the updated HHRA report, are those individuals that would 
use groundwater for domestic purposes from hypothetical wells overlying the 
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seepage-impacted groundwater in locations just outside Section 2 (for the 
Southwest Alluvium and Zone 1) and just north of Section 36 (for Zone 3). 

Please see Figure 1 in the Annual Land Use Report for 2010 (Appendix C) for an illustration of 
the property interests that encompass the UNC-NECR Consolidation Area and the surrounding 
lands that are of potential interest to this ROD. 

Regarding surface water, the UNC 1975 “Applicants Environmental Report” states: 

The proposed mill site lies near Pipeline Canyon, which is a tributary to the North 
Fork of the Rio Puerco in the drainage basin of the Little Colorado River. The 
North Fork of the Rio Puerco drains approximately 280 sq miles, of which 18.7 sq 
miles comprise the drainage area of Pipeline Canyon above the mill site. All of the 
watercourses within the North Fork drainage are normally dry arroyos except 
during storm runoffs. During the dry season, the only measurable surface water 
originates from Applicant's and the Kerr-McGee's mines. 

No surface water diversions or control structures exist below the mill site, and 
only one significantly large impoundment exists above. This impoundment is 
capable of storing 10 acre-ft of water for erosion control and stock needs. An 
erosion control dam is located at approximately the center of the tailings dam 
site. 

Downstream uses of surface water are limited to occasional livestock watering. 
The subflow in the alluvium in the North Fork is tapped by several shallow wells. 
This water, technically groundwater, is derived from storm flows passing down 
the arroyos and is pumped for domestic and stock-watering use). 

2.8  Summary of Site Risks 
Removal Site Evaluation Report and EE/CA adopted as Remedial Investigation/Feasibility 
Study. This Surface Soil ROD summarizes information that can be found in greater detail in the 
Removal Site Evaluation Report Northeast Church Rock Mine Site (MWH, 2007; RSE), the 
Engineering Evaluation and Cost Analysis Report Northeast Church Rock Mine Site (EPA, 2009; 
EE/CA), and other documents contained in the Administrative Record file for the UNC Site. The 
EPA has adopted the RSE and the EE/CA, including without limitation the findings of the RSE 
and the EE/CA, as the remedial investigation and feasibility study for the surface soil operating 
unit remedial action at the UNC Site. EPA and NMED encourage the public to review these 
documents to gain a more comprehensive understanding of the UNC Site, NECR Site, and 
Superfund activities that have been conducted. 

The process of selecting a remedial action for a NPL site includes a RI/FS. The purpose of the 
RI/FS is to assess site conditions and evaluate alternatives to the extent necessary to select a 
remedy. Developing and conducting an RI/FS generally includes the following activities: project 
scoping, data collection, risk assessment, treatability studies, and analysis of alternatives. As 
explained in the following enumerated paragraphs, the NECR EE/CA, which EPA has adopted as 
the RI/FS for this UNC Site surface soil ROD fulfills the NCP requirements for an RI/FS and the 
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detailed analysis of alternatives. Thus, the EE/CA serves an analogous function to the RI/FS 
conducted for EPA remedial actions. 

1) Remedial Investigation. As provided in the NCP at 40 CFR § 300.430(d)(1), the purpose 
of the remedial investigation is to collect data necessary to adequately characterize the 
site for the purpose of developing and evaluating effective remedial alternatives. To 
characterize the site, the lead agency (in this case the lead agency is EPA) shall, as 
appropriate, conduct field investigations, including treatability studies, and conduct a 
baseline risk assessment. 

The NECR EE/CA addresses site characterization in Section 1.5 Source, Nature and Extent of 
Contamination, which includes the following sub-sections which describe field investigations 
and studies of the NECR Site mine waste—the waste that will be brought to the UNC Site under 
EPA’s Selected Remedy: 

1.5.1 Source: Radium and Uranium Laden Mine Wastes 

1.5.2 Areas of Concern 

1.5.3 Soil Contamination 

It is appropriate to use the information gathered for the NECR EE/CA to characterize the release 
that will be addressed at the UNC Site because the mine waste characterized in the EE/CA is the 
mine waste that will be brought to the UNC Site. 

Section 1.5 also includes subsection 1.5.5 Human Health Risk Evaluation which describes the 
risk posed by the mine waste that is to be brought to the UNC Site under EPA’s Selected 
Remedy. If EPA were to undertake a baseline human health risk assessment (BHHRA) for the 
UNC Site as it exists today, based on previous cleanup activities and ongoing monitoring data, 
EPA anticipates that there would be no significant risk. Consequently, a BHHRA for the UNC Site 
would not provide useful information. On the other hand, the human health risk evaluation 
undertaken at the NECR Site as part of the EE/CA provides pertinent BHHRA information 
because it describes the risk posed by the mine waste that EPA proposes to bring to the UNC 
Site if no action were to be taken to encapsulate or otherwise protect the public from that mine 
waste. Accordingly, it is more appropriate for EPA to rely on the Human Health Risk Evaluation 
undertaken for the NECR EE/CA than it would be for EPA to undertake a BHHRA at the UNC Site. 

2) Feasibility Study.  As provided in the NCP at 40 CFR § 300.430(e), the primary objective 
of the feasibility study is to ensure that appropriate remedial alternatives are developed 
and evaluated such that relevant information concerning the remedial action options 
can be presented to a decision-maker and an appropriate remedy selected. The lead 
agency (the lead agency is EPA) may develop a feasibility study to address a specific site 
problem or the entire site. The development and evaluation of alternatives shall reflect 
the scope and complexity of the remedial action under consideration and the site 
problems being addressed. Development of alternatives shall be fully integrated with 
the site characterization activities of the remedial investigation. The lead agency shall 
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include an alternatives screening step, when needed, to select a reasonable number of 
alternatives for detailed analysis. 

For the UNC Site surface soil operable unit, the disposal of the NECR mine waste at the UNC Site 
was among the alternatives evaluated under the screening criteria identified by the NCP at 40 
CFR § 300.430(e)(7) (i.e., effectiveness, implementability, and cost) in EPA’s 2011 Non-Time-
Critical Removal Action Memorandum for the NECR Site. That is, as appropriate, and to the 
extent sufficient information was available, the short and long-term aspects of the criteria of 
effectiveness, implementability, and cost were used to guide the development of the 
alternatives considered for the disposal of the NECR Site mine waste; thus, the NECR Site 2011 
Non-Time-Critical Removal Action Memorandum effectively applied the remedial action 
screening criteria identified by the NCP at 40 CFR § 300.430(e)(7) to the alternatives 
considered. Those alternatives included the alternative that EPA proposes as its Selected 
Remedy for the surface soil ROD at the UNC Site. The evaluation (i.e., the screening) of the 
various alternatives is described in the NECR EE/CA at Section 4.0 Analysis of Alternatives. In 
subsections 4.3, 4.4, 4.5, 4.6, and 4.7, the screening criteria of effectiveness, implementability, 
and cost are applied to each of the alternatives considered. In NECR Site EE/CA subsection 4.7, 
consolidation of the NECR Site mine waste in disposal cells on the UNC Site was evaluated for 
effectiveness, implementability and cost—the three criteria that the NCP prescribes for 
screening of remedial action alternatives under 40 CFR § 300.430(e)(7). 

3) Detailed analysis of alternatives.  As part of the NCP remedy selection process, a 
detailed analysis shall be conducted on the limited number of alternatives that 
represent viable approaches to remedial action after evaluation in the screening stage. 
The lead and support agencies (at the UNC Site, EPA and NMED are the lead and support 
agencies, respectively) must identify their ARARs related to specific actions in a timely 
manner and no later than the early stages of the comparative analysis. The lead and 
support agencies may also, as appropriate, identify other pertinent advisories, criteria, 
or guidance (hereinafter this material is referred to as TBC for “to be considered”) in a 
timely manner. This has been done for the UNC Site, and the ARARs and TBCs are listed 
in Table 1. 

The part of the remedy selection process known as the detailed analysis consists of an 
assessment of individual alternatives against each of nine evaluation criteria and a comparative 
analysis that focuses upon the relative performance of each alternative against those criteria. 
The nine evaluation criteria are as follows: 

Threshold Criteria 

1. Overall protection of human health and the environment 

2. Compliance with ARARs 

Primary Balancing Criteria 

3. Long-term effectiveness and permanence 
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4. Reduction of toxicity, mobility or volume 

5. Short-term effectiveness 

6. Implementability 

7. Cost 

Modifying Criteria 

8. State acceptance 

9. Community acceptance 

In the NECR Site EE/CA, these nine criteria were used to evaluate the various alternatives for 
disposing of the NECR mine waste. The disposal of NECR Site mine waste within disposal cells in 
the Tailings Disposal Area at the UNC Site was one of the alternatives evaluated under the nine 
criteria. The parts of the NECR Site EE/CA in which the alternatives were evaluated under the 
nine evaluation criteria can be found in the EE/CA at Section 5.0 Comparative Analysis of 
Removal Action Alternatives and its subsections. 

After going through this remedy development and selection process in the NECR Site EE/CA, 
which in this particular case, as explained above, has all the elements of the NCP remedial 
action remedy selection process, EPA selected disposal of the NECR mine waste in the disposal 
cells in the Tailings Disposal Area at the UNC Site. As explained in the 2011 Non-Time-Critical 
Removal Action Memorandum, however, that disposal is contingent upon “issuance of an 
appropriate decision document by EPA Region 6 consistent with the NCP, 40 CFR Part 300.” As 
provided in the NCP at 40 CFR 300.430(e)(6), EPA must consider at least a no-action alternative 
as part of the process of selecting a remedy at an NPL site. Although a no-action alternative was 
considered for the NECR Site, the EE/CA did not consider a no-action alternative for the UNC 
Site. Accordingly, this ROD describes the NCP-consistent analysis that EPA has undertaken with 
respect to those two remedies: 1) no action to dispose of NECR mine waste at the UNC Site, and 
2) disposal of the NECR mine waste within the disposal cells at the Tailings Disposal Area at the 
UNC Site. 

The response action selected in this ROD is necessary to protect the public health or welfare or 
the environment from actual or threatened releases of hazardous substances into the 
environment. 

At a Superfund site, where EPA is responding to contamination, the NCP calls for a site-specific 
BHHRA to be conducted, as appropriate, as part of the remedial investigation (Section 
300.430(d)(1)). The NCP states that the baseline risk assessment should characterize the 
current and potential threats to human health and the environment that may be posed by 
contaminants (Section 300.430(d)(4)). The results of the baseline human health risk assessment 
will help establish acceptable exposure levels for use in developing remedial alternatives. 

Since the action contemplated in this ROD is a response to contamination that was found at the 
NECR Site, the pertinent baseline HHRA is the one that was prepared for the NECR Site. As part 
of the NECR Site evaluation and under EPA supervision, UNC performed a baseline HHRA, along 
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with a conceptual site model, and a screening level human health risk assessment. The results 
of the baseline HHRA are specific to the NECR Site, are summarized here, and can be found in 
more detail in the RSE Report, the EE/CA, and the 2011 Non-Time-Critical Removal Action 
Memorandum for the NECR Site. 

The baseline HHRA for the NECR Site focused on the potential for human health effects from 
exposure to contaminants at the NECR Site through external radiation from soil and sediment; 
incidental ingestion, direct contact, and inhalation of soil and sediment; and ingestion of 
homegrown produce and locally-raised meat and eggs. The populations characterized for the 
risk assessment included current and future off-site residents, current and future on-site 
maintenance worker, future on-site resident, and future livestock grazer. 

The baseline HHRA for the NECR Site identified unacceptable excess lifetime cancer risk 
associated with Ra-226 and unacceptable excess non-cancer risk associated with uranium. Ra-
226 and uranium are identified as the contaminants of concern (COCs). The excess lifetime 
cancer risk associated with Ra-226 was estimated at 1 x10-2, which means that one person out 
of 100 persons could be expected to develop cancer, attributable to the NECR Site, over a 
lifetime of exposure. The excess non-cancer risk associated with uranium was estimated as high 
as 24. Since 24 exceeds 1, there is a potential for adverse health effects from potential 
exposure. 

The 2011 Non-Time-Critical Removal Action Memorandum for the NECR Site set the NECR Site 
cleanup level for Ra-226 as 2.24 pCi/g and the NECR cleanup level for uranium as 230 mg/kg. 

On the NECR Site, mine waste has been excavated and deposited in certain areas where it is 
consolidated with mine waste from other parts of the NECR Site. These areas are referred to as 
the Consolidation Areas. Because of the similarity between the threat posed by the mine waste 
now located in the Consolidation Areas on the NECR Site and the threat posed by the tailings 
located in the UNC Site Tailings Disposal Area, these mine wastes can be collocated, disposed, 
and managed together to address potential health risks. This ROD proposes collocating and 
disposing of the mine waste from the NECR Consolidation Areas with the tailings already on the 
UNC Site in the Tailings Disposal Area. 

As described previously, EPA reviewed documents related to the construction of the Tailings 
Disposal Area, in order to determine the load effect that the additional mine waste from the 
NECR Site would have on the tailings already disposed in the Tailings Disposal Area as well as 
documentation related to current ground water conditions (see Section 2.3.1.2 and Section 
2.5.2). Based on conservative evaluations of the tailings profiles and model sensitivity analyses 
(Dwyer, 2011) as well as review of disposal cell settlement data (UNC, 1993; Smith, 1996b), the 
added mine waste is not expected to result in the release of additional tailings liquid into the 
ground water or surrounding soil, is not expected to interfere or affect the current tailings or 
ground water remediation efforts that are currently ongoing, and is not expected to affect the 
stability of the tailings disposal cells. Current ground water elevation data show that the tailings 
are not in direct contact with the water table in the Southwest Alluvium, Zone 3, or Zone 1. 
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Based on the RSE and the EE/CA, EPA determined that actual or threatened releases from the 
NECR Site, if not addressed by implementing the response action outlined in the 2011 Non-
Time-Critical Removal Action Memorandum may continue to present an imminent and 
substantial endangerment to public health and the environment. This determination led to the 
issuance of the 2011 Non-Time-Critical Removal Action Memorandum (EPA, 2011b) for the 
NECR Site, which calls for disposal of the NECR mine waste at the UNC Site contingent upon 
EPA’s issuance of an appropriate decision document by EPA Region 6 consistent with the NCP. 
EPA has determined that the Selected Remedy identified in this ROD, or some other remedial 
action alternative that addresses the contamination assessed in the baseline HHRA, is necessary 
to protect public health or welfare or the environment from actual or threatened releases of 
hazardous substances into the environment. 

2.9  Remedial Action Objectives (RAO) and Remediation Goals 
This section of the ROD provides the basis for evaluating the remedial alternatives presented in 
Section 2.9.3. When determining which remedial alternative to select at a Superfund site, the 
NCP requires that EPA establish RAOs. RAOs are to specify contaminants of concern, media 
(e.g., soil, water, and air), potential exposure pathways, and remediation goals. 

Remediation goals consist of medium-specific chemical concentrations that are protective of 
human health and the environment and serve as goals for the remedial action. To protect 
human health, EPA has set the acceptable risk range for carcinogens at Superfund Sites from 1 
in 10,000 to 1 in 1,000,000 (expressed as 1 x 10-4 to 1 x 10-6). A risk of 1 in 1,000,000 (1 x 10-6) 
means that one person out of one million people could be expected to develop cancer as a 
result of a lifetime exposure to the site contaminants. Where the aggregate risk from COCs 
based on existing ARARs exceeds 1x10-4, or where remediation goals are not determined by 
ARARs, EPA uses the 1x10-6 as a point of departure for establishing remediation goals. This 
means that a cumulative risk level of 1x10-6 is used as the starting point (or initial 
"protectiveness" goal) for determining the most appropriate risk level that alternatives should 
be designed to attain. Factors related to exposure, uncertainty and technical limitations may 
justify modification of initial cleanup levels that are based on the 1x10-6 risk level. 

The remediation goals described in this ROD are specific to the disposal and containment of 
mine waste and tailings within the UNC Site Tailings Disposal Area. Under Clean Air Act 
rulemaking establishing National Emission Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants (NESHAP) for 
NRC licensees, Department of Energy facilities, and many other kinds of sites, EPA determined 
that radon emissions of 20 picocuries per square meter per second (pCi/m2s) results in a 
maximum individual risk of 1.8 x 10-4 and concluded that a risk level of “1.8 x 10-4 is essentially 
equivalent to the presumptively safe level of 1 x 10-4.” [54 Fed. Reg. at 51673 (December 15, 
1989)]. The remediation goal for radon represents a 1 x 10-4 risk and is set in accordance with 
the established Clean Air Act NESHAP which is also consistent with Uranium Mill Tailings 
Radiation Control Act requirements. 

2.9.1  Remedial Action Objectives 
The RAOs for this Surface Soil operable unit action are: 
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Prevent exposure to current and future human and ecological receptors from 
internal/external radiation, ingestion, dermal contact, and inhalation (i.e., inhalation of 
associated gas or dust) of soil, mine waste, and tailings contained within the Tailings 
Disposal Area containing concentrations of radionuclides and their daughter products 
that exceed remediation goals. 

Prevent migration [on-site and off-site into soil, sediment, ground water, air (as gas or 
dust), and surface water] of soil, mine waste, and tailings located within the Tailings 
Disposal Area containing concentrations of radionuclides and their daughter products 
such that exposure to current and future human and ecological receptors from 
internal/external radiation, ingestion, dermal contact, and inhalation (i.e., inhalation of 
associated gas or dust) of soil, mine waste, and tailings does not exceed interim 
remediation goals. 

Prevent the migration of concentrations of contaminants located in the soil, mine waste, 
and tailings contained within the Tailings Disposal Area to ground water where the 
migration of those contaminants would result in ground water concentrations that 
exceed remediation goals established in EPA’s 1988 ROD for the Ground Water 
Operable Unit (including any amendment), and, through this action, prevent human and 
ecological receptors from being exposed to ground water with concentrations of 
contaminants that exceed remediation goals established in the 1988 ROD, including any 
amendment. 

These RAOs pertain to this surface soil operable unit action which includes the construction (or 
reconstruction) of parts of the Tailings Disposal Area on the UNC Site to contain the mine waste 
from the NECR Site. 

2.9.2  Remediation Goals 
Radionuclides and their daughter products in soil, mine waste, and tailings contained 
within the Tailings Disposal Area will not release radon-222 emissions from residual 
radioactive material to the atmosphere in exceedance of an average15 release rate of 20 
picocuries per square meter per second (pCi/m2s) 16 [40 CFR §§ 192.02(b)(1) and 
192.32(b)(1)(ii)]. 

15 This average shall apply to the entire surface of each disposal area over periods of at least one year. Radon will 
come from both uranium byproduct materials and from materials used to cover the uranium byproduct materials. 
Radon emissions from materials used as a cover should be estimated as part of developing a closure plan for each 
site. The standard, however, applies only to emissions from uranium byproduct materials to the atmosphere 
[192.32(b)(1)(ii)]. 
16 Under Clean Air Act rulemaking establishing NESHAPs for NRC licensees, Department of Energy facilities, and 
many other kinds of sites, EPA concluded that a risk level of “1.8 x 10-4 is essentially equivalent to the 
presumptively safe level of 1 x 10-4.” 54 Fed. Reg. at 51673 (December 15, 1989). 
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Radionuclides and their daughter products in soil, mine waste, and tailings contained 
within the Tailings Disposal Area will not release radon-222 emissions from residual 
radioactive material to the atmosphere that will increase the annual average 
concentration of radon -222 in air at or above any location outside the disposal site by 
more than one-half picocurie per liter [40 CFR § 192.02(b)(2)]. 

Migration of contaminants from the Tailings Disposal Area shall not result in ground 
water concentrations that exceed remediation goals established in EPA’s 1988 ROD for 
the Ground Water Operable Unit, including any amendment. 

Although the remediation goals in the preceding bulleted items are expressed in terms of 
concentrations of contaminants in the atmosphere or in terms of the concentrations of 
migrating contaminants from the Tailings Disposal Area that could result in ground water 
contamination that exceeds the remediation goals in the 1988 ROD, including any amendment, 
the concentrations that protect the ambient air in combination with the UNC Site use 
restrictions and the installation of the cap for containment will be protective with respect to 
migration and all exposure routes including internal/external radiation, ingestion, dermal 
contact, and inhalation. 

The parts of the Tailings Disposal Area that are to contain the mine waste from the NECR Site 
will be designed and constructed to meet the RAO’s (including the remediation goals) and to 
meet ARARs found in 40 CFR Part 192, Subparts A and D; 40 CFR Part 264 Subparts G and K; and 
40 CFR Part 61 Subpart H, Subpart Q, and Subpart T (Table 1). The final list of UNC Site ARARs is 
presented in Table 1. 

Furthermore, the parts of the Tailings Disposal Area where the mine waste from the NECR Site 
is disposed will be closed in such a manner that they will control, minimize or eliminate, to the 
extent necessary to protect human health and the environment, post-closure escape of 
hazardous waste, hazardous constituents, leachate, contaminated run-off, or hazardous waste 
decomposition products to the ground or surface water or to the atmosphere and be effective 
for one thousand years, to the extent reasonably achievable, and, in any case, for at least 200 
years. [40 CFR §§ 192.02(a), 192.32(b)(1), 264.111(a), 264.111(b), 264.228(b)(1), 264.228(b)(3), 
and 264.228(b)(4)]. 

2.9.3  Description of Alternatives 
As described previously, EPA performed additional evaluations on 11 alternate disposal 
locations that could potentially be used for disposal of the NECR Site mine waste as well as 
various locations, other than the Tailings Disposal Area, within the boundary of the UNC Site 
(see Section 2.3.1.3). After consideration of the administrative, legal and cost challenges 
presented by each of the 11 alternate locations reviewed, the UNC Site was identified as the 
most suitable (EPA, 2011a). In addition, as explained in the EE/CA and summarized in the 2011 
Non-Time-Critical Removal Action Memorandum for the NECR Site (EPA, 2011b), on-site 
disposal of the NECR Site mine waste at the NECR Site was rejected by the Navajo Nation and 
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the community17. The two areas on the UNC Site identified as potentially large enough to 
accommodate the volume of mine waste were determined to be unacceptable. One location 
considered would not be acceptable as it would require the plugging and abandonment of all 
wells associated with the ongoing ground water remedial action while the second location was 
determined to be too small to accommodate the volume of the NECR Site mine waste that must 
be disposed there (EPA, 2010). 

As described previously, EPA reviewed documents related to the construction of the Tailings 
Disposal Area, in order to determine the load effect that the additional tailings from the NECR 
Site would have on the tailings already disposed in the Tailings Disposal Area as well as 
documentation related to current ground water conditions (see Section 2.3.1.3 and Section 
2.5.2). Based on conservative evaluations of the tailings profiles and model sensitivity analyses 
(Dwyer, 2011) as well as review of disposal cell settlement data (UNC, 1993; Smith, 1996b), the 
added mine waste is not expected to result in the release of additional tailings liquid into the 
ground water or surrounding soil, is not expected to interfere or affect the current mine waste 
or ground water remediation efforts that are currently ongoing, and is not expected to affect 
the stability of the tailings disposal cells. Current ground water elevation data show that the 
tailings are not in direct contact with the water table for the Southwest Alluvium, Zone 3, or 
Zone 1. 

Given the limited availability of land within the UNC Site boundary, the only location for NECR 
mine waste disposal at the UNC Site, would be within the UNC Tailings Disposal Area. Based on 
conservative evaluations of the tailings profiles and model sensitivity analyses as well as review 
of disposal cell settlement data, adding the NECR mine waste to the Tailings Disposal Area is not 
expected to result in the release of additional tailings liquid into the ground water or into the 
surrounding soil, nor is it expected to affect the stability of the tailings disposal cells. EPA 
recognizes the limitations of the simulations and model results. During remedial design, 
additional data will be collected and evaluated to further refine, support, and verify these 
conclusions. 

This Surface Soil operable unit remedial action at the UNC Site is independent of the ground 
water remedial actions that are undertaken by UNC under the EPA’s 1988 Ground Water 
Operable Unit ROD for the UNC Site. Ground water is not a component of this ROD, which 
addresses only the proposed disposal of the NECR Site low level threat mine waste at the UNC 
Site. Ground water monitoring and extraction wells are located at the boundary and 
downgradient of the Tailings Disposal Area. Ground water monitoring and remediation of the 
contaminant plumes is ongoing and will continue under the 1988 Ground Water Operable Unit 
ROD as a separate remedial action. Mine waste disposal within the Tailings Disposal Area is not 
expected to interfere or affect the current ground water remediation efforts. Mine waste 
disposal will be designed and constructed to provide for continued protection against 

17 In EPA’s Action Memorandum for the Non-Time Critical Removal Action at the NECR Site (September 2011), EPA 
rejected any disposal on the NECR Site because of the objections of the Navajo Nation and the local community.   
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contaminant migration into the ground water (see Section 2.9.3) in support of ongoing ground 
water remediation efforts. 

A total of two remedial alternatives are being considered for the UNC Site with regards to 
disposal of the mine waste from the NECR Site in the Tailings Disposal Area. These two 
alternatives are evaluated below in ROD against the nine NCP criteria found at 40 CFR § 
300.430(e)(9)(iii). The Selected Remedy for the UNC Site is Alternative 2: On-site Disposal at the 
UNC Site within the Tailings Disposal Area. 

2.9.4  Alternative 1: No Action Alternative 
Regulations governing the Superfund program require that the “no action” alternative be 
evaluated to establish a baseline for comparison. Under the no action alternative, the UNC Site 
Tailings Disposal Area would not be used as the disposal area for the NECR Site mine waste. 
This would have no impact on the UNC Site in that the UNC Site would remain as it is now. 

2.9.5  Alternative 2: On-site Disposal within the UNC Tailings Disposal Area 
Alternative 2 includes the transportation, receipt, consolidation, and disposal of NECR Site mine 
waste at the UNC Site within the Tailings Disposal Area. EPA identified Alternative 2 as EPA’s 
preferred remedy in the Surface Soil Operable Unit Proposed Plan for the UNC Site.  Principal 
threat waste is not a part of this Selected Remedy and principal threat waste from the NECR 
Site will not be disposed of at the UNC Site. The O&M cost is estimated at $100K year which 
was calculated as a percentage of the remedy. The net present worth of O&M for 30 years was 
$1,230,000 (rounded).  This was part of the $41.5 million estimated for the entire project. The 
design and license approval could take between two and four years; construction is projected 
to take an additional four years. 

The implementation of Alternative 2 will include the following elements: 

Site Controls and Security: During response activities access will be restricted by 
construction of a temporary fence. Domestic livestock or unauthorized persons would 
not be allowed to enter. 

Site preparation activities include an underground utility survey to identify and/or verify 
the location of subsurface utilities in areas scheduled for consolidation and disposal; 
identification of heavy equipment routes; and temporary stockpiling activities. These 
temporary stockpiling activities refer to an area where mine waste will be placed in 
preparation for placement within the Tailings Disposal Area. A land survey will be 
completed to delineate the parts of the Tailings Disposal Area that will be used for mine 
waste disposal. Site construction activities necessary to prepare the site for mine waste 
placement will be completed. Existing structures such as culverts, catch basins, 
foundations, and vaults will be decontaminated where practical, disassembled for future 
use, demolished for removal, or included within the disposal area. 

Transportation of all mine waste will be transported in such a manner to mitigate the 
production of dust, including the use of covers and/or dust suppression actions. A 
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transportation plan will be used to identify the routes of travel, times of operation, and 
traffic rules. Emergency spill containment and cleanup contingencies would also be 
included in the transportation plan to address mine waste spills. 

Natural and cultural resources will be surveyed by a Navajo Nation archeologist and the 
State and Tribal Historic Preservation Officer will be consulted in accordance with the 
National Historic Preservation Act. Local residents will be consulted as part of this 
process. 

Perimeter air monitoring stations will be positioned and operated to monitor emissions 
during site preparation construction, stockpiling, loading of bulk-carriers, stockpile 
management, consolidation, cover construction and restoration. Dust suppression 
controls will be implemented to maintain a safe working environment and to protect 
human health and the environment. 

Stormwater and Erosion Control: Disturbed areas will be graded to reduce scouring and 
erosion potential using gentle slopes, terraces, earthen ridges and catch drains (swales) 
as necessary. These controls will also be used to minimize the potential for ponded 
water, reduce the risk of percolation from ponded water, and divert water away from 
open disposal locations, construction zones, and exposed mine waste. The drainage 
patterns in the disturbed areas will be integrated with the existing topography and 
drainage patterns to the extent possible. During construction activities, stormwater 
controls may include stormwater control channels (header), weirs, spillways, catch 
basins, check dams, and sediment basins. These controls will be implemented to 
maintain a safe working environment, to protect human health and the environment, 
mitigate off-site migration of mine waste, and protect response construction actions. 

Waste Volume: Approximately 871,000 cubic yards from the removal action described in 
the 2011 Non-Time-Critical Removal Action Memorandum for the NECR Site, 109,800 
cubic yards from a removal action at the NECR Site that predates the 2011 Non-Time-
Critical Removal Action Memorandum for the NECR Site, and an estimated 30,000 cubic 
yards to be excavated as part of a separate time-critical removal action at the NECR Site 
will be interred at the Tailings Disposal Area and capped. Although the additional 
109,800 and 30,000 cubic yards volume was not included in the EE/CA, the additional 
volume and associated cost are minimal compared to the overall volume and cost 
evaluated. In addition the added expense is within the EE/CA’s margin of error. Based 
on this, the additional volume and cost are considered included and addressed under 
this alternative. The waste acceptance criteria for mine waste that will be disposed at 
the UNC Site Tailings Disposal Area are 200 pCi/g or less of Ra-226 and/or 500 mg/kg or 
less of uranium. 
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Cap Design Criteria: Although the final design may vary, the major elements of the 
structure are not expected to be significantly different than those presented here. The 
cap design will be based on comprehensive planning, site-specific risk analysis, and 
ARARs. Cap design and cost estimates for Alternative 2 are based on the following 
elements: 

cap longevity designed for a minimum of 200 years with minimal maintenance 
and for effectiveness up to one thousand years, to the extent reasonably 
achievable [40 CFR §§ 192.02(a),192.32(b)(1)(i), and 264.111(a)]; 
a sufficient clean (uncontaminated) soil layer to provide assurance that releases 
in the form of Radon-220 and -222 will not exceed an average release rate of 20 
picocuries per meter squared per second [40 CFR §§ 192.02(b)(1) and 
192.32(b)(1)(ii)], and will not increase the annual average concentration of 
radon-220 and -222 in air at or above any location outside the disposal site by 
more than one-half picocurie per liter [40 CFR § 192.02(b)(2)];  
cap construction to protect the mine waste, reduce the potential for leachate 
development, and prevent contaminated runoff by limiting infiltration of 
precipitation and by providing erosion protection and durability [40 CFR §§ 
192.32(b)(1), 264.111(a), 264.111(b) 264.228(b)(1), 264.228(b)(3), and 
264.228(b)(4)]; 
cap slope, shape and drainage construction to ensure stability and minimize the 
effects of erosion, root intrusion, and animal destruction [40 CFR §§ 
192.32(b)(1), 264.111(a), 264.111(b) 264.228(b)(1), 264.228(b)(3), and 
264.228(b)(4)]; 
use of biosolids or top soil to facilitate vegetation growth; 
the use of vegetation to emulate the structure, function, diversity, and dynamics 
of the native community to maximize resilience and sustainability; 
erosion modeling to determine effectiveness of cap design; and, 
a low permeability layer (liner) will be placed between the NECR mine waste and 
the tailings currently disposed within the Tailings Disposal Area. [This layer will 
be constructed to eliminate the possibility that the layer will collect water and 
produce a “bathtub effect”. This layer will be constructed of natural materials, 
not synthetic, to eliminate the sudden failure risk associated with punctures and 
rips. This layer will be compacted to meet a hydraulic conductivity18 of no more 
than 1 x 10-7 centimeters per second (cm/s)]. The liner will serve the following 
purposes: 

1 – The liner will help protect workers doing construction. 

18 Hydraulic conductivity is defined as the rate of movement of water through a porous medium.  A hydraulic 
conductivity of 1 x 10-7 cm/s indicates that water will move at a rate of 0.0000001 centimeters over a time of one 
second. 
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2 – The liner will be an added level of protection for groundwater 

3 – The liner will provide a stable foundation on which to place the NECR 
Site waste. 

4 - The liner will form an added barrier, preventing exposure to the 
higher level of radioactivity found in the mill tailings that are currently 
disposed in the UNC Site Tailings Disposal Area. 

The UNC Site currently has three tailings disposal cells containing an estimated 3.5 million tons 
of tailings covering approximately 100 acres. The estimated 1,000,000 cubic yards of mine 
waste from the NECR Site is approximately 1.35 million tons19. The 1.35 million tons of mine 
waste from the NECR Site represents an approximate volume increase within the Tailings 
Disposal Area of 38%. 

For cost estimating purposes, the two remedial action alternatives described in this ROD 
assume that NECR mine waste would be added to the NRC-regulated North and Central Cells at 
the UNC Site. A new cap would be constructed over the mine waste once it is added to the cells, 
which would add additional height and protection against infiltration. Final design 
specifications, mine waste placement, and the disposal configuration will be completed during 
remedial design. 

Under the NCP (40 CFR §300.430(f)(4)(ii)) and CERCLA, if a remedial action is selected that 
results in hazardous substances, pollutants, or contaminants remaining at the site above levels 
that allow for unlimited use and unrestricted exposure, the lead agency shall review such action 
no less often than every five years after the initiation of the selected remedial action. Since 
under Alternative 2, NECR mine waste will be disposed on the UNC Site within the Tailings 
Disposal Area, five year reviews will be conducted by EPA. The capped area will require O&M 
activities as necessary including cap inspections and maintenance for continued cap stability, 
erosion protection, and contaminant containment. In addition, although ground water is not a 
component of this ROD, which addresses only the proposed disposal of the NECR Site low level 
threat mine waste at the UNC Site, ground water monitoring and remediation of the 
contaminant plumes will continue under the 1988 Ground Water Operable Unit ROD as a 
separate remedial action. The actions called for by the 1988 Ground Water Operable Unit ROD 
include monitoring and reporting to document potential contaminant migration and to ensure 
compliance with ground water remediation goals established under the 1988 Ground Water 
Operable Unit ROD and any amendments to that Ground Water Operable Unit ROD. 

Alternative 2 supports the future reuse options of residential and grazing for the NECR Site. 
Alternative 2 will achieve all RAOs for the UNC Site by preventing exposure through the use of 
engineering controls (e.g., capping the mine waste and tailings and fencing), by monitoring 

19 The estimated volume of mine waste at the NECR site being considered for disposal at the UNC Site within the 
Tailings Disposal Area is approximately 1 million cubic yards. A conversion factor of 1.35 cubic yards per tons was 
used to convert the volume from cubic yards to tons. 
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migration of contaminants at the UNC Site and Tailings Disposal Area boundaries, by 
enforcement of institutional controls (IC) and site access restrictions, and by the performance 
of site O&M. Under CERCLA, the UNC Site will be restricted from uses other than long-term care 
of the Tailings Disposal Area. This means that residential and industrial use will be prohibited 
and grazing uses will be restricted. It is expected that there would be a transfer of the UNC Site 
to the DOE’s Long-Term Surveillance and Maintenance Program under DOE’s Office of Legacy 
Management. Under this DOE program, the UNC Site would be maintained and managed under 
the DOE to provide for continued containment and protectiveness. 

Currently, UNC is addressing source material and on-site surface reclamation at the UNC Site 
under the direction of the NRC, pursuant to UNC’s NRC license. Under the license, the NRC has 
released the mill facility and buildings for unrestricted use. Currently, the mill facility and 
buildings are being used by mill personnel. The NRC has, pursuant to its license, restricted use 
of the Tailings Disposal Area at the UNC Site. The UNC’s NRC license is an effective IC. Under 
NRC’s license termination process, the site owner (in this case UNC/GE) transfers title of the 
site to DOE for long-term custody and care. DOE then becomes the perpetual custodian of the 
UNC Site under an NRC general license through the Long-Term Surveillance and Maintenance 
Program under DOE’s Office of Legacy Management (10 CFR § 40.28). This general license to 
DOE is perpetual [10 CFR § 40.28(b)]. Under the Legacy Management Program, DOE conducts 
and maintains the site to ensure remedy protectiveness. At the time that the site owner’s 
license terminates, the UNC Site is expected to be transferred to DOE under a general license 
allowing no other permitted use of the UNC Site other than long-term care of the disposal area. 
Once the UNC Site is being managed by DOE under its general license from the NRC, the general 
license will serve as the IC. No other use of the UNC Site, other than long-term care, will be 
permitted unless the NRC grants a specific license allowing such use of the surface or 
subsurface [10 CFR § 40.28(d)]. 

Institutional Controls are discussed in Section 2.11. 

2.10  Comparative Analysis of Alternatives 
2.10.1  Overall Protection of Human Health and the Environment 
Alternative 1, the No Action Alternative, is protective of human health and the environment at 
the UNC Site to the extent that the status quo at the UNC Site is protective. As noted in the 
2011 Non-Time-Critical Removal Action Memorandum, hazardous substances from the NECR 
Site, if not addressed, may continue to present an imminent and substantial endangerment to 
public health or welfare or the environment at NECR. 

Alternative 2 will provide protection of human health and the environment by eliminating, 
reducing, and controlling risk through containment using engineering controls and restricting 
site use through ICs. 

2.10.2  Compliance with ARARs 
Alternative 1 does not change current UNC Site conditions. 
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Alternative 2 will be designed and implemented to ARARs as those terms are defined at 40 CFR 
§ 300.5. Among the ARARs it will meet are the requirements of the National Emission Standards 
for Hazardous Air Pollutants [40 CFR §§ 61.92, 61.192, 61.222(a) and (b)] and the New Mexico 
Administrative Code (NMAC) regulation of non-coal mining which establishes requirements for 
mine reclamation and close-out plans at Section 19.10.5.507A ,19.10.6.603.A and B, 
19.10.6.603.C1 through 9, and 19.10.6.603.D through H NMAC. Construction and materials 
management will meet the following ARARs: the Clean Water Act National Pollution Discharge 
Elimination System stormwater discharge [40 CFR §§ 122.26(c)(1)(i), 122.41, 122.42(a), 
122.44(a)(1) and 40 CFR § 125.3(c)(3)] and the Uranium Mill Tailings Radiation Control Act [40 
CFR §§ 192.02(b)(1), 192.02(b)(2), 192.32(b)(1), 192.32(b)(1)(i), and 192.32(b)(1)(ii)]. 

The UNC-NECR Consolidation Area Final List of ARARs is provided in Table 1. 

In addition to ARARs, this remedial action will meet the following laws to the extent they are 
pertinent: the Endangered Species Act, 16 U.S.C. §§ 1531 et seq.; The Native American Graves 
Protection and Repatriation Act, 25 U.S.C. §§ 3001 et seq; the National Historic Preservation 
Act, 16 U.S.C. §§ 470 et seq; Archeological Resources Protection Act of 1979, 16 U.S.C. §§ 
47000-47011; and American Indian Religious Freedom Act, 42 U.S.C. §§ 1996 et seq. 

2.10.3  Long-term Effectiveness and Permanence 
Alternative 1 does not change current UNC Site conditions. 

Alternative 2 will provide for long-term effectiveness and permanence through the disposal of 
mine waste within the Tailings Disposal Area at the UNC Site. Final disposition of the mine 
waste will require the construction of a cap that will contain the mine waste, prevent direct 
exposure, limit water infiltration, and mitigate off-site migration. Cap construction is a proven 
and effective technology for management of contamination by eliminating the exposure 
pathway; however, this technology does not reduce the magnitude of the residual risk or 
overall risk of the contamination that is capped. The long-term effectiveness and permanence 
of this alternative is dependent on future maintenance activities that ensure cap stability, 
integrity, and longevity as well as the enforcement of ICs restricting site use. 

In response to concerns raised by the community, EPA reviewed documents related to the 
construction of the Tailings Disposal Area, in order to determine the load effect that the 
additional tailings from the NECR Site would have on the tailings already disposed in the Tailings 
Disposal Area. Further, at the request of EPA, UNC developed computer models that simulated 
what would happen to the tailings in the Tailings Disposal Area under various scenarios (Dwyer, 
2011). The models showed that, due to evapotranspiration, vertical drainage and the lack of 
water recharge, excess free water no longer existed within the tailings now located in the 
Tailings Disposal Area. The remaining water in the tailings now located in the Tailings Disposal 
Area is within the water storage capacity of the tailings and will be held within the pore spaces. 
Any reduction in the tailings’ porosity due to the loading or weight of the additional NECR mine 
waste will not create excess or new free water that could be “squeezed” out. Based on 
conservative evaluations of the tailings profiles and model sensitivity analyses, adding the mine 
waste from the NECR Site to the tailings in the Tailings Disposal Area at the UNC Site is not 
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expected to result in the release of additional tailings liquid into the ground water or 
surrounding soil. Based on these conclusions, disposal of the NECR Site mine waste at the UNC 
Site Tailings Disposal Area is not expected to interfere with or affect the ongoing remediation 
efforts regarding tailings or ground water at the UNC Site. EPA recognizes the limitations of the 
simulations and model results. During remedial design, additional data will be collected and 
evaluated to further refine, support, and verify these conclusions. 

EPA also reviewed the Mill Decommission Report (UNC, 1993) and the Borrow Pit No. 2 Final 
Reclamation Report (Smith, 1996b). These reports documented the placement of the debris 
(e.g., concrete, steel, and wood) within the Tailings Disposal Area. Based on this 
documentation, it appears that the debris was placed in the Tailings Disposal Area in layers, 
flattened, mixed and covered with soil, and compacted resulting in a stable cells that have had 
negligible settling over the almost 20 years since disposal. Consequently, it is expected that the 
additional weight that the mine waste from the NECR Site will add to the tailings that are 
presently in the UNC Site Tailings Disposal Area will have negligible consequences on the 
stability of the tailings cells (EPA, 2011b). Placement of mine waste within the Tailings Disposal 
Area will be designed and constructed in a manner that promotes material stability and reduces 
the potential for future subsidence. 

2.10.4  Reduction of Toxicity, Mobility, or Volume of Contaminants through Treatment 
Alternative 1 does not change current UNC Site conditions 

Alternative 2: No principal threat waste from the NECR Site will be sent to the UNC Site. This 
ROD for the UNC Site addresses only high volume low level threat NECR Site waste. Due to the 
high volume of waste, treatment is not practicable. 

2.10.5  Short-term Effectiveness 
Alternative 1 does not change current UNC Site conditions. 

Alternative 2: The design process and time frame for Alternative 2 will require a detailed design 
for the cap structure for mine waste disposal within the Tailings Disposal Area at the UNC Site. 
Additional coordination, design, and preparation time related to the NRC license amendment 
process (Step Two) also will be required. Alternative 2 offers short-term effectiveness in terms 
of construction and transportation management to protect the community, site worker, and 
environment over the estimated four years of remedial action and construction time. 

Alternative 2 involves substantial construction-related activity over an extended period of time 
and requires management and engineering actions to protect the community and the on-site 
workers. Potential risks related to transportation and disposal of mine waste and potential 
fugitive dust emissions may be encountered. During transportation and material handling 
activities, dust suppression measures will be conducted to reduce fugitive dust emissions and 
associated impacts to the nearby community. In addition, perimeter air monitoring stations will 
be positioned and operated to monitor emissions during construction activities to maintain a 
safe working environment and to protect human health and the environment. Potential 
exposure and protection procedures for workers engaged in these activities will be addressed in 
a health and safety plan. Workers in the controlled areas will wear the appropriate safety 
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equipment and implement safety practices such as air monitoring and access control for 
authorized personnel only. Site construction activities will also include stormwater 
management to mitigate the potential for off-site migration of mine waste during weather 
events. Alternative 2 provides a great degree of short-term effectiveness for the on-site worker 
and the local community. 

Alternative 2 involves the transportation of mine waste. This activity may result in some 
inconvenience for and directly impact the local residents during the construction time frame 
and includes nuisance construction noise, increased truck traffic on local roads, potential traffic 
detours or re-routing, and potential accidents or spills. Mitigation efforts may include using 
dust suppression measures, restricting hours of operation as necessary, and air monitoring. 
Bulk carriers hauling mine waste would be securely covered and weighed to document 
compliance with total and axle load limits. A transportation plan will be used to identify the 
routes of travel, times of operation, and traffic rules. Emergency spill containment and cleanup 
contingencies would also be included in the transportation plan to address mine waste spills. 
The short travel distance under Alternative 2 could potentially reduce construction time, reduce 
transportation incidents on public roadways, and reduce the estimated trucking emissions 
based on total distance traveled. Based on these factors Alternative 2 provides a great degree 
of short-term effectiveness to the public. 

While it is not part of the remedy selected in this ROD, it should be noted that the 2011 Non-
Time-Critical Action Memorandum for the NECR Site provides that voluntary alternative 
housing options will be offered to those residents significantly impacted by disruptions 
associated with that removal action. 

Alternative 2 provides for short-term effectiveness through the implementation of plans, 
processes, and procedures that will reduce the likelihood of exposure and meet RAOs within a 
reasonable time frame. 

2.10.6  Implementability 
Alternative 1 does not change current UNC Site conditions. 

Alternative 2 is technically feasible and would require conventional techniques, materials or 
labor for transportation and disposal. The site is readily accessible, and roadway improvements 
can be made to optimize access for equipment, materials and labor. Disposal would be 
scheduled and performed in a manner to maximize work flow, minimize multiple mine waste 
handling actions, and ensure worker and public safety. Engineering controls for fugitive dust 
and site monitoring would be utilized to protect off-site areas. Stormwater and surface water 
controls and improvements will be developed and implemented to secure the area during 
extreme storm events and mitigate off-site migration. 

Mine waste disposal and cap construction is a proven and effective technology that can be 
implemented using a variety of conventional equipment and materials. Heavy equipment 
needed for this project, such as scrapers, excavators, dozers, loaders, compactors, and/or bulk 
carriers, are commercially available. Continued maintenance, repair, optimization, and 
monitoring actions can be accomplished using a variety of conventional and commercially 
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available equipment. Construction materials for the cap and site restoration activities are 
commercially available. In addition, working space (temporary construction office trailers), 
utilities (power, drinking water, and telephone), portable sanitary services, and refuse disposal 
are available. 

Trained and experienced labor is available for work activities. Special certifications and health 
and safety training requirements to comply with Occupational Safety and Health 
Administration, radiation, and hazardous material handling requirements are available and will 
be maintained throughout the project. 

Transportation of mine waste is required by Alternative 2 which is subject to additional 
considerations. Securing an adequate number of specialized transporters with sufficient 
trucking resources may be limited, and any delays in excavation and loading may jeopardize the 
availability or commitment by the transporters. 

Alternative 2 is expected to require a high level of effort to administratively implement the 
remedial action. Implementation of this action will require administrative coordination among 
UNC, DOE, NRC, EPA Region 9, EPA Region 6, NNEPA, the community, and the State of New 
Mexico. The UNC Site is under EPA and NRC jurisdiction. As outlined in the 2011 Non-Time 
Critical Removal Action Memorandum, disposal of mine waste from the NECR Site within the 
Tailings Disposal Area at the UNC Site is contingent on two actions being taken. The ROD begins 
EPA’s process to fulfill step one: issuance of an appropriate decision document consistent with 
the NCP. Step two involves UNC’s submittal of a request for an amendment to its NRC license. 
The amendment, if granted by NRC, after its review and evaluation, would accommodate 
disposal of mine waste from the NECR Site within the Tailings Disposal Area at the UNC Site. 
NRC’s agreement to amend the UNC’s license to allow this disposal will be necessary to fulfill 
step two as described in the 2011 Non-Time-Critical Removal Action Memorandum. 

2.10.7  Cost 
Alternative 1 does not change current UNC Site conditions. 

Alternative 2: An order of magnitude cost estimate was developed for Alternative 2. The cost 
estimate was prepared for assistance with comparing the relative costs between the various 
remedial alternatives and is considered accurate only to +50/-30 percent. For cost and 
evaluation purposes, O&M activities were estimated over a 30 year period. The 30 year time 
frame was chosen for consistency and comparison purposes and does not limit or alter the 
requirements for O&M into the future. In addition, a discount factor of 7% was used to 
calculate the present worth of costs. 

The cost of Alternative 2 ($41.5 million) includes the transportation of low level threat mine 
waste from the NECR site and disposal of that low level threat mine waste within the Tailings 
Disposal Area at the UNC Site. The estimated cost for Alternative 2 is subject to substantial cost 
fluctuations related to changes in fuel cost and transportation labor market rates. Alternative 2 
is considered cost-effective based on an evaluation of its costs, proportional to its overall 
effectiveness. See 40 CFR § 300.430(f)(1)(ii)(D). 
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2.10.8  State/Support Agency Acceptance 
The State of New Mexico supports the Selected Remedy (see Appendix B). 

2.10.9  Community Acceptance 
The local community prefers that the NECR mine waste be moved to a LTDF off of the Navajo 
Reservation. The Navajo Nation leadership has been supportive of the Selected Remedy. 

2.11  Selected Remedy 
EPA, the lead agency, has selected Alternative 2: On-site Disposal at the UNC Site within the 
Tailings Disposal Area as the Selected Remedy for disposal of the NECR mine waste received at 
the UNC Site. Based on information currently available, EPA, the lead agency, has determined 
that the Selected Remedy meets the NCP threshold criteria (40 CFR § 300.430(f)(1)(i)(A)) and 
provides the best balance of tradeoffs among the other alternatives with respect to the NCP 
balancing criteria (40 CFR § 300.430(f)(1)(i)(B)). The EPA expects the Selected Remedy to satisfy 
the statutory requirements of CERCLA section 121 (b), 42 U.S.C § 9621 (b), that is, the Selected 
Remedy will: 

Be protective of human health and the environment; 
Comply with ARARs for all media; 
Be cost-effective; and 
Utilize permanent solutions and alternative treatment technologies or resource 
recovery technologies (such as recycling/reuse) to the maximum extent practicable. 

As summarized in the NECR Site 2011 Non-Time-Critical Removal Action Memorandum, the 
Navajo Nation and the community preferred off-site disposal at a regulated facility to on-site 
disposal of the NECR Site mine waste at the NECR Site. As also explained in the Action 
Memorandum, EPA selected disposal at the UNC Site over disposal at an off-site regulated 
facility for important reasons: 

First, disposal at the UNC Site provides a greater level of short-term protectiveness as 
compared to disposal at an off-site regulated facility. This is because disposing of the 
NECR Site waste at the UNC Site means the waste material will be transported over a 
significantly shorter distance. By transporting the NECR Site waste over a shorter travel 
distance the potential for accidents during construction is reduced. Moreover, the time 
until protection is achieved is much shorter. 
Second, the reduced travel and construction time reduces overall cost. 
Third, the much higher costs associated with off-site disposal at a regulated facility do 
not provided increased effectiveness when compared to disposal at the UNC Site. That 
is, the costs of off-site disposal at a regulated facility are not proportional to its overall 
effectiveness. Disposal at the UNC Site is cost-effective, because its costs are 
proportional to its overall effectiveness for the two reasons listed above. 

Finally, as explained in the NECR Site Non-Time Critical Removal Action Memorandum, a post 
EE/CA analyses of 11 other alternate disposal locations (EPA 2011a) determined that, given the 
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administrative, legal and cost challenges presented by each of the 11 locations, the UNC Site 
was the most suitable (EPA, 2011a). 

Engineered controls have been discussed in Section 2.10.2. The goal of the Selected Remedy’s 
Institutional Controls will be to limit exposure to hazardous substances (40 § CFR 
300.420(a)(1)(ii)(D)). The following institutional controls will be implemented:  

To help protect the cap which will prevent exposure to the waste, well completion at the UNC 
Site will be regulated by the New Mexico Office of the State Engineer, requiring approval of one 
of the following: 

1. An Application for Permit to Drill a Well with No Consumptive Use of Water or 

2. An Application for Permit to Use Underground Waters in Accordance with Sections 
72-12-1.1, 72-12-1.2, or 72-12-1.3 New Mexico Statutes. 

During the NRC license termination phase at the UNC Site, EPA working with NRC, will install 
warning signs at the UNC Site and will publish notices in a newspaper of general circulation 
warning area residents of the dangers of the chemicals of concern and how to avoid exposure 
to the potential contamination associated with UNC Site contamination. The purpose of these 
NRC/EPA ICs will be to prevent area residents from grazing livestock in the capped area. Our 
goal in preventing grazing is to prevent erosion or other damage to the cap, thereby protecting 
human exposure. 

2.12  Statutory Determinations 
Under CERCLA §121 and the NCP, the lead agency must select remedies that are protective of 
human health and the environment, comply with applicable or relevant and appropriate 
requirements (unless a statutory waiver is justified), are cost-effective, and utilize permanent 
solutions and alternative treatment technologies or resource recovery technologies to the 
maximum extent practicable. In addition, CERCLA includes a preference for remedies that 
employ treatment that permanently and significantly reduces the volume, toxicity, or mobility 
of hazardous wastes as a principal element and a bias against off-site disposal of untreated 
wastes. The following sections discuss how the Selected Remedy meets these statutory 
requirements. 

2.12.1  Protection of Human Health and the Environment 
The Selected Remedy will provide protection of human health and the environment by 
eliminating, reducing, and controlling risk through containment using engineering controls and 
restricting site use through ICs. 

2.12.2  Compliance with ARARs 
The Selected Remedy will be designed and implemented to ARARs as those terms are defined 
at 40 CFR § 300.5. Among the ARARs it will meet are the requirements of the National Emission 
Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants [40 CFR §§ 61.92, 61.192, 61.222(a) and (b)] and the 
New Mexico Administrative Code (NMAC) regulation of non-coal mining which establishes 
requirements for mine reclamation and close-out plans at Section 19.10.5.507A ,19.10.6.603.A 
and B, 19.10.6.603.C1 through 9, and 19.10.6.603.D through H NMAC. Construction and 
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materials management will meet the following ARARs: the Clean Water Act National Pollution 
Discharge Elimination System stormwater discharge [40 CFR §§ 122.26(c)(1)(i), 122.41, 
122.42(a), 122.44(a)(1) and 40 CFR § 125.3(c)(3)] and the Uranium Mill Tailings Radiation 
Control Act [40 CFR §§ 192.02(b)(1), 192.02(b)(2), 192.32(b)(1), 192.32(b)(1)(i), and 
192.32(b)(1)(ii)]. 

The UNC-NECR Consolidation Area Final List of ARARs is provided in Table 1. 

In addition to ARARs, this remedial action will meet the following laws to the extent they are 
pertinent: the Endangered Species Act, 16 U.S.C. §§ 1531 et seq.; The Native American Graves 
Protection and Repatriation Act, 25 U.S.C. §§ 3001 et seq; the National Historic Preservation 
Act, 16 U.S.C. §§ 470 et seq; Archeological Resources Protection Act of 1979, 16 U.S.C. §§ 
47000-47011; and American Indian Religious Freedom Act, 42 U.S.C. §§ 1996 et seq. 

2.12.3  Cost Effectiveness 
The cost of the Selected Remedy ($41.5 million) includes the transportation of low level threat 
mine waste from the NECR site and disposal of that low level threat mine waste within the 
Tailings Disposal Area at the UNC Site. The estimated cost for Alternative 2 is subject to 
substantial cost fluctuations related to changes in fuel cost and transportation labor market 
rates. Alternative 2 is considered cost-effective based on an evaluation of its costs, proportional 
to its overall effectiveness. See 40 CFR § 300.430(f)(1)(ii)(D). 

2.12.4  Utilization of Permanent Solutions and Alternative Treatment Technologies to the 
Maximum Extent Practicable 
The Selected Remedy will provide for long-term effectiveness and permanence through the 
disposal of mine waste within the Tailings Disposal Area at the UNC Site. Final disposition of the 
mine waste will require the construction of a cap that will contain the mine waste, prevent 
direct exposure, limit water infiltration, and mitigate off-site migration. Cap construction is a 
proven and effective technology for management of contamination by eliminating the exposure 
pathway; however, this technology does not reduce the magnitude of the residual risk or 
overall risk of the contamination that is capped. The long-term effectiveness and permanence 
of this alternative is dependent on future maintenance activities that ensure cap stability, 
integrity, and longevity as well as the enforcement of ICs restricting site use. 

2.12.5  Preference for Treatment as a Principal Element 
Principal threat waste is not a part of the Selected Remedy and no principal threat waste will be 
disposed of at the UNC Site under this ROD. This ROD for the UNC Site addresses only high 
volume low level threat NECR Site waste. Due to the high volume of waste, treatment is not 
practicable. 

2.12.6  Five-Year Review Requirements 
Because this remedy will result in hazardous substances, pollutants, or contaminants remaining 
on the UNC Site that are above levels that allow for unlimited use and unrestricted exposure, a 
statutory review will be conducted within five years after initiation of remedial action to ensure 
that the remedy is, or will be, protective of human health and the environment. 
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2.13  Documentation of Significant Changes 
The Proposed Plan for the Surface Soil Operable Unit was released for public comment on July 
20, 2012. The Proposed Plan identified Alternative 2, soil excavation from the NECR Site and 
transportation and capping at the nearby UNC Site, as the Preferred Alternative for soil 
remediation at the NECR Site. EPA reviewed all written and verbal comments submitted during 
the public comment period. EPA has determined that no significant changes to the remedy, as 
originally identified in the Proposed Plan, were necessary or appropriate. 

Erratum: Removal of the Principal Threat Waste from the NECR Site has always been part of 
the Non-Time Critical Removal Action at the NECR Site as documented in the 2011 Non-Time 
Critical Action Memorandum for the NECR Site. An error was made in the Proposed Plan for the 
UNC Site Surface Soil Operable Unit and the removal of the Principal Threat Waste was 
inadvertently included in the description of remedy Alternative 2. Note that, as far as the 
physical disposition of the Principal Threat Waste is concerned, nothing has changed. That is, 
the Principal Threat Waste will be disposed at an off-site facility, but that will not be part of the 
action described in this ROD." 
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Part 3Responsiveness Summary 
This Responsiveness Summary has been prepared to provide written responses to comments 
submitted regarding the EPA’s Proposed Plan for the United Nuclear Corporation Superfund 
Site Surface Soil Operable Unit. 

3.1  Description of Surface Soil Operable Unit Proposed Plan 
On June 20, 2012, EPA issued the Proposed Plan for the Surface Soil Operable Unit at the UNC 
Site and EPA invited the public to comment on its Proposed Plan. 

The Proposed Plan for the Surface Soil Operable Unit at the UNC Site included two options: 

Alternative 1: No Action Alternative 

Regulations governing the Superfund program require that the “no action” alternative be 
evaluated to establish a baseline for comparison. Under the no action alternative, the UNC Site 
Tailings Disposal Area would not be used as the disposal area for the NECR Site mine waste. 
This would have no impact on the UNC Site in that the UNC Site would remain as it is now. 

Alternative 2: On-site Disposal at the UNC Site within the Tailings Disposal Area 

Alternative 2 includes the transportation, receipt, consolidation, and disposal of NECR Site mine 
waste at the UNC Site within the Tailings Disposal Area. EPA identified Alternative 2 as EPA’s 
preferred remedy in the Surface Soil Operable Unit Proposed Plan for the UNC Site.  Principal 
threat waste is not a part of this Selected Remedy and principal threat waste from the NECR 
Site will not be disposed of at the UNC Site. 

After EPA issues the Proposed Plan for public comment, EPA responds to those comments in a 
Responsiveness Summary. This is EPA’s Responsiveness Summary responding to the comments 
that EPA received regarding the June 20, 2012, Proposed Plan for the Surface Soil Operable Unit 
at the UNC Site. This Responsiveness Summary is part of EPA’s ROD selecting its remedy for the 
Surface Soil Operable Unit at the UNC Site. 

3.2  Community Involvement on the Surface Soil Operable Unit Proposed Plan 
On August 10, 2012, the EPA received the meeting minutes from RWPRCA’s August 8, 2012 
meeting. These meeting minutes were approved by the Executive Committee of the RWPRCA, 
and submitted to EPA by the TASC contractor. EPA provided a written response via an email on 
August 20, 2012. 

EPA held two public meetings on August 29, 2012 and August 30, 2012.  The meetings were 
held at the Pinedale Chapter House in Pinedale and the Octavia Fellin Public Library in Gallup. 
Invitations to the public meetings were published in the Gallup Independent and Navajo Times. 
The published invitations included information telling how to submit comments and that the 
public comment period would last 60 days (July 20, 2012 – September 21, 2012). 

After the 60-day public comment period, which ended on September 21, 2012; EPA received 
numerous comment letters from individuals and from various community groups, stakeholders, 
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and other Federal and State agencies including the following: RWPRCA, DOE, NMED, BVDA, 
CARD, NRC, TASC, MASE, and UNC/GE. EPA also received verbal comments at the two public 
meetings. All written comments as well as transcripts of the public meetings are posted on 
EPA’s UNC Superfund Site webpage at 
http://www.epa.gov/region6/6sf/newmexico/united_nuclear/index.html. The comments are 
posted under the Documents & Reports Section then Comments. 

Due to the volume of comments received and due to the similarity of the comments, EPA has 
grouped similar comments in its response. 

The Responsiveness Summary contains the Summary of Comments Received during the Public 
Comment Period and EPA Responses. The comments (both verbal and written) are summarized 
and EPA’s responses are provided. The summary is divided into two parts: 

Summary of Community Comments and Response to Community Concerns 
Comprehensive Response to Agency Comments 

The community requested that a meeting be held to present the response to its comments 
prior to finalization of the ROD. EPA attended a community meeting on January 19, 2013 
hosted by the RWPRCA to participate in a community tour which showcased areas of concern 
for the community members along with a tour of the Standing Black Tree Mesa. 

3.3  Summary of Comments Received During the Public Comment Period and 
EPA Responses 
3.3.1  Summary of Community Comments and Response to Community Concerns 
The major concerns expressed by the community during the public comment period are 
summarized and responded to below: 

3.3.1.1  Alternative Selection and/or Off-site Disposal 
Several comments were received on the lack of alternatives in the Surface Soil Operable Unit 
Proposed Plan. 

EPA Response: In the Proposed Plan, EPA considered only two alternatives for the disposal of 
the NECR Waste at the UNC Site. These two alternatives were 1) the no further action 
alternative; and 2) on-site disposal at the UNC Site within the Tailings Disposal Area. The 
reason that EPA considered only two alternatives is that, as described in Section 2.3.1.3, EPA 
had already considered, and received public comments on, five alternatives (plus two options) 
for disposal of the NECR waste. 

3.3.1.2  The UNC Site Surface Soil Operable Unit Remedial Action Proposed Plan is the 
culmination of EPA’s effort to address contaminated material from the NECR Site located on 
Navajo trust land. Use of Ft. Wingate as a repository for the NECR Site waste – Some 
commenters suggested using Fort Wingate to store mine waste, which is located about 17 miles 
from Gallup. 
EPA Response: Ft. Wingate, an Army post, was closed in 1993 under the Base Realignment and 
Closure Act (BRAC). Using Ft. Wingate was not considered as one of the five alternative cleanup 
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alternatives for the NECR Waste when EPA undertook the EE/CA because after closure activities 
are completed, most of the Ft. Wingate property will be returned to the U.S. Bureau of Indian 
Affairs (BIA). These lands will be held in trust by the BIA for the benefit of the Navajo Nation 
and Pueblo of Zuni indefinitely.  Part of the Ft. Wingate property will be retained by the 
Department of Defense for on-going operations. A smaller portion of the property will also be 
retained by the Department of Defense for an on-site disposal cell designed for exploded and 
unexploded ordnance disposal and for access to existing monitoring wells. 

In addition to the usual time constraints, an agreement with the Department of Defense likely 
would be necessary to create a disposal facility at this location. In addition, the presence of 
exploded and unexploded ordinance makes this site unsuitable. Furthermore, siting the facility 
at Fort Wingate potentially would remove the land from beneficial use for the Navajo Nation 
and Pueblo of Zuni. 

3.3.1.3  Will the UNC Site Tailings Disposal Area become a Certified Repository? - One 
commenter asked if the UNC Site Tailings Disposal Area would become a Certified Repository 
EPA Response: We are not sure what the commenter meant by a “Certified Repository.” The 
UNC Site is currently an NRC licensed repository for uranium mill tailings.  Under this ROD, 
EPA’s remedial action is contingent upon NRC’s approval of an amendment to NRC’s license 
that would allow the NECR Site waste to be disposed there as described in this ROD. 

At the UNC Site, EPA intends to follow all ARARs as it implements the remedy selected in this 
ROD.  These ARARs are listed in this ROD in Table 1. Neither EPA nor the NMED intend to issue 
any permits allowing the UNC Site to become a commercial treatment, storage, or disposal 
facility. 

3.3.1.4 Another commenter asked whether it was possible to move the NECR mine waste to 
UNC on a short-term basis and then later move it to an off-site disposal facility. 
EPA Response: CERCLA Section 121, 42 U.S.C. § 9621, directs, among other requirements, that 
remedial actions protect human health and the environment, be permanent to the maximum 
extent practicable and be cost-effective. A decision to temporarily store the NECR mine waste 
at the UNC Site without determining a permanent disposal site is inconsistent with CERCLA. 

3.3.1.5  Educational Sessions – Community members requested that EPA provide more 
educational sessions for the community. 
EPA Response: Yes, we plan to have numerous additional community involvement 
opportunities at all stages of remedial design and remedial action. CERCLA and the NCP require 
a number of community involvement activities throughout removal and remedial processes. 
EPA has learned that early and continuous involvement of affected citizens is a crucial aspect to 
successful Superfund cleanups. The current EPA community involvement program stresses:  

Early and continuous involvement 
Direct contact with citizens 
Innovative activities above and beyond the statutory and regulatory requirements. 
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The combination of these program goals ensures the community is included throughout all 
major steps in the response process. EPA will provide educational outreach workshops for the 
following issues at the UNC Site:  

Remedial Design Process 

Remedial Action Work Plan 

Remedial Action Timeline and Schedule 

EPA will work with the community to define the terms used and what is involved in each phase 
and process of the above activities. EPA is also available to coordinate additional meetings to 
provide information on topics that the community identifies such as the remedy design process 
or consultations on cultural issues. 

3.3.1.6  Compensation – Some individuals requested compensation. One commenter asked 
about the status of UNC as a company, inquiring whether UNC, as the responsible party and 
the company doing the cleanup, could provide compensation for associated health problems 
to workers who worked for UNC in the mine and for those impacted by the 1979 tailings dam 
spill. The commenter said that the community needs to hold this company accountable and to 
compensate those who got sick from the company’s activities. 

EPA Response: EPA is authorized by congress to correct environmental problems but is not 
authorized to provide such compensation. EPA does take enforcement actions against 
responsible parties and can require those parties who are liable under CERCLA to pay for or 
undertake environmental remedies but not compensation to people potentially harmed by the 
environmental problem. 

The U.S. Department of Justice (DOJ), acting under the Radiation Exposure Compensation Act 
(RECA), does have a program that provides monetary compensation to individuals who 
contracted certain cancers and other serious diseases following their exposure to radiation 
released during the atmospheric nuclear weapons tests, or following their occupational 
exposure to radiation while employed in the uranium industry during the Cold War arsenal 
buildup. Under RECA, monetary compensation is provided to individuals who contracted 
certain cancers and other serious diseases following their exposure to radiation as a result of 
covered activities. DOJ has posted additional information regarding RECA on the DOJ webpage 
at http://www.justice.gov/civil/common/reca.html or by calling DOJ at 1-800-729-7327. EPA 
has no role under RECA. 

3.3.1.7  Construction – Requests were received for a new sustainable community or new 
homesites for local residents to be located west of the Quivira Mine. Requests were also 
received for a new Pipeline Road and new Community Center. It was stated that a nearby 
community center could serve multiple purposes; including as an administrative center during 
the construction phase, as a central location for remediation/restoration employment 
opportunities, and an educational facility for post-remediation/restoration monitoring and 
maintenance activities. Another comment was that the Navajo Nation could use the facility to 
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house some of its technical staff and offer parts of the facility to local schools and colleges for 
environmental sciences instruction and job training. 
EPA Response: Voluntary alternative housing is a part of the 2011 Action Memorandum for the 
NECR Site. EPA is researching information to provide voluntary alternative housing to those 
families living within the immediate vicinity of the NECR Site that would experience significant 
disruption from the construction activities. 

3.3.1.8  Disaster Notification – We received questions asking what disaster notification was 
available and about the backup plan for notification. 
EPA Response: As part of the remedial action, an emergency contingency plan (ECP) will be put 
in place. An ECP is defined as a plan of action to be taken in the event of foreseeable 
emergencies that may involve the risk of serious or material environmental harm. ECPs help 
prevent and manage incidents that could result in environmental impacts, such as:  

environmental harm, e.g. soil contamination, surface or ground water pollution 
environmental nuisance, e.g. excessive odor, noise, dust or smoke  
unacceptable risk to public health 

ECPs provide clear guidance during situations (such as accidental spillages, equipment or plant 
failure) when decisions must be made rapidly. The ECP may also be aligned with the other 
Occupational Health and Safety policies or Emergency Response Procedures. 

3.3.1.9  Economic development and job creation - There was interest from the community in 
training and employment of local residents to participate in the mine cleanup activities. 
EPA Response: EPA expects that the selected alternative will provide economic opportunities 
for the local community. EPA encourages the hiring of local employees that have the necessary 
skills and training. To assist local residents in obtaining these specialized job skills, EPA held a 
Superfund Job Training Initiative for the Navajo Nation in Gallup, New Mexico during the fall 
2012. This multi-week training program included the technical and other training skills needed 
for mine cleanup and construction jobs. There were 19 graduates from this program. EPA plans 
to hold future Superfund Job Training Initiative programs. EPA anticipates that the final NECR 
removal action will provide employment for approximately 50 to 60 employees over 3 to 4 
years. UNC/GE has committed to giving first preference to qualified Navajo applicants, to the 
extent legally permitted. 

3.3.1.10  Some commenters called for full restoration of mine sites on the Navajo Nation 
and if Congressman Henry Waxman’s 5-year plan need to be replaced with a 10-year plan?  
EPA Response: Restoration of other mine sites on the Navajo Nation is addressed in the EPA 
Five-Year Plan which can be found on the EPA website Addressing Uranium Contamination in 
the Navajo Nation at http://www.epa.gov/region9/superfund/navajo-nation/index.html. 
Although there have been tremendous accomplishments in cleaning up uranium contamination 
over the last five years, EPA recognizes that the vast majority of the uranium mine cleanup 
efforts still remain. The federal agencies are currently partnering to develop a new Five-Year 
Plan and will be seeking public input into this plan at the Annual Navajo Abandoned Uranium 
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Mine Stakeholders Workshop in Gallup, New Mexico, April 16-17, 2013 which will be hosted by 
EPA Region 9. 

3.3.1.11  1979 Tailing Spill and Mine Discharge – several requests were made for reports 
from studies of the 1979 UNC tailings dam breach and resulting flood, and for a description of 
the cleanup efforts that were done between 1979 and 1982 to address any resulting 
contamination.  In addition, requests were made for reports resulting from any studies of the 
effluent that was discharged from the United Nuclear Corporation Churchrock Uranium Mill 
into the unnamed arroyo prior to the 1979 spill. 
EPA Response: Applicable health or risk studies related to the 1979 spill are listed below: 

Assessment of Potential Risk to Individuals from Released Radioactivity at the UNC 
Churchrock Uranium Mill on July 16, 1979, EPA Region 6 Radiation Program, Dallas, 
Texas. October 4, 1979. 

Biological Assessment after Uranium Mill Tailings Spill, Church Rock, New Mexico, EPI-
79-94-2, Public Health Service-CDC-Atlanta, December 24, 1980 

Survey of Radionuclide Distributions Resulting from the Church Rock, New Mexico, 
Uranium Mill Tailings Pond Dam Failure, Battelle Pacific Northwest Lab. (PNL-4122) for 
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NUREG/CR-2449) 

The Assessment of Human Exposure to Radionuclides from a Uranium Mill Tailings 
Release and Mine Dewatering Effluent, Ruttenber, et. al., Centers for Disease Control, 
Atlanta, June 1982. 

Rio Puerco Monitoring Program, EPA Region 9, June 2, 1982. 

The Church Rock Uranium Mill Tailings Spill: A Health and Environmental Assessment 
Summary Report, New Mexico Environmental Improvement Division, September 1983. 

Public Health Assessment for United Nuclear Corporation, Church Rock, McKinley 
County, New Mexico, EPA Facility ID: NMD030113303, November 21, 1988, U.S. 
Department of Health and Human Services, Public Health Service, Agency for Toxic 
Substances and Disease Registry. 

Draft Final: Remedial Investigation UNC Church rock Site, Volumes I & II, CH2M Hill, 
August 1988. 

Draft Feasibility Study for United Nuclear Corporation Churchrock Site, Chapter 4, Public 
Health Assessment, CH2M Hill, August 1988. pp. 4-1 through 4-24. 

These reports are part of the administrative record for this site and can be found at the public 
repositories. 

3.3.1.12  Additional Waste – EPA received several requests for information as to 
whether any other mine waste (except for NECR) would be accepted at the UNC Site including 
the Quivira Mine waste and HRI Mine Section 17 waste, also known as the Northeast Church 
Rock 2 Mine. The community requested written guarantees that mine waste would not be 
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accepted at UNC except for the NECR mine waste.  A couple of comments were received, 
however, that requested that all of the mine waste impacting the local community be moved 
to the UNC Site. 
EPA Response: This ROD does not decide whether other mine waste from the local area will be 
disposed of at the UNC Site. In the future, before waste from other mines and contaminated 
areas could be disposed at the UNC Site, EPA would make its plans available for comment by 
the community and the State, and any action to dispose of additional wastes at the UNC Site 
would have to be consistent with NRC licensing requirements. 

3.3.1.13  2009 NECR Cleanup – A resident stated that he has seen an unsigned report 
stating that the placement of backfill around homesites conducted as part of the 2009 NECR 
cleanup action was complete and requests a copy of that report. 
EPA Response: In June of 2010, UNC/GE submitted the Northeast Church Rock Mine Interim 
Removal Action (IRA) Completion Report. This report was signed by Lance Hauer, certifying 
that the information in the report is true, accurate, and complete. This report is available at the 
EPA website, www.epa.gov/region9/NECR. However, after reviewing the report, EPA required 
GE to conduct additional removal activities in small areas adjacent to the mine site in the fall of 
2010. In addition, in follow up to diesel fuel contamination that was found during the 2009 
NECR cleanup, additional removal activities were conducted in the 2009 IRA area as part of the 
2012 Eastern Drainage Removal Action. Deeper diesel fuel contamination will be addressed 
through bioremediation activities. The bioremediation system will be installed during the 
summer of 2013 over a period of several months. Finally, GE continues to maintain erosion 
control measures, fencing, and revegetation as part of ongoing maintenance activities related 
to the 2009 NECR cleanup action. If residents have specific concerns about problem areas that 
may exist around the homesites as a result of EPA cleanup activities, please contact Sara Jacobs 
at 415-972-3564 or Jacobs.sara@epa.gov or Superfund (800) 887-6063. 

3.3.1.14  Alternatives Report and Cost -  Commenters questioned if an assessment of 
alternatives other than the placement on the UNC tailings pile was done and if a cost benefit 
analysis was performed as part of the Alternatives report. In addition, related questions were 
received asking about the source of the cleanup funds, definition of cost effective, who GE is 
and can they double their funding and move the waste off-site, how much does capping cost, 
and whether there is an alternative plan that was ruled out based on cost effectiveness. 
EPA Response: As explained above in our response to Comment I.2, the UNC Site Surface Soil 
Operable Unit Proposed Plan considered only two alternatives.  However, this Proposed Plan 
was based on a process that began in 2005 when the NNEPA asked EPA to take the lead 
regarding the cleanup of waste at the NECR Site. As explained in Sections 2.3.1.1 and 2.3.1.3 
above, EPA considered five alternatives with two additional options for the cleanup of the NECR 
Site before it decided the best option was to dispose of the NECR Site mine waste at the UNC 
Site. In response to public comments submitted regarding the five alternatives, EPA completed 
an additional analysis of a total of 14 potential disposal sites. This report is available on the 
NECR website at www.epa.gov/region9/necr and is described in detail below. 
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Under the NCP, a response action is cost-effective when the response action’s costs are 
proportional to its overall effectiveness (see 40 CFR §300.430(f)(l)(ii)(D)). EPA uses the term 
"proportional" because it intends that in determining whether a remedy is cost-effective, the 
decision-maker should both compare the cost to effectiveness of each alternative individually 
and compare the cost and effectiveness of alternatives in relation to one another. In analyzing 
an individual alternative, the EPA decision-maker should compare, using his or her best 
professional judgment, the relative magnitude of cost to effectiveness of that alternative. In 
comparing alternatives to one another, the decision-maker should examine incremental cost 
differences in relation to incremental differences in effectiveness. For example, if the difference 
in effectiveness is small but the difference in cost is very large, a proportional relationship 
between the alternatives does not exist. The more expensive remedy may not be cost-effective. 
EPA does not intend, however, that a strict mathematical proportionality be applied because 
generally there is no known or given cost-effective alternative to be used as a baseline. EPA 
believes, however, that it is useful for the decision-maker to analyze among alternatives, 
looking at incremental cost differences. 

At the NECR Site, costs for the removal action alternatives considered were not comparable 
since disposal at a licensed commercial disposal facility would have increased cost by a factor of 
almost seven over the other alternatives that did not use a licensed commercial disposal 
facility. For example, Alternative 2, which would have used a commercial facility, was 
estimated to cost $293,600,000, in comparison to Alternative 5A, the selected alternative, 
which was estimated to cost $44,300,000. However, the environmental and public health 
benefits for the two alternatives were comparable.  Alternatives 3 and 4 left the waste on Tribal 
Land, which was not acceptable to the Navajo Nation. On balance, US EPA selected the least 
expensive alternative that was protective, met all requirements in the NCP, and removed waste 
from Tribal Lands. In the September 29, 2011, NECR Site Non-Time Critical Removal Action 
Memorandum, EPA documented its selection of Alternative 5A, which calls for NECR Site mine 
waste disposal at the UNC Site and the removal of high-concentration mine waste to an off-site 
Class I hazardous waste disposal facility. 

On September 27, 2011 (prior to EPA’s issuance of the September 29, 2011, Action 
Memorandum selecting the removal response alternative for the NECR Site) EPA issued a 
Memorandum entitled “Northeast Church Rock – Post EE/CA Analysis of Alternatives, 
Alternative Off-Site Disposal Locations“ which evaluated ten disposal sites in addition to those 
discussed in the EE/CA for the NECR Site. This Analysis was undertaken in response to the 
comments received from the community, NNEPA and other stakeholders during the public 
comment period. The potential disposal locations evaluated by EPA, as part of the Analysis, fell 
into four categories: 

1) An on-site facility exempted from the off-site rule, 

2) A licensed facility able to accept low-level waste, 

3) A current UMTRCA site which has waste similar to that being disposed, and 

4) An off-site location where a licensed facility could be built. 
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The first category, an on-site facility, is legally and technically implementable. The second 
category is also legally and technically implementable; however, the cost is prohibitive given 
the volume of mine waste and the travel distance to the currently licensed facilities. Disposal at 
a current UMTRCA facility (Category 3) is implementable if the final closure cover is not in place 
and the license does not prohibit the facility from accepting additional waste. Of the seven 
UMTRCA facilities within a 250 mile radius of NECR, only UNC has the capacity and the NRC 
license status to potentially accept the NECR waste with a license amendment. Constructing a 
new facility (Category 4) would require either an NRC license or a Resource Conservation and 
Recovery Act (RCRA) permit or both, which is a lengthy and uncertain process. Once a location 
was identified, it could take decades for the necessary license and/or permit to be issued and 
for a facility constructed. In summary, there were only two disposal sites that would be 
considered implementable in the near future: the UNC Site and the NECR Site. Details of the 
evaluation can be found in the Alternative Off-site Disposal Locations Memorandum, which is 
posted on the Northeast Church Rock Mine webpage at www.epa.gov/region9/NECR. 

As explained above, in the September 29, 2011, Action Memorandum for the NECR Site, EPA 
made its selected removal action contingent upon both modification of the license issued by 
the NRC for the UNC site, and upon issuance of an appropriate decision document by EPA 
Region 6 consistent with the NCP, 40 CFR Part 300.  This Responsiveness Summary is part of a 
ROD that is the decision document that documents EPA’s decision to go ahead with disposal of 
the NECR Site mine waste at the UNC Site as called for in the September 29, 2011, Action 
Memorandum for the NECR Site. Part of this ROD for the Surface Soil Operable Unit of the UNC 
Site includes a cost-effectiveness analysis (see Section 2.10.7). Generally speaking, EPA has 
decided that the Selected Remedy for the Surface Soil Operable Unit is cost-effective based on 
an evaluation of its costs compared to its overall effectiveness. 

3.3.1.15  Design Questions – There were numerous concerns raised by the community, 
and by various organizations about the design of the disposal cells for the disposal of the 
NECR Site mine waste at the UNC Site Tailings Disposal Area. Many of the concerns had to do 
with placing the NECR Site mine waste on top of the waste in the existing mill tailings disposal 
cells. Concerns included: 

How does EPA know capping the waste will work? 
Has this capping technology has been used elsewhere? 
What studies were reviewed and where were the studies located? 
Will there be protection from lightning strikes and other natural disasters, including 
flooding? 
What is the type of material that will be transported from the NECR Site to the UNC 
Site? 
What is the existing thickness of the compacted waste at UNC? 
What is the volume and tonnage of mine waste that will be moved from NECR? 
What will the compacted thickness of the layers be? 
What does minimal settlement mean? 
Are the nearby homes in danger from settlement? 
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Where will the water come from for dust suppression? 
Why does the proposed design of the disposal cell come to a point? Will the disposal 
cell look like a pyramid? 

In addition, comments from the area residents emphasized that if the proposed alternative to 
consolidate the NECR waste on the UNC Mill site was to be selected, they would want to see a 
liner and a robust, redundant, state-of-the art cover. In addition, several community members 
discussed the urgency of moving quickly to address the health risk that has been present for 
so long. They also had questions about the timeline for making and implementing a cleanup 
decision. In addition, the residents wanted assurances that the funding would be available to 
complete the project. 
EPA Response: EPA shares the community’s concerns that the design of the NECR disposal cells 
be robust enough to protect against any migration of contamination to the surrounding land, 
air, surface water, or ground water. The purpose of the liner is for the following: 

1 – The liner will help protect workers doing construction. 

2 – The liner will be an added level of protection for groundwater. 

3 – The liner will provide a stable foundation before the NECR Mine waste is placed. 

4 - The liner forms an added barrier to higher level radioactivity in the mill tailings below 
the liner to exposure at the surface. 

EPA will ensure that the cells are strong enough to withstand lightning strikes and other natural 
disasters, including flooding. However, detailed analysis of specific design issues is not 
performed as part of the remedy selection process. Once an alternative is selected, then the 
remedial design occurs. As a result, we cannot say at this time if the cap we will use has been 
used elsewhere, as some commenters inquired. However, EPA is committed to using state-of-
the-art procedures and standards at the UNC facility and has assembled a design and review 
team comprising leading national experts in the area of cover design. Due to the strong 
concerns about the above-referenced technical issues raised by community members, interest 
groups, and the Navajo Nation, EPA conducted additional research and modeling prior to 
alternative selection in the September 29, 2011, Non-Time Critical Removal Action 
Memorandum for the disposal of the NECR Site mine waste. As a result of this additional work, 
EPA discovered that there was not enough room on the UNC Site outside the current disposal 
cell to construct a new cell for the NECR Site mine waste without impacting the current ground 
water remediation efforts. Therefore, all analysis for the remedy selected in this ROD assumed 
the NECR Site mine waste would be disposed in a cell located on top of the UNC Site mill 
tailings that are already in the Tailings Disposal Area. 

Containment System Prior Studies: Some commenters asked about prior studies of capping 
technology. The understanding of containment systems has evolved dramatically since the 
UNC Site was closed in the early 1980s. In the 1990s and early 2000s, the Alternative Landfill 
Cover Demonstration (performed at Sandia National Laboratories and funded by DOE) 
investigated the performance of various landfill cover systems, including alternatives that may 
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be well suited for arid and semiarid climates. A large-scale field demonstration comparing final 
landfill cover designs was constructed and monitored at Sandia National Laboratories in 
Albuquerque, New Mexico. Two conventional cover designs (a RCRA Subtitle "D" Soil Cover and 
a RCRA Subtitle "C" Compacted Clay Cover) were constructed side-by-side with four alternative 
landfill test covers designed for dry environments. Performance of the covers was based on 
their ability to minimize the movement of water through each profile. In other words, the cover 
with the lowest flux (a measurement of water movement) was deemed the best performer 
while the cover that yields the highest flux was the worst performer. Flux is the value used by 
regulators and design engineers to determine the adequacy of a cover. 

Also in the 1990s, the DOE started assessing the performance of some of its older disposal cells 
and established its Environmental Sciences Laboratory (operated by S.M. Stoller Corporation 
for the DOE), which assessed cover performance.  A key finding in the Stoller Report 
assessment is that the containment system should be compatible with the environment in 
which it is placed. EPA agrees that co-disposal (that is disposal of the mine waste from the NECR 
Site along with the UNC mill tailings) at the UNC Site will provide an opportunity to bring the 
containment system currently at the Tailings Disposal Area at the UNC Site up to state-of-art 
standards. EPA will work with stakeholders during the design phase to use current knowledge 
and understanding of design and construction of containment systems 

Cover/Liner Design Concerns: Proper placement and capping of mine waste can effectively 
contain contamination and EPA has extensive experience with capping hazardous substances. 
EPA will utilize improvements in cover design knowledge and technology such as those evident 
from studies like the Stoller Report described above. Significant advancements in cover design 
have occurred since the design of the UNC mill tailings cells. Bringing NECR Site waste to the 
UNC Site Tailings Disposal Areal provides the opportunity to improve upon the existing cover. 
During the design phase, EPA will evaluate new technologies such as evapotranspiration covers 
for the cells to be constructed at the Tailings Disposal Area on the UNC Site. EPA will also 
evaluate techniques for improving water management at the Tailings Disposal Area to ensure 
that no rain or snowmelt moves through the cover to the NECR Site mine waste or UNC Site mill 
tailings. Consistent with its Memorandum of Understanding with the NRC (September 28, 
1988), EPA’s ROD makes its remedy contingent upon NRC’s approval of the selected remedial 
alternative (i.e., co-disposal of NRC Site waste with UNC Site waste in the UNC Site Tailings 
Disposal Area). However, to address this design concern of the Navajo Nation and the 
community, the remedy selected in this ROD provides that a low permeability layer (liner) will 
be placed below the NECR waste to provide an additional level of protection against water 
intrusion into the more radioactive tailings cells. This layer will be constructed to eliminate the 
possibility that the layer will collect water and produce a “bathtub effect”. This layer will be 
constructed of natural materials, not synthetic, to eliminate the sudden failure risk associated 
with punctures and rips. A final decision on the liner will be made during the final design phase 
and after collection of additional technical data. 

“Squeezing” and Land Settlement Concerns: A copy of the modeling report titled “Evaluation of 
Consolidation and Water Storage Capacity Related to the Placement of Mine Material on the 
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existing UNC Site Tailings Impoundment” (May 2011) is posted on EPA’s Northeast Church Rock 
Mine Site webpage at www.epa.gov/region09/NECR. Based on our research and the modeling 
results, EPA has concluded that water will not be squeezed from the mill tailings due to the 
loading with NECR waste material under any scenario. This model also estimates that there will 
be minimal settlement at the disposal cell after placement of the waste, and this settlement will 
not impact the stability of the cell. See Section 3.3.3.14. 

Debris Concerns: Closure of the Mill Site and disposal of the debris was closely regulated by the 
NRC. EPA obtained the Mill Decommission Report prepared by UNC dated April 1993, which 
included documentation of the content and placement of the debris including a detailed 
description with maps and photographs. This document can be found at 
www.epa.gov/region09/NECR. After thorough review of this documentation, EPA has a clearer 
understanding of the amount, type, placement, and location of debris within the cells and can 
appropriately incorporate this knowledge into the cap design over this area and monitor for any 
potential settlement concerns. 

Type of material to be brought to the UNC Site from the NECR Site: Under this ROD, low level 
threat waste excavated from the NECR Site under EPA’s September 29, 2011, NECR Site Non-
Time Critical Removal Action Memorandum will be taken to the UNC Site for disposal in the 
Tailings Disposal Area. The mine waste from NECR Site and tailings from the UNC Site are 
similar because contamination is derived from the same uranium source material. Specifically, 
uranium tailings sand was stockpiled and then used as backfill in the stopes at the NECR Site. As 
previously explained above, in 1988, the uranium tailings sand that had been disposed on the 
surface of the NECR Site was excavated under NRC oversight and disposed within the Tailings 
Disposal Area at the UNC Site. Furthermore, the concentrations of radium, the primary 
contaminant of concern, in the contamination that remains at the NECR Site, which is being 
addressed under the 2011 Non-Time Critical Removal Action for the NECR Site, are within the 
same general range as the concentrations of radium in the uranium tailings material disposed 
at the UNC Site. In addition, no mine waste exceeding 200 pCi/g Ra-226 will be disposed at the 
UNC Site within the Tailings Disposal Area. 

Volume Estimates: Page 21 of the Surface Soil Operable Unit Proposed Plan states the 
following: "This surface soil OU remedial action will address disposal of approximately 
1,000,000 cubic yards of mine waste. This includes approximately 871,000 cubic yards from the 
removal action described in the 2011 Non-Time-Critical Removal Action Memorandum for the 
NECR Site, 109,800 cubic yards from a [2009 interim] removal action at the NECR Site that 
predates the 2011 Non-Time-Critical Removal Action Memorandum for the NECR Site, and an 
estimated 30,000 cubic yards excavated as part of a separate [2012] time-critical removal 
action at the NECR Site [Eastern Drainage location]. The estimated 1,000,000 cubic yards of 
mine waste from the NECR Site is approximately 1.35 million tons.” 

Typically, volume estimates for excavations are subject to variations and can be off by plus or 
minus 50%.  Alternative 2, the remedy selected in this ROD, is able to accommodate this 
potential variation in volume. 
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Compacted Layer Thickness: After the liner is installed, the NECR waste will be transported to 
the Mill site and spread out in layers or lifts then compacted to improve stability. The actual 
thickness of the compacted layers will be determined during the design phase taking into 
consideration the soil properties of the waste and the desired percent compaction. Typically, 
waste or soil-layer thickness ranges from8 to 14 inches before compaction. 

Minimal Settlement: It is expected that some settlement will occur due to the weight of the 
NECR waste material on the surface of the impoundment. Settlement occurs in two phases: primary 
settlement which occurs in a relative short time and usually is the largest amount of settlement. 

Prior to placement of the existing cover at the UNC Site in 1992, settlement markers were 
installed and monitored to measure primary settlement. The average primary settlement for 
the North Cell was 0.5 foot and for the Central Cell was 0.7 foot. After primary settlement, 
secondary settlement occurs which is a much slower process. Secondary settlement was not 
measured at UNC after the cover was installed; however, it is estimated to be less than an inch. 
In 2011, EPA evaluated the potential for release of water from the existing tailings (“Evaluation 
of Consolidation and Water Storage Capacity Related to the Placement of Mine Material on the 
existing UNC Site Tailings Impoundment”) which also included calculations for estimated 
primary settlement under several conservative scenarios.  The calculated settlement was 
minimal and was estimated between 0.14 and 0.24 feet. This report can be found on the EPA 
website at www.epa.gov/region09/necr. 

Potential for sinkhole: Sinkholes develop when the underlying material shifts or a void 
develops via geochemical changes.  The current UNC disposal facility has been stable for over 
20 years and any geochemical changes that have occurred would not create the void that might 
predicate the formation of a sinkhole. The waste from the NECR site and the new cover will be 
placed, compacted, and monitored in a manner that will prevent formation of sinkholes. 

Water Source for Dust Suppression: Currently, water from the on-site Mill well has been used 
for dust suppression at the UNC Site. The Mill well is drilled into the Dakota/Westwater Canyon 
water bearing unit. EPA sampled and analyzed ground water from the well in 2010 and 
determined that it had high levels of total dissolved solids (TDS), but all other constituents and 
radionuclide levels were below drinking water standards. This water can be safely used for dust 
suppression. 

Timeline: EPA understands that residents have been living with the NECR Site mine waste and 
want to expedite cleanup and disposal as much as possible. EPA is now moving forward and 
anticipates that, upon issuance of this ROD; it will take approximately three years for the 
planning, design, and NRC license amendment phase of the project followed by four years of 
active construction. As indicated in recent fact sheets, EPA anticipates the project will be under 
construction by 2016. To expedite this process, EPA is working collaboratively with its co-
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regulators NRC, DOE, NN, and NM in order to set up a design process that would avoid 
duplication of efforts and comply with all applicable or relevant and appropriate regulations. 

Project Funding: EPA anticipates that the design phase will be undertaken under an AOC, and 
the remedial action will be undertaken under a consent decree. 

3.3.1.16  Existing Tailings – Several questions were received that relate to the existing 
UNC tailings site including: 

What is surface evaporation? 
Are there contaminants in the evaporation ponds? 
What if the evaporation ponds fill up and the dust becomes airborne? 
Is the dust dangerous? 
Are there any underground developments beneath the UNC tailings? 

EPA Response: Surface evaporation is the process by which water changes from a liquid to a 
gas or vapor at the interface of the liquid and the atmosphere. At the UNC Site, EPA built a 
ground water extraction and treatment system to address contaminated ground water. The 
ground water was contaminated by historical seepage from the Tailings Disposal Area. This 
system was installed and began operating during the summer and fall of 1989. The hazardous 
substances of primary concern in contaminated ground water are arsenic, cadmium, cobalt, 
nickel, radium-226/228, selenium, and gross alpha. Gross alpha particles are a type of ionizing 
radiation ejected by the nuclei of some unstable atoms. The historical tailings seepage 
contaminated portions of the shallow alluvial ground water system and underlying aquifers in 
the Upper Gallup Sandstones. EPA’s Selected Remedy for the ground water operable unit was 
designed to contain the ground water contamination plume by pumping. Extracted ground 
water was pumped into evaporation ponds.  However, when the water evaporates, it leaves 
behind a precipitate that may contain hazardous substances.  According to UNC/GE, these 
precipitates are in general building up along the edges of the percolation ponds and could 
become airborne with increasing wind speed.  To prevent dry precipitates from becoming 
windborne, UNC has been supplementing the extracted ground water with water from the 
mine site to decrease the amount of pond evaporation which helps to maintain the integrity of 
the evaporation pond liner and decrease the amount of material that may become windborne. 

In addition, EPA will develop an air monitoring program to verify that the dust control measures 
implemented as part of the NECR cleanup are effectively working. 

As far as we are aware, there are no underground workings beneath the disposal cells in the 
UNC Site Tailings Disposal Area. 

3.3.1.17  Design Concerns – several community members were concerned about the lack 
of a design plan in the UNC Site Surface Soil Operable Unit Proposed Plan, the federal 
government, including the EPA, bears a trust responsibility to Indian Tribes, including the 
Navajo Nation. EPA acknowledges this trust responsibility in its Policy for the Administration 
of Environmental Programs on Indian Reservations (1984), which states: "In keeping with 
[the] trust responsibility, the Agency will endeavor to protect the environmental interests of 
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Indian Tribes when carrying out its responsibilities that may affect the reservations." The EPA 
has consulted with the Navajo Nation throughout the development of the Proposed Plan. 
Other commenters asked why the UNC Site Surface Soil Operable Unit Proposed Plan is only 
proposed and is not considered final. 
EPA Response: EPA must present its Proposed Plan for the remediation of a Superfund site 
listed on the NPL to the public, before it can become a final plan. (Note that the NECR Site is 
not listed on the NPL. It was a removal action not a remedial action, and, consequently, it 
followed a different process.) Under the NCP, EPA’s Proposed Plan for an NPL site is to 
“[p]provide a brief summary description of the remedial alternatives evaluated. . . .” (40 CFR § 
300.430(f)(2)(i)). Providing just a brief summary, as required by law, makes sense because 
detailed Remedial Designs are costly (frequently costing about $2 million); consequently, it 
would be unwise to spend money on a detailed Remedial Design for an alternative that has not 
yet been reviewed by the public. It is important to note, however, that much more detailed 
information regarding the remedy selection process and the information considered was made 
available to the public in the Administrative Record File.  The availability of the Administrative 
Record File was published in the newspaper announcements regarding the availability of the 
Proposed Plan. EPA made the Proposed Plan and the rest of the administrative record file for 
the Surface Soil Operable Unit available at the following locations: 

Navajo Nation Environmental Protection Agency 
Superfund Program 
Highway 264/43 Crest Road 
Saint Michaels, AZ 86511 
(928) 871-6859 / (800) 314-1846 

Octavia Fellin Public Library 
115 West Hill Avenue 
Gallup New Mexico 87301 
(505) 863-1291 

In addition, in response to the specific public concerns regarding the feasibility of the proposed 
alternative, EPA has conducted pre-design activities and has required extensive modeling of the 
proposed alternative to respond to public concerns about potential migration of contaminants. 

Following receipt of public comments and any final comments from the support agency, which 
is NMED for the UNC Site; the EPA, as lead agency for the UNC Site selects and documents the 
remedy selection decision in a ROD. The ROD documents the remedial action plan for an NPL 
site or for an operable unit at an NPL Site and serves the following functions: 

It certifies that the remedy selection was carried out in accordance with CERCLA 
and, to the extent practicable, with the NCP 
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It describes the technical parameters of the remedy, specifying the methods 
selected to protect human health and the environment including treatment, 
engineering, and institutional control components, as well as remediation goals. 
It provides the public with a consolidated summary of information about the site 
and the chosen remedy, including the rationale behind the selection. 

The ROD provides the framework for the transition into the next phase of the remedial process. 
Remedial Design (RD) is an engineering phase during which additional technical information 
and data identified are incorporated into technical drawings and specifications developed for 
the subsequent remedial action. These specifications are based upon the detailed description 
of the Selected Remedy and the cleanup criteria provided in the ROD. 

3.3.1.18  Proposed Land Use – A question was raised about the restrictions that will be 
placed on the UNC property and if the UNC property could be used for planting or grazing. 
EPA Response: The UNC disposal site will be controlled. This means that residential and 
industrial use will be prohibited and grazing uses will be restricted.  These restrictions are 
necessary to maintain the integrity of the cover as well as to help eliminate risks to human 
health. However, EPA supports DOE policy to encourage and support beneficial reuse at sites 
they manage. 

However, after cleanup of the NECR site, there won’t be any restrictions on surface land use 
and the NECR site will be open for residential, agricultural, grazing, and commercial use as 
approved by the Navajo Nation. 

3.3.1.19  NRC License Amendment – Several questions were raised about the NRC license 
amendment process: 

Is there a need for a new NRC license or just a license amendment? 
How long does it take for NRC to approve a license amendment? What is the timeline 
for an NRC license amendment relative to short term and long term cleanups? 
Can NRC reject the Surface Soil Operable Unit Remedial Design? 
Once the NECR Site mine waste is disposed at the Tailings Disposal Area at the UNC 
Site, will the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) accept the UNC Site into the DOE’s 
Long-Term Surveillance and Maintenance Program under DOE’s Office of Legacy 
Management? 

EPA Response: UNC already has a license for the UNC Site. NRC agrees that only a license 
amendment is needed, not a new license. 

NRC’s license amendment process includes a comprehensive safety and environmental review, 
a public comment and participation period. The safety review scrutinizes the design safety, 
operational programs, and site safety to ensure that the facility will meet NRC requirements. 
The NRC also performs an environmental review to fulfill its obligation under the National 
Environmental Policy Act (NEPA). The NRC will prepare a supplemental Environmental Impact 
Statement (EIS) or an Environmental Assessment (EA) to review impacts. Typical license 
amendments take between two and three years. EPA is committed to working with NRC to 
expedite the license amendment process. 
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EPA agrees that NRC rejection of the EPA-selected Remedial Design and license denial would 
significantly delay the project and be a major setback.  To minimize the potential for this 
situation, EPA has sought and received NRC input throughout the remedy selection process. In 
addition, NRC has agreed to be on the design review team so that NRC’s design concerns can be 
identified early on. The NRC will need to amend UNC’s license for the UNC Site to enable it to 
accept mine waste from the NECR Site. While NRC participation on the design review team does 
not guarantee license approval, it will help to ensure that the design submitted as part of the 
license amendment process complies with NRC regulations. 

Regarding DOE’s acceptance of the UNC Site into the DOE’s Long-Term Surveillance and 
Maintenance Program under DOE’s Office of Legacy Management, EPA wants to help facilitate 
that process. Under this DOE program, the UNC Site would be maintained and managed under 
the DOE to provide for continued containment and protectiveness. Toward this end, EPA is 
coordinating with DOE and will work to ensure that DOE’s concerns are addressed through 
DOE’s participation on the design review team. 

3.3.1.20  Process – General questions were received from the community relating to 
CERCLA process. Clarification was requested: 

What is the difference between the National Priority List waste at the UNC Site and 
the CERCLA regulated NECR Site mine waste? 
How does cleanup of a Superfund site take place under the Superfund removal 
program? 
Will any additional findings impact the design and delay implementation of the 
cleanup? 

EPA Response: The waste at the two facilities, the NECR Site and the UNC Site is similar; 
although, the waste at the NECR Site generally has a lower concentration of contaminants. Part 
of the reason for this is that the UNC Site mill processed much of the ore from the NECR Site 
mine. This means that mill tailings disposed at the Tailings Disposal Area at the UNC Site came 
from ore that was mined at UNC. In addition, tailings sand from the Mill Site was transported 
between the two sites in conjunction with UNC mill decommissioning and reclamation 
activities. 

Removal actions are generally immediate, short-term responses intended to protect people 
from immediate threats posed by hazardous substances. Examples of removal actions are 
excavating contaminated soil, erecting a security fence, or stabilizing a berm, dike, or 
impoundment. Removal actions may also include taking abandoned drums to a proper disposal 
facility to prevent the release of hazardous substances into the environment. Removal actions 
may occur at NPL or non-NPL sites. Remedial actions take place at NPL sites. Remedial actions 
are long-term cleanups designed to prevent or minimize the release of hazardous substances 
and to reduce the risk and danger to public health or the environment. Remedial actions (RA) 
follow the remedial design (RD) phase of the Superfund cleanup process and are a part of the 
actual construction or implementation phase of the cleanup. The action at the NECR Site to 
consolidate the mine waste is a removal action. The long-term disposal of that waste at the 
UNC Site, an NPL Site, is a remedial action. EPA is currently reviewing all the field data to 
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determine if there are any gaps in the data needed for the design and the environmental 
review. The design schedule includes time to collect some field data. However, unforeseen 
data gaps or discoveries made during Remedial Design or Remedial Action could delay 
implementation of the cleanup. 

3.3.1.21  Long-term Monitoring – Community members requested long-term monitoring 
of the air, water, land, vegetation, and fencing with annual reporting back to the local 
residents. Some commenter’s expressed concern about maintenance of the fencing and cells 
over the long term given the long half-life of some of the uranium by-products and the limited 
lifetime for the cell design of 200 - 1,000 years. Several residents expressed concern about 
potential exposure during the NECR Interim Remedial Actions (IRA) with the monitoring that 
occurred only during the hours of construction and not over the entire 24-hour period. The 
community requested continuous air monitoring during the Surface Soil Operable Unit 
Proposed Plan removal action. Residents raised concerns about the ability to control dust over 
the entire area of the mill site once the existing cover is disturbed and the trucks are in use. 
Additional questions were received about the state of current monitoring of the tailings. 
Concern was expressed that the EPA will not follow up on the long-term monitoring and 
protection as cattle are already breaking fences and getting onto the tailings. 
EPA Response: Ground water monitoring has been ongoing at the UNC Site since the 1970’s 
and will continue under the Ground Water ROD. Annual Review Reports for the Groundwater 
Corrective Action is published annually and is available for review at the NCR Adams website: 
http://adams.nrc.gov/wba/. The latest annual report entitled “Annual Review Report – 2012, 
Groundwater Corrective Action, Church Rock Site, Church Rock, New Mexico” (Chester, 2013) is 
available in the Administrative Record for this ROD. 

Air monitoring and dust suppression activities will be a component of the remedy and will be 
detailed during the remedial design as discussed in Sections 2.9.5 and 2.10.5. 

EPA shall review the remedial action at the UNC Site at least every five years for as long as 
hazardous substances remain on the site above concentration levels that allow for unlimited 
use and unrestricted exposure.  These reviews are required under CERCLA.  As part of these 
reviews, EPA will assess whether the remedy remains protective. EPA will look at all media (i.e., 
ground water, surface water, air, soil, and sediment) to ensure that there is no significant risk to 
human health or the environment. These reviews will also ensure that the integrity of any cap 
and fencing is maintained. At the beginning of each five-year review, the EPA UNC Site team 
will determine the best way to notify the public. Included in that notice will be an explanation 
of how the community can contribute during the review process. 

The statutory five-year review requirement applies to all remedial actions selected under 
CERCLA §121, 42, U.S.C. § 9621; however, EPA may also conduct other five-year reviews at its 
discretion. Consequently, EPA has the discretion to conduct a five-year review at the NECR Site, 
which is not a remedial action, if appropriate. 

3.3.1.22  Regulatory Process – Several commenters indicated they did not understand 
how the various agencies work together and which were responsible for the various concerns. 
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Specifically mentioned were the interaction between EPA Regions 6 and 9, the New Mexico 
Environment Department: (NMED), NRC, NNEPA, and UNC/GE. 
EPA Response: Please see Section 2.2 for a detailed discussion of the various agencies involved 
and their roles with this site. 

3.3.1.23 Local residents expressed concern with the relocation of NECR mine waste to 
the UNC Site and stated they wished to have the mine waste removed to a TSDF. The 
community’s concern reflects their wish to have the mine waste relocated out of the nearby 
vicinity and to a federal facility. The community also wished to be more involved in the 
decisions being made that will impact their daily lives. They are concerned that their wishes 
were not being considered by EPA in selection of this remedy. 
EPA Response: EPA has been working with the local community and the Navajo Nation since 
2005 and EPA is aware of the local concern with the NECR Site mine waste and the impact that 
has on the health and culture of the nearby residents. This history of Navajo Nation and the 
local community is described more fully in Sections 2.3.1.3, 2.4.2and 2.4.3. 

EPA recognizes the community’s concern with the long-term detrimental impacts uranium 
mining has had and continues to have on the cultural, psychological, and physical health of this 
community and other Navajo communities. EPA understands the desire to remove all mining 
related contamination, including the mill tailings, from the immediate area. EPA evaluated 
remote disposal of the NECR Site mine waste in the May 30, 2009, NECR EE/CA and in the 
September 29, 2011, NECR Site Non-Time Critical Removal Action Memorandum. As explained 
above in detail in EPA’s response to comment 3.3.1.1, EPA researched multiple off-site disposal 
locations and concluded that there are currently no other cost-effective disposal alternatives 
available for the large volume of NECR mine waste. Under the criteria established in the NCP, 
EPA found that remote disposal could, therefore, not be supported. 

The EE/CA and Action Memorandum found that, contingent upon both modification of the 
license issued by the NRC for the UNC site, and issuance of an appropriate decision document 
by EPA Region 6 consistent with the NCP, disposal at the UNC Site was the best option. 

EPA has now issued a decision document consistent with the NCP—this ROD. EPA’s analysis 
finds that the remedy selected in this ROD is supported under the criteria established in the 
NCP. EPA’s evaluation of the Selected Remedy under these criteria is described in Section 2.11 
of this ROD. 

The NECR Mine has been identified by both EPA and NNEPA as the highest priority abandoned 
uranium mine on the Navajo Nation for cleanup. The purpose of the remedy selection process, 
under the NCP, is to implement remedies that eliminate, reduce, or control risks to human 
health and the environment. The NCP remedy selection process evaluates remedial alternatives 
using nine criteria which are based on CERCLA's mandates to determine advantages and 
disadvantages of the alternatives, thus identifying site-specific trade-offs between options. 
These trade-offs are balanced in a risk management judgment as to which alternative provides 
the most appropriate solution for the site problem. The nine criteria are listed below. 

Threshold Criteria 
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1.  Overall Protection of Human Health and the Environment 
2.  Compliance with ARARs 

Balancing Criteria 
3.  Long-term Effectiveness and Permanence 
4.  Reduction of Toxicity, Mobility, or Volume of Contaminants through Treatment 
5.  Short-term Effectiveness 
6.  Implementability 
7.  Cost 

Modifying Criteria 
8.  State/Support Agency Acceptance 
9.  Community Acceptance 

The final remedy selection decision is based on an evaluation of the major trade-offs among the 
alternatives in terms of the nine evaluation criteria listed above. Remedial alternatives must be 
protective of human health and the environment and comply with ARARs (or justify a waiver) in 
order to be eligible for selection. These are the two threshold criteria from among the nine 
criteria. 

Among alternatives that meet the threshold criteria special emphasis is to be afforded 
alternatives that offer advantages in terms of long-term effectiveness and permanence, and 
reduction of toxicity, mobility or volume through treatment, in performing the balancing by 
which the remedy is selected. These criteria will be the most important, decisive factors in 
remedy selection when the alternatives perform similarly with respect to the other balancing 
criteria. 

When the alternatives provide similar long-term effectiveness and permanence and reduction 
of toxicity, mobility or volume, the other balancing criteria rise to distinguish the alternatives 
and play a more significant role in selecting the remedy. For example, if two alternatives offer 
similar degrees of long-term effectiveness and permanence and reduction of toxicity, mobility 
or volume through treatment, but one alternative would require more time to complete and 
would have greater short-term impacts on human health and the environment, the decision-
maker would focus on the distinctions between the alternatives under the short-term 
effectiveness criterion. 

The alternative that is protective of human health and the environment, is ARAR-compliant and 
affords the best combination of attributes is identified as the preferred alternative in the 
proposed plan. 

State and community acceptance are factored into a final balancing in the ROD which 
determines the remedy and the extent of permanent solutions and treatment practicable for 
the site. Community acceptance cannot be assessed definitively until the formal public 
comment period is held.  This part of the ROD is EPA’s response to comments submitted during 
the formal public comment period. 
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EPA has responded to the communities wish to have more participation in the decision making 
for the UNC Site. Recently, RWPRCA has appointed a community member to sit in on meetings 
between the PRP and regulatory agencies along with TASC to provide technical support to the 
community. 

3.3.1.24  Health Concerns - Many residents expressed concerns about the health and 
safety of families, including the children and elderly living near the NECR Site and UNC Site. 
The health of livestock and the safety of cultural uses of the local plants and herbs were also a 
concern. The community requested a comprehensive health study to better understand the 
impacts of mining on the health of the community. 
EPA Response: EPA acknowledges your concerns and we are working with the appropriate 
health agencies in this endeavor. Ongoing studies are discussed below with the purpose of 
addressing potential health effects of past exposure and continuing exposure from uranium 
mining in the larger Navajo community. The Diné DiNEH project, conducted by the University of 
New Mexico (UNM) and Southwest Research and Information Center (SRIC), assesses water 
quality, health and uranium exposure in the Eastern Agency. Dine College is collaborating in an 
investigation of water quality in well water at the Shiprock Agency. The Navajo birth cohort 
study conducted by the University of New Mexico, SRIC, the Agency for Toxic Substances and 
Disease Registry, the Navajo Nation Department of Health and the Navajo Area Indian Health 
Service, will look at birth outcomes and child development in several Navajo areas. The 
Partnership for Native American Cancer Prevention, Northern Arizona University, and the 
University of Arizona are investigating water quality and health effects in the Black Hills area by 
conducting animal studies on uranium in drinking water, and by looking at the effect on 
hormone levels. Finally, Christine Samuel, a Navajo who is working on her doctorate in the 
School of Nursing at UCLA, will be looking at uranium content in animals that have grazed in 
contaminated soil or that have been given contaminated water to drink. Ms. Samuel will also 
be looking at the garden produce grown with contaminated soil and water. Ms. Samuel’s study 
will also assess contaminants in animal tissue and the possible transfer of contamination to 
people who consume this meat. Ms. Samuel’s study is funded by National Institute of Health. 
All of these studies are the initial steps in further determining the correlation between uranium 
exposure and health outcomes in people and looking for potential effects in the population. 

The Navajo Area Indian Health Service also has a non-occupational health monitoring program 
and is holding health fairs around the Navajo Nation.  Although this program is not a study, it 
can provide information about disease rates on the Navajo Nation compared to other 
communities. 

The NECR Site will be remediated to allow the cultural use of plants and herbs, to allow their 
livestock to graze and to allow residential units. 

3.3.2  Comprehensive Response to UNC/GE Comments 
The following sections details EPA Responses to the comments received. 

3.3.2.1  Total Volume to be disposed at the Mill Site: Page 21 states the following: "This 
surface soil OU remedial action will address disposal of approximately 1,000,000 cubic yards 
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of mine waste. This includes approximately 871,000 cubic yards from the removal action 
described in the 2011 Non-Time-Critical Removal Action Memorandum for the NECR Mine 
Site, 109,800 cubic yards for a removal action at the NECR Mine Site that predates the 2011 
Non-Time-Critical Removal Action Memorandum for the NECR Mine Site and on estimated 
30,000 cubic yards to be excavated as port of a separate time-critical removal action at the 
NECR Mine Site." This is incorrect. The 871,000 cy estimate double-counts ~50,000 cubic yards 
from the removal action at the NECR Mine Site that predates the 2011 Non-Time-Critical 
Removal Action Memorandum and includes the principal threat waste that will not be 
disposed of at the Mill Site under the current plan (but see our comment below), and includes 
a hypothetical 20% contingency, all of which total ~200,000 cy. Therefore the surface soil OU 
remedial action will actually address disposal of an estimated total volume of ~800,000 cy, 
not 1 million cy. For consistency, this estimated volume should be cited throughout the plan. 
EPA Response: We understand that UNC/GE and EPA have estimated the volume differently; 
however, this small difference in volume does not affect the overall preferred alternative. 
Typically, volume estimates for excavations are subject to variations and can be off by plus or 
minus 50%. While UNC/GE estimated a volume of NECR waste of approximately 500,000 cubic 
yards, EPA used a more conservative approach in the EE/CA and estimated a volume of 900,000 
cubic yards. Specifically, EPA stated in the EE/CA that the remedy “would excavate to a 
maximum depth of 10 feet.” This limit removes some of the uncertainties in the volume 
estimates since the horizontal extent of the contamination is well defined. 

The design should be able to accommodate this potential variation in volume. The major factor 
influencing the ultimate height of the NECR waste and new cover is whether the NECR waste is 
placed on all three existing cells, or is limited to one or two cells. The new cells will be designed 
to fit into the landscape visually. The volume mentioned in the Surface Soil Operable Unit 
Proposed Plan was an estimate and will be refined during design. 

No principal threat waste will be disposed of at the UNC Site. 

3.3.2.2  O&M Costs: Page 38 includes a table "Summary of Remedial Alternatives and 
Estimated Cost", which indicates that the estimated Annual O&M is $1,227,767. This amount 
represents the total estimated O&M over a 30 year period, not the annual O&M. The table 
heading should be revised accordingly. 
EPA Response: EPA agrees that the reported estimated Annual O&M of $1,227,767 was 
actually for a period of 30 years. Therefore, the Annual O&M has been reported as $40,926 in 
this ROD. 

3.3.2.3  PTW: The discussion on principal threat waste (PTW) on page 18 indicates that 
principal threat wastes are those source materials considered to be highly toxic or highly 
mobile, which general cannot be contained in a reliable manner or would present a significant 
risk to human health and the environment should exposure occur. This section later defines 
PTW as waste containing either 200 pCi/g or more of Ra-226 and/or 500 mg/kg or more total 
uranium. However, this plan, as well as the EPA Region 9 EE/CA fails to justify why materials 
containing Ra-226 and uranium above these level pose a significant risk to human health and 
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the environment. In fact, on Page 5 that plan indicates that the UNC Site poses no significant 
risk, although as summarized on Page 16, data for the fine-grained tailings showed an 
average Ra-226 concentration of 547 pCi/g, significantly higher that EPA's proposed PTW 
level and the average Ra-226 concentrations in mine spoils (approximately 42 pCi/g). How 
can EPA consider that mine materials that contain lower Ra-226 concentrations than existing 
tailings propose a significant risk, when EPA has determined that higher levels already at the 
Mill Site do not pose a significant risk, and when they will be placed in a repository designed 
consistent with or to higher standards than the current UNC Site impoundments? 

The adverse effects associated with distant offsite disposal of PTW would present greater risk 
of harm than potential radiological exposures associated with placing the PTW in the UNC 
Site Tailings Disposal Area. Therefore consistent with the CERCLA evaluation criteria, PTW 
should be disposed of in the mill site repository and this approach should be evaluated in 
accordance with NRC's requirements as part of the UNC's license amendment request to the 
NRC. UNC/GE recommends that EPA delete this determination of PTW and allow placement of 
these materials at the Mill Site, rather than unnecessarily increasing risk of traffic accidents 
and other consequences of long distance hauling. 
EPA Response: The determination of PTW was made in the September 29, 2011, NECR Site 
Non-Time Critical Removal Action Memorandum, that all NECR Site wastes, containing either 
200 pCi/g or more of Ra-226 and/or 500 mg/kg or more of total uranium present a significant 
risk to human health and will be disposed at an off-site treatment, storage and disposal facility 
(TSDF). Since PTW will not be disposed of at the UNC Site, this ROD does not alter the 
definition of PTW. 

3.3.2.4  This Record of Decision (ROD) addresses only disposal of those wastes that EPA has 
decided to dispose at the UNC Site. This ROD does not address principal threat wastes from 
the NECR Site. EPA/NRC Coordination: UNC/GE urges the EPA to coordinate closely with the 
NRC to ensure that the license amendment process determined by the Agencies to be 
necessary is efficient and expedited. In addition, as the PRPs expected to implement the 
Proposed Plan, should the remedy proposed be selected, UNC/GE requests close coordination 
and communication throughout the process. 
EPA Response: All federal agencies (EPA, NRC, and DOE), the State of New Mexico and the 
NNEPA will continue to work together with UNC/GE to efficiently resolve issues as they arise. 

3.3.2.5  Navajo jurisdiction: UNC/GE asserts that the UNC Site is not subject to Navajo 
jurisdiction. The UNC Site property is owned in fee by UNC. In Hydro Res. Inc. v. U.S. EPA, --- 
F.3d ----, 2010 WL 2376163 (10th Cir. June 15, 2010) (en bonc) (HRI II), the court held that a 
parcel of land owned by HRI in a "checkerboard" area. Section 8, outside but near the Navajo 
Reservation, was not "Indian country" and thus was subject to a state Underground Injection 
Controls (UIC) permit under the Safe Drinking Water Act, rather than a federal permit. The 
court also vacated EPA's 2007 Land Determination (the 2007 Determination) that this parcel 
was Indian country. The Court in HRI II found that under the test for "Indian country" in 18 
U.S.C. §1151, in order for a parcel of land to be subject to Indian Jurisdiction, two factors 
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needed to be present based on the 1998 two-prong test established by the United States 
Supreme Court in the Alaska v. Native Village of Veneti,. 522 US 520 (1988) ("Venetie"): (1) 
the land in question needed to be set aside for Indian occupancy, and (2) the land must be 
under "federal superintendence." 

The facts at the UNC Site parallel those in HRI II, namely, the UNC Site is privately owned, and 
therefore cannot have been "set aside for Indian occupancy," nor can it be under "federal 
superintendence" for the benefit of the Navajo Nation. Therefore, UNC/GE believes that the 
Navajo Nation does not have Jurisdiction over the Mill site, and cannot respond in its 
governmental capacity as an oversight authority or regulatory agent. While EPA considers 
community concerns, we note that the UNC Site, where the NECR spoils are proposed to be 
disposed, is further from local residences than the NECR Mine Site, and note as well, as EPA 
points out in the Proposed Plan, that community concerns, under NCP criteria, are a third tier 
consideration and should not drive remedy decisions. 
EPA Response: EPA recognizes that a trust responsibility derives from the historical relationship 
between the Federal Government and Indian Tribes as expressed in certain treaties and Federal 
Indian Law. EPA’s Policy for the Administration of Environmental Programs on Indian 
Reservations (1984), states: "In keeping with [the] trust responsibility, the Agency will endeavor 
to protect the environmental interests of Indian Tribes when carrying out its responsibilities 
that may affect the reservations." The EPA has consulted with the Navajo Nation throughout 
the development of the Surface Soil Operable Unit Proposed Plan and this ROD and has 
endeavored to protect the Navajo Nation's interests during preparation of this ROD. 

3.3.2.6  Role of New Mexico Environment Department: Page I, first paragraph: The Surface Soil 
Operable Unit Proposed Plan (Proposed Plan) states that the New Mexico Environment 
Department (NMED) is the support agency for site activities. However, it needs to be stated 
that NMED does not have authority to enforce any actions discussed in the Proposed Plan 
under the Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act (CERCLA) 
and UMTRCA. 
EPA Response: CERCLA Section 121(f)(1), 42 U.S.C. § 9621(f)(1),  calls for EPA to promulgate 
regulations “providing for substantial and meaningful involvement of each State in the 
initiation, development, and selection of remedial response actions to be undertaken in that 
State.” The regulations codified at 40 CFR Part 300 Subpart F (State Involvement in Hazardous 
Substance Response) implement Section 121(f)(1).  These regulations, along with other parts of 
the NCP describe a State’s role as support agency. For a better understanding of what it means 
for a State to be a support agency, please see the NCP and Subpart F in particular. At the UNC 
Site Surface Soil Operable Unit, the EPA is the lead agency and NMED is the support agency. 
Integrity of Existing UMTRCA Title II Disposal Cells: Page 13, bottom of first column; page 15 
bottom of first column; page 24, bottom of first column; page 28, bottom of first column; page 
35, bottom of first column; and page 40, bottom of second column. Two reports, "Evaluation of 
Consolidation and Water Storage Capacity Related to Placement of Mine Material on the 
Existing UNC Site Tailings" (Dwyer, 2011), and "Mill Decommissioning report, license No. SUA-
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1475" (UNC, 1993), are referenced to support the conclusion that placement of Northeast 
Church Rock Mine Site (NECR Mine Site) mine waste will not affect the drainage or stability of 
the existing disposal cells. EPA also indicates data will be collected during remedial design to 
validate assumptions used to model potential consolidation and expelling of excess pore fluids 
as a result of placing additional load on the existing disposal cells. DOE agrees with this 
approach. 

3.3.3  Comprehensive Response to Agency Comments 
The following sections details EPA Responses to each responding agencies comment received. 

3.3.3.1  DOE acknowledges the modeling used in the Dwyer, 2011, report follows accepted 
practices. However, in-place moisture contents were determined using calculations, or 
assumed values. It is essential to validate the model used in the report using data 
representing actual conditions. This may be done by measuring the in-situ moisture condition 
of the fine tailings in the existing tailings disposal cells to verify and confirm soil structure and 
in-situ moisture conditions. A standard geotechnical investigation, after the design for 
placement of the NECR mine waste is completed, needs to be conducted as part of the 
validation process. One to two borings per acre is likely sufficient to characterize the existing 
tailings pile. Standard soil investigation procedures should be followed which include, among 
other procedures: continuous borehole logging; performance of standard penetration testing; 
in-situ moisture content determination; and classification of samples. 
EPA Response: In response to community concerns about the potential for the weight of the 
mine waste to ‘squeeze” contaminated water from the existing tailing piles, EPA requested 
UNC/GE provide an analysis to determine what would be the effect of the placement of the 
mine waste on the existing tailing cells. UNC/GE developed the Dwyer Report referenced in the 
commenter’s statement. Information collected from the Mill cells during the Mill closure 
between 1989 and 1992 were used in the model when available; otherwise literature 
information that defined the characteristics of similar materials were used. 
EPA’s objective in requesting the model prior to the Remedial Design stage was to assure the 
community and stakeholders that even under reasonable, worst-case conditions, the addition 
of the NECR Site mine waste to the existing tailing piles would not result in a discharge . Given 
the model and the extremely conservative approach, EPA concluded that there was enough 
information to select co-disposal at the tailings pile.  However, as stated in the proposed plan, 
“EPA recognizes the limitations of the simulations and model results. During remedial design, 
additional data will be collected and evaluated to further refine, support, and verify these 
conclusions.” 

Since issuance of the proposed plan, UNC/GE has refined the model to incorporate actual data 
including soil properties of the NECR mine waste to be brought to the UNC Site, soil properties 
from the proposed borrow pit, a refinement of the tailings profile from the closure plans, and 
hydraulic properties from similar uranium tailings at the Durango Colorado UMTRCA site. The 
revised modeling uses actual data from similar sites and better represents potential final site 
conditions. A preliminary run of the model using these site-specific or site-similar properties 
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also indicated that there will be no excess water forced from the fine tailings layer due to the 
placement of mine waste on the existing impoundment area. 

Although EPA agrees that in-place measurements are preferred, we do not believe the 
additional information that could be gained by collection of samples within the tailings cell 
would justify the burdens associated with collecting the information, particularly because the 
samples collected may not be representative of the conditions throughout the cells. The 
process of collecting such samples would involve significant additional administrative burden, 
delay, expense, and exposure risk. Given the similarities between the Durango Colorado 
UMTRCA site and the UNC Site, EPA does not believe the moisture properties will vary 
dramatically between the two sites. 

EPA will continue to revise the model as the design progresses, and will continue to work with 
DOE and other stakeholders to develop a design of the disposal cells that is protective. 

3.3.3.2  Intermediate or Final Remedial Action: Page 21, middle of first column: It is unclear 
what is meant by EPA's statement that the surface soil operable unit (OU) proposed remedial 
action will be an "intermediate" step prior to "final" remedial action for the surface soil OU at 
the UNC Site. DOE requests clarification about whether the Proposed Plan covers all actions 
through final reclamation of the surface soil OU at the UNC Site. If the Proposed Plan only 
covers the activities associated with the "intermediate" step, there will need to be assurance 
that possible exposure of NECR mine waste from the intermediate step through final 
reclamation would be cared for and would not impact the existing UMTRCA Title II disposal 
cells. Additionally, there would need to be assurance that the integrity and soundness of the 
disposal cells would be maintained through final reclamation. 
EPA Response: The Surface Soil Operable Unit Proposed Plan stated at the end of the 
paragraph referenced above “Once the NECR Mine Site mine waste has been disposed in the 
UNC Site Tailings Disposal Area and all the mine waste is capped, final remedial actions, 
including backfilling of the evaporation ponds, capping of the evaporation pond area, and 
construction of the final drainage swales at the Tailings Disposal Area, will be completed.” The 
phrase “intermediate” refers to “disposal and capping” of the NECR mine waste.  The phrase 
“final” refers to backfilling of the evaporation ponds, capping of the evaporation pond area, and 
construction of the final drainage swales at the Tailings Disposal area.  These final actions will 
not affect the existing UNTRCA Title II disposal cells. 

3.3.3.3  Long-Term Care: Page 22, bottom of first column; page 30, bottom of second column; 
page 33, middle of second column; and page 40, top of second column: With regard to the 
Department's role, the discussion of "long-term care" activities in the Proposed Plan was not 
clear. Additionally, the discussion seems to imply that DOE may be responsible for activities it 
is not authorized to perform. As EPA is aware, LTS&M [Long-Term Surveillance and 
Maintenance] activities under UMTRCA are not necessarily the same as Operations and 
Maintenance (O&M) activities under CERCLA. Generally speaking, although both LTS&M and 
O&M are considered "long-term care", they are also distinguishable. This is important to note 
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because DOE is not authorized to conduct or enforce CERCLA-related O&M activities at 
UMTRCA disposal cells. However, DOE is authorized to perform LTS&M at these cells. As you 
know, the existing disposal cells found at the UNC Site are UMTRCA Title II disposal cells. DOE 
also understands that the CERCLA-related O&M period starts when remediation goals other 
than ground- or surface-water restoration actions are complete (OSWER 9200.1-3FS), and any 
groundwater remedy is considered to be operational and functional. However, DOE's LTS&M 
obligations under UMTRCA (10 CFR 40.28) would not start until groundwater restoration 
actions are complete and the specific license is terminated. 

It also is expected that DOE will conduct LTS&M at the UNC Site in accordance with 
requirements of the general license and an NRC approved site-specific Long-Term Surveillance 
Plan (LTSP). Requirements include performing annual inspections, reporting to NRC and 
taking emergency measures when necessary. Other requirements will be determined on the 
basis of final site conditions, and may include monitoring of other environmental media. Also 
note that DOE does not conduct routine radon monitoring under the general license. The 
radon standard for UMTRCA Title II disposal cells is a design standard that applies "at the end 
of the closure period" [40 CFR 192.32(b)]. As long as surveillance (i.e., inspection) indicates 
the engineered cover has not degraded, the radon flux should not increase.  

In a letter dated March 2, 2012 from David G. Geiser, Director of DOE's Office of Legacy 
Management, to Dr. Keith McConnell, Director of NRC, Decommissioning and Uranium 
Recovery Licensing Directorate, DOE stated what it understands its role will be with regard to 
long-term care of NECR mine waste at the UNC Site if EPA issues a decision document and 
NRC approves a license modification. Following are two important points from that letter to 
consider: 

Waste from the NECR mine placed on the existing cell complex is, and will be, regulated under 
the Uranium Mill Tailings Radiation Control Act (UMTRCA). Additionally, any other material 
on the processing site will be remediated to UMTRCA standards as well. It is our 
understanding that the licensee would also have to comply with NRC requirements for 
disposal of non-11(e).2 wastes. 

DOE acceptance of the UMTRCA site for long-term surveillance and maintenance (LTS&M) is 
established through the NRC site transfer process. This includes: A determination by NRC that 
the UMTRCA Title II site is deemed ready for transfer to DOE for long-term care without any 
outstanding technical, regulatory, or jurisdiction issues. 

With input from DOE, NRC identification of an appropriate surety cost estimate to enable DOE 
to effectively perform its LTS&M duties, including any that are unique because of the mine 
waste. Appropriate LTS&M costs could include those necessary for cell maintenance and 
inspection; sampling and other activities for groundwater compliance; vegetation control, if 
necessary; and maintenance and evaluation of the effectiveness of institutional controls. 
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DOE encourages future discussions involving NRC, EPA and the Department to discuss long-
term care activities at the UNC Site. It is important the role of each federal agency is 
determined through collaboration, and long-term care activities are agreed upon in 
cooperation with one another. 
EPA Response: The EPA looks forward to working closely with DOE, NRC, NN, and NMED and 
other stakeholders, including the community, to establish appropriate Long-Term Surveillance 
and Maintenance activities and processes, as well as ICs, that will meet the objectives and 
responsibilities under the relevant regulatory authorities and will provide long-term protection 
at the UNC Site. The EPA understands the challenges of long-term maintenance and 
integrating the different agencies regulations and the need for site use restrictions. Because 
mine wastes will remain on the site above levels that would allow for unrestricted use or 
unlimited exposure, site use restrictions will be necessary to protect human health and the 
environment. These restrictions will include prohibition of any use of the Tailings Disposal Area 
that would result in the potential for exposure. Specifically, residential, commercial/industrial, 
and grazing uses will not be permitted in the Tailings Disposal Area. Site restrictions will be 
engineered to protect against potential exposure to human health and the environment as well 
as against any potential for damage to the cap that could result in exposure or contaminant 
migration. EPA will work closely with DOE and the NRC to establish appropriate Long-Term 
Surveillance and Maintenance activities and Institutional Controls that will provide long-term 
protection. For a list of ICs and prohibited Site uses please see this ROD at Section 2.11 

Because mine wastes will remain on the site above levels that would allow for unrestricted use 
or unlimited exposure, EPA is required to perform a remedy review no less than every five years 
[40 CFR §300.430(f)(4)(ii)]. 

EPA agrees that many of the activities required under the LTS&M are similar to those activities 
required during Operation and Maintenance at Superfund Sites. EPA expects to work closely 
with DOE and NRC to establish appropriate LTS&M activities and processes that will meet the 
objectives and responsibilities under both regulatory authorities without causing undue 
hardship or duplicative efforts by the site custodian during long-term stewardship. 

3.3.3.4  Use of Liner (or Layer): Page 31, second column, last bullet: The Proposed Plan calls for 
the licensee to salvage and reuse the erosion control rock from the existing cover within the 
footprint of the proposed NECR cell and to place a low permeability layer between the mine 
waste and the tailings disposal area. The last bullet under Cap Design Criteria states, "This 
layer will be constructed to eliminate the possibility that the layer will collect water and 
produce a "bathtub effect". This layer will be constructed of natural materials, not synthetic, 
to eliminate the sudden failure risk associated with punctures and rips. This layer will be 
compacted to meet a saturated hydraulic conductivity of 10-7 centimeters per second 
(cm/s)]." DOE acknowledges EPA has responded to DOE's comments, which identified concern 
with the use of a liner, on EPA's Engineering Evaluation/Cost Analysis (EE/CA) for the NECR 
Mine Site (May 30, 2009). However, DOE remains concerned about the use of any liner or 
layer. Following is feedback which captures these additional concerns: 
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According to the Proposed Plan, DOE assumes the mine waste will be placed over the re-
compacted soil and isolated beneath a vegetated cover. This system creates a potential long-
term care concern for DOE as moisture may eventually pass through the cover (a vegetated 
cover transpires the majority of infiltrating precipitation; however, periodically the storage 
capacity is exceeded, as observed at the large-area lysimeter beneath the cover of the 
Monticello, Utah, disposal cell) and will perch on the low-permeability layer. The moisture 
could then move laterally as the water volume continues to increase. DOE does not believe 
this would result in an unacceptable risk, but monitoring for and potential management of 
seepage water would be required. If EPA intends to use a liner or layer, please provide the 
technical rationale for its use. 

It is also DOE's experience that at UMTRCA Title I sites the moisture content of the material as 
it is placed in the cell should be carefully controlled to avoid excess water in the completed 
cell. For this reason, DOE recommends that the mine waste be placed several percentage 
points dry of optimum moisture content to reduce the potential for transient drainage. 
Additionally, there is potential for introducing excess moisture into the cell through the 
addition of dust control water or by exposure to precipitation. For example, at the Rifle, 
Colorado, UMTRCA Title I Disposal Cell, DOE must pump and evaporate transient drainage 
water to prevent saturation of the embankment, and at the Durango, Colorado, UMTRCA 
Title I Disposal Cell, DOE had to manage a collection gallery, drain, and pond system to 
address transient drainage resulting from snow melt that occurred while the cell was 
constructed. DOE suggests these issues can be managed during construction of the cell by use 
of temporary sealants for dust control on surfaces that will be undisturbed for some time and 
by ensuring that uncapped portions of the cell drain freely into a storm water management 
system. 

We believe DOE's continued involvement in the interagency work group which will review a 
design to incorporate NECR mine waste into the existing UMTRCA Title II disposal cells will 
result in the development of an appropriate design solution.  
EPA Response: EPA agrees that the system should be designed and constructed to eliminate 
foreseeable maintenance problems, and EPA appreciates DOE involvement in the design 
planning to ensure design and construction techniques that will result in a remedy that will be 
protective and functional. 

As DOE mentions above, construction techniques to minimize water use and construction 
sequencing to maximize evaporation during construction can be implemented to prevent 
excessive water from entering into the containment system. EPA will work with DOE during 
design and construction so that EPA can benefit from DOE’s expertise. 

EPA also believes that the design can include a liner without compromising the long-term 
integrity or pose significant maintenance issues. As DOE mentions above, construction 
techniques to minimize water use and construction sequencing to maximize evaporation during 
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construction can be implemented to prevent excessive water from entering into the 
containment system. EPA hopes that DOE will continue to provide its expertise during design 
and construction. 

However, EPA believes it is unlikely that significant, if any, flux would pass through a well 
designed vegetative cover and cause a problem at the liner below the waste. The cover will be 
designed with the storage capacity for a reasonable maximum anticipated storm event and 
snowmelt. The design storm/snowmelt event for calculating storage capacity will be 
determined in design with DOE input, to satisfy DOE’s concerns. In addition, the thickness of 
cover for storage capacity will also be compared to the caliche layer in the UNC vicinity to verify 
that only the rare event would result in percolation out of the cover. In the rare and unlikely 
event that the storage capacity of the vegetative cover is exceeded, the flux would be stored in 
the upper portion of the waste and transpired out after the event, especially in a the climate at 
UNC where the ratio between evapotranspiration and precipitation averages 6.5:1. There are 
multiple studies that show vegetative covers work well in climates similar to UNC Site and in 
fact have flux rates significantly below regulatory standards. Finally, there is a comparable 
system already at the UNC Site that has similar properties to a liner and has not experienced 
any maintenance problems – the current radon barrier. 

3.3.3.5  Restricted Use of UNC Site: Page 33, first and second paragraphs; page 40, second and 
third paragraphs: DOE is concerned with EPA's discussion about restricted use of the UNC Site. 
EPA makes statement such as: 

...the UNC Site will be restricted from uses other than long-term care of the Tailings Disposal 
Area. This means that residential, industrial, and grazing uses will be prohibited. It is 
expected there would be a transfer of the UNC Site to the DOE's Long-Term Surveillance and 
Maintenance Program under DOE's Office of Legacy Management. 

...the UNC site is expected to be transferred to DOE under a general license allowing no other 
permitted use of the UNC Site other long-term care of the disposal area. 
Unauthorized access will be prohibited except for Long-Term Surveillance and 
Maintenance Program maintenance personnel working under the DOE program... 

EPA's statement that DOE will be responsible for LTS&M within the general license boundary 
of the UNC Site is correct.  DOE supports EPA's suggestion to limit use of the site to long-term 
care, but only to the amount practicable. It may prove unrealistic to expect that DOE will 
completely restrict future use which allows no other permitted use other than long-term care 
of the disposal area and which prohibits unauthorized access.  DOE does not have the ability 
to enforce such activities.  Additionally, NRC is our regulator and oversees LTS&M activities at 
UMTRCA Title II sites where DOE is the general licensee. 

DOE is continually challenged with preventing all access and grazing from occurring within 
the general license boundary at a number of UMTRCA Title I and Title II sites we currently 
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manage. For example, DOE performs LTS&M at the Shiprock, New Mexico UMTRCA Title I 
Site located on the Navajo Nation. DOE is permitted to access the land within the site 
boundary to perform LTS&M; however, we do not have the authority to enforce restrictions 
within the site boundary.  Despite fences (physical controls) that border the site boundary, 
livestock and nearby residents still access the site.  Similarly, DOE finds it difficult to prevent 
grazing within the LTS&M site boundary at the Bluewater UMTRCA Title II Site in New 
Mexico.  Like the UNC Site, this site is in a relatively remote location. Although DOE has an 
agreement with a local resident to monitor and report grazing at the Bluewater Site, it still 
occurs.  Without a full-time presence at DOE-managed UMTRCA Title I and Title II sites, it is 
unrealistic to expect that access (by people other than DOE personnel) and grazing can be 
restricted even where this use is prohibited. 

Please also note it is DOE policy to encourage and support beneficial reuse at sites we 
manage. This is in accordance with DOE Order 430.1B which states, "Land use planning and 
stewardship responsibilities will be implemented consistent with the principles of ecosystem 
management and sustainable development." DOE Office of Legacy Management's (LM) 
effort to promote beneficial reuse is also in accordance with Goal 4 of the LM 2011-2020 
Strategic Plan (see http://www.lm.doe.gov/LM Program/Strategic Plan.aspx). At several 
of our sites, beneficial reuse has shown to be protective and appropriate. However, DOE 
acknowledges EPA and stakeholder concerns exist with regard to any other reuse of the site 
other than long-term care. As such, LM could agree to make an exception to this policy, if 
necessary. 
DOE encourages future discussions involving NRC, EPA, the Department and the community 
to discuss long-term care activities at the UNC Site. It is important the future role of each 
federal agency is determined through collaboration, and long-term care activities are 
agreed upon in cooperation with one another. 
EPA Response: EPA acknowledges the challenges in long term oversight at remote facilities and 
the need to develop a plan for appropriate, reliable access restrictions.  The ICs and access 
restrictions listed in Section 2.11 of this ROD are intended to accommodate reasonable reuse, 
but to also protect the disposal cells. These restrictions will protect against potential exposure 
to human health and the environment as well as against any potential for damage to the cap 
that could result in exposure or contaminant migration. EPA will work closely with DOE, the 
NRC and the community to establish appropriate Long-Term Surveillance and Maintenance 
activities and Institutional Controls that will provide long-term protection. 

3.3.3.6 DOE Suggestions: Institutional Controls (ICs): Page 33,  third paragraph; page 40, 
second column. 

EPA indicates it will, "work closely with the NRC and DOE to identify the necessary and 
appropriate ICs..." DOE appreciates EPA's suggestion to have the three federal agencies 
work in cooperation with one another to establish ICs. ICs required for areas beyond the 
disposal site boundary need to be fully implemented and function properly before 
termination of the specific license occurs. DOE also recommends NRC, EPA and DOE work 
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cooperatively together with stakeholder agencies to determine defined site boundaries. 
Boundaries also need to be in place before license termination. DOE recognizes that there 
may be areas beyond the general license boundary that will be regulated solely by EPA 
under its CERCLA authority. 

EPA Response: The language in the proposed plan acknowledges the limits of DOE LTS&M by 
stating that “If the NRC does not transfer all areas of the UNC Site to DOE at the time that the 
UNC Site owner’s license is terminated, EPA will reevaluate the need for ICs and O&M activities 
for these areas since DOE would not be managing the UNC Site under these circumstances.” 
Under these circumstances, EPA would work with the property owner to develop and file the 
appropriate IC which would then be enforced by the governing body where it is established. 
During Operation and Maintenance activities and Five-Year reviews, the adequacy of the IC will 
be reviewed and revised as necessary to ensure long-term protection. 

The EPA expects to work closely with DOE, NRC, and other stakeholders to establish 
appropriate Long-Term Surveillance and Maintenance activities and processes, as well as ICs, 
that will meet the objectives and responsibilities under both regulatory authorities the will 
provide long-term protection at the UNC Site. 

3.3.3.7  Applicable or Relevant and Appropriate Requirements (ARARs): 
Chemical-Specific ARARs, Page 45: DOE suggests that 40 CFR § 192(a)(5), which establishes 
a dose limit for uranium fuel cycle operations and effluent standards for uranium mines and 
mills, is an ARAR. This is consistent with NRC guidance that allows disposal of non-11e.(2) 
byproduct material. 

DOE also suggests listing all of 40 CFR § 192.32(b) as an ARAR, including the radium in soil 
standards in 40 CFR § 192.32(b)(2). DOE submits that the radium in soil criteria at Section 
192.32(b)(2) were likely used for reclamation of the former mill site, and the NECR radium in 
soil cleanup criterion may apply solely to areas affected by handling of the NECR mine 
waste. DOE notes that the longevity requirement in 40 CFR § 192.32(b)(1)(i) is listed as an 
action-specific ARAR. 

Chemical-Specific ARARs, Page 46, first ARAR: DOE notes the citation of the Clean Air Act 
may imply that radon monitoring will be required during LTS&M. Under UMTRCA, radon 
control is a design standard addressed in the reclamation plan. It is believed NRC will 
evaluate the licensee's design of the radon barrier (NUREG 1620, Section 5). Prior to 
termination of the specific license, the licensee will demonstrate that radon control has 
been achieved by conducting radon flux measurements on top of the radon barrier. DOE 
submits that radon monitoring has not been a component of LTS&M under UMTRCA and 
believes that the regulation, as cited, does not require it. (Please also see comment #4.) 
EPA Response: Section 192.32(a)(5) is not an applicable requirement. Section 192.32(a)(5)(i) is 
relevant and appropriate in that it applies 40 CFR Part 190 which includes standards for 
radiation doses received by members of the public in the general environment. Section 
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192.32(a)(5) (ii) is not a relevant or appropriate requirement because it would apply 40 CFR 
Part 440 which pertains to effluent limitations, and effluents are not part of this remedy. 

Section 192.32(b) is not applicable. Section 192.32(b)(2) is not a relevant or appropriate 
requirement because it deals with soil cleanup and this remedy does not clean up soil. The soil 
will be cleaned up under the removal actions at the NECR Site. This remedy creates a 
permanent disposal site for those soils that are excavated and under the NECR Site removal 
actions. EPA has already identified, in the Proposed Plan, 192.32(b)(i) and 192.32(b)(ii) as 
ARARs. 

Regarding the Clean Air Act and radon monitoring requirements, we note DOE’s comment. 

3.3.3.8  Acronyms: DOE suggests including, "LTS&M" on the list which is an acronym 
meaning "long-term surveillance and maintenance". 
EPA Response: This acronym has been incorporated into this ROD. 

3.3.3.9 Glossary: DOE suggests that EPA's definition  "Department of Energy,  Office 
of Legacy Management" be changed to: 

Department of Ene rgy, Office o f Legacy M anagement - The Office of Legacy 
Management was created in 2003 to manage the long-term responsibilities of closed sites 
associated with the legacy of World War II and the Cold War. Long-term responsibilities 
include long-term surveillance and maintenance (LTS&M) as well as physical management 
of the site. Conditions sometimes permit compatible reuse of the site. Long-term 
responsibilities also include managing site records and electronic information, overseeing 
the pension and benefit programs for contractor personnel, and responding to stakeholder 
inquiries. 

Additionally, DOE suggests adding the following definition: 
Long-Term Surveillance and Maintenance (LTS&M) -The site-specific physical or 
engineering controls, institutions, information, and other mechanisms needed to ensure 
protection of people and. the environment at Legacy Management custodian sites where 
cleanup (e.g., landfill closures, remedial actions, removal actions, and facility stabilization) 
has occurred. The scope of LTS&M includes land-use controls, monitoring systems and 
information management, and requesting adequate funding to implement specific plans. 
The term "long-term stewardship" is often used synonymously with LTS&M. The duration 
of activities is defined in the Long-Term Surveillance Plan. 
EPA Response: This clarification is reflected in this ROD. 

3.3.3.10  There is no discussion of the best available science and technology in the 
proposed plan. Nor has the most recent information on public health from 2009 surveys 
within the affected communities been incorporated into EPA’s Public Health Assessments. 
EPA Response: Under NCP 40 CFR Part 300, EPA’s remedial actions are generally required to 
meet ARARs, unless there is a waiver. In this ROD EPA has listed the ARARs that the Selected 
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Remedy must meet in Table 1. We are not aware of any ARARs that would require the remedy 
to meet “best available science and technology” as a standard; however, under the NCP EPA is 
required to utilize permanent solutions and alternative treatment technologies or resource 
recovery technologies to the maximum extent practicable. We address this requirement in 
Section 2.12.4 of the ROD. The documents regarding public health that you refer to, along with 
various other documents regarding risk to human health, are part of the administrative record 
which forms the basis for the decision memorialized in this ROD. 

There are several investigations ongoing to address potential health effects of past and 
continuing exposures from uranium mining in the larger Navajo community. The DiNEH project, 
conducted by the UNM and SRIC, assesses water quality, health and uranium exposure in the 
Eastern Agency. Dine College is collaborating on investigating water quality of well water in the 
Shiprock Agency. The Navajo birth cohort study, conducted by University of New Mexico, SRIC, 
the Agency for Toxic Substances and Disease Registry, Navajo Nation Department of Health and 
the Navajo Area Indian Health Service, will look at birth outcomes and child development in 
several Navajo areas. The Partnership for Native American Cancer Prevention, Northern Arizona 
University, and the University of Arizona are investigating water quality and health effects in 
the Black Hills area by conducting animal studies on uranium in drinking water and looking at 
the effect on hormone levels. Finally, Christine Samuel, a Navajo Ph.D. candidate in the School 
of Nursing at UCLA, will be looking at uranium content in animal grazed and garden produce 
grown in contaminated soil or watered with contaminated water. The study will also assess 
both the tissue content and the possible transfer to people who consume the animals. The 
study is funded by National Institute of Health and is anticipated to start this fall. These studies 
are the initial steps in further determining the correlation between uranium exposure and 
health outcomes in people and looking for potential effects in the population. 

The Navajo Area Indian Health Service also has a non-occupational health monitoring program 
and is holding health fairs around the Navajo Nation. Although this program is not a study, it 
can provide information about disease rates on the Navajo Nation compared to other 
communities. 

3.3.3.11  Double-lined cells with leak detection systems for uranium mill tailings and 
separate analyses of combining mine waste with mill waste and contaminated equipment, 
along with more detailed studies of tailings settlement around buried debris in the borrow 
pits should have been included. 
EPA Response: The Remedial Design stage of remedy implementation will include additional 
investigation and analyses as part of the design of the disposal cells at the UNC Site in order to 
ensure that they will be robust enough to prevent migration of contamination to the 
surrounding land, air, surface water, or ground water.  The NECR waste is soil with elevated 
levels of radium, uranium and thorium. The type of waste does not decompose or generate 
leachate in the absence of infiltration; and it is the intent of the cap to minimize to the extent 
possible all infiltration. Therefore, a double-liner underneath for leak detection is not 
warranted. EPA, as well as the NMED, NNEPA, NRC and DOE will evaluate all technical 
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information at the Site and design a containment system remedy that best protects the 
environment and that meets the ARARs listed in Table 1. 

3.3.3.12  A discussion of the EPA Region 6 Five-Year Plan for the Grants Mining District 
should be part of the template in any analysis of the proposed plan alternative(s). The 
ongoing need for comprehensive regional groundwater characterization in the GMD [Grants 
Mining District] and regional epidemiological studies make any discussion of groundwater 
and health impacts in the district premature and less credible. 
EPA Response: The EPA Region 6 Five-Year plan does address regional ground water concerns; 
however these activities do not impact the Selected Remedy in this ROD. The local impact to 
ground water is a part of the ground water operable unit at the UNC Site. Health studies are 
being conducted as described in Section 3.3.1.24. 

3.3.3.13  Other study flaws exist in the engineering design details and regulatory 
requirements for the proposed tailings cap which should be made available for public review 
and comment. Not only will an amendment to GE’s NRC-issued radioactive materials license 
be required to mix mine wastes with mill tailings at the proposed site, a site-specific analysis 
and discussion of Applicable or Relevant and Appropriate Requirements (ARARs) should have 
been incorporated into the proposed plan as required by EPA regulations. 
EPA Response: The entire technical basis for the decisions by EPA has been made available to 
the public as the administrative record file, which is now the administrative record for this ROD. 
The technical basis for the decisions which the EPA, the NRC and DOE will be making during the 
license amendment process regarding the site will also be made public by the NRC. EPA and 
the other regulatory agencies involved share the community’s concerns that the design of the 
UNC disposal cells be robust enough to prevent any migration of contamination to the 
surrounding land, air, surface water, or ground water. Typically, detailed analysis of specific 
design issues is not performed as part of the Proposed Plan or ROD. Rather, the Remedial 
Design stage follows selection of an alternative. Due to the strong concerns about the above-
referenced technical issues raised by the community, interest groups, and the Navajo Nation, 
EPA conducted additional research and modeling prior to alternative selection in the Non-Time 
Critical Action Memorandum for the NECR Mine Site. However, a detailed Remedial Design will 
be completed after this ROD is issued. This sequence of events (Remedial Design follows ROD) 
is consistent with the NCP. 

As part of the development of the remedial alternatives presented in the proposed plan, ARARs 
were preliminarily identified. Table 1 at the end of the Proposed Plan identified the preliminary 
list of ARARs. This table identified both NRC requirements, which generally codify the 
requirements of UMTRCA, and State requirements. In addition, EPA is working closely with NRC 
and NMED to ensure their regulations are applied appropriately and that their concerns are 
addressed. The final list of UNC Site ARARs is included in this ROD for the UNC Superfund Site 
Surface Soil Operable Unit at Table 1. 

3.3.3.14  A Remedial Investigation and Feasibility Study is needed to adequately 
characterize the UNC Superfund Site as suitable for permanent waste disposal. A simple 
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Removal Site Evaluation does not contain the requisite data and long-term maintenance 
analysis that will justify a radioactive materials license amendment or the adoption of 
appropriate and relevant requirements with community input. 
EPA Response: The proposed plan relied on the technical analysis and data collection activities 
conducted for the NECR Site and reported in the Removal Site Evaluation Report dated October 
2007. In addition, the proposed plan relied on information and technical assessments 
presented in the NECR Site EE/CA. Additional information was provided in the responsiveness 
summary and supporting documentation prepared by EPA as part of the Non-time-Critical 
Removal Action Memorandum for the Northeast Church Rock Mine Site dated September 29, 
2011. 

1. The proposed plan provided a significant discussion related to the evaluation and 
investigations that were conducted as part of the NECR RSE (RSE: 2007) and EE/CA 
(2009), and how these actions are consistent with and analogous with the RI/FS process. 

a. The purpose of the RI/FS is to assess site conditions, including an evaluation of 
health risks, and evaluate alternatives to the extent necessary to select a 
remedy. The NECR RSE and EE/CA address site characterization describing field 
investigations and studies conducted at the NECR Site. Because the mine waste 
characterized in the NECR RSE and EE/CA is the mine waste that will be brought 
to the UNC Site, it is appropriate to use the information gathered during the 
NECR investigation. The human health risk evaluation undertaken at the NECR 
Site as part of the RSE and EE/CA describes the potential risk posed by the mine 
waste that EPA proposes to bring to the UNC Site if no action were to be taken to 
encapsulate or otherwise protect the public from that mine waste. Because the 
mine waste evaluated in the NECR risk assessment is the mine waste that will be 
brought to the UNC Site, it is appropriate to use the information gathered during 
the NECR Human Health Risk Evaluation. 

b. The primary objective of the feasibility study is to ensure that appropriate 
remedial alternatives are developed and evaluated such that relevant 
information concerning the remedial action options can be presented to a 
decision-maker and an appropriate remedy selected. In the EE/CA, the short and 
long-term aspects of the criteria related to effectiveness, implementability, and 
cost were used to guide the development of the alternatives considered for the 
disposal of the NECR Site mine waste. In doing this, the remedial action 
screening criteria were effectively applied to all alternatives being considered. 
The disposal of the NECR mine waste at the UNC Site was among the alternatives 
evaluated. 

c. The part of the remedy selection process known as the detailed analysis 
consists of an assessment of individual alternatives against each of nine 
evaluation criteria and a comparative analysis that focuses upon the relative 
performance of each alternative against those criteria. After going through this 
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remedy development and selection process in the NECR Site EE/CA, EPA selected 
disposal of the NECR mine waste in the disposal cells in the Tailings Disposal Area 
at the UNC Site. As explained in the 2011 Non-Time-Critical Removal Action 
Memorandum, however, that disposal is contingent upon “issuance of an 
appropriate decision document by EPA Region 6 consistent with the NCP, 40 CFR 
Part 300.” As provided in the NCP [40 CFR 300.430(e)(6)], EPA must consider at 
least a no-action alternative as part of the process of selecting a remedy at a NPL 
site. Although a no-action alternative was considered for the NECR Site, the 
EE/CA did not consider a no-action alternative for the UNC Site.  Accordingly, this 
Proposed Plan describes the NCP-consistent analysis that EPA has undertaken 
with respect to those two remedies: 1) no action to dispose of NECR mine waste 
at the UNC Site, and 2) disposal of the NECR mine waste within the disposal cells 
at the Tailings Disposal Area at the UNC Site. 

2. The EPA and the other regulatory agencies involved in the NECR cleanup share the 
community’s concerns that the design of the NECR disposal cells at the UNC Site be 
robust enough to prevent any migration of contamination to the surrounding land, air, 
surface water, or ground water. Many community comments and concerns were 
received over the extended 24-month discussion period related to the evaluations and 
alternatives presented in the EE/CA. During this time and in response to these 
comments, EPA performed additional data analyses. 

a. EPA performed additional evaluations on 11 alternate disposal locations that 
could potentially be used for disposal of the NECR Site mine waste (EPA, 2011a). 
These alternate locations included licensed facilities, current UMTRCA. 

Sites with similar mine waste disposal, and locations where new licensed 
facilities potentially could be built (EPA, 2011a). Evaluations included reviews of 
the legal and administrative restrictions and procedures that would need to be 
completed for each of these potential disposal locations. Based on the review, 
the UNC Site was identified as the most appropriate disposal location. 

i.  Disposal at licensed facilities was determined to present excess risks and to 
be cost prohibitive due to the long distances that the mine waste would have 
to be hauled if these other facilities were used. All of these facilities were in 
excess of 430 miles. 

ii.  Disposal at facilities where similar mine waste is already disposed would 
require an NRC license amendment to accept the mine waste, and it would 
also require EPA’s determination that the facilities were ‘acceptable’ under 
the Off-site Rule. To be identified as acceptable under the Off-Site Rule, a 
facility must be in compliance with environmental regulations including its 
disposal permit, and the facility cannot have any releases that are not under 
remediation or under control; moreover, there can be no releases (controlled 
or otherwise) from the receiving unit. The UNC Site was identified as 
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preferable to other indentified facilities because these other facilities had 
limited capacity to accept the mine waste, because some of these other 
facilities were releasing contamination, and because some of these facilities 
would require NRC license amendments to either accept the mine waste or 
reopen a closed disposal location to accept the mine waste. 

iii. Disposal at new locations with the construction of a disposal cell would 
require that the new areas be investigated to determine their suitability as 
disposal locations. In addition, permits, either an NRC License or a Resource 
Conservation and Recovery Act Permit, or both, would be required. 
Implementation of this option would extend the cleanup process 
considerably due to additional planning, investigation and permitting 
requirements. 

b. Various locations within the boundary of the UNC Site, other than the Tailings 
Disposal Area, were evaluated to determine if these other locations could be 
used for disposal. Two areas on the UNC Site were identified as potentially large 
enough to accommodate the volume of mine waste expected to be excavated 
from the NECR Site. One location considered is found just to the northeast of the 
Tailings Disposal Area’s North Cell. Disposal in this location would not be 
acceptable as it would require the plugging and abandonment of all wells 
associated with the ongoing ground water remedial action. If mine waste were 
to be placed in this area, all of these wells would have to be removed and 
current ground water remediation would have to stop. This would also limit any 
future implementation of potential ground water cleanup remedies because the 
new disposal cell would be placed above the current ground water 
contamination area. The second location was identified as the mill facility area. 
This area was determined to be too small to accommodate the volume of mine 
waste that would need to be disposed. 

c. EPA reviewed documents related to the construction of the Tailings Disposal 
Area, in order to determine the load effect that the additional mine waste from 
the NECR Site would have on the tailings already disposed in the Tailings Disposal 
Area. 

i.  At the request of EPA, engineers contracted by UNC/GE developed 
computer models that simulated potential settlement of the mine waste. 
The computer models were also designed to determine if water would be 
released from the tailings present in the Tailings Disposal Area because of 
the added weight and pressure that would be added as a result of 
disposing of the NECR mine waste on top of these tailings (Dwyer, 2011). 
The models that were developed are based on site documented data and 
literature values which were evaluated over a variety of scenarios. Based 
on these scenarios, the additional disposal of NECR mine waste would 
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result in minimal compaction and would not result is the release of 
excess water from the tailings located within the disposal cells. (See 
response to Section 3.3.2.6). 

ii.  EPA also reviewed the Mill Decommission Report (UNC, 1993) and the 
Borrow Pit No. 2 Final Reclamation Report (Smith, 1996b). These historic 
reports describe the manner in which tailings and debris (e.g., concrete, 
steel, and wood) was disposed within the Tailings Disposal Area. Based 
on this documentation, it appears that the debris was placed in the 
Tailings Disposal Area in layers, flattened, mixed and covered with soil, 
and compacted resulting in a stable cell. This stability is evident in the 
fact that there has been minimal settlement over the almost 20 years 
since disposal. Consequently, it is expected that the additional weight 
that the mine waste from the NECR Site will add to the tailings that are 
presently in the UNC Site Tailings Disposal Area will have a negligible 
impact on the stability of the tailings cells (EPA, 2011b). Placement of 
mine waste within the Tailings Disposal Area will be designed and 
constructed in such a manner that it will promote material stability and 
reduces the potential for future subsidence and irregular settlement. 

iii.  Disposal of the NECR Site mine waste at the UNC Site Tailings Disposal 
Area is not expected to interfere with or affect the ongoing remediation 
efforts regarding tailings or ground water at the UNC Site based on the 
conclusions from these additional analyses and reviews. 

d. EPA reviewed documents related to the historic releases of tailings liquids 
from the Tailings Disposal Cells into the ground water. 

i.  With the cessation of mine dewatering, ground water recharge from this 
surface later source through Pipeline Arroyo no longer occurs (except 
during precipitation events). Water levels in all three aquifers under the 
UNC Site have continued to decline. Current ground water levels in the 
Southwest Alluvium, Zone 3, and Zone 1 are below the bases of the 
Tailings Disposal Area cells. Since mine dewatering ceased upgradient of 
the Tailings Disposal Area, and since the tailings cells were reclaimed, the 
ground water table lies as much as 17 to 70 ft below the disposal cells in 
the Tailings Disposal Area. This is important because it means that mine 
waste from the NECR Mine Site can be stored in the cells at the Tailings 
Disposal Area without direct contact with the ground water. Presently, 
these conditions remain unchanged and without a substantial rise in the 
water table, contact between the ground water and the tailings will not 
occur (Chester, 2011). 

ii.  In 2004, the UNC Site was investigated to determine whether the tailings 
continued to release contaminated water from the North and Central 
disposal cells into the Zone 3 aquifer. Locations where tailings 
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contaminated water could possibly be released were identified and 
monitored. Since construction, water levels have been measured at these 
locations; however, too little water is present within these monitoring 
locations for sampling. This continues to be the case and indicates that an 
ongoing source of tailings contaminated water is not occurring. 

iii.  Disposal of the NECR Mine Site mine waste at the UNC Site Tailings 
Disposal Area is not expected to interfere with or affect the ongoing 
ground water remediation efforts regarding tailings or ground water at 
the UNC Site based on the conclusions from these additional analyses 
and reviews. 

e. All of the facts described above in this response were described in the 
Proposed Plan, which was made available to the community for its review during 
an extensive public comment period. In addition, all the documents that form 
the basis for EPA’s decision were made available to the community in the 
administrative record file.  The availability of the administrative record file and 
the Proposed Plan was announced in a newspaper of general circulation, and 
mailers announcing this availability and summarizing the Proposed Plan were 
sent to all community members on the UNC Site and NECR Site email lists. 

3.3.3.15  The commenters stated that they “fully support the recommendation of the 
Red Water Pond Road Community Association and TASC program to include consideration of 
at least 2 other alternative disposal sites based on NRC’s “prime option” of below-grade 
disposal in engineered containment cells for ease of long-term maintenance and surveillance, 
with the primary goal of protecting the public health and environment. Cost considerations 
should be secondary to implementing the “protectiveness’” criterion of both the EPA and the 
Nuclear Regulatory Commission.” 
EPA Response: Please refer to Section main text 2.3.1.3 and Section 3.3.3.14. 

3.3.3.16  Lack of engineering details and design of the mine waste cell on the tailings 
pile contributes to lack of community acceptance of the Proposed Plan and Technical basis for 
the Proposed Plan is too limited to demonstrate compliance with EPA’s standard for longevity 
of control of the uranium mill tailings in the UNCSS. 
EPA Response: EPA and the other regulatory agencies involved in the NECR cleanup share the 
community’s concerns. EPA intends to ensure that the NECR disposal cells be robust enough to 
prevent any migration of contamination to the surrounding land, air, surface water, or ground 
water. Additional detailed analyses of specific design issues will be performed during the 
Remedial Design stage, which is the next step after the issuance of this ROD. This sequence of 
events, Remedial Design following ROD, is consistent with the NCP. The ARAR standard for 
longevity of control for uranium mill tailings is 40 CFR § 192.02 which states: “Control of 
residual radioactive materials and their listed constituents shall be designed to (a) Be effective 
for up to one thousand years, to the extent reasonably achievable, and, in any case, for at least 
200 years, and, (b) Provide reasonable assurance that releases of radon-222 from residual 
radioactive material to the atmosphere will not: (1) Exceed an average release rate of 20 
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picocuries per square meter per second, or (2) Increase the annual average concentration of 
radon-222 in air at or above any location outside the disposal site by more than one-half 
picocurie per liter.” Section 192.02 is listed as an ARAR that the remedy must meet, in Table 1 
of this ROD. 

3.3.3.17  Recent investigations of the limitations of earthen covers on uranium mill 
tailings piles are relevant for evaluating the long-term effectiveness of the Proposed Plan. 
EPA Response: Significant advancements in cover design have occurred since the design of the 
UNC mill tailings cells. Bringing NECR Site waste to the UNC Site Tailings Disposal Area provides 
the opportunity to improve upon the existing cover. During the design phase, EPA will evaluate 
new technologies such as evapotranspiration covers, to improve water management in an 
effort to ensure that no precipitation enters the NECR waste or UNC mill tailings. The NRC will 
have the approval authority on the proposed design for Alternative 2 because it is the licensing 
authority for the UNC Site. However, to ensure protectiveness and to address this design 
concern of the community, this ROD provides that the NECR waste will be placed on top of a 
low permeability layer (liner) within the disposal cell at the UNC Site Tailings Disposal Area. 
This liner will, along with the cover placed over the disposed NECR Site waste, will prevent 
water form intruding into the more radioactive waste that is already disposed in the Tailings 
Disposal Area at the UNC Site. 

3.3.3.18  Proposed Plan does not adequately characterize the UNC Superfund Site for 
permanent waste disposal as would a Remedial Investigation/Feasibility Study. 
EPA Response: See Response to Part II.32 above. 

3.3.3.19  Proposed Plan should include additional alternatives for public review and 
comment. 
EPA Response: In 2009, EPA released the NECR EE/CA (2009, EPA) that contained five 
alternative remedies for the waste at the NECR Mine Site including the preferred option of co-
disposing at the UNC Site. During the public comment period, at the request of the 
community, EPA performed additional evaluations on eleven additional disposal locations that 
could potentially be used for disposal of the NECR Site mine waste (EPA, 2011a). These 
alternate locations included licensed facilities, current Uranium Mill Tailings Radiation Control 
Act of 1978 (UMTRCA) Sites with similar mine waste disposal, and locations where new licensed 
facilities potentially could be built (EPA, 2011a). Evaluations included reviews of the legal and 
administrative restrictions and procedures that would need to be completed for each of these 
potential disposal locations. Based on the review, the UNC Site was identified as the most 
appropriate disposal location. EPA received and considered comments on those additional 
alternatives at that time. Since the UNC Site is on the NPL, and since there was no EPA ROD for 
the UNC Site Tailings Disposal Area, a ROD was required before the NECR waste could be 
accepted at the UNC Site. As a result, the UNC Superfund Site Proposed Plan and this ROD 
were issued so that EPA could apply the NCP rules to determine whether it is appropriate to 
accept the NECR Site waste at the UNC Site. 
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3.3.3.20  Implications of federal cost-sharing to clean up the Northeast Church Rock 
Mine: Community members have asked if the fact that the government shares in the cost of 
cleanup influenced EPA Region 9’s decision to adopt a less costly remedy and Region 6’s 
decision not to analyze more technically rigorous and more expensive on-tailings disposal 
scenarios, such as construction of and disposal in engineered/lined cells. 
EPA Response: Under the NCP, 40 CFR Part 300, EPA is required to consider cost when it 
selects a remedy.  Please note, however, that alternatives do not make it to the cost evaluation 
stage unless they first meet the threshold criteria which are “overall protection of human 
health and the environment” and “compliance with ARARs.” For a more complete explanation 
of the NCP remedy selection process and the nine criteria that EPA uses, please see Section 
2.11, above. 

For alternatives that are found to provide overall protection of human health and the 
environment, and that are found to meet ARARs (or qualify for a ARARs waiver—not pertinent 
here), cost is one of the evaluation criteria that is applied.  Under the NCP, a response action is 
cost-effective when the response action’s costs are proportional to its overall effectiveness (see 
40 CFR §300.430(f)(l)(ii)(D)). EPA uses the term "proportional" because it intends that in 
determining whether a remedy is cost-effective, the decision-maker should both compare the 
cost to effectiveness of each alternative individually and compare the cost and effectiveness of 
alternatives in relation to one another. In analyzing an individual alternative, the EPA decision-
maker should compare, using his or her best professional judgment, the relative magnitude of 
cost to effectiveness of that alternative. In comparing alternatives to one another, the decision-
maker should examine incremental cost differences in relation to incremental differences in 
effectiveness. For example, if the difference in effectiveness is small but the difference in cost is 
very large, a proportional relationship between the alternatives does not exist. The more 
expensive remedy may not be cost-effective. EPA does not intend, however, that a strict 
mathematical proportionality be applied because generally there is no known or given cost-
effective alternative to be used as a baseline. EPA believes, however, that it is useful for the 
decision-maker to analyze among alternatives, looking at incremental cost differences. 

At the NECR Site, costs for the removal action alternatives considered were not comparable 
since disposal at a licensed commercial disposal facility would have increased cost by a factor of 
almost seven over the other alternatives that did not use a licensed commercial disposal 
facility. For example, Alternative 2, which would have used a commercial facility, was 
estimated to cost $293,600,000, in comparison to Alternative 5A, the selected alternative, 
which was estimated to cost $44,300,000. However, the environmental and public health 
benefits for the two alternatives were comparable.  Alternatives 3 and 4 left the waste on Tribal 
Land, which was not acceptable to the Navajo Nation. On balance, EPA selected the least 
expensive alternative that was protective, met all requirements in the NCP, and removed waste 
from Tribal Lands. In the September 29, 2011, NECR Site Non-Time Critical Removal Action 
Memorandum, EPA documented its selection of Alternative 5A, which calls for NECR Site mine 
waste disposal at the UNC Site and the removal of high-concentration mine waste to an off-site 
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Class I hazardous waste disposal facility. Alternative 5A is essentially the remedy that was also 
selected in this ROD. 

3.3.3.21  The Proposed Plan would benefit from summarizing recent public health 
studies to determine if the Preferred Alternative meets the “protectiveness” criterion of EPA 
regulations. 
EPA Response: There are several ongoing investigations.  The purpose of these investigations is 
to address potential health effects of past exposure and continuing exposure from uranium 
mining in the larger Navajo community. The Diné Network for Environmental Health (DiNEH) 
project, conducted by the University of New Mexico (UNM) and SRIC, assesses water quality, 
health and uranium exposure in the Eastern Agency. Dine College is collaborating in an 
investigation of water quality in well water at the Shiprock Agency. The Navajo birth cohort 
study conducted by the University of New Mexico, SRIC, the Agency for Toxic Substances and 
Disease Registry, the Navajo Nation Department of Health and the Navajo Area Indian Health 
Service, will look at birth outcomes and child development in several Navajo areas. The 
Partnership for Native American Cancer Prevention, Northern Arizona University, and the 
University of Arizona are investigating water quality and health effects in the Cameron and 
Leupp areas by conducting animal studies on uranium in drinking water, and by looking at the 
effect on hormone levels. Finally, Christine Samuel, a Navajo who is working on her doctorate in 
the School of Nursing at UCLA, will be looking at uranium content in animals that have grazed in 
contaminated soil or that have been given contaminated water to drink. Ms. Samuel will also 
be looking at the garden produce grown with contaminated soil and water. Ms. Samuel’s study 
will also assess contaminants in animal tissue and the possible transfer of contamination to 
people who consume this meat. Ms. Samuel’s study is funded by National Institute of Health. 
Christine Samuel has finished her sample collection and is now analyzing the results for the 

sheep and plant materials she collected. All of these studies are the initial steps in 
understanding the relationship of uranium exposures to health in the population 

The Navajo Area Indian Health Service also has a non-occupational health monitoring program 
and is holding health fairs around the Navajo Nation.  Although this program is not a study, it 
can provide information about disease rates on the Navajo Nation compared to other 
communities. 

3.3.3.22  Editorial changes in the Proposed Plan would increase public confidence. 
EPA Response: Thank you for the comment. 

3.3.3.23  Regulatory Role: Page 1, column 1, paragraph 1, “This document is issued by 
the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), the lead agency for site activities, after 
review by the New Mexico Environment Department the support agency for the site 
activities.” 

Page 6, column 2, paragraph 1, “The lead and support agencies (at the UNC Site, EPA and 
NMED are the lead and support agencies respectively) must identify their applicable or 
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relevant and appropriate requirements (ARARs)…The lead and support agencies may also, as 
appropriate, identify other pertinent advisories,…” 

Please clarify the highlighted section of the aforementioned statements by describing New 
Mexico’s Environmental Department (NMED) role as a support agency and their jurisdictional 
responsibility for activities at the UNC Site. Perhaps it would be helpful to distinguish the 
various roles of each regulatory entity for both the NECR Mine and the UNC Sites. 
EPA Response: The relative roles and responsibilities of the agencies are clarified in the Section 
2.2 of this ROD. 

3.3.3.24  Page 1, column 1, paragraph 1, “The Surface Soil OU Proposed Plan deals only 
with a limited aspect of the surface soil OU remedy at the UNC Site – the disposal of low level 
mine waste from the NECR Site within the Tailings Disposal Area of the UNC Site and is taken 
as an intermediate step prior to final remedial action for the surface soil OU at the UNC 
Site…..”  

The aforementioned statement requires clarification. Based on the NRC’s understanding, the 
Surface Soil Operable Unit Proposed Plan considers only the final disposition of the NECR mine 
waste which is independent of final soil reclamation activities and groundwater corrective 
measures at the UNC Site. 
EPA Response: This clarification is reflected in this ROD. 

3.3.3.25  Page 1, column 2, paragraph 1; Page 2, column 1, paragraph 1 , “…The U.S. 
Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) agrees to amend United Nuclear Corporation’s license 
to allow this disposal” 

The aforementioned statement is inaccurate and misleading. The mechanism to authorize the 
disposal of non-11e.(2) byproduct materials (e.g., mine waste) is an amendment to the UNC 
Church Rock Mill source materials license that was issued by the NRC under Title 10 of the 
Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) Part 40. UNC, the licensee, will need to submit a request to 
the NRC to amend its Church Rock Mill source materials license SUA-1475 to allow for the 
disposal of mine waste within the footprint of the existing tailings cells. This license 
amendment package, supplemented by the final design for the tailings cover, financial surety, 
and pertinent environmental reports, will be reviewed by the NRC staff. The public will then 
have opportunities to comment on the UNC amendment request. The totality of this 
information will be considered by the NRC prior to any final decision on the licensee's license 
amendment request. 

In accordance with "NRC Regulatory Issue Summary 2000-23 Recent Changes to Uranium 
Recovery Policy," Attachment 1, "Interim Guidance on Disposal of Non-Atomic Energy Act of 
1954, Section 11 e. (2) Byproduct Material in Tailings Impoundments," (Agencywide 
Documents Access and Management System (ADAMS) Accession No. ML 003773008), the 
disposal of non-11e.(2) material in the tailings impoundments is subject to specific 
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considerations. Therefore, in reviewing a licensee request for the disposal of waste that has 
radiological characteristics comparable to 11e.(2) byproduct material, it is incumbent upon 
the licensee to: (1) provide documentation showing necessary approvals of other affected 
regulators (e.g., US EPA, Navajo Nation EPA, State, etc.) for material containing listed 
hazardous wastes or any other material regulated by another Federal agency or State 
because of environmental or safety considerations; (2) demonstrate that there will be no 
significant environmental impact from disposing of this material; (3) provide documentation 
showing approval by the Regional Low-Level Waste Compact in whose jurisdiction the waste 
originates as well as approval by the Compact in whose jurisdiction the disposal site is 
located, for material which would otherwise fall under Compact jurisdiction; and (4) 
demonstrate that the proposed disposal will not compromise the reclamation of the tailings 
impoundments by demonstrating compliance with the reclamation and closure criteria of 
Appendix A of 10 CFR Part 40. 

Since mill tailings impoundments are already regulated under 10 CFR Part 40, licensing the 
receipt and disposal of non-11e.(2) byproduct material (e.g., mine waste) therein will also be 
done under 10 CFR Part 40. As part of the process, the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) and 
the State of New Mexico will need to be informed of the NRC findings and proposed action, 
with a request to concur within 120 days. A concurrence and commitment from either DOE or 
the State to take title to the tailings impoundment after closure must be received before 
granting the UNC license amendment request. Therefore, it is incorrect to simply state that 
the NRC "agrees to amend" a licensee's license. A more accurate wording would be, that the 
NRC "agrees to consider the merits of any license amendment request that UNC submits to 
amend its license to allow this disposal" and a description of the NRC approval process as 
described above should be included. 
EPA Response: This clarification by is reflected in this ROD. 

Page 3, column1, paragraph 2; page 20, column 2, paragraph 1, "Because of the similarity of 
threat posed by the mine waste in the areas on the NECR Site where mine waste has been 
deposited and consolidated (Consolidation Areas) and the threat posed by tailings in the 
covered pits and landfills that make up the UNC Site Tailings Disposal Area ... " 

Suggest appropriately describing the Tailings Disposal Area as comprising three covered 
tailing cells and two covered burrow pits. 
EPA Response: This clarification is reflected in this ROD. 

3.3.3.26  Preferred Alternative: Page 67, Glossary of Terms, “Preferred Alternative - 
Proposed remedial alternative that meets NCP evaluation criteria and is supported by 
regulatory agencies”.  

In the Glossary of Terms, the NRC does not concur with the definition of "Preferred 
Alternative" because it states that a Preferred Alternative is that proposed remedial 
alternative that is "supported by regulatory agencies." This implies that the Preferred 
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Alternative is the selected option of the NRC which is a mischaracterization of the NRC license 
amendment process, which would have to be undertaken if the Preferred Alternative is 
selected by the EPA for implementation by UNC. The NRC does not support any alternative; 
rather, as described above, the role of the NRC is to evaluate any license amendment that 
may be submitted to it by UNC. It is the NRC's understanding that the Preferred Alternative in 
this Proposed Plan was selected by EPA Region 9 in the Non-Time Critical Removal Action 
Memorandum executed on September 29, 2011 (ADAMS Accession No. ML 12003A095) and is 
supported by EPA Region 6 as discussed in the Proposed Plan. Therefore, the description of 
Preferred Alternative in the Glossary of Terms should state that the Preferred Alternative is 
identified by EPA, the lead agency, in conjunction with NMED, the support agency, and not 
that it is "supported by regulatory agencies" in general. This would be consistent with 40 CFR 
300.430(f)(1)(ii). 
EPA Response: This clarification is reflected in this ROD. 

3.3.3.27  Permit: Page 3, column 2, paragraph 2; page 4, column 1, paragraph 1, "By 
combining the Consolidation Areas and the Tailings Disposal Area, the Preferred Alternative 
can be implemented without State, Federal or local permits as provided in CERCLA Section 
121(e), 42 U.S.C. §9621(e).” 

The presumption is made that the use of the term "permit" excludes the NRC source materials 
license for the UNC Church Rock Mill site. This should be made explicit with a concluding 
clause such as, "with the exception of the associated NRC source materials license, which 
must be amended by UNC as discussed below." 
EPA Response: This clarification is reflected in this ROD. 

3.3.3.28  Previous Actions: Page 9, column 1, paragraph 1, “In keeping with the MOU, 
EPA has consulted with the NRC prior to issuing the Surface Soil OU Proposed Plan.” 

Suggest deleting the highlighted phrase and replacing with “provided the NRC an opportunity 
to comment.” 

Page 9, column 2, paragraph 2, "United Nuclear Corporation undertook the following actions 
under its NRC License (EPA, 2008). On July 16, 1979, the dam at the south tailings disposal cell 
at the UNC Site failed .... " 

This introductory statement on NRC's licensing action that immediately precedes the 
discussion on the 1979 dam failure suggests that the event occurred at the UNC Church Rock 
Mill site while it was licensed by the NRC, which is incorrect. Recommend including a timeline 
for NMED's licensing authority of the UNC Church Rock Mill site. Please note that on April 19, 
1974, New Mexico became an Agreement State with licensing authority granted by the U.S. 
Atomic Energy Commission.  
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Page 10, column 1, paragraph 2, "The NRC certified these closure actions in 1989 and released 
the licensed areas of the mine for unrestricted use." 

Please correct the aforementioned statement which may have originated from information 
presented in the document entitled, "Northeast Church Rock Mine Closeout Plan," January 
2004 (ADAMS Accession No. ML051510241). The specific facts were that in October 1989, 
after the NRC staff reviewed the UNC document entitled, "Tailings Sand Backfill Cleanup 
Verification Report, Northeast Church Rock Mine, United Nuclear Corporation," April 27, 1989 
(ADAMS Accession ML080040301 ), the NRC determined that UNC had adequately removed 
remaining byproduct material from the NECR Mine site and that no further action was 
required by UNC pursuant to Condition No. 33 of its Church Rock Mill source materials license 
(ADAMS Accession No. ML073650348).  

After assuming licensing authority for the Church Rock Mill site in June 1986, the NRC was 
aware that byproduct material from the site was historically transferred to the NECR Mine 
site to stabilize mine stapes. Given that there was NRC licensable material and associated 
equipment at the NECR Mine site resulting from historic milling activities, the NRC required 
that off-site wind-blown material be addressed as a condition of the source materials license 
for the UNC Church Rock Mill site. Thus, the NRC became directly involved in the NECR Mine 
closure activity, providing technical input on aspects related to radiologic surficial 
contamination since 11 e.(2) byproduct material from the UNC Church Rock Mill operation 
was formerly staged at the NECR Mine site. However, the NRC never had jurisdictional 
responsibility for the NECR Mine site nor regulatory authority to require mine close-out 
activities. Therefore, there was never any area of the mine that was licensed by the NRC or 
subsequently released for unrestricted use by the NRC. 
EPA Response: These clarifications are reflected in this ROD. 

3.3.3.29  Conclusions on the UNC Site: Page 13, column 1, paragraph 2, and column 2, 
paragraph 1, "In response to concerns raised by the community, EPA reviewed documents 
related to the construction of the Tailings Disposal Area, in order to determine the load effect 
that the additional mine waste from the NECR Site would have on tailings already disposed in 
the Tailings Disposal Area .... Consequently, it is expected that the additional weight that the 
mine waste from the NECR Site will add to the tailings that are presently in the UNC Site 
Tailings Disposal Area will have negligible consequences on the stability of the tailings cell .... 
" 

Page 15, column 1, paragraph 3, and column 2, paragraph 2, 'This is important because it 
means that mine waste from the NECR Site can be stored in the cells at the Tailings Disposal 
Area without direct contact with the groundwater .... Based on these conclusions, disposal of 
the NECR Site mine waste at the UNC Site Tailings Disposal Area is not expected to interfere 
with or affect the ongoing remediation efforts regarding tailings or ground water at the UNC 
Site.” 
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Page 22, column 1, paragraph 2; Page 28, column 2, paragraph 2, "Mine waste disposal 
within the Tailings Disposal Area is not expected to interfere or affect the current 
groundwater remediation efforts.” 

Page 24, column 1, paragraph 3, "Based on conservative evaluations of the tailings profiles 
and model sensitivity analyses ... the added mine waste is not expected to result in the 
release of additional tailings liquid into the ground water or surrounding soil, is not expected 
to interfere or affect the current tailings or ground water remediation efforts that are 
currently ongoing, and is not expected to affect the stability of the tailings disposal cells." 

Page 28, column 1, paragraph 2; Page 28, column 2, paragraph 1, "Based on conservative 
evaluations of the tailings profiles and model sensitivity analyses… the added mine waste is 
not expected to result in the release of additional tailings liquid into the ground water or 
surrounding soil, is not expected to interfere or affect the current mine waste or ground water 
remediation efforts that are currently ongoing, and is not expected to affect the stability of 
the tailings disposal cells." 

Page 35, column 2, paragraph 1, "The models showed that, due to evapotranspiration, 
vertical drainage and the lack of water recharge, excess free water no longer existed within 
the tailings now located in the Tailings Disposal Area ... Based on these conclusions, disposal 
of the NECR Site mine waste at the UNC Site Tailings Disposal Area is not expected to interfere 
with or affect the ongoing remediation efforts regarding tailings or ground water at the UNC 
Site ... Consequently, it is expected that the additional weight that the mine waste from the 
NECR Site will add to the tailings that are presently in the UNC Site Tailings Disposal area will 
have negligible consequences on the stability of the tailings cells .... " 

In several sections of the Proposed Plan, there are extensive discussions of the conceptual 
models and preliminary designs that have been presented to date. The NRC considers the 
conclusions based on these discussions to be premature. Given the numerous assumptions 
inherent in the conceptual models and preliminary designs, further field investigations and 
empirical data will need to be collected by UNC to verify certain of these assumptions and the 
field conditions before a detailed analysis can be conducted. Moreover, since modeling 
exercises and conceptual designs have not yet been technically vetted by the NRC staff, the 
NRC refrains from offering a position. The NRC will make any such decision on the effect of 
the NECR mine waste on the existing tailings disposal cells as part of its review of the related 
UNC license amendment request. 

The NRC will continue to peer review work related to the NECR Mine site, similar to the 
detailed evaluation recently completed by the NRC staff on the document entitled 
"Consolidation and Water Storage Capacity Related to Placement of Mine Material on the 
Existing UNC Mill Site Tailings Impoundments Report," May 2011 (ADAMS Accession No. ML 
12222A281). 
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The NRC fully supports ongoing interagency technical discussions among EPA, NNEPA, NMED, 
NRC, and DOE in bringing timely resolution to outstanding technical issues and to ensure that 
the collocation of the NECR mine waste for disposal at the UNC Church Rock Mill site satisfies 
pertinent regulatory requirements while ensuring the safety and protection of human health 
and the environment. 
EPA Response: EPA acknowledges that NRC will evaluate the completed design when the 
license application is submitted, and EPA appreciates NRC’s willingness to assist EPA and 
UNC/GE during the design phase. EPA recognizes that additional data and analysis will be 
required to ensure that the final remedial design is protective. (See response to Section 
3.3.2.6). 

3.3.3.30  Waste Volume: Page 1, column 2, paragraph 2 “…EPA decided to permanently 
dispose of approximately 1,000,000 cubic yards of contaminated mine waste from the NECR 
Mine Site...”  

Page 17, column 2, paragraph 2, “…there is an estimated 871,000 cubic yards of mine waste 
at the NECR Mine Site that has to be addressed…”  
The volume of mine waste proposed for disposal is inconsistently stated throughout the 
document. Suggest utilizing the brief synopsis on page 30, column 1, paragraph 2, to 
introduce and outline how the 1 million cubic yards of low level threat mine waste was 
estimated. In addition, recommend including a statement that the disposal option is limited 
only to mine waste from the NECR Mine site. 
EPA Response: These comments have been incorporated into the remedy selected in this ROD. 
One million cubic yards is used in this ROD to provide a conservative estimate at this time. 
Additional information will also be collected from the NECR Site during the Remedial Design to 
better refine the volume estimate. 

3.3.3.31  Scope and Role of the Response Action: Page 1, column 1, paragraph 1, "This 
Surface Soil OU Proposed Plan deals only with a limited aspect of the surface soil remedy at 
the UNC Site….” 

Page 21, column 1, paragraph 2, "This proposed remedial action, referred to as the Surface 
Soil OU proposed remedial action, will be taken as an intermediate step prior to final 
remedial action for the surface soil OU at the UNC Site.” 

Page 21, column 2, paragraph 2, ''This surface soil OU remedial action at the UNC Site will be 
consistent with and supplemental to actions that will be necessary for NPL site completion 
and for deletion of the site from NPL under CERCLA. " 

There is no nexus between the proposed remedial action under the Surface Soil Operable Unit 
Proposed Plan and final soil reclamation activities and groundwater remedial actions at the 
UNC Church Rock Mill site. The Surface Soil Operable Unit Proposed Plan addresses only the 
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proposed disposal of low level threat mine waste from the NECR site at the UNC Church Rock 
Mill site. 

The EPA's selection and implementation for collocating NECR mine waste at the UNC Church 
Rock Mill site is an independent action from final decommissioning activities at the UNC 
Church Rock Mill site. As described elsewhere in the document, the NRC understands that the 
EPA's ideal sequence of events is that (1) if the Preferred Alternative in the Surface Soil 
Operable Unit Proposal Plan is selected and (2) if the associated UNC license amendment 
request to permit the disposal of mine waste is approved by the NRC, then these activities will 
occur prior to UNC conducting final reclamation at the UNC Church Rock Mill site pursuant to 
license termination. However, please note that the Proposed Plan is not a supplement to final 
reclamation actions at the UNC Church Rock Mill site. This is because surface soil and 
groundwater remedial actions at the UNC Church Rock Mill site are not components of the 
Proposed Plan. 
EPA Response: These clarifications are reflected in this ROD. 

3.3.3.32  Page 32, Figure 6, “Possible placement of mine waste at United Nuclear 
Corporation Mill Site.”  

It may not be appropriate at this juncture, to speculate on the final design details of the 
cover, stormwater diversion channels, and other erosion protection features. Further detailed 
analyses of various design options and erosion protection requirements are needed. The NRC 
staff is committed to working with the EPA and other stakeholders to discuss these technical 
issues and their possible resolution. 

Page 31, column 1, “a low permeability layer (liner) will be placed between the NECR mine 
waste and the tailings currently disposed within the Tailings Disposal area…This layer will be 
compacted to meet a hydraulic conductivity of no more than 1 x 10-7 centimeters per second 
(cm/s)].” 

Regarding the use of a liner, based on several inter-agency discussions, it is the NRC’s staff 
understanding that the mine waste would be incorporated such that it is indistinguishable 
from the existing licensed by-product material already within tailing disposal cells at the UNC 
Church Rock Mill. Both the DOE and NRC previously expressed reservations for the inclusion of 
a liner within the existing tailings disposal cells [Adams Accession Nos. ML090500024; 
ML092100623]. 
EPA Response:  Please see EPA’s response to comment 3.3.3.4. 

3.3.3.33  Future use/Institutional Controls/Five Year Reviews/Long-Term Surveillance 
and Maintenance: Page 30, column 2, paragraph 2, “Once all required actions are completed 
per the terms of the NRC license, it is expected that there would be transfer of the UNC Site to 
the DOE’s Long-Term Surveillance and Maintenance Program…” 
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Page 32, column 1, paragraph 2, “ Since under Alternative 2, NECR mine waste will be 
disposed on the UNC Site within the Tailings Disposal Area, five year reviews will be required. 
The capped area will require Operation and Maintenance (O&M) activities as necessary 
including cap inspections and maintenance for continued cap stability, erosion protection, 
and contaminant containment” 

Page 33, column 1, paragraph 1, “Under CERCLA, the UNC Site will be restricted from uses 
other than long-term care of the Tailings Disposal Area. This means that residential, 
industrial, and grazing uses will be prohibited. It is expected that there would be a transfer of 
the UNC Site to the DOE’s Long-Term…” 

Page 33, column 1, paragraph 2; Page 40, column 2, paragraph 1, “The license is an effective 
institutional control (IC) .... No other use of the UNC Site, other than long-term care, will be 
permitted unless the NRC grants a specific license allowing such use of the surface or 
subsurface .... " 

Page 39, column 1, paragraph 2, “UNC Site restrictions will prohibit the residential, industrial 
or grazing use and will restrict unauthorized access”; 

Page 40, column 1, paragraph 2, “ Alternative 2 supports the future reuse options…the UNC 
Site would be maintained and managed under the DOE to provide for continued containment 
and protectiveness.”; 

Page 40, column 2, paragraph 2, "If the NRC does not transfer all areas of the UNC Site to DOE 
at the time that the UNC Site owner's license is terminated, EPA will reevaluate the need for 
ICs and O&M activities for these areas since DOE would not be managing these areas of the 
UNC Site under these circumstances." 

Page 41, column 1, paragraph 1, “The Preferred Alternative will require long-term 
monitoring, Site inspections, and O&M to ensure the Tailings….” 
Given the challenges of administrative, engineered and institutional controls, the NRC 
recognizes that further interagency discussions are required with the EPA, the Navajo Nation, 
NMED, and other stakeholders to resolve issues related to long-term care of the UNC Church 
Rock Mill site, to ensure the continued protection and safety of public health and the 
environment. The NRC will work together with the DOE and the EPA to develop an 
interagency policy on closure and post-closure issues that will meet the statutory and 
regulatory missions and requirements of all agencies involved in the NRC-licensed UNC Church 
Rock Mill site being remediated under UMTRCA since it is also on the National Priority List 
and being remediated under the Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and 
Liability Act (CERCLA). 
EPA Response: We appreciate NRC’s assistance in ensuring the protection and safety of public 
health and the environment in connection with the Selected Remedy. 
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3.3.3.34  Page 45 - 64, Table 1, Preliminary List of Applicable or Relevant and 
Appropriate Requirements: Please include the relevant NRC regulations enacting UMTRCA 
Title II - 10 CFR Part 40, Appendix A, Criteria 1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 6A, 9, 10, 11 and 12. 
EPA Response: EPA has reviewed the proposed ARARs and incorporated them in Table 1. 
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ACRONYMS 
AEA Atomic Energy Act of 1954 
AOC  Administrative Order on Consent 
ARARs Applicable or Relevant and Appropriate Requirements 
AUMs abandoned uranium mines 
BHHRA Baseline human health risk assessment 
bgs below ground surface 
BIA U.S. Bureau of Indian Affairs 
BRAC Base Realignment and Closure Act 
BVDA Bluewater Valley Downstream Alliance 
Canonie Canonie Environmental Services Corporation 
CAP Corrective Action Plan 
CARD Citizens for Alternatives to Radioactive Dumping 
CDC Centers for Disease Control and Prevention 

Comprehensive Environmental, Response, Compensation, and CERCLA 
Liability Act 

CFR Code of Federal Regulation 
cm/s centimeters per second 
COCs Contaminants of Concern 
CRUMP Church Rock Uranium Monitoring Project 
DiNEH Diné Network for Environmental Health 
DOE U.S. Department of Energy 
DOJ U.S. Department of Justice 
EA Environmental Assessment 
EE/CA Engineering Evaluation and/Cost Analysis 
ECP emergency contingency plan 
EIS Environmental Impact Statement 
EPA U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 
EPAct Energy Policy Act 
Ft feet 
GE General Electric Company 
HRI Hydro Resources Inc. 
HUD U.S Housing and Urban Development 
his Indian Health Service 
ICs Institutional Controls 
IRA Interim Removal Action 
LTS&M Long-Term Surveillance and Maintenance 
MARSSIM Multi-Agency Radiation Survey and Site Investigation Manual 
MASE Multicultural Alliance for a Safe Environment 
mg/kg milligrams per kilogram 
MOU Memorandum of Understanding 
NCP National Oil and Hazardous Substances Pollution Contingency Plan 
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NECR Northeast Church Rock Mine 
NEPA National Environmental Policy Act 
NESHAP National Emission Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants 
NMAC New Mexico Administrative Code 
NMED New Mexico Environment Department 
NNDWR Navajo Nation Department of Water Resources 
NNEPA Navajo Nation Environmental Protection Agency 
NPDES National Pollution Discharge and Elimination System 
NPL National Priorities List 
NRC U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
O&M Operation and Maintenance 
OSWER EPA Office of Solid Waste and Emergency Response 
OU operable unit 
pCi/g picocuries per gram 
pCi/m2s Picocuries per square meter per second 
PRP Potentially Responsible Party 
PTW Principal Threat Waste 
Quivira Kerr McGee Quivira Mines 
Ra-226 Radium 226 
RAOs Remedial Action Objectives 
RCRA Resource Conservation and Recovery Act 
RD Remedial Design 
RECA Radiation Exposure Compensation Act 
RI/FS Remedial Investigation/Feasibility Study 
ROD Record of Decision 
RSE Removal Site Evaluation 
RWPRCA Red Water Pond Road Community Association 
SARA Superfund Amendments and Reauthorization Act 
SRIC Southwest Research and Information Center 
TASC Technical Assistance Services for Communities 
TSDF Off-site Treatment, Storage and Disposal Facility 
U.S.C. United States Code 
UAO Unilateral Administrative Order 
UMTRCA Uranium Mill Tailings Radiation Control Act 
UNC United Nuclear Corporation 
UNM University of New Mexico 
URA Uniform Relocation Assistance and Real Property Acquisitions Act 
USGS United States Geological Survey 
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GLOSSARY OF TERMS 
Administrative Record – The documents that form the basis for the selection of a response 
action (see 40 CFR § 300.800(a)). 

Applicable or relevant and appropriate requirements (ARARs) – Applicable requirements 
means those cleanup standards, standards of control, and other substantive requirements, 
criteria, or limitations promulgated under federal environmental or state environmental or 
facility siting laws that specifically address a hazardous substance, pollutant, contaminant, 
remedial action, location, or other circumstance found at a CERCLA site. Only those state 
standards that are identified by a state in a timely manner and that are more stringent than 
federal requirements may be applicable. 

Relevant and appropriate requirements means those cleanup standards, standards of control, 
and other substantive requirements, criteria, or limitations promulgated under federal 
environmental or state environmental or facility siting laws that, while not "applicable" to a 
hazardous substance, pollutant, contaminant, remedial action, location, or other circumstance 
at a CERCLA site, address problems or situations sufficiently similar to those encountered at the 
CER-CLA site that their use is well suited to the particular site. Only those state standards that 
are identified in a timely manner and are more stringent than federal requirements may be 
relevant and appropriate. 

Baseline Human Health Risk Assessment – The Baseline Human Health Risk Assessment 
estimates what human health risks the Site poses if no action were taken. It provides the basis 
for taking action at this Site and identifies the contaminants and exposure pathways that need 
to be addressed by the remedial action. The Baseline Human Health Risk Assessment evaluates 
the baseline potential risk that might be experienced by human receptors coming into contact 
with contaminants of concern. 

Byproduct Material – The Atomic Energy Act, as revised in 1978 and in 2005 by the Energy 
Policy Act (EPAct), defines byproduct material in Section 11e.(1) as radioactive material (except 
special nuclear material) yielded in or made radioactive by exposure to the radiation incident to 
the process of producing or using special nuclear material. 

The definition in Section 11e.(2) is the tailings or wastes produced by the extraction or 
concentration of uranium or thorium from any ore processed primarily for its source material 
content. 

The definition in Section 11e.(3) is any discrete source of radium-226 that is produced, 
extracted, or converted after extraction, before, on, or after the date of enactment of the EPAct 
for use for a commercial, medical, or research activity; or any material that has been made 
radioactive by use of a particle accelerator and is produced, extracted, or converted after 
extraction, before, on, or after the date of enactment of the EPAct for use for a commercial, 
medical, or research activity. 

The definition in Section 11e.(4) is any discrete source of naturally occurring radioactive 
material, other than source material, that the NRC, in consultation with the Administrator of 
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the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), the Secretary of the Department of Energy (DOE), 
the Secretary of the Department of Homeland Security (DHS), and the head of any other 
appropriate Federal agency, determines would pose a threat similar to the threat posed by a 
discrete source of radium-226 to the public health and safety or the common defense and 
security; and is extracted or converted after extraction before, on, or after the date of 
enactment of the EPAct for use in a commercial, medical, or research activity. 

Carcinogens 
For carcinogens, risks are generally expressed as the incremental probability of an individual’s 
developing cancer over a lifetime as a result of exposure to the carcinogen. Excess lifetime 
cancer risk is calculated using the following equation: 

Risk = CDI x SF 
where: 
Risk = a unitless probability (e.g., 2 x 10-5) of an individual’s developing cancer 

CDI = chronic daily intake averaged over 70 years (mg/kg-day) 
SF = slope factor, expressed as (mg/kg-day)-1. 

An excess lifetime cancer risk of 1x10-6 indicates that an individual experiencing the reasonable 
maximum exposure estimate has a 1 in 1,000,000 chance of developing cancer as a result of 
site-related exposure. This is referred to as an “excess lifetime cancer risk” because it would be 
in addition to the risks of cancer individuals face from other causes such as smoking or 
exposure to too much sun. The chance of an American individual developing cancer from all 
other causes has been estimated to be as high as one in three. EPA’s generally acceptable risk 
range for site-related exposures is 1x10-4 to 1x10-6. 

Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act (CERCLA) - CERCLA, 
commonly known as Superfund, was enacted by Congress on December 11, 1980. CERCLA: 

established prohibitions and requirements concerning closed and abandoned hazardous 
waste sites;  
provided for liability of persons responsible for releases of hazardous waste at these 
sites; and 
established a trust fund to provide for cleanup when no responsible party could be 
identified 

The law authorizes two kinds of response actions: 
Short-term removals, where actions may be taken to address releases or threatened 
releases requiring prompt response. 
Long-term remedial response actions, that permanently and significantly reduce the 
dangers associated with releases or threats of releases of hazardous substances that are 
serious, but not immediately life threatening. These actions can be conducted only at 
sites listed on EPA's NPL. 
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CERCLA also provides for the National Oil and Hazardous Substances Pollution Contingency Plan 
(NCP). The NCP, codified at Title 40 of the Code of Federal Regulations, Part 300, provides the 
guidelines and procedures needed to respond to releases and threatened releases of hazardous 
substances, pollutants, or contaminants. The NCP also includes the NPL. 
CERCLA was amended by the Superfund Amendments and Reauthorization Act (SARA) in 1986, 
and there have been other amendments. CERCLA is found at Title 42 of the U.S. Code 
beginning at Section 6901. 

Contaminants of Concern – Those chemicals associated with the Site or Site activities that may 
present a risk to human health or the environment, and, in particular, those chemicals that are 
driving the need for action at the Site. 

Department of Energy, Office of Legacy Management -The Office of Legacy Management 
was created in 2003 to manage the long-term responsibilities of closed sites associated with 
the legacy of World War II and the Cold War. Long-term responsibilities include long-term 
surveillance and maintenance (LTS&M) as well as physical management of the site. 
Conditions sometimes permit compatible reuse of the site. Long-term responsibilities also 
include managing site records and electronic information, overseeing the pension and benefit 
programs for contractor personnel, and responding to stakeholder inquiries. 

Engineering Controls – Engineering controls include capping or other containment systems to 
prevent exposure to contaminants of concern. 

Excess Lifetime Cancer Risk – For carcinogens, risks are generally expressed as the incremental 
probability of an individual’s developing cancer over a lifetime as a result of exposure to the 
carcinogen. Excess lifetime cancer risk is calculated using the following equation: 

Risk = CDI x SF 

where: 

Risk = a unitless probability (e.g., 2 x 10-5) of an individual’s developing cancer 

CDI = chronic daily intake averaged over 70 years (mg/kg-day) 

SF = slope factor, expressed as (mg/kg-day)-1. 

An excess lifetime cancer risk of 1x10-6 indicates that an individual experiencing the reasonable 
maximum exposure estimate has a 1 in 1,000,000 chance of developing cancer as a result of 
site-related exposure. This is referred to as an “excess lifetime cancer risk” because it would be 
in addition to the risks of cancer individuals face from other causes such as smoking or 
exposure to too much sun. The chance of an American individual developing cancer from all 
other causes has been estimated to be as high as one in three. EPA’s generally acceptable risk 
range for site-related exposures is 1x10-4 to 1x10-6. 

Ground water – Underground water that fills pores in soils or openings in rocks to the point of 
saturation. Ground water is often used as a source of drinking water via municipal or domestic 
wells. 
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Institutional Controls (ICs) – Institutional controls are non-engineered instruments, such as 
administrative and legal controls, that help minimize the potential for human exposure to 
contamination and/or protect the integrity of the remedy. For instance, zoning restrictions 
prevent site land uses, like residential uses, that are not consistent with the level of cleanup. 

Long-Term Surveillance and Maintenance (LTS&M) -The site-specific physical or engineering 
controls, institutions, information, and other mechanisms needed to ensure protection of 
people and. the environment at Legacy Management custodian sites where cleanup (e.g., 
landfill closures, remedial actions, removal actions, and facility stabilization) has occurred. 
The scope of LTS&M includes land-use controls, monitoring systems and information 
management, and requesting adequate funding to implement specific plans. The term "long-
term stewardship" is often used synonymously with LTS&M. The duration of activities is 
defined in the Long-Term Surveillance Plan. 

NRC License – Through the licensing process, the NRC authorizes an applicant to conduct any or 
all of the following activities: Construct, operate, and decommission commercial reactors and 
fuel cycle facilities; possess, use, process, export and import nuclear materials and waste and 
handle certain aspects of their transportation; and/or site, design, construct, operate, and close 
waste disposal sites. 

Milligram per Kilogram (mg/kg) - A unit of measurement equivalent to one milligram of 
contaminant per kilogram of solid (typically soil). 

Monitoring – Ongoing collection of information about the environment that helps gauge the 
effectiveness of a cleanup action. 

National Oil and Hazardous Substance Pollution Contingency Plan (NCP) - The National Oil 
and Hazardous Substances Pollution Contingency Plan, more commonly called the National 
Contingency Plan or NCP, is the federal government's blueprint for responding to both oil spills 
and hazardous substance releases. The National Contingency Plan is the result of our country's 
efforts to develop a national response capability and promote overall coordination among the 
hierarchy of responders and contingency plans. The NCP is codified at Title 40 of the Code of 
Federal Regulations, Part 300. 

National Priorities List (NPL) – The NPL is the list of national priorities among the known 
releases or threatened releases of hazardous substances, pollutants, or contaminants 
throughout the United States and its territories. The NPL is intended primarily to guide the EPA 
in determining which Sites warrant further investigation. The NPL can be found at Title 40 of 
the Code of Federal Regulations, Part 300, Appendix B. 

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission – The NRC was created as an independent agency by 
Congress through the establishment of the Energy Reorganization Act of 1974 to ensure the 
safe use of radioactive materials for beneficial civilian purposes while protecting people and the 
environment. The NRC regulates commercial nuclear power plants and other uses of nuclear 
materials, such as in nuclear medicine, through licensing, inspection and enforcement of its 
requirements. 
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Picocurie per gram (pCi/g) – A curie (symbol Ci) is a measurement of radioactivity and is 
defined as 37 billion (37,000,000,000 ) disintegrations per second (1 Ci = 3.7×1010). This is 
roughly the activity of 1 gram of the radium isotope 226Ra, a substance studied by the pioneers 
of radiology, Marie and Pierre Curie, for whom the unit was named. Picocurie (pCi) is 1 million 
millionth of a curie (1 x 10-12 Ci). Picocurie per gram is the measurement of radioactivity per 
gram of material. 

Preferred Alternative –The alternative that is protective of human health and the environment, 
is ARAR-compliant and affords the best combination of attributes is identified as the preferred 
alternative in the proposed plan. 

Present Worth Cost – A method of evaluation of expenditures that occur over different time 
periods. By discounting all costs to a common base year, the costs for different remedial action 
alternatives can be compared on the basis of a single figure for each alternative. When 
calculating present worth cost for Superfund sites, total operations & maintenance costs are to 
be included. 

Radium-226 – decay product of Uranium-238. 

Radiation – energy that travels in the form of waves or high speed particles. 

Radioactive Decay – process where an unstable radionuclide emits energy or particles resulting 
in transformation of the radionuclide into another radionuclide. 

Radioactivity –the property of some atoms that causes them to spontaneously give off energy 
as particles or rays. Radioactive atoms emit ionizing radiation when they decay. 

Radon-222 – decay product of Radium-226. 

Record of Decision (ROD) – A formal document that is a consolidated source of information 
about a Superfund site, the remedy selection process, and the Selected Remedy. 

Receptor – An organism that receives, may receive, or has received environmental exposure to 
a chemical. 

Remedial Action –  Long-term response actions, that permanently and significantly reduce 
the dangers associated with releases or threats of releases of hazardous substances that are 
serious, but not immediately life threatening. These actions can be conducted only at sites 
listed on EPA's NPL. 

Remedial Action Objectives (RAOs) – Remedial Action Objectives specify contaminants and 
media of concern (e.g., soil, air, surface water, or ground water), potential exposure pathways, 
and remediation goals. Remediation goals establish acceptable exposure levels that are 
protective of human health and the environment and shall be developed by considering 
applicable or relevant and appropriate requirements under federal environmental or state 
environmental or facility siting laws, if available. If ARARs are not available, remediation goals 
are established using other criteria and other pertinent information as described in the National 
Oil and Hazardous Substances Pollution Contingency Plan. 
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Removal Action –Short-term actions taken to address releases or threatened releases requiring 
prompt response. 

Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) – The Federal act that established a 
regulatory system to track hazardous wastes from the time they are generated to their final 
disposal. RCRA also provides for safe hazardous waste management practices and imposes 
standards for transporting, treating, storing, and disposing of hazardous wastes. 

Selected Remedy - In the final step in the remedy selection process, the lead agency shall 
reassess its initial determination, made in the Proposed Plan, that the preferred alternative 
provides the best balance of trade-offs, now factoring in any new information or points of view 
expressed by the State (or support agency) and community during the public comment period. 
The lead agency shall consider State (or support agency) and community comments regarding 
the lead agency's evaluation of alternatives with respect to the other criteria. These comments 
may prompt the lead agency to modify aspects of the preferred alternative or decide that 
another alternative provides a more appropriate balance. The lead agency, as specified in 40 
CFR § 300.515(e), shall make the final remedy selection decision and document that decision in 
the ROD. 

Tailings – the remaining waste portion of the metal-bearing ore after some or all of such metal, 
such as uranium, has been extracted. 

United Nuclear Corporation and United Nuclear Corporation/GE – United Nuclear 
Corporation was the operator of the NECR Mine and UNC Mill and is now an indirect subsidiary 
of the General Electric Company (“GE”). 

Operable Unit – The NCP, 40 CFR Section 300.5, defines an operable unit as a discrete action 
that comprises an incremental step toward comprehensively addressing site problems. This 
discrete portion of a remedial response manages migration, or eliminates or mitigates a 
release, threat of a release, or pathway of exposure. The cleanup of a site can be divided into a 
number of operable units, depending on the complexity of the problems associated with the 
site. 

Uranium Mill Tailings Radiation Control Act – To provide for the disposal, long-term 
stabilization, and control of uranium mill tailings in a safe and environmentally sound manner 
and to minimize or eliminate radiation health hazards to the public, Congress enacted the 
Uranium Mill Tailings Radiation Control Act of 1978 (UMTRCA). This Act established two 
programs to protect the public and the environment from uranium mill tailings: Title 1 and Title 
2 programs. The UMTRCA Title I program established a joint Federal/State-funded program for 
remedial action at abandoned mill tailings sites where tailings resulted largely from production 
of uranium for the weapons program. Under Title I, the DOE is responsible for cleanup and 
remediation of these abandoned sites. The NRC is required to evaluate DOE’s design and 
implementation and, after remediation, concur that the sites meet standards set by the EPA. 
The UMTRCA Title II program is directed toward uranium mill sites licensed by the NRC or 
Agreement States in or after 1978. Title II of the Act provides the NRC authority to control 
radiological and non-radiological hazards; the EPA authority to set generally applicable 
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standards for both radiological and non-radiological hazards; and the eventual State or Federal 
ownership of the disposal sites, under general license from NRC. The UNC Site falls under the 
Title 2 program. 
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Table 1: Applicable or Relevant and Appropriate Requirements. 
Chemical-Specific ARARs and “to be considered” (TBC) Information 
Media Requirement Requirement Synopsis Status and 

Rationale 
Residual FEDERAL Protect the public and the Substantive 
Radioactive Uranium Mill Tailings environment requirements are 
Material Radiation Control Act of from uranium mill relevant and appropriate 

1978 (UMTRCA), tailings prior to closure to on- site disposal 
as amended – Regulations at and post-closure activities involving 
40 CFR 
§ 192.02(b)(1) and (2) 

residual radioactive 
material. 

§ 192.02(c) 
§ 192.02(d) 
§ 192.32(a)(1) and (2) 
§ 192.32(a)(4)(ii) 
§ 192.32(b)(1)(ii) 

40 CFR § 
192.02(c) and § 
192.32(a)(2) are 
relevant and 
appropriate; however, 
aspects of these 
regulations related to 
ground water are being 
addressed under the 
ground water operable 
unit record of decision 
remedial action. 

Air FEDERAL 
Clean Air Act (CAA) – National 
Emission Standards for 
Hazardous Air Pollutants 
(NESHAPs) 
40 CFR § 61.92 

Regulates airborne emissions 
of radionuclides to nearest 
off-site receptor during 
cleanup of Federal facilities 
and licensed U.S. NRC 
facilities. Emissions of 
radionuclides cannot exceed 
10 milli-Roentgen- 
Equivalent-Man per year 
(mrem/yr). 

Substantive 
requirements are 
applicable to activities 
during the remedial 
action. 
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Table 1: Applicable or Relevant and Appropriate Requirements. 
Chemical-Specific ARARs and “to be considered” (TBC) Information 
Media Requirement Requirement Synopsis Status and 

Rationale 
Air FEDERAL 

Clean Air Act (CAA) – National 
Emission Standards for 
Hazardous Air Pollutants 
(NESHAPs) 
40 CFR 
§ 61.192 
§ 61.222(a) and (b) 

Regulates airborne emissions 
of radon from DOE facilities. 
A facility shall emit no more 
than 20 picocuries per 
square meter per second 
[pCi/(m2 -sec) (1.9 pCi/(ft2 -
sec)] of radon-222 as an 
average for the entire 
source, into the air. Once a 
uranium mill tailings pile or 
impoundment ceases to be 
operational it must be 
disposed of and brought into 
compliance with this 
standard within two years of 
the effective date of the 
standard. If it is not 
physically possible for an 
owner or operator to 
complete disposal within 
that time, EPA shall, after 
consultation with the owner 
or operator, establish a 
compliance agreement 
which will assure that 
disposal will be completed as 
quickly as possible. 

Substantive 
requirements 
applicable to activities 
during Long-term 
Stewardship after 
closure. 

Air FEDERAL 
Clean Air Act (CAA) – National 
primary and secondary ambient 
air quality standards 
40 CFR 
§ 50.6 
§ 50.7 

National primary ambient air 
quality standards define 
levels of air quality with an 
adequate margin of safety, 
to protect the public health. 
Regulates airborne emissions 
of particulate matter having 
an aerodynamic diameter 
less than or equal to a 
nominal 10 micrometers or 
having an aerodynamic 
diameter less than or equal 
to a nominal 2.5 
micrometers. 

Substantive 
requirements 
applicable to 
activities during 
remedial action. 
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Table 1: Applicable or Relevant and Appropriate Requirements. 
Chemical-Specific ARARs and “to be considered” (TBC) Information 
Media Requirement Requirement Synopsis Status and 

Rationale 
Air STATE 

New Mexico Air Quality 
Control Act 
§ 20.2.3 NMAC – 
Ambient Air Quality Standards 

Establishes ambient air 
quality standards, 
performance standards for 
specific sources of air 
pollutants, and specifies 
monitoring methods. 

Substantive 
requirements are 
applicable during 
remedial action. 

Water STATE 
New Mexico Water Quality 
Act 
§ 20.6.2.2101 NMAC – New 
Mexico Water Quality Ground 
and Surface Water Protections 

Establishes water quality 
standards and regulation 
limits on biochemical oxygen 
demand, chemical oxygen 
demand, settleable solids, 
fecal coliform, and pH in 
effluent. 

Substantive 
requirements are 
relevant and appropriate 
to protecting surface 
water from runoff. 

Water STATE 
New Mexico Water Quality 
Act 
Antidegradation Policy and 
Implementation Plan for Surface 
Water 
§ 20.6.4.8.A(1) NMAC 

Requires that existing 
instream water uses are 
maintained and protected 
and that no further water 
quality degradation occur 
that would interfere with or 
become injurious to 
existing uses. 

Substantive 
requirements are 
relevant and 
appropriate to 
protecting surface 
water from runoff. 

Water STATE 
New Mexico Water Quality 
Act 
Standards for Interstate and 
Intrastate Surface Waters – 
Water Quality Criteria 
§ 20.6.4.12 NMAC 

Describes general 
requirements for 
compliance to meet water 
quality standards, 
including monitoring 
requirements. Also 
establishes the minimum 
quantification level (MQL) 
as the water quality 
standard in cases where 
the numeric standard is 
below the MQL. 

Substantive 
requirements are 
relevant and 
appropriate to 
protecting surface 
water from runoff. 

Water STATE 
New Mexico Water Quality 
Act 
Standards for Interstate and 
Intrastate Surface Waters – 
Water Quality Criteria 
§ 20.6.4.13 NMAC 

General Surface Water 
Criteria – 
Applicable to all surface 
water at all times, unless 
a specific standard is 
provided elsewhere in 
these regulations. 

Substantive 
requirements are 
relevant and appropriate 
to protecting surface 
water from runoff. 

UNC Surface Soil Operable Unit Record of Decision Table A-3 



        
  

       
        

     
 

  
    

 
   
   

  
 

    

   
   

   
    

  
 

  
    

  
   

 
 

  
  

  

  
    

 
   
   

  
   

    
   

  
   

  

 
 

  
  

  

  
    

 
   
   

  
 

    
  

 
   

    
  
  

  
  

   

 
 

 
 

  

  
    

 
   
   

  
 

   
 

  
   

   
 

  
  

   

 
 

 
 

  

Table 1: Applicable or Relevant and Appropriate Requirements. 
Chemical-Specific ARARs and “to be considered” (TBC) Information 
Media Requirement Requirement Synopsis Status and 

Rationale 
Water STATE 

New Mexico Water Quality 
Act 
Standards for Interstate and 
Intrastate Surface Waters – 
Water Quality Criteria 
§ 20.6.4.13.A NMAC 

General Criteria – Bottom 
Deposits: 
Requires that surface waters 
are free of contaminants 
that will settle and damage 
or impair benthic life or 
significantly alter the 
bottom. These 
requirements are applicable 
for any remedial action that 
could cause sedimentation 
or deposits into streams. 

Substantive 
requirements are 
relevant and appropriate 
to protecting surface 
water from runoff. 

Water STATE 
New Mexico Water Quality 
Act 
Standards for Interstate and 
Intrastate Surface Waters – 
Water Quality Criteria 
§ 20.6.4.13.B NMAC 

General Criteria – Floating 
Solids, Oils, and Grease: 
Requires that surface waters 
are free from oils, scum, 
grease and other floating 
material. 

Substantive 
requirements are 
relevant and appropriate 
to protecting surface 
water from runoff. 

Water STATE 
New Mexico Water Quality 
Act 
Standards for Interstate and 
Intrastate Surface Waters – 
Water Quality Criteria 
§ 20.6.4.13.C NMAC 

General Standard – Color: 
Prohibits the creation of 
any unnatural, 
undesirable color or one 
that can impair use off 
water by aquatic life. 
These requirements are 
applicable if any 
discharge would create 
color in receiving water. 

Substantive 
requirements are 
relevant and 
appropriate to 
protecting surface 
water from runoff. 

Water STATE 
New Mexico Water Quality 
Act 
Standards for Interstate and 
Intrastate Surface Waters – 
Water Quality Criteria 
§ 20.6.4.13.D NMAC 

General Criteria – 
Organoleptic Quality: 
Prohibits impact of 
unpalatable flavor to fish 
or offensive odor. These 
requirements are 
applicable if any remedial 
alternative would create a 
discharge capable of such 
impacts. 

Substantive 
requirements are 
relevant and 
appropriate to 
protecting surface 
water from runoff. 

UNC Surface Soil Operable Unit Record of Decision Table A-4 



        
  

       
        

     
 

  
    

 
   
   

  
   

    

   
  

  
 

 
 

  
  

  

  
    

 
   
   

  
 

    

  
    
     

  
  

  

 
 

  
  

  

  
    

 
   
   

  
 

   

  
   

   
   

 

 
 

  
  

  

  
    

 
   
   

  
   

   
  

   
 

 
 

 
  

Table 1: Applicable or Relevant and Appropriate Requirements. 
Chemical-Specific ARARs and “to be considered” (TBC) Information 
Media Requirement Requirement Synopsis Status and 

Rationale 
Water STATE 

New Mexico Water Quality 
Act 
Standards for Interstate and 
Intrastate Surface Waters – 
Water Quality Criteria 
§ 20.6.4.13.E NMAC 

General Standard – Plant 
Nutrients: 
Prohibits the presence of 
plant nutrients at 
concentrations that will 
produce undesired aquatic 
life. 

Substantive 
requirements are 
relevant and appropriate 
to protecting surface 
water from runoff. 

Water STATE 
New Mexico Water Quality 
Act 
Standards for Interstate and 
Intrastate Surface Waters – 
Water Quality Criteria 
§ 20.6.4.13.F NMAC 

General Standard – Toxic 
Pollutants: 
Requires that surface water 
of the state of New Mexico 
be free of toxic pollutants in 
amounts, concentrations, or 
combinations that affect the 
propagation of fish. 

Substantive 
requirements are 
relevant and appropriate 
to protecting surface 
water from runoff. 

Water STATE 
New Mexico Water Quality 
Act 
Standards for Interstate and 
Intrastate Surface Waters – 
Water Quality Criteria 
§ 20.6.4.13.G NMAC 

General Standard – 
Radioactivity: 
Prohibits the radioactivity 
of surface water from 
exceeding the criteria set 
forth in the New Mexico 
Radiation Protection 
Regulations. 

Substantive 
requirements are 
relevant and appropriate 
to protecting surface 
water from runoff. 

Water STATE 
New Mexico Water Quality 
Act 
Standards for Interstate and 
Intrastate Surface Waters – 
Water Quality Criteria 
§ 20.6.4.13.H NMAC 

General Standard – 
Pathogens: Requires that 
surface water be free of 
pathogens. 

Substantive 
requirements are 
relevant and 
appropriate to 
protecting surface 
water from runoff. 

UNC Surface Soil Operable Unit Record of Decision Table A-5 



        
  

       
        

     
 

  
    

 
   
   

  
 

   
 

  
  

   
  

    
  

 
 

 
 

  
  

 
 

 
 

  

  
    

 
   
  

  
 

    
   

 
   

    
   

   
  

    
  

 
 

 
 

  

  
    

 
   
   

  
 

    

   
  

   
   
   

   
  

   

 
 

  
  

  

Table 1: Applicable or Relevant and Appropriate Requirements. 
Chemical-Specific ARARs and “to be considered” (TBC) Information 
Media Requirement Requirement Synopsis Status and 

Rationale 
Water STATE 

New Mexico Water Quality 
Act 
Standards for Interstate and 
Intrastate Surface Waters – 
Water Quality Criteria 
§ 20.6.4.13.I NMAC 

General Criteria – 
Temperature: Prohibits 
the increase in 
temperature, as measured 
from above the point of 
discharge, by more than 
2.7°C in a stream (in 
addition to meeting 
maximum temperature 
standards in § 
20.6.4.101-899 NMAC). 
These requirements are 
applicable to any 
discharge to a 
stream/river. 

Substantive 
requirements are 
relevant and 
appropriate to 
protecting surface 
water from runoff. 

Water STATE 
New Mexico Water Quality 
Act 
Standards for Interstate and 
Intrastate Surface Waters – 
Water Quality Criteria 
§ 20.6.4.13.J NMAC 

General Criteria – Turbidity: 
Prohibits reduction in light 
transmission such that 
aquatic life is impaired or 
there is a substantial visible 
contrast with the natural 
appearance of water. These 
requirements are applicable 
to any discharge that could 
increase turbidity. 

Substantive 
requirements are 
relevant and 
appropriate to 
protecting surface 
water from runoff. 

Water STATE 
New Mexico Water Quality 
Act 
Standards for Interstate and 
Intrastate Surface Waters – 
Water Quality Criteria 
§ 20.6.4.13.K NMAC 

General Criteria – Total 
Dissolved 
Solids: Requires that total 
dissolved solids (TDS) 
attributable to other than 
natural causes do not 
damage or impair the 
normal growth, function or 
reproduction of animal, 
plant, or aquatic life. 

Substantive 
requirements are 
relevant and appropriate 
to protecting surface 
water from runoff. 
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Table 1: Applicable or Relevant and Appropriate Requirements. 
Chemical-Specific ARARs and “to be considered” (TBC) Information 
Media Requirement Requirement Synopsis Status and 

Rationale 
Water STATE 

New Mexico Water Quality 
Act 
Standards for Interstate and 
Intrastate Surface Waters – 
Water Quality Criteria 
§ 20.6.4.13.L NMAC 

General Criteria – 
Dissolved Gases: 
Requires that surface 
water be free of nitrogen 
and other dissolved gases 
at levels above 110% 
saturation. 

Substantive 
requirements are 
relevant and appropriate 
to protecting surface 
water from runoff. 

Water STATE 
New Mexico Water Quality 
Act 
Standards for Interstate and 
Intrastate Surface Waters – 
Water Quality Criteria 
§ 20.6.4.900 NMAC – A, C,D,F,G, 
H2 

Establishes water quality 
standards that consist of 
designated use(s) of surface 
water, water quality criteria 
necessary to protect use(s), 
and an anti- degradation 
policy. 

Substantive 
requirements are 
relevant and appropriate 
to protecting surface 
water from runoff. 

Soil/Mine FEDERAL Cradle to grave manifesting The preamble to the 
waste RCRA Manifest Requirements 

40 CFR Part 262 Subpart B 
for mine waste taken from 
NECR Site for disposal at 
UNC Site Tailings Disposal 
Area 

NCP and EPA guidance 
calls for manifesting of 
transported waste 
when CERCLA section 
104(d)(4) 
is used to combine 
sites. 

UNC Surface Soil Operable Unit Record of Decision Table A-7 



        
  

 
 

       
     

 
      

  
   

  
  

     
 

 

  
  

  
 
 

 

  
   

  
  

     
 

  
 
 

    

  
  

  
 

 

  
   

  
  

     
 

  
 
 

 
   

  
  

  
 

 

   
   

  
  

    
 

 

 
 

  
  

 
 

 
  

  
  
   

 

  
 

   
 

 
 

  
  

 
 

 

Table 1: Applicable or Relevant and Appropriate Requirements. 
Action-Specific ARARs and TBC Information 
Media/ 
Activity 

Requirement Requirement Synopsis Status and Rationale 

Residual FEDERAL Protect the public and the Substantive requirements 
Radioactive Uranium Mill Tailings Radiation environment from are relevant and 
Material Control Act of 1978 (UMTRCA), as 

amended – Regulations at 40 
CFR 
§ 192.02(a) 

residual radioactive 
material. 

appropriate to on-site 
disposal activities 
involving residual 
radioactive material. 

Residual FEDERAL Protect the public and the Substantive requirements 
Radioactive Uranium Mill Tailings Radiation environment from are relevant and 
Material Control Act of 1978 (UMTRCA), as 

amended – Regulations at 40 
CFR 
§ 192.32(a)(3)(i) 

uranium mill tailings 
impoundments that are 
nonoperational through 
the placement of a radon 
barrier. 

appropriate to on-site 
uranium mill tailings 
impoundments that are 
nonoperational. 

Residual FEDERAL Protect the public and the Substantive requirements 
Radioactive Uranium Mill Tailings Radiation environment from are relevant and 
Material Control Act of 1978 (UMTRCA), as 

amended – Regulations at 40 
CFR 
§ 192.32(a)(4)(i) 

uranium mill tailings 
impoundments that are 
nonoperational through 
monitoring the 
effectiveness of the radon 
barrier. 

appropriate to on-site 
uranium mill tailings 
impoundments that are 
nonoperational. 

Residual Non- FEDERAL Protect the public and Substantive 
Radioactive Uranium Mill Tailings Radiation the environment from requirements are 
Material Control Act of 1978 (UMTRCA), as 

amended – Regulations at 40 
CFR 
§ 192.32(b)(1) 
§ 192.32(b)(1)(i) 

nonradiological hazards. relevant and appropriate 
to on-site surface 
impoundments 
containing radiological 
and nonradiological 
hazards. 

Hazardous FEDERAL Provides for general Substantive 
Wastes Resource Conservation and 

Recovery Act (RCRA) of 1976, as 
amended – Regulations at 
40 CFR 
§ 264.111(a) 
§ 264.111(b) 

closure performance 
standards for disposal of 
nonradiological hazards. 

requirements are 
relevant and appropriate 
to on-site surface 
impoundments 
containing radiological 
and nonradiological 
hazards. 
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Table 1: Applicable or Relevant and Appropriate Requirements. 
Action-Specific ARARs and TBC Information 
Media/ 
Activity 

Requirement Requirement Synopsis Status and Rationale 

Hazardous FEDERAL Provides for closure Substantive requirements 
Wastes Resource Conservation and 

Recovery Act (RCRA) of 1976, as 
amended – Regulations at 
40 CFR 
§ 264.228(a)(2)(i) 
§ 264.228(a)(2)(ii) 
§ 264.228(a)(2)(iii) 

performance standards 
for disposal of 
nonradiological hazards in 
surface impoundments. 

are relevant and 
appropriate to on-site 
surface impoundments 
containing radiological 
and nonradiological 
hazards. 

Hazardous FEDERAL Provides for post-closure Substantive requirements 
Wastes Resource Conservation and 

Recovery Act (RCRA) of 1976, as 
amended – Regulations at 
40 CFR 
§ 264.228(b)(1) 
§ 264.228(b)(3) 
§ 264.228(b)(4) 

requirements for 
nonradiological hazards 
left in surface 
impoundments after 
closure. 

are relevant and 
appropriate to on-site 
surface impoundments 
containing radiological 
and nonradiological 
hazards after closure. 

40 CFR § 264.228(b)(3) is 
relevant and 
appropriate; however, 
aspects of this regulation 
related to ground water 
are being addressed 
under the ground water 
operable unit record of 
decision remedial action. 

Soils FEDERAL 
Surface Mining Control and 
Reclamation Act of 1977 
(SMCRA), as amended -- 
Regulations at 30 CFR 
§ 816.95(a) and (b) 
§ 816.111(a), (b), and (c) 

Establishes a program for 
stabilization of surface 
areas and revegetation 
requirements 

Substantive requirements 
are relevant and 
appropriate for protecting 
the cap against erosion. 

Air FEDERAL 
Surface Mining Control and 
Reclamation Act of 1977 
(SMCRA), as amended -- 
Regulations at 30 CFR 
§ 780.15(b) 

Establishes a program for 
fugitive dust control and 
monitoring. 

Substantive requirements 
are relevant and 
appropriate during 
remedial action. 

UNC Surface Soil Operable Unit Record of Decision Table A-9 



       
  

       
     

 
      

  
   

   
 

 
    

     

    
 

 
  

 

  
  

  
  

 
 

  
  

  
  

  
 

  

   
  

   
 

  

   
  

 
 

 
 

  
   

  

  

   
  

   
 

    

   
  

 
 

 
 

  
  

   
    

  
  
   

Table 1: Applicable or Relevant and Appropriate Requirements. 
Action-Specific ARARs and TBC Information 
Media/ 
Activity 

Requirement Requirement Synopsis Status and Rationale 

Radioactive FEDERAL Provides a variety of Substantive requirements 
Material License Requirements for Land 

Disposal of Radioactive Waste – 
Regulations at 
10 CFR 
Part 40 Appendix A, Appendix A, 
Criteria 1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 6A, 9, 10, 11 
and 12 
§ 61.41 
§ 61.44 
§ 61.51 
§ 61.52 
§ 61.53 

performance objectives 
and technical 
requirements related to 
land disposal. 

applicable to activities 
related to on-site disposal 
of radioactive materials. 

Aspects of these 
regulations related to 
ground water are 
being addressed under 
the ground water 
operable unit record of 
decision remedial 
action. 

Water FEDERAL 
CWA – 
Section 402, National Pollutant 
Discharge Elimination System 
(NPDES) Stormwater discharges – 
40 CFR 
§125.3(c)(3) 
§125.3(d)(1), (2) and (3) 
§125.3(e) 
§125.3(f) 
§125.3(h) 

On-site discharges from 
site are required to 
meet the substantive 
CWA requirements, 
including discharge 
limitations, monitoring 
and best management 
practices 

Substantive requirements 
are applicable during site 
remedial action activities. 

Water FEDERAL 
CWA – 
Section 402, National Pollutant 
Discharge Elimination System 
(NPDES) Stormwater discharges – 
40 CFR 
§ 122.26(c)(1)(i) 
§ 122.41 
§ 122.42(a) 
§ 122.44(a)(1) 
§ 122.44(e) 
§ 122.44(i)(4) 
§ 122.44(k)(2) and (k)(4) 

On-site discharges from 
site are required to 
meet the substantive 
CWA requirements, 
including discharge 
limitations, monitoring 
and best management 
practices 

Substantive requirements 
are relevant and 
appropriate if site runoff 
is channeled directly to a 
surface water body via 
ditch, culvert, storm 
sewer, or other means. 

UNC Surface Soil Operable Unit Record of Decision Table A-10 



       
  

       
     

 
      

   
    

   
 

 

   
  

  
  

  
   

   
   

  
  

  

  
  

 
 

   
    

   
 

 
 

 

   
  

   
 

  

  
  

  

   
    

   
 

 
   

   

 
  

   

  
  

  

   
    

  

 
 

   
  

   
  
  

  

  
  

  
 

   
    

  

 

  
  

  
  

  
    

 

  
  

  
 

Table 1: Applicable or Relevant and Appropriate Requirements. 
Action-Specific ARARs and TBC Information 
Media/ 
Activity 

Requirement Requirement Synopsis Status and Rationale 

Solid Waste STATE 
New Mexico Solid Waste Act 
Maximum Size, Siting Criteria, 
Design Criteria. 
§ 20.9.4.9 NMAC 

Establishes siting criteria 
for municipal, special 
waste, and construction 
and demolition waste 
landfills and monofills 
(scrap tires or asbestos 
waste). Special waste is 
defined as solid waste 
with unique handling, 
transportation or disposal 
requirements to assure 
protectiveness. 

Substantive requirements 
are relevant and 
appropriate during 
remedial action. 

Solid Waste STATE 
New Mexico Solid Waste Act 
Maximum Size, Siting Criteria, 
Design Criteria. 
§ 20.9.4.13.A.2 NMAC 
§ 20.9.4.13.B NMAC 
§ 20.9.4.13.E.1.a NMAC 

Establishes design criteria 
for municipal landfills, 
special waste landfills, and 
monofills. Provides 
specific requirements for 
liners. 

Substantive requirements 
are relevant and 
appropriate for remedial 
action. 

Solid Waste STATE 
New Mexico Solid Waste Act 
Maximum Size, Siting Criteria, 
Design Criteria. 
§ 20.9.4.14.A NMAC 
§ 20.9.4.14.B.1, B.2, and B.3 
NMAC 

Provides testing and 
quality control 
requirements for 
geosynthetic and soil 
liners and final covers. 

Substantive requirements 
are relevant and 
appropriate for remedial 
action. 

Solid Waste STATE 
New Mexico Solid Waste Act 
Closure and Post-Closure 
Requirements 
§ 20.9.6.9.A.2 NMAC 
§ 20.9.6.9.A.3 NMAC 

Establishes closure and 
post-closure requirements 
for municipal and special 
waste landfills, including 
cover thickness, hydraulic 
conductivity, erosion 
control and revegetation. 

Substantive requirements 
are relevant and 
appropriate for remedial 
action completion. 

Solid Waste STATE 
New Mexico Solid Waste Act 
Closure and Post-Closure 
Requirements 
§ 20.9.6.12 NMAC 

Establishes general 
closure and post-closure 
requirements for other 
solid waste facilities, 
including dismantling of 
structures and other man-
made features. 

Substantive requirements 
are relevant and 
appropriate for remedial 
action completion. 

UNC Surface Soil Operable Unit Record of Decision Table A-11 



       
  

       
     

 
      

  
    

  
   

    
 

 
 

 
  

  
  

 
     

 
  

  
 

   
    

   
   

  
  

 
  

  
  

  
    

   
  

  
  

  
 

  
    

   
  

   

   
 

 
   

 

 
 

  
  

Table 1: Applicable or Relevant and Appropriate Requirements. 
Action-Specific ARARs and TBC Information 
Media/ 
Activity 

Requirement Requirement Synopsis Status and Rationale 

Mining STATE 
New Mexico Mining Act 
§ 19.10.5.507.A NMAC – 
Regulation of Non-Coal Mining 

Soil and Cover Materials. 
Establishes performance 
and reclamation 
standards and 
requirements. Requires 
reclamation to a 
condition that allows for 
re-establishment of a 
self-containing 
ecosystem appropriate 
for the life zone of the 
surrounding areas 
following closure, unless 
conflicting with the 
approved post-mining 
land use. Provides for 
waiver for open pit or 
waste unit, if the open 
pit or waste unit meets 
all applicable federal 
and state laws, 
regulations, and 
standards for air, 
surface water, and 
ground water protection 
following closure and 
will not pose a current or 
future hazard to public 
health or safety. 

Substantive requirements 
are relevant and 
appropriate for remedial 
action completion. 

Mining STATE 
New Mexico Mining Act 
§ 19.10.6.603.A and B NMAC 
§ 19.10.6.603.C.1 through .9 
NMAC 
§ 19.10.6.603.D through H NMAC 

Soil and Cover Materials. 
Establishes performance 
and reclamation 
standards for new mining 
operations, including 
impoundments. 

Substantive 
requirements are 
relevant and appropriate 
for remedial action 
completion. 
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Table 1: Applicable or Relevant and Appropriate Requirements. 
Action-Specific ARARs and TBC Information 
Media/ 
Activity 

Requirement Requirement Synopsis Status and Rationale 

Mining STATE 
New Mexico Surface Mining Act 
Coal Mining Regulations 
§ 19.8.20.2001 NMAC 

Casing and Sealing of 
Drilling Holes: General 
Requirements: Requires 
exposed underground 
openings to be cased, 
sealed, or otherwise 
managed to prevent acid 
or other toxic drainage 
from entering ground or 
surface water. 

TBC during any 
investigation work in and 
around the site. 

Mining STATE 
New Mexico Surface Mining Act 
Coal Mining Regulations 
§ 19.8.20.2003 NMAC 

Casing and Sealing of 
Drilling Holes and 
Underground Openings – 
Permanent: Requires 
that permanent 
measures are employed 
to prevent acid or other 
toxic drainage from 
entering ground or 
surface water from 
exposed underground 
openings. 

TBC during any 
investigation work in and 
around the site. 

Mining STATE 
New Mexico Surface Mining Act 
Coal Mining Regulations 
§ 19.8.20.2005.E NMAC 

Topsoil Substitutes and 
Supplements: Selected 
overburden material 
may be substituted or 
may be used as a 
supplement to topsoil if 
determined by the 
Director of the 
administering state 
agency that the resulting 
soil medium is equal to 
or more suitable for 
sustaining vegetation. 

TBC during remedial 
action. 
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Table 1: Applicable or Relevant and Appropriate Requirements. 
Action-Specific ARARs and TBC Information 
Media/ 
Activity 

Requirement Requirement Synopsis Status and Rationale 

Mining STATE 
New Mexico Surface Mining Act 
Coal Mining Regulations 
§ 19.8.20.2007 NMAC 

Topdressing: 
Redistribution – 
Regraded land shall be 
done in a manner that 
will eliminate slippage, 
achieve an approximate 
uniform thickness, 
prevent compaction and 
is protected from 
erosion before and after 
it is seeded. 

TBC during remedial 
action. 

Mining STATE 
New Mexico Surface Mining Act 
Coal Mining Regulations 
§ 19.8.20.2008 NMAC 

Topdressing: Nutrients 
and Soil Amendments – 
Requires that nutrients 
and amendments be 
applied to support the 
revegetation 
requirements. 

TBC during remedial 
action. 

Mining STATE 
New Mexico Surface Mining Act 
Coal Mining Regulations 
§ 19.8.20.2009.A, .B, .C, .D.1, 
.D.2, .D.4, .E.1, .E.2, and E.3 
NMAC 

Hydrologic Balance: 
General Requirements – 
Establishes actions to 
prevent or minimize 
water pollution. In no 
case shall federal and 
state water quality 
statutes, regulations, 
standards or effluent 
limitations be violated. 

TBC during remedial 
action. 

Mining STATE 
New Mexico Surface Mining Act 
Coal Mining Regulations 
§ 19.8.20.2010 NMAC 

Hydrologic Balance: 
Water Quality Standards 
and Effluent Limitations 
– Requires that all 
surface flow that leaves 
the disturbed area shall 
be made in compliance 
with all applicable state 
and federal water 
quality statutes and 
regulations. 

TBC during remedial 
action. 
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Table 1: Applicable or Relevant and Appropriate Requirements. 
Action-Specific ARARs and TBC Information 
Media/ 
Activity 

Requirement Requirement Synopsis Status and Rationale 

Mining STATE 
New Mexico Surface Mining Act 
Coal Mining Regulations 
§ 19.8.20.2011 NMAC 

Hydrologic Balance: 
Diversion and 
Conveyance of Overland 
Flow – Overland flows 
from undisturbed areas 
may be diverted from 
disturbed areas if 
required as necessary to 
minimize erosion, to 
reduce the volume of 
water to be treated, and 
to prevent or remove 
water from contact with 
acid- or toxic-forming 
materials. 

TBC during remedial 
action. 

Mining STATE 
New Mexico Surface Mining Act 
Coal Mining Regulations 
§ 19.8.20.2013 NMAC 

Hydrologic Balance: 
Sediment Control 
Measures – Requires 
prevention, to the 
extent possible, of 
additional contribution 
of sediment to 
streamflow or to run- 
off outside the permit 
area. 

TBC during remedial 
action. 

Mining STATE 
New Mexico Surface Mining Act 
Coal Mining Regulations 
§ 19.8.20.2014 NMAC 

Hydrologic Balance: 
Sedimentation Ponds – 
Establishes standards for 
sediment pond design, 
sizing, construction and 
maintenance. 

TBC during remedial 
action. 

Mining STATE 
New Mexico Surface Mining Act 
Coal Mining Regulations 
§ 19.8.20.2015 NMAC 

Hydrologic Balance: 
Discharge Structures – 
Requires that discharges 
from sediment ponds, 
impoundments, dams, 
embankments and 
diversions shall be 
controlled by energy 
dissipaters, riprap 
channels and other 
devices. 

TBC during remedial 
action. 
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Table 1: Applicable or Relevant and Appropriate Requirements. 
Action-Specific ARARs and TBC Information 
Media/ 
Activity 

Requirement Requirement Synopsis Status and Rationale 

Mining STATE 
New Mexico Surface Mining Act 
Coal Mining Regulations 
§ 19.8.20.2016 NMAC 

Hydrologic Balance: 
Acid Forming and Toxic 
Forming Spoil – Requires 
that drainage from acid-
forming materials into 
ground and surface 
water be avoided and 
water is prevented from 
coming into contact with 
acid-forming spoil 
in accordance with § 
19.8.20.2056 NMAC. 

TBC during remedial 
action. 

Mining STATE 
New Mexico Surface Mining Act 
Coal Mining Regulations 
§ 19.8.20.2017 NMAC 

Hydrologic Balance: 
Permanent and 
Temporary 
Impoundments – 
Establishes sizing and 
construction standards 
based on impoundment 
classification. Static and 
seismic safety factors for 
impoundments are 
relevant and appropriate 
to similar structures. 
Establishes minimum 
static factor of safety 
(FOS) of 1.3 for 
impoundments. 

TBC during remedial 
action. 
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Table 1: Applicable or Relevant and Appropriate Requirements. 
Action-Specific ARARs and TBC Information 
Media/ 
Activity 

Requirement Requirement Synopsis Status and Rationale 

Mining STATE 
New Mexico Surface Mining Act 
Coal Mining Regulations 
§ 19.8.20.2018 NMAC 

Hydrologic Balance: 
Ground Water Protection 
– Establishes 
requirements to control 
the effects of mine 
drainage and other mine 
disturbances in such a 
manner as to prevent or 
control discharge of acid, 
toxic or otherwise 
harmful mine drainage 
waters into ground water 
systems and to prevent 
adverse impacts on such 
ground water systems. 

TBC during remedial 
action. 

Mining STATE 
New Mexico Surface Mining Act 
Coal Mining Regulations 
§ 19.8.20.2034 NMAC 

Disposal of Excess 
Spoils: General 
Requirements – Requires 
that spoil be placed in a 
controlled manner to 
ensure that leachate  and 
surface runoff from the 
fill will not degrade 
surface or ground water 
or exceed the effluent 
limitations and stability 
of the fill and the land 
mass are suitable for 
reclamation and 
revegetation. 

TBC during remedial 
action. 

Mining STATE 
New Mexico Surface Mining Act 
Coal Mining Regulations 
§ 19.8.20.2037 NMAC 

Disposal of Excess 
Spoils: Durable Rock 
Fills – Establishes 
standards for stability 
(Factor of Safety), slope 
gradient and surface 
water diversion channel 
sizing. 

TBC during remedial 
action. 
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Table 1: Applicable or Relevant and Appropriate Requirements. 
Action-Specific ARARs and TBC Information 
Media/ 
Activity 

Requirement Requirement Synopsis Status and Rationale 

Mining STATE 
New Mexico Surface Mining Act 
Coal Mining Regulations 
§ 19.8.20.2050 NMAC 

Air Resources Protection: 
Fugitive Dust – Requires 
that operators plan and 
employ fugitive dust 
control measures as an 
integral part of site 
reclamation operations. 

TBC during remedial 
action. 

Mining STATE 
New Mexico Surface Mining Act 
Coal Mining Regulations 
§ 19.8.20.2055 NMAC 

Backfilling and Grading: 
General Requirements – 
Establishes minimum 
requirements for 
backfilling and grading 
slopes. 

TBC during remedial 
action. 

Mining STATE 
New Mexico Surface Mining Act 
Coal Mining Regulations 
§ 19.8.20.2056 NMAC 

Backfilling and Grading: 
Covering Coal and Acid- 
and Toxic-Forming 
Material – Requires that 
exposed acid- and toxic- 
forming materials be 
adequately covered with 
non-toxic and non- 
combustible materials. 
Where necessary to 
protect against adverse 
effects on plant growth 
from upward migrating 
salts, erosion, and 
formation of acid or toxic 
seeps; and to provide an 
adequate depth for plant 
growth; the Director shall 
specify thicker amounts 
of cover using non-toxic 
materials. 

TBC during remedial 
action. 

Mining STATE 
New Mexico Surface Mining Act 
Coal  Mining  Regulations 
§ 19.8.20.2059 NMAC 

Regrading or Stabilizing 
Rills and Gullies – 
Requires that surface 
areas be protected and 
stabilized to effectively 
control erosion. 

TBC during remedial 
action. 
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Table 1: Applicable or Relevant and Appropriate Requirements. 
Action-Specific ARARs and TBC Information 
Media/ 
Activity 

Requirement Requirement Synopsis Status and Rationale 

Mining STATE 
New Mexico Surface Mining Act 
Coal Mining Regulations 
§ 19.8.20.2060 NMAC 

Revegetation: General 
Requirements – Requires 
that all land effected by 
mining shall be 
revegetated to provide a 
diverse, effective and 
permanent vegetative 
cover of the same aspect 
native to the area of 
disturbed land. 

TBC during remedial 
action. 

Mining STATE 
New Mexico Surface Mining Act 
Coal Mining Regulations 
§ 19.8.20.2061 NMAC 

Revegetation: Introduced 
Species – Allows for 
introduced species to be 
used for native species, if 
approved. 

TBC during remedial 
action. 

Mining STATE 
New Mexico Surface Mining Act 
Coal Mining Regulations 
§ 19.8.20.2062 NMAC 

Revegetation: Timing – 
When necessary to 
control erosion, any 
disturbed area shall be 
seeded and planted, as 
contemporaneously as 
practicable with the 
completion of backfilling 
and grading, with a 
temporary cover of small 
grains, grasses or 
legumes until a 
permanent cover is 
established. 

TBC during remedial 
action. 

Mining STATE 
New Mexico Surface Mining Act 
Coal Mining Regulations 
§ 19.8.20.2063 NMAC 

Revegetation: Mulching 
and Other Soil Stabilizing 
Practices – Requires the 
use of suitable mulch and 
other soil stabilizing 
practices on all regraded 
and topdressed areas to 
control erosion, promote 
germination of seeds, or 
increase the moisture 
retention capacity of the 
soil. 

TBC during remedial 
action. 
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Table 1: Applicable or Relevant and Appropriate Requirements. 
Action-Specific ARARs and TBC Information 
Media/ 
Activity 

Requirement Requirement Synopsis Status and Rationale 

Mining STATE 
New Mexico Surface Mining Act 
Coal Mining Regulations 
§ 19.8.20.2065 NMAC 

Revegetation: Standards 
for Success – Establishes 
vegetative success 
measures for ground 
cover and productivity. 

TBC during remedial 
action. 

Mining STATE 
New Mexico Surface Mining Act 
Coal Mining Regulations 
§ 19.8.20.2066 NMAC 

Revegetation: Tree and 
Shrub Stocking – 
Establishes standard of 
success for tree and 
shrub stocking. 

TBC during remedial 
action. 
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Table 1: Applicable or Relevant and Appropriate Requirements. 
Location-Specific ARARs and TBC Information 
Media Requirement Requirement Synopsis Status and Rationale 
Cultural FEDERAL Protects Native American Substantive 
Resources The Native American Graves 

Protection And Repatriation 
Act – 
25 United States Code (USC) 
Section 3001 et seq and its 
regulations Title 43 CFR Part 
10. 

graves from desecration 
through the removal and 
trafficking of human remains 
and cultural items including 
funerary and sacred objects. 

requirements 
applicable if Native 
American burials or 
cultural items are 
identified within area to be 
disturbed 

Cultural FEDERAL Provides for the protection of Substantive requirements 
Resources National Historic 

Preservation Act – 
16 USC 470 et seq; 36 CFR 
Part 800 

sites with historic places and 
structures 

applicable if eligible 
resources identified within 
area to be disturbed 

Cultural FEDERAL Prohibits removal of or Substantive requirements 
Resources Archeological Resources 

Protection Act of 1979 – 
16 USC Sections 47000-47011; 
43 CFR Part 7 

damage to archaeological 
resources unless by permit 
or exception 

applicable if eligible 
resources are identified 
within area to be 
disturbed 

Cultural FEDERAL Protects religious, ceremonial, Substantive requirements 
Resources American Indian Religious 

Freedom Act – 
42 USC Section 1996 et seq. 

and burial sites, and the free 
practice of religions by Native 
American groups. 

applicable if Native 
American sacred sites are 
identified within area to be 
disturbed. 

Wildlife FEDERAL 
ESA – 
7 USC Section 136; 
16 USC Sections 15331-1548, 
Title 50 CFR Parts 17 and 402 

Regulates the protection of 
threatened and 
endangered species or 
critical habitat of such 
species. 

Substantive requirements 
applicable if protected 
species are identified 
within area to be 
disturbed 

Wildlife STATE 
NMSA 1978, §§ 17-2-37 
through 17-2-46 

Threatened and Endangered 
Species. Provides for the 
regulation and protection 
of threatened and 
endangered species. 

Substantive requirements 
applicable if protected 
species are identified 
within the area to be 
disturbed 
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Table 1: Applicable or Relevant and Appropriate Requirements. 
Location-Specific ARARs and TBC Information 
Media Requirement Requirement Synopsis Status and Rationale 
Wildlife STATE 

NMSA 1978, § 75-6-1 
Endangered Plant Species. 
Provides for the regulation 
and protection of threatened 
and endangered plant 
species. Endangered plant 
species means any plant 
species whose prospects of 
survival within the state are 
in jeopardy or are likely 
within the foreseeable future. 

Substantive requirements 
applicable if protected 
species are identified 
within the area to be 
disturbed 

Wildlife STATE 
Title 19 Chapter 21 NMAC 

Threatened and Endangered 
Plants. Establishes 
requirements for the 
protection of threatened 
and endangered flora and 
fauna. 

Substantive requirements 
applicable if protected 
species are identified and 
within the area to be 
disturbed 

Cultural STATE Historic Building Structures, Substantive requirements 
Resources NMSA 1978, §§ 18-6-1 

through 18-6-27 
Sites, or Artifacts. Provides for 
the preservation, protection, 
and enhancement of 
structures, sites, and objects of 
historical significance within 
the state. 

applicable if protected 
areas are identified 
and within the area to 
be disturbed 

Cultural STATE Prehistoric or Historic Sites. Substantive requirements 
Resources NMSA 1978, §§ 18-8-1 

through 18-8-8 
Provides for the acquisition, 
stabilization, restoration or 
protection of significant 
prehistoric or historic sites. 

applicable if protected 
areas are identified and 
within the area to be 
disturbed. 

Cultural STATE Prehistoric or Historic Sites. Substantive requirements 
Resources § 4.10.12 NMAC Provides for the 

implementation of the Act. 
applicable if protected 
areas are identified within 
the area to be disturbed. 
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APPENDIX A 
2011 Non-Time Critical Removal Action 

Memorandum 
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UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AG ENCY 
REGION VI AND REGION IX 

MEMORANDUM 

SUBJECT': Action Memorandum: Request for a Non-Time-Critical Removal 
Action at the Northeast Church Rod< Mine Site, McKinley 
County, New Mexico, Pinedale Chapter of the Navajo Nation 

DATE: September 29, 2011 

FROM: Sara Jacobs, Remedial Project Manager ~j}.J 'J /29 1/
Arizona & Navajo Site Section (SFD-6-2) / / 1/ ~ 1/ fr 

U$. EPA Region 9 . 

Cynthia Wetmore, Environmental Engineer /If/Ji /4- Iv~
Technical Support Section (SFD-8-4) l y· 
U.S. EPA Region 9 f/tA / ;/ 

Katrina Higgins-Coltrain, Remedial Project Manager 
Louisiana/New Mexico/Oklahoma Sectio7 (6 ) 
U.S. EPA Region 6 . ------

q /.z .,i 
THROUGH: Claire Trombadore, Section Chief / -

~'.;,o;f:.::~!"t'" Section (SFD-6-2)~ ~~C,/~// 

Donald Williams, Deputy Associate D~ /Jf1' )$~ 
Remedial Branch, (6SF-R) J ~~ 
U.S. EPA Region 6 

TO: Clancy Tenley, Assistant Director 
Partnerships, Land Revitalization & Cleanup Branch (SFD-6) 
U.S. EPA Region 9 

Samuel Coleman, Direcl.or 
Superfund Division, (6SF} 
U.S. EPA Region 6 
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I.  PURPOSE 

The  purpose  of  this  Action  Memorandum  is  to  obtain  and  document  United  States 
Environmental  Protection  Agency  (“U.S. EPA”)  approval  of  the  non-time-critical 
removal  action  described  herein.  The  removal  action  described  in  this  memorandum 
calls  for  the  excavation  of  approximately  871,000  cubic  yards  of  waste  material  from  the 
Northeast  Church  Rock  (“NECR”) Mine  Site  and  placement  of  this  waste  at  a  location  or 
a  facility  that  U.S.EPA  has  determined  to  be  acceptable  for  the  receipt  of  CERCLA  waste 
under  applicable  laws.  The  location  selected  in  this  Action  Memorandum,  and  location 
determined  to  be  suitable  in  the Engineering Evaluation  and  Cost  Analysis  (“EE/CA”) 
issued  by  U.S. EPA  Region  9  on  May  30,  2009,  is  the  nearby  United  Nuclear  Corporation 
(“UNC”) Mill  Site.  Disposal  at  the  UNC Mill  Site  is  contingent  upon  both  modification 
of  the  license  issued  by  the  U.S.  Nuclear  Regulatory  Commission  (“NRC”)  for  the  UNC 
site,  and  issuance  of  an  appropriate  decision  document  by  U.S.  EPA  Region  6  consistent 
with  the  NCP,  40  CFR  Part  300.  Contingent  upon  both  actions,  the  NECR Mine  wastes 
will  be  disposed  within  the  footprint  of  the  existing  tailings  disposal  cells  at  the  UNC 
Mill  Site.  In  addition,  material  stockpiled  on  the  NECR  mine,  including  approximately 
109,800  cubic  yards  of  waste  material  from  previous  removal  actions  and  an  estimated 
30,000  cubic  yards  to  be  excavated  during  another  planned  time-critical  removal  at  the 
Mine  Site,  will  be  moved  and  placed  in  the same  acceptable  location. 

The  UNC Mill  Site  is  listed  on  the  National  Priorities List  (“NPL”),  and 
placement  of  waste  materials  from  the  NECR Mine  Site  at  the  Mill  Site  is  contingent  on 
additional  approvals.  UNC  is  currently  addressing  groundwater  contamination  at  the Mill 
Site  as  called  for  in  U.S.  EPA’s  “Record  of  Decision  /  United  Nuclear  Corporation 
Groundwater  Operable  Unit”  (September  1988)  (the  “ROD”).  UNC  also  is  addressing 
source  control  and  on-site  surface  reclamation  at  the Mill  Site  under  the  direction  of  the 
NRC,  pursuant  to  the  UNC Mill  Site  facility's  NRC  license.  Disposal  of  the  waste 
material  from  the  NECR Mine  Site  at  the  UNC Mill  Site  will  require  an  amendment  of 
the  UNC  facility’s  NRC  license.  In  addition, since  U.S.EPA  retains  authority  under  the 
Comprehensive Environmental  Response,  Compensation  and Liability  Act  (CERCLA), 
42  U.S.C.  §  9601  et  seq.,  the  manner  in  which  the  NECR Mine  Site  waste  materials  will 
be  disposed  of  at  the  UNC Mill  Site  will  be  documented  in  an  appropriate  decision 
document  issued  by  U.S.EPA  Region  6  consistent  with  the  National  Oil  and  Hazardous 
Substances  Pollution  Contingency  Plan  (“NCP”),  40  CFR  Part  300. 

The  purpose  of  this  action  is  to  mitigate  threats  to  human  health  and  the 
environment  posed  by  the  presence  of  hazardous  substances  at  the  NECR Mine  Site.  The 
removal  of  hazardous  substances  will  be  undertaken  pursuant  to  Section  104(a)(1)  of 
CERCLA,  42  U.S.C.  §  9604(a)(1),  and  Section  300.415  of  the  NCP,  40  CFR  §  300.415. 

The  action  described  in  this  memorandum  was  the  subject  of  an EE/CA  issued  by 
U.S. EPA  Region  9  on  May  30,  2009.  U.S. EPA  provided  a  90-day  public  comment 
period  and  received  numerous  written  public  comments.  During  the  comment  period, 
U.S. EPA  also  held  one  public  meeting  and  two  public  hearings.  After  the  official  public 
comment  period  ended,  U.S.  EPA’s  continued  community  involvement  efforts  included 
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ten  additional  community  meetings,  tours  or  workshops,  many  focusing  on  the EE/CA 
and  the  preferred  alternative.  Following  this  extensive  public  involvement  process, 
Region  9  drafted  a  Responsiveness  Summary  provided  as  Attachment  III  to  this  Action 
Memo. 

The  NECR Mine  Site  is  located  on  Navajo  Nation  trust  land  immediately  south  of 
the  reservation  proper  in  Pinedale  Chapter,  McKinley  County,  New  Mexico.  The  UNC 
Mill  Site  is  located  on  fee  land  held  by  UNC,  which  is  now  an  indirect  subsidiary  of 
General  Electric  Corporation  (“GE”). 

II.  SITE  CONDITIONS  AND  BACKGROUND 

Site  Status:  Non-National  Priorities List 
Category  of  Removal:  Non-Time-Critical 
CERCLIS  ID:  NNN000906132 
SITE  ID:  09PM 

A.  Site  Description 

1.  Physical  Location 

The  NECR Mine  Site  is  located  within  Sections  34  and  35  of  Township  17  North 
(T17N),  Range  16  West  (R16W)  and  Section  3  of T16N,  R16W  (MWH,  2004)  at  the 
termination  of  State  Highway  566.  The  NECR Mine  Site  is situated  approximately  16 
miles  northeast  of  Gallup,  McKinley  County,  New  Mexico.  The  NECR Mine  Site  is 
located  within  an  approximately  125  acre  area.  The  majority  of  the  NECR Mine  Site  is 
located  on  lands  held  by  the  United  States  in  trust  for  the  Navajo  Nation;  mineral  rights  to 
this  portion  were  held  by  UNC  under  a  license  from  Newmont  USA,  Ltd. 

According  to  the  Red  Water  Pond  Road  Community  Association,  there  are  eleven 
households  or  home sites  in  the  immediate  vicinity  of  the  NECR Mine  Site,  including  48 
families  and  110  people.  Approximately  25  families  reside  along  Pipeline  Road  north  of 
the  UNC Mill  Site  and  approximately  12  families  reside  along  State  Rt.  566  south  of  the 
UNC Mill  Site  (Navajo  DOJ,  December  2008).  Several  Navajo  families  have  stated  they 
collect  herbs  and  plants  from  the  NECR Mine  Site  and  surrounding  area  for  ceremonial 
purposes.  Apart  from  the  residential  areas,  the  primary  land  use  in  the  area  is  grazing  for 
sheep,  cattle,  and  horses. 

2.  Site  Characteristics 

The  NECR  mine  is  a  historic  uranium  mine  that  was  operated  by  UNC. 
Following  extensive  uranium  mineral  exploration  in  the  1950s  and  1960s,  mining 
development  began  at  the  NECR Mine  in  1967  and  ended  in  1982.  While  the  mine 
operated,  it  served  as  the  principal  mineral  source  for  the  UNC  uranium  mill.  The 
uranium  mill  and  its  adjacent  disposal  cells  make  up  the  United  Nuclear  Corporation 
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Superfund  Site  (the  “UNC Mill  Site”).  Under  a  U.S.  EPA  order,  UNC  is  currently 
addressing  groundwater  contamination  at  the  UNC Mill  Site,  as  called  for  in  U.S. EPA’s 
ROD.  As  explained  in  the  ROD,  remedial  activities  addressing  source  control  and  on-site 
surface  reclamation  are  being  implemented  by  UNC  under  the  direction  of  the  NRC, 
pursuant  to  the  UNC  facility's  NRC  license,  and  integrated  with  the  U.S.  EPA’s selected 
remedy  for  the  groundwater. 

The  NECR  mine  consists  of  two  shafts,  two  uranium  ore  waste  piles,  several  mine 
vent  holes  and  a  production  well,  approximately  1,800  feet  deep,  used  to  dewater  the 
mine  workings  during  operations.  Operations  at  the  NECR Mine  left  uranium  protore 
(low  grade  ore),  waste  rock,  and  overburden  after  the  mine  was shutdown.  The  following 
areas  have  been  identified  as  former  operational  areas: 

• NECR  1  and  NECR  2.  NECR  1  and 2  pads  held  the  ore  and  low-grade  ore  that 
were  mined  from  the  NECR Mine  Site.  The  stockpiled  ore  was  then  transported 
from  NECR  1  and 2  pads  to  the  UNC Mill  Site  for  processing.  Former  mining 
facility  buildings  were  also  located  in  the  NECR  1  area  until  they  were 
demolished  in  2009.  However,  the  material  resulting  from  the  demolition  remains 
on  the  NECR Mine  Site. 

• NECR-1  “Step-Out  Area.” This  step-out  area  is  adjacent  to  NECR-1  and  includes 
the  former  trailer  park,  former  fuel  storage  area,  sediment  pond,  ion  exchange 
plant,  and  other  areas  containing  mine  wastes.  The  “Step-Out  Area”  is  located  to 
the  north  and  east  of  the  mine. 

• Sandfills  1,  2  &  3.  During  closure  of  the  UNC Mill,  the  sandfill  areas  were  used 
as  temporary  staging  grounds  for  tailings  material  that  had  been  processed 
through  the  UNC Mill  Site  facility.  The  material  was  staged  in  the  sandfill  areas 
until  placed  in  the  mine  stopes.1 

• Ponds  1,  2,  3  and  3a,  plus  surrounding  areas  affected  by  mine  wastes.  The  ponds 
held  stormwater  and  water  pumped  from  the  mine  during  dewatering.  The  water 
was  subsequently  treated  in  the  ponds  prior  to  discharge  (under  NPDES2 permit) 
to  the  Unnamed  Arroyo  (Arroyo  #1). 

• Sediment  Pad.  The  sediment  pad  was  a  holding  area  for  sediments  that  were 
regularly  removed  from  the  ponds. The  sediment  was  held  at  the  Sediment  Pad 
until  transferred  to  the  UNC  Mill  Site  facility. 

• Former  Magazine  Area.  Storage  area  for  blasting  materials  for  the  mining 
operation. 

• Vents  3  and 8  combined  areas. The  vents  were  for  the  underground  mining 
operation. 

1 A  stope  is  an  open  space  left  behind  when  wanted  ore  is  removed  from  an  underground  mine  leaving  behind  an  open 
space  known  as a  stope.
2 National  Pollution  Discharge  Elimination  System,  part  of the  Clean  Water  Act. 
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• Boneyard.  Refuse  and  discarded  equipment  from  the  NECR Mine  Site  were 
stored  here. 

• Non-Economic Material  Storage  Area  (NEMSA).  This  area  was  for  storage  of  the 
mine  overburden  and  low-grade  ore  (unmarketable  materials). 

Map  showing  NECR  Mine  Site  former  operational  areas  described  above. 

3.  Removal  Site  Evaluation  (“RSE”)  and  Supplemental  RSE 

In  2006,  the  potentially  responsible  party  (“PRP”),3 UNC,  conducted  the  RSE  at 
the  NECR Mine  Site  with  U.S. EPA  and  Navajo  Nation EPA  (“NNEPA”)  oversight. 
Samples  were  collected  under  U.S. EPA  oversight.  The  RSE  report  and  the 
Supplemental  RSE  report  were  issued  in  October  2007  and  February  2008,  respectively. 

The  RSE  investigation  included  sampling  on  the  NECR Mine  Site  as  well  as  in 
areas  adjacent  to  the  NECR  Mine  Site  (“Step-Out  Areas”)  both  east  and  west  of  Red 
Water  Pond  Road.  Contamination  identified  west  of  Red  Water  Pond  Road  was  removed 
during  two  removal  actions,  including  a  removal  immediately  around  the  residences  in 
2007,  and  a  removal,  including  Arroyo  #1  in  2009  and  2010.  The  NECR Mine  Site  is 
considered  to  be a  contributing  source  of  the  radiological  soil  contamination  east  of  Red 
Water  Pond  Road  identified  in  2010.  However,  due  to  the  proximity  of  the 

3 A  potentially  responsible  party  may  be  held  liable  for  the  cleanup  of  a  Superfund  site  under  CERCLA. 
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contamination  east  of  Red  Water  Pond  Road  to  residents,  and  due  to  the  potential  for 
migration,  U.S.  EPA  decided  to  address  this  Step-Out  Area  as  a  separate  time-critical 
removal  action. 

The  RSE  focused  on  the  preliminary  Contaminants  of  Potential  Concern 
(“COPC”)  identified  as  Ra-226,  in  addition  to  the  metals  arsenic,  molybdenum,  selenium, 
uranium,  and  vanadium.  These  contaminants  are  all  hazardous  substances  under 
CERCLA.  These  preliminary  COPCs  were  chosen  because  these  contaminants  are 
commonly  associated  with  the  type  of  uranium  “roll-front”  deposits  that  were  found  at 
the  NECR Mine  Site  and  may  be  expected  to  be  co-located  and  proportional  where 
present  at  uranium  mining sites. 

The  U.S.  EPA  Superfund  Preliminary  Remediation  Goals4 (PRGs)  for 
radionuclides  (EPA,  2006)  and  the  U.S.  EPA  Region  9  PRGs  for  metals  and  organic 
constituents  (EPA,  2006)  were  used  as  the  field  screening  levels  (FSL)  for  these 
preliminary  COPCs,  except  for  Ra-226  and  arsenic,  during  this  investigation.  The  PRGs 
are  risk-based  concentrations  associated  with  10-6 cancer  risk  level  or  a  hazard  index  of 1  
for  non-cancer  risk,  whichever  has  the  lower  concentration.  Concentrations  of  COPCs, 
except  Ra-226  and  arsenic,  were  compared  to  these  FSLs  to  delineate  the  extent  of 
contamination (see Map  of  NECR Mine  Site,  above). 

All  background  arsenic  results  exceeded  the  arsenic  PRG.  Therefore,  the  mean  of 
the  background  arsenic  concentrations  (3.7  milligrams  per  kilogram  (mg/kg))  was  used  as 
the  FSL  for  arsenic. 

The  background  results  for  Ra-226  ranged  from  0.6  to  1.3  picocurie  per  gram 
(pCi/g)5,  with  an  average  of  1.0  pCi/g.  For  Ra-226,  the  residential  PRG  for  soil  was 
0.0124  pCi/g  (representing  a  cancer  risk  of  10-6).  The  PRG  is  below  the  detection  limit 
of  0.5  pCi/g  and  below  background  concentrations  for  Ra-226.  A  concentration  of  1.24 
pCi/g,  which  corresponds  to  a  1x  10-4 risk  was  within  the  range  of  background  detections. 
Therefore,  an  FSL  of  2.24  pCi/g  was  used  for  Ra-226,  which  corresponds  to  a  risk  of  2 x  
10-4 for  residential  scenarios.  The  reasons  U.S. EPA  selected  a  FSL  for  Ra-226  of  2.24 
pCi/g,  corresponding  to  a  risk  level  of  2  x  10-4,  instead  of  the  1  x  10-6 point  of  departure 
are  as  follows: 

4 PRGs  were  calculated  by  U.S.EPA  Region  9  using  risk  assessment  guidance  from  the  U.S.EPA  Superfund  program 
and  can  be  used  for  Superfund  sites.  They  are  risk-based  concentrations  derived  from  standardized  equations 
combining  exposure information  assumptions  with  U.S.  EPA toxicity  data.  They  are  considered  by the  U.S.EPA  to  be 
protective  for  humans  (including  sensitive  groups)  over  a  lifetime.  PRGs  correspond  to  either a  lifetime  excess  cancer 
risk  of  1x  10-6 or a  non-cancer  hazard  index  of  1,  whichever  is  more  protective.  Since  2006,  U.S.  EPA  has  harmonized 
Regions  3,  6  and  9  risk-based  screening  levels  into  a  single  table:  "Regional  Screening  Levels  (RSL)  for  Chemical 
Contaminants  at  Superfund  Sites."  The  RSLs  are  developed  using  risk  assessment  guidance  from the  U.S.EPA 
Superfund  program  and  are  updated  as  changes in  exposure  factors  or toxicity  values  occur.  The  RSL  for  uranium  has 
changed  since  the  2006,  with  the  current  RSL  being  230  mg/kg  for  residential  soil  exposure.
5 Radioactive  elements  are  unstable  and  become  other  elements  known  as  “daughters”  by  giving  off  radiation.  When 
one  atom  of  an  element  becomes  its  daughter,  this  is  known  as  “decay.”  The  curie  (symbol  Ci)  is  a  unit  of 
radioactivity,  defined  as  1  Ci  =  3.7×1010 decays  per  second.  This  is  roughly the  activity  of  1  gram  of the  radium  isotope 
226Ra, a  substance  studied  by the  pioneers  of  radiology,  Marie  and  Pierre  Curie,  for  whom  the  unit  was  named.  Pico 
here  means  one trillionth.  A  picocurie  (pCi)  is  one  trillionth  of the  decays  per  second  expected  from  a  gram  of the 
radium  isotope  Ra-226.  This  turns  out to  be  about  2.2  decays  per  minute. 
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• The  2.24  pCi/g  FSL  is  consistent  with  the  general  risk  range  cited  in  the  NCP 
(300.430(e)  (2)(i); 

• The  2.24  pCi/g  FSL  is  distinguishable  from  the  mean  background  measurement  of 
1  pCi/g , and  therefore  measurable  in  the  field;  and 

• The  2.24  pCi/g  FSL  is  above  the  analytical  detection  limit  of  0.5  pCi/g  and  can  be 
quantitatively  measured. 

Table  4.1.  Selected  Field  Screening  Levels 

Contaminant  of  Potential  Concern  Field  Screening  Level 
Ra-226  2.24  pCi/g 
Arsenic  3.7  mg/kg 
Molybdenum  390  mg/kg 
Selenium  390  mg/kg 
Uranium  200  mg/kg6 

Vanadium  390  mg/kg 

Surface  Soil  Results 

Two  methods  were  employed  in  conducting  the  field  investigation  of  surface 
soils.  Initially,  static  gamma  measurements  were  conducted  on  a  random  80-foot 
triangular  grid  consistent  with  the  Multi-Agency  Radiation  Survey  and  Site  Investigation 
Manual  (“MARSSIM”).  MARSSIM  is  a  consensus  document  prepared  by  the  U.S. 
Department  of  Defense,  the  U.S.  Department  of Energy,  the  U.S.  EPA  and  the  NRC,  and 
provides  methodology  for  performing  radiological  surveys.  Surface  soil  samples  for 
laboratory  analysis  were  randomly  collected  from  a  minimum  of  13  of  the  gamma 
measurement  locations  in  each  operational  area  and  analyzed  for  the  preliminary  COPCs. 
Equivalent  Ra-226  concentrations  were  derived  from  the  gamma  survey  results  by 
developing  correlations  using  regression  analysis  between  the  gamma  survey  results  and 
co-located  surface  soil  samples  analyzed  for  Ra-226.  The  results  of  the  gamma  radiation 
surveys  indicated  that  surface  soils,  within  the  initial  boundaries  of  each  of  the  on-site 
areas,  contain  surface  soils  with  Ra-226  concentrations  above  the  2.24  pCi/g  FSL  over 
the  majority  of  the  areas  surveyed.  Only small  fractions  of  the  survey  points  within  the 
initial  boundary  areas  were  below  the  FSL. 

Surface  soil samples  were  collected  at  the  former  operational  areas  listed  in 
section  II.A.2  of  this  memo.  Ra-226,  uranium,  and  arsenic  exceeded  the  FSL  at  many 
locations,  while  all  results  for  molybdenum,  selenium  and  vanadium  were  below  their 
respective  FSLs.  Ra-226,  uranium  and  arsenic  concentrations  in  surface  soil  were  as 
follows: 

6 The  PRG  for  uranium in  soil  has  changed  since  2006;  the  current  Regional  Screening  Levels  (RSL)  is  now  230 
mg/kg. 
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• Ra-226  values  ranged  from  0.8  to  875  pCi/g. 

• Uranium  values  ranged  from  0.7  to  3,970  mg/kg. 

• Arsenic  values  ranged  from  non-detect  to  14.9  mg/kg.  The  data  do  not  show 
any  correlation  between  arsenic  and  Ra-226  or  uranium  concentrations,  and  there 
does  not  appear  to  be  any  spatial  pattern  in  concentrations  within  the  survey  areas. 

• Other  stable  metals  associated  with  the  mineral  belt,  such  as  molybdenum, 
selenium  and  vanadium,  (1)  were  below  their  respective  FSLs;  and  (2)  appear  to 
be  within  the  range  observed  in  the  background  area  and  do  not  appear  to  be 
associated  with  mining  operations.  Exceptions  to  this  occurred  at  only  one 
operational  area,  NECR-1,  where  selenium  was  detected  above  background,  but 
below  FSLs.  There  were  four  detections  of  molybdenum  also  above  background 
(non-detect  is  background)  but  below  FSLs  at  NECR-1. 

Subsurface  Soil  Results 

Subsurface  soil  samples  (>0.5  feet  below  ground  surface  (“bgs”))  were  collected 
from  the  on-site  former  operational  areas  and  the  Unnamed  Arroyo.  Subsurface  samples 
were  co-located  with  the  surface  soil  sample  locations.  Subsurface  samples  were 
collected  from  test  pits,  from  soil  borings,  and  from  hand  auger  holes  approximately 
every  5  feet  bgs  until  native  soil  was  reached.  These  subsurface  samples  were  analyzed 
for  the  preliminary  COPCs.  The  results  show  that  Ra-226,  uranium  and  arsenic  exceed 
the  FSLs  at  some  locations,  while  all  results  for  molybdenum, selenium  and  vanadium 
were  below  their  respective  FSLs.  Ra-226,  uranium  and  arsenic  concentrations  in 
subsurface  soil  were  as  follows: 

• Ra-226  values  ranged  from  0.6  to  438  pCi/g. 

• Uranium  values  ranged  from  0.7  to  760  mg/kg. 

• Arsenic  values  ranged  from  non-detect  (<0.5)  to  13.9  mg/kg. 

• Molybdenum  and  vanadium  are  within  the  range  observed  in  the  background 
area  and  below  their  FSLs  and  do  not  appear  to  be  associated  with  mining 
operations.  Selenium  results  were  below  its  FSL. 
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4.  Release  or  threatened  release  into  the  environment  of  a  hazardous  substance, 
or  pollutant  or  contaminant 

Under  U.S.  EPA  supervision,  UNC  performed  a  human  health  risk  assessment 
(“HHRA”),  including  a  conceptual site  model,  a  screening  level  HHRA,  and  a  baseline 
HHRA.  The  HHRA  indicated  the  need  for  a  response  action  to  control  releases  and 
prevent  exposure.  Actual  and  threatened  releases  of  hazardous  substances  from  the 
NECR Mine  Site,  if  not  addressed  by  implementing  a  Non Time-Critical  Removal 
Action,  may  continue  to  present  an  imminent  and  substantial  endangerment  to  public 
health  or  welfare  or  the  environment. 

The  HHRA  did  not  identify  unacceptable  risk  for  any  of  the  evaluated 
contaminants  except  Ra-226  and  uranium.  Other  stable  metals  associated  with  the 
mineral  belt,  such  as  molybdenum,  selenium  and  vanadium,  were  below  their  respective 
FSLs  and  do  not  appear  to  be  associated  with  mining  operations  nor  present  an 
agronomic  concern.  Arsenic  while  above  its  FSL,  was  within  the  range  of  background 
concentrations.  Ra-226  and  uranium  are  the  contaminants  of  concern  (“COCs”). 

Radium  is  formed  when  uranium  and  thorium  undergo  natural  decay  in  the 
environment.  During  the  decay  processes,  alpha,  beta,  and  gamma  radiation  are  released. 
The  HHRA  indicated  that  there  are  three  predominant  human  exposure  pathways  of 
concern  for  uranium  and  radium.  Whole  body  radiation  may  be  experienced  by  nearby 
residents  and  trespassers  on  or  near  the  NECR Mine  Site  itself  or  at  secondary  sources 
(e.g.,  water  or  windborne).  Radium  in  the  soil  may  be  absorbed  by  plants  and  may 
concentrate  in  terrestrial  organisms.  Persons  and  wildlife  may  also  directly  ingest 
radionuclides  which  then  may  be  transported  to  organs  or  other sites  in  the  body. 
Radionuclides  such  as  radium,  radon  and  decay  products  may  be  inhaled  creating  alpha 
sources  in  the  lungs. 

The  Action Levels  listed  in  the Table  4.2  are  selected  for  the  COCs.  These 
Action  Levels  are  selected  because  the  HHRA,  based  upon  future  use  of  the Mine  Site  for 
grazing  purposes,  determined  that  there  were  unacceptable  risks  associated  with  the 
concentrations  of  radium  and  uranium  at  the Mine  Site. 

The  Action Level  selected  for  radium-226  (Ra-226)  is  2.24  pCi/g  and  corresponds 
to  a  risk  of  2  x  10-4 for  residential  scenarios7. The  reasons  that  U.S.  EPA  selected  an 
Action  Level  for  Ra-226  of  2.24  pCi/g,  corresponding  to  a  risk  level  of  2  x  10-4,  instead 
of  the  1  x  10-6 point  of  departure,8 are  as  follows: 

7 U.S.  EPA  evaluated  several  different  scenarios  (current/future  maintenance  personnel,  the  hypothetical  future 
livestock  grazer,  and  hypothetical  future  on-site  resident).  U.S.  EPA  also  considered  multiple  exposure  pathways 
(incidental  ingestion,  inhalation  of  fugitive  dust,  consumption  of  homegrown  produce,  consumption  of  homegrown 
meat/eggs,  and  external  radiation).  The  selected  Action  Level  is  protective  for  these  scenarios  and  exposure  pathways. 
8 To  protect  human  health,  U.S.EPA  has  set  the  acceptable  risk  range  for  carcinogens  at  Superfund  Sites  from  1  in 
10,000 to  1  in  1,000,000  (expressed  as 1  x  10-4 to  1 x  10-6).  A  risk  of  1  in  1,000,000  (1 x  10-6)  means  that  one  person 
out  of  one  million  people  could  be  expected to  develop  cancer  as a  result  of a  lifetime  exposure  to  the  site 
contaminants.  Where  the  aggregate  risk  from  contaminants  of  concern  (COC)  based  on  existing  ARARs (see Section 
V(A)(4)  below  for  an  explanation  of  ARARs)  exceeds  1  x  10-4,  or where  remediation  goals  are  not  determined  by 
ARARs,  U.S.EPA  uses  the 1  x  10-6 as a  point  of  departure  for  establishing  preliminary  remediation  goals.  This  means 
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• The  2.24  pCi/g  Action  Level  is  consistent  with  the  general  risk  range  cited  in  the 
NCP  (300.430(e)  (2)(i);9 

• The  2.24  pCi/g  Action  Level  is  distinguishable  from  the  mean  background 
measurement  of  1  pCi/g , and  therefore  measurable  in  the  field;  and 

• The  2.24  pCi/g  Action  Level  is  above  the  analytical  detection  limit  of  0.5  pCi/g 
and  can  be  quantitatively  measured. 

The  Action Level  for  Ra-226  of  2.24  pCi/g  is  considered  protective  because  it  is  in 
the  general  risk  range  consistent  with  the  general  risk  range  cited  in  the  NCP  (300.430(e) 
(2)(I). 

The EE/CA  determined  that  the  uranium  was  co-located  with  the  Ra-226  and  that 
by  removing  the  waste  that  exceeds  2.24  pCi/g  of  Ra-226,  the  uranium  levels  above  the 
RSL  of  230  mg/kg  would  also  be  removed.  Therefore,  the  Action Level  for  uranium  was 
selected  based  on  the  RSL  for  uranium,  230  mg/kg. This  Action Level  is  associated  with 
a  Hazard  Quotient  of  1  for  residential  soil  exposure10. If  the  Hazard  Quotient  is  less  than 
one,  no  adverse  health  effects  are  expected  from  potential  exposure11. 

The  toxicity  values  that  were  used  in  estimating  carcinogenic  risks  and  non-
carcinogenic  hazards  represent  a  potential  source  of  uncertainty. Exposure  assumptions 
included  the  consumption  of  homegrown  produce,  and  meat  and  eggs  obtained  from 
livestock  raised  in  both  on-site  and  off-site  areas  of  the  NECR Mine  permit. Exposure  of 
human  receptors  to  COPCs  through  the  food  chain  is  typically  associated  with  substantial 

that  accumulative  risk level  of  1  x  10-6 is  used  as  the  starting  point  (or initial  “protectiveness”  goal)  for  determining  the 
most  appropriate  risk  level  that  alternatives  should  be  designed  to  attain.  Factors  related to  exposure,  uncertainty  and 
technical  limitations  may justify  modification  of initial  cleanup  levels that  are  based  on  the  1  x  10-6 risk level. 
9 Under  the  NCP,  site  cleanup  should  generally  achieve  a  level  of  risk  within  the  10-4 to  10-6 carcinogenic  risk  range 
based  on  the  reasonable  maximum  exposure  for  an individual.  The  cleanup  levels  to  be  specified  include  exposures 
from  all  potential  pathways,  and  through  all  media  (e.g.,  soil,  ground  water,  surface  water,  sediment,  air,  structures, 
biota).  The  upper  boundary  of the  risk  range  for  carcinogens  in  the NCP  is  not  a  discrete  line  at  1x10-4,  although 
U.S.EPA  generally  uses  1x10-4 in  making  risk  management  decisions.  A  specific  risk  estimate  around  10-4 may  be 
considered  acceptable if  justified  based  on  site-specific  conditions.  The  Action  Level  selected  for  Ra-226  in  this 
Action  Memorandum is  2.24  pCi/g  and  corresponds to  an  acceptable  risk  range  of  2  x  10-4 for  residential  scenarios. 
This  risk  range  is  consistent  with  the  NCP  provisions  regarding  carcinogenic  risk  range.
10 Typically,  carcinogenic  effects  are  the  only  effects  that  are  considered  for  radionuclides,  except  for  uranium  for 
which  both  carcinogenic  and  non-carcinogenic  effects  are  considered.  Non-carcinogenic  effects  are  assessed  using a  
Hazard  Quotient  system  where  if  the  Hazard  Quotient  is  less  than  one,  no  adverse  health  effects  are  expected  from 
potential  exposure.  Since  the  RSL  for  uranium  considers  both the  carcinogenic  and  non-carcinogenic  effects,  the  RSL 
limit  of  230  mg/kg is  considered  protective  for  both.
11 For  non-carcinogenic toxic  chemicals,  the toxicity  assessment  is  based  on  the  use  of  reference  doses  (RfDs)  . A  
reference  dose  is  the  concentration  of a  chemical  known  not  to  cause  health  problems.  The  estimated  potential  site-
related intake  of  a  compound is  compared to  the  RfD  in the  form  of  a  ratio,  referred to  as  the  hazard  quotient  (HQ).  If 
the  HQ  is  less  than  one,  no  adverse  health  effects  are  expected  from  potential  exposure.  When  environmental 
contamination  involves  exposure  to  a  variety  or  mixture  of  compounds,  a  hazard  index  (HI) is  used to  assess  the 
potential  adverse  effects  for  this  mixture  of  compounds.  The  HI  represents a  sum  of the  hazard  quotients  calculated  for 
each  individual  compound.  HI  values  that  approach  or  exceed  one,  generally  represent  an  unacceptable  health  risk  that 
requires  remediation. 
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uncertainty  due  to  the  methods  and  assumptions  used  in  modeling  food  chain  exposures. 
Consequently,  food  uptake  factors  and  exposure  assumptions  tend  to  err  on  the  protective 
side.  Because  the  majority  of  these  uncertainties  err  on  the  conservative side,  the 
estimated  risks  presented  in  the  HHRA  for  NECR  most  likely  represent  upper  bound 
estimates. 

In EPA’s  Superfund  program,  when  a  contaminant  exists  in  the  environment  at a  
concentration  that  exceeds  an  Action Level,  this  means  that  the  concentration  is  high 
enough  to  warrant  action  or  trigger  a  response  under  CERCLA  and  the  NCP. 

Table  4.2  Selected  Action  Levels 

Contaminant  of  Concern  Action  Level 

Ra-226  2.24  pCi/g 
Uranium  230  mg/kg 12 

Based  on  the  sampling  data  in  the  RSE,  U.S. EPA  has  estimated  that 
approximately  871,000  cubic  yards  of  radiological  waste  exist  in  the  listed  former 
operational  areas  and  an  additional  109,800  cubic  yards  of  contaminated  soil  are  stored 
on  the  NECR Mine  Site  after  the  previous  removal  actions  (see  Section  II.B).  The 
estimated  volume  for  the  planned  time-critical  removal  (documented  in  a  separate, 
concurrent  action  memorandum)  for  the  area  east  of  Red  Water  Pond  Road  is  30,000 
cubic  yards  of  radiological  contaminated  soil. 

In  addition  to  verification  sampling  for  the  COCs  Ra-226  and  uranium,  the  U.S. 
EPA  will  verify  by  confirmation  sampling,  after  completion  of  excavation  and  as a  
conservative  measure,  that  the  levels  of  all  COPCs,  including  arsenic,  molybdenum, 
selenium  and  vanadium  remain  protective  of  human  health  and  the  environment. 

Current  conditions  at  the  NECR  Mine  Site  present  risks  due  to  the  lack  of  an 
engineered  containment system  for  the  waste  and  the  wind  and  water  transport 
mechanisms  that  have  previously  contaminated  the  NECR Mine  Site  and  the  residential 
areas  located  north  of  the  NECR Mine  Site  subjected  to  the  previous  removal  actions  and 
subject  to  the  upcoming  removal  actions. 

5.  National Priorities  List  Status 

The  NECR Mine  Site  is  not  on  the  NPL.  In  2006,  the  Navajo  Superfund  Program 
conducted  a  pre-CERCLIS site  screening  of  the  NECR Mine  Site  (CERCLIS  ID  No. 
NNN000906132).  The  UNC Mill  Site  ceased  operations  in  1982  and  was  listed  on  the 
NPL  in  1983.  Under  a  U.S.  EPA  order,  UNC  is  currently  addressing  contamination  at  the 
UNC Mill  Site  as  called  for  in  U.S. EPA’s  ROD.  As  explained  in  the  ROD,  remedial 
activities  addressing  source  control  and  on-site  surface  reclamation  are  being 

12 The  PRG  for  uranium in  soil  has  changed  since  2006;  the  current  Regional  Screening  Levels  (RSL)  is  now  230 
mg/kg. 
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implemented  by  UNC  under  the  direction  of  the  NRC,  pursuant  to  the  UNC  facility's 
NRC  license,  and  integrated  with  the  U.S. EPA’s selected  remedy  for  the  groundwater. 

B.  Other  Actions  to  Date 

U.S. EPA  ordered  three  time-critical  removal  actions  related  to  the  NECR Mine 
Site  in  the  past  five  years.  These  actions,  which  were  performed  by  UNC  and  U.S.  EPA, 
are  described  below. 

1.  2006  Removal  Site  Evaluation 

In  September  2006,  U.S.  EPA  entered  into  an  administrative  order  on  consent 
(“2006  AOC”)  with  UNC,  under  which  UNC  performed  a  removal  site  evaluation  at  the 
NECR Mine  Site,  under  oversight  of  U.S.  EPA  and  Navajo  Nation EPA. 

2.  2007  Residential  Removal  Action 

A  time-critical  removal  action  was  taken  for  three  home sites  where  NECR Mine-
related  contamination  was  found.  U.S.  EPA signed  the  NECR  Residential  Action Memo 
on  April  18,  2007  and  issued  a  Unilateral  Administrative  Order  on  May  4,  2007  ordering 
UNC  to  undertake  transportation  and  disposal,  while  U.S.  EPA  conducted  excavation 
and  sampling  components  of  the  removal  action. 

Beginning  on  May  7,  2007  and  continuing  for  approximately  four  weeks,  U.S. 
EPA  representatives  and  the  United  State  Coast  Guard  (“USCG”)  Pacific  Strike Team 
performed  the  NECR  home site  investigation  and  cleanup.  Using  the  U.S. EPA-
established  soil  cleanup  goal  of  2.24  pCi/g  Ra-226  for  surface  soil  sampling,  removals 
were  conducted  for  half-acre  areas  around  three  home sites.  Consistent  with  the 
MARSSIM  guidance,  excavated  areas  were  100% scanned.  All  radon  levels  were  below 
4.0  pCi/L  in  the  homes  and  the  average  soil  concentrations  were  below  2.24  pCi/g 
consistent  with MARSSIM  procedures  after  the  removals  were  completed. 

3.  2009/2010  Step-Out  Interim  Removal  Action 

U.S. EPA signed  the  NECR  Step-Out  Area  Interim  Removal  Action 
Memorandum  on  July  23,  2009.  In  a  July  24,  2009  Administrative  Order  on  Consent 
(“2009”  AOC),  UNC  and  GE  (collectively  “UNC/GE”)  agreed  to  undertake  the  removal 
action  with  U.S. EPA  oversight.  The  2009  removal  action  used  2.24  pCi/g  Ra-226, 
which  is  the  same  soil  cleanup  goal  as  the  one  selected  for  the  2007  Removal  Action. 

The  Interim  Removal  Action  (“IRA”)  activities  were  performed  from 
approximately  August  17,  2009  through  May  21,  2010.  The  work  included  demolition  of 
existing  mine  buildings  and  associated  concrete slabs  located  within  the  NECR-1 
footprint.  It  also  included  excavation  and  placement  onto  the  NECR-1  pile  of 
approximately  109,800  cubic  yards  (cy)  of  soil  from  the  Step  Out  Area,  including 
approximately  33,000  cy  from  the  Unnamed  Arroyo;  excavation  and  stockpiling  of 
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approximately  4,000  cy  of  petroleum  impacted  soil  (TPH  soil);  backfilling  and 
restoration  of  depressions,  culverts,  and  roads  with  new  imported  materials; 
characterization  of  Red  Water  Pond  Road  from  Hwy  566  to  the  bridge  by  the  Quivira 
Mine  Site;  and  fencing,  seeding  and  other  restoration  activities. 

In  general,  all  soils  with  an  activity  concentration  for  Ra-226  above  3.0  pCi/g 
were  removed  from  the  Unnamed  Arroyo  and 4  Zones  in  the  Step-Out  area  until  the 
average  residual  activity  concentrations  were  less  than  2.24  pCi/g.  Removal  soils  were 
placed  on  the  NECR-1  pile,  which  was  capped  with  6  to  12  inches  of  clean  imported  fill. 
Areas  that  were  excavated  to  a  depth  of  more  than  about  1-foot  (including  the  Unnamed 
Arroyo)  were  backfilled  with  imported  material. 

During  this  work,  in  close  coordination  with  U.S.  EPA  Community  Involvement 
Coordinators,  UNC/GE  arranged  for  temporary  housing  for  three  households  for 
approximately  five  months.  U.S.  EPA  also  temporarily  moved  residents  from  four 
additional  households  for  approximately  two  months.  UNC/GE  retained  contractors  to 
carry  out  temporary  housing,  construction,  transportation  and  sampling  activities. 

C.  State  and  Local  Authorities  Roles 

1.  State  and  local  actions  to  date 

Consultations  with  the  Navajo  Nation  and  the  State  of  New  Mexico  in  2005 
resulted  in  U.S.  EPA  Region  9  taking  the  lead  on  the  NECR Mine  Site.  NNEPA  sent a  
letter  to  U.S.  EPA  Region  9  dated  March  22,  2005,  formally  requesting  that  U.S.  EPA 
Region  9  become  the  lead  agency,  consistent  with  a  Memorandum  of  Understanding 
between  Region  9  and  the  Navajo  Nation.  Region  9  issued  a  letter  formally  accepting 
NECR Mine  Site  lead  on  November  7,  2005. 

U.S.  EPA  will  continue  to  coordinate  closely  with  the  Navajo  Nation  and  the 
State  of  New  Mexico  throughout  the  cleanup  process.  Both  entities  will  be  included  as 
part  of  a  technical  design  review  team  of  regulatory  agencies,  including  U.S.  EPA 
Regions  6  and  9,  NRC,  Department  of Energy,  New  Mexico Environment  Department, 
and  the  NNEPA.  Both  Navajo  Nation  and  the  State  of  New  Mexico  have  identified 
requirements  that  are  considered  to  be  applicable  or  relevant  and  appropriate 
requirements  (“ARARs”)  as  discussed  below  under  Section  V.A.4. 

III.  THREATS  TO  PUBLIC  HEALTH  OR  WELFARE  OR  THE 
ENVIRONMENT,  AND  STATUTORY  AND  REGULATORY 
AUTHORITIES 

Current  conditions  at  the  NECR  Mine  Site  pose  the  threat  of  potential  future 
releases  of  the  hazardous  substances  Ra-226  and  uranium.  The  area  of  the  NECR Mine 
Site  where  concentrations  of  uranium  and  Ra-226  exceed  the  Action  Level  is  reasonably 
well  defined  (refer  to  section  II.A.2.)  Due  to  the  risk  of  direct  human  exposure  to  these 
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hazardous  substances  by  ingestion  or  inhalation,  there  is  an  imminent  and  substantial 
endangerment  to  the  public  health  or  welfare  or  the  environment  at  or  from  the  NECR 
Mine  Site.  The  removal  action  selected  in  this  Action  Memorandum  is  appropriate  under 
the  factors  set  forth  in  the  NCP,  40  CFR §  300.415(b)(2). 

1.  Actual  or  potential  exposure  to  hazardous  substances  or  pollutants  or 
contaminants  by  nearby  populations  or  the  food  chain 

As  described  in  Section  II.A.3,  high  concentrations  of  Ra-226  have  been  detected 
in  samples  at  the  NECR Mine  Site.  Radium  is  a  daughter  product  formed  when  uranium 
and  thorium  decay.  Two  of  the  main  radium  isotopes  found  in  the  environment  are  Ra-
226  and  Ra-228.  During  the  decay  process,  alpha,  beta,  and  gamma  radiation  are 
released.  Radium  may  be  found  in  air,  water  and  soil.  Radium  in  the  soil  may  be 
absorbed  by  plants. 

Analytical  results  indicate  that  concentrations  of  Ra-226  identified  in  soil  and 
mine  waste  exceed  background,  pose  an  unacceptable  excess  lifetime  cancer  risk  greater 
than  1  x  10-4,  and  exceed  U.S.  EPA’s  Action  Level,  as  explained  above  in  section  II.A.4 
of  this  Action  Memorandum.  Acute  inhalation  exposure  to  high  levels  of  radium  can 
cause  adverse  effects  to  the  blood  (anemia)  and  eyes  (cataracts).  Ra-226  also  has  been 
shown  to  affect  the  teeth,  causing  an  increase  in  broken  teeth  and  cavities.  Exposure  to 
high  levels  of  radium  results  in  an  increased  incidence  of  bone,  liver,  and  breast  cancer. 
The  U.S.EPA  and  the  National  Academy  of  Sciences,  Committee  on  Biological  Effects 
of  Ionizing  Radiation,  has  stated  that  radium  is  a  known  human  carcinogen  (ATSDR, 
1999).  Inhalation  of  radium  contaminated  particulates  is  of  particular  concern.  Radium 
emits  alpha  radiation,  which,  when  inhaled,  becomes  a  source  of  ionizing  radiation  in  the 
lung  and  throat,  possibly  leading  to  toxic  effects. 

Much  of  the  contaminated  material  at  the  NECR Mine  Site  is  fine-grained  and 
therefore  likely  to  result  in  human  exposure  via  inhalation  or  ingestion.  Persons 
occupying  or  traversing  the  NECR Mine  Site  may  be  exposed  to  contaminated  dust  by 
inhalation  or  ingestion  of  contamination  sorbed  to  particulate  matter.  Incidences  of  direct 
contact  with  natural  and  mechanically  generated  dust  during  these  activities  account  for 
known  contamination  exposure  scenarios  at  the  NECR Mine  Site.  Radium  may  be 
entrained  in  naturally  and  mechanically  generated  dust  and/or  transported  on  shoes  and 
clothing  of  residents  passing  over  contaminated  areas. 

Activities  that  occur  in  contaminated  areas  that  may  put  persons  at  risk  include 
walking  or  hiking,  livestock  grazing,  gardening  and  yard  work,  and  modes  of 
transportation  including  all-terrain  vehicle,  motorcycle,  or  horseback.  Persons  may  drive 
their  vehicles  over  contaminated  areas  as  well.  This  activity  may  also  contribute  to 
exposure  pathways  via  dust  generation. 

Rainfall  events  may  lead  to  transport  of  the  contamination  from  the  NECR Mine 
Site.  Soil  erosion  may  indicate  transport  of  contamination  from  the  NECR Mine  Site 
constituting  a  release  of  hazardous  substances  and  resulting  in  secondary  contamination 
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sources.  In  addition,  contaminants  may  migrate  during  wind  events,  due  to  adherence  to 
windborne  dust  particles. 

Without  the  excavation  and  removal  called  for  in  this  action  memorandum, 
contaminated  mine  waste  and  soils  from  the  NECR Mine  Site  may  migrate  off-site  via 
wind  and  water  transport  mechanisms.  Some  of  the  radium  daughter  particles,  such  as 
radon,  may  also  adhere  to  dust  particles  and  migrate  as  well  as  migrate  off-site  during 
historic  surface  water  flows. 

IV.  ENDANGERMENT  DETERMINATION 

Actual  and  threatened  releases  of  hazardous  substances  from  the  NECR Mine 
Site,  if  not  addressed  by  implementing  a  Non-Time-Critical  Removal  Action,  may 
continue  to  present  an  imminent  and  substantial  endangerment  to  the  public  health  or 
welfare  or  the  environment. 

V.  ACTIONS  SELECTED  AND  ESTIMATED  COSTS 

A.  Response  Actions 

1.  Action  description 

U.S.  EPA  has  decided  to  address  the  imminent  and  substantial  threats  to  the 
public  health  or  welfare  or  the  environment  by  taking  steps  to  mitigate  the  releases  of 
uranium  and  Ra-226  on  the  NECR Mine  Site  that  exceed  the  Action  Levels.  This  Action 
Memorandum  calls  for  the  following  removal  action  elements  to  address  releases  of 
uranium  and  Ra-226  in  mine  waste  and  soils  at  concentrations  that  exceed  the  Action 
Levels: 

• Repository  Design. Design  a  repository  for  the  contaminated  material 
excavated  and  removed  from  the  NECR Mine  Site.  Design  specifications  will 
comply  with  CERCLA  requirements,  specifically  all  ARARs.  The  design,  at 
a  minimum,  will  include  a  low  permeability  layer  (liner)  and  a  cap  structure 
that  will  mitigate  direct  contact,  limit  water  infiltration,  and  perform  as a  
radon  barrier. 

• Baseline  Sampling. Conduct  any  additional  baseline  sampling  necessary  to 
assess  current site  conditions  prior  to  construction  and  waste  disposal. 

• Construction. Construct  a  repository  that  will  contain  the  contaminated  mine 
waste  and  soil  excavated  and  removed  from  the  NECR Mine  Site  in 
accordance  with  the  approved  design  specifications.  This  action  is  contingent 
on  the  NRC  approval  of  a  license  amendment  for  the  UNC Mill  Site  disposal 
cells,  and  on EPA’s  decision  document  for  the  surface  contamination  at  the 
UNC Mill  Site. 
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• Excavation. Excavation  at  the  NECR  Site  and  transportation  of  waste  with 
concentrations  of  uranium  and  Ra-226  that  exceed  Action  Levels  to a  
repository  at  the  UNC Mill  Site  for  co-disposal  at  the  existing Tailings 
Disposal  Cells. This  action  is  contingent  on  the  U.S.EPA  decision  document 
for  the  surface  contamination  at  the  UNC Mill  Site,  and  the  NRC  approval  of 
a  license  amendment  for  the  UNC Mill  Site  disposal  cells.  Depth  of 
excavation  will  not  exceed  ten  feet,  except  in  areas  susceptible  to  erosion  or 
where  placing  clean  backfill  to  current  grade  is  not  planned,  or  in  areas  where 
principal  threat  waste  will  be  removed.  Excavation  within  these  areas  will 
continue  until  confirmation  sample  results  are  below  the  Action  Levels  per 
MARSSIM  procedures. 

• Closure. Closure  of  the  repository  once  all  NECR Mine  Site  contaminated 
waste  rock  and  soil  is  disposed.  Once  all  contaminated  mine  waste  and  soil  is 
excavated  from  the  NECR Mine  Site,  transported  to  the  repository  and 
disposed  in  the  repository,  the  repository  will  be  closed  and  the  cap  will  be  put 
in  place. 

• Principal  Threat  Waste. Principal  threat  wastes  are  those  source  materials 
considered  to  be  highly  toxic  or  highly  mobile  which  generally  cannot  be 
contained  in  a  reliable  manner  or  would  present  a  significant  risk  to  human 
health  or  the  environment  should  exposure  occur.  At  the  NECR Mine  Site,  all 
wastes,  containing  either  200  pCi/g  or  more  of  Ra-226  and/or  500  mg/kg  or 
more  of  total  uranium  present  a significant  risk  to  human  health;  therefore, 
this  contaminated  material  is  considered  principal  threat  waste.  To  treat  this 
Principal  Threat  Waste,  this  Action  Memorandum  calls  for  reprocessing  of  the 
Principal  Threat  Waste  to  reclaim  metals  and  radionuclides.  If  reprocessing 
technologies  are  not  technically  feasible,  or  are  not  available  within a  
reasonable  time  frame  as  determined  by  the  U.S. EPA,  then  the  Principal 
Threat  Waste  will  be  disposed  of  in  a  facility  that  has  been  determined  by 
U.S.EPA  to  be  acceptable  under  the  Off-site  Rule,  40  CFR  §  300.440. 

• Confirmation  Sampling. Conduct  confirmation  scanning,  sampling  and 
analysis  to  ensure  that  the  action  levels  have  been  met  in  excavated  areas. 

• Site  Restoration. Restoration  activities  will  include  the  backfilling  and  re-
grading  of  excavation  areas  for  erosion  and  storm  water  control.  These  areas 
will  also  be  re-vegetated  with  native  species. 

• Institutional  Controls. U.S.  EPA  will  work  with  the  Navajo  Nation  to 
implement  institutional  controls  to  ensure  protectiveness  of  the  NECR Mine 
Site  should  waste  material  be  left  in  place  at  depths  below  10  feet  below 
ground  surface. 

• Housing. Requested  funding  will  include  payment  for  voluntary  alternative 
housing  options  to  residents significantly  impacted  by  disruptions  associated 
with  the  removal  action.  The  housing  payments  will  be  calculated  consistent 
with EPA’s  April  2002  Superfund  Response  Actions: Temporary  Relocations 
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Implementation  Guidance  (OSWER  Directive  9230.0-97)  and  the  Uniform 
Relocation  Assistance  and  Real  Property  Acquisitions  Act  (“URA”),  42 
U.S.C.  §§  4601  et  seq.,  and  its  implementing  regulations,  49  C.F.R.  Part  24. 

The  repository  location selected  in  this  Action  Memorandum,  and  the  location 
determined  to  be  suitable EE/CA,  for  disposal  of  the  NECR Mine  Site  wastes  containing 
concentrations  of  uranium  or  Ra-226  that  exceeds  action  levels  is  within  the  footprint  of 
the  existing  UNC Mill  Site Tailings  Disposal  Cells.  The  repository  will  be  used  for 
material  that  is  not  considered  Principal  Threat  Waste.  Construction  of  a  disposal  cell 
within  this  area  is  contingent  on  NRC  approval  of  a  license  amendment  for  the  UNC Mill 
Site  disposal  cells,  and  is  also  contingent  on  U.S.  EPA  Region  6’s  decision  document  for 
the  surface  contamination  at  the  UNC Mill  Site.  The  mine  wastes  and  soils  at  the  NECR 
Mine  Site  and  the  UNC Mill  Site  are similar  and  any  co-disposal  would  result  in  just  one 
disposal  cell  in  the  area,  instead  of  two,  thereby  reducing  the  footprint  of  contaminated 
surface  soil  in  the  region. 

2.  Contribution  to  remedial  performance 

This  removal  action  would  address  the  mine  waste  and  soil  contamination  at  the 
NECR Mine  Site,  to  a  depth  of  at  least  10  feet.  It  is  expected  that  this  removal  action  will 
remove  the  threat  of  direct  or  indirect  contact  with  or  inhalation  of  hazardous  substances 
from  the  mine  waste  and  soils  at  the  NECR Mine  Site.  As  noted  above,  the  soils  in  the 
area  east  of  Red  Water  Pond  Road  will  be  addressed  in  a  separate  removal  action. 

The EE/CA  presented  alternatives  for  surface  and  near-surface  mine  waste  and 
soil  to  be  addressed  in  a  non-time-critical  removal  action  only.  This  removal  action  does 
not  address  contamination  that  may  remain  at  greater  depths.  U.S.  EPA  has  recently 
worked  to  assess  groundwater  for  the  NECR Mine  Site  and  surrounding  facilities, 
including  historic  releases  from  these  facilities;  however,  the  removal  action  that  is  the 
subject  of  this  memorandum  does  not  address  groundwater. 

3.  Engineering  Evaluation/Cost  Analysis  (“EE/CA”) 

In  May  2009,  U.S.EPA  released  the EE/CA,  evaluating  removal  action 
alternatives  for  the  mine  wastes  at  the  NECR Mine  Site.  Five  alternatives  for  the  removal 
action  were  evaluated  and  compared  for  effectiveness,  implementability  and  cost  in 
accordance  with  criteria  established  by  the  U.S.  EPA. These  alternatives  included: 

1.  No  Action; 
2. Excavation  and  disposal  of  all  NECR Mine  Site  wastes  at  an  off-site  licensed 
disposal  facility; 
3.  Consolidation  and  covering  of  mine  wastes  on  the  NECR Mine  Site; 
4.  Construction  of  an  above-ground,  capped  and  lined  repository  on  the  NECR 
Mine  Site;  and 
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5.  Consolidation  of  the  mine  wastes  with  a  cap  and  liner  at  the  UNC Mill  Site 
facility,  currently  under  license  by  the  NRC,  either  on  existing  tailings  cells  or  in 
a  newly-constructed  repository. 

The EE/CA  also  evaluated  removal  of  high-concentration  (“principal  threat 
waste”)  material  to  an  off-site  Class  I  hazardous  waste  disposal  facility,  or  an  alternative 
appropriate  facility. 

This  Action Memorandum  is  based  on  the EE/CA  and  on  the  administrative 
record  for  this  removal  action. 

The  selected  alternative  is  identified  as  Alternative  5A-above-ground  repository 
on  the  UNC Mill  facility  with  offsite  disposal  of  principal  threat  waste.  This  alternative 
is  selected  based  on  an  evaluation  of  the  effectiveness  (overall  protection  of  human  health 
and  the  environment;  compliance  with  ARARs,  and  other  criteria,  advisories,  and 
guidance;  long-term  effectiveness  and  permanence;  reduction  in  toxicity,  mobility,  or 
volume  through  treatment;  and short-term  effectiveness),  implementability  (technical 
feasibility;  administrative  feasibility;  availability  of  services  and  materials;  and  state  and 
community  acceptance),  and  cost  of  all  alternatives.  This  is  summarized  below: 

Selected  Action  (Alternative  5A) 
• Alternative  5A  provides  protection  of  human  health  and  the  environment  by 

removing  waste  (including  the  principal  threat  waste),  limiting  exposure,  and 
limiting  migration  through  the  use  of  a  cap  and  low  permeability  layer  (liner). 

• Alternative  5A  will  be  constructed  and  implemented  in  accordance  with  all 
ARARs. 

• Although  Alternative  5A  does  not  meet  reduction  of  toxicity,  mobility  and 
volume  through  treatment,  the  use  of  a  cap  and  liner  reduces  mobility  by 
mitigating  migration  and  managing  erosion  elements,  including  water  and  wind. 
The  toxicity  and  volume  of  Principal Threat  Waste  will  be  reduced  if  reprocessed. 

• Long-term  effectiveness  and  permanence  will  be  assured  by  proper  installation, 
management,  and  maintenance  of  the  repository  throughout  its  existence. 

• The  potential  for  increased  risk  exists  with  the  off-site  transportation  and  disposal 
of  the  principal  threat  wastes  and  will  be  managed  through  the  proper  use  of 
licensed  transporters  and  proper  storage  during  transportation. 

• Alternative  5A  is  easily  implementable  and  will  use  readily  available  and 
common  construction  equipment,  materials  and  supplies.  Repository  construction 
is  a  proven  technology  that  can  be  constructed  using  best  management  practices. 

• Alternative  5A  will  result  in  the  removal  of  mine  waste  such  that  the  NECR  mine 
site  will  be  available  for  residential  use  including  consumption  of  homegrown 
vegetables  and  grazing  land  for  domestic  livestock. 

• Alternative  5A  is  considered  cost  effective  when  balancing  protection  of  human 
health  and  the  environment,  future  reuse,  effectiveness  (long-term  and short-
term),  and  community,  Navajo  Nation  and  State  considerations. 
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Effectiveness  and  the  other  alternatives  considered 

The EE/CA  for  the  NECR Mine  Site  provides  a  comparative  analysis  of  the 
effectiveness  of  the  response  alternatives  considered  for  addressing  contamination  at  the 
NECR Mine  Site.  Alternative  1,  the  no  action  alternative,  was  eliminated  because  it  does 
not  protect  those  exposed  from  the  health  risk  identified  in  the  HHRA.  Alternatives  2,  3, 
4,  and  5  were  all  found  to  be  effective;  however,  Alternatives  2  and 5  provide  greater 
protection  because  they  provide  for  removal  of  mine  waste  from  the  NECR Mine site, 
including  Principal  Threat  Waste,  where  Alternative  3  and  4  leave  waste  at  the  NECR 
Mine  Site.  Alternative  5A  provides  greater  level  of  short-term  protectiveness  as 
compared  to  Alternative  2  because  the  majority  of  the  waste  material  will  be  transported 
over  a  significantly  shorter  distance,  the  potential  for  accidents  is  reduced  due  to  shorter 
travel  distance,  and  the  remedy  construction  time  is  reduced.  In  addition,  the  reduced 
travel  and  construction  time  reduces  overall  cost.  When  compared  to  Alternative  2, 
Alternative  5A  provides  for  a  greater  short-term  effectiveness  due  to  reduced 
transportation  time,  reduced  risk  of  traffic  accidents,  and  reduced  implementation  time. 

Implementability  and  the  other  alternatives  considered 

The EE/CA  for  the  NECR  Site  provides  a  comparative  analysis  of  the 
implementability  of  the  removal  action  alternatives  considered.  A  fundamental  part  of 
the  implementability  determination  is  acceptance  by  the  State  and  the  local  community. 
Since  the  Navajo  Nation  and  the  local  community  have said  that  disposal  of  the 
contaminated  material  on  the  NECR Mine  Site  is  not  acceptable,  the  various  alternatives 
that  called  for  such  disposal  (Alternatives  3  and  4)  were  not  favored  under  this  criterion. 
Moreover,  the  New  Mexico Environment  Department,  on  behalf  of  the  State,  supports 
Alternative  5A.  In  addition,  Alternatives  3  and  4  leave  waste  on-site,  which significantly 
restricts  future  reuse  options  available  to  the  surrounding  community,  as  opposed  to 
Alternative  5A,  which  removes  waste  from  the site. 

Cost  and  the  other  alternatives  considered 

Costs  for  the  Alternatives  were  not  comparable since  disposal  at  a  licensed 
disposal  facility  would  increase  cost  by  a  factor  of  almost  seven  over  the  other 
alternatives.  Alternative  2  was  estimated  to  cost  $293,600,000,  in  comparison  to 
Alternative  5A,  which  was  estimated  to  cost  $44,300,000.  Alternatives  3  and  4  left  the 
waste  on Tribal  Land,  which  was  not  acceptable  to  the  Navajo  Nation.  On  balance,  US 
EPA  selected  the  least  expensive  alternative  that  removed  waste  from Tribal  Lands. 

After  release  of  the  EE/CA,  U.S.EPA  received  many  comments  about  the 
proposed  action  at  the  June  23,  2009  public  meeting  and  July  7,  2009  public  hearing,  and 
in  written  comments.  In  response  to  these  concerns,  U.S.  EPA  extended  the  comment 
period  by  60  days,  made  the  administrative  record  available  at  the  local  Chapter  Houses, 
and  held  an  additional  public  hearing  on  August  25,  2009  at  a  different  chapter  of  the 
Navajo  Nation.  All  public  meetings,  hearings,  and  dates  of  the  comment  period  and  its 
extension  were  advertised  in  the Gallup  Independent and  the Navajo  Times.  In  addition, 
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U.S. EPA  has  taken  an  additional  24  months  to  listen  and  respond  to  community, 
stakeholder  and  Navajo  Nation  concerns.  During  this  time,  U.S.  EPA  held  an  additional 
ten  community  meetings  and  facilitated  several  mine  tours. 

4.  Applicable  or  relevant  and  appropriate  requirements  (“ARARs”) 

A  complete  list  of  Applicable  or  Relevant  and  Appropriate  Requirements 
(“ARARs”)  are  provided  as  Attachment  II.  In  addition  to  those  ARARs  noted  in  the 
EE/CA,  Region  9  has  corrected,  modified  and  added  ARARs  in  response  to  comments 
from  UNC  and  from  the  State  of  New  Mexico.  See  Responsiveness  Summary,  provided 
as  Attachment  III. 

Section  300.415(j)  of  the  NCP  provides  that  removal  actions  must  attain  ARARs 
to  the  extent  practicable,  considering  the  exigencies  of  the situation. 

Section  300.5  of  the  NCP  defines  applicable  requirements as  cleanup  standards, 
standards  of  control,  and  other  substantive  environmental  protection  requirements, 
criteria  or  limitations  promulgated  under  Federal  environmental  or  State  environmental  or 
facility  siting  laws  that  specifically  address  a  hazardous  substance,  pollutant, 
contaminant,  remedial  action,  location  or  other  circumstances  at  a  CERCLA site. 

Section  300.5  of  the  NCP  defines  relevant  and  appropriate requirements  as 
cleanup  standards,  standards  of  control  and  other  substantive  requirements,  criteria,  or 
limitations  promulgated  under  Federal  environmental  or  State  environmental  or  facility 
siting  laws  that,  while  not  “applicable”  to  a  hazardous  substance,  pollutant,  or 
contaminant,  remedial  action,  location,  or  other  circumstances  at  a  CERCLA site,  address 
problems  or  situations  sufficiently similar  to  those  encountered  at  the  CERCLA site  and 
are  well-suited  to  the  particular site. 

Because  CERCLA  on-site  response  actions  do  not  require  permitting,  only 
substantive  requirements  of  permitting  laws  that  are  ARARs  must  be  met. 
Administrative  requirements  such  as  approval  of,  or  consultation  with  administrative 
bodies,  issuance  of  permits,  documentation,  reporting,  record-keeping  and  enforcement 
are  not  required  for  on-site  CERCLA  actions. 

5.  Project  schedule 

U.S.EPA  estimates  that  the  removal  activities  selected  in  this  memorandum  may 
take  a  total  of  approximately  seven  years.  U.S.EPA  estimates  up  to  three  years  for 
design  of  the  removal  and  to  address  the  concerns  described  below  in  Section  VII 
(Outstanding  Policy  Issues),  and  up  to  four  years  to  complete  construction,  once 
excavation  and  transportation  of  the  mine  waste  begins. 
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B.  Estimated  Costs 

The  total  cost  for  the  removal  action  is  estimated  to  be  $44,300,000  based  on  the 
estimate  provided  in  the  2009 EE/CA  and  U.S EPA  expects  UNC  to  conduct  this  removal 
and  disposal  of  contaminated  mine  waste  and  soils  under  a  settlement  or  a  unilateral 
order.  In  addition,  U.S.  anticipates  the  following  extramural  costs,  which  will  be  eligible 
for  cost  recovery: 

Cost  of  the  Removal  Action  paid  by  the  Responsible  Party:  $44,300,000 

U.S. EPA Extramural  Cost:13 $2,960,000 

U.S. EPA  plans  to  use  special  account  funding,  if  available,  and  other  extramural 
funding  sources  to  fund  voluntary  housing  and  oversight  work  prior  to  pursuing  cost 
recovery. 

U.S. EPA  has  incurred  extramural  costs  from  the  past  removal  actions  described 
in  section  II.B.  In  addition  to  this  non-time-critical  removal  action,  U.S. EPA  also 
decided  to  address  a  Step-Out  Area  as  a  separate  time-critical  removal  action.  Based  on 
actual  extramural  costs  incurred  for  the  previous  removals  and  the  estimated  extramural 
costs  for  the  time-critical  and  non-time-critical  actions,  U.S.  EPA  estimates  the  project 
ceiling  to  be  $5,370,325. 

NECR  Removal  Action  Estimated Project  Ceiling 
Past  extramural  costs  (actual)14 

2011  Non-time-critical  (estimated  costs)  
20%  Contingency  

2011  Time-critical  removal  (estimated costs)  
20%  Contingency  

TOTAL  

$978,325 

$2,960,000 
$592,000 

$700,000 
$140,000 

$5,370,325 

VI. EXPECTED  CHANGE  IN  THE  SITUATION  SHOULD  ACTION  BE 
DELAYED  OR  NOT  TAKEN 

Given  the site  conditions,  the  nature  of  the  hazardous  substances  documented  on 
site,  and  the  potential  exposure  pathways  to  nearby  populations  described  in  Sections  III 
and  IV  above,  actual  or  threatened  releases  of  hazardous  substances  from  the Mine  Site, 

13 Extramural  costs include  construction  oversight  contractor  support  (START),  contractor  technical  support 
(START)  and  housing.
14 All  past  costs  have  been  recovered  except  an  estimated  $106,000. 
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if  not  addressed  by  implementing  the  response  actions  selected  in  this  Action 
Memorandum,  may  present  an  imminent  and  substantial  endangerment  to  the  public 
health  or  welfare  or  the  environment. 

VII. OUTSTANDING  POLICY  ISSUES 

The  selected  response  action  for  the  NECR Mine  Site  requires  disposal  of  the 
NECR Mine  wastes  at  location  or  a  facility  that  EPA  has  determined  to  be  acceptable  for 
the  receipt  of  CERCLA  waste  under  applicable  laws.  Regarding  disposal  of  the  NECR 
Mine  Site's  contaminated  materials  at  the  nearby  UNC Mill  Site, EPA  is  working  toward 
a  remedy  for  the  surface  contamination  at  the  UNC Mill  Site  under  which  we  intend  to 
accommodate  materials  from  the  NECR Mine  Site.  Disposal  at  the  UNC Mill  Site  is 
contingent  upon  both  modification  of  the  license  issued  by  the  NRC  for  the  UNC site, 
and  issuance  of  an  appropriate  decision  document  by  U.S.EPA  Region  6  consistent  with 
the  NCP,  40  CFR  Part  300.  Contingent  upon  both  actions,  the  NECR Mine  wastes  will 
be  disposed  of  within  the  footprint  of  the  existing  tailings  disposal  cells  at  the  UNC Mill 
Site. 

For  the  purposes  of  this  response  action,  U.S.EPA  believes  that  the  UNC site  and 
the  NECR site  may  be  treated  as  one  facility  under  CERCLA  Section  104(d)(4),  42  USC 
§9604(d)(4),  or  that  the  proposed  response  action  is  an  on-site  action  under  Section  300.5 
of  the  NCP,  40  CFR  §300.5.  However,  the  final  determination  under  CERCLA  Section 
104(d)(4),  42  USC  §9604(d)(4)  shall  be  made  as  part  of  the  issuance  of  an  appropriate 
decision  document  by  U.S.  EPA  Region  6  consistent  with  the  NCP,  40  CFR  Part  300. 

Based  on  the  determinations  herein,  for  the  purposes  of  the  response  action 
selected  in  this  Action  Memorandum,  the  off-site  rule  (40  CFR  §300.440)  does  not  apply, 
and  the  permit  exemption  set  forth  in  CERCLA  Section  121(e)(1)  does  apply.  The  latter 
section  provides  that  "No  Federal,  State,  or  local  permit  shall  be  required  for  the  portion 
of  any  removal  or  remedial  action  conducted  entirely  onsite,  where  such  remedial  action 
is  selected  and  carried  out  in  compliance  with  this  section." 

No  other  outstanding  policy  issues  have  been  identified  at  this  time. 

VIII. ENFORCEMENT 

U.S.  EPA  expects  UNC  to  conduct  the  removal  and  disposal  of  contaminated 
mine  waste  and  soils  under  a  settlement  or  a  unilateral  order,  and  to  reimburse  U.S.  EPA 
for  the  costs  incurred  in  oversight  of  the  PRP’s  work  and  for  any  housing  costs  for  nearby 
residents.  The  following  intramural  and  extramural  costs  are  also  recoverable: 
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Intramural  Costs15: 

U.S. EPA  Direct  Costs:  $1,389,000 

U.S. EPA  Indirect  Costs  
(47.71%  of Extramural16 and  Intramural  costs) 

$2,074,900 

Total  Intramural  Costs:  $3,463,900 

The  total  U.S.  EPA  extramural,  intramural,  and  indirect  costs  for  this  removal 
action,  based  on  full-cost  accounting  practices  that  will  be  eligible  for  cost  recovery  are 
estimated  to  be  $6,309,094. 

IX. Exemption  from  Statutory  Limits 

Section  104(c)(1)  of  CERCLA  generally  restricts  fund- lead  removal  actions  to a  
total  extramural  direct  cost  of  $2,000,000.  42  U.S.C. §  9604(c)(1)  and  to  a  12-month 
period  of  time.  Pursuant  to  Section  104(c)(1)(A)  of  CERCLA  and  40  C.F.R. §  
300.415(b)(5)(i),  application  of  the  emergency  exemption  continues  to  be  appropriate 
when:  (1)  there  is  an  immediate  risk  to  public  health  or  welfare  or  the  environment;  (2) 
the  response  actions  are  immediately  required  to  prevent,  limit,  or  mitigate  an  emergency; 
and  (3)  such  assistance  will  not  otherwise  be  provided  on  a  timely  basis.  In  this  case, 
Region  9  has  estimated  that  extramural  expenditures  of  over  $2.9  million  will  be  needed 
over  the  course  of  the  removal  action  to  provide  appropriate  oversight  of  the  action  by  the 
PRP,  which  is  expected  to  cost  over  $44  million.  The  removal  action  described  in  this 
action  memorandum  is  expected  to  take  approximately  seven  years,  including  the  design 
and  construction  phases  of  the  removal.  Prior  removals  at  the  Site  began  in  2006.  There 
continues  to  be  an  immediate  risk  posed  by  the  conditions  at  the  Site,  including  no  timely 
source  of  non-federal  response  funds,  and  this  additional  expenditure  is  necessary  to 
abate  these  threats.  Region  9  has  conducted  the  appropriate  consultation  with  OGC  and 
OECA/OSRE  regarding  this  exemption,  pursuant  to  the  Superfund  Removal  Guidance 
for  Preparing  Action  Memoranda,  dated  September  2009  at  p.  53.  See  Attachment  IV. 

15 Direct  costs include  direct  extramural  costs  and  direct  intramural  costs.  Indirect  costs  are  calculated  based  on  an 
estimated  indirect  cost  rate  expressed  as a  percentage  of  site-specific  direct  costs,  consistent  with  the  full  cost 
accounting  methodology  effective  October  2,  2000.  These  estimates  do  not  include  pre-judgment  interest,  do  not take 
into  account  other  enforcement  costs,  including  Department  of  Justice  costs,  and  may  be  adjusted  during  the  course  of a  
removal  action.  The  estimates  are  for  illustrative  purposes  only  and their  use  is  not intended  to  create  any  rights  for 
responsible  parties.  Neither  the  lack  of a  total  cost  estimate  nor  deviation  of  actual  costs  from  this  estimate  will  affect 
the  United  States’  right to  cost  recovery
16 See  section  V.5.B 
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IX. RECOMMENDATION 

This Action Memorandum documents the selected removal nction for the NECR Mine 
Site, McKinley County, New Mexico, developed in accordance wit h CERCLA as 
mended, and is not inconsistent with the NCP. This decision is based on the 

Administrative Record for the Site including the EE/CA. 

Conditions at the Site meet the NCP criteria for a Non-Time-Critical Removal 
ction. The total project ceiling if approved will be $6,423,900, o f which $2,960,000 

would come from U.S. EPA cx.tmmurnl funding sources. 
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Earle Dixon, New Mexico En\'ironrncnt Department 
Dana Bahar, New Mexico Environment Department 
Jerry Schoeppncr, New Mexico f. m,ronmcnt Otpartmcn t 

bee; H. Alten, SFD-9-2 
H. Ka1T, ORC-3 
L. Williams, ORC-3 
Sit File 
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Attachment I  

INDEX  TO  THE  ADMINISTRATIVE  RECORD 

Doc  ID  Doc  Date  Title/Subject  Author  Addressee  Access 
Code 

1128097  7/1/1980  Geology  of  Church  Rock  area, 
NM,  w/TL  to  T  Hill  fr  G  Billings 
7/31/80 

Bearpaw  Geosciences 
Science  Applications, 
Inc - Natural 
Resources  Div 

United  Nuclear 
Corp  - U  N C  
Mining  &  Milling 

REL 

2226943  12/24/1980  Memo:  Biological  assessment 
after  uranium  mill  tailings  spill, 
Church  Rock,  NM,  w/appendices 
[UNC0196471-UNC0197504] 

James  Ruttenber /  
Centers  for  Disease 
Control  - Chronic 
Diseases  Div 

Centers  for  Disease 
Control 

REL 

1128090  4/1/1987  Reclamation  plan  - engineering 
concepts,  w/TLs 

Canonie 
Environmental 
Services,  Inc 

United  Nuclear 
Corp  - U  N C  
Mining  &  Milling 

REL 

1127959  5/1/1987  Reclamation  engineering  services 
- geohydrologic  rpt 

Canonie 
Environmental 
Services,  Inc 

United  Nuclear 
Corp  - U  N C  
Mining  &  Milling 

REL 

1127960  5/1/1987  Hydrogeology  of  Pipeline 
Canyon,  near  Gallup,  NM 

REL 

1128095  7/1/1988  Reclamation  plan,  amendment  1, 
w/TL to  D  Smith  fr J  Velasquez 
7/26/88 

Canonie 
Environmental 
Services,  Inc 

United  Nuclear 
Corp  - U  N C  
Mining  &  Milling 

REL 

1128093  1/1/1990  As-built  rpt - north  cell  interim 
stabilization 

Canonie 
Environmental 
Services,  Inc 

United  Nuclear 
Corp  - U  N C  
Mining  &  Milling 

REL 

1128092  12/1/1990  Response to  comments &  
proposed  reclamation  plan 
modifications,  v1  - text,  tables, 
figures,  w/TL to  J  Velasquez  fr 
M  Timner  11/21/90  &  marginalia 

Canonie 
Environmental 
Services,  Inc 

United  Nuclear 
Corp  - U  N C  
Mining  &  Milling 

REL 

1127961  6/1/1991  Historical  water-quality  data, 
Puerco  River  Basin,  AZ  &  NM 

Laurie  Wirt  /  US 
Geological  Survey 
Barbara  Favor  /  US 
Geological  Survey 
Peter  Van  Metre /  US 
Geological  Survey 

REL 

1128088  8/1/1991  Tailings  reclamation  plan  as 
approved  by  NRC  (Nuclear 
Regulatory  Commission)  3/1/91, 
v2  (of  3)  - tables,  figures 

Canonie 
Environmental 
Technologies  Corp 

United  Nuclear 
Corp  - U  N C  
Mining  &  Milling 

REL 

1128089  8/1/1991  Tailings  reclamation  plan  as 
approved  by  NRC  (Nuclear 
Regulatory  Commission)  3/1/91, 
v1  (of  3)  - text 

Canonie 
Environmental 
Technologies  Corp 

United  Nuclear 
Corp  - U  N C  
Mining  &  Milling 

REL 
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1128096  8/1/1991  Tailings  reclamation  plan  as 
approved  by  NRC  (Nuclear 
Regulatory  Commission)  3/1/91, 
v3  (of  3)  - appendices 

Canonie 
Environmental 
Technologies  Corp 

United  Nuclear 
Corp  - U  N C  
Mining  &  Milling 

REL 

1128091  4/1/1992  As-built  rpt  addendum  - central 
cell interim  stabilization 

Canonie 
Environmental 
Services,  Inc 

United  Nuclear 
Corp  - U  N C  
Mining  &  Milling 

REL 

1128087  4/1/1992  As-built  rpt - south  cell  interim 
stabilization 

Canonie 
Environmental 
Services,  Inc 

United  Nuclear 
Corp  - U  N C  
Mining  &  Milling 

REL 

1127962  4/1/1993  United  Nuclear  Corp  Church 
Rock  Mill  decommissioning  rpt, 
v1,  w/TL  to  R  Hall  fr  E  Morales 
4/13/93 

United  Nuclear  Corp  REL 

1128262  1/1/1994  Radioactivity in  the  environment 
- case  study  of  Puerco  &  Little 
Colorado  River  Basins,  AZ &  
NM 

Laurie  Wirt  /  US 
Geological  Survey 

REL 

1128094  6/1/1995  As-built  rpt  addendum  - central 
cell  final  reclamation 

Canonie 
Environmental 
Services,  Inc 

United  Nuclear 
Corp  - U  N C  
Mining  &  Milling 

REL 

1128263  1/1/1996  Effects  of  uranium-mining 
releases  on  groundwater  quality 
in  Puerco  River  Basin,  AZ  &  NM 
(USGS  water-supply  paper  2476) 

P  Van  Metre  /  US 
Geological  Survey 

REL 

1128099  4/1/1996  As-built  rpt - south  cell  final 
reclamation 

Smith  Environmental 
Technologies  Corp 

United  Nuclear 
Corp  - U  N C  
Mining  &  Milling 

REL 

1128100  3/1/1997  As-built  rpt - 1996  final 
reclamation  construction 

Smith  Environmental 
Technologies  Corp 

United  Nuclear 
Corp  - U  N C  
Mining  &  Milling 

REL 

1127986  1/19/2004  Rationale  &  field  investigation 
workplan  to  evaluate  recharge &  
potential  cell  sourcing to  zone 3  
plume,  w/TL to  M  Purcell  fr R  
Blickwedel 

U  S  Filter  Engineering 
&  Construction 

General  Electric  Co  REL 

1127967  5/25/2004  Design,  performance, &  
sustainability  of  engineered 
covers  for  uranium  mill  tailings 

Jody  Waugh /  S M  
Stoller  Corp 

REL 

1128469  9/21/2007  Memo:  Final  polrep  (polrep  #2), 
Northeast  Church  Rock 
Residential 2  

Harry  Allen /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

Peggy  DeLaTorre /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

REL 

1128470  9/21/2007  Memo:  Polrep  #1  - Northeast 
Church  Rock  Residential 2  

Harry  Allen /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

Peggy  DeLaTorre /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

REL 

1128412  10/1/2007  Final  removal  site  evaluation  rpt, 
w/o tables  &  appendices 

Montgomery  Watson 
Harza 

United  Nuclear 
Corp 

REL 
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2141248  10/1/2007  Final  removal  site  evaluation  rpt, 
appendix  B:  Laboratory  data  rpts 
&  data  validation  results  only 
(compact  disc  only) 

Montgomery  Watson 
Harza 

United  Nuclear  Corp REL 

1128460  2/29/2008  Draft  supplemental  removal  site 
evaluation  rpt,  w/apps  A-B &  TL 
to  A  Bain  fr  T  Leeson,  &  w/o  app 
C 

Montgomery  Watson 
Harza 

United  Nuclear  Corp REL 

1128116  4/25/2008  Ltr:  Recommendations &  
summary  of  hydrogeologic 
analysis  evaluation  of  gw  flow in 
zone  3  for  design  of  pumping 
system to  intercept  &  recover 
impacted  groundwater  - UNC 
Church  Rock  Tailings  Site, 
Gallup,  NM  (AO  docket 
#CERCLA  6-11-89),  w/attchs 

Mark  Jancin  /  N A  
Water  Systems 
James  Ewart  /  N A  
Water  Systems 

Myron  Fliegel /  
Nuclear  Regulatory 
Commission 
Mark  Purcell /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 6  

REL 

2230867  12/1/2008  Ltr:  Confirmation  of  government-
to-government  consultation  on 
12/5  re  draft  revsied  EE/CA  for 
site,  w/marginalia 

David  Taylor  /  Navajo 
Nation  Dept  of  Justice -
Office  of the  Attorney 
General 

Harrison  Karr / 
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

REL 

2198562  1/1/2009  Fact  Sheet:  US  EPA  completes 
3rd  5-year  review  of  current 
groundwater  remedy  (United 
Nuclear  Corp  Church  Rock 
Superfund  Site) 

Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 6  

REL 

2198580  1/23/2009  Comments  on  advance  draft 
EE/CA 

United  Nuclear  Corp  Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

REL 

2199045  2/18/2009  Ltr:  Limits  of  proposed  interim 
removal  action,  w/attchs 

Lance  Hauer  /  General 
Electric  Co 

Andrew  Bain /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

REL 

2198582  2/23/2009  Ltr:  Nuclear  Regulatory 
Commission  comments  on 
EE/CA,  w/attch  &  env 

Rebecca  Tadesse /  
Nuclear  Regulatory 
Commission  - Div  of 
Waste  Management &  
Environmental 
Protection 

Andrew  Bain /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

REL 

2199052  3/26/2009  Ltr:  Response  to  interim  action 
workplan  dated  11/20/08 &  
2/18/09  ltr  re  evaluating  limits  of 
proposed  action 

Andrew  Bain /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

Lance  Hauer /  
General  Electric  Co 

REL 

2199044  4/3/2009  Ltr:  Comments  on  interim 
removal  action  workplan 

Freida  White /  Navajo 
Nation  Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Superfund  Program 

Andrew  Bain /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

REL 
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2199046  4/22/2009  Ltr:  Response  to  comments  on 
interim  removal  action  workplan 

Lance  Hauer  /  General 
Electric  Co 

Andrew  Bain /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

REL 

2199065  4/24/2009  Ltr:  Access  for  non-intrusive 
survey  work  associated  with 
interim  action  workplan  granted 
to  US  EPA  &  General  Electric 

David  Taylor  /  Navajo 
Nation  Dept  of  Justice 

Andrew  Bain /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

REL 

1128436  5/1/2009  Interim  removal  action  plan 
construction  storm  water  pollution 
prevention  plan  (SWPPP) -
(redline  version  with  comments), 
w/appendices,  w/o  figure 

Montgomery  Watson 
Harza 

United  Nuclear  Corp  REL 

2199084  5/4/2009  Newsclip:  Navajo  awaiting 
decision  on  Churchrock  cleanup 

Kathy  Helms /  Gallup 
Independent 
(Newspaper) 

REL 

1127964  5/21/2009  Estimation  of  emissions  for 
NECR  EE/CA 

Cynthia  Wetmore /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

REL 

2189728  6/11/2009  Public  Notice:  Public  availability 
of  EE/CA  for  removal  action  at 
site,  &  public  comment  period 
(Navajo  Times,  p  C-5) 

Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

REL 

2195693  6/11/2009  Public  Notice:  Public  availability 
of  EE/CA  for  removal  action  at 
site,  &  public  comment  period 
(Gallup  Independent  newspaper) 

Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

REL 

2240724  6/11/2009  Northeast  Churchrock  Mine 
Engineering  Evaluation/Cost 
Analysis  (EE/CA)  for  Non-Time 
Critical  Removal  Administrative 
Record  Index 

Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

REL 

2198581  6/22/2009  Ltr:  Comments  on  EE/CA  Nadine  Padilla /  
Multicultural  Alliance 
for a  Safe  Environment 

Andrew  Bain /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

REL 

2207119  6/23/2009  (Redacted,  FOIA  Ex  6)  Comment 
forms  fr  6/23/09  EE/CA  public 
info  meeting 

Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

REL 

1128431  7/1/2009  Interim  removal  action  health &  
safety  plan  (HASP)  - draft  text 

M  W  H  Americas,  Inc  United  Nuclear  Corp  REL 

2198585  7/1/2009  Ltr:  Improvement  of  public 
awareness  &  participation  in 
decision-making  process  on 
Church  Rock  mine  &  mill  site 
remediation  plan,  w/env 

Jonathan  Block  /  New 
Mexico  Environmental 
Law  Center 

Andrew  Bain /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

REL 
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1122762  7/7/2009  Transcript - Removal  public 
meeting,  Pinedale  Chapter 

Justine  Hannaweeke / 
NONE 

REL 

2198591  7/7/2009  Memo:  Comments  on  EE/CA  at 
public  hearing  7/7/09, 
w/marginalia 

Bluewater  Valley 
Downstream  Alliance 

Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

REL 

2207120  7/7/2009  (Redacted,  FOIA  Ex  6)  Comment 
forms  fr  7/7/09  &  8/25/09  EE/CA 
public  meetings. 

Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

REL 

2233694  7/7/2009  (Redacted,  FOIA  Ex  6)  Memo: 
Comments  on  EE/CA 

Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

REL 

2198583  7/9/2009  Email:  Transmits  DOE  comments 
on  EE/CA,  w/history,  attch 
(Review  commentsJuly7  (3).doc), 
&  forward  to  A  Bain  fr  R  Bush 
7/13/09 

Michael  Widdop  /  US 
Dept  of  Energy 

Richard  Bush /  US 
Dept  of  Energy 
Michael  Widdop /  
US  Dept  of  Energy 

REL 

2195694  7/11/2009  Public  Notice:  Extension  of 
public  comment  period  for 
EE/CA  for  removal  action  at  site 
(Gallup  Independent  newspaper) 

Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

REL 

1128298  7/16/2009  Remarks  of  Navajo  Nation 
President J  Shirley  on  30th 
anniversary  of  Church  Rock 
Uranium  Mill  Tailings  tragedy 

Joe  Shirley / Navajo 
Nation  Office  of the 
President  &  Vice 
President 

REL 

2195692  7/16/2009  Public  Notice:  Extension  of 
public  comment  period  for 
EE/CA  for  removal  action  at  site 
(Navajo  Times,  p  B-2) 

Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

REL 

2233850  7/16/2009  Public  Notice:  Extension  of 
public  comment  period  for 
EE/CA  for  removal  action  at  site 
(Navajo  Times),  w/proof  of 
publication  dated  7/21/09 

Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

REL 

2188453  7/23/2009  Action  Memo:  Request  for  time-
critical  removal  action  at 
Northeast  Church  Rock  Step-Out 
Area,  McKinley  County,  NM, 
Navajo  Nation  Reservation, 
w/attchs  &  w/o  enforcement 
addendum  (00  Action  Memo 
AM006) 

Andrew  Bain /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

Elizabeth  Adams / 
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

REL 

2188456  7/24/2009  Administrative  settlement 
agreement  &  order  on  consent 
(AOC)  for interim  removal  action, 
docket  #  2009-11,  w/apps  A-C 
(00  AOC  003) 

Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

REL 
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2199048  7/24/2009  Ltr:  Request  for  pre-approval  to 
begin  initial  site  activities 
associated  with interim  removal 
activity,  w/attch 

Lance  Hauer  /  General 
Electric  Co 

Andrew  Bain /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

REL 

2199041  7/24/2009  Interim  removal  action  workplan, 
w/appendices 

Montgomery  Watson 
Harza 

United  Nuclear  Corp  REL 

2199068  7/24/2009  Memo:  Comments  on  7/17/09 
interim  removal  action  workplan 
&  7/23/09  action  memo 

Freida  White /  Navajo 
Nation  Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Superfund  Program 

Andrew  Bain /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

REL 

2199049  8/3/2009  Ltr:  Interim  removal  AOC 
submittal  of  proposed  temporary 
relocation  plan  (housing  plan), 
w/attch 

Lance  Hauer  /  General 
Electric  Co 

Andrew  Bain /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

REL 

2199073  8/6/2009  Interim  removal  action 
construction  documents  (revised), 
w/TL to  A  Bain  fr  L  Hauer,  w/o 
compact  discs 

Montgomery  Watson 
Harza 

United  Nuclear  Corp  REL 

2199206  8/6/2009  Interim  removal  action 
construction  documents  (revised), 
w/TL to  A  Bain  fr  L  Hauer 
(compact  discs  only) 

Montgomery  Watson 
Harza 

United  Nuclear  Corp  REL 

2199074  8/7/2009  Ltr:  Monthly  rpt  #1  for  interim 
removal  action,  covering  7/24-
7/31/09,  w/attchs 

James  Thompson  / M  
W  H  Americas,  Inc 

Andrew  Bain /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

REL 

2228937  8/13/2009  Compact  Disc:  Environment, 
Safety  &  Health  (ES&H)  manual, 
version  1.0  rev  8  (Adobe  pdf 
format) 

MACTEC,  Inc  REL 

2199055  8/14/2009  Ltr:  Approval  of interim  removal 
action  construction  plan,  with 
modifications 

Andrew  Bain /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

Lance  Hauer /  
General  Electric  Co 

REL 

2199056  8/14/2009  Ltr:  Comments  on  interim 
removal  action  HASPs 

Andrew  Bain /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

Lance  Hauer /  
General  Electric  Co 

REL 

2199057  8/15/2009  Ltr:  Approval  of interim  removal 
action  temporary  relocation  plan 
(housing  plan),  with 
modifications 

Andrew  Bain /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

Lance  Hauer /  
General  Electric  Co 

REL 

1128432  8/21/2009  Interim  removal  action  health &  
safety  plan  (HASP)  - tables  1-5 

M  W  H  Americas,  Inc  United  Nuclear  Corp  REL 

1122763  8/25/2009  Transcript - Removal  public 
meeting,  Church  Rock  Chapter 

Justine  Hannaweeke / 
NONE 

REL 

2199083  8/26/2009  Newsclip:  Navajo  EPA  giving 
some  guidance  on  uranium  - state 
looks to  Dine  for  advice 

Kathy  Helms /  Gallup 
Independent 
(Newspaper) 

REL 
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2199081  8/27/2009  Newsclip:  Uranium's  legacy  - Red 
Water  Pond  Rd  residents  prepare 
for  relocation 

Kathy  Helms /  Gallup 
Independent 
(Newspaper) 

REL 

2199082  8/27/2009  Newsclip:  Is it  safe  to  live  here? -
Northeast  Churchrock  Mine 
cleanup  plan  under  fire 

Kathy  Helms /  Gallup 
Independent 
(Newspaper) 

REL 

1127963  9/1/2009  Conceptual  cover  profile 
evaluation 

Stephen  Dwyer /  
Dwyer  Engineering, L  
L C  

United  Nuclear  Corp  REL 

1125028  9/4/2009  Web  Page:  Polrep  #1 -
continuation  of interim  removal 
action 

Andrew  Bain /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

REL 

2198573  9/8/2009  Ltr:  Comments  on  EE/CA -
transmits  presentation  overheads, 
w/encl 

Johnnye  Lewis  /  Univ 
of  New  Mexico -
Community 
Environmental  Health 
Program 

Andrew  Bain /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

REL 

1120277  9/9/2009  Comments  on  EE/CA,  w/TL to A  
Bain  fr  R  McAlister 

General  Electric  Co  REL 

1122643  9/9/2009  Ltr:  Comments  on  EE/CA  Patrick  Antonio /  
Navajo  Nation 
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Water  Quality/ 
NNPDES  Program 

Andrew  Bain /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

REL 

2198576  9/9/2009  Ltr:  Comments  on  proposed 
EE/CA,  w/exhibits  A  &  B &  env 

Stephen  Etsitty / 
Navajo  Nation 
Environmental 
Protection  Agency 

Andrew  Bain /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

REL 

2198574  9/9/2009  Ltr:  Comments  on  EE/CA,  on 
behalf  of  NM  Environmental 
Justice  Working  Group 

Richard  Moore /  
Southwest  Network  for 
Environmental &  
Economic  Justice 

Andrew  Bain /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

REL 

2198575  9/9/2009  Ltr:  Comments  on  EE/CA  Chris  Shuey / 
Southwest  Research &  
Information  Center 

Andrew  Bain /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

REL 

2198584  9/9/2009  Ltr:  EE/CA  review  Katie  Sweeney / 
National  Mining  Assn 

Andrew  Bain /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

REL 

2199075  9/10/2009  Ltr:  Monthly  rpt  #2  for  interim 
removal  action,  8/09,  w/attchs, 
w/o  attch 3  

James  Thompson  / M  
W  H  Americas,  Inc 

Andrew  Bain /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

REL 

1125029  9/11/2009  Web  Page:  Polrep  #2 -
continuation  of interim  removal 
action 

Andrew  Bain /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

REL 

2223548  9/11/2009  Ltr:  Final  health  &  safety  plan 
(interim  action  AOC  submittal), 
w/encls 

Lance  Hauer  /  General 
Electric  Co 

Andrew  Bain /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

REL 
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2223549  9/15/2009  Ltr:  Interim  action  AOC 
submittal  - asbestos  abatement 
workplan,  certificate  of 
accreditation,  &  laboratory  rpt  for 
tile  samples,  w/attchs 

Lance  Hauer  /  General 
Electric  Co 

Andrew  Bain /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

REL 

1125030  9/16/2009  Web  Page:  Polrep  #3 -
continuation  of interim  removal 
action 

Andrew  Bain /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

REL 

1125031  9/25/2009  Web  Page:  Polrep  #4 -
continuation  of interim  removal 
action 

Andrew  Bain /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

REL 

2199085  9/25/2009  Ltr:  Request  for  additional 
government-to-government 
consultation  for  EE/CA 

Keith  Takata /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

Stephen  Etsitty / 
Navajo  Nation 
Environmental 
Protection  Agency 

REL 

2199058  9/29/2009  Ltr:  Approval  of interim  removal 
action  asbestos  abatement 
workplan,  with  modifications 

Andrew  Bain /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

Lance  Hauer /  
General  Electric  Co 

REL 

2199106  10/1/2009  Navajo  Superfund  Program  site 
screen  form  for  Vent  Hole 8  
(dated  9/29/08,  approved 
10/1/09),  w/attch 

Eugene  Esplain / 
Navajo  Nation 
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Superfund  Program 

REL 

2223517  10/5/2009  Ltr:  Transmits  ltr  fr  T  Nez  to L  
Yoshii  dated  9/7/09  &  requests 
assistance  with  responding, 
w/attch,  TL to  D  Richmond,  et  al 
10/27/09,  &  marginalia 

Tom  Udall  /  US  Senate 
- Office  of  Tom  Udall 

Laura  Yoshii /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

REL 

2223550  10/7/2009  Ltr:  Workplan  for  final  status 
survey  of  unnamed  arroyo, 
interim  removal  action,  w/attchs 

Toby  Leeson /  M  W H  
Americas,  Inc 

Andrew  Bain /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

REL 

2199076  10/9/2009  Ltr:  Monthly  rpt  #3  for  interim James  Thompson  / M  Andrew  Bain /  REL 
removal  action,  9/09,  w/attchs W  H  Americas,  Inc Environmental 

Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

1128420  10/13/2009  Mtg  Agenda:  Stakeholder 
workshop  draft  agenda,  11/3-11/5 

Luis  Garcia-Bakarich /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

REL 

2241262  10/13/2009  (Redacted,  FOIA  Ex  6)  Email: 
Site  cleanup  activities  &  local 
environmental  info,  w/attchs 
(Stakeholder  Conference  Draft 
Agenda.doc, 
EtsittyNECR092509.pdf, &  
NSP_Screen_Vent_Hole_8.pdf) 

Sara  Jacobs /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

Residents /  Red 
Water  Pond  Road 
Community 

REL 
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1128422  10/16/2009  Request  for  assistance  fr  Navajo 
Nation  chapter  officials &  
members  in identifying  people 
whose  homes  were  built  with 
contaminated  materials  fr 
uranium  mining 

Navajo  Nation 
Environmental 
Protection  Agency 

REL 

2241263  10/16/2009  (Redacted,  FOIA  Ex  6)  Email: 
Transmits  PDF  version  of  Navajo 
EPA  flyer,  w/history  &  attch 
(Navajo  EPA  Contaminated 
Structures  Program  Flier.pdf) 

Sara  Jacobs /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

Residents /  Red 
Water  Pond  Road 
Community 

REL 

2223552  10/22/2009  Ltr:  IRA  (Interim  Removal 
Action)  status  survey  sampling 
grid  &  excavation  schedule  for 
step-out  areas,  w/attchs 

Toby  Leeson /  M  W H  
Americas,  Inc 

Andrew  Bain /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

REL 

2230857  10/22/2009  Mtg  Overheads  (17):  Northeast 
Church  Rock  Mine  cleanup -
Navajo  Nation  &  US  EPA 
consultation 

Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

REL 

1125032  10/24/2009  Web  Page:  Polrep  #5 -
continuation  of interim  removal 
action 

Andrew  Bain /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

REL 

2198579  10/29/2009  Ltr:  Response  to  comments  on 
EE/CA 

Keith  Takata /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

Richard  Moore /  
Southwest  Network 
for  Environmental 
&  Economic  Justice 

REL 

2223553  10/30/2009  Ltr:  Workplan  for  addressing 
petroleum impacted  soils, 
w/attchs 

Jed  Thompson  /  M W  
H  Americas,  Inc 

Andrew  Bain /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

REL 

2223558  11/1/2009  Vegetation  &  wildlife  evaluations 
/  revegetation  recommendations 
(draft),  2009  evaluations &  
planning  - Pinon-Juniper 
Community  baseline  &  reference 
area,  w/TL  to  A  Bain  fr J  
Thompson  11/10/09 

Cedar  Creek  Assoc,  Inc  REL 

2223521  11/4/2009  Red  Water  Pond  Rd  availability 
session,  11/4/09  - community 
concerns 

REL 

2199060  11/9/2009  Ltr:  Thanks  &  followup  to 
participation  in  availability 
session  - transmits  meeting  notes, 
w/TL to  D  Richmond  & C  
Tenley,  w/o  attchs  (concurrence 
page) 

Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

Teddy  Nez / Red 
Water  Pond  Road 
Community  Assn 

REL 

2199061  11/10/2009  Ltr:  Thanks  &  followup  to 
participation  in  listening  session -
transmits  meeting  notes,  w/o 
attchs 

Clancy  Tenley / 
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

Teddy  Nez / Red 
Water  Pond  Road 
Community  Assn 

REL 
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2199062  11/10/2009  Ltr:  Response  to  ltr  fr  T  Nez -
meeting  on  11/4  &  followup  ltr, 
w/o  encl 

Keith  Takata /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

Tom  Udall  /  US 
Senate - Office  of 
Tom  Udall 

REL 

1128372  11/11/2009  Mtg  Notes:  Red  Water  Pond  Rd 
listening  session,  11/4/09 

Teddy  Nez / Red  Water 
Pond  Road  Community 
Assn 

REL 

2199077  11/11/2009  Ltr:  Monthly  rpt  #4  for  interim James  Thompson  / M  Andrew  Bain /  REL 
removal  action,  10/09,  w/attchs W  H  Americas,  Inc Environmental 

Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

2223556  11/13/2009  Ltr:  Riprap  material  quality  data, 
for  revised  interim  removal  action 
contruction  plan,  w/attchs 

James  Thompson  / M  
W  H  Americas,  Inc 

Andrew  Bain /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

REL 

2223554  11/13/2009  Ltr:  Workplan  for  evaluating 
petroleum impacted  soils,  w/attch 

Jed  Thompson  /  M W  
H  Americas,  Inc 

Andrew  Bain /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

REL 

1125033  11/16/2009  Web  Page:  Polrep  #6 -
continuation  of interim  removal 
action 

Andrew  Bain /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

REL 

2241264  11/17/2009  (Redacted,  FOIA  Ex  6)  Email: 
Transmits  interim  removal  action 
monthly  rpt  #4  &  provides 
summary  &  link to  vegetation &  
wildlife  survey  rpt,  w/attch 
(NECR  IRA  Monthly  Rpt  4-Oct 
09_Final.PDF) 

Sara  Jacobs /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

Residents /  Red 
Water  Pond  Road 
Community 

REL 

1128441  11/24/2009  Map:  Figure  8  - surface &  
subsurface  background  gamma 
radiation  measurements, 
Northeast  Church  Rock  - Quivira 
Mines 

Weston  Solutions,  Inc  REL 

2223559  12/4/2009  Ltr:  (Draft)  vegetation  &  wildlife 
evaluations  /  revegetation 
recommendations  - EPA  approval 
with  modifications 

Andrew  Bain /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

Lance  Hauer /  
General  Electric  Co 

REL 

2241265  12/8/2009  (Redacted,  FOIA  Ex  6)  Email: 
Interim  removal  action  workplan 
summary 

Sara  Jacobs /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

Residents /  Red 
Water  Pond  Road 
Community 

REL 

2241268  12/8/2009  (Redacted,  FOIA  Ex  6)  Email: 
Transmits  12/4/09  approval  ltr  for 
wildlife  &  vegetation  rpt,  &  total 
petroleum  hydrocarbon  workplan 
dated  11/13/09,  w/attchs 
(IRA_VegRpt_ApprovModif_12-
04-09fin.pdf  &  NECR  TPH  Work 
Plan  11-13-09.pdf) 

Sara  Jacobs /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

Residents /  Red 
Water  Pond  Road 
Community 

REL 
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2241269  12/8/2009  (Redacted,  FOIA  ex  6)  Email: 
Summary  of  site  health  &  safety 
plan  - transmits  draft  HASP &  
tables,  w/attchs  (NECR  IRA 
HASP  Final  RLSO.doc  &  MWH 
NECR  IRA  HASP  Tables.pdf) 

Sara  Jacobs /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

Residents /  Red 
Water  Pond  Road 
Community 

REL 

2241270  12/8/2009  (Redacted,  FOIA  ex  6)  Email: 
Discusses  storm  water  pollution 
prevention  plan  (SWPPP),  w/o 
attch  (NECR  SWPPP  Final 
RLSO.pdf) 

Sara  Jacobs /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

Residents /  Red 
Water  Pond  Road 
Community 

REL 

2241266  12/9/2009  (Redacted,  FOIA  Ex  6)  Email: 
Retransmittal  of interim  removal 
action  plan  construction  storm 
water  pollution  prevention  plan, 
5/09  (redline  version) - will  send 
HASP in  subsequent  email, 
w/attch  (NECR  SWPPP  Final 
RLSO.pdf) 

Sara  Jacobs /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

Residents /  Red 
Water  Pond  Road 
Community 

REL 

2223555  12/10/2009  Ltr:  Monthly  rpt  #5  for  interim James  Thompson  / M  Andrew  Bain /  REL 
removal  action,  11/09,  w/attchs W  H  Americas,  Inc Environmental 

Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

1128438  12/15/2009  Map:  Interim  removal  action  step 
out  area  fencing  plan 

Montgomery  Watson 
Harza 

REL 

1128440  12/15/2009  Maps  (2):  Removal  site 
evaluation  fr  Red  Water  Pond  Rd, 
results  of  static  gamma 
measurements  &  soil  analytical 
results  (draft) 

Montgomery  Watson 
Harza 

REL 

2225244  12/18/2009  Ltr:  Response  to  request  re  1979 
Church  Rock  tailings 
impoundment  incident,  w/o  encls 

Jane  Gardner  /  General 
Electric  Co 

Harrison  Karr / 
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

REL 

2224519  12/21/2009  Ltr:  Government to  government 
consultation  on  mine  cleanup 
alternatives 

Laura  Yoshii /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

Joe  Shirley / Navajo 
Nation  Office  of the 
President  &  Vice 
President 

REL 

1128374  12/25/2009  RWPR  community  strategic  plan, 
updated 

REL 

2241258  12/29/2009  (Redacted,  FOIA  Ex  6)  Email: 
Transmits  RSE  (removal  site 
evaluation)  drawings &  
preliminary  data,  w/attchs 
(041Attachment  A  - RWPR  RSE 
Drawings.pdf  &  Weston  Mine 
Screen  - Arroyos-Quivera-
RWPR.pdf) 

Sara  Jacobs /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

Residents /  Red 
Water  Pond  Road 
Community 

REL 
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2241267  12/29/2009  (Redacted,  FOIA  Ex  6)  Email: 
NECR  work  /  Red  Water  Pond 
Rd  data,  w/attch  (20091215-2009 
NECR  IRA  Restoration-fencing 
Map.pdf) 

Sara  Jacobs /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

Residents /  Red 
Water  Pond  Road 
Community 

REL 

2223520  1/1/2010  Red  Water  Pond  Rd  Community 
Assn  strategic  plans 

Red  Water  Pond  Road 
Community  Assn 

REL 

1128405  1/4/2010  Map:  Step  Out  area  survey  data -
interim  removal  action  (figure  1, 
rev  C),  11 x  17 in,  1 in  =  100  ft 

M  W  H  Americas,  Inc  REL 

2241271  1/5/2010  (Redacted,  FOIA  Ex  6)  Email: 
Step  out  area  survey  data - draft 
80-ft  gamma  survey  results 
requested  by  Teddy  Nez,  w/attch 
(20100104-STEP  OUT  AREA 
VERIFICATION 
DATA_PRELIMINARY.xls) 

Sara  Jacobs /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

Red  Water  Pond 
Road  Community 
Assn 

REL 

2223505  1/8/2010  Ltr:  Monthly  rpt  #6  for  interim 
removal  action,  12/09,  w/attchs 

James  Thompson  / M  
W  H  Americas,  Inc 

Andrew  Bain /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

REL 

2241272  1/11/2010  (Redacted,  FOIA  Ex  6)  Email: 
Transmits  monthly  rpt  #6  for 
interim  removal  action,  12/09, 
w/attch  (NECR  IRA  Monthly  Rpt 
6-Dec  09_Final.pdf) 

Sara  Jacobs /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

Residents /  Red 
Water  Pond  Road 
Community 

REL 

2223508  1/19/2010  Ltr:  Workplan  for  bedrock 
sampling  &  analysis,  interim 
removal  action,  w/attchs 

Toby  Leeson /  M  W H  
Americas,  Inc 

Andrew  Bain /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

REL 

2223482  1/21/2010  Ltr:  Amendment to  workplan  for 
evaluating  petroleum  impacted 
soils,  w/attchs 

Toby  Leeson /  M  W H  
Americas,  Inc 

Andrew  Bain /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

REL 

2215630  1/25/2010  Final  removal  site  evaluation  rpt, 
Red  Water  Pond  Rd, 
w/appendices  (compact  disc  only) 

Montgomery  Watson 
Harza 

United  Nuclear 
Corp 

REL 

2221296  1/26/2010  Final  removal  site  evaluation  rpt, 
Red  Water  Pond  Rd, 
w/appendices,  w/o  compact  disc 

Montgomery  Watson 
Harza 

United  Nuclear 
Corp 

REL 

1128275  2/1/2010  Settlement/water  issues  related  to 
placement  of  additional  material 
on  existing  tailings  impoundment, 
w/appendix 

Stephen  Dwyer /  
Dwyer  Engineering, L  
L C  

United  Nuclear 
Corp 

REL 

2224442  2/1/2010  Vegetation  &  wildlife  evaluations 
/  revegetation  recommendations, 
2009  evaluations  &  planning -
Pinon-Juniper  Community 
baseline  &  reference  area 

Cedar  Creek  Assoc,  Inc  REL 
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1128274 2/12/2010 Ltr:  UNC  mill  site  disposal 
evaluation 

Randall McAlister / 
General  Electric  Co 

Keith  Takata / 
Environmental 
Protection 
Agency  - Region 
9 

REL 

2233871 2/12/2010 Ltr:  UNC  mill  site  disposal 
evaluation,  w/encls 

Randall  McAlister / 
General  Electric  Co 

Keith  Takata / 
Environmental 
Protection 
Agency  - Region 
9 

REL 

1128373 2/13/2010 Overheads  (2):  Model of 
responses  to  community 
concerns  about  health &  
environmental  effects  of 
uranium  legacy 

Teddy  Nez  /  Red 
Water  Pond  Road 
Community  Assn 

REL 

2230342 3/1/2010 Health  &  environmental 
impacts  of  uranium 
contamination  in  Navajo 
Nation  - EPA  progress  in 
implementing  5-year  cleanup 
plan  (3/10  progress  rpt) 

Environmental 
Protection  Agency 

REL 

2241273 3/9/2010 (Redacted,  FOIA  Ex 6) 
Email:  3/10  meeting  &  update 
re  interim  removal  action, 
Red  Water  Pond  Rd  &  EE/CA 
status,  w/attch  (Uranium 
Health  &  Risk  Workshop.pdf) 

Sara  Jacobs / 
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

Red  Water  Pond 
Road  Community 
Assn 

REL 

1128371 3/10/2010 Map:  RWPR  area - known &  
potential  exposure  pathways 

REL 

2241274 3/26/2010 (Redacted,  FOIA  Ex 6) 
Email:  Revegetation  schedule 
&  transmittal  of  3/30/10 
workshop  flyer,  w/history &  
attch  (Uranium  Health  &  Risk 
Workshop.pdf) 

Sara  Jacobs / 
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

Residents  /  Red 
Water  Pond  Road 
Community 

REL 

1128409 3/30/2010 Mtg  Notice:  Uranium  health 
&  risk  workshop  at  Church 
Rock  Chapter  House 

Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

REL 

2224515 3/30/2010 Mtg  Notes:  Notes  fr  question 
&  answer  session,  health &  
risk  workshop  held  3/30/10 

Environmental 
Protection  Agency 

REL 

2224443 4/1/2010 Ltr:  Amendment  to  workplan 
for  evaluating  petroleum 
impacted  soils  (TPH 
workplan  amendment) - EPA 
approval  with  modifications 

Andrew  Bain / 
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

Lance  Hauer / 
General  Electric 
Co 

REL 
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2224444  4/5/2010  Ltr:  Responses to  EPA  comments 
on  amendment to  workplan  for 
evaluating  petroleum  impacted 
soils 

Toby  Leeson /  M  W H  
Americas,  Inc 

Andrew  Bain /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

REL 

2241275  4/5/2010  (Redacted,  FOIA  Ex  6)  Email: 
Response to  request  for  risk 
assessment  - transmits  final 
removal  site  evaluation  rpt, 
w/attch  (UNC  NECR  RSE  Final 
Report  Oct2007.pdf) 

Sara  Jacobs /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

Residents /  Red 
Water  Pond  Road 
Community 

REL 

2223543  4/6/2010  Ltr:  Transmits  video  surveys 
taken  fr  mine  shafts  &  vents  2/08, 
& table  providing  summary  of 
technician  observations,  w/table, 
w/o  compact  discs  (DVDs) 

Lance  Hauer  /  General 
Electric  Co 

Andrew  Bain /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

REL 

2241290  4/8/2010  (Redacted,  FOIA  Ex  4) 
Modification  of  contract  for 
community involvement  - final 
modification  #4  to  EP109000100 

Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

Red  Water  Pond 
Road  Community 
Assn 

REL 

1125034  4/9/2010  Web  Page:  Polrep  #7 -
continuation  of interim  removal 
action 

Andrew  Bain /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

REL 

1128375  4/15/2010  Conceptual  planning  for  NECR 
mine  reclamation/restoration 

Teddy  Nez / Red  Water 
Pond  Road  Community 
Assn 

REL 

1128415  4/22/2010  Task  order  info  - technical 
assistance to  Red  Water  Pond  Rd 
Community  Assn 

Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

Innovative 
Technical  Solutions, 
Inc 

REL 

2224518  4/26/2010  Ltr:  Offer  of  briefing  for  members 
of  Navajo  Nation  Resources 
Committee  on  EPA  progress 
implementing  5-year  plan  to 
address  uranium  mining  impacts 

Clancy  Tenley / 
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

George  Arthur /  
Navajo  Nation 
Council  - Resources 
Committee 

REL 

1128368  4/28/2010  Email:  Phil  Bluehouse  would  be 
okay to  facilitate  5/13  conceptual 
planning  meeting,  w/history 

Teddy  Nez / Red  Water 
Pond  Road  Community 
Assn 

Sara  Jacobs /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

REL 

2224516  4/29/2010  Ltr:  Response  to  National 
Remedy  Review  Board 
recommendations  for  site 

Andrew  Bain /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

Amy  Legare /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
National  Remedy 
Review  Board 

REL 

2241276  4/29/2010  (Redacted,  FOIA  Ex  6)  Email: 
Update  re  Red  Water  Pond  Rd 
area,  w/attchs  (Health  and  Risk 
Workshop-Q&A  Notes.doc &  
NECR  Planning  Workshop 
Flyer.pdf) 

Sara  Jacobs /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

Residents /  Red 
Water  Pond  Road 
Community 

REL 
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1128369  4/30/2010  Email:  5/13  planning  workshop -
transmits  background  info, 
w/attchs  (9) 

Sara  Jacobs /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

Philmer  Bluehouse /  
Bluehouse 
Peacemaking 
Service 

REL 

2223535  5/1/2010  Ltr:  Authorized  placement  of 
backfill  sands  in  mine  stopes, 
w/encls 

Jane  Gardner /  General 
Electric  Co 

Harrison  Karr / 
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

REL 

1128376  5/3/2010  Email:  5/13  planning  workshop -
transmits  additional  info, 
w/history  &  attch  (Ted  Speech  on 
Conceptual  Planning  May.doc) 

Teddy  Nez / 
Churchrock  Mine  Area 
Community  Assn 

Sara  Jacobs /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  
Philmer  Bluehouse /  
Bluehouse 
Peacemaking 
Service 

REL 

1128378  5/5/2010  Email:  5/13  planning  workshop -
confirms  receipt  of  material, 
w/history 

Philmer  Bluehouse /  
Bluehouse 
Peacemaking  Service 

Sara  Jacobs /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

REL 

2241259  5/7/2010  (Redacted,  FOIA  Ex  4)  WVN  #12 
- work  variance  notification  for 
Subtask  12,  community 
involvement 

Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

REL 

1128308  5/13/2010  Mtg  Notice:  NE  Church  Rock 
planning  workshop  - Introduction 
to  process  &  application  of  Dineh 
peacemaking  model 

Philmer  Bluehouse /  
Bluehouse 
Peacemaking  Service 

Churchrock  Chapter, 
Navajo  Nation 

REL 

1128307  5/13/2010  Mtg  Notice:  NE  Church  Rock 
planning  workshop,  5/13/10 

Navajo  Nation 
Environmental 
Protection  Agency 
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

Churchrock  Chapter, 
Navajo  Nation 

REL 

1128370  5/13/2010  Mtg  Notice:  5/13/10  planning 
workshop  re  Red  Water  Pond  Rd 
area 

Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

REL 

2220236  6/1/2010  Northeast  Church  Rock  Mine 
interim  removal  action 
completion  rpt 

Montgomery  Watson 
Harza 

United  Nuclear  Corp 
General  Electric  Co 

REL 

2220237  6/1/2010  Compact  Disc:  Northeast  Church 
Rock  Mine  interim  removal 
action  completion  rpt  (Adobe 
PDF  format) 

Montgomery  Watson 
Harza 

General  Electric  Co 
United  Nuclear  Corp 

REL 

1128451  6/10/2010  Mtg  Notes:  Questions,  action 
items,  &  answers  fr  6/10/10  mtg 
with  Road  Water  Pond  Road 
Community  Assn 

Philmer  Bluehouse /  
Bluehouse 
Peacemaking  Service 

Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

REL 
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2224445  6/30/2010  TL:  Interim  removal  action 
completion  rpt 

Toby  Leeson /  M  W H  
Americas,  Inc 

Andrew  Bain /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

REL 

2223481  7/1/2010  Petroleum investigation  results &  
bioventing  pilot  study  plan,  w/TL 
to  A  Bain  fr  T  Leeson  7/26/10, 
w/o  appendix C  

Montgomery  Watson 
Harza 

United  Nuclear  Corp 
General  Electric  Co 

REL 

2233876  7/15/2010  TL:  Package to  update  Appendix 
H  of interim  removal  action 
completion  rpt 

Toby  Leeson / 
Montgomery  Watson 
Harza 

Andrew  Bain /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

REL 

2228936  7/22/2010  Compact  Disc:  Petroleum 
investigation  results  &  bioventing 
pilot  study  plan  (Adobe  pdf 
format) 

Montgomery  Watson 
Harza 

United  Nuclear  Corp 
General  Electric  Co 

REL 

1128273  7/27/2010  Email:  Forwards  &  discusses 
3/9/10  email  &  ltr  re  mill  site 
disposal  of  mine  spoils,  w/history 

Andrew  Bain /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

Cynthia  Wetmore /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

REL 

1127175  9/7/2010  Mtg  Agenda:  Proposed  agenda  for 
tours  &  meeting  with  Navajo  EPA 
staff  9/20-9/21/10,  Spokane 
Indian  Reservation,  Wellpinit, 
WA 

REL 

1128387  9/7/2010  Email:  Discusses  &  transmits 
proposed  agenda  for  mtg  with 
Navajo  Nation  EPA  on  9/20/10 -
9/21/10,  w/attch  &  forward  to S  
Jacobs  fr  D  Barton,  7/5/11 

Randy  Connolly / 
Spokane  Tribe  of 
Indians 

Svetlana  Zenkin /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

REL 

1128302  10/1/2010  Ltr:  Responses to  EPA  comments 
on  Bioventing  Study  Plan 

Toby  Leeson /  M  W H  
Americas,  Inc 

Andrew  Bain /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

REL 

1128452  10/1/2010  Ltr:  Discusses  &  transmits  US 
EPA  response  to  Red  Water  Pond 
Road  Assn's  2006  resolution, 
w/attch 

Claire  Trombadore / 
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

Red  Water  Pond 
Road  Community 
Assn 

REL 

1128453  10/4/2010  Mtg  Agenda:  10/4/10  RWPRCA 
mtg  with  stakeholders  re  free, 
prior,  &  informed  consent, 
uranium  health  &  risk  rpt  back 

Sara  Jacobs /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

REL 
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2243082  10/4/2010  (Redacted,  FOIA  Ex  6)  Email: 
Transmits  correct  mtg  agenda  for 
10/4/10  RWPRCA  mtg  with 
stakeholders  re  free,  prior, &  
informed  consent,  uranium  health 
&  risk  rpt  back,  &  response 
documents,  w/history  &  attchs 

Sara  Jacobs /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

Red  Water  Pond 
Road  Community 
Assn 

REL 

1125035  10/5/2010  Web  Page:  Polrep  #8 -
continuation  of interim  removal 
action 

Andrew  Bain /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

REL 

2223542  10/27/2010  Ltr:  Notice  of  new  EPA  project 
manager  for  site  (S  Jacobs) 

Andrew  Bain /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

Lance  Hauer /  
General  Electric  Co 

REL 

2234455  10/27/2010  Email:  Notice  of  new  EPA 
project  manager  for  site  (S 
Jacobs),  w/reply to  A  Bain  fr R  
McAlister  10/29/10 

Andrew  Bain /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

Lance  Hauer /  
General  Electric  Co 

REL 

1128259  11/1/2010  Handwritten  Notes:  Estimate 
waste  cell  configuration  at  UNC 
office  area,  w/map  (9/3/10) 

Cynthia  Wetmore /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

File /  NONE  REL 

1124621  11/1/2010  2010  revegetation  monitoring  Clear  Creek  Assoc  REL 
1124688  11/1/2010  Conceptual  plan  for  uranium 

mine  cleanup  and  community 
restoration  (final) 

Red  Water  Pond  Road 
Community  Assn 

REL 

2239633  11/5/2010  TL:  Electronic  copies  of  project 
documents  on  4  compact  discs 

Lance  Hauer  /  General 
Electric  Co 

Cynthia  Wetmore /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

REL 

1128136  11/9/2010  Email:  Summary  of  10/5  site 
visit,  &  followup  to  community 
concerns,  w/history  &  attch 
(Proposed  Test  Pit  Locations.pdf) 

Lance  Hauer  /  General 
Electric  Co 

Claire  Trombadore / 
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

REL 

1128126  11/9/2010  Map:  Recommended  locations  for 
excavation  of  geophysical 
anomalies  (removal  site 
evaluation),  w/marginalia 

United  Nuclear  Corp  REL 

1128127  11/9/2010  Email:  Followup to  10/5 
community  concerns,  w/history, 
w/o  attch  (Proposed  Test  Pit 
Locations.pdf) 

Lance  Hauer  /  General 
Electric  Co 

Claire  Trombadore / 
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

REL 

2243083  11/9/2010  (Redacted,  FOIA  Ex  6)  Email: 
Acknowledges  receipt  of  follow-
up  to  10/5/10  community 
concerns  &  will  be  in touch  after 
reviewing  it,  w/history 

Claire  Trombadore / 
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

Lance  Hauer /  
General  Electric  Co 

REL 
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1128311  11/10/2010  Email:  Proposed  draft  agenda  for  12/2 
community  mtg  - transmits  mtg  notice,  w/attch 
(RWPond  Scoping  Flyer  12_10.pdf) 

Sara  Jacobs /  
Environmental 
Protection 
Agency -
Region 9  

Philmer 
Bluehouse / 
Bluehouse 
Peacemaking 
Service 
Teddy  Nez / 
Red  Water 
Pond  Road 
Community 
Assn 

REL 

1128312  11/10/2010  Public  Notice:  Red  Water  Pond  Rd  area 
planning  mtg,  12/2/10 

Environmental 
Protection 
Agency -
Region 9  

REL 

1128125  11/19/2010  Email:  Transmits ltr  with  preliminary  comments 
on  6/10  interim  removal  action  completion  rpt, 
w/o  attch  (UNC-GEletter_Nov19-
2010preliminarycompletionreportcomments.pdf) 

Sara  Jacobs /  
Environmental 
Protection 
Agency -
Region 9  

Lance  Hauer 
/  General 
Electric  Co 

REL 

1128134  11/19/2010  Ltr:  Preliminary  comments  on interim  removal 
action  completion  rpt  - items  requiring 
immediate  &  near-term  action,  w/attchs  &  email 
TL 

Sara  Jacobs /  
Environmental 
Protection 
Agency -
Region 9  

Lance  Hauer 
/  General 
Electric  Co 

REL 

1128124  11/19/2010  Ltr:  Preliminary  comments  on interim  removal 
action  completion  rpt  - items  requiring 
immediate  &  near-term  action,  w/attchs 

Sara  Jacobs /  
Environmental 
Protection 
Agency -
Region 9  

Lance  Hauer 
/  General 
Electric  Co 

REL 

1124624  11/19/2010  Ltr:  Preliminary  comments  on interim  removal 
action  preliminary  completion  rpt,  w/attchs 

Sara  Jacobs /  
Environmental 
Protection 
Agency -
Region 9  

Lance  Hauer 
/  General 
Electric  Co 

REL 

2243084  11/24/2010  (Redacted,  FOIA  Ex  6)  Email:  Informs  of  work 
activity  at  NECR  following  week  &  discusses 
dinner/mtg  scheduled  for  12/2/10 

Sara  Jacobs /  
Environmental 
Protection 
Agency -
Region 9  

Residents /  
Red  Water 
Pond  Road 
Community 

REL 

2243081  11/25/2010  (Redacted,  FOIA  Ex  6)  Mtg  Agenda:  Meeting 
with  stakeholders  - uranium  health  &  risk  rpt 
back,  12/2/10 

Resident /  Red 
Water  Pond 
Road 
Community 

REL 
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1128135  11/29/2010  Email:  Transmits ltr  response  to 
EPA  preliminary  comments  on 
NECR interim  removal  action 
completion  rpt  &  revegetation 
monitoring  rpt,  w/attchs  (NECR 
Report  10.pdf  &  Response to  11-
19-2010  Letter.pdf) 

Lance  Hauer  /  General 
Electric  Co 

Sara  Jacobs /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

REL 

1128123  11/29/2010  Email:  Transmits ltr  with 
response  to  EPA  preliminary 
comments  on  NECR  interim 
removal  action  completion  rpt &  
revegetation  monitoring  rpt,  w/o 
attchs  (NECR  Report  10.pdf &  
Response to  11-19-2010 
Letter.pdf) 

Lance  Hauer  /  General 
Electric  Co 

Sara  Jacobs /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

REL 

1128256  11/29/2010  Email:  Transmits ltr  response  to 
EPA  preliminary  comments  on 
interim  removal  action 
completion  rpt  &  revegetation 
monitoring  rpt,  w/attchs  (NECR 
Report  10.pdf  &  Response to  11-
19-2010  Letter.pdf) 

Lance  Hauer  /  General 
Electric  Co 

Sara  Jacobs /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

REL 

1124623  11/29/2010  Ltr:  Initial  response  to 
preliminary  comments  on  interim 
removal  action  completion  rpt, 
w/attch 

Lance  Hauer  /  General 
Electric  Co 

Sara  Jacobs /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

REL 

1128255  11/30/2010  Email:  Confirms  approval  of 
proposed  plan  to  complete  field 
work this  week  (ref  US  EPA 
preliminary  comments  on  NECR 
IRA  completion  rpt),  w/history 

Sara  Jacobs /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

Lance  Hauer /  
General  Electric  Co 

REL 

1128457  11/30/2010  RWPRCA  conceptual  plan  for 
uranium  mine  cleanup &  
community  restoration 

Red  Water  Pond  Road 
Community  Assn 

REL 

2243085  11/30/2010  (Redacted,  FOIA  Ex  6)  Email: 
Transmits  12/2/10  stakeholders 
mtg  agenda  &  11/30/10 
RWPRCA  conceptual  plan  for 
uranium  mine  cleanup &  
community  restoration,  w/attchs 

Teddy  Nez / Red  Water 
Pond  Road  Community 
Assn 

Andrew  Bain /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

REL 

1128252  12/1/2010  Table:  IRA  (interim  removal 
action)  12/10  surveys 

General  Electric  Co  REL 

1128251  12/1/2010  Map:  IRA  (interim  removal 
action)  gamma  status,  1/10, &  
areas  with  elevated  gamma  12/10 

REL 
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2225247  12/2/2010  Stormwater  construction  site 
inspection  rpt  - interim  removal 
action 

Jed  Thompson /  
Montgomery  Watson 
Harza 

REL 

1128253  12/4/2010  Table:  Gamma  spectroscopy  run 
data,  12/1-12/2  sample  dates 

A  V  M  Environmental 
Services,  Inc 

REL 

1128247  12/7/2010  Email:  Assessment  of  use  of  mill 
site  well  water  for  dust  control -
transmits  MWH  risk  analysis, 
w/attch  (NECR  Uranium  Risk 
Memorandum  rev12-06-10.pdf) 

Lance  Hauer  /  General 
Electric  Co 

Sara  Jacobs /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

REL 

1128249  12/7/2010  Email:  Transmits  stormwater 
construction  site  inspection  rpt 
for interim  removal  action, 
w/attch  (20101202-NECR-
IRA_swppp_inspection.pdf) 

Lance  Hauer  /  General 
Electric  Co 

Sara  Jacobs /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

REL 

1128250  12/7/2010  Email:  Results  of  evaluation -
transmits  sample  results  &  figure, 
w/attchs  (NECR  IRA  Dec  10 
Survey  Areas.pdf,  Necr  add  areas 
survey.xlsx,  &  NECR  Dec  2010 
Samples.pdf) 

Lance  Hauer  /  General 
Electric  Co 

Sara  Jacobs /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

REL 

1124622  12/7/2010  Memo:  Risk  analysis  of  mill  sites 
well  water  used  for  construction 
dust  control,  w/attchs 

Toby  Leeson /  M  W H  
Americas,  Inc 
Bruce  Narloch  /  M W  
H  Global,  Inc 

Sara  Jacobs /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

REL 

2241261  12/9/2010  (Redacted,  FOIA  Ex  4)  Email: 
Project  management  for 
community involvement -
transmits  SOW  &  work  variance 
notification,  w/history,  forward  to 
S  Jacobs  fr  S  Zenkin  1/31/11 &  
attchs  (Subtask_12  - NECR.pdf 
&  WVN  #12.pdf) 

Rachel  Hess /  
Innovative  Technical 
Solutions,  Inc 

Svetlana  Zenkin /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

REL 

1128257  12/17/2010  Stormwater  construction  site 
inspection  rpt  - interim  removal 
action,  w/attchs 

Rick  Spitz /  MACTEC, 
Inc 

REL 

1128254  12/21/2010  Email:  Transmits  stormwater 
construction  site  inspection  rpt 
for interim  removal  action  (ref 
UNC  NECR  SWPPP  inspection 
rpt),  w/attchs  (12-17-
2010_SCSIR.PDF,  12-20-10 
Nface  channel.jpg,  12-20-10  Z2 
rillhill.jpg,  &  12-20-
10borrow.jpg) 

Lance  Hauer  /  General 
Electric  Co 

Sara  Jacobs /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

REL 
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1128301  1/7/2011  Ltr:  Supplemental  removal  site 
evaluation  workplan  - E  drainage, 
w/attchs 

Toby  Leeson /  M  W H  
Americas,  Inc 

Sara  Jacobs /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

REL 

1128280  1/13/2011  Maps  (3):  Interim  removal  action 
follow-up,  figures  1,  2  &  3  (draft) 
- survey  results 

Montgomery  Watson 
Harza 

United  Nuclear  Corp  REL 

1128282  1/17/2011  Storm  water  construction  site 
inspection  rpt  (SWPPP  inspection 
rpt)  - interim  removal  action, 
w/attchs 

Rick  Spitz /  MACTEC, 
Inc 

REL 

1128279  1/18/2011  Email:  Summary  of  additional 
interim  removal  actions  at  mine 
site  during  11/10  &  12/10,  w/attch 
(NECR  Additional  IRA  Figures 
1-18-11.pdf) 

Toby  Leeson /  M  W H  
Global,  Inc 

Sara  Jacobs /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

REL 

1128281  1/18/2011  Email:  Transmits  storm  water 
construction  site  inspection  rpt 
(SWPPP  inspection  rpt)  for 
interim  removal  action  &  photos, 
w/attchs  (01-17-2011  SCSIR.pdf, 
01-17-11  borrow.JPG,  01-17-11 
Nface  channel.JPG,  &  01-17-11 
rillhill.JPG) 

Lance  Hauer  /  General 
Electric  Co 

Sara  Jacobs /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

REL 

1127174  1/31/2011  Ltr:  Congratulations  on 
reappointment  &  offer to 
participate  in  briefing  2/16  or  2/17 

Clancy  Tenley / 
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

Stephen  Etsitty / 
Navajo  Nation 
Environmental 
Protection  Agency 

REL 

1128284  1/31/2011  Storm  water  construction  site 
inspection  rpt  (SWPPP  inspection 
rpt)  - interim  removal  action, 
w/attchs 

Rick  Spitz /  MACTEC, 
Inc 

REL 

1128316  2/1/2011  Bioventing  pilot  study  results 
(text, tables  &  figures) 

Montgomery  Watson 
Harza 

General  Electric  Co 
United  Nuclear  Corp 

REL 

1128314  2/1/2011  Bioventing  pilot  study  results 
(text  only) 

Montgomery  Watson 
Harza 

General  Electric  Co 
United  Nuclear  Corp 

REL 

1128318  2/1/2011  Appendices - bioventing  pilot 
study  results 

Montgomery  Watson 
Harza 

United  Nuclear  Corp 
General  Electric  Co 

REL 

1128283  2/3/2011  Email:  Transmits  storm  water 
construction  site  inspection  rpt 
(SWPPP  inspection  rpt)  for 
interim  removal  action,  &  photos, 
w/attchs  (01-31-2011  SCSIR.pdf, 
01-31-11  rillhill.JPG,  01-31-11 
borrow.JPG,  &  01-31-11  Nface 
channel.JPG) 

Lance  Hauer  /  General 
Electric  Co 

Sara  Jacobs /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

REL 
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1128286  2/14/2011  Conceptual  plan  for  uranium  mine 
cleanup  and  community 
restoration,  2/10  version  (rev 
2/14/11) 

Red  Water  Pond  Road 
Community  Assn 

REL 

2241260  2/14/2011  (Redacted,  FOIA  Ex  6)  Email: 
Response to  draft  agenda -
transmits  conceptual  plan, 
w/history  &  attch  (FrPaul  02-14-
2011 
RWPRCA_Conceptual_plan_130-
2011  West-Tradit.doc.pdf) 

Teddy  Nez / Red  Water 
Pond  Road  Community 
Assn 

Sara  Jacobs /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

REL 

1128303  2/15/2011  Overheads:  US  Northeast  Church 
Rock  remedy  selection 
(presentation to  Navajo  EPA) 

Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

REL 

1127965  2/17/2011  Ltr:  Reasons  Crescent  Junction, 
UT  facility  not  available  for 
disposal  of  NECR  site  waste 

Donald  Metzler /  US 
Dept  of  Energy  - Grand 
Junction  Projects 
Office 

Cynthia  Wetmore /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

REL 

1128269  2/17/2011  Email:  Transmits ltr  giving 
reasons  Crescent  Junction,  UT 
facility  not  available  for  disposal 
of  NECR  site  waste,  w/attch 
(NECRMineWasteResponse.pdf) 

Kym  Bevan  /  S  & K  
Aerospace,  L  L C  

Cynthia  Wetmore /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

REL 

1128322  2/28/2011  Stormwater  construction  site 
inspection  rpt  (SWPPP  inspection 
rpt)  - interim  removal  action 

Rick  Spitz /  MACTEC, 
Inc 

REL 

1128315  3/1/2011  Email:  Transmits  final  bioventing 
pilot  study  (email  2  of  3),  w/attch 
(NECR  Final  Bioventing  Report 
2-24-1  text,  tables  &  figures.pdf) 

Lance  Hauer  /  General 
Electric  Co 

Michele  Dineyazhe / 
Navajo  Nation 
Environmental 
Protection  Agency 
Sara  Jacobs /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

REL 

1128317  3/1/2011  Email:  Transmits  appendices  for 
bioventing  bioventing  pilot  study 
results  (email  3  of  3),  w/attch 
(NECR  Final  Bioventing  Report 
Appendices.pdf) 

Lance  Hauer  /  General 
Electric  Co 

Michele  Dineyazhe / 
Navajo  Nation 
Environmental 
Protection  Agency 
Sara  Jacobs /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

REL 
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1128313  3/1/2011  Email:  Transmits  final  bioventing 
pilot  study  rpt  (email  1  of  3), 
w/attch  (NECR  Final  Bioventing 
Report  2-24-1  text  only.pdf) 

Lance  Hauer  /  General 
Electric  Co 

Sara  Jacobs /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

REL 

1128320  3/1/2011  Overheads:  Mill  site  repository 
technical  meeting,  March  2011 

General  Electric  Co  REL 

1128276  3/6/2011  Email:  Call-in  info  for  mtg -
transmits  PowerPoint  file  (ref 
NECR  waste  consolidation  at 
UNC technical  meeting),  w/o 
attch  (NECR  Presentation  03-08-
11.ppt) 

Lance  Hauer  /  General 
Electric  Co 

Earle  Dixon /  NM 
Environment  Dept 
Michele  Dineyazhe / 
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

REL 

1128319  3/6/2011  Email:  Transmits  PowerPoint 
presentation  for  mill  site 
repository  mtg  (ref  NECR  waste 
consolidation  at  UNC  technical 
mtg  - presentation  &  call  info), 
w/attch  (NECR  Presentation  03-
08-11.pdf) 

Lance  Hauer  /  General 
Electric  Co 

Earle  Dixon /  NM 
Environment  Dept 
Michele  Dineyazhe / 
Navajo  Nation 
Environmental 
Protection  Agency 

REL 

1128321  3/15/2011  Email:  Transmits  stormwater 
construction  site  inspection  rpt 
(SWPPP  inspection  rpt)  for 
interim  removal  action,  w/attchs 
(02-28-2011  SCSIR.pdf,  02.28.11 
rillhill.JPG  02.28.11,  borrow.JPG 
02.28.11,  Nface  channel.JPG, &  
02.28.11  rilling.JPG) 

Lance  Hauer  /  General 
Electric  Co 

Sara  Jacobs /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

REL 

1128323  3/22/2011  Email:  Transmits  worker 
monitoring  data  (response  to 
request  for  additional  interim 
removal  action  air  monitoring 
data),  w/attch  (NECR  IRA 
Monitoring  Memo  3-22-2011.pdf) 

Lance  Hauer  /  General 
Electric  Co 

Sara  Jacobs /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

REL 

1128324  3/22/2011  Memo:  Personnel  monitoring 
routines  &  results  fr  NECR  IRA 
(interim  removal  action)  project, 
w/attchs 

MACTEC,  Inc  Lance  Hauer /  
General  Electric  Co 

REL 

1128128  4/1/2011  Newsclip:  EPA  awaits  Quivira 
data,  NECR  cleanup  decision  in 
fall 

Kathy  Helms /  Gallup 
Independent 
(Newspaper) 

REL 

1128129  4/1/2011  Fact  Sheet:  Mine  waste  cleanup 
work  - community  update 

Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

REL 

1128389  4/1/2011  Stormwater  construction  site 
inspection  rpt  re  NECR interim 
removal  action  project,  4/1/11, 
w/attchs 

Rick  Spitz /  MACTEC, 
Inc 

Lance  Hauer /  
General  Electric  Co 

REL 
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1128304  4/5/2011  Ltr:  Response  to  bioventing  pilot 
study  results  rpt  for  site,  prepared 
by  MWH &  dated  2/11 

Sara  Jacobs /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

Lance  Hauer /  
General  Electric  Co 

REL 

1128306  4/5/2011  Ltr:  Response  to  supplemental 
removal  site  evaluation  workplan, 
East  drainage,  NECR  site,  MWH, 
dated  1/7/11 

Sara  Jacobs /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

Lance  Hauer /  
General  Electric  Co 

REL 

2240722  4/8/2011  Northeast  Churchrock  Mine 
Superfund  Site,  Residential  Site 
#1  Removal  Administrative 
Record  Index 

Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

REL 

2240723  4/8/2011  NE  Churchrock  Quivira  Mines 
Superfund  Site,  Residential  Site 
#2  Removal  Administrative 
Record  Index 

Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

REL 

2241287  4/8/2011  (Redacted,  FOIA  Ex  4)  Email: 
Final  Modification  #4 to 
EP109000100  - task 5  
incorporated,  w/attch 

Carrie  Evans /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

Teddy  Nez / Red 
Water  Pond  Road 
Community  Assn 

REL 

1128380  4/11/2011  Email:  Discusses  &  transmits 
updated  plan  for  test trenches &  
standard  operating  procedures 
(SOPs),  w/attchs 

Lance  Hauer  /  General 
Electric  Co 

Sara  Jacobs /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

REL 

1128382  4/14/2011  Email:  Transmits  stormwater 
construction  site  inspection  rpt, 
dated  4/1/11,  w/attchs 

Lance  Hauer  /  General 
Electric  Co 

Sara  Jacobs /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

REL 

2243086  4/14/2011  (Redacted,  FOIA  Ex  6)  Email: 
Response to  request  for  contact 
info  &  more  info  re  upcoming 
clean-up  near  property,  w/history 

Sara  Jacobs /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

Residents /  Coyote 
Canyon  Chapter, 
Navajo  Nation 

REL 

2243087  4/22/2011  (Redacted,  FOIA  Ex  6)  Email: 
Discusses  upcoming  &  ongoing 
assessment  work  at  NECR &  
Quivira  mines  &  transmits  4/11 
fact  sheet,  w/o  attch  (NECR  and 
Quivira  Fact  Sheet-April 
2011.pdf) 

Sara  Jacobs /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

Residents /  Red 
Water  Pond  Road 
Community 

REL 

1127966  5/1/2011  Evaluation  of  consolidation &  
water  storage  capacity  related  to 
placement  of  mine  material  on 
existing  UNC  Mill  site  tailings 
impoundment 

Stephen  Dwyer /  
Dwyer  Engineering, L  
L C  

United  Nuclear  Corp  REL 

2241283  5/2/2011  (Redacted,  FOIA  Ex  6)  Email: 
Resending  new  fact  sheet, 
w/history  &  attch 
(NECR4_11_Final.pdf) 

Sara  Jacobs /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

Residents /  Red 
Water  Pond  Road 
Community 

REL 
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1128464  5/6/2011  Table  2  - NECR  water  well 
sampling  data 

C  Tiballi  /  NONE  REL 

1128466  5/6/2011  Photos  (2):  Fill  around  SE  corner 
of  fence  around  step  out  area 

Bill  Sass /  Ecology &  
Environment,  Inc 

REL 

2241284  5/6/2011  (Redacted,  FOIA  Ex  6)  Email: 
Friendship  well  safe  for  livestock 
use - transmits  table  for  well  14T-
586,  w/attch  (Table  2.pdf) 

Sara  Jacobs /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

Resident /  Red 
Water  Pond  Road 
Community 

REL 

1128270  5/13/2011  Email:  Mine  site  figures  for  5/25 
site  meeting,  w/attchs  (NECR 
Supplemental  RSE  Figures.pdf &  
Fig  1  Proposed  Test  Trench 
Locs.pdf) 

Lance  Hauer  /  General 
Electric  Co 

Sara  Jacobs /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  
Cynthia  Wetmore /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

REL 

1128325  5/13/2011  Map:  Figure  1,  Proposed  test 
trench  locations 

Montgomery  Watson 
Harza 

REL 

2241285  5/19/2011  (Redacted,  FOIA  Ex  6)  Email: 
Response to  concerns  about 
potential  erosion  issues  at  SE 
corner  of  fence  around  step  out 
area  (ref  Quivira  Field  Update  for 
Thursday,  5/5/11),  w/attchs 
(after2a.JPG  &  after2b.JPG) 

Sara  Jacobs /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

Residents /  Red 
Water  Pond  Road 
Community 

REL 

1128288  5/24/2011  Mtg  Agenda:  UNC  Churchrock 
Mill  Site  meeting  re  risk 
assessment  draft  rpt  &  site-wide 
supplemental  FS 

Katrina  Higgins-
Coltrain /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 6  

REL 

1128287  6/1/2011  Email:  Discusses  conceptual 
cover  profile  evaluation  rpt,  w/o 
attch  (Dwyer  report  ET  9-9-
09.pdf) 

Lance  Hauer  /  General 
Electric  Co 

Cynthia  Wetmore /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

REL 

1128386  6/1/2011  Final  slide  presentation  for 
NMED  informational  briefing, 
6/11  - Gallup,  NM,  United 
Nuclear  Corp  &  Northeast  Church 
Rock  Superfund  sites 

Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 6  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

REL 

1128390  6/1/2011  Stormwater  construction  site 
inspection  rpt  re  NECR interim 
removal  action  project,  6/1/11, 
w/attchs 

Rick  Spitz /  MACTEC, 
Inc 

Lance  Hauer /  
General  Electric  Co 

REL 

1128461  6/1/2011  Regional  screening  level  (RSL) 
summary table,  6/11 

Environmental 
Protection  Agency 

REL 
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1128290  6/2/2011  Email:  Discusses  &  transmits 
reply to  NRC  comment  dated 
5/18/11,  w/o  attch 
(Reply_NRC_Comment_dated_5-
18-11.pdf) 

Stephen  Dwyer /  
Dwyer  Engineering, L  
L C  

Cynthia  Wetmore /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  
Sara  Jacobs /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

REL 

1128133  6/2/2011  Memo:  Reply to  comment  in 
email  dated  5/18/11,  w/attch 

Stephen  Dwyer /  
Stephen  F  Dwyer 
(Engineer) 

Zahira  Cruz /  
Nuclear  Regulatory 
Commission 

REL 

2241286  6/3/2011  (Redacted,  FOIA  Ex  6)  Email: 
NECR  vent  hole  8  screening, &  
fencing issue,  w/attch 
(NSP_Screen_Vent_Hole_8_.pdf) 

Sara  Jacobs /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

Resident /  Red 
Water  Pond  Road 
Community 

REL 

1128305  6/13/2011  Newsclip:  Radioactive  waste 
dump  in  Gallup's  backyard 

Kathy  Helms /  Gallup 
Independent 
(Newspaper) 

REL 

1128384  6/20/2011  Ltr:  Proposes  additional  erosion 
control  measures in  interim 
removal  action  construction  areas 
at  site,  w/encl 

Jed  Thompson /  
Montgomery  Watson 
Harza 

Sara  Jacobs /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

REL 

1128383  6/21/2011  Email:  Discusses  &  transmits 
SWPPP  inspection  rpt,  dated 
6/1/11,  &  ltr  fr  MWH  proposing 
additional  erosion  control 
measures  in interim  removal 
action  construction  areas  at  site, 
dated  6/20/11,  w/attchs 

Lance  Hauer  /  General 
Electric  Co 

Sara  Jacobs /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

REL 

2241289  6/21/2011  (Redacted,  FOIA  Ex  6)  Email: 
Follow  up  coordination /  
proposed  Skype  call  on  7/7, 
w/attchs  1  & 2  
(NECR2_epa_polrep_2.htm, 
NECR2_epa_polrep_1.htm),  w/o 
attch  3  (Final  NECR  HS  Trip 
Rpt.pdf) 

Sara  Jacobs /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

Residents /  Red 
Water  Pond  Road 
Community 

REL 

1128299  6/28/2011  Mtg  Agenda:  Meeting  between 
NMED  (Environment  Dept) &  
EPA  Regions 6  &  9  on  NECR &  
UNC  Superfund  site 

REL 

1128385  6/28/2011  Email:  Transmits  final  slide 
presentation  for  NMED 
informational  briefing,  6/11, 
w/attch 

Katrina  Higgins-
Coltrain /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 6  

Sara  Jacobs /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

REL 

1127128  7/7/2011  Ltr:  Feedback  on  how  Navajo 
Nation input  is  being  considered, 
&  confirmation  of  support  in 
finalization  of  action  memo 

Jane  Diamond /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

Stephen  Etsitty / 
Navajo  Nation 
Environmental 
Protection  Agency 

REL 
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1128300  7/7/2011  Ltr:  Approval  of  additional 
erosion  control  measures  in 
interim  action  construction  areas 

Sara  Jacobs /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

Lance  Hauer /  
General  Electric  Co 

REL 

2241288  7/29/2011  (Redacted,  FOIA  Ex  6)  Email: 
Response to  email  sent  to  Navajo 
Nation  EPA  - explains 
community  funding  direct 
contract  with  Red  Water  Pond  Rd 
Community  Assn,  w/forward  to S  
Jacobs  9/9/11  &  history 

Dana  Barton /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

Resident /  Red 
Water  Pond  Road 
Community 

REL 

1128260  8/1/2011  Memo:  Present  worth 
calculations 

Cynthia  Wetmore /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

File /  NONE  REL 

1128261  8/18/2011  Ltr:  Technical  memo 
summarizing  2  rpts  on  Zone 3  
tailings  seepage  sourcing &  
groundwater  recharge,  w/attchs 

James  Ewart  /  Chester 
Engineers 
Mark  Jancin  /  Chester 
Engineers 

Katrina  Higgins-
Coltrain /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 6  
Yolande  Norman / 
Nuclear  Regulatory 
Commission 

REL 

1128428  8/29/2011  Ltr:  Clarification  of  commitments 
re  EE/CA  alternative  5A 

Randall  McAlister /  
General  Electric  Co 

Clancy  Tenley / 
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

REL 

1128393  9/1/2011  Draft  regional  groundwater 
assessment  of impacts  fr  historic 
releases  of  NECR  mine  &  UNC 
mill  facilities,  Navajo  Nation, 
w/o  app A  

Engineering/Remediation 
Resources  Group,  Inc 
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

REL 

1128309  9/1/2011  Ltr:  Follow  up to  7/7/11  ltr &  
8/12/11  conference  call  re  site &  
summarizes  EPA  responses  to 
key  comments  raised  by  Navajo 
Nation 

Jane  Diamond /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

Stephen  Etsitty / 
Navajo  Nation 
Environmental 
Protection  Agency 

REL 

2240729  9/1/2011  Fact  Sheet:  Site  cleanup -
community  update 

Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

REL 

1128388  9/2/2011  Email:  Responds  to  summary  of 
lines  of  evidence  supporting  that 
tailings  in  cells  are  unsaturated &  
transmits  8/18/11  technical 
memo  summarizing 2  rpts  on 
Zone  3  tailings  seepage  sourcing 
&  groundwater  recharge, 
w/history  &  attch 

Cynthia  Wetmore /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

Lance  Hauer /  
General  Electric  Co 

REL 
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1128272  9/6/2011  Email:  Will  plan to  evaluate 
optimal  drainage  configuration 
(ref  UNC  - Follow  up  on  tailings 
seepage  evaluations),  w/history 

Lance  Hauer  /  General 
Electric  Co 

Cynthia  Wetmore /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

REL 

2241300  9/8/2011  Geophysical  anomaly trenching 
rpt 

Montgomery  Watson 
Harza 

United  Nuclear  Corp  REL 

1128490  9/12/2011  Ltr:  Clarification  of  2  points 
raised  in  ltr  re  GE  commitments 
related to  proposed  removal 
action 

Clancy  Tenley / 
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

Randall  McAlister /  
General  Electric  Co 

REL 

2240727  9/16/2011  Northeast  Churchrock  Mine 
Superfund  Site  Step-Out  Interim 
Removal  Administrative  Record 
Index 

Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

REL 

2240728  9/16/2011  NE  Churchrock  Quivira  Mines 
Superfund  Site  Removal 
Administrative  Record  Index 

Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

REL 

1128485  9/19/2011  SOW  for technical  assistance  to 
Red  Water  Pond  Road 
Community  Assn  (revised) 

Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

REL 

1128501  9/20/2011  Ltr:  General  overview  of  matters 
discussed  at  9/8/11  mtg  re  NECR 
site  cleanup,  w/o  encl 

Jane  Diamond /  
Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

Ben  Shelly / Navajo 
Nation  Office  of the 
President  &  Vice 
President 

REL 

1128500  9/26/2011  List  of  US  EPA  guidance 
documents  consulted  during 
development  &  selection  of 
response  action  for  site 

Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

REL 

2240730  9/27/2011  Memo:  Post-EE/CA  analysis  of 
alternatives - alternative  off-site 
disposal locations 

Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

REL 

2240731  9/29/2011  Action  Memo:  Request  for  non-
time-critical  removal  action  at  site 

Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

REL 

2240738  9/27/2011  Northeast  Churchrock  Mine 
Superfund  Site  Drainage  East  of 
Red  Water  Pond  Rd  Removal 
Administrative  Record  Index 

Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

REL 

1128381  Standard  operating  procedure  16 -
Geotechnical  sample  collections 
&  analysis 

Lance  Hauer  /  General 
Electric  Co 

Environmental 
Protection  Agency -
Region 9  

REL 

1128377  Speech  on  conceptual  planning  Teddy  Nez / Red  Water 
Pond  Road  Community 
Assn 

REL 

2224514  Map:  Tribal trust,  BLM  &  state 
land  (Northeast  Church  Rock 
vicinity) 

REL 
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Attachment  II 

APPLICABLE  OR  RELEVANT  AND 
APPROPRIATE  REQUIREMENTS 

(ARARs)  TABLE 

In  the Engineering Evaluation  and  Cost  Analysis  (“EE/CA”),  U.S.  EPA  addressed  the 
Applicable  or  Relevant  and  Appropriate  Requirements  (“ARARs”)  for  the  proposed 
Actions  at  the  Site.  This  attachment  contains  a  discussion  of  how  the  ARARs  are 
selected,  and  lists  the  ARARs  laid  out  in  the EE/CA  as  well  as  the  additional  ARARs 
identified  as  a  result  of  comments  received  by  U.S. EPA  during  the  Public  Comment 
Period  on  the EE/CA. 

Applicable  or  relevant  and  appropriate  requirements  (ARARs)  cover  both  federal  and 
state  environmental  requirements  and  are  used  to:  (1)  evaluate  the  appropriate  extent  of 
Site  cleanup;  (2)  scope  and  formulate  alternatives;  and  (3)  guide  the  implementation  and 
operation  of  a  selected  action.  Section  300.415(j)  of  the  NCP  requires  that  “removal 
actions  pursuant  to  CERCLA  Section  106,  shall  "to  the  extent  practicable,  considering 
the  exigencies  of  the situation,  attain  ARARs  under  federal  or  state  environmental  or 
facility  siting  laws.” The  U.S.  EPA  Region  9  requested  and  received  ARARs  from  the 
State  of  New  Mexico  and  the  Navajo  Nation EPA  for  consideration  in  this EE/CA  (see 
table  provided  as  Attachment  II  for  a  complete  list  of  the  ARARs  for  this  removal 
action). 

Terms  and  Definitions 
The  following  are  explanations  of  the  terms  and  definitions  used  throughout  this  ARARs 
discussion.  Applicable  requirements  are  clean-up  standards,  standards  of  control,  and 
other  substantive  environmental  protection  requirements,  criteria,  or  limitations 
promulgated  under  federal  or  state  law  that  specifically  address  a  hazardous  substance, 
pollutant,  contaminant,  remedial  action,  location,  or  other  circumstance  at  a  CERCLA 
site  (52  Federal  Register  [FR]  32496,  August  27,  1987).  Relevant  and  appropriate 
requirements  are  clean-up  standards,  standards  of  control,  or  other  substantive 
environmental  protection  requirements,  criteria,  or  limitations  promulgated  under  federal 
or  state  law  that,  while  not  applicable  to  a  hazardous  substance,  pollutant,  contaminant, 
remedial  action,  location,  or  other  circumstance  at  a  CERCLA site,  address  problems  or 
situations  sufficiently  similar  to  those  encountered  at  the  CERCLA site  that  their  use  is 
well-suited  to  the  particular site  (52  FR  32496).  Portions  of  a  requirement  may  be 
relevant  and  appropriate  even  if  the  entire  requirement  is  not.  Information  to  be 
considered  includes  non-promulgated  advisories  or  guidance  issued  by  federal  or  state 
government  that  are  not  legally  binding  and  do  not  have  the  status  of  potential  ARARs. 
They  are  considered  in  the  absence  of  federal  or  state  ARARs,  or  when  such  ARARs  are 
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not  sufficiently  protective.  An  example  of  information  to  be  considered  is  the  U.S.  EPA 
Region  9  PRGs  that  provide  guidance  to  assess  human  health  implications  during a  
removal  action. 

Under  the  description  of  ARARs  set  forth  in  the  NCP,  state  and  federal  ARARs  are 
organized  under  the  following  three  categories: 

Chemical-specific  ARARs are  usually  health- or  risk-based  standards  that  limit 
concentrations  of  chemicals  found  in  or  discharged  to  the  environment. They 
govern  the  extent  of site  remediation  by  providing  either  actual  clean-up  levels  or 
the  basis  for  calculating  such  levels.  Chemical-specific  ARARs  may  also  be  used 
to  indicate  acceptable  levels  of  discharge  in  determining  treatment  and  disposal 
requirements  and  to  assess  the  effectiveness  of  future  remedial  alternatives.  For 
example,  state  water  quality  standards  apply  to  a site  where  treatment  effluent  is 
discharged  to  a  surface  water  body. 

Location-specific  ARARs set  restrictions  on  chemical  concentrations  or  the 
conduct  of  activities  solely  because  they  are  in  special  locations  (53  FR  51394). 
In  determining  the  use  of  location-specific  ARARs  for  selected  remedial  actions 
at  CERCLA sites,  the  jurisdictional  prerequisites  of  each  of  the  regulations  must 
be  investigated.  In  addition,  basic  definitions  and  exemptions  must  be  analyzed 
on  a site-specific  basis  to  confirm  the  correct  application  of  the  requirements.  For 
example,  federal  and  state  regulations  concerning  groundwater  may  apply  at  a site 
where a  removal  action  may  impact  groundwater  quality. 

Action-specific  ARARs set  controls  or  restrictions  on  particular  kinds  of  activities 
related  to  the  management  of  particular  wastes  or  materials  (53  FR  51437). 
Selection  of  a  particular  response  action  at  a  site  will  invoke  the  appropriate 
action-specific  ARARs  that  may  specify  particular  performance  standards  or 
technologies  as  well  as  specific  environmental  levels  for  discharged  or  residual 
chemicals.  For  example,  the  federal  noise  regulations  apply  at  a  site  where 
construction  and  heavy  equipment  activities  are  occurring. 

Identification  and  evaluation  of  ARARs  is  an  iterative  process  that  continues  throughout 
the  response  process.  As  a  better  understanding  is  gained  of  Site  conditions, 
contaminants,  and  response  alternatives,  the  lists  of  ARARs  and  their  relevance  to  the 
removal  action  may  change. 

Other  Considerations  and  Assumptions 
The  following  additional  considerations  and  assumptions  were  made  during  the  ARAR 
identification  process. 

Occupational  Safety  and  Health  Administration  (OSHA) 
OSHA  has  promulgated  standards  for  protection  of  workers  who  may  be  exposed  to 
hazardous  substances  at  Resource  Conservation  and  Recovery  Act  (RCRA)  or  CERCLA 
sites  (29  CRF  Parts  1910.120  and  1926.65).  The  U.S.EPA  requires  compliance  with 
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OSHA  standards  in  the  NCP  (40  Code  of  Federal  Regulations  [CFR]  300.150),  but  not 
through  the  ARAR  process. Therefore,  OSHA  standards  are  not  considered  ARARs. 
Although  the  requirements,  standards,  and  regulations  of  OSHA  are  not  ARARs,  they 
will  be  complied  with  during  the  removal  action. 

Uranium  Mill Tailing  Radiation  Control  Act  (UMTRCA) 
UMTRCA  programs  are  categorized  under  Title  I  and  Title  II.  Title  I  addresses  specific 
inactive  Uranium  processing sites  and  Title  II  addresses  active sites  that  are  required  to 
have  a  license  from  NRC.  Under  UMTRCA,  the  U.S.EPA  was  directed  to  devise 
standards  for  both  the  control Engineering  Evaluation/Cost  Analysis  and  cleanup 
remedial  actions. The  NECR  mine site  is  not  a  listed site  under Title  I  of  UMTRCA  nor 
would  NECR  mine  wastes  be  classified  under Title  II.  However,  UMTRCA 
requirements  may  be  ARARs  under  certain  circumstances,  as  reflected  in  the  ARARs 
table  attached  as  an  Appendix  to  this  Attachment. 

Acronyms 
BMP  Best  Management  Practice 
CAA  Clean  Air  Act 
CFR  Code  of  Federal  Regulations 
CWA  Clean  Water  Act 
ESA  Endangered  Species  Act 
Mrem/yr  Milli-Roentgen-Equivalent-Man/Year 
NESHAP  National  Emissions  Standards  for  Hazardous  Air  Pollutants 
NMAC  New  Mexico  Administrative  Code 
NMSA  New  Mexico  Statutes  Annotated 
NN  Navajo  Nation 
NPDES  National  Pollutant  Discharge  Elimination  System 
NRC  Nuclear  Regulatory  Commission 
RCRA  Resource  Conservation  and  Recovery  Act 
SMCRA  Surface Mining  Control  and  Reclamation  Act 
TBC  To  Be  Considered 
UMTRCA  Uranium  Mill Tailings  Radiation  Control  Act 
USC  United  States  Code 
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Table  A-1 
Chemical-Specific  ARARs  and  TBC  Information 

Media  Requirement  Requirement  Synopsis  Status  and  Rationale 
Solid FEDERAL Regulates  disposal  of  solid  waste.  Per  42  USC Substantive  requirements  may 
Wastes 

Resource  Conservation 
and  Recovery  Act 
(RCRA)  of  1976,  as 
amended –  
Subtitle  D,  42  USC  6901 
et  seq. 

6903(27),  RCRA  does  not  regulate  “source,  special 
nuclear,  or  byproduct  material”  as  defined  in  the 
Atomic  Energy  Act,  but  may  apply to  other  wastes, 
including  ores  containing  uranium  in  concentrations 
less  than  500  ppm. 

be  applicable to  wastes  that 
are  subject  to  the  Act 

Hazardous FEDERAL Provides  for  “cradle-to-grave”  regulation  of Substantive  requirements  may 
Wastes 

Resource  Conservation 
and  Recovery  Act 
(RCRA)  of  1976, as 
amended –  
Subtitle  C,  42  USC  6901 
et  seq. 

hazardous  wastes.  Per  42  USC  6903(27),  RCRA 
does  not  regulate  “source,  special  nuclear,  or 
byproduct  material”  as  defined  in  the  Atomic 
Energy  Act.  Per  40  CFR  261.4(b)(7),  wastes 
derived  from  the  extraction,  beneficiation  and 
processing  of  ores  are  not  hazardous  wastes.  EPA 
does  not  anticipate  encountering  RCRA  hazardous 
wastes  during this  removal  action.  However, if 

be  applicable if  wastes  that 
are  subject  to  the  Act  are 
encountered 

hazardous  wastes  (e.g.,  buried  drums  containing 
solvents)  are  discovered,  RCRA  hazardous  waste 
requirements  would  be  ARARs. 

Soils  FEDERAL 
Surface  Mining  Control 
and  Reclamation  Act  of 
1977  (SMCRA),  as 
amended  --
And  regulations  at  30 
CFR  Parts  816  and  817 

Establishes a  program  for  regulating  surface  coal 
mining  and  reclamation  (mandatory  uniform 
standards).  Includes  minimization  of impacts  on 
fish,  wildlife,  and  related  environmental  values. 
Revegetation  requirements  (e.g.,  30  CFR  816.111) 
may  be  relevant  &  appropriate to  protect  against 
erosion. 

Substantive  requirements  may 
be  relevant  and  appropriate 

Hazardous FEDERAL Protect  the  public  and the  environment  from Substantive  requirements  may 
Materials Uranium  Mill  Tailings 

Radiation  Control  Act 
of  1978  (UMTRCA), 
as  amended –  
And  regulations  at  40 
CFR  Part  192,  Subparts 
A-E 

uranium  mill  tailings.  Some  requirements  (e.g.,  40 
CFR  192.02,  192.12,  192.32)  may  be  ARARs. 

be  applicable to  activities 
involving  uranium  mill 
tailings,  and/or  activities  on 
UNC  NPL  site,  if  any;  may  be 
relevant  and  appropriate  to 
other  activities 

Other  FEDERAL 
Code  of  Federal 
Regulations  (CFR), Title 
10,  Part  20 
NRC  Regulations –  
Standards  for  Protection 
Against  Radiation; 
Subpart  D  –  Radiation 
Dose  Limits 

Establishes  standards  for  protection  against ionizing 
radiation  resulting  from  activities  conducted  under 
licenses  issued  by the  NRC 

Substantive  requirements  may 
be  applicable  or  relevant  and 
appropriate if  source, 
byproduct  or  special  nuclear 
material  is  encountered 

Air  FEDERAL 
Clean  Air  Act  (CAA) –  
National  Emission 
Standards  for  Hazardous 
Air  Pollutants 
(NESHAPs)  that  apply to 
radionuclides,  Title  40 
CFR  Part  61,  Subpart  H. 

Regulates  airborne  emissions  of  radionuclides  to 
nearest  off  site  receptor  during  cleanup  of  Federal 
facilities  and  licensed  U.S.  NRC  facilities. 
Emissions  of  radionuclides  cannot  exceed  10  milli-
Roentgen-Equivalent-Man  per  year  (mrem/yr) 

Substantive  requirements  may 
be  relevant  and  appropriate to 
activities  during  the  removal 
action.  These  requirements 
may  become  applicable if 
DOE  takes  over  long-term 
maintenance  of the  facility in 
the  future. 
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Table  A-1 
Chemical-Specific  ARARs  and  TBC  Information 

Media  Requirement  Requirement  Synopsis  Status  and  Rationale 
Other  FEDERAL 

EPA  Directive  on 
Protective  Cleanup 
Levels  for  Radioactive 
Contamination  at 
CERCLA  sites. OSWER 
Directive  9200.4-18 

Provides  guidance  for  cleanup  levels  for  CERCLA 
sites  with  radioactive  contamination.  Cleanup  of 
radionuclides  are  governed  by  risk  established  in 
the  NCP  when  ARARS  are  not  available  or 
sufficiently  protective. 

TBC 

Water  NAVAJO NATION 
Navajo  Nation  Pollutant 
Discharge  Elimination 
System  Program – 
applicable  regulations 

Protection  of  NN  watershed  from  discharges  of 
pollutants  from  any  point  source 

Substantive  requirements  may 
be  applicable to  activities  on 
reservation  and  tribal  trust 
land 

Solid NAVAJO NATION Protect  the  health,  safety,  and  preserve  the Substantive  requirements  may 
Wastes Navajo  Nation  Solid 

Waste  Act – 
Subchapter  2  –  Prohibited 
Act 
Subchapter  5 –  
Enforcement 

resources  of the  NN.  Regulates  solid  waste  but 
exempts  mine  tailings  and  waste  rock.  Some 
requirements  are  applicable  to  salts. 

be  relevant  and  appropriate if 
regulated  salts  are 
encountered  during  removal 
action 

Air  NAVAJO NATION 
Navajo  Nation  Air 
Pollution  Prevention 
and  Prevention  Act –  
Air  Quality  Control 
Programs  –  Permits, 
2004;  Code  of 
Regulations  for  air 
emissions,  Rules  and 
Regulations. 

Outlines  Best  Management  Practices  (BMPs) to 
control  dust that  would  be  generated  during  earth 
moving  activities.  Details  the  BMPs  to  control 
excessive  amounts  of  particulates. 

Substantive  requirements  may 
be  applicable to  activities  on 
reservation  and  tribal  trust 
land 

Water  NAVAJO NATION 
Navajo  Nation  Clean 
Water  Act –  
Title 4  Navajo  Nation 
Code. 

Establishes  water  quality  standards;  prevention  of 
pollutant  discharges.  Standards  protect  fish, 
wildlife,  and  domestic,  cultural,  agricultural,  and 
recreational  uses  of  water. 

Substantive  requirements  may 
be  applicable to  activities  on 
reservation  and  tribal  trust 
land 

Hazardous STATE Establishes  criteria  for  the  classification  of Substantive  requirements  may 
Waste Hazardous  Waste  Act 

20.4  NMAC –  Hazardous 
Waste  Regulations 

hazardous  waste  and  for  the  treatment,  storage,  and 
disposal  of  hazardous  waste.  The  state  Act 
incorporates  most  Federal  RCRA  regulations, 
including  the  definition  of  solid  waste,  which 
excludes  “source,  byproduct  or  special  nuclear 
material.”  New  Mexico’s  definition  of  hazardous 
waste  also  excludes  wastes  from the  extraction, 
beneficiation,  and  processing  of  ores  and  minerals. 

be  applicable  or  relevant  and 
appropriate, if  wastes  that  are 
subject  to  the  Act  are 
encountered. 

Solid STATE Establishes  criteria  for  the  handling  of  solid  waste .  Substantive  requirements  may 
Waste Solids  Waste  Act 

20.9  NMAC –  Solid 
Waste  Regulations 

The  state  Act  incorporates  most  Federal  RCRA 
regulations, including,  as  noted  above,  the 
definition  of  solid  waste,  which  excludes  “source, 
byproduct  or  special  nuclear  material.” 

be  applicable  or  relevant  and 
appropriate, if  wastes  that  are 
subject  to  the  Act  are 
encountered. 

Water STATE 
20.6.2  NMAC – 
New  Mexico  Water 
Quality  Ground  and 
Surface  Water  Protections 

Establishes  water  quality  standards  and  regulations 
to  prevent  or  abate  water  pollution  from  discharges, 
including  surface  water  and  groundwater. 

Substantive  requirements  may 
be  relevant  and  appropriate to 
surface  runoff  on  reservation 
or tribal  trust  land,  and  may 
be  applicable to  protecting 
groundwater  and  surface 
runoff  on  non-tribal  lands 
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Table  A-1 
Chemical-Specific  ARARs  and  TBC  Information 

Media  Requirement  Requirement  Synopsis  Status  and  Rationale 
Water  STATE 

20.6.4  NMAC – 
New  Mexico  Standards 
for  Interstate  and 
Intrastate  Surface  Waters 

Establishes  water  quality  standards  that  consist  of 
the  designated  use  or  uses  of  surface  waters,  water 
quality  criteria  necessary to  protect  the  use  or  uses, 
and  an  anti-degradation  policy. 

Substantive  requirements  may 
be  relevant  and  appropriate to 
surface  runoff  on  reservation 
or tribal  trust  land,  and  may 
be  applicable to  surface  runoff 
on  non-tribal  lands 

Other STATE 
20.3.14  NMAC –  
New  Mexico  Standards 
for  Protection  Against 
Radiation 

Establishes  standards  for  protection  against 
radiation  resulting  from  extraction,  transport, 
transfer  and  storage  of  naturally  occurring 
radioactive  materials  in  the  oil  and  gas  industry. 

Substantive  requirements  may 
be  relevant  and  appropriate 

Other  STATE 
20.3.4  NMAC – 
Standards  for  Protection 
Against  Radiation 

Establishes  standards  for  protection  against ionizing 
radiation  resulting  from  activities  conducted 
pursuant to  licenses  or  registrations  issued  by the 
Department 

Substantive  requirements  may 
be  relevant  and  appropriate 

Table  A-2 
Location-Specific  ARARs  and  TBC  Information 

Media  Requirement  Requirement  Synopsis  Status  and  Rationale 

Cultural FEDERAL Protects  Native  American  graves  from Substantive  requirements 
Resources The  Native  American 

Graves  Protection  And 
Repatriation  Act – 
25  United  States  Code 
(USC)  Section  3001 et  seq 
and its  regulations  Title  43 
CFR  Part  10. 

desecration  through  the  removal  and 
trafficking  of  human  remains  and  cultural 
items  including  funerary  and  sacred  objects 

applicable if  Native  American 
burials  or  cultural  items  are 
identified  within  area  to  be 
disturbed 

Cultural FEDERAL Provides  for  the  protection  of  sites  with Substantive  requirements 
Resources National Historic 

Preservation  Act –  
16  USC  470 et  seq; 36  CFR 
Part  800 

historic  places  and  structures applicable if  eligible  resources 
identified  within  area  to  be 
disturbed 

Cultural FEDERAL Prohibits  removal  of  or  damage to Substantive  requirements 
Resources Archeological  Resources 

Protection  Act  of  1979 –  
16  USC  Sections  47000-
47011;  43  CFR  Part 7  

archaeological  resources  unless  by  permit  or 
exception 

applicable if  eligible  resources 
are  identified  within  area to  be 
disturbed 

Cultural FEDERAL Protects  religious,  ceremonial,  and  burial  sites, Substantive  requirements 
Resources American  Indian 

Religious  Freedom  Act –  
42  USC  Section  1996 et 
seq. 

and  the  free  practice  of  religions  by  Native 
American  groups 

applicable if  Native  American 
sacred  sites  are  identified  within 
area  to  be  disturbed 

Wildlife  FEDERAL 
ESA – 
7  USC  Section  136; 
16  USC  Sections  15331-
1548, 
Title50  CFR  Parts  17  and 
402 

Regulates  the  protection  of threatened  and 
endangered  species  or  critical  habitat  of  such 
species 

Substantive  requirements 
applicable if  protected  species  are 
identified  within  area  to  be 
disturbed 
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Table  A-2 
Location-Specific  ARARs  and  TBC  Information 

Media  Requirement  Requirement  Synopsis  Status  and  Rationale 

Wildlife  NAVAJO NATION 
Navajo  Nation 
Endangered  Species  List –  
Resource  Committee 
Resolution  RCAU-103-05 

Regulates  the  protection  of  Navajo  Nation 
threatened  and  endangered  species  or  critical 
habitat  of  such  species 

Substantive  requirements 
applicable if  protected  species  are 
identified  within  area  to  be 
disturbed  on  reservation  or  tribal 
trust  land 

Cultural 
Resources 

STATE 
NMSA  1978 –  
New  Mexico  Cultural 
Properties  Act 

Requires  the  identification  of  cultural 
resources,  assessment  of impact  on  those 
resources  that  may  be  caused  by the  proposed 
remedy,  and  consultation  with the  State 
Historic  Preservation  Officer 

Substantive  requirements 
applicable to  response  actions  on 
non-tribal  lands  in  New  Mexico 
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Table  A-3 
Action-Specific  ARARs  and  TBC  Information 

Media/ 
Activity 

Requirement  Requirement  Synopsis  Status  and  Rationale 

Hazardous 
Materials 

FEDERAL 
Federal  Hazardous  Materials 
Transportation  Law 
(formerly  Hazardous 
Materials  Transportation 
Act) –  
49  CFR  Parts  171,  172,  173 

Provides  protection  against  the  risks 
to  life,  property,  and  the 
environment  that  are  inherent  in 
transportation  of  hazardous  materials 
in  commerce 

Substantive  requirements  applicable  to 
transportation  of  materials  subject  to 
the  Act,  including  radionuclides 

Water  FEDERAL 
EPA  Guidance  for 
Developing  Best  Management 
Practices  for  Storm  Water –  
Publication  EPA/832/R-92006 

Guidance  for  developing  stormwater 
BMPs  for  industrial  facilities 

TBC 

Water  FEDERAL 
CWA – 
Section  402,  National  Pollutant 
Discharge  Elimination  System 
(NPDES)  Stormwater 
discharges  (40  CFR  parts  122, 
125). 

On-site  and  off-site  discharges  from 
site  are  required  to  meet  the 
substantive  CWA  requirements, 
including  discharge  limitations, 
monitoring  and  best  management 
practices 

Substantive  requirements  may  be 
applicable 

Water  FEDERAL 
CWA – 
Section  404,  dredged  or  fill 
material,  33  CFR  parts  320--
330,  40  CFR  230. 

Regulates  discharge  of  dredge  or  fill 
material  into  waters  of the  U.S. 

Substantive  requirements  may  be 
applicable to  activities  impacting 
waters  of the  U.S. 

Air  STATE 
20.2  NMAC – 
Air  Quality 

Establishes  ambient  air  quality 
standards,  performance  standards  for 
specific  sources  of  air  pollutants,  and 
specifies  monitoring  methods 

Substantive  requirements  may  be 
relevant  and  appropriate  to  sources  on 
reservation  or tribal  trust  land;  may  be 
applicable to  sources  on  non-tribal 
lands  in  New  Mexico 

Mining  STATE 
19.10  NMAC –  
Regulation  of  Non-Coal 
Mining 

Establishes  requirements  for  mine 
reclamation  and  close-out  plans 

Substantive  requirements  may  be 
relevant  and  appropriate 

Wildlife  STATE 
19.21.2  NMAC – 
New  Mexico  Wildlife 
Conservation  Act 
NMSA  178 Sections  17-2-37 
thru  17-2-46 

Regulates  taking  of  endangered  plant 
species 

Substantive  requirements  may  be 
applicable if  protected  species  are 
identified  within  area  to  be  disturbed 
on  non-tribal  lands;  may  be  relevant 
and  appropriate  on  reservation  or  tribal 
trust  land 
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Attachment  III 

RESPONSIVENESS  SUMMARY 

A.  OVERVIEW 
The  Northeast  Church  Rock  (NECR)  Mine  is  located  in  the  Pinedale  Chapter  of  the 
Navajo  Nation  and  was  operated  by  the  United  Nuclear  Corporation  (UNC)  from  1968  to 
1982.  UNC  is  now  an  indirect  subsidiary  of  General  Electric  (GE)  and  will  be  referred  to 
in  this  document  as  UNC/GE.  The  125  acre  former  uranium  mine site  is  located 
primarily  on  tribal  trust  land  and  included  two  mine  shafts,  vent  holes,  wastewater 
processing  ponds,  roads,  wells,  and  support  buildings. 

The  Red  Water  Pond  Road  residential  community  lies  between  the  NECR Mine  and  the 
Quivira Mine,  another  former  uranium  mine  which  was  operated  by  the  Kerr  McGee 
Corporation.  In  addition,  the  UNC Mill  Site,  a  Superfund  Site  co-regulated  by  U.S. EPA 
Region  6  and  the  U.S.  Nuclear  Regulatory  Commission  (NRC),  is  located  across 
Highway  566,  less  than  a  mile  away  from  the  community. 

Operations  at  the  NECR Mine  left  uranium  protore  (low  grade  ore),  waste  rock,  and 
overburden  after  the Mine  was shut  down.  Uranium  and  its  decay  product  radium  are  of 
primary  concern  at  the  NECR Mine  Site.  Radium  is  present  in significantly  elevated 
concentrations  in  soil  and  sediment.  Because  the  contaminants  have  been  transported  via 
wind  and  water  processes  to  areas  around  or  adjacent  to  the site,  humans,  plants  and 
animals  may  experience  exposures  through  the  food  chain,  air  or  surface  water. 
In  May  of  2009,  U.S.  EPA  issued  an Engineering  Evaluation/Cost  Analysis  (EE/CA)  in 
which  U.S.  EPA  evaluated  several  alternatives  for  cleanup  of  the  NECR Mine  Site.  U.S. 
EPA’s  preferred  alternative  (5A)  addressed  the  soil  contamination  at  the  NECR Mine  and 
specified  that  some  of  the  mine  waste  would  be  co-disposed  at  the  nearby  UNC Mill  Site 
Tailings  Disposal  Cell,  while  the  higher-risk  “principal  threat  waste”  would  be  sent  to  an 
off-site  facility  for  re-processing.  This  Responsiveness  Summary  is  issued  in  conjunction 
with EPA’s  Action Memorandum:  Request  for  a  Non-Time-Critical  Removal  Action  at 
the  Northeast  Church  Rock  Mine  Site,  McKinley  County,  New  Mexico,  Pinedale  Chapter 
of  the  Navajo  Nation  (“Action  Memorandum”). 

U.S. EPA  held  an  initial  public  information  meeting  on  June  23,  2009  and  a  public 
hearing  on  July  7,  2009.  Based  on  comments  received  during  the  original  comment 
period,  U.S.  EPA  extended  the  end  of  the  comment  period  on  the EE/CA  from  July  13, 
2009  to  September  9,  2009.  An  additional  public  hearing  was  held  on  August  25,  2009. 
All  public  meetings,  hearings,  and  dates  of  the  comment  period  and  its  extension  were 
advertised  in  the Gallup  Independent and  the Navajo  Times. In  addition,  U.S.  EPA  has 
taken  a  further  24  months  to  listen  to  community, stakeholder  and  Navajo  Nation 
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concerns  during  which  time  U.S.  EPA  held  an  additional  ten  community  meetings  and 
facilitated  mine  tours. 

In  addition  to  community  involvement  activities,  U.S. EPA  used  the  last  two  years  to 
conduct  research  to  further  investigate  issues  brought  up  in  the  comment  period.  For 
example,  U.S.  EPA  conducted  additional  research  and  developed  a  report  discussing 
groundwater  pathways  and  water  quality  impacts  due  to  the  historical  mining  and  milling 
activities  in  the  area.1 U.S.  EPA  also  further  investigated  the  feasibility  of  using  fourteen 
alternative  disposal sites.2 U.S.  EPA  requested  and  reviewed  dozens  of  additional 
documents  related  to  the  closure  of  the  UNC Mill  Site  to  investigate  concerns  raised 
about  the  behavior  of  the  UNC Mill Tailings  in  response  to  the  proposed  loading  with 
NECR  mine  waste.  Further,  U.S. EPA  requested  that  UNC/GE  prepare  a  report  modeling 
the  behavior  of  the Mill  Site Tailings  for  a  wide  range  of  scenarios  with  a  sensitivity 
analysis  of  the  model  assumptions.3 Finally,  U.S.  EPA  continued  investigation  efforts  in 
a  drainage  from  the  mine site  east  of  Red  Water  Pond  Road  and  fenced  the  area  where 
contamination  was  found.  This  area,  which  is  within  the  Navajo  Nation  Reservation,  will 
be  addressed  pursuant  to  a  separate Time  Critical  Action  Memorandum. 

U.S. EPA  received  numerous  comment  letters  from  various  community  groups, 
stakeholders,  and  other  Federal,  State  and Tribal  agencies:  Red  Water  Pond  Road 
Community  Association  (RWPRCA),  Navajo  Nation Environmental  Protection  Agency 
(NN EPA),  U.S.  Department  of Energy  (DOE),  New  Mexico Environment  Department 
(NMED),  New  Mexico Energy, Minerals,  and  Natural  Resources  Department  (EMNRD), 
Southwest  Research  and  Information  Center  (SRIC),  Bluewater  Valley  Downstream 
Alliance  (BVDA),  National  Mining  Association  (NMA),  U.S.  Nuclear  Regulatory 
Commission  (NRC),  Southwest  Network  for Environmental  & Economic  Justice 
(SNEEJ),  Multicultural  Alliance  for  a  Safe Environment  (MASE),  New  Mexico 
Environmental  Law  Center,  University  of  New  Mexico's  College  of  Pharmacy  and 
United  Nuclear  Corporation-General  Electric  (UNC/GE).  U.S. EPA  also  received 
multiple  comments  at  the  three  public  hearings.  All  written  comments  as  well  as 
transcripts  of  the  public  hearings  are  posted  on  the  Northeast  Church  Rock Mine 
webpage  at www.epa.gov/region09/NECR.  Due  to  the similarity  and  the  volume  of 
comments,  U.S.  EPA  has  combined similar  comments  and  its  responses  in  this 
responsiveness  summary. 

This  responsiveness  summary  includes  the  following  sections: 
• Background  on  Community  Involvement 
• Summary  of  Comments  Received  During  the  Public  Comment  Period  and 

Agency  Responses 
o Part  I:  Summary  and  Response  to  Community  Concerns 
o Part  II:  Comprehensive  Response  to  Specific  Comments 

1 Draft  Regional  Groundwater  Assessment  of  Impacts  from  Historic  Releases  of  the  NECR  Mine 
and  UNC  Mill  Facilities,  Navajo  Nation  report dated  September  2011. 
2 Alternative  Off-site  Disposal  Locations  Memo dated  September  2011. 
3 Evaluation  of  Consolidation  and  Water  Storage  Capacity  Related  to  the  Placement  of  Mine 
Material  on  the  existing  UNC  Mill  Site  Tailings  Impoundment dated  May  2011. 
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• Clarifications 
• Acronyms 
• Appendices 

B.  BACKGROUND  ON  COMMUNITY  INVOLVEMENT 

U.S. EPA  first  became  aware  of  community  efforts  to  address  contamination  at  this site 
in  2003  when  the  Church  Rock  Chapter  of  the  Navajo  Nation  initiated  the  Church  Rock 
Uranium  Monitoring  Project  (CRUMP).  Information  collected  from  this  grass  roots  field 
effort  raised  awareness  of  the  NECR Mine  Site  and  in  2005,  the  Navajo  Nation  requested 
U.S. EPA  to  take  the  lead  on  the  mine site  cleanup  efforts. 

Data  was  collected  in  2006  as  part  of  the  Removal  Site Evaluation.  In  2007,  U.S.  EPA 
conducted  a  residential  cleanup  action  at  several  of  the  surrounding  nearby  homesites 
where  contamination  was  found  in  the  yards.  In  response  to  the  residential  removal 
action,  the  residential  community  organized  and  formed  the  Red  Water  Pond  Road 
Community  Association  (RWPRCA),  which  has  been  the  primary  community  group 
providing  input  to  U.S.  EPA  on  the  NECR Mine  Site  removal  actions. 

The  RWPRCA,  a  non-profit  organization,  now  receives  funding  from  U.S. EPA  to  help 
facilitate  distribution  of  information  from  U.S.  EPA  to  local  residents  and  chapter 
officials  through  community  meetings  and  document  distribution,  and  to  help  bring 
concerns  of  the  local  community  about  activities  related  to  the  NECR Mine  Site  to  U.S. 
EPA’s  attention  in  a  timely  manner.  The  RWPRCA  estimates  that  250-300  individuals 
are  living  within  two  miles  of  the  NECR Mine  Site. 
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C.  SUMMARY  OF  COMMENTS  RECEIVED  DURING  THE  PUBLIC 
COMMENT  PERIOD  AND  AGENCY  RESPONSES 

Part  I:  Summary  of  Community  Comments  and  Response  to  Community 
Concerns 

The  major  concerns  expressed  by  residents  during  the  public  comment  period  are 
summarized  below. 

I-1.  Alternative  Selection – The  residential  community  generally  was  in 
support  of  Alternative  2,  disposal  of  all  mine  waste  at  an  off-site  facility 
significantly  removed  from  the  local  community.  A  number  of  organizations  as 
well  as  the  Navajo  Nation  government  submitted  comments  supporting  the 
residential  community  in  this  goal.  Several  organizations  raised  this  decision  as 
an  environmental  justice  issue  and  a  number  of  residents  gave  compelling 
testimony  at  the  public  hearings  about  the  harmful  impacts  of  uranium  mining 
activities  on  their  families  and  way  of  life,  including symptoms  of  post  traumatic 
stress  disorder. 

U.S.  EPA  Response: U.S.  EPA  acknowledges  the  long-term  detrimental  impacts 
uranium  mining  has  had  and  continues  to  have  on  the  cultural,  psychological,  and 
physical  health  of  this  and  other  Navajo  communities.  While  U.S.  EPA 
understands  the  desire  to  remove  all  mining  related  contamination,  including  the 
mill  tailings,  from  the  immediate  area,  U.S.  EPA  does  not  consider  that  action  to 
be  justified  under EPA’s  criteria  for  selecting  removal  actions. 

U.S. EPA  considers  three  principal  criteria  in  selecting  Superfund  removal 
actions,  including  effectiveness,  cost,  and  implementability.  All  alternatives 
evaluated  in  the EE/CA,  except  “no  action,”  are  implementable  and  effective  in 
protecting  human  health  and  the  environment  in  terms  of  eliminating  direct 
contact  with  the  contaminants.  However,  the  costs  of  these  alternatives  varied 
greatly, since  off-site  disposal  would  increase  costs  by  a  factor  of  almost  seven. 
Alternative  2  was  estimated  to  cost  $293,600,000,  in  comparison  to  Alternative 
5A,  which  was  estimated  to  cost  $44,300,000.  Alternatives  3  and  4  left  the  waste 
on Tribal  Land,  which  was  not  acceptable  to  the  Navajo  Nation.  The  U.S.  EPA-
selected  alternative  of  co-disposal  of  NECR  mine  waste  at  the  UNC Mill  Site  is 
effective  and  protective  of  human  health  and  the  environment.  This  alternative  is 
much  more  cost-effective  than  removing  all  mine  waste  from  the  area.  On 
balance,  U.S.  EPA  selected  the  least  expensive  alternative  that  removed  waste 
from Tribal  Lands. 

I-2.  Off-site  disposal – The  residents  and  the  Navajo  Nation  requested  that 
U.S. EPA  evaluate  additional  off-site  disposal  options  to  determine  if  the  cost  of 
this  alternative  could  be  reduced  to  be  more  comparable  with  the  proposed 
alternative. 
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U.S.  EPA  Response: EPA  evaluated  ten  disposal  sites  in  addition  to  those 
discussed  in  the EE/CA  based  on  the  comments  received  from  the  community, 
Navajo EPA  and  other  stakeholders  during  the  public  comment  period.  The 
potential  disposal  locations  evaluated  by EPA  fell  into  four  categories: 

1)  an  on-site  facility  exempted  from  the  off-site  rule, 
2)  a  licensed  facility  able  to  accept  low-level  waste,4 

3)  a  current  UMTRCA site  which  has  waste similar  to  that  being  disposed, 
and 

4)  an  off-site  location  where  a  licensed  facility  could  be  built. 

The  first  category,  an  on-site  facility,  is  legally  and  technically  implementable. 
The  second  category  is  also  legally  and  technically  implementable;  however,  the 
cost  is  prohibitive  given  the  volume  of  mine  waste  and  the  travel  distance  to  the 
currently  licensed  facilities.  Disposal  at  a  current  UMTRCA  facility  (Category  3) 
is  implementable  if  the  final  closure  cover  is  not  in  place  and  the  license  has  not 
been  revoked  to  accept  additional  waste.  Approval  from  DOE/NRC  in  the  form 
of  a  license  amendment  or  a  new  license  would  be  needed  to  bring  waste  to  an 
UMTRCA site  not  currently  licensed  to  accept  such  waste.  Constructing  a  new 
facility  (Category  4)  would  require  either  an  NRC  license  or  a  Resource 
Conservation  and  Recovery  Act  (RCRA)  permit  or  both,  which  is  a  lengthy  and 
uncertain  process.  Once a  location  was  identified,  it  could  take  decades  for  the 
necessary  license  and/or  permit  to  be  issued  and  a  facility  constructed.  In 
summary,  there  were  only  two  disposal  sites  that  would  be  considered 
implementable  in  the  near  future:  the  UNC Mill  Site  and  the  NECR Mine  Site. 
Details  of  the  evaluation  can  be  found  in  the Alternative  Off-site  Disposal 
Locations  Memorandum, which  is  posted  on  the  Northeast  Church  Rock Mine 
webpage  at www.epa.gov/region09/NECR. 

I-3.  Public  Comment  Process –  Both  the  community  and  several  organizations 
submitted  comments  that  the  public  comment  process  was  inadequate  in  terms  of 
the  30  day  time  period,  the  location  and  number  of  hearings,  the  availability  of  the 
associated  documents  and  interpreters  outside  the  public  meetings,  and  the 
outreach. 

U.S.  EPA  Response: In  response  to  these  concerns,  U.S.  EPA  extended  the 
comment  period  by  60  days,  made  the  administrative  record  available  at  the  local 
Chapter  Houses,  and  held  an  additional  public  hearing  on  August  25,  2009  at a  
different  chapter  of  the  Navajo  Nation.  The  additional  public  hearing  and 
extension  of  the  comment  period  were  advertised  in  the Gallup  Independent and 
the Navajo  Times.  In  addition,  U.S. EPA  has  taken  a  further  24  months  to  listen, 
address,  and  respond  to  community,  stakeholder  and  Navajo  Nation  concerns. 

I-4.  Expand  Cleanup Efforts  to  Surrounding  Area –  Several  comments  stated 
that  the  community  is  surrounded  by  multiple  mine sites  and  associated 
contamination  and  requested  concurrent  cleanup  of  the  entire  area,  including  all 

4 The  first  two  categories  also  were  considered  in  the  EE/CA. 
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mines  and  impacted  roads,  arroyos,  and  home sites  rather  than  addressing  these 
issues  consecutively.  The  community  commented  that  it  wants  a  well  coordinated 
and  comprehensive  approach  to  cleanup  of  the  larger  area,  regardless  of  the 
multiple  jurisdictional  issues  and  agencies  involved,  which  the  community  finds 
confusing  and  frustrating.  Other  areas  identified  as  areas  of  concern  by  certain 
community  members  included  the  Pinedale  area,  the  HRI  mine  in  Section  17,  and 
the  Rio  Puerco. 

U.S.  EPA  Response: U.S.  EPA  agrees  that  there  are  opportunities  to  address 
cleanup  of  other  mines  and  contaminated  areas  in  the  region  concurrently  with  the 
ongoing  efforts  to  clean  up  the  NECR  mine.  U.S.  EPA  has  initiated  a  time  critical 
removal  action  for  the  nearby  Quivira  mine sites.  U.S. EPA  ordered  Rio  Algom, 
the  potentially  responsible  party  for  the  Quivira  mine sites,  to  immediately 
improve  the  security  and  stability  of  the  mine sites  and  to  chip  seal  the  Red  Water 
Pond  Road  which  was  determined  to  be  contaminated  during  its  use  as  a  haul  road 
from  the  mine.  In  addition,  Rio  Algom  has  characterized  the  nature  and  extent  of 
the  Quivira  mine  and  is  preparing  a  Removal  Site  Evaluation  study  summarizing 
the  results  of  the  investigation.  The  report  is  expected  in  the  fall  of  2011.  U.S. 
EPA  also  has  funded  further  assessments  of  the  local  arroyos  and  several  areas  of 
concern  such  as  a  local  stock  pond  and  cornfield  that  the  community  brought  to 
our  attention. 

The  Navajo  Nation  is  the  lead  on  investigations  related  to  the  cleanup  of  the  HRI 
mine site  in  Section  17  and  has  investigated  potential  impacts  in  the  Pinedale  area. 
Further  information  as  to  the  status  of  this  investigation  can  be  obtained  from  the 
Navajo  Nation EPA  at  1-800-314-1846. 

The  Navajo  Nation EPA  also  has  a  contaminated  structures  project  to  assess 
potential  contamination  of  home sites  as  well.  To  request  that a  specific  Navajo 
home site  be  assessed,  contact  the  Navajo  Nation EPA  at  1-800-314-1846. 
Previous  investigations  using  targeted  monitoring  wells  conducted  by  the  USGS 
in  1990-1991 showed  that  the  alluvium  groundwater  beneath  the  Rio  Puerco  had 
been  impacted  by  mining  operations.  A  review  of  the  historic  groundwater  data 
from  current  livestock  wells  in  the  alluvium  beneath  the  Rio  Puerco  did  not  show 
an  impact  associated  with  the  mining,  but  the  lack  of  an  observed  impact  may  be 
associated  with  the  livestock  location  from  the  Rio  Puerco  and  length  of  well. 
The  impact  to  the  Rio  Puerco  is  discussed  in  the Draft  Regional  Groundwater 
Assessment  of  Impacts  from  Historic Releases  of  the  NECR  Mine  and  UNC  Mill 
Facilities,  Navajo  Nation  report and  is  posted  on  the  Northeast  Church  Rock 
Mine  webpage  at www.epa.gov/region09/NECR. 

I-5.  Housing  for  Impacted  Community  Members –  A  number  of  local  residents 
requested  temporary  housing  for  the  entire  community  during  NECR  removal 
actions.  Residents  expressed  frustration  with  the  process  and  decision  criteria  for 
providing  residents  with  temporary  housing  and  described  it  as  discriminatory. A  
community  member  submitted  a  document  indicating  that  there  are  11  households 
in  the  immediate  vicinity  of  the  NECR  mine  based  on  the  public services 
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definition  of  households,  including  48  families  and  110  people.  A  community 
member  also  requested  a  central  coordinator  to  help  facilitate  temporary  housing. 

U.S.  EPA  Response: At  the  time  of  the  public  comment  period,  U.S. EPA  was 
conducting  a  concurrent  time  critical  Interim  Removal  Action  (IRA)  removing 
contaminated  soil  that  had  migrated  from  the  mine site  onto  the  reservation  lands 
north  of  the  NECR  mine.  U.S. EPA  temporarily  placed  the  removed  materials 
back  on  the  mine site  until  implementation  of  the  final  action  to  be  selected  in  the 
EE/CA. 

As  a  result  of  the  temporary  housing  concerns  related  to  the  IRA,  U.S.  EPA  held a  
follow  up  listening  session  for  the  community  in  Gallup,  NM  on  November  9, 
2009  at  the  annual  Navajo  Abandoned  Uranium  Mine  Stakeholders  Meeting. 
While  three  households  had  been  provided  with  temporary  housing  during  the 
IRA  initially,  the  nearby  residents  presented  compelling  evidence  as  to  the 
disruption  the  current  cleanup  activities  were  causing  to  their  daily  lives.  U.S. 
EPA  re-evaluated  the  housing  impacts  of  the  action  and  provided  voluntary 
temporary  housing  to  an  additional  33  residents  during  the  remainder  of  the  IRA. 
A  total  of  fifty-five  people  were  provided  with  voluntary  temporary  housing 
during  this  effort. 

Similarly,  U.S. EPA  will  offer  voluntary  housing  alternatives  to  households 
determined  to  be significantly  disrupted  by  the  current  removal  action.  U.S.  EPA 
will  meet  with  households  individually  to  discuss  voluntary  housing  alternatives. 
The  U.S.  EPA  Community  Involvement  Coordinator  will  facilitate  these  housing 
discussions  with  community  members  and  is  U.S.  EPA’s  designated  central 
coordinator.  Additionally,  U.S.  EPA  has  funded  technical  assistance  for  the 
community  through  a  U.S. EPA  contract  called Technical  Assistance  Services  for 
Communities  (TASC).  Southwest  Research  and  Information  Center,  a  non-profit 
organization,  has  been  sub-contracted  through  the  TASC  and  is  available  to  assist 
community  members  with  evaluating  housing  options  offered  by  U.S. EPA. 

I-6.  Community  Funding – The  president  of  the  RWPRCA  requested  funding 
for  the  community  to  help  coordinate  their  input  into  the  removal  actions since 
they  are  the  most  affected  by  the  decisions. The  RWPRCA  also  proposed  creation 
of  an  outreach  educational  program  on  the  effect  of  uranium  waste  to  show  the 
rest  of  the  Navajo  Nation  what  is  being  done  at  NECR  and  how  its  results  will 
affect  clean-up  efforts  at  other  waste  sites  in  the  Navajo  Nation  and  the  Grants 
Mineral  Belt. 

U.S.  EPA  Response: U.S. EPA  agrees  that  in  order  to  effectively  proceed  on  any 
of  the  described  removal  actions,  U.S.  EPA  should  provide  for  active  participation 
and  engagement  of  the  affected  community,  which  requires  time  and  resources. 
To  address  the  resource  need,  the  RWPRCA  obtained  non-profit  status  and  U.S. 
EPA  was  able  to  award  the  RWPRCA  a  contract  for  community  relations  services 
on  April  29,  2010. The  scope  of  work  for  this  contract  involves  activities  such  as 
facilitating  monthly  community  meetings  where  information  about  the  U.S. EPA 
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removal  projects  can  be shared  and  residents  have  the  opportunity  to  discuss  their 
concerns.  Other  activities  include  advertising  public  meetings,  distributing 
information  to  community  members,  observing  field  work  activities  and  reporting 
concerns  back  to  U.S.  EPA  and  NN EPA,  and  participating  on  telephone  calls  or 
in  person  meetings  as  requested  by  U.S. EPA  to  discuss  information  pertinent  to 
the  community. 

Additionally,  at  the  request  of  the  RWPRCA,  U.S.  EPA  has  funded  the Technical 
Assistance  Services  for  Communities  (TASC),  a  program  to  provide  technical 
assistance  to  communities  affected  by  hazardous  waste sites  regulated  by  the 
Superfund  program.  This  program  provides  outside  experts  to  explain  hazardous 
waste  issues  and  to  help  the  community  review  and  provide  comments  on EPA's 
plans  for  cleaning  up  the  contaminated site.  As  noted  above,  Southwest  Research 
and  Information  Center  has  been  sub-contracted  through  the TASC  for  this 
service. 

U.S. EPA  supports  the  idea  of  an  outreach  educational  program  on  the  effects  of 
uranium  waste  and  work  conducted  at  NECR  and  how  its  results  will  affect 
cleanup  efforts  at  other  waste  sites  in  the  Navajo  Nation  and  the  Grants Mineral 
Belt.  U.S. EPA  is  available  to  continue  discussions  with  the  community 
regarding  the  creation  of  such  a  program. 

I-7.  Job  Opportunities – There  was  interest  from  the  community  in  training 
and  employment  of  local  residents  to  participate  in  the  mine  cleanup  activities. 
Navajo  Nation  Department  of  Justice  supported  individual  members  of  the  NECR 
community  in  their  job  opportunity  requests.  Navajo  Nation  Department  of 
Justice  stated:  “GE/UNC  should  hire  local  individuals  as  clean-up  workers, 
subject  to  proper  training  on  health  and  safety  protection.” 

U.S.  EPA  Response: U.S.  EPA  expects  that  the  selected  alternative  will  provide 
economic  opportunities  for  the  local  community  and  looks  forward  to  helping 
facilitate  this  process.  U.S.  EPA  has  obtained  a  preliminary  commitment  from 
UNC/GE  to  hire  local  employees  that  have  the  necessary  skills  and  training.  To 
assist  residents  in  obtaining  these  skills,  U.S.  EPA  is  working  on  potential 
application  of  a  national  Superfund  Job Training  Initiative  or  SuperJTI  at  NECR. 
This  multi-week  training  program  includes  the  technical  and  other  training  skills 
needed  for  this  specific  project.  U.S. EPA  is  committed  to  bringing  the  necessary 
training  skills  to  local  communities  through  the  SuperJTI  or  other  appropriate 
training  opportunities  before  construction  activities  begin  on  the  removal  action. 
UNC/GE,  in  a  letter  to  U.S.  EPA  dated  August  29,  2011,  committed  to  giving  first 
preference  to  qualified  local  Navajo  labor. 

I-8.  Area  Wide  Groundwater  Concerns – The  local  community  was  supported 
by  interest  groups  and  the  Navajo  Nation  in  the  request  that  further  evaluation  and 
understanding  of  the  area-wide  impacts  to  groundwater  from  local  mining 
activities  be  conducted  prior  to  the  NECR  surface  soil  cleanup.  The  commenters 
asserted  that  it  was  inappropriate  to  limit  the  NECR  cleanup  to  consideration  of 
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surface  soils  only.  There  was  also  a  request  to  include  the  Pinedale  wells  in  the 
groundwater  assessment. 

U.S.  EPA  Response: U.S.  EPA  agreed  to  perform  an  analysis  of  mining  impacts 
to  local  groundwater  in  response  to  the  public  concerns.  U.S. EPA  evaluated  the 
potential  pathways  for  all  historic  releases  associated  with  the  local  mining 
operations  including  mine  dewatering,  mine  water  discharge,  the  1979  spill  from 
the  UNC Mill  Site,  and  seepage  from  the  mill  tailings  disposal  cells.  Based  on  the 
analysis,  U.S. EPA  identified  wells  most  expected  to  have  been  impacted  due  to 
location  and  depth,  including  two  wells  in  the  Pipeline  Arroyo,  two  wells  in  the 
Gallup  formation  and  two  in  the  Westwater  Canyon  member  (where  mining  took 
place).  In  2010,  U.S.  EPA  collected  groundwater samples  from  and  compiled 
historical  monitoring  data  from  these  wells  from  Navajo  Department  of  Water 
Resources  to  better  evaluate  the  impacts  to  groundwater  of  the  UNC  mining  and 
milling  activities.  The  results  of  this  investigation  are  in  the Draft Regional 
Groundwater Assessment  of  Impacts  from  Historic Releases  of  the  NECR  Mine 
and  UNC  Mill  Facilities,  Navajo  Nation  report ,  which  is  posted  on  the  Northeast 
Church  Rock Mine  webpage  at www.epa.gov/region09/NECR. 

Based  on  U.S.  EPA’s  analysis,  the  three  major  water  sources  in  the  NECR Mine 
and  UNC Mill  area  - the  Alluvium  groundwater,  the  Upper  Gallup  Sandstone 
Member  aquifer,  and  the  Westwater  Canyon  Sandstone  Member  aquifer  - have 
shown  impacts  to  water  quality  associated  with  the  mining  operations.  Water 
quality  in  the  groundwater  has  generally  improved since  the  cessation  of  mining 
and  milling  operations.  Current  water  quality  is  considered  poor  due  to  the  total 
dissolved  solids  (TDS)  concentrations  that  are  normal  for  the  region.  Uranium 
concentrations  and  radium-226/228  are  below  federal  health  levels  of  concern, 
with  the  exception  of  an  anomalous  result  from  one  Alluvium  well,  and  the  plume 
for  the  historical Tailing  Disposal  cells  seepage,  which  is  under  investigation  and 
enforcement  by  U.S. EPA  Region  6. 

Although  the  Pinedale  wells  would  not  be  hydrologically  connected  to  any 
NECR/UNC  mine  releases,  U.S. EPA  and  NN EPA  have  been  broadly  gathering 
information  for  many  livestock  wells  within  the  Navajo  Nation  to  assess  whether 
the  water  is safe  to  drink,  including  testing  for  radionuclides  such  as  uranium  and 
radium-226.  A  list  of  livestock  wells  found  to  be  contaminated  with  levels  of 
uranium  or  radionuclides  that  are  unsafe  to  drink  can  be  found  at 
http://www.epa.gov/region9/superfund/navajo-nation/pdf/NN-Contaminated-
Water-List.pdf.  This  list  will  be  updated  as  results  from  additional  well  sampling 
are  included. 

I-9.  Alternative  5A  Design – There  were  numerous  concerns  expressed  by  the 
community,  the  Navajo  Nation,  and  other  organizations  about  the  details  of  the 
design  of  the  disposal  cells  for  the  proposed  alternative,  especially  if  the  cells 
were  to  be  placed  on  the  existing  mill  tailings  cells.  These  concerns  included 
questions  about  the  performance  and  design  of  the  specific  cover  and  liner system 
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that  would  be  used,  the  uncertainty  of  volume  estimates  due  to  the  depth  of  waste 
in  the  ponds,  potential  impacts  to  the  tailings  cells,  the  potential  for  water  being 
squeezed  out  of  the  tailings  due  to  the  increased  load,  concern  about  stability  of 
the  mill  cells  due  to  construction  debris  from  both  the  mine site  and  mill site,  and 
the  height  and  placement  of  the  new  cells.  The  residents  emphasized  that  if  the 
proposed  alternative  to  consolidate  the  NECR  waste  on  the  UNC Mill  site  was  to 
be  selected,  they  would  want  to  see a  liner  and  a  robust,  redundant,  state-of-the  art 
cover.  In  addition,  several  community  members  discussed  the  urgency  of  moving 
quickly  to  address  the  health  risk  that  has  been  present  for  so  long  and  had 
questions  about  the  timeline  for  making  and  implementing  a  cleanup  decision. 
They  also  wanted  assurances  that  the  funding  would  be  available  to  complete  the 
project. 

U.S.  EPA  Response: U.S. EPA  and  the  other  regulatory  agencies  involved  in 
the  NECR  cleanup share  the  community’s  concerns  that  the  design  of  the  NECR 
disposal  cells  be  robust  enough  to  protect  any  migration  of  contamination  to  the 
surrounding  land,  air,  surface  water,  or  groundwater.  Typically,  detailed  analysis 
of  specific  design  issues  is  not  performed  as  part  of  the EE/CA  process  for 
alternative  selection.  Rather,  the  design  process  follows  selection  of  an 
alternative.  Because  of  the  strong  concerns  about  the  above-referenced  technical 
issues  raised  by  the  community,  interest  groups,  and  the  Navajo  Nation,  U.S. EPA 
conducted  additional  research  and  modeling  prior  to  alternative selection  in  the 
Non Time  Critical  Action  Memorandum.  As  a  result  of  this  additional  work,  U.S. 
EPA  discovered  that  there  was  not  enough  room  on  the  UNC Mill  Site  to 
construct  a  new  cell  for  the  NECR  waste  without  impacting  the  current 
groundwater  remediation  efforts.  Therefore,  all  analysis  for  Alternative  5A 
assumed  the  waste  would  be  placed  in  a  cell  above  the  UNC  mill  tailings. 

Cover/Liner  Design  Concerns: Significant  advancements  in  cover  design  have 
occurred since  the  design  of  the  UNC  mill  tailings  cells.  Bringing  NECR  waste  to 
the  UNC  mill  tailings  cell  provides  the  opportunity  to  improve  upon  the  existing 
cover.  During  the  design  phase,  U.S. EPA  will  evaluate  new  technologies  such  as 
evapotranspiration  covers,  to  improve  water  management  in  an  effort  to  ensure 
that  no  precipitation  enters  the  NECR  waste  or  UNC  mill  tailings.  The  NRC  will 
have  the  final  approval  authority  on  the  proposed  design  for  Alternative  5A 
because  it  is  the  licensing  authority  for  the  UNC  Mill  facility.  However,  to 
address  this  design  concern  of  the  community,  the  Action  Memorandum  provides 
that  a  low  permeability  layer  (liner)  will  be  placed  below  the  NECR  waste  to 
provide  an  additional  level  of  protection  against  water  intrusion  into  the  more 
radioactive  tailings  cells.  See  response  to  Part  II,  Questions  2  and  3,  for  more 
detailed  information. 

‘Squeezing”  Concerns: To  address  this  concern,  U.S. EPA  reviewed  additional 
documentation  related  to  the  current  and  historical  status  and  behavior  of  the 
UNC Mill Tailings.  In  addition  to  our  own  research,  U.S. EPA  requested  that 
UNC/GE  prepare  a  report  modeling  the  behavior  of  the Mill  Site Tailings  under a  
wide  range  of  scenarios  with  a  sensitivity  analysis  of  the  model  assumptions. A  
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copy  of  the  modeling  report  titled “Evaluation  of  Consolidation  and  Water 
Storage  Capacity Related  to  the  Placement  of  Mine  Material  on  the  existing  UNC 
Mill  Site  Tailings  Impoundment”  dated  May  2011  is  posted  on  the  Northeast 
Church  Rock Mine  webpage  at www.epa.gov/region09/NECR.  Based  on  our 
research  and  the  modeling  results,  U.S.  EPA  concludes  that  water  will  not  be 
squeezed  from  the  mill  tailings  due  to  the  loading  with  NECR  waste  material 
under  any scenario.  See  Section  II,  Question  4  for  more  detailed  information. 

Debris  Concerns:  Closure  of  the Mill  Site  and  disposal  of  the  debris  was  closely 
regulated  by  the  NRC.  U.S. EPA  obtained  the Mill  Decommission  Report 
prepared  by  UNC  dated  April  1993,  which  included  documentation  of  the  content 
and  placement  of  the  debris  including  a  detailed  description  with  maps  and 
photographs.  This  document  can  be  found  at www.epa.gov/region09/NECR. 
Based  on  this  documentation,  it  is  clear  that  the  debris  was  placed  in  lifts, 
flattened,  mixed  and  covered  with  soil  and  compacted,  which  resulted  in  a  stable 
cell  with  negligible  settling  over  the  almost  20  years since  disposal. 
Consequently,  U.S. EPA  has  assurance  that  the  additional  weight  of  the  NECR 
waste  will  not  have  any  negative  consequences  on  the  stability  of  the  tailings 
cells. 

Volume Estimates: Typically,  volume  estimates  for  excavations  are  subject  to 
variations  and  can  be  off  by  plus  or  minus  50%.  While  UNC/GE  estimated a  
volume  of  NECR  waste  of  approximately  500,000  cubic  yards,  U.S. EPA  used a  
more  conservative  approach  in  the EE/CA  and  estimated  a  volume  of  900,000 
cubic  yards.  Specifically,  U.S.  EPA  stated  in  the  EE/CA  that  the  remedy  “would 
excavate  to  a  maximum  depth  of  10  feet.”  This  limit  removes  some  of  the 
uncertainties  in  the  volume  estimates since  the  horizontal  extent  of  the 
contamination  is  well  defined. 

Alternative  5A  is  able  to  accommodate  this  potential  variation  in  volume.  The 
major  factor  influencing  the  ultimate  height  of  the  NECR  waste  and  new  cover  is 
whether  the  NECR  waste  is  placed  on  all  three  existing  cells,  or  is  limited  to  one 
or  two  cells.  U.S.  EPA  anticipates  that  the  NECR  waste  and  new  cover  will  add 
up  to  ten  feet  to  the  current  surface  height  of  the  existing  cells.  The  new  cells  will 
be  designed  to  fit  into  the  landscape  visually. 

Timeline: U.S.  EPA  acknowledges  that  residents  have  been  living  with  the Mine 
Site  and  associated  contaminants  for  several  decades  and  wants  to  expedite 
cleanup  and  disposal  as  much  as  possible.  Although  U.S.  EPA  delayed  making a  
cleanup  decision  in  order  to  allow  substantial  additional  consultation  with  the 
community  and  the  Navajo  Nation,  U.S.  EPA  is  now  moving  forward  and 
anticipates  approximately  three  years  for  the  planning  and  design  phase  followed 
by  four  years  of  active  construction.  Therefore,  the  earliest  project  completion 
would  likely  be  in  2018. 
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Project  Funding: U.S.  EPA  anticipates  that  UNC/GE  will  conduct  the  removal 
action  under  an  order  on  consent  with  U.S.  EPA. 

I-10.  Ongoing  Monitoring  of  the  NECR Mine  Site  and  UNC Mill  Site – 
Community  members  requested  long-term  monitoring  of  the  air,  water,  land, 
vegetation,  and  fencing  with  annual  reporting  back  to  the  local  residents.  Some 
commenters  expressed  concern  about  maintenance  of  the  fencing  and  cells  over 
the  long  term  given  the  long  half-life  of  some  of  the  uranium  by-products  and  the 
limited  lifetime  for  the  cell  design  of  200  - 1,000  years.  Several  residents 
expressed  concern  about  air  monitoring  for  all  cleanup  activities  and  that  the 
monitoring  conducted  during  the  IRA  (occurred  during  the  hours  of  construction 
and  not  over  the  entire  24-hour  period  that  residents  are  concerned  about  potential 
exposure.  The  community  requested  continuous  air  monitoring  during  the 
removal  action.  Residents  raised  concerns  about  the  ability  to  control  dust  over 
the  entire  area  of  the  mill  site  once  the  existing  cover  is  disturbed  and  the  trucks 
are  in  use. 

USEPA  Response: U.S. EPA  Region  6  is  required  by  statute  to  perform  five 
year  reviews  at  the Mill  Site  to  assess  the  continuing  protectiveness  of  the  cleanup 
and  ensure  that  there  is  no  exposure  to  people  or  the  environment.  The  reviews 
will  address  exposure  concerns  from  the  air,  land,  water,  vegetation,  and  include 
cover  and  fencing  inspections.  The  five  year  review  process  also  includes 
community  outreach  and  involvement  to  ensure  that  the  local  community  has  the 
opportunity  for  input  into  the  review  and  is  aware  of  the  results.  If  residents 
become  aware  of  access  issues  such  as  downed  fencing,  they  may  contact  the  U.S. 
EPA  to  alert  them  to  the  problems  for  prompt  attention  outside  the  five  year 
review  process. 

Additionally,  after  disposal  of  the  NECR Mine  Waste,  the  UNC  Mill site  will  be 
returned  to  the  Department  of Energy’s  Long Term  Stewardship  program,  under a  
general  license  with  the  NRC  for  monitoring  and  maintenance,  which  will  add  an 
additional  level  of  long  term  management  and  oversight. 
Although  five-year  reviews  are  not  required  by  statute  or  by  policy  for  removal 
sites,  U.S.  EPA  has  the  discretion  to  conduct  a  five  year  review  at  the  NECR 
Mine  Site,  if  warranted.  Since  five  year  reviews  are  being  performed  at  the  UNC 
Mill site,  at  a  minimum,  U.S.  EPA  Region  9  plans  on  working  with  U.S. EPA 
Region  6  to  incorporate a  site  inspection  of  the  NECR Mine  Site  during  the  UNC 
Mill  Site  five  year  reviews. 

Air  monitoring  during  construction:  Air  monitoring  takes  place  during  the 
construction  work  hours  because  this  is  the  time  when  the  greatest  amount  of  dust 
typically  is  generated  due  to  the  earth  disturbing  activities.  Since  wind  speeds 
typically  die  down  at  night  and  there  are  no  earth  moving  activities  taking  place, 
if  the  air  monitoring  was  conducted  over  a  24-hour  period,  the  nighttime  results 
could  potentially  lower  the  average  particulate  results  and  mask  potential 
problems  that  are  occurring  during  daytime  construction.  However,  for  the 
removal  action,  during  windy  conditions,  U.S.  EPA  will  consider  running  air 
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monitors  over  a  24-hour  time  period  in  addition  to  the  monitors  running  during 
construction  hours  to  confirm  these  assumptions,  if  appropriate. 
Monitoring  for  gamma  radiation  is  conducted  on  a  24-hour  schedule.  This 
monitoring  detects  any  radiation  coming  off  site,  including  radiation  carried  by 
dust.  Based  on  air  and  radiation  monitoring  conducted  during  the  IRA  (see 
Question  #4),  U.S.  EPA  did  not  see  any  results  that  were  unsafe  for  residents  or 
workers. 

I-11.  Health  Concerns - Many  residents  expressed  concerns  about  the  health  and 
safety  of  families,  including  the  children  and  elderly  living  near  the  mine site. 
The  health  of  livestock  and  the  safety  of  cultural  uses  of  the  local  plants  and  herbs 
were  also  a  concern.  The  community  requested  a  comprehensive  health  study  to 
better  understand  the  impacts  of  mining  on  the  health  of  the  community. 

U.S.  EPA  Response: As  discussed  above,  U.S.  EPA  acknowledges  the  long-term 
detrimental  impacts  uranium  mining  has  had  and  continues  to  have  on  the  well-
being  of  this  residential  community.  The  proposed  actions  would  remove 
contamination  from  the Mine  Site  to  health  protective  levels  that  are  near  natural 
background.  Once  this  is  completed,  a  period  of  re-vegetation  will  occur  at  the 
Mine  Site  to  restore  the  land  to  permit  grazing.  After  this  period,  it  would  be  safe 
and  appropriate  to  use  plants  and  herbs  from  the site. 

Additionally,  there  are  several  investigations  ongoing  to  address  potential  health 
effects  of  past  and  continuing  exposures  from  uranium  mining  in  the  larger 
Navajo  community. The  DiNEH  project,  conducted  by  the  University  of  New 
Mexico  (UNM)  and  SRIC,  assesses  water  quality,  health  and  uranium  exposure  in 
the Eastern  Agency.  Dine  College  is  collaborating  on  investigating  water  quality 
of  well  water  in  the  Shiprock  Agency.  The  Navajo  birth  cohort  study,  conducted 
by  University  of  New  Mexico,  SRIC,  the  Agency  for  Toxic  Substances  and 
Disease  Registry,  Navajo  Nation  Department  of  Health  and  the  Navajo  Area 
Indian  Health  Service,  will  look  at  birth  outcomes  and  child  development  in 
several  Navajo  areas.  The  Partnership  for  Native  American  Cancer  Prevention, 
Northern  Arizona  University,  and  the  University  of  Arizona  are  investigating 
water  quality  and  health  effects  in  the  Black  Hills  area  by  conducting  animal 
studies  on  uranium  in  drinking  water  and  looking  at  the  effect  on  hormone  levels. 
Finally,  Christine  Samuel,  a  Navajo  Ph.D.  candidate  in  the  School  of  Nursing  at 
UCLA,  will  be  looking  at  uranium  content  in  animal  grazed  and  garden  produce 
grown  in  contaminated  soil  or  watered  with  contaminated  water.  The  study  will 
also  assess  both  the  tissue  content  and  the  possible  transfer  to  people  who 
consume  the  animals.  The  study  is  funded  by  National  Institute  of  Health  and  is 
anticipated  to  start  this  fall. These  studies  are  the  initial  steps  in  further 
determining  the  correlation  between  uranium  exposure  and  health  outcomes  in 
people  and  looking  for  potential  effects  in  the  population. 

The  Navajo  Area  Indian  Health  Service  also  has  a  non-occupational  health 
monitoring  program  and  is  holding  health  fairs  around  the  Navajo  Nation. 
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Although  this  program  is  not  a  study,  it  can  provide  information  about  disease 
rates  on  the  Navajo  Nation  compared  to  other  communities. 

I-12.  Traffic  Impacts – The  residents  living  near  the Mine  Site  raised  concerns 
about  the  potential  impacts  and  risks  of  truck  traffic  to  the  residents,  livestock, 
and  roads.  Several  comments  were  made  regarding  needed  improvements  to  the 
Pipeline  Road  which  passes  through  the  UNC  property  boundary  and  often  floods. 
There  were  also  questions  about  the  specific  details  of  waste  transportation  for  the 
various  alternatives. 

U.S.  EPA  Response: The  safety  of  the  local  community,  their  livestock,  and 
anyone  working  in  or  visiting  the  area  is  the  highest  priority  for  U.S.  EPA. A  
traffic  plan  will  be  developed  with  input  from  the  Navajo  Nation  and  local 
community.  The  traffic  plan  will  be  designed  to  minimize  impacts  to  commuters, 
pedestrians,  livestock,  and  other  road  users.  Once  construction  has  begun,  U.S. 
EPA  will  be  available  to  respond  to  traffic safety  or  other  concerns  raised  by  the 
community  and  will  ensure  that  the  traffic  plan  is  modified  as  appropriate.  The 
alternatives  for  the  use  of  existing  roads,  including  the  development  of  temporary 
roads  or  other  transport  mechanisms  for  the  purpose  of  the  NECR  cleanup,  will  be 
evaluated  during  the  detailed  design  process. 

U.S. EPA  acknowledges  the  frequent  flooding  on  Pipeline  Canyon  Road  in  the 
vicinity  of  mill  cells  and  on  the  UNC Mill site  property.  The  requested 
improvements  are  not  currently  required  by  U.S.  EPA  nor  incorporated  into  the 
Action  Memorandum.  During  the  December  2,  2009  public  meeting,  and  in a  
subsequent  letter  to  U.S.  EPA  dated  August  29,  2011,  UNC/GE  demonstrated 
willingness  to  make  improvements  to  the  Pipeline  Canyon  Road  voluntarily.  U.S. 
EPA  will  work  with  GE  to  ensure  that  these  improvements  address  the  concerns 
of  the  community  such  as  flooding  and  that  there  are  appropriate  opportunities  for 
community  input. 

I-13.  Revegetation – There  were a  number  of  comments  expressing  concern 
over  the  ineffectiveness  of  other  revegetation  efforts  and  questioning  the 
revegetation  plans  and  process  for  the  NECR  mine site  and  surrounding  areas. 

U.S.  EPA  Response: U.S.  EPA  is  committed  to  continuing  to  work  with  the 
local  community  and  the  Navajo  Nation  to  refine  the  seed  mix  and  revegetation 
process.  Expert  botanists  have  estimated  that  revegetation  efforts  take 
approximately  five  years  before  they  resemble  the  surrounding  areas  if  there  are 
no  stresses  such  as  grazing  of  the  area  being  restored.  The  success  of  the 
restoration  and  revegetation  efforts  would  be  reviewed  as  part  of  the  ongoing 
monitoring  process  so  that  any  problems  identified  could  be  addressed  at  that 
time. 

I-14.  Examples - A  commenter  asked  if  there  were  examples similar  to  the 
NECR/UNC site. 
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U.S.  EPA  Response: With  respect  to similar  uranium  mine  soil  site  examples, 
U.S. EPA  has  conducted  several  cleanups  on  the  Navajo  Nation  conducted  by 
Region  9: 

• Skyline Mine  (Oljato  Chapter)  - currently  Region  9  is  conducting  an 
on-site  consolidation  remedy  as  a  time  critical  removal  action; 

• Bluewater/Haystack  Mountain  area  - in  1991  and  1992,  Region 9  
conducted  on-site  consolidation  remedies  as  a  time  critical  removal 
action  at six  AUM sites. 

In  other  Regions,  U.S.  EPA  has  uranium  mine  and  mill  sites  on  the  National 
Priority List  in  which  the  uranium  mine  wastes  were  consolidated  and  capped  on 
site,  rather  than  moved  to  another  facility: 

• Midnite Mine,  located  on  the  Spokane Tribe  reservation  (Region  10); 
• Lucky  Lass/White  King Mines  (Region  10); 
• Monticello Mill  in  which  an  evapotranspiration  cover  was  placed  on 

top  of  the  mill  tailings  (Region  8);  and 
• Homestake Mill  (Region  6). 

Part  II:  Comprehensive  Response  to  Specific  Legal  and  Technical  Questions 

II-1.  Alternative  Selection - In  addition  to  the  local  community’s  comments  in 
favor  of  Alternative  2,  U.S.  EPA  received  numerous  comments  on  all  alternatives 
evaluated  under  the EE/CA  from  other  stakeholders.  The  Navajo  Nation  and 
other  community  groups  (SRIC,  SNEEJ,  BVDA  and MASE)  voiced  support  of 
the  local  community  preference  for  Alternative  2.  UNC/GE  expressed  preference 
for  disposal  on  the  NECR Mine  Site,  citing  that  closure  in  place  is  the  accepted, 
protective  practice  for  mine sites.  The  NMA  also supported  on-site  closure  and 
added  that  if  the  remedy  is  equally  protective,  what  is  the  benefit  to  choosing  the 
more  expensive  alternative.  While  the  NMA  commented  that  community 
acceptance  was  elevated  to  higher  importance  than  other  factors,  the  BVDA 
commented  that  there  was  not  enough  consideration  of  community  acceptance. 
SRIC  commented  that  alternatives  3  and  4  were  unacceptable  and  that  the 
analyses  of  alternatives  2  and 5  were  deficient.  The  NMA  commented  that  there 
was  insufficient  evaluation  of significant  differences  between  the  impacts  of 
alternatives  and  the EE/CA  did  not  explain  how  alternatives  were  chosen  and/or 
evaluated.  DOE  supported  EPA’s  preferred  alternative  in  order  to  minimize  the 
proliferation  of small  disposal sites.  NRC  also  supported EPA’s  preferred 
alternative. 

U.S.  EPA  Response: U.S. EPA  appreciates  the  thoughtful  and  varied  responses 
to  the  alternatives  proposed  and  our  analysis  of  the  alternatives.  As  stated  earlier, 
U.S. EPA  considers  three  principal  criteria  in  selecting  Superfund  removal 
actions,  including  effectiveness,  cost,  and  implementability.  All  alternatives 
considered  in  the EE/CA,  except  “no  action,”  are  implementable  and  effective  in 
protecting  human  health  and  the  environment  in  terms  of  eliminating  direct 
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contact  with  the  contaminants.  However,  the  costs  of  these  alternatives  varied 
widely since  off-site  disposal  would  increase  costs  by  a  factor  of  almost  seven. 
Alternative  2  was  estimated  to  cost  $293,600,000,  in  comparison  to  Alternative 
5A,  which  was  estimated  to  cost  $44,300,000.  Alternatives  3  and  4  left  the  waste 
on Tribal  Land,  which  was  not  acceptable  to  the  Navajo  Nation.  Although 
Alternative  5A  is  still  significant  in  cost  and  is  not  the  least  expensive  alternative 
by  any  means,  it  is  considered  cost  effective  when  balancing  cost, 
implementability  and  protection  of  human  health  and  the  environment,  as  well  as 
future  reuse  and  community,  Navajo  Nation  and  State  considerations. 

II-2.  Disposal  Cell Liner –  In  contrast  to  the  comments  from  the  community 
expressing  a  preference  for  a  robust  cover  and  liner system,  UNC/GE  commented 
that  inclusion  of  a  liner  is  unnecessary  due  to  the  climate,  soil  type,  and  other 
characteristics  of  the site.  Specific  concerns  about  the  liner  puncturing  or  creating 
a  “bath  tub”  effect  leading  to  excessive  loading  and  decreased  stability  of  the  cell 
were  also  raised  by  a  community  member  and  DOE.  NMED/EMNRD 
commented  that  the a  new  disposal  cell  bottom,  if  separate  from  the Tailings 
Disposal  Cells,  should  be  double  lined  with  a  leak  detection  and  leachate 
recovery system. 

U.S.  EPA  Response: A  well  designed  containment system  evaluates  all 
components  of  the system  in  relationship  to  the  environment,  such  as  climate,  soil 
type,  waste  type,  etc.  At  the  UNC Mill  cell,  there  is  no  leachate  generation; 
however,  with  a  poorly  designed  and  constructed  cover,  water  could  infiltrate 
through  the  waste.  Although  U.S.  EPA  is  confident  that  a  cover  can  be  designed 
and  constructed  to  successfully  prevent  infiltration  at  the  UNC Mill  Site,  U.S. 
EPA  is  proposing  that  in  addition  to  the  cover,  a  low  permeability  layer  (liner) 
made  of  natural  materials  consistent  with  RCRA  Subtitle  D  requirements  be 
placed  between  the  existing  waste  and  the  NECR  waste.  This  liner  would  be 
sloped  to  eliminate a  “bathtub  effect”  and  constructed  with  natural  materials,  not 
synthetic,  to  eliminate  the  sudden  failure  risk  associated  with  punctures  and  rips. 
This  type  of  liner  would  add  an  additional  layer  of  protection  without 
compromising  the  stability  of  the  disposal  cell.  The  final  design  must  be 
approved  by  the  NRC  as  part  of  the  license  amendment  process. 

II-3.  Disposal  Cell  Cover –  Many  commenters,  including  UNC/GE,  DOE, 
NMED/EMNRD,  SRIC,  BVDA,  and  SRIC  and  community  members  addressed 
cover  design  concerns.  SRIC  expressed  concerns  about  the  behavior  of  older 
cover  designs  and  problems  with  plant  root  penetration  described  in  the  Stoller 
research  and  report  at 
http://www.infomine.com/publications/docs/Waugh2009.pdf.  BVDA  and 
community  members  also  expressed  their  concerns  about  the  performance  over 
time  of  the  NECR Mill  Site  cover  and  other  mill  covers  currently  in  place.  All 
commenters  on  this  issue  concurred  that  the  proposed  alternative  would  be  an 
opportunity  to  upgrade  the  current  mill  tailings  cover system  and  incorporate  the 
use  of  current  technologies  such  as  evapotranspiration  covers  as  appropriate. 
NMED/EMNRD  discussed  requirements  for  the  cover  to  eliminate  water 
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infiltration  and  meet  other  specific  performance  criteria similar  to  the 
performance  as  a  cover  at  least  three  feet  in  thickness.  Per  their  requirements,  the 
cover  for  the  cell  would  have  to  be  designed  to  eliminate,  to  the  maximum  extent 
practicable,  water  infiltration,  Store  and  release sites  for  Mine  Sites  in  New 
Mexico  are  typically  installed  to  meet  this  requirement.  Such  covers  allow  for  the 
growth  of  self-sustaining  vegetation  and  a  rooting  medium  sufficient  to  support 
such  growth.  A  cover  system  with  less  than  3  foot  of  cover  can  be  installed  if:  1) 
it  can  be  demonstrated  to  perform  as  well  as  a  3  foot  cover;  or  2)  a  thinner  soil 
cover  with  an  underlying  liner  may  also  satisfy  this  requirement. 

U.S.  EPA  Response: The  understanding  of  containment systems  has  evolved 
dramatically  since  the  UNC Mill  Site  was  closed  in  the  early  1980s.  In  the  1990s 
and  early  2000s,  the  Alternative  Landfill  Cover  Demonstration  (performed  at 
Sandia  labs  funded  by  DOE)  investigated  the  performance  of  various  landfill 
cover systems,  including  alternatives  that  may  be  well  suited  for  arid  and  semi-
arid  climates.  Also  in  the  1990s,  the  DOE  started  assessing  the  performance  of 
some  of  its  older  disposal  cells  and  established  its  Environmental  Sciences 
Laboratory  (operated  by  S.M.  Stoller  Corporation  for  the  DOE),  which  assessed 
cover  performance  including  the  “Stoller  Report”  referenced  above.  A  key 
finding  in  this  assessment  is  that  the  containment  system should  be  compatible 
with  the  environment  in  which  it  is  placed.  U.S. EPA  agrees  that  co-disposal  at 
the Mill  Site  will  provide  an  opportunity  to  bring  the  containment system 
currently  at  the Mill  Site  up  to  state-of-art  standards.  U.S. EPA  will  work  with 
stakeholders  during  the  design  phase  to  make  use  of  the  broad  current  knowledge 
and  understanding  of  design  and  construction  of  containment systems  in  the 
design  for  the Mill  Site. 

II-4.  Potential  Groundwater  Impacts  of  Disposal  Cells–Residents,  SRIC, 
BVDA,  and  the  Navajo  Nation  raised  concerns  about  the  potential  effects  of  the 
proposed  alternative  on  groundwater.  NMED/EMNRD,  DOE  and  community 
members  commented  that  groundwater  monitoring  would  be  necessary  to  verify 
that  there  were  no  effects  on  groundwater  due  to  implementation  of  the  proposed 
remedy.  The  Navajo  Nation  also  wanted  assurance  that  the  additional  weight 
added  to  the Mill  Site  tailings  would  not  exacerbate  current  problems  with  the 
existing  groundwater  plume  due  to  historical  releases  at  the  UNC Mill.  One 
resident  requested  information  about  what  was  being  done  to  decontaminate  the 
existing  groundwater  plume. 

U.S.  EPA  Response: U.S. EPA  Region  6  currently  oversees  a  comprehensive 
groundwater  monitoring  program  around  the  UNC Mill  Site  disposal  cells.  This 
program  includes  quarterly sampling  of  about  40  wells  within  the  three  water-
bearing  formations:  Alluvium,  Zone  1  and  Zone  3  located  in  the  Upper  Gallup.  In 
addition,  there  are  numerous  wells  adjacent  to  the  cells  that  have  gone  dry,  but 
also  could  be  monitored  post  construction.   The  current  groundwater  monitoring 
program  will  continue,  and  additional  wells,  if  needed,  can  be  added  to  the 
program. 
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In  response  to  the  concern  about  additional  weight  exacerbating  the  existing 
groundwater  contamination  at  the  UNC Mill  Site,  U.S. EPA  reviewed  additional 
documentation  related  to  the  current  and  historical  status  and  behavior  of  the 
UNC Mill Tailings.  During  the  operation  of  the  UNC Mine,  wet  tailings  were 
discharged  into  the  pits  where  the  disposal  cell  at  the  UNC Mill  Site  is  currently 
located.  At  that  time,  the  contaminated  fluid  from  the  tailings  seeped  into  the 
underlying  formation,  causing  the  current  contaminated  plumes  at  the  UNC Mill 
Site.  Based  on  well  data  and  modeling,  the  tailings  are  no  longer  leaking. 

In  specific  response  to  the  concern  that  an  additional  load  could  “squeeze  out” 
residual  water  from  the  exiting  tailings,  U.S. EPA  requested  UNC/GE  to  prepare a  
report  modeling  the  behavior  of  the Mill  Site  tailings  under  a  wide  range  of 
scenarios  with  a  sensitivity  analysis  of  the  model  assumptions.  GE  developed a  
model  specifically  for  this site  using  existing  data  from  the  time  of  disposal, 
updated  for  every  year since  closure  to  the  present  time,  taking  into  account  the 
movement  of  water  due  to  gravity,  soil  suction  and  evapotranspiration.  GE  then 
added  a  load  to  the  model  equal  to  or  greater  than  that  expected  when  the  NECR 
waste  is  added  to  the  cell  and  a  new  cover  is  placed.  The  model  was  run  under 
multiple  scenarios  representing  different  locations  within  the  tailings  cells  and 
varying  from  typical  soil  profiles  to  worst  case.  The  report  concluded  that  even 
under  the  most  extreme  conditions,  the  existing  tailings  in  the Mill Tailing 
Disposal  Cells  would  not  be  “squeezed’  out  when  the  load  of  the  NECR  waste  is 
added.  A  copy  of  the  modeling  report  titled Evaluation of  Consolidation  and 
Water  Storage  Capacity Related  to  the  Placement  of  Mine  Material  on  the 
existing  UNC  Mill  Site  Tailings  Impoundment dated  May  2011  is  posted  on  the 
Northeast  Church  Rock Mine  webpage  at www.epa.gov/region09/NECR. 

II-5.  Action  Level/Background  Determination –  Both  GE  and  the  National 
Mining  Association  submitted  comments  on  the  determination  of  the  background 
level  of  1  pCi/g  and  the  associated  cleanup  or  action  level  of  2.24  pCi/g.  Both 
parties  commented  that  these  values  were  inappropriate,  incorrectly  calculated, 
and  unreasonably  low.  Commenters  also  raised  specific  concerns  related  to 
consistency  with  cleanup  and  background  levels  at  other similar sites  and  NRC’s 
previous  determination  of  background  for  the  NECR Mine  Site,  inconsistency 
with  UMTRCA  cleanup  regulations,  and  the  use  of  the  mean  background  level 
rather  than  the  upper  tolerance  limit. 

U.S.  EPA  Response: The  proposed  action  level  takes  into  account  the  residential 
land  use,  radiation  preliminary  remediation  goals  (rad-PRG),  and  the  presence  of 
background  radium.  U.S.  EPA  uses site  specific  remediation  goals  for 
carcinogens,  including  radionuclides,  at  levels  that  represent  an  excess  upper 
bound  lifetime  cancer  risk  between  10-4 to  10-6. 

Representative  reference  locations  were  selected  and  twenty-five  background  soil 
samples  were  collected  with  an  additional  two  duplicates  for  quality  control  as  per 
the  proposed  work  plan  submitted  by  GE  and  approved  by  U.S. EPA.  These  soil 
samples  were  analyzed  for  several  elements  including  radium-226. 
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The  mean  radium  concentration  of  this  background  data  set  is  1.0  pCi/gm;  the  95 
percent  upper  confidence  of  the  mean  is  1.1  pCi/gm  and  the  95th percentile  is  1.3 
pCi/gm.  The  radium-226  precision  is  +/- 0.1  pCi/gm.  The  residential  PRG 
assuming  some  proportion  of  home  grown  food  is  1.24  pCi/gm  representing  the 
upper  end  of  the  risk  range  of  10-4. Since  the  upper  end  of  the  residential  risk 
range  and  the  background  concentration  are similar,  there  are  few  practical 
options  for  selection  of  the  action  level.  The  action  level  could  be  selected  at 
background,  which  would  be  represented  by  the  95th percentile  of  the  background 
population  or  1.3  pCi/g.  However,  there  are  analytical  limitations  for  field 
instruments  to  determine  such  a small  relative  difference  with  a  limited  spread  of 
the  background  population.  Increasing  the  action  level  to  1  over  the  10-4 

residential  risk  of  1.24  pCi/gm  resulted  in  a  value  of  2.24  pCi/gm,  which  could  be 
effectively  measured  in  the  field  to  facilitate  cleanup  while  still  keeping  relative 
risk  as  low  as  practical. 

The  proposed  action  level  of  2.24  pCi/gm  equates  to  a  residential  risk  of  1.8 x  
10-4,  which should  be  rounded  to  2 x  10-4. Since  the  action  level  value  of  2.24 
pCi/gm  and  the  residential  risk  value  of  2  x  10-4 are similar,  some  writers 
erroneously  rounded  the  2.24  to  3. 

The  NRC,  under  the  Uranium  Mill Tailings  Radiation  Control  Act  (UMTRCA), 
has  adopted  a  standard  of  5  pCi/g  for  radium-226  plus  background  based  on site-
specific  considerations  for  mill  sites,  such  as  all  mill  sites  remaining  under 
Federal  control.  While  this  standard  is  generally  within  the EPA's  risk  range  for 
that  specified  land  use,  it  would  be  higher  than  is  appropriate  for  proposed  future 
land  uses  at  NECR,  and  the  lower  value  selected  by EPA  is  achievable5. The 
proposed  action  level  also  is  consistent  with  NRC's  less  than  15  mrem/yr  effective 
dose  equivalent  for  the  proposed  land  use  at  NECR. 

II-6.  Stormwater  Regulatory  Compliance– The  NN EPA  Water  Quality/ 
NPDES  Program  submitted  comments  related  to  stormwater  discharges.  The 
program  was  concerned  about  compliance  with  NN  Surface  Water  Quality 
Standards,  the  multi-sector  general  permit  for  stormwater  including  submission  of 
a  Notice  of  Intent  (NOI),  and  the  potential  for  adverse  impacts  of  the  proposed 
remedy  to  surface  water  quality  or  regulatory  and  administrative  processes 
already  in  place  at  the Mill  Site. 

U.S.  EPA  Response: U.S.  EPA  has  identified  as  ARARs  the  following 
regulatory  standards:  (1)  Navajo  Nation  Pollutant  Discharge  Elimination  System 
Program  –  applicable  regulations;  (2)  Navajo  Nation  Clean  Water  Act  – Title 4  
Navajo  Nation  Code;  (3)  20.6.2  NMAC  –  New  Mexico  Water  Quality  Ground 
and  Surface  Water  Protections;  and  (4)  20.6.4  NMAC  –  New  Mexico  Standards 
for  Interstate  and  Intrastate  Surface  Waters.  U.S.  EPA  intends  to  ensure  that  the 

5 See  also  the  materials  referenced  in  Attachment  II,  Applicable  or  Relevant  and  Appropriate 
Requirements  (ARARs)  Table,  to  the  Action  Memorandum. 
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removal  action  meets  the  applicable  or  relevant  and  appropriate  substantive 
requirements  of  these  statutes  to  the  maximum  extent  practicable. 

II-7.  NRC License  Amendment–  GE  commented  that  a  license  amendment 
from  the  NRC  is  not  required  because  the  Comprehensive Environmental 
Response,  Compensation  and Liability  Act  (CERCLA,  also  known  as 
Superfund),  does  not  require  permits  for  Superfund  Projects. 

U.S.  EPA  Response: U.S. EPA  agrees  that  under  Section  121(e)  of  CERCLA  and 
40  CFR  §  400.30(e)(1),  no  federal,  state  or  local  permits  are  required  for  on-site 
response  actions,  including  removal  actions.  U.S.  EPA  is  not  requiring  that  UNC 
obtain  any  permits  in  connection  with  this  removal  action.  However,  DOE  has  no 
existing  license  to  accept  waste  at  the  Mill  Site,  and  has  commented  that  an 
amendment  to  the  existing  NRC  license  will  be  necessary  for  the  mine  tailings  to 
be  placed  at  the Mill  Site.  De-commissioning  of  the  UNC Mill  Site  also  falls 
within  the  NRC’s  jurisdiction,  whereby  NRC  issues  a  general  license  to  DOE  for 
long-term  monitoring  and  maintenance.  Accordingly,  U.S. EPA  agrees  that a  
license  amendment  will  be  necessary  for  this  action  to  allow  for  ultimate  de-
commissioning  of  the  UNC Mill  Site. 

II-8.  Removal  Action  Justification–  GE  commented  that  with  past  removal 
actions,  there  is  no  longer  imminent  and  substantial  risk  and  therefore  no 
justification  of  a  removal  action  at  NECR. 

U.S.  EPA  Response: U.S.  EPA’s  determination  of  “imminent  and  substantial 
endangerment”  is  based  on  substantial  evidence  supporting  the  factors  set  forth  in 
the  National  Contingency  Plan  (“NCP”)  for  the  appropriateness  of  the  removal 
action,  see 40  CFR  §300.415(b)(2);  and  well-established  case  law,  discussed 
below. 

Specifically,  U.S.  EPA  found  that  there  is  an  actual  or  potential  exposure  to 
hazardous  substances  by  nearby  populations  or  the  food  chain,  see 40  CFR 
§300.415(b)(2)(i),  because  high  concentrations  of  radium-226  have  been  detected 
in  samples  off  the Mine  Site,  and  radium  in  the  soil  may  be  absorbed  by  plants. 
Thus,  U.S. EPA  found  a  substantial  likelihood  that  nearby  residents  have  been 
and  may  in  the  future  be  exposed  by  migration  of  contaminants  into  the 
residential  areas.  U.S. EPA  found  high  levels  of  hazardous  substances  in  soils  at 
or  near  the  surface  that  may  migrate,  see 40  CFR  §300.415(e)(2)(iv),  because 
contaminated  soils  may  migrate  off-site  via  wind  and  water  transport 
mechanisms.  Furthermore,  U.S.  EPA  found  weather  conditions  may  cause 
migration  or  further  release  of  hazardous  substances,  see 40  CFR 
§300.415(e)(2)(v),  insofar  as  rainfall  events  may  lead  to  transport  of  the 
contamination  from  the site.  Finally,  U.S. EPA  found  that  other  federal  and  state 
response  mechanisms  are  not  available  to  respond  to  the  release,  see 40  CFR 
§300.415(e)(2)(vii),  in  that  the  NNEPA  has  informed  U.S.  EPA  that  it  does  not 
have  the  authority  or  resources  to  address  the site. 
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The  term  “imminent  and  substantial  endangerment”  has  been  construed  under 
Section  7003  of  the  Resource,  Conservation  and  Recovery  Act,  42  U.S.C.  §6973. 
In  analyzing  the  language  of  Section  7003,  courts  give  the  words  employed  by 
Congress  their  ordinary  meaning, Perrin  v.  United  States, 444  U.S.  37,  42  (1979), 
while  also  construing  them  "in  light  of  the  purposes  Congress  sought  to  serve," 
Chapman  v.  Houston  Welfare  Rights  Org., 441  U.S.  600,  608  (1979); Connecticut 
Coastal  Fishermen's Assoc.  v. Remington Arms  Co.,  Inc., 989  F.2d  1305,  1308 
(2d  Cir.  1993). Courts  agree  that  Section  7003 should  be  construed  in  a  liberal, 
rather  than  a  restrictive,  manner. See United  States  v. Aceto Agric.  Chem.  Corp., 
872  F.2d  1373,  1383  (8th  Cir.  1989); United  States  v.  Waste  Indus.,  Inc., 734  F.2d 
159,  167  (4th  Cir.  1984). 

Thus,  to  take  action  under  Section  7003,  U.S.  EPA  need  not  prove  that  an 
endangerment  actually  exists.  It  is  sufficient  to  demonstrate  that  "there may be  an 
imminent  and  substantial  endangerment." 42  U.S.C.  §  6973(a); Lincoln 
Properties,  Ltd.  v.  Higgins, 1993  U.S.  Dist.  LEXIS  1251,  23 Envtl.  L.  Rep. 
(Envtl.  L.  Inst.)  20665,  20671  (E.D.  Cal.  1993); Waste  Indus., 734  F.2d  at  164. 
An  endangerment  is  not  actual  harm,  but  a  threatened  or  potential  harm.  Waste 
Indus.,  734  F.2d  at  165.  Section  7003  further  requires  that  the  endangerment  be 
imminent.  42  U.S.C.  §  6973(a).  Section  7003  further  requires  that  the 
endangerment  be  imminent  42  U.S.C.  §  6973(a).  An  endangerment  need  be 
neither  immediate  nor  tantamount  to  an  emergency  to  be  imminent  and  warrant 
relief.  Waste  Indus.,  734  F.2d  at  165.  Rather,  an  endangerment  is  imminent  if 
factors  giving  rise  to  it  are  present,  even  though  the  harm  may  not  be  realized  for 
years. United  States  v.  Conservation  Chem., 619  F.  Supp.  162,  193-94  (D.  Mo. 
1985). Section  7003  finally  requires  that  an  endangerment  be  substantial.  The 
United  States  need  not  quantify  the  endangerment  to  prove  that  it  is  substantial.  It 
is  sufficient  to  demonstrate  that  there  exists  reasonable  cause  for  concern  for  the 
integrity  of  the  public  health  or  the  environment. Lincoln  Properties, 23 Envtl.  L. 
Rep.  (Envtl.  L.  Inst.)  at  20671; Conservation  Chem., 619  F.  Supp.  at  194. 

EPA  believes  that  courts  would  construe  “imminent  and  substantial 
endangerment”  under  CERCLA  and  the  NCP  according  to  the  plain  meaning  of 
the  language,  as  they  do  with  RCRA.  Accordingly,  given  the  high  levels  of 
radiation-contaminated  soils  at  the site,  the  potential  for  migration  to  residential 
areas  and  absorption  into  the  food  chain,  natural  conditions  that  may  exacerbate 
migration  and  the  unavailability  of  other  mechanisms  to  mitigate  the  harm,  U.S. 
EPA’s  finding  of  imminent  and  substantial  endangerment  is  well-founded. 

II-9.  Indian  Country  Determination –  GE/UNC  submitted  comments 
contending  that  the Mill  Site  is  not  in  Indian  Country,  and  that  therefore, EPA 
should  not  require  the  Navajo  Nation's  consent  to  EPA's  decision  to  dispose  of  the 
Mine  Site  waste  at  the Mill  Site. 

U.S.  EPA  Response: As  stated  in  the EE/CA,  the  federal  government,  including 
the  U.S.  EPA,  bears  a  trust  responsibility  to  Indian Tribes,  including  the  Navajo 
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Nation.  U.S.  EPA  acknowledges  this  trust  responsibility  in  its  Policy  for  the 
Administration  of Environmental  Programs  on  Indian  Reservations  (1984),  which 
states:  "In  keeping  with  [the]  trust  responsibility,  the  Agency  will  endeavor  to 
protect  the  environmental  interests  of  Indian Tribes  when  carrying  out  its 
responsibilities  that  may  affect  the  reservations." The  U.S.  EPA  has  consulted 
with  the  Navajo  Nation  throughout  the  development  of  the EE/CA  and  has 
considered  the  Navajo  Nation's  interests  during  preparation  of  the EE/CA.  U.S. 
EPA  has  not  required  the  Navajo  Nation's  consent  to  U.S.  EPA's  selected  remedy, 
however,  and  U.S. EPA's  remedy selection  did  not  depend  on  whether  or  not  the 
Mill  Site  is  located  in  Indian  Country. 

II-10.  Proposed  Applicable  or  Relevant  and  Appropriate  Requirements 
(ARARs) –UNC/GE  commented  that  New  Mexico,  Navajo  Nation,  and  DOE 
regulations  are  not  ARARs.  NMED/EMNRD  commented  that a  discharge  permit 
may  be  required  for  the  proposed  alternative  and  that  relevant  New  Mexico  Water 
Quality  Control  Commission,  Solid  Waste  Management,  and  Hazardous  Waste 
Management  Regulations  apply  (NMAC  20.6.2,  20.9.1,  and  2.4).  Navajo  Nation 
DOJ  requested  that the  definition  of  “trespass”  as  contained  in  the  Navajo  Nation 
Civil Trespass  Act,  21  N.N.C.  2203(O)  should  be  added  as  an  ARAR. 

U.S.  EPA  Response: 
Navajo  Nation  Statutes: GE’s  objection  to  inclusion  of  certain  Navajo  Nation 
statutes  as  ARARs  is  based  on  UNC’s  contention  that  Navajo  Nation  has  no 
authority  to  regulate  persons  outside  of  its  jurisdiction.  U.S.  EPA  expressly  stated 
in  the EE/CA  that  the  substantive  requirements  of  these  statutes  may  be  applicable 
to  activities  on  reservation  and  tribal  trust  land  (EE/CA, Table  1,  ARARS). 
Therefore,  inclusion  of  these  standards  does  not  purport  to  confer  regulatory 
authority  for  the  Navajo  Nation  outside  of  its  jurisdiction.  The  definition  of 
ARARs  is  limited  to  environmental  requirements  and  standards;  therefore,  the 
definition  of  “trespass”  in  the  Navajo  Nation  Civil  Trespass  Act  is  not  an  ARAR. 

DOE  Regulations,  40  C.F.R.  Part  61,  Subpart  H: GE  has  pointed  out  that  this 
regulation  will  not  be  applicable  unless  the  facility  is  owned  or  operated  by  the 
U.S.  Department  of Energy.  U.S. EPA  has  changed  the  reference  for  these 
regulations  to  classify  them  as  “relevant  and  appropriate”  rather  than  applicable 
during  the  removal  action.  U.S.  EPA  also  notes  that  the  regulations  may  become 
directly  applicable  if,  as  is  expected,  long-term  maintenance  of  this  facility 
becomes  the  responsibility  of  DOE. 

New  Mexico  Protection  of  Groundwater: With  respect  to Table  A-1  (ARARs  in 
the EE/CA),  the  State  of  New  Mexico  has  requested  that  U.S. EPA  indicate  that 
groundwater  is  also  protected  by  the  New  Mexico  Administrative  Code 
(“NMAC”)  Section  20.6.2.  This  provision  is  already  listed  as  potentially 
applicable  to  protecting  surface  water.  U.S.  EPA  has  added  the  requested 
reference  to  protection  of  groundwater. 
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New  Mexico  Hazardous  and  Solid  Waste  Statutes: New  Mexico  has  also 
requested  that  U.S.  EPA  list  the  New  Mexico  Solid  Waste  Act  and  the  New 
Mexico  Hazardous  Waste  Act,  as  well  as  the  implementing  regulations  of  each  of 
these  acts,  available  at  NMAC  20.9  and  NMAC  20.4,  respectively.  U.S.  EPA  has 
already  listed  the  NMAC  20.4  regulations  for  hazardous  waste  as  potentially 
applicable  or  relevant  and  appropriate.  U.S.  EPA  has  added  references  to  the 
other  requested  statutes  and  regulations  as  potentially  applicable  or  relevant  and 
appropriate,  depending  on  the  conditions  and  contaminants  encountered. 

II-11.  Contaminants  of  Potential  Concern  (COPCs) –  NN EPA  requested 
information  about  background  soil  levels  for  the  COPCs  and  requested  that 
confirmation  sampling  be  completed  for  all  metals  which  are  COCs.  The EE/CA 
calculated  an  average  uranium  concentration  for  site  soils  of  nearly  80  ppm. The 
Navajo  Nation  and  affected  communities  must  have  assurances  that  these  high 
levels  of  uranium  will  be  addressed  concomitantly  with  radium  and  other 
hazardous  substances  if  the  2.24- pC/g  radium  action  level  is  adopted. 

U.S.  EPA  Response: Below  is  a  table  including  the  background  levels, 
residential  PRGs  and Mine  Site  statistics  for  the  metals  that  were  considered  as 
Contaminants  of  Potential  Concern  (COPCs).  The  average  levels  for 
molybdenum,  selenium,  and  vanadium  on  the  mine site  are  all  below  the  health 
based  residential  PRGs  and  Arsenic  is  within  the  acceptable  risk  range  based  on 
surface  and  subsurface  soil  sampling  before  the  removal  action.  However,  U.S. 
EPA  plans  on  analyzing  for  all  the  COPCs  during  the  confirmation  sampling  to 
ensure  protectiveness. 

Background  Metals  Concentrations  at  NE  Church  Rock 

Arsenic  Molybdenum  Selenium  Uranium  Vanadium  Radium  226 
units mg/kg  mg/kg  mg/kg  mg/kg  mg/kg  pCi/gm 
Res- PRG  0.4  390  390  230  390  0.012 
average  3.7  nd  nd  1.1  26.7  1.0 
95%  UCL 
of  mean 

9.8  nd  0.7  1.7  38.5  1.3 

nd - Non  detect 

II-12.  Principal  Threat  Waste  (PTW) –  GE  commented  that  the  Principal  Threat 
Waste  (PTW)  could  be safely  placed  with  the  remaining  mine  waste  on  the  UNC 
Mill  Site  repository.  DOE  stated  a  concern  about  radon  emissions  from  this  waste 
and  asked  how  it  would  be  placed  in  the  cells  if  it  were  disposed  on  the Mill  Site. 

U.S.  EPA  Response: The  NCP  allows  for  identification  of  “principal  threat 
waste,”  i.e.  those  source  materials  that  are  considered  to  be  either  highly  toxic  or 
highly  mobile.  U.S.  EPA  Guidance  on  Principal  Threat  and  Low  Level Threat 
(OSWER  9380.3-06FS)  states  that  wastes  that  exceed  a  10-3 risk  may  be 
identified  as  principal  threat  waste.  The  sampling  from  the  NECR Mine  Site 
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indicates  that  there  are  several  areas  of significantly  higher  concentrations  of  total 
uranium  and/or  radium-226,  specifically  in  Ponds  1  /2  and  3,  and  the  Sediment 
Pad.  U.S.  EPA  chose  to  define  Principal Threat  Waste  at  NECR  as  mine  waste 
where  the  radium-226  concentration  exceeds  200  pCi/g,  which  is  at  the  10-3 risk 
for  an  on-site  worker,  and/or  a  uranium  concentration  greater  than  500  mg/Kg. 
Waste  at  these  concentrations  may  be  co-disposed  of  at  the  UNC Mill  Site, 
provided  that  a  cover  can  be  constructed  accounting  for  the  increased  radiation. 
However,  the  current  conceptual  design  places  the  NECR Mine  waste  on  top  of 
the Mill  Site  wastes;  therefore,  the  NECR  principal  threat  waste  would  be  located 
closer  to  the  surface  than  the  current  tailings  at  the  UNC Mill  Site.  Therefore, 
U.S. EPA  has  decided  not  to  dispose  the  principal  threat  waste  at  the  UNC Mill 
site.  The  Action  Memorandum  expresses  a  preference  that  the  principal  threat 
waste  be  reprocessed. 

II-13.  Risk  Levels  - Livestock  Risks - There  were  many  comments  regarding 
U.S. EPA's  risk  analysis  of  the  safety  of  grazing  livestock  on  the  mine site.  Both 
UNC/GE  and  the  NMA  had  concerns  about  the  risk  assessment  assumptions  that 
U.S. EPA  used  related  to  exposure  to  humans  from  livestock  grazing.  Comments 
included  that  site  specific  data  on  plant  uptake,  uptake  into  livestock  tissue,  and 
meat  ingestion  rate  should  be  used  or  that a  sensitivity  analysis should  be 
performed  for  the  assumptions  used  for  this  pathway. 

U.S.  EPA  Response: U.S.  EPA  is  concerned  about  the  additional  exposure  route 
that  livestock  consumption  presents  to  the  community.  U.S.  EPA  analyzed  two 
hypothetical  receptors  to  evaluate  the  potential  effect  on  such  receptors, 
considering  historic  and  projected  uses  of  the  land.  U.S. EPA  evaluated  (1) a  
livestock  grazer  or  shepherd  working  livestock  on  the site,  and  (2)  a  hypothetical 
resident.  The  analysis  of  the  livestock  grazer  or  shepherd  assessed  the  effects  on 
that  person  being  on  the  land  for  an  extended  period  of  time  tending  the  stock. 
Analysis  of  the  hypothetical  resident  assumed  that  the  resident  lived  on  the  NECR 
Mine site  and  raised  produce  and  livestock  in  the  same  soil  and  that  this 
contributed  25  percent  of  the  resident’s  overall  diet.  U.S.  EPA  believes  that  these 
were  appropriate  assumptions  to  evaluate  realistic  risk  levels  and  that  it  is  not 
necessary  to  gather  further site  specific  data  on  plant  uptake,  livestock  tissue 
uptake,  or  meat  ingestion  rates. 

II-14.  Comparative  Risks - The  NN  DOJ  requested  information  on  the 
comparative  risks  of  Alternative  2  with  the  proposed  alternative. 

U.S.  EPA  Response: There  is  no  difference  in  the  cancer  risk  associated  with 
exposure  to  Ra-226  for  Alternative  2  and  Alternative  5A,  as  both  alternatives 
eliminate  exposure  routes.  Thus,  the  two  Alternatives  are  equally  protective  from 
a  Superfund  risk  assessment  perspective.  EPA  evaluated  other  risks  when 
considering  the  implementability  of  the  alternatives,  such  as  traffic  fatalities.  For 
Alternative  2,  based  on  traffic  fatality  statistics  per  mile  for  interstates  and  for  two 
lane  roads,  an  estimated  38  fatalities  would  be  expected,  two  of  which  are 
predicted  to  occur  on  Highway  566  between  I-40  and  the Mine  Site.  By  contrast, 
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Alternative  5A  has  a  risk  near  zero  for  traffic  fatalities  (0.2)  due  to  the 
comparatively  low  number  of  miles  of  truck  travel.  With  proper  traffic  controls, 
this  risk  can  be  reduced  even  further.  The  only  alternative  with  a  lower  risk  for 
traffic  fatalities  would  be  Alternative  4  in  the EE/CA,  consolidation  of  the  waste 
at  the  NECR  Mine  Site. 

II-15.  Vent  Hole  #8  Drainage  Survey - SRIC  requested  a  copy  of  the  survey  of 
the  drainage  from  the  NECR  Vent  Hole  #8  survey  completed  by  NN EPA. 

U.S.  EPA  Response: U.S.  EPA  provided  a  copy  of  this  survey  to  SRIC  on 
October  15,  2009. 

II-16.  Radiological  Analysis  for  Air  Filters –  SRIC  monitors  air  quality 
downwind  of  the  NECR Mine  Site.  Although  they  analyze  the  filters  currently  for 
particulates,  they  requested  funding  to  complete  the  radiological  analysis  of  the 
air  filters. 

U.S.  EPA  Response: EPA's  National  Air  and  Radiation Environmental 
Laboratory  (NAREL)  in  Montgomery,  Alabama,  has  the  capability  to  perform  the 
radiological  analysis  on  the  air  filters.  EPA  will  coordinate  with  SRIC  and 
endeavor  to  provide  the  requested  radiological  analysis  for  the  NECR  project  and 
will  work  them  to  secure  the  funding,  if  possible,  or  lab  access 
. 

II-17.  Mill  Site  Removal –  Several  commenters  brought  up  the  possibility  of 
removal  of  the  radiological  contaminants  from  the  area  including  the  mill  tailings 
and  cited  the  removal  of  mill  waste  in  Moab,  Utah. 

U.S.  EPA  Response: The  Atlas Mill  Site  (a.k.a  Moab  Site)  disposal  cell  is 
reserved  exclusively  for  wastes  from  that  site. The  Atlas Mill  Site  is  a  large 
former  uranium  processing site  located  about  250  miles  north  of  NECR Mine site. 
In  1999,  the  NRC,  which  oversaw  the  closure  at  the  time,  submitted  a  proposal  to 
close  the  130-acre  tailings  pile  in  place;  however,  the  plan  was  not  implemented 
due  to  concerns  about  the  tailings  pile’s  proximity  to  the  Colorado  River.  Due  to 
an  Act  of  Congress,  DOE  took  over  management  of  the  tailings  pile  and  obtained, 
through  the  Bureau  of  Land  Management,  a  Public  Order  allowing  DOE  to 
construct  a  disposal  cell  solely  for  the  Atlas Mill  Tailings  waste.  The  new  disposal 
cell  is  approximately  30  miles  away  from  Atlas Mill  Site.  DOE  is  required  to 
return  the  land  to  DOI  currently  used  as  a  buffer  zone  after  the  project  is 
completed  in  2025.  (Feb  17,  2011  letter,  D.  Metzler  to  C.  Wetmore). 

II-18.  UNC  Status –  One  commenter  asked  about  the  status  of  UNC  as a  
company,  inquiring  whether  UNC,  as  the  responsible  party  and  the  company 
doing  the  cleanup,  could  provide  compensation  for  associated  health  problems  to 
workers  who  worked  for  UNC  in  the  mine.  He  commented  that  the  community 
needs  to  hold  this  company  accountable  and  to  compensate  those  who  got sick 
from  their  activities. 
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U.S.  EPA  Response: UNC  is  an  indirect  subsidiary  of  GE.  Employment  records 
can  be  requested  by  sending  a  letter  to  UNC  at  the  address  provided  below.  The 
letter  should  include  the  employee’s  full  name,  social  security  number, 
employment  location  and  approximate  timeframe  of  employment.  UNC’s  address 
is: 

UNC  Corporation 

Highway  566,  PO  Box  3077 

Gallup,  NM  87301 

II-19.  Grazing  Permit  Fee –  One  resident  claimed  ownership  of  the  grazing 
permit,  which  included  land  on  the  NECR Mine  Site.  Because  the  mine  is  fenced, 
the  resident  stated  that  he  has  not  been  able  to  use  the  land  for  grazing  purposes, 
but  still  must  pay  the  permit  fee,  and  requested  compensation. 

U.S.  EPA  Response: UNC/GE  has  entered  an  agreement  with  the  permit  holder 
for  the  loss  of  the  grazing  land. 

II-20.  NRC  Jurisdictional  Authorities - SRIC  commented  that  it  was  important  to 
disclose  in  the EE/CA  that  NRC  and  other  agencies  besides  U.S.  EPA  have 
regulatory  jurisdiction  over  the site  that  will  impact  the  options  available  for  the 
disposal  cell  design  on  the  UNC Mill  Site. 

U.S.  EPA  Response:  U.S  EPA  agrees  that  it  is  important  to  acknowledge  the 
regulatory  authorities  of  the  NRC  on  all  mill  sites  and  therefore  on  our  proposed 
alternative  of  disposal  on  the  mill  cells.  The  NRC  is  mentioned  over  50  times  in 
the EE/CA.  Because  the  NRC  has  such  a  critical  role  in  the  oversight  of  the  UNC 
Mill  Site,  more  specifically,  with  respect  to  the  NRC’s  approval  authority  on  the 
final  design,  U.S.  EPA  refers  to  the  following  two  excerpts  from  the EE/CA:  On 
page  19,  the EE/CA  states,  “Final  design  parameters  will  be  determined  by  U.S. 
EPA  in  consultation  with  Navajo  and  other  key  agencies.  Under  Alternative  5  and 
Option  B,  the  final  design  will  need  concurrence  from  NRC.”  On  page  30,  the 
EE/CA  states  “…  incorporating  the  waste  requires  designing  a system  that 
satisfies  all  U.S. EPA’s,  NRC’s,  DOE’s  and  the  State's  requirements.  U.S.  EPA 
Region  9  will  work  with  the  NRC,  DOE,  U.S.  EPA  Region  6,  and  the  State  of 
New  Mexico  to  create  an  acceptable  design  of  incorporating  the  NECR  mill 
tailing  into  the  existing  cells  that  complies  with  the  NRC/DOE  permit 
requirements  and  U.S.  EPA’s  regulations  and  decisions.” 

II-21.  Red  Water  Pond  Road/Cattle  Guard –  A  resident  requested  that  cattle 
guards  be  installed  on  Red  Water  Pond  Road  to  keep  cattle  off  the  contaminated 
road. 
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U.S.  EPA  Response: U.S.  EPA  ordered  Rio  Algom  to  chip  seal  the  Red  Water 
Pond  Road  as  an  interim  measure  to  prevent  exposure  to  people  and  livestock 
until  the  contamination  can  be  removed. 

II-22.  Long-Term  Monitoring  Costs - The  NN EPA  commented  that  the 
monitoring  costs  were  not  included  in  the  analysis  of  the  cost  of  alternatives. 
Since  monitoring  would  be  required  for  alternatives  three  through  five,  this  may 
affect  the  cost  significantly  and  decrease  the  discrepancy  between  these 
alternatives  and  alternative  2. 

U.S.  EPA  Response: The  Cost  Estimate  in  the EE/CA  assumed  an  operation  and 
maintenance  (O&M)  cost  of  $100,000  per  year  for  Alternative  5A.  Although  the 
specific  components  of  O&M  were  not  detailed,  O&M  includes site  monitoring, 
miscellaneous site  repair  and  response  to  major  events,  if  needed.  Currently, 
UNC/GE  is  spending  approximately  $500,000  per  year  at  the  UNC Mill  Site, 
which  includes  O&M  activities  for  the  existing  UNC  disposal  cell,  as  well  as 
groundwater  remediation,  and  active site  project  management  costs.  Even  if  the 
O&M  were  to  be  $500,000  per  year  for  Alternative  5A,  U.S.  EPA  has  calculated 
that  this  would  add  less  than  $7  million  to  the  net  present  worth  of  this  alternative 
and  would  not  make  Alternative  2  cost  competitive. 

II-23.  NRC License  Amendment –  U.S.  DOE  stated  its  general  concurrence  of 
co-disposal  in  its  response  letter,  “In  general,  DOE  supports  the  concept  of 
radioactive  waste  consolidation  and  the  nonproliferation  of small  disposal  sites.” 
However,  U.S.  DOE  added  that  it  would  be  reluctant  to  accept  into  its  long-term 
stewardship  program  a  disposal  site  that  is  not  co-disposed  or  accepted  under 
NRC’s  license  amendment  process.  U.S.  DOE  also  noted  that  any  new  cell  could 
not  degrade  groundwater  protectiveness. 

U.S.  EPA  Response: U.S.  EPA  concurs  with  U.S.  DOE  and  has  selected  co-
disposal  with  the  required  license  amendment  from  NRC  and  eventual  long-term 
stewardship  of  U.S.  DOE  as  the  selected  remedy. 

II-24.  Red  Water  Pond  Road –  UNC/GE  commented  that  the  Red  Water  Pond 
Road  cleanup should  not  be  included  in  the  removal  action  because  it  was  the 
primary  haul  road  for  the  Quivira  mine. 

U.S.  EPA  Response: U.S.  EPA  did  not  include  the  cleanup  of  Red  Water  Pond 
Road  in  this  removal  action. 

II-25.  Mine  stopes–  One  resident  requested  that  the  waste  be  returned  to  the 
earth  in  the  mine  stopes  with  dewatering. 

U.S.  EPA  Response: The  mine  stopes  and  shafts  were  filled  with  11.e(2)  mill 
waste  during  the  mill  cleanup  efforts  and  the  openings  to  the  shafts  were  plugged. 
Therefore,  this  is  not  an  available  alternative. 
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II-26.  NRC License  Approval –  NN EPA  expressed  concern  that  the  NRC  might 
deny  the  license  amendment  after  three  additional  years  for  design,  further 
delaying  the  project. 

U.S.  EPA  Response: Although  a  license  denial  is  a  possibility  which  U.S.  EPA 
agrees  would significantly  delay  the  project  and  be a  major  setback,  NRC  has 
agreed  to  be  on  the  design  team  so  they  can  identify  any  design  concerns  they 
may  have  early  on.  Although  this  involvement  does  not  guarantee a  license 
amendment  approval,  it significantly  increases  the  chance  that  any  major  design 
concerns  they  may  have  will  already  be  addressed  to  help  expedite  the  license 
review  process.  NRC  also  commented  that  Alternative  5A  was  the  best  choice  for 
the  removal  action,  which  further  increases  the  likelihood  that  NRC  will  be 
supportive  of  the  action. 

II-27.  Public  Hearing  vs.  Public  Meeting –  One  community  member  asked  why 
the  comments  from  the  first  public  meeting  on  June  23,  2009  were  not  recorded. 

U.S.  EPA  Response: U.S.  EPA  held  an  informational  meeting  about  the  EE/CA 
on  June  23,  2009  to  explain  the  information  in  the EE/CA  and  answer  questions  in 
preparation  for  the  public  hearing  on  July  7,  2009  where a  recorder  was  present. 
As  it  happened,  U.S. EPA  received similar  input  at  both  meetings  and 
acknowledges  that  it  would  have  been  useful  to  have  the  first  meeting  recorded. 

II-28.  Contingency  Plan–  A  commenter  asked  if  there  is  a  contingency  plan  if 
the  action  chosen  by  the  USEPA  needs  to  be  reevaluated,  and  added  that  because 
there  is  very  limited  data  to  make  concise  volume  estimates,  the  waste  could  be 
twice  the  amount  used  in  the  Final EE/CA’s  assumptions. 

U.S.  EPA  Response: Although  uncommon,  there  can  be  unforeseen  conditions 
that  require  U.S.  EPA  to  re-assess  the  components  of  the  removal  action  selected 
in  the  Action  Memorandum.  When  this  occurs,  U.S.  EPA  can  amend  the  Action 
Memorandum  assuming  the  scope  and  description  of  work  does  not 
fundamentally  change  the  removal  action.  Examples  of  a  change  not  considered 
fundamental  include  increased  volume,  cost  or  time  to  completion.  EPA  is 
required  to  solicit  community  input  on  significant  proposed  changes  prior  to 
amending  the  Action  Memorandum. 

II-29.  Community  Center – Navajo  Nation  DOJ  requested  consideration  for a  
nearby  community  center  to  serve  multiple  purposes,  including  as  an 
administrative  center  during  the  construction  phase,  as  a  central  location  for 
remediation/restoration  employment  opportunities,  and  an  educational  facility  for 
post-remediation/restoration  monitoring  and  maintenance  activities.  The  Navajo 
Nation  could  use  the  facility  to  house  some  of  its  technical  staff  and  offer  parts  of 
the  facility  to  local  schools  and  colleges  for  environmental  sciences  instruction 
and  job  training. The  comments  stated  that  remediation/restoration  cost  estimates 
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should  include  funds  needed  to  construct  and  operate  such  a  facility. 
Remediation/restoration  of  the  highest  priority  AUM  in  Navajo  Country 
necessitates  leaving  the  affected  community  and  Navajo  Nation  with  a  useful 
asset  for  current  and  future  generations. 

U.S.  EPA  Response: U.S.  EPA  response  authority  limits  U.S. EPA  activity  and 
funding  to  responding  to  releases  of  hazardous  materials.  U.S.  EPA  has  authority 
to  respond,  abate,  and  mitigate  releases,  but  does  not  have  authority  or  access  to 
funding  for  building  a  community  center.  However,  in  a  letter  dated  August  29, 
2011  (included  in  the  Administrative  Record)  UNC/GE  clarifies  commitments 
that  UNC/GE  is  willing  to  make  with  respect  to  U.S EPA  selection  of  a  remedy. 
Some  of  the  commitments  detailed  in  the  letter  are  in  response  to  community 
requests  beyond  the  cleanup  of  the  waste. 

D.  CLARIFICATIONS 

III- 1.  At  the  July  7,  2009  public  meeting,  in  response  to  a  question  from  the 
New  Mexico  Mining  and Mineral  Bureau,  U.S.  EPA  stated  that  all  waste 
containing  radium-226  exceeding  2.24  pCi/g  would  be  removed  from  the  NECR 
Mine  Site.  This  statement  should  have  referenced  the  limit  of  excavation  for 
certain  waste  and  areas,  and should  have  clarified  that  the  waste  placed  back  in 
the  stopes  and  shafts  would  not  be  removed.  As stated  in  the EE/CA,  the 
excavation  will  be  limited  to  ten  feet  depth,  except  in  areas  susceptible  to  erosion 
or  where  placing  clean  backfill  to  current  grade  is  not  planned.  Excavation 
greater  than  ten  feet  will  be  required  for  removal  of  principal  threat  waste. 

III- 2  NRC  noted  that  the EE/CA  on  page  17,  Section  2.3.2.3, 2nd paragraph 
stated:  “Regarding  the  remediation  of  mine  waste,  Title  I  UMTRCA  standards 
(Subpart  A  of  40  CFR  192(d))  offer  the  following  guidance…” This  paragraph 
goes  on  to  cite  the  200-1000  year  stability  period  and  the  20  pCi/m2/sec  radon 
requirement  provided  in  that  regulation.  The  reference  to  “mine  wastes”  is 
incorrect  and  should  be  changed  to  “uranium  milling  wastes.”  In  addition, 
discussion  of  40  CFR  192  requirements  should  mention  that  that  regulation 
includes  criteria  for  soil  cleanup  as  indicated  in  the  aforementioned  Site  Specific 
Comment  No.  2.  Also,  the  UNC  Church  Rock Mill  Site  is  a  Title  II  UMTRCA 
site. 

E.  ACRONYMS 

ARAR  Applicable  and  Relevant  and  Appropriate  Regulations 
BVDA  Bluewater  Valley  Downstream  Alliance 
COC  Contaminant  of  Concern 
DOE  U.S.  Department  of Energy 
EE/CA  Engineering Evaluation/Cost  Analysis 
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EMNRD  New  Mexico Energy, Minerals,  and  Natural  Resources 
Department 

IRA  Interim  Removal  Action 
MARSSIM  Multi-Agency  Radiation  Survey  and  Site  Investigation 

Manual 
MASE  Multicultural  Alliance  for  a  Safe Environment 
NECR  Northeast  Church  Rock Mine 
NMA  National Mining  Association 
NMED  New  Mexico Environmental  Department 
NN EPA  Navajo  Nation Environmental  Protection  Agency 
NRC  Nuclear  Regulatory  Commission 
O&M  Operation  &  Maintenance 
pCi/gm  picocuries  per  gram 
PRG  preliminary  remediation  goal 
RWPRCA  Red  Water  Pond  Road  Community  Association 
SNEEJ  Southwest  Network  for Environmental  & Economic  Justice 
SRIC  Southwest  Research  and  Information  Center 
UCL  Upper  Confidence Limit 
UNC/GE  United  Nuclear  Corporation-General  Electric  (UNC/GE) 
U.S. EPA  United  States Environmental  Protection  Agency 
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UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY 
REGION IX 

75 Hawthorne Street 
San Francisco, CA 94105 

I\IF:MORANO IJMI 

J)ATE: Scpt~ruber 26, 20 II 

SUBJECT: Requ<:-st for Concurreuce 0 11 Proposed Neltionally Signi[,clll\t OJ' Prt"c.-dellt
Seu,ng Remo"al :ti the Northeast Church Rock Mine Site. McKjnley Cow,ty. 

FROM: 

New Mex.ico. Pinedale Chapter ofthe Navajo Nation 

Clancy Tenley, Assistant Director /'~/ t,-1-7 ~£ 
P111tncrship, Land Revitalization Met1up Br;,11cl/~~"f 

TO: Lawrence M. Stanton, Dil't'clor 
Office ofEmergency Management 

.Jim Woolford. Dir~ctor 
Ollke ofSuperfund Remediation and Tedmology Innovation 

·11,e purpos"' of this memor.mdmn is to requ,'Sl your concurrence on the pro110Sl"<I 
removal action at the Northeast Church Rock (N ECR) Mine Site, McKinley County. New 
Mexico, within the Pinedale Chap1er of the Navajo Nation. Redelegalio11ofAuthority in R-
14-2 gives the Director ofthe Office of Emergency Management the authority to concur on 
mtionally significam or prccedem-setti11g removals. Given that this is a non-tim" cri!icJI 
removal action. consistent with the Superfund Removal Guidance for Preparing Action 
Memor~nda dated Sept~mber 2009 (2009 Action Memorandum Guidance) (p.ige 6_ footnote 
5), (l..;-oio1t 9 is olso, addressing 1hi:, rnt."morondum tc, the. Director oflhc Office of SupcrfonJ 
Remediation and T.echnology JnnOV3tion. 

Wt have <liscuss~d ll1is proposed removal with staff ofthe Office of Emergency 
M.inag.,ment"s Prngr::un Operations and Coordination Division (POCD) and the smffofthe 
Office ofSupcrfund Remediation and Technology Dnnovation (OSRTJ). POC'D ~nd OSRTJ 
haw advised us 1hat this removal is considered nationally significam or precedent selling 
because it is a removal of radioactive mining waste from a mine site located in Indian 
country m1d the excuv;lled material will be pluc<!d on lhc nearby UNC Mill Sit< (Mill Site), 
an Nl' L sit.: that is managed joint ly by EPA Region 6 and th~ Nucl.,ar Regulatory 
Co111111issio11 (NRCJ. Throughout the develo]lll\ell\ ot1llc proposed removal action. EPA 
Region 9 h:is ,oor,linate<l with EPA Region 6 and NRC representatives, and imple111enlation 
ofdisposal 11t tile Mill Site will b~co111inyent on additional ttpprovals from Rey1on 6 nnd 



NRC. In addition, R.egioo 9 has conducted extensivegovernmenc to government consultation 
with tbe Navajo Nation aod community involvement activities with local residents . Reg.ion 9 
bas consulted ,\lith EPA's National Remedy Review Board concerning the proposed removal 
action and responded to reconunend.ations by the Board io its Engineering Evaluation and 
Cos1 Analysis dated May 30, 2009. See RRB recomme,idations dated April 7, 2009 at 
hrtp:/lwww.epn.gov/superfund/progranlSlnrrb/pdfs/Northeast%20Church%20Rock%20Mcm 
QJlQf ) and EE/CA dated May 30, 2009 at 
bup://yoscmitc.e,,a.gov/r9/sfund/,<;lsfdocw .nsrt'.idc28k6c5d6056f8825 7 426007 41 7a2/f453d4 
346e384Q45882575cR>07fd4bt~OpenDocmnent). Finally, consi.stent with page 53 of the 
2009 Action Memorandum Guidance, the Region boas consulted with OECA/OSRE and OGC 
regarding the Region's use of the emergency exemption to the $2 million limitation on 
removal action spending. 

The Action Memoraodum is anached for your r~view. My approval awaits your 
concurrence. 

Concur.: ___ 

Concur: 

9,£17 /( 
J cs E. Woolford, 0/ ector Date 
~ of Superfood · emediation and Technology Innovation 

Non-Concur: 

Lawrence M. Stan.ton, Director Date 
Office ofEmergency Management 

Non•Concur: 

James E. Woolford, Director Date 
Office ofSuperfund Remediation and Technology Innovation 
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Otnce of Supcrfund Remediation and Technology Innovation 

Attachment A: 
Action Memorandum: Request for a Non-Time-Critical Removal Action at the 
Northeast Church Rock Mine Site, McKinley County, New Mexico, Pinedale Chapier 
of the Navajo Nation 

cc: David Chung, U.S. EPA, OEM HQ, Regional Coorrunator 
Gilberto lrizairri•, U.S. EPA, OEM HQ, Program Operations & Coordination Division. 
Director 
Doug Ammon, U.S. EPA, OSRTI I-IQ, Chief, Sile Assessment and Remedy Decisions 
Branch 
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Northeast Church Rock Mine Site - Email from Karin Leff - Notice that 
Required Consultation with OECA/OSRTI is complete 
Laurie Williams 

____________________________ 

to: Claire Trombadore 09/28/2011 02:48 PM 
Cc: Harrison Karr, Cynthia Wetmore, Sara Jacobs 

From: Laurie Williams/R9/USEPA/US 

To: Claire Trombadore/R9/USEPA/US@EPA 

Cc: Harrison Karr/R9/USEPA/US@EPA, Cynthia Wetmore/R9/USEPA/US@EPA, Sara 
Jacobs/R9/USEPA/US@EPA 

Claire, Below please find the email notice from Karin Leff that the consultation required by the 2009 
Removal Action Memorandum Guidance,  regarding exceeding the $2 million and 12-month limitations, 
has been approved. 
Please let me know if you have any questions on this.  Thank you!  Laurie 
----- Forwarded by Laurie Williams/R9/USEPA/US on 09/28/2011 02:43 PM -----

From: Michael Northridge/DC/USEPA/US 
To: Laurie Williams/R9/USEPA/US@EPA, Harrison Karr/R9/USEPA/US@EPA 
Cc: James Costello/R6/USEPA/US@EPA 
Date: 09/27/2011 08:03 AM 
Subject: Fw: Northeast Church Rock Mine Site 

FYI 

----- Forwarded by Michael Northridge/DC/USEPA/US on 09/27/2011 11:02 AM -----

From: Karin Leff/DC/USEPA/US 
To: Clancy Tenley/R9/USEPA/US@EPA, Sam Coleman/R6/USEPA/US@EPA 
Cc: James Woolford/DC/USEPA/US@EPA, Larry Stanton/DC/USEPA/US@EPA, Benjamin 

Lammie/DC/USEPA/US, Michael Northridge/DC/USEPA/US, Gilberto 
Irizarry/DC/USEPA/US@EPA, Elliott Gilberg/DC/USEPA/US, Cyndy 
Mackey/DC/USEPA/US@EPA 

Date: 09/27/2011 10:56 AM 
Subject: Northeast Church Rock Mine Site 

Clancy and Sam, 

Please be advised that Region 9 has satisfied the requirement of  consulting  with my  office  on 
the Action Memorandum for the  non-time-critical removal for the Northeast Church Rock Mine 
site.  As part of the  consultation process, the Region  revised its draft Enforcement Addendum 
to reflect several comments by  my  staff.  At this point,  my office does  not believe that there  are 
any  enforcement-related issues that would warrant disapproval  of your request for concurrence 
by OEM and OSRTI. 

Karin Leff 
Acting Director Regional Support Division 
Office of  Site Remediation Enforcement 
202-564-7068  (O) 
202-236-3669  (C) 
202 564-0070 (fax) 



 

        

 
 
 

 
  

  
  

APPENDIX B 
New Mexico Environment 

Department 
 Letter of Concurrence 

UNC Surface Soil Operable Unit Record of Decision 



NEW MEXICO 
ENVIRONMENT DEPARTMENT 

Office ofthe Secretary 

Harold Runnels Building 

1190 St. Francis Drive, P.O. Box 5469 
SUSANA MARTINEZ F. DAYID MARTINSanta Fe, NM 87502-5469 

Governor Secretary 
JOHN A. SANCHEZ BUTCH TONGATEPhone (505) 827-2855 Fax (505) 827-2836 
Lieutenant Governor Deputy Secretary www.nmenv.state.nm.us 

March 8, 2013 

. Carl Edlund, Director 
Superfund Division 
US Environmental Protection Agency Region 6 
1445 Ross Avenue 
Dallas, TX 75202 

RE: Concurrence with the Proposed Plan and Record of Decision for the Surface Soil 
Operable Unit for the United Nuclear Corporation Superfund Site 
(NMD030443303) 

Dear Mr. Edlund: 

The New Mexico Environment Department (NMED) has reviewed the Proposed Plan and draft 
Record of Decision for the Surface Soil Operable Unit (SSOU) for the United Nuclear 
Corporation (UNC) Superfund Site. NMED concurs with the selected remedy, Alternative 2: 
On-Site Disposal at the UNC Site within the Tailings Disposal Area, for the disposal of North 
East Church Rock (NECR) Site mine waste. The waste acceptance criteria for mine waste that 
will be disposed at the UNC Site Tailings Disposal Area are 200 pCi/g or less of Ra-226 and/or 
500 mg/kg or less of uranium. Principal Threat Waste from the NECR Site will not be disposed 
at the UNC Site. 

NMED is aware that EPA has studied multiple disposal alternatives for the NECR mine waste 
and supports the UNC SSOU Proposed Plan alternative of disposal of NECR waste within the 
tailings disposal area of the UNC Superfund Site as it provides the most expeditious and cost 
effective approach for returning the NECR site to unrestricted use. NMED anticipates that if 
EPA issues the Record of Decision, UNC will then amend their license with the Nuclear 
Regulatory Commission (NRC) and NMED will have an additional opportunity, through the 
NRC process, to review and comment on detailed design documents, as the draft Record of 
Decision does not contain detailed design specifications for the locations and final configurations 
ofdisposal cells. 

As EPA has established a timeframe to issue the Record of Decision, NMED is submitting this 
concun-ence letter; however, upon NMED's review of the draft Record of Decision, multiple 



Mr. Carl Edlund 
US EPA Region 6 
March 8, 2013 
Page2 

minor issues were identified. Mr. Earle Dixon, the State's Remedial Project Manager for both 
the UNC and NECR Sites, will contact Ms. Janet Brooks, EPA Region 6 Remedial Project 
Manager, to discuss these issues. None of the issues identified or any resolution to these issues 
should impact the State's concurrence. 

NMED appreciates the opportunity to work with EPA regarding this Record of Decision and 
looks forward to providing EPA with additional support on the UNC and NECR Sites. Please 
contact me at 505-827-2855 or Earle Dixon of my staff at 505-827-2890 if you need additional 
information from NMED or have any questions. 

Sincerely, 

/ !,,,-·1 f . ) .,·· --, ·, )c'i,.,,T' LI·; :' -~'¥ ''\ L ·1/-·: 
...- \ -·1,,, ··---

F. David Martin ~-~ 
Secretary, NMED 

cc: Janet Brooks, EPA Region 6 Remedial Project Manager 
NECR and UNC Site Files 
SOS Read File 
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UNC Surface Soil Operable Unit Record of Decision 



unlTED nUCI.EAR CDRPDRATIOn 

PO S<-x. 3017 T,g?ephone: (585) SOS-66.51,, 
Gal ;11 l'l•r ... MGlliU, .37'a0e JCTT FsJ1: (505) sos.aes4 

Mau:h 30 "2011 

Mr. J,.eilh I. McConnell, Deputy Oi r~ctor 
Decommissioning ;incl Uranium Recovery Licensing l)irec1ora1e 
DivL~ion or Waste Management and Environmental Protection 
Office ofFcd,•r,I and S1111c Materials and l::nvironmenlal Management 
Program, 
U.S. Nucle,ir Regu latory Commission 
11545 Rockville Pike 
#2 Whitt Flint. Mail Stop T7 E-18 
Rockvlllc, MD 20852-2738 

Re: Annual Land Use Repon for 2010 

Dear Mr. McConne ll: 

The above report is subruined, pursu~nt 10 our NRC Source Materials License No. 
SUA-1475, Condition 31. 

Sincerely, 

""1o/&-~y: 
Max Chischilly, Jr. 

Radiation Safety Officer 

DY: 

Enclos\1re 

Cc: Jack E. Whinen, NRC Region IV 
Steve Hill, GE 
Roy Blickwedel, GF. 
Yolande Norman, NRC 
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ANNUAL lAND USE SURVEY REPORT FOR 2010 

UNIT6D NUCL6AR CORPORATION 

LICENSE NO. SUA l4 75 

CONDITION NO. 31 

MARCH 30, 20! I 
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SURVEY OF LAND OWNERSHIP AND USE WTI'HIN TWO-MILE RADfUS OF MILL SITE 

UNITED NUCLEAR CORPORATION 
License Nl,. SU/\.· 14 75 

Condiunn No. 3 t 

1.0 Introduction 
This r<pon has h<en prepartd pursuant 10 License Condition 31 of 
United Nuclear Corporation's License No. SUA - l475. The 
information submi11ed in this report was acquired from the master title 
pl3te published by the Bureau or Land M.nagement. United Nucle:ir 
Corporation maintains the surrace ownership records. The map is a e<1py 
of the USGS Quadrangle of Hards,ouncl Flats. Oak Spring,s, and 
Churehrock. the photo revised in 1979. United Nuclear Corporation ·s 
Radiation Safety Officer perfonned the land use survey. 

2.0 Aren Owncr,;hip and Use 

Reference the allachcd map (figure I) for location in regards lo Mill Sit~. 

Arca: Owner: Usage: 
Section l Navajo Tribe Grazin,g and well monitoiing 
Section 2• Un ited Nuclear Mill & Tailings site, 

one employee homesite and 
well moni1oring. 

Section 3 Navajo Tribe Grazing and weU monitoring 
Section 4 Indian Allotted Grazing 
Section 6 Indian Allotted Grazing 
Section 9 Navajo Tribe Grazing 
Section 10 Indian Allotted Grazing, eleven homesitc, 

anc.l well monitoring 
Sec1ion 11 Navajo Tribe Grating 

Sec1ion 12 BLM, A, Etah, Etal Grazing 

Section 13 Navajo Tribe Grazing 

Section 14 Indian Allotted Grazing 

Secti.on 15 Navajo Trihe (°;r~7Jne 
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Are.: 
Section ~3 

Owner: 
Navajo Tribe 

Usugc: 
Grazing 

.Section 34 

Scc1,on 35 

l:!L'11 (western ponion) 
United Nuclear (eastern portion) 
lndian Trust for 
Navitj0 Tribe 

Grazmg 

Grazing and UNC'S 
Reclaimed Nort~ast 
Churchrock Mine 
Sil(' is located in 
Lltis section. 

Section '.l6 Uni ted Nuclear Unauthorized grazing 
and well monitoring. 

MapNonhem 
Pllrtion of 
2 mile l"alius 

Navajo Resen:ation Grazing, 22 home sites, and 
Kerr McGee's reclaimed 
Navajo Mine site is localed in 
1his area. 

Section 31 lndinn Allotled Grazing 

•Additional Note for Section 2: 

The Mill has been d,commissioned and has been cleaned to meet releasabl e standards for 
uncestticted use. Final reclamation ac11vi1y on the tailings area 1vas completed in 1996 
wi£h the exception of eYaporation pond area. currcnlly used for ground waler 
remediation. Final cover radon llux test result was reported in th~ --Report On Radon 
Emanation Test ing Of Final Radon Cover Over UNC'S Church Rock Tailings Si1e, 
Docket No. 40-80907" submined on January 3, 1q97_ 

3.0 Current ongoing groundwater tailings s~epagc remediation activity 

I) Sampleimom1or wells on Sec. Z.nd 36(UNC), Sec. 1 and J 
(Nava10 Tribe) and Sec. 10(Indian Alloncd) on• quarterly hasi$. 

2) Co11li11ual pumping/c•traction u[ wells I\W·l 1, RW-16, RW-17, RW-A, PB-2, NW-1 
l\W-2. These wells arc on LINC'S See )610 enhance the remedy for cul offand 
,ontainmen1 of 1he mlgr.uing 2'.onc 3 seepage impacted water. 

3) 1'lon1hly inoni1Qring (1.c. measure Cie!d parameters, in-house bicarbonate and chloride 
tilra1ion tcsl) l)f wells NHJA, NBL-2, PB-2, Pll-3, PB-4, RW-A and NW series l thru 5 lo 
trJc;;k 1he northern m()bl rnignllion of lh~ seepage impoctcJ wattr in Zone 3. Sec. 36. 
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4.0 Well JD. Use, Locdtion and Formation 

Well ID: Use, Location: Fom1ation: 
United Nuclear Domcslic Sec. 2-Mill Site Westwater 

Circle Wash Domestic/ Section 14 Alluvium 
Livestock 

Unkoown ID Nl'I Known Section 11 Alluvium 
Abandoned us~ 

J.E. Sop,rltl !'lo Known Section I Two Wells-
Abandoned Use Members Manc0$ 

13LM - 2 Monitor Sect.ion 12 Alluvium 

l4T-586 Livestock N.I.R. N Part Lower Gallup 
(friendship well II J) of map 

NR-1 Moni101/ N.I.R. N Parl Alluvium 
lnactive of map 

lSK- 303 Livestock N.J.R. 1'.E Part Upper Gallup 
ot Map 

5.0 Significant changes or events which took place in 2010 arc as lollows: 

I) No change under item 2.0 (Area ownership and t:se) and item 4.0 (Well ID, 
Use, Location and Formation). Total re1·iscd current homesite is thirty-four 
within the two mile radius of mill site. 
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2} A.f1er 1he August, 2009 remedial cons1ruclion activi1y (Le. ln1er1m 
Removal Action) on UNC"S NECR Mine Sile in Sec 35 (lndian Trust 
wd) and adjacent Navajo ResuvaLion um<l: 1he foliowing pertine111 
evenls or changes nave since taken place in 2010. 

• Three households who were temporarily relocated to ao off-site 
housing complex were moved back 10 their permanent home sites 
during J3nuary. 

• Re-seeding was done in January on projec1-impacted areas (i.~ 
Unnamed Arroyo, NECR - l pile, S1ep ou1 area outside Unnamed 
Arroyo and Sec 36 Borrow Area). 

• Enhanced final fenc.ing and cattle guard insrnl!mem were also 
completed in January 10 promo1c vege1a1ion growth on r<!-seeded 
areas and to keep ou1 h,·est,-.ck. 

• Soil erosion a.nd sediment control methods were 
installed/implemented during lhe construction phase of Ille project 
(e.g. sediment retcn1ion pond, drainage swale, berm, silt fencing 
and/or staked straw bales). !'hereby monthly and stom1 event 
inspeclious were/are done dw ing and after construction for 
compliance wi1h 1hc National Pollu1ant Discharge El.imin~tion 
System (NPDES), &,t M8uagcm<nl Practices, and Slorm Water 
Pollution Prevention Plan (SWPPP). 
• During November and December erosion and sed iment control 

construction repair and m~intenance work were also done in 
Step-Ott! Area (sediment re.moval and berm reinforcement} and 
NECR - l Pile ( diversion dike berm and turf reinforcern ent). 
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UNITED STATES 

ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY 

REGION 6 and REGION 9 

IN THE MATTER OF: U.S. EPA Regions 6 and 9 

CERCLA Docket No. 06-09-14 (R6) 

United Nuclear Corporation Superfund CERCLA Docket No. 09-2015-02(R9) 

Site and Northeast Church Rock Mine Proceeding under Sections 104, 106, 

Removal Site 107, and 122 of the Comprehensive 

McKinley County, New Mexico Environmental Response, 
Compensation, and Liability Act, 42 

United Nuclear Corporation, and U.S.C. §§ 9604, 9606, 9607, and 9622 
The General Electric Company, 

Respondents 

APPENDIX D 

STATEMENT OF WORK 

UNITED NUCLEAR CORPORATION SUPERFUND SITE -OPERABLE UNIT 02 

AND NORTHEAST CHURCH ROCK MINE 

MCKINLEY COUNTY, NEW MEXICO 

NECR UNC Design AOC SOW Page 1 of 17 2015 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

1. This Statement of Work (SOW) is Appendix D to the Administrative Settlement Agreement 
and Order on Consent styled in re: United Nuclear Corporation Superfund Site and 
Northeast Church Rock Mine Site, McKinley County, NM, CERCLA Docket Nos. 06-09-14 
(Region 6) and 09-2015-02 (Region 9) ("Settlement Agreement" or "Design AOC"). This 
SOW requires Respondents United Nuclear Corporation and the General Electric Company 
(the "Respondents") to produce a Design and submit it to EPA for review and approval 
according to an EPA-approved schedule, as described herein, subject to the terms of the 
Design AOC. Respondents shall undertake the Work required by this SOW, including 
technical analyses and procedures to produce for EPA detailed plans and specifications for 
the construction of the remedy selected by EPA in (1) the Record of Decision, United 
Nuclear Corporation Site, McKinley County, New Mexico, Operable Unit: OU02, Surface Soil 
Operable Unit (March 29, 2013) (the "2013 ROD") and (2) the Action Memorandum for the 
Non-Time Critical Removal Action at the Northeast Church Rock Mine Site (September 29, 
2011) (the "2011 Action Memo"). Respondents shall perform Work to develop and submit 
a Design to attain Performance Standards (defined in the Design AOC). Respondents shall 
ensure that the Design, when completed, meets the requirements of the EPA approved 
Design Work Plan and any other specifications described below. 

2. Terms used in this SOW shall have the meanings assigned to them in the Design AOC or the 
2013 ROD and the 2011 Action Memo. If there is a conflict between the Design AOC 
provisions and this SOW, the provisions and definitions of the Design AOC shall control. 

3. Respondents shall perform the following Work: 

a. prepare a Design Work Plan for the development of the Design, including a detailed 
schedule for all deliverables; 

b. prepare a Preliminary Design, which provides drawings and specifications, and other 
supporting documents; 

c. prepare a Final Design, which provides drawings and specifications, and other 
supporting documents; and 

d. prepare a License Amendment Request for Source Materials License Number SUA-
1475 and all documents required by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) for 
such submissions ("License Amendment Request"). 

4. Respondents shall submit Deliverables to EPA for review and approval according to the EPA 
approved schedule provided in the Design Work Plan except for the License Amendment 
Request, which must be submitted, but not approved by EPA. Respondents shall prepare 
the Deliverables with a goal of reducing the amount of time needed to complete the Design 
and prepare the License Amendment Request. 
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II. ROLE OF EPA REGION 6 and EPA REGION 9 

5. EPA's approval of Deliverables will be provided by EPA's RPM or EPA's Alternate RPM 
pursuant to the Design AOC. EPA's approval does not imply any warranty of performance, 
nor does it imply that the Work, including, without limitation, the Design, when completed, 
will meet Performance Standards, nor does EPA's approval of any single Deliverable imply 
that EPA will approve any other Deliverable. 

6. The NRC is not a party to the Design AOC. EPA will, as necessary and appropriate as 
determined by EPA, communicate and coordinate with NRC during the Design process. 
Within 120 days of EPA's approval of Respondents' Design, Respondents shall prepare and 

submit to the NRC the License Amendment Request. Respondents shall ensure that the 
License Amendment Request that they submit to NRC includes the EPA approved Design 
that Respondents shall develop under this SOW. Respondents shall submit a copy of the 
License Amendment Request to EPA on the same day that it is submitted to NRC, and EPA 
will provide any comments on the License Amendment Request to NRC. 

Ill. PERFORMANCE STANDARDS 

7. Respondents shall prepare a Design that meets the Performance Standards, as defined in 
the Design AOC. 

IV. RESPONDENTS' KEV PERSONNEL 

8. As provided in the Design AOC, Respondents have retained and EPA has not disapproved 
MWH Americas as the Supervising Contractor and Quality Assurance Official. Resporidents 
have also retained and EPA has not disapproved Dwyer Engineering, LLC as a contractor. 

V. WORK TO BE PERFORMED 

A. COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT AND TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE 

9. EPA has the lead responsibility for developing and implementing community involvement 
activities at the Settlement Agreement Site ("SA Site"). Previously, EPA has developed a 
Community Involvement Plan ("CIP") for the UNC Site. Pursuant to 40 C.F.R. § 300.435(c), 
EPA intends to review the existing CIP and determine whether it should be revised to 
describe further public involvement activities during the Work that are not already 
addressed or provided for in the existing CIP, including, if applicable, the technical 
assistance grant/technical assistance services for communities program/contract for 
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community outreach assistance. If requested by EPA, Respondents shall support EPA's 
community involvement activities. 

10. If EPA requests, Respondents shall submit information to assist EPA in the development of 
documents for the Technical Assistance Services for Communities ("TASC") technical 
advisor, community recipients, and other stakeholders. All community involvement 
activities conducted by Respondents at EPA's request are subject to EPA's oversight, review 
and approval. 

11. If requested by EPA, Respondents shall, within 30 days, designate and notify EPA of 
Respondents' Community Involvement Coordinator ("CIC"). Respondents may hire a 
contractor for this purpose. Respondents' notice must include the name, title, contact 
information, and qualifications of their CIC. The Respondents' CIC will be responsible for 
coordinating Respondents' community involvement activities and for coordinating with EPA 
to respond to the public's inquiries about the SA Site on behalf of Respondents. 

B. PROGRESS SUBMITTALS 

12. Monthly Status Report. Respondents shall provide an electronic Monthly Status Report to 
EPA's Remedial Project Managers, New Mexico Environment Department's (NMED) 
representative and the Navajo Nation's Superfund Program representative each month, 
beginning no later than the tenth day of the first full month following the Effective Date, 
unless an alternative submission frequency is approved by EPA. In the Monthly Status 
Report, Respondents shall: 

a. describe the actions that have been taken toward achieving compliance with the 
Design AOC during the previous month; 

b. summarize all results of sampling, tests, and data undertaken or received by 
Respondents in the previous month; 

c. identify all submissions and other deliverables completed and submitted during the 
previous month; 

d. summarize actions, including, but not limited to, data collection and 
implementation of work plans, that are scheduled for the next six weeks; 

e. provide information regarding progress of Design completion, including updates on 
tasks and schedules, and including as appropriate or as requested by EPA, critical 
path diagrams, Gantt charts and/or Pert charts; 

f. provide information regarding percentage of completion; 

g. raise issues that may need to be resolved in order to expedite completion of the 
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Work, including providing information regarding unresolved delays encountered or 
anticipated that may affect the future schedule for implementation of the Work, 
and a description of efforts made to mitigate those delays or anticipated delays; 

h. describe any modifications to the work plans or other schedules that Respondents 
have proposed to EPA or that have been approved by EPA; and 

i. summarize activities undertaken in support of community involvement during the 
previous month and those to be undertaken in the next six weeks. 

Respondents shall submit these progress reports to EPA until the License Amendment 
Request is submitted to the NRC. If requested by EPA, Respondents shall also provide 
briefings for EPA to discuss the progress of the Work. 

13. Conference Calls and Meetings. Beginning 30 days from the Effective Date and every 
calendar month thereafter until the License Amendment Request is submitted to the NRC, 
Respondents shall, at the request of EPA or otherwise as appropriate, organize monthly 
teleconferences with EPA to discuss the on-going design work. Respondents shall also 
organize and hold additional teleconferences with EPA to discuss issues that arise. The 
Respondents shall also organize in-person meetings with EPA, as necessary and appropriate, 
as determined by EPA, to discuss the on-going design. EPA may invite other interested 
stakeholders to the calls and meetings. As part of these calls and meetings, Respondents 
shall keep EPA informed about the progress of the design. 

C. DESIGN WORK PLAN 

14. Design Work Plan and Schedule. As provided in Section VIII (Work to be Performed) of the 
Design AOC, within 90 days after the Effective Date of the Design AOC, Respondents shall 
submit a written Design Work Plan to EPA for review and approval pursuant to Section IX 
(EPA Approval of Deliverables) of the Design AOC. Respondents shall list, in the Design Work 
Plan, the Deliverables described in this SOW. Respondents shall include in the Design Work 
Plan a schedule for all the Deliverables that Respondents are required to provide pursuant 
to this SOW. Respondents shall complete all Deliverables by the date described in the EPA 
approved Design Work Plan schedule. Respondents shall provide all Submissions to EPA in 
electronic format, and Respondents shall provide up to six paper copies to EPA, NMED, or 
the Navajo Nation upon request by any of those agencies. 

15. Management Strategy. Respondents shall include, in the Design Work Plan, a description 
of the overall management strategy that Respondents shall use for performing design 
investigations and creating the Design. Respondents' management strategy shall include 
the following elements: 

a. A design approach which expedites the Design; 
b. an organization chart that names Respondents and Respondents' contractors' key 
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personnel, describes their respective authorities, and provides contact information; 
c. a description of the design quality assurance approach (e. g., involvement of the QA 

Official, application of the QAPP, peer review, etc.); 
d. a description of the permits that will be needed, if any, the substantive permitting 

requirements that will need to be met as ARARs, including those requirements 
identified in Table 1 of the ROD, Attachment II of the 2011 Action Memo, and other 
regulatory requirements; and 

e. a description of the process that will be used to obtain access and comply with other 
legal requirements related to access. This description shall include a schedule for 
the following: i) obtaining access, and ii) meeting other design process or legal 
requirements related to access. The description and schedule shall include a 
description of the coordination efforts that shall be undertaken with other parties 
(e.g., property owners, state agencies, local agencies, etc.) related to access. 

D. DESIGN ELEMENTS 

16. Design of the UNC Site Repository. Respondents shall design a repository at the Tailings 
Disposal Area for permanent disposal of approximately 1,000,000 cubic yards of 
contaminated soil and mine waste material with contamination that meets or exceeds the 
Performance Standards. 

17. Soil Transportation and Management. In the Design, Respondents shall provide detailed 
plans and specifications explaining how mine waste from the NECR Site and other materials 
(including borrow, backfill, and cover materials) will be managed and transported. 
Respondents shall include details for ensuring that Principal Threat Waste from the NECR 
Site, as described in the 2011 Action Memo, is not transported to the UNC Site or disposed 
at the Tailings Disposal Area. 

18. Cleanup Verification. In the Design, Respondents shall include procedures for cleanup 
verification (including confirmation sampling and scanning for COCs and COPCs) for the 
NECR Site.' Respondents shall include procedures to verify that the NECR Site has achieved 
performance standards by presenting confirmation sample results that indicate that Action 
Levels have been met using Multi-Agency Radiation Survey and Site Investigation Manual 
("MARSSIM") procedures for radiological COCs (Radium-226) and EPA-approved lab analysis 
for heavy metal COCs (uranium) confirmation soil samples. 

19. Site Controls and Security. In the Design, Respondents shall include plans and specifications 
for security for the SA Site to prevent access by unauthorized humans and livestock during 
the construction of the remedy. Respondents shall include plans and specifications for a 
fence, cattle guards and other security features, as needed. 

20. Site Preparation Activities. In the Design, Respondents shall include detailed plans and 
specifications for the following site preparation activities: 
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a. An underground utility survey for the identification and verification of the location 
of subsurface utilities in SA Site areas that will be used for consolidation or disposal; 

b. A land survey that will delineate the parts of the Tailings Disposal Area that will be 
used for NECR Site contaminated soil and mine waste disposal; 

c. A description of construction activities to be undertaken on the portion of the SA 
Site that is at the UNC Site in order to prepare for placement of the NECR Site 
contaminated soil and mine waste in the Tailings Disposal Area; 

d. A description of the methods that will be used to decontaminate existing structures 

such as culverts, catch basins, foundations, and vaults; and, where decontamination 
is not practicable, a description of methods that shall be used to disassemble these 
structures, demolish and remove these structures, or include these structures 
within the Tailings Disposal Area. 

21. Trained and Certified Labor. In the Design, Respondents shall include detailed plans and 
specifications for the hiring and use of trained and experienced labor to transport and 
manage the NECR Site contaminated soil and mine waste. Respondents shall produce 

detailed plans and specifications to ensure that personnel have certifications and health and 
safety training requirements to comply with Occupational Safety and Health Administration, 
radiation, and hazardous material handling requirements. Respondents' detailed plans and 
specifications shall include procedures to ensure that all personnel maintain such 
certifications and training throughout the project. 

22. Temporary On-Site Facilities. In the Design, Respondents shall include detailed plans and 
specifications for temporary on-site facilities for project management and project control. 
Respondents shall include detailed plans and specifications for facilities that enable the 
decontamination of personnel and equipment, the storage of decontamination equipment 
(e.g., tools, salvageable equipment, passenger vehicles and heavy equipment), and the 
staging of contaminated soil and mine waste. 

23. Natural and Cultural Resources. In the Design, Respondents shall include results of any 
supplemental cultural surveys as required by EPA and conducted by a qualified 
archaeologist in coordination with the Tribal Historic Preservation Officer, the State Historic 
Preservation Officer, and other affected parties in accordance with the National Historic 
Preservation Act, as necessary to supplement existing surveys. Similarly, in the Design, 

Respondents shall include results of any supplemental biological surveys as required by EPA 
and conducted by a qualified biologist in coordination with the US Fish and Wildlife Service, 
Navajo Department of Fish and Wildlife and New Mexico Department of Fish and Game in 
accordance with the Endangered Species Act, as necessary to supplement existing surveys. 
Respondents shall ensure coordination with the Navajo Nation for work on the Nation and 
trust land and with the State of New Mexico for work on state and private lands. 
Respondents' plans and specifications for any supplemental cultural or biological surveys, as 
required by EPA, shall include detailed plans and specifications for meetings with the 
community to garner local knowledge from the community regarding cultural, historical, 
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and biological aspects of the SA Site, as necessary to supplement prior meetings. 

24. Air Monitoring. In the Design, Respondents shall include detailed plans and specifications 
for air monitoring stations to be installed around the perimeter of the SA Site during the 
response action. Respondents' detailed plans and specifications shall ensure that perimeter 
air monitoring stations will be positioned and operated to monitor emissions during dust-or 
emission-generating activities, including site preparation, construction activities, excavation 
and backfill, stockpiling {staging), loading of bulk-carriers, stockpile management, 
consolidation, cap construction and regrading. Respondents shall ensure that their detailed 
plans and specifications also include dust prevention and dust suppression controls that will 
be implemented to maintain a safe working environment and to protect human health and 
the environment. 

25. Storm-water and Erosion Control. In the Design, Respondents shall include detailed plans 
and specifications for storm-water and erosion control. Respondents' Design shall include 
detailed plans and specifications for contouring {e.g., grading) of construction areas to 
prevent, to the extent practicable, storm-water scouring. Respondents' Design shall also 
include detailed plans and specifications for the use of landscaping techniques such as 
gentle slopes, terraces, earthen ridges and catch drains (swales). Respondents shall 
produce detailed plans and specifications for using such controls to minimize, to the extent 
practicable, the potential for ponded water, and to divert water away from open disposal 
locations, construction zones, exposed contaminated soil and mine waste at construction 
zones and impacted areas disturbed by the work. Respondents' detailed plans and 
specifications shall call for integrating drainage patterns in the disturbed areas with the 
existing topography and drainage patterns. Respondents' detailed plans and specifications 
shall provide that during construction activities storm-water controls shall be used. Such 
controls may include, among other controls, storm-water control channels {header), weirs, 
spillways, catch basins, check dams, and sediment basins. Respondents' plans and 
specifications shall provide that such controls shall be implemented to maintain a safe 
working environment, to protect human health and the environment, to prevent off-site 
migration of contaminated soil and mine waste, and to protect response action 
construction. 

26. Acceptance Criteria. For the part of the Tailings Disposal Area that is to contain the mine 
waste from the NECR Site and for the part of the current tailings cell that may be disturbed 
during implementation of the remedy, Respondents shall include, in their Design, detailed 
plans and specifications to meet and demonstrate compliance with Acceptance Criteria 
consistent with Section 5.1 of NU REG 1620. 

27. Site Restoration. In the Design, Respondents shall include detailed plans and specifications 
for restoration of the Tailings Disposal Area and borrow areas on the UNC Site and for 
restoration of the NECR Site. Respondents shall also include plans and specifications for 
contouring to promote drainage, and for re-vegetation of the Tailings Disposal Area, borrow 
pits and NECR Site with native species. Respondents shall include plans and specifications 
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for backfilling and regrading of disturbed (e.g., excavated) areas in the NECR Site and the 
UNC Site for erosion and storm water control, including re-vegetation of those areas with 
native species. 

28. Long-Term Storm Water Management. In the Design, Respondents shall include detailed 
plans and specifications for long-term storm water management for the restored NECR Site 
and for the UNC Site. 

29. Green Remediation Best Management Practices. Respondents shall incorporate applicable 
Best Management Practices for Green Remediation listed in ASTM-E2893-13 consistent with 
EPA's policy Superfund Green Remediation Strategy {2010}, found at 
http://www.epa.gov/superfund/green remediation/sf-gr-strategy. pdf. 

_30. Data Submission. Respondents shall submit data under this SOW, according to the 
following technical specifications for those submissions: 

Respondents shall submit sampling and monitoring data in the standard EPA regional 
Electronic Data Deliverable (EDD) format that EPA identifies. EPA may change this EDD 
format upon written notice to the Respondents. EPA may allow Respondents to use other 
non-EDD Format data delivery methods upon Respondents' showing that the EDD Format 
presents a significant burden to Respondents or upon Respondents showing that 
technological improvements make the EDD Format outdated. 

Respondents shall submit spatial data, including spatially-referenced data and geospatial 
data, in the ESRI File Geodatabas~, and as unprojected geographic coordinates in decimal 
degree format using North American Datum 1983 (NAD83) or World Geodetic System 1984 
(WGS84) as the datum. If applicable as determined by EPA, Respondents shall include 
descriptions of their data collection methods in their data submissions. At EPA's discretion, 
Respondents shall include projected coordinates with documentation. Respondents shall 
include metadata with all spatial data submissions. Respondents shall ensure that all 
metadata that they submit is compliant with the Federal Geographic Data Committee 
(FGDC) Content Standard for Digital Geospatial Metadata and its EPA profile, and the EPA 
Geospatial Metadata Technical Specification . An add-on metadata editor for ESRI software, 
the EPA Metadata Editor (EME), complies with these FGDC and EPA metadata requirements 
and is available at https://edg.epa.gov/EME/. 

Respondents shall ensure that each data file that Respondents submit includes an attribute 
name for each SA Site unit, including the NECR and UNC Sites for which data is submitted. 
Respondents shall consult and use the information published by EPA at 
http://www.epa.gov/geospatial/policies.html, as Respondents identify and name data 
attributes. 

Respondents understand and agree that spatial data submitted by Respondents will not, 
and is not intended to, define the boundaries of the SA Site. 
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E. PRE-DESIGN STUDIES 

31. Pre-Design Study Plan. EPA approved Respondents' Pre-Design Study Plan ("PDSP") on 
October 17, 2013. The approved PDSP included a Health and Safety Plan ("HASP"), a Quality 
Assurance Project Plan ("QAPP"), a Sampling and Analysis Plan ("SAP"), a Cultural Survey 
Plan, and a land survey to delineate the parts of the Tailings Disposal Area that may be used 
for disposal of NECR contaminated soil and mine waste. 

32. Data Gaps. If EPA notifies Respondents that there are data gaps that must be addressed by 
field investigations or by additional analyses not specifically identified in this SOW, or if the 
Respondents identify such data gaps, then the Respondents shall submit to EPA for review 
and approval an addendum to the PDSP that will include work plans for additional 
investigations and/or reports necessary as determined by EPA to support the Design. 
Respondents shall perform the data gap investigations identified in the addendum to the 
PDSP once each work plan has been approved by EPA. Respondents shall also submit 
reports documenting the results of each of the supplemental pre-design investigations 
within 60 days of completion of the investigation and receipt of any associated laboratory 
and/or geotechnical data. 

33. Pre-Design Studies Report. EPA approved Respondents' Pre-Design Studies Report 
("PDSR") on January 20, 2015. The approved PDSR includes the results from the PDSP 
sampling activities, along with a technical report summarizing the sampling activities and 
results, including the following: 

a. Narrative summary of the investigations performed; 
b. Narrative summary of results; 
c. Narrative interpretation of data and results; 
d. Conclusions and recommendations for the Design; 
e. Summary of validated data (i.e., tables and graphics); 
f. Data validation reports and laboratory data reports; 
g. Results of statistical and modeling analyses; 
h. Photographs documenting the work conducted. 

The EPA approved PDSR includes a summary of all pertinent data collected at the NECR Site and 
UNC Site as of January 20, 2015 including the following: 

a. an inventory of NECR Site waste describing its characteristics (e.g., heterogeneous 
vs. homogenous sized material) by volume; 

b. information regarding the concentration of radionuclide sources in the mine waste 
by volume; and 

c. information regarding the geotechnical properties of materials at the NECR Mine 
Site, borrow areas, and UNC Mill Site (e.g., heterogeneity, grain size, and grain size 
distribution). 
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34. Environmental Report Data Review, Data Gap Report, and Environmental Data Collection 
Work Plan/Report. Respondents shall evaluate the following: 1) Applicant's Environmental 
Report on the Church Rock Mill Site {1975); 2) the Environmental Report for Uranium Mill 
License Renewal Application, License No. NM-UNC-ML (1981); and 3) subsequent 
environmental data gathered by Respondents. Respondents shall evaluate this information 
to identify any gaps in the data needed to support Respondents' compliance with ARARs 
and to support Respondents' preparation of an Environmental Report for the NECR Site 
Removal Action and the UNC Site Remedial Action. Respondents shall summarize the gaps 
in the data in an Environmental Data Gap report and Respondents shall submit the 
Environmental Data Gap Report to EPA for review and approval. After EPA approves the 
Environmental Data Gap report, EPA may notify Respondents that they shall prepare and 
submit to EPA an Environmental Data Collection Work Plan describing the manner in which 
Respondents shall collect the data needed to fill the data gaps identified in the EPA 
approved Environmental Data Gap Report. Respondents shall ensure that the 
Environmental Data Collection Work Plan conforms to the requirements of ARARs included 
in the 2011 Action Memo and the 2013 ROD as determined by EPA. The Environmental 
Data Collection Work Plan shall include a proposed schedule for Respondents to complete 
the additional data collection and report. After EPA approves the Environmental Data 
Collection Work Plan, including a schedule for Respondents to complete the additional data 
collection and report, Respondents shall collect the data described in the Environmental 
Data Collection Work Plan, analyze and summarize that data in a report and submit the 
report to EPA for review and approval. In addition, Respondents shall make an oral 
presentation of the report to EPA. 

35. Waste Placement Options. Respondents, in the Design Work Plan, shall present options for 
placement of the waste at the UNC Site and evaluate at least three proposed waste 
placement configurations on the existing Tailing Disposal Cells at the Tailings Disposal Area. 
Respondents' analysis shall include: 

a. A discussion of proposed configurations of waste placement in the repository within 
the Tailings Disposal Area. 

b. A discussion of advantages and disadvantages of each configuration. 
c. A discussion of how existing conditions at the Tailings Disposal Areas will be 

addressed in the design, including the following: 
i. Current condition of the drainage system (swales, drainage channels, 

diversion channels) and how they will be modified, if at all; 
ii. Damage to jetty; 

iii. Condition of the diversion berm; 
iv. Sediment accumulation in northern diversion channel; and 
v. Ponding around the perimeter of the current disposal cell 

d. A discussion of how each configuration would affect/improve the current drainage 
conditions at the cells. 

e. Proposal of the preferred waste repository configuration to be carried through 
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design. 

36. Basis of Design/Design Criteria Report. Respondents shall include a Basis of Design/Design 
Criteria Report. Respondents shall, in the Basis of Design Report, document the actual 
design and the criteria used. Respondents shall describe the design approach, and 
Respondents shall include all proposed design criteria and assumptions to be used in the 
Design. Respondents shall include, at a minimum: 

a. The basis and criteria for design, as developed during pre-design activities including 
assumptions and supporting calculations/models/data; 

b. A discussion of how the action proposed will meet the criteria in (a); 
c. Identification of any data gaps other than as identified pursuant to paragraph 32 or 

34; 
d. A proposed approach to perform a water-balance analysis, and to perform an 

erosion and deposition evaluation; 
e. A proposed approach for verifying slope, erosion, and overall stability of the 

repository; 
f. A proposed approach for the cover soil analysis to demonstrate optimized 

distribution, maximized transpiration and to support vegetative growth; 
g. A table describing all the design parameters and the corresponding source of the 

information to be used in the design (i.e. field report, literature search, sampling, 
etc.); 

h. A preliminary list of drawings and a description of specifications that will include: 
plan view, top view and side views, as appropriate, with depth to any applicable 
groundwater resource (i.e., alluvial, bedrock, aquifer); 

i. The proposed approach for minimizing future differential settlement detrimental to 
performance or stability; 

j. The proposed approach for maintaining cap performance and overall stability during 
and after seismic events; 

k. The proposed approach for minimizing differential settlement of the underlying 
tailings which may affect the current cover underneath the future repository in a 
way that would be detrimental to repository performance or stability; 

I. The proposed approach for minimizing, to the extent practicable, the additional 
release of contaminated water from the existing tailings due to placement of mine 
waste and contaminated soils in the repository to prevent adversely impacting the 
underlying groundwater; and 

m. The proposed approach for minimizing perched water conditions from developing 
within the repository above the existing radon barrier and associated slope 
instability due to potential pore water pressure increases. 

F. DESIGN 

37. Preliminary Design. Respondents shall submit to EPA for review and approval a Preliminary 
Design based on the EPA-approved preferred waste-repository configuration when the 
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design effort is approximately 30% complete but no later than 120 days from EPA's approval 
of the Design Work Plan. Respondents shall include the following elements in their 
Preliminary Design: 

a. Finalized design assumptions and parameters from the Basis of Design/Design 
Criteria Report; 

b. Preliminary plans, drawings, and sketches, including design calculations; 
c. An outline of required specifications; 
d. A plan for additional field sampling, if needed; 
e. A traffic safety plan, including upgrades to local roads; 
f. A storm-water management plan; 
g. An air monitoring plan; 
h. A site control and security plan; 
i. A project delivery strategy; 
j. A preliminary construction schedule, including a schedule for applicable permit 

requirements; 
k. A material management plan that shall describe how all NECR Site mine waste, 

borrow material, backfill material, and cover material will be managed and 
transported. The material management plan shall include a map and description 
with coordinates of routes that will be used by heavy equipment and a map and 
description with coordinates of staging and stockpiling areas. For staging and 
stockpiling areas, the material management plan shall include a description of 
activities that will be associated with these areas; 

I. A description of how the principal threat waste will be segregated and a description 
of the facility or facilities being considered for disposal of Principal Threat Waste 
from the NECR Site; 

m. Detailed plans and specifications for backfilling and re-grading excavated areas of 
the NECR Site, which address the impacts of re-grading of storm water runoff on and 
downstream of the NECR Site; 

n. A permitting requirements and compliance plan that shall ensure all on-site activities 
meet the substantive (but not the administrative) requirements of environmental 
permitting regulations; 

o. A revegetation plan which shall describe the approach that Respondents shall take 
to revegetate the borrow areas, and other disturbed areas on the UNC Site; 

p. A water-balance model report that provides the following: 
A description of how water would behave in the short-term and over an extended 
period oftime within the enhanced design of the tailings impoundment; and, if the 
water-balance model indicates that, as a result of repository construction, there may 
be increased water seepage from the impoundment, analysis explaining how 
increased seepage would not adversely impact the existing groundwater; 

q. An evapotranspiration analysis which shall describe the complete water-balance 
model assumptions and calculations for the repository cover system. Respondents' 
evaluation shall show the percolation response to design parameters such as rooting 
depth, the type of flora, cover thickness, cover soil properties, initial moisture 
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content of the cover soils, and hydraulic conductivity; 
r. An outline of the construction quality assurance plan; 
s. Mitigation measures to minimize traffic, noise, dust and any other impacts to the 

community and environment 
t. Biological and cultural resources surveys or reports; 
u. A description of how the design complies with all Performance Standards, including 

ARARs; 
v. A description of procedures for cleanup verification at the NECR Site (including the 

step out areas), including an updated QAPP for verification sampling; and, 
w. A description of procedures for revegetation of the NECR Site, including the 

approach that Respondents shall use to revegetate the NECR Site and to maintain 
revegetated areas until vegetation is established. 

38. Potential Impacts on Ground Water Remediation. Respondents shall describe any potential 
impacts of the Design to the on-going ground water remediation infrastructure at the UNC 
Site, and a proposed approach to address such impacts. 

39. EPA Comments. The procedures described in Section IX (EPA Approval of Deliverables) of 
the Design AOC apply to all Design Submissions described in this SOW. EPA will provide 
comments on the Preliminary Design and on other Design Submissions. Subject to Section 
XVII of the Design AOC (Dispute Resolution) Respondents shall incorporate all EPA 
comments on the Preliminary Design into the Pre-Final Design and incorporate all EPA 
comments on all other Design Submissions into the revised version of those Design 
Submissions. 

40. Explanation of Revisions. Respondents shall also submit to EPA, along with the revised 
Design Submissions incorporating EPA's comments, a written explanation of how the 
revised Design Submissions address EPA's comments. 

41. Request for Intermediate Design. If requested by EPA, the Respondents shall submit to 
EPA for review and approval a complete or partial intermediate design for the 60% design 
stage. 

42. Pre-Final Design. Respondents shall submit to EPA for review and approval a Pre-Final 
Design which represents 95% completion. The Pre-Final Design shall be based on the EPA 
approved Preliminary Design, or if one has been requested, the EPA approved Intermediate 
Design, and shall include the following additional items: 

a. A health and safety plan; 
b. An institutional control implementation and assurance plan ("ICIAP") that includes 

plans for implementing, maintaining, monitoring, and reporting on any institutional 
controls proposed in the design; 

c. A draft operation, monitoring, and maintenance plan; 
d. A release prevention/contingency plan; 
e. An emergency response plan; 
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f. A construction quality assurance plan; 

43. Pre-Final NECR Mine Cleanup Verification and Revegetation Plan. Respondents shall 
submit a Pre-Final NECR Mine Cleanup Verification and Revegetation Plan for the NECR Site 
that shall be a continuation and expansion of the Preliminary NECR Mine Cleanup 
Verification and Revegetation Plan, and any Intermediate Design. 

44. Design Certification. Respondents' Pre-Final Design and the Final Design submitted with 
the NRC License Amendment Request shall be certified by a Professional Engineer 
registered in the State of New Mexico. 

G. NRC LICENSE AMENDMENT 

45 . NRC License Amendment. Respondents shall submit the entire License Amendment 

Request to EPA and NRC concurrently. The License Amendment Request shall include the 
Final Design which shall incorporate all EPA comments and revisions to the Pre-Final Design. 

H. STATE AND TRIBAL PARTICIPATION 

46. Copies to NMED and Navajo Nation EPA. Respondents shall, at any time they send any 
Submission or other Deliverable to EPA pursuant to this SOW, provide copies to NMED and 
to the Navajo Nation EPA. EPA will send to the Navajo Nation EPA and to NMED a copy of 
all notices, authorizations, approvals, disapprovals, or certifications sent to Respondents by 
EPA. 

47. Opportunity to Review and Comment. EPA will provide to the State and Tribe a reasonable 
opportunity, not to exceed 30 days, for review and comment prior to any EPA approval or 
disapproval under Section IX of the Design AOC (EPA Approval of Deliverables) of any Design 
Submissions that are required to be submitted for EPA approval. 

I. DESIGN SCHEDULE 

48. As required by the Design AOC at paragraph 56.b, Respondents shall include in the Design 
Work Plan a proposed schedule for all the Deliverables that Respondents are required to 
provide pursuant to this SOW. Respondents shall complete all Deliverables by the dates 
described in the EPA approved Design Work Plan schedule. Respondents shall provide all 
Submissions to EPA in electronic format, and Respondents shall provide up to three paper 
copies to EPA, NMED, or the Navajo Nation upon request by any of those agencies. 

49. Design Schedule Deadlines. Respondents shall complete the Deliverables listed in the 
following schedule by the deadlines shown . Respondents shall include this schedule, along 
with other scheduled deadlines described in the Design AOC and this SOW in the Design 
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Work Plan schedule that Respondents shall submit to EPA for approval along with the 
Design Work Plan. 

Deliverable Due Date 
Monthly Status Reports 10th day of each month following the Effective Date 
Design Work Plan No later than 90 days after the Effective Date 
Basis of Design/Design Criteria 
Report 

No later than 90 days after the Effective Date 

Preliminary Design {30% Design) No later than 120 days after approval of Design Work 
Plan 

Environmental Data Gap Report and 
Environmental Data Collection Work 
Plan 

No later than 120 days after the Effective Date 

Preliminary NECR Mine Cleanup 
Verification and Revegetation Plan 

No later than 150 days after approval of Design Work 
Plan 

60% Design and/or Other Revisions, 
if Requested 

No later than 60 days after the request 

Pre-Final Design (95% Design) No later than 180 days after approval of revisions, or if 
no revisions required, 120 days after approval of the 
Preliminary Design 

Pre-Final NECR Mine Cleanup 
Verification and Revegetation Plan 

No later than 90 days after approval of Preliminary 
NECR Mine Cleanup Verification and Revegetation 
Plan 

License Amendment Request No later than 120 days after EPA Approval of the Pre-
Final Design 
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